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The Locomotive Horatio Allen

Some of the Novel Details of the New High Presssure Consolidation Locomotive Built for the '

Delaware & Hudson Co.

In his address to the guests assembled at the christen- service. This locomotive was designed for a boiler

ing of the high pressure locomotive, the Horatio Allen, pressure of 250 lbs. per sq. in. It had 63 in. diameter
an account of which was published in Railway and driving wheels and cylinders of 21 in. and 36 in. diameter

Locomotive Engineering for December 1924, Mr. John with a piston stroke of 30 in. The weight on the driv-

New High Pressure Consolidation Type Locomotive of the Delaware & Hudson Co.

E. Muhlfeld the designer, gave a brief outline of the

o genesis of this machine, as well as some interesting data

i regarding the engine itself.

It was back in 1901 when he was superintendent of

y machinery and rolling stock of the Canadian Government
<^ Railways that he designed a high powered cross-com-

pound consolirlation locomotive for fast heavy tonnage

ing wheels, in working order, was to have been 188,000
lbs. with a tractive effort, when working compound of

40,000 lbs. and when working simple of 48,000 lbs.

The construction of this locomotive was authorized

but was never built, but now, the Horatio Allen is a

somewhat enlarged and improved edition of that engine
which was proposed al)out twenty-two years ago.

C«ntra»-AllliU
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Coming now to the Horatio Allen, Mr. Aluhlfeld said

that it was during the fall of 1919 that, in a discussion

as to the increasing fuel costs of the Kansas City

Southern. "I was explaining as to what I thought should

be done in the way of modernizing existing locomotives,

the boiler, in direct contact with water tubes and the

radiant heat action on the same, in combination with im-

proved circulation of the water and the more effective

combustion and heat utilization, as compared with the

ordinary radial stayed or Belpaire type of firebox either

and that in new construction the utilization of higher

steam pressures and cross compounding should be given

full consideration, along the lines of a new design I

was working uptin. At this juncture Mr. L. F. Loree

walked in and the discussion was reopened, with the re-

sult that he asked me to send him a memorandum of what

I proposed to do. The result of this interview was his

authorization of the construction of the Horatio Allen.

"The Horatio Allen has been designed in order to de-

termine as to what can be accomplished in the way of a

better production and utilization of fuel heat and by

means of a higher steam pressure and the greater use

of its expansion properties, in combination with the de-

velopment of maximum hauling power in the most sim-

plified form of a modern steam locomotive, consisting of

two cvlinders and four pairs of driving wheels

"It 'is calculated that, bv the use of steam of 350 lbs.

per sq. in. pressure in double expansion cyhnders, tne

saving in fuel consumption per unit of work done by tne

locomotive, when working in compound gear as com-

pared with the ordinary single cylinder locomotive,

will be

:

. ,

"First: The gain from increasing the steam pressure

from 200 to 350 lbs. per sq. in. will represent about l3

per cent less fuel consumed per drawbar horsepower

hour. , ,

,

.
J.

"Second: The gain through the double expansion ot

the steam will represent about 17 per cent less fuel con-

sumed per drawbar horsepower hour.

"Third- The gain from generating 75 per cent, in-

stead of 40 per cent of the steam at the firebox end ot

Side Elevation of New High Pressure Consolid

with or without combustion chamber, syphons or like

equipment, will represent about 12 per cent less fuel con-

sumed per drawbar horsepower hour.

"The total calculated saving, when working compound,

therefore approximates 39 per cent of the fuel consumed

by the ordinary single expansion steam locomotive, per

drawbar horsepower hour.

"In nrder t" assist in accomplishing these results

Interior of Firebox

through the use of 350 lbs. steam pressure, a substantially

different type of locomotive boiler has been designed, the

particular 'idea being to eliminate the usual stayed type

of flat sheet firebox sides and crownsheet and water legs,

in combination with their sluggish circulation, and sub-
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stitute self-supporting cylindrical containers, in line with

stationary" and marine practice, and this has been accom-
plished in a very satisfactory manner.
"A jjeculiar feature of the boiler design is the firebox,

which contains almost 1200 sq. ft. of heating surface as

137 in. apart and are held together by four cylindrical

drums, 3 and 4, two being at the top and two at the

bottom, and by ten 3 in. outside diameter tubes at 5.

These tubes are expanded into the inner sheets of the
two legs, and opposite them in the outer sheets there are

le Locomotive of the Delaware & Hudson Co.

compared with from 400 to 450 sq. ft. in the largest com-
bined fireboxes and combustion chambers of the usual
locomotive boilers.

"In the latter the firebox heating surface generally
represents from 5 to 10 per cent of the total evajMration
surface, whereas, in the Horatio Allen, it represents 37
l)er cent of the total. This makes it possible to take
greater advantage of the radiant heat of combustion for

eva[x<ration purposes and, as firebox heating surface
ordinarily has about five times more steam making
capacity than that of the fire tubes or flues, it ])rovides

for the production of alx)Ut 75 instead of 40 per cent of
the total steam at the firclxjx end of the boiler, where it

can be most effectively and economically generated."

Taking up the construction of the boiler in detail, and
referring to the illustrations, it will be seen that the front
and back walls of the firebox are formed by two water
legs 1 and 2, which are made of flat plates and stayed
in the usual manner. The front head is cut away and
flanged in order to receive the circular back tubesheet.

It would have been a simpler and easier mode of con-
struction to have made the back sheet of this header in

one flat piece. The reason for adopting the method of
construction shown, was for the purpose of facilitating

repairs, in ca.se of the cracking of the bridges ; it being
easier to replace the circular tubesheet than the whole
of the inner sheet.

The firesheets of the front and back legs are I/2 in.

and 7/\f) in. thick respectively, while the outer sheets are

'/k in. and y» in. The two heads or waterlegs are set

holes for their insertion and cleaning

are screwed.
into which plugs

Half Sections Through Firebox Showing Circulating Tubes, Drums
and Back Tubesheet.
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Both sheets forming the heads are flanged outwardly
and the drums pass through the water space and are

rivetted to each of the flanges. Where they pass through
the water legs they are cut away with a number of oblong
holes as indicated at 6, in order to open communication
between their interiors and the water legs. The lower
drums are 21 -y^ in. outside diameter and the upper ones
are 32 7/16 in. The lower and upper drums are con-
nected by 6 rows of vertical water tubes that are ex-

panded into each of them. They are spaced 2% in- apart

where they enter the drums and, counting longitudinally,

there are fifty-one tubes in each row or 306 of the water
circulating tubes on each side of the firebox..

These water tubes are of solid drawn seamless steel

and are so arranged as to permit the use of a mechanical

Front Elevation of Locomotive

cleaner. The first and second rows from the outside

are 2}i in. outside diameter; the third and fourth rows
are 2 in. outside diameter and all four are of No. 7

Birmingham wire gauge thickness. The fifth and sixth

rows are also 2 in. outside diameter but of No. 6 thick-

ness. The sixth row is the one next to the fire.

The brick arch is carried by six 3^ in. outside

diameter tubes, having an upward curvature as shown
in the line illustration of the boiler and the reproduction

of the photograph of the interior of the firebox. The
ends of the two lower and upper drums are closed by
manhole plates held in place by a yoke and bolts.

The upper drums are extended forward to a point

37% in. back of the outside face of the front tubesheet,

by drums 30 in. outside diameter and % in. thick.

These drums are connected to the boiler shell by two

elbow connections to each. These are spaced alternately

21
J/4 in. apart, and the pipes enter into 6j4 in- diameter
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holes in the drums. The elbows are cast with the flanges

and are connected at each end with spherical ground
joints, of the ordinary type, to flanges rivetted to the

drums and shell.

The shell is made up to two courses of steel 1 1/16 in.

thick. The back course is 64 in. inside diameter and is

double rivetted to the inside of the projecting flange of

closed at each end, and, thus, by means of the perfora-

tions draws the steam from a long extent of surface,

thus insuring an even flow of steam. Then in order to

still further guard against the delivery of wet steam to

the superheater, the drypipe is fitted with a centrifugal

separator of the same type as that described in connection

Section of Shell Showing Front Extension of Upper
Drum and Elevation of Supplementary Header

the front waterleg of the firebox, and to the outside of

the front course which is, therefore, 64 in. outside

diameter. The thickness of the back tubesheet is Yi in

and that of the front ^ in. The distance

between their two outside faces is 15 ft.

On the left hand side of the shell just in

front of the extension drums at 8, there

is a manhole 15 in. in diameter through
which access is obtained to the interior

of the shell.

The front ends of the extension drums
are supjwrted by a secondary water or,

more properly, steam leg 9 in. across on
the inside, which is made up of two
flanged sheets of J^ in. steel rivetted to the

top of the shell and through which the

extension drums pass and to which they

are rivetted in the same manner as the

main drums to the water legs at the rear.

In order to give the ste;im access to this

leg from the shell the latter is i:>erforated with four

holes, 10.

The boiler contains 145 two-inch fire tubes and 42 five-

inch superheater flues. Steam is taken from a drypipe

casting of the form shown in the engraving. The two
flanges, 7, are bolted by means of a ground ball point

to the two upper drums, 4, at a point about mid way
of the length of the extensions. Steam for the cylinders

is drawn from this casting into the outside drypij^e

through the flanged opening 64, and for the right and

left hand injectors through the openings 65 and 66 re-

spectively : while steam for the turret in the cab is taken

at the connection 67.

This raises the point of steam exit to the maximum
possible height above the steam generating surface. But
in order to reduce the ]x)ssibi]ity of lifting water to a

minimum, a perforated pipe 6 in. in diameter and 6 ft.

7 in. long is suspended in each drum with a center open-

ing directly beneath the drypipe casting. This pipe is

steam Supply Yoke Casting

with the Mallet locomotive of the Kansas City Southern
Railway in the September 1924 issue of Railway and
Locomotive Engineering. This has been found to be

so effective that, when the drip valve of the separator

Boiler of High Pressure Locomotive

is opened after the engine has been in service there is no
discharge of water.

The drypipe delivers the steam directly into the throttle

valve casting 11. In this there are two throttle valves

whose oi>erating levers are indicated by the dotted lines

12 and 13 of the side elevation of the front end. This
casing is set on top of the boiler in front of the steam
drums and is readily accessible at all times.

Steam Strainer Pipe
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Fidin the throttle casing the steam flows out at the

front end into an elbow that turns downward and is

connected by a ground ball joint of the ordinary type

to the superheater header which is set outside on top of

the smokebox and back of the smokestack as shown at

14. It is located just back of the stack and a wide open-

ing at LS in the smokebox measuring 253/2 in. longi-

Shell and Water Leg of Boiler of High Pressure Locomotive

tudinally bv .^5 in. on the chord of the smokebox is cut

to admit the nest of superheater units. There are six

rows of these units fore and aft and eight across the

boiler arranged, as shown in the engraving, to drop down
and enter the 42 superheater flues. As indicated by the

drawing, showing the entrance of the superheater unit

into the flue, the saturated steam pipe is bent into helical

form about the superheated steam pipe while the latter

is straight from end to end. This has the triple ad-

vantage of increasing the super-

heating surface ; of relieving the

expansion stresses at the return

Ijend. due to the differences of

temperatures of the two pipes,

and of giving the inflowing

saturated steam a whirling mo-
tion, by which the centrifugal

action breaks up any core of

moisture that may exist and by
projecting it against the walls of

the piping causes it to be surely

evapwrated and superheated.

There are liut two pipes in each

unit, and they are carried back
to within 12 in. of the back tube-

sheet which is somewhat nearer

than ordinary practice. Pro-
vision is made against burning
the return bends, when steam is

shut off, by causing the steam from the relief valve

to pass through the superheater, thus maintain-

ing a circulation before it enters the cylinders. This
arrangement of superheater is designed to produce a

total steam temperature of 600 degrees Fahr. which will

make about 165 degrees of actual sup>erheat, the super-

heat being intentionally reduced until it is known as to

what effect temjjerature coupled with the unusual pressure

will have on the valves and cylinders. And again it is

desired to reduce the loss in pressure between the boiler

and the high pressure cylinder and avoid the discharging

of any superheat into the atmosphere with the low

pressure exhaust.

The front view of the superheater shows the construc-

tion of the header. The steam entering at the center

flows out to the units on each side, and
then, when it is delivered back to the

header, the sectional area of the latter

increases from the left to the right hand
side of the engine, reaching its maximum
at the point of connection of the steam
pipe at 16 where there is the usual ground
ball joint. The steam pipe 17 leading to

the high pressure cylinders on the right

hand side, has a diameter of 7^^ in.

We now come to one of the novelties

of the construction and that is that of the

saddle and front end of the frames. The
back portion of the frame is of the ordi-

nary bar type. It has a uniform width of

5^/2 in. and a depth over the second and
third pedestals of 8}j in. At the front

pedestal it has a total depth of 13,'4 in.

As indicated the slab portion which ends

back of the cylinders, is of the full width
of the frame, and with it the frame ends.

Instead of being extended forward to the

front bumper by means of a bar or slab

construction, it is bolted by thirty-two

134 ill- diameter bolts to a backwardly
projecting lug cast on the saddle at

18.
_

**

The saddle is a steel casting that has not only these

two rearwardly projecting lugs, 5 in. thick and 2i7 in.

deep, to which the frames are bolted, but it is extended

forward with a ribbed structure, that takes the place of

the usual front extension of the frames, and to which the

front bumper is also bolted.

This extension also contains a hole 11 in. in diameter

to receive the center pin of the leading truck. In the

body of the saddle there is a passage 19 leading from the

Superheater and Smoke Box

center of the left hand side of the saddle, in and to the

center of the front near the top, through which the ex-

haust passes from the low pressure cylinder to the ex-

haust pipe 20, leading from the saddle to the bottom of

the smokebox beneath the nozzle pipe.

In this one casting, then, there is combined the saddle,

and an extension to the rear for the attachment of the

rear frames ; faces 21 for fastening the cylinders ; an
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steel Casting of Saddle and Front Frame and Front Portio

exhaust passage from the low pressure cyhnders ; a front

frame extension to bolt to the front bumix^r; a bolster

for transfering a part of the weight to the front truck

and a pivot hole for the center ])late of the latter.

The smokebox, however, does not rest in the usual man-
ner directly on the main saddle casting. The latter is flat

across the top, and between it and the smokebox there is

interposed another casting, having the usual curved seat

for the reception of the smokelwx and to which the latter

is rivcttcd. This casting is, in turn bolted to the top face

of the main saddle casting. It is a mere shell, as indicated

by the plan view, and may be attached i^ermanently to the

smokebox as there is little danger of its being damaged.
This arrangement will greatly facilitate the making of

repairs at the front end. If the front extension is bent or

damaged in any way, the main saddle casting can be

detached without the necessity of cutting the smokebox
loose. And, again, the whole Ijoiler can be readily re-

moved from the frames and saddle.

The cylinders are cast separately and bolted to the sides

of the saddle in the ordinary manner, except that it is

unnecessary to make any provision for the front extension

of the frames.

The high pressure cylinder has a diameter of 23J/2 in.

inside the bushing and an overall length of 42 in. The
center of the steam chest is 34 in. above the center of the

cylinder. As will lie seen frrmi the side elevation of the

locomotive, the steam pi])e comes down on the outside of

the Ixjiler and connects, by means of a ball ground joint

with the flanged oj^ening 23, which is located over the

center of the steam chest. The entering i)assage has a

diameter of 7y2 in. The steam follows the line of arrows
over the top of the steam chest and aroimd the rib 24 into

the chamlier 25 from the bottom of which there is a drip

opening 26, all of which is shown in the cross section

of the cylinder. When the steam has reached the sprict-

27 over the steam chest it turns aside through the pas-

sages 28 on either side of the ribs 29 and flows into the

of^ening 30, which is 8 in. wide, and from it enters the

steam chest at its longitudinal center and in front of its

vertical center line. This diversion of the steam from a

direct line of flow from the steam pipe

to the steam ohest, throws any final

moisture, that may be contained in it,

against the inner walls so that it drops
down into the chamber 25, and is not

carried into the steam chest and cyl-

inder.

There are two openings in this pas-

sage, one (31) for the reUef valve and
the other (32) through which the live

steam connection to the intercepting

valve is made.
The steam is distributed to the cylin-

der by an inside admission valve wliich

is driven by the Young valve gear, and
so exhausted at the ends of the steam
chest. From here it flows out through
the passages 33 to the inside wall where
the two are connected by the si>ace 34.

This space runs along the side of the

steam chest to the elbow 35, on the top

of which there is a flanged and ground
ball joint connecting with the bottom
of the intercepting valve casing.

The steam rises up through the in-

tercepting valve and, through another

ball joint connection, enters the receiver

pijje 36.

This pipe extends up and over the

top of the smokebox in front of the

Boiler Saddle
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smokestack and down to a connection with the

opening to tlie low pressure cylinder at V? . This leads

directly to the center of the steam chest. With an inside

leading from the opening 32 in the cylinder. This steam
flows into the passage 44, which surrounds the valve
chamber and enters the same through the ports 45. It

Cross Section Longitudinal Section Through
Exhaust Pipe

Front Elevation

High Pressure Cylinder

admission valve the exhaust steam flows through the

passages 38 outside the space 39 and by way of the pas-
sages 40 to the central outlet 41, which is connected to the

Section on YYYY Section on XXXX
High Pressure Cylinder

passage 19 in the saddle which, in turn, delivers to the

exhaust pipe. The low pressure cylinder, therefore, is ^f

the same design as that of ordinary high pressure cylin-

ders having an outside steam pipe.

The intercepting valve is of the Mellin type originally

introduced on the Richmond compound locomotive about

30 years ago, and extensively used in Mallet construction,

but slightly modified in form to

meet the requirements of this loco-

motive. This valve automatically

admits live steam to the low press-

ure cylinder on starting so that

simple action is at first obtained.

As soon as the proper pressure has

been built up in the receiver space

by the high-pressure exhaust, the

intercepting valve automatically

shifts the cylinders into compound
action.

Referring to the engravings of

the intercepting valve, whenever
the throttle is open live steam en-

ters the casing of the intercepting

valve at 43 through the pipe 42

then enters the cavity 46 in the reducing sleeve 47 of
the intercepting valve. This sleeve is loose on the forged
stem 48 of the valve and can move longitudinally over it

by a limited amount. It also is of two diameters where
it moves in the outer casing, and the cavity 46 is located

at the junction of these two diameters, so that, as the

steam enters, it presses against the two shoulders 49 and
50, which are of different areas ; the shoulder 50 being
cut in the larger diameter of the sleeve has the larger area

and so the greater pressure being exerted against it, the

sleeve is moved to the left, uncovering- the port 51 that

opens into the space 52 leading to the receiver. Steam
thus flows into the receiver and builds up a pressure

therein and this pressure is then exerted against the end
53 of the sleeve. The area of this end being greater than
that of the shoulder 50, when a predetermined pressure

has been reached in the receiver, the sleeve is moved back
to the right, partially closing the jxirt 51, and, by a wire

drawing of the steam, maintaining the desired pressure

in the receiver.

The pressure which is thus built up in the receiver is

exerted against the back of the flat-faced valve 54 and
holds it against its seat, thus closing the communication
between the receiver chamber 52 and the high-pressure

exhaust chamber 55.

Cross Section

Low Pressure Cylinder

Longitudinal Section
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It is evident that if this valve 54 were to be open at the

instant of the opening of the throttle valve it would be

slammed against its seat with great violence unless some
means for cushioning its motion were provided. This

Intercepting Valve and Piping

is accomplished by means of a dashpot 56 in which a

piston, 57, attached to the intercepting valve stem moves.
The back of the dashpot is open to the atmosphere
through the hole 58 in the cover, and the valve 54 is per-

mitted to come to its seat by
the leakage of air from in

front of the piston, through
the 3/16 in. diameter hole 59.

When the engine starts the

exhaust from the high press-

ure cylinder builds up a

pressure in the chamber 55

until it overcomes the re-

ceiver pressure on the back

of the valve 54, and moves
it to the right, carry the

sleeve with it, and the en-

gine is then in compound
operation.

When, however, it is desired

to work the locomotive as

a simple engine, live steam is

admitted to the space 60 at

the left of the independent

exhaust valve by the engineer,

through a special valve and
pipe. This si>ace is closed

by a piston attached to the

valve. As the piston is only

^lightly less in diameter than

the valve 61 itself, a pressure

but little in excess of that of

the high-pressure exhaust will

be sufficient to overcome the

pressure on the face of the

valve and open it by moving
it to the right.

In order that the valve 61 may surely close when the

pressure back of the piston 60 is released, it will be closed

and held normally in that position by the helical spring

68, located outside of the intercepting valve casing.

Communication is thus established between the high-

pressure exhaust chamber 55 and the independent exhaust
chamber 62 which is connected by the pipe 63 with the

exhaust pipe which it enters and discharges through an
annular opening that surrounds the reg-

ular nozzle.

The intercepting valve thus not only

automatically changes the engine from
simple to compound operation under
ordinary starting conditions, but per-

mits the engineer to work the locomotive

as a simple engine if he so desires.

Such are the princii>al ones of the

many novel features to be found in this

locomotive. These may be summed up
as the physical combination of the sad-

dle and the front frames : removal of

the dry steam and receiver pii>es and
superheater header from the inside to

the outside of the boiler and smokebox

;

more accessible location of the inter-

cepting valve on the outside of the

saddle ; application of an interlocking

duplex type of low and high pressure

outside tyi>e of main throttle valve

:

installation of an automatic centrifugal

type of saturated steam separator such

as was illustrated in Railway and
Locomotive Engineering for Sep-

tember, 1924, in connection with the

description of the Mallet locomotive for the Kansas City

Southern Ry. ; an imperforate fire brick baiifle wall for the

full length and width of the firebox; a secondary super-

heater for the steam used by the auxiliaries, and a tender

rRONT ELEVATION

Intercepting Valve

booster of the type illustrated and described in Railway
AND Locomotive Engineering for July, 1923.

It will be noticed that nearly all of these items make for

accessibility and ease of repairing. Indeed the whole de-
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sign of the engine is such that accessibiUty for repairs is

its predominating characteristic.

I'he general dimensions of the locomotive are as follows

:

Diameter H.P. cylinder 23y2 in.

Diameter L.P. cylinder 41 in.

Stroke of pi.eton 30 in.

Diam. of driving wheels 57 in.

Inside diam. of boiler 61% in.

Steam pressure 350 lb. per sq. in.

. Firebox length 137 in.

Firebox width 75 in.

Tubes, number 145 in.

Tubes, diameter 2 in.

Superheater tubes, number 42
Superheater tubes, diam 5% in.

Tubes, length 15 ft.

Wheel base, driving 18 ft.

Wheel base, engine 29 ft.

Wheel base, engine and tender. . 65 ft., 7^ in.

^^'eight on front tnick 49,500 lbs.

Weight on drivers 298,500 lbs.

Weight of engine 348,000 lbs.

\Veight of tender 197,800 lbs.

Heating surface, tubes 1,132 sq.ft.

Heating surface, flues 281 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 1,124 sq. ft.

Heating surface, arch tubes. ... 63 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3,200 sq. ft.

Heating surface, superheater... 579 sq. ft.

Grate area 71.4 sq. ft.

Maximum tractive ]X3wer Simple

at 350 lb. boiler pressure.. 84,300 lbs.

Compound at 350 lbs. boiler

pressure 70,300 lbs.

Tender booster at 250 lbs.

boiler pressure 19,700 lbs.

Factor of adhesion

Drivers, simple 3.54

Drivers, compound 4.24

Booster 2,72

With respect to the axle load hauling capacity, the

records show that in some of its regvdar runs between

Oneonta and Mechanicville, N. Y., it developed dyna-

mometer drawbar pulls as follows

:

In simple gear with booster cut in, at

starting 105 000 lbs.

In simple gear, at 4 miles per hour 95,000 lbs.

In compound gear at 5 miles per hour. . . 75,000 lbs.

In compound gear at 7 miles per hour. . . 69,000 lbs.

In compound gear at 10 miles per hour. . 65,000 lbs.

In compound gear at 18 miles per hour. . 53,000 lbs.

Its hill climbing power has also been demonstrated by

the negotiation of 15 miles of 1.42 per cent predominating

grade line, with fifty cars in compound gear, in 50 minutes.

During the last three miles of this pull, on a continuous

1.42 per cent grade, which was run in about eleven min-

utes, the speed averaged from 16 to 17 miles per hour,

the boiler pressure 345 pounds, and the drawbar pull from
46,000 tfl 48,000 lbs.

It is exjiected that in a future issue of this paper there

will be published details of the steam distribution and
performances of this locomotive in service.

Progress in Automatic Train Control

Substantial progress was made during the year 1924

in the work of installing automatic train control devices

on the railroads of this country, according to W. J- Hara-
han. President of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad and

Chairman of the Train Control Committee, Association

of Railway Executives.

Mr. Harahan stated that this work was being done at

enormous expense in compliance with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission's orders, although railroad executives

feel that owing to the fact that automatic train stops are

not yet a perfected device, the large sums being spent

should be utilized in a more direct method of saving lives

through accidents such as occur at grade crossings.

Among other things Mr. Harahan said :

The work continues to progress rapidly and eveiy effort

is being made to complete it at the earliest practical date,

on 8,360 miles of track of the 46 Class I carriers which
the Interstate Commerce Commission in its order No. 1

designated for the installation of train control devices

and which have not been exempted from that order.

Up to January 1, 1925, train control installations were
actually in operation or under construction and under
way on 3,592 miles of track or 42 per cent, of the total

mileage covered in the Commission's order No. 1.

The total cost of this work when completed in accord-

ance only with order No. 1 of the Commission will be

approximately $32,000,000 including a substantial amount
for additions to or changes in the existing signal system.

This expenditure of millions of dollars is being made, in

accordance with the order of the Commission by the rail-

roads in the interest of the public welfare despite the

general opinion of the carriers that automatic train con-

trol is in a development stage and that no practical sys-

tem has yet been found.

Of the roads named in the original order of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, three have completed in-

stallations while eight others are from seventy-five to

ninety per cent, finished. Nineteen have sections of

twenty miles ready for service, some of which are already

in operation. In addition, they have also installed the

necessary signal equipment and erected pole' lines, so that

a large portion of the wayside work over the entire di-

visions designated by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion has been finished.

The original order of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission namerl forty-nine roads, but the St. Paul, Minne-
apolis & Omaha, the Buft'alo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, and
the Western Maryland railroads were later exempted.

The Commission on January 14, 1924, in its order No. 2

also ordered 47 of the roads listed originally to install

train control on a second division and also ordered 45

additional roads to equip one division prior to February

1, 1926.

Subsequently, at the request of the carriers, the Com-
mission suspended the second order so far as the 45 addi-

tional roads were concerned.

While the roads are going ahead with the compliance
of the Commission's order, they feel that, in view of the

fact that train control is now in a development stage, such
widespread installation at this time at an enormous cost

is not justified and that the results attained will not war-

rant this expenditure.

\\niile it is claimed that train control will result in an

enormous saving of lives, Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion reports show that only 134 persons or 6 per cent, of

the total fatalities on the railroads in 1923 resulted from
collisions both on the right of way and in the yards. Of
that number, only twelve were passengers. Compared
with this, 2,135 persons were killed in grade crossing ac-

cidents during that year.

In view of these facts, the carriers feel that the public

welfare would derive a greater benefit and safety would
be further conserved if, in most cases, the money to be
used for train control could be spent for improving sig-

nal systems and for the further protection of grade cross-



New York Railroad Club Annual Dinner

Largest in History—Doctor Friday's Address on "Future of the Railroads"

The annual dinner of the Xew York Railroad Oub,
which was held at the Hotel Commodore, New York, on
Thursday evening, December 18, was not alone the

largest in the history of the club, but is believed to have
been the largest men's dinner ever held in New York
City. ^lore than 2,900 members and guests attended the

dinner. It so taxed the facilities of the hotel that the

committee in charge found it necessary to discontinue the

sale of tickets twenty-four hours before the dinner.

Practically every eastern railroad was represented by
its president, vice-president, or other executive officials,

some of the roads having arranged for their representa-

tives to be seated in individual delegations.

The guests of honor at the speakers" table included

three members of the United States Railroad Labor
Board, as well as transportation and industrial executives

prominent in public affairs.

W. F. Jones. Ceneral Storekeejier of the Xew York
Central. \Vest Albany. X. Y., the newly elected president

of the club, presided and acted as toastmaster.

The retiring president, F. T. Dickerson. Secretary and
Treasurer of the Central Railroad of New Jersey, was
presented with a silver tea service and tray.

Dr. David Friday, Professor of Economics of the Xew
School of Social Research, was the ])rincipal speaker, his

subject being "What the Initure Holds for the Rail-

roads.'' Robert A. liurlen, playwright of Boston, gave a

humorous talk on "Cncommon Sense." The addresses

were broadcasted by Station \VE.\F, through the courtesy

of the .\merican Telephone and Telegraph Company.
Keen interest was attached to Dr. Friday's remarks

because of the prominent place he has held for man\- years

in economic and agricultural circles. .\ fonner ]jresident

of the Michigan .State .Agricultural College and i)rofessor

of economics at the Universtiy of Michigan he has been
widely sought as a consulting economist. During the war
he servefl as an ex[)crt on taxation in the L'nited States

Treasury Dejxirtment. More recently he has been called

Ufxm several times by the railroads for testimonv in rate

cases l)efore various commissions.
In his address Dr. Friday said that the revival of agri-

culture assures the railroads a new high mark in traffic

for the year 1925 which should result in full em])loynient,

good wages, and adequate profits. An abstract of Dr.

Friday's address follows

:

What the Future Holds for the Railroads

By Dr. David Friday

Professor of Eronomirs of the New School of Social Research

"The^ industries of the United States are at a turn of

affairs such as comes only once in a decade or two. We
have just seen an industrial depression, brought to its

close by a dramatic revival in agricultural jnirchasing

\x>wcT. This revival is real and thoroughgoing, and it

will have the same consequences this time that came with

agricultural revival after the de])ression of the seventies

and again after that of the nineties.

"Business depression is never fully over tmtil agri-

cultural prices have revived, and until the purchasing
jxiwer of the thirty million peo])le on farms has been
rcstorerl. But when that docs ha])i)('n, business faces a

prf)cession of ye;irs during which the demand for goods
is large, profluction is high, and business is prosperous.

You may have a temjxjrary business revival, such as (x-

curred in this country in 1922 and 1923, without an agri-

cultural revival, but in the long run it is the latter which
brings abiding prosperity.

"This is the fundamental fact in forecasting what the

future holds for the railroads. Business prosperity, of

course, produces better profits, prices which tend upward
rather than downward, and substantial wage payments.
But the fundamental fact underneath, the essence of pros-

perity, is a large volume of production. When production
is large, railroad traffic is large ; and when traffic is large

there is employment for railway labor and profit for the

railroad investor.

"The depression of 1893-1896 was brought to an end
by the rise in wheat prices during the election year 1896,

and by a continuation of that rise in the next year. Pro-
duction then increased at an amazing rate. Within four
years after 1897, the traffic of the railroads had increased

50 per cent. In ten years it had doubled.

"\\henevcr the production of goods is large, railroad

traffic is correspondingly increased. This must follow as

the night the day, for in modern industry there can be no
increase in production without increased transixjrtation.

Both the raw materials and the finished product must be
carried by the railroads. \\'hat the period of business

revival which confronts us means for the railroads, then,

is a growth of tonnage and of business. The year 1925
should sec a new high-water mark in American railwav

traffic.

"Such an increase in traffic will inevitably bring with

it an increase in gross earnings. It will bring with it also

an increase in exj>enses, and some increase in investment.

It takes eciuipnient to carry traffic ; and the large expendi-
tures which the railroads of the country have made during
the last few years in the face of criticism and discourage-

ment will come to fruition during the next year. The
wisdom of the managers in their optimism will be vindi-

cated. They will no doubt continue to buy large quanti-

ties of equi]>ment and to s])end large sums on improve-
ment. The railroads have always Ijeen ready to make
improvements when there was any money available for

that purpose.

Here is an interesting fact in this connection. In the

past the railroads have been able to handle increasing

traffic without a corres]K)nding increase in investment. In

other words, they have utilized their investment more
intensively as traffic has grown.

"Twenty-five years ago their investment was ten billion

dollars, and the number of tons of freight originating in

the L'nitefl .States was half a billion. The investment
]K'r ton of freight originating, was therefore about $20.

.Since that time the railroads have invested another ten

billion dollars. All of this investtnent was made at rising

|)rices, yet in 1923 the investment account of the American
railroads stood at only $15 jjer ton of freight originating.

No other industry in the country has made any such
showing.

"The im]X3rtant cost in operating the railroads is not the

return upon the investment, but oi)erating expenses, con-

sisting of wages, taxes, and ntaterials. Even in a year
like 1923, when railroad profits were better than usual,

these operating exi)enses absorbed more than five times as

much as did the return on investment. Unless operating

expenses can Ix; held in check, the increased revenues will

avail nothing.

"In the pa.st the railroads have been able to meet the

11
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rising level of wages, taxes, and prices of materials by
greater efficiency and economy in operation. The prices

of materials in 1919 were more than twice as high as they

were at the beginning of this century. Wages per man
employed were two and three-fourths times as high ; and
taxes per dollar invested were four times as high.

"Yet with all these increases the present cost of carry-

ing a ton of freight one mile is only one-half larger than

it was.

"Someone should write an article on the question as to

which is the country's most efficient industry. Investiga-

tion will disclose that the railroads rank among the high-

est. If this is continued, the railroads can continue to

pay the high scale of wages which now exists in the in-

dustry. Moreover, for once in their history^ they can

approach the pwint where they are making a return com-
parable to that which other industries are earning. But
the railroads' profit per ton mile of freight is less than

it was in 1913, and only three-fourths of what it was at

the beginning of this century. The country needs to have

railroad profits brought more into line with the prevailing

rate of profits that exist in other of the industries.

"In the field of material costs the prospect is brighter

for the next five years than it was for the twenty years

culminating with 1920. During that period the costs of

all materials were steadily rising. Four years ago ma-
terials cost three times as much as at the beginning of the

centun', and more than twice as much as before the

world's war.

"For the future it is my opinion that we face no such

increase in material costs. During the year 1925 they will

rise somewhat, but that rise will not be permanent, nor

will it be as great as some people fear. With increasing

traffic, increasing efficiency, and comparatively steady

material costs, the railroad business holds out every pros-

pect of full employment, good wages, and adequate profits,

given those things, the railroads should find no trouble in

marketing their stocks and bonds. This will provide the

capital needed both for the expansion of their facilities

and for improvements which will enable them to carry a

continuously larger volume of traffic at a low cost of

of>eration."

Lubrication of the Locomotive From the Standpoint of the

Locomotive Engineer*

By E. H. Baker, Service Engineer, The Pennzoil Company

&^

With the development of the modern locomotive, the

designer and builder has been restricted in height, width

and length, and it is not probable that there will be any

change in these limited factors during the life of the

locomotive, regardless of what form of power is used.

Notwithstanding these limited factors in the past twenty

years, the heavy locomotive has increased in weight from
190,000 lbs. to 385,000 lbs., and owing to improved design

and the adoption of economizing and efficiency auxiliaries

properly applied and operated, there has been a decrease

S^jin weight of locomotive per I. H. P. from 187 lbs. to 98^/
lbs. and in increase in thermal efficiency from 5.13% to

8.1%. This is a remarkable performance and places the

locomotive in the front rank as a power plant. A com-
parison with the modern electric locomotive shows a

weight of 530,000 lbs. and 3200 I. H. P. or a proportion

of 165 lbs. per I. H. P., an increase of 67% on weight

per H. P. than that of the steam locomotive. As the

electric locomotive is not a prime mover, but dependent

ujx>n a power house, which is located many miles away,
for its energy, it will have to be greatly improved before

it can be recognized as a competitor, except in very heavily

congested districts ; or where electric power may be ob-

tained very cheaply.

In increasing the size of the power, it has been necessary

to considerably increase the bearing weight pter inch on

all journals, but how much difference there is between the

frictional resistance of the locomotive of today and those

formerly in service, it is hard to determine.

The only available reliable figures on resistance are

those made at the University of Illinois some years ago

—

on a 2-8-0 type 22 cylinder, 209,000 lbs. on drives and
using saturated steam. The average indicated friction

H. P. was 14%. What proportion of this was due to

lubrication friction it is impossible to determine, as there

is no method by which we can separate the friction of

lubrication from wheel friction at the rail and the friction

* A paper read before the Pacific Railway Club.

due to the inertia of the moving parts. In the refinements

of design there has certainly been a decrease in the last

item. The second item will increase with the number of

the wheels, and that leaves the first item, which is not only

reducible, but very easily increased.

In the entire absence of lubrication of journals above,

without taking into consideration the friction of other

parts, we have a weight on the modern 4-8-2 type of

385,000 lbs. applied at the journals by the 3167 square
inches of bearing surface in contact with the journals.

This force is great enough to prevent the movement of the

locomotive and can only be overcome by maintaining a

film of lubricant between the bearing parts. This shows
that it is the lubricant that not only carries the load, but
must also carry away the heat generated in the lubricant

due to the friction of its moving atoms.

The old adage of the "Stitch in time saves nine" applies

particularly to the engineer when lubricating the engine.

The question is not one of saving a few drops of oil, but

rather is it one of saving power, for by saving power you
save the cost of lubrication many times over.

Efficiency of anything depends upon the results at-

tained in actual practice and success in lubrication is mainly

dei>endent upon the supervision and application of safe

practices by the engineer.

Preparation is 99% of a successful trip and in order to

illustrate actual service conditions, we will consider the

engineer in passenger service on the run between Los
Angeles and El Paso. This is the hardest run in the

world on account of its length of 813 miles, crossing two
mountain ranges and great stretches of desert where sand

storms frequently blow and cutting sand that is picked

up by the moving engine and works its way into the jour-

nal boxes and bearings. In addition to this, the average

solid contents for the water on the entire district is 26.26

grains of solids per gallon, which cause considerable

toiler trouble and interferes with cylinder lubrication.

There should be a close co-ordination between engineers

and shop foreman. The foreman should call the attention
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of the engineer to work reported and done, whenever it

might cause trouble, such as applying new wheels and
axles, brasses, etc. The engineer should not only report

the actual work which is needed, but also give information

that will prevent reoccurrence of the trouble.

Inspection

Before leaving the Round House, the engineer should

thoroughly examine all parts of his engine, closely watch-
ing the i>arts as he oils around. The spring rigging is

often neglected, although it only requires a few drops of

oil on each bearing jjart. Check up on the position of

equalizers, springs and hanger, as it frequently happens
that the weight is not evenly distributed and will cause one

or more driving boxes to run hot.

With the long runs and larger engines now in use, it is

increasingly necessary to watch the driving boxes to pre-

vent hot and cut journals. All journals are fitted with a

grease lubricator which keeps the grease in contact with

the journal, if projjerly maintained. If not proi:>erly main-
tained, trouble is sure to result. The lubricator should Ix"

insjjected every trip, and if the journal has been running
slightly warmer than usual the perforated plate should be

cleaned and particular care taken to fit the screen to the

journal. Unless this is done, trouble is sure to follow.

\\"hen the indicator eye is flush with the bottom of the

cellar, the cellar should be re-packed. As the temperature
of a grease lubricated journal is higher than with oil, it is

necessan,- to keep shoes, wedges, and hubs well oiled.

Screens should be cleaned with steam, never use fire, as

it warps and takes the life out of the metal. In fitting the

perforated plate see that the entire surface is in contact

with the journal.

The following instructions issued by a suj^erintcndent of

motive power if carried out will prevent most of the hot

driving boxes.

"Our practice is to first see that perforated jjlate is

steam cleaned then made to fit the journal proj^erly by use

of a mandrel ; it is then placed in the subcellar. Care
should l>e taken to see that the top edges of the subcellar

do not touch the journal. Care should also be taken to

see that perforated plate is applied with the {Perforated end
toward the hub of the wheel. This must also be fitted so

that the perforated plate does not Ijear in the fillet next to

the hub. The grease cake is then placed in the subcellar

and the radius of same should be the same as the perfor-

ated plate with 3/16" clearance all around on the sides

and ends of subcellar ; the grease cake being chamfered off

on the bottom side 1" down and 1" over, as shown on

sketch, so that when spring tension is put on follower

plate, which must be perfectly free in the subcellar, the

grease cake will not spread out so that it will bind on the

end or sides of sulxrellar.

When applying the cellar to the journal a layer of new
grease Yn" thick, should be spread over the perforated

plate to come between the journal and perforated plate in

order to give the journal lubrication as soon as the engine

Flange Oilers

The value of a flange oiler can never be estimated as it

has not only greatly reduced the wear of flanges and rails,

but also has prevented a great many derailments, as a

flanged wheel curves much more readily when flange or

rail is oily than when it is dry and sliarp from cutting.

Engineers should always start the flange oiler before

leaving roundhouse and frequently look to see if it is

{(TOfK-rly feeding.

Guide Cup Lubrication

On most of the guides are two cups, one of which has
an oil hole leading to the center of under side of top guide
bar. As the grosshead shoe has a great pressure on top
guide bar when engine is working, very little of the oil

from this cup is used. The shoe fitting so closely creates a

suction and as the end of the shoe passes the oi>ening of

the oil hole, the oil is drawn out and then wiped off" on the

return motion. The other cup which feeds to the other

edges of the guide bar does much better. To get good
lubrication shoes should have oil cellars on top surface and
oil grooves cut diagonally across from one corner of oil

cellar to opposite corner of other cellar.

Pins

^lany of these engines have a piston thrust of 70 tons
or more. This thrust is carried by a pin not to exceed
S by 9 inches and makes a bearing pressure of over 1900
lbs. per inch when engine is working at its maximum
capacity, which is as near 100% of the time as possible.

Owing to the limit of clearance, it is impossible to

lengthen the \)\n and an increased diameter increases the

peripherial speed of the pin, thereby increasing the fric-

tion and it is necessary that the engineer make up for these

limiting factors by taking no chances of the rod cups ever
becoming empt\' when in service. If it is necessary to fill

the cups in between terminals, it should be reixjrted 3n

the regular work report, as it is ix>ssible that cups have
not sufficient capacity and should be enlarged. Once a
]iin has been badly overheated, it takes a long time to bring
it down to a bearing again and will require constant care

until it again has a lubricating skin upon the surface.

Drifting

The greatest protection to good cylinder lubrication is

the ]M-o]>er hantlling of the engine when drifting. Super-
heated steam has a temiK>rature of from 625 to 72'i degrees
locomotive practice. If throttle is closed when engine is

running at high speed and reverse lever left in running
position, the gases in the cylinder will follow the piston to
the point of cut off and will then expand to the end of the
stroke. This will cause a vacuum in the cylinders and
when the exhaust port opens the gases from the front end
will pass from the smoke box. then the exhaust pipe and
passages to the valves and cylinders where they will mi.x

with a portion of the gases of the lubricating oil, which
will vaporize on account of the high temperature and
when com])ression takes place at the end of the stroke, the
conditions will be similar to an internal combustion engine
and combustion will take place.

The correct method is to bring the throttle back to an
almost clo.sed position, l>etter to have too much than too
little steam, as one stroke of the piston without steam is

sufficient to destroy all the lubrication—drop the lever

down to about two-thirds of the stroke and steam will

follow the ])iston without force. The ideal amount is just

l)elow atmospheric ]>ressure. This will allow the relief

valves to open and air will rush in. mixing with the steam
and it will cool and expand to a low temjierature until it is

more like fog than dry steam. It is impossible to burn
the lubrication in the presence of steam.

It is imi^ossible to state just how much feed to give the

lubricator, ordinarily one drop of oil to each valve and
two drops to each cylinder per minute will furnish good
lubrication. Swals should not he used on piston rods, as

the rod is an exact indication of the condition of cylinder

walls and pistons. I.et the appearance of the rod be your
guide in increasing or decreasing the amount of oil used.

Lubricators should be frequently blown out and should
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always be filled with a pure Pennsylvania I'arafine base oil

with a very high flash point.

Never put any engine oil on the piston rod when oiling

around as the flash point of the engine oil is very much
lower than that of the rod, and it will burn and leave a

dejx)sit on the rod.

Comparative tests of different cylinder oils have shown
a great dift'erence in the frictional load, and proves that

quality not quantity is what gets results.

Boiler Waters

Too much emphasis cannot be placed upon the need of

keeping the boiler clean as an aid to lubrication. Any
water carried over with the steam from the boiler not only

destroys the lubrication of cylinders, piston, valve, etc.,

but will also deposit solids in the S. H. units and steam

passages. These solids are like jxiwdered emery or glass

when separated from the water and will cut out bushings

and rings very quickly when they reach these surfaces of

the frictional parts.

The use of the blow off cock when on the road should

be frequent in bad water territory to avoid any chance of

water becoming so heavily charged with the different

salts to cause foaming.

In checking iq> on the run l>etween Los Angeles and
El Paso on the Southern Pacific Railroad, the average

tonnage of trains in passenger service was 662 tons,

gallons of fuel oil used, 6,808 gallons, gallons of water

used was 74,888 gallons. The average solid content being

2626 grains per gallon. There was placed in the boiler

274 lbs. of solids and the alkalinity of the water would

be greater than that of the Great Salt Lake if boiler was
not cleaned by frequent blowing off.

The physical conditions are the worst in the world from
a lubrication standpoint, yet they are running trains on a

100 p)er cent on time schedule.

The parts of the locomotive requiring the greatest at-

tention are the valves and cylinders and yet if the engi-

neer forms the haliit of doing things right he will auto-

matically handle the engine in such a manner as to insure

Fractional

Resistance

Feed in Drops Per Minute Percentage Drops Per
Test . of H. P. Minute

1. Lubrication destroyed Ijv

improper drifting .... 22
2. 18 10
3. 16 4
4. Pure Pennsylvania Para-

ffine Base Oil 11 2

]>erfect lubrication at all times and as the power delivered

at the draw bar is the amount developed in the cylinders

less the resistance of engine and tender, and although
resistance of the locomotive depends to a great extent

tipon the number of drivers and length of engine, it de-

]>ends to a still greater extent upon the efficiency of the

lubrication, which offers the greatest saving of any de-

vice on the locomotive, as it saves power without any ad-

ditional expense, but reduces cost of lubrication and
maintainance.

Lubrication of Locomotives and Cars
By Dennistoun Wood, Engineer of Tests, Southern Pacific Co.

The function of railroads is to move freight and pas-

sengers from place to place and to move them quickly and
on time. This must be done at the lowest cost consistent

with good service. Power is required to move the trains,

overcoming grade resistance, wind resistance and fric-

tional resistance. This last is made up of the rolling

friction of the wheels, and sliding friction of the journals

on cars and locomotives and moving parts of the loco-

motives. If this sliding friction can be reduced we reduce

one of the factors of train resistance and hence cut down
cost of power. This reduction of friction is accomplished

by the use of the proi>er luliricating materials. This is

one very vital reason why the operating department is

interested in lubrication.

If bearings under heavy load are nm at any sj^eed lubri-

cation has to be furnished or hot bearings result and if

allowed to run hot long enough trouble is experienced.

On trains hot car bearings result in burning oft" the

journals if not taken care of. On locomotives a similar

condition may be set up and further, we have the chance

of having hot crank pins, hot guides, hot eccentrics, etc.

These hot bearings must be seen to or they may result in

accident and if they have to be taken care of on the road

it means lost time to the trains. Furthermore, hot bear-

ings mean damaged and scored parts and the tieing up of

equipment for repairs when it should be earning money.
These then are further reasons why the operating depart-

ment is interested in lubrication.

The primary interest in lubricants for rolling stock on

the part of the operating man is whether they are materials

that will enable him to get the train over the road on time,

in safety and without damage to the equipment. If he

shows an interest in the physical or chemical make-up of

the lubricating materials, it is because he is trying to insure

the obtaining of proper materials for the accomplishment
of his main objective as already referred to and to do tiiis

at a not unreasonable cost.

No explanation need be made as to why train delays

are a serious and expensive matter but to the non-rail-

roader I would say that the delayed train is a thorn in the

flesh of the operating or traffic man. Passenger trains

chronically late are about as bad an advertisement as a

railway can have. Delayed mails have to be avoided

wherever iwssible. Late freight trains cause complaint,

particular!)' if they are fruit trains or "time" freights. A
delay to one train, no matter what its class, usually means
delays to other trains.

A fruitful source of delays is the hot Ixjx. It is most
disheartening to get reports day after day showing trains

delayed because of hot boxes on cars, hot driving boxes
or hot crank pins. Such causes of delays in most cases

can be prevented if the proper materials are supplied and
are properly applied. Of all precautions, lining will slip

and we will always have the hot journal with us but the

trouble can and should be kept to a minimum.
To keep the journals cool, the first requisite is the

securing of lubricating materials of such character that if

proj^erlv applied good lubrication is obtained. In doing

this the matter of cost must be borne in mind, though

quality must not be sacrificed for this. Then it is neces-

sary to see that the proper appliances are furnished to

apply the lubricants and last but not least it is necessary

to see that the materials and appliances are properly used

by the men.
Now let us consider briefly the material, appliance and

men concerned with the locomotive and car lubrication.
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On locomotives we use valve oil for the cjlinder and
valves, grease for the driving axle journals and crank pins,

engine or car oil for the engine truck and trailing axle

journals, and tender axle journals and for the valve motion
pins, guides, etc. Sometimes an air compressor oil is used

for the air brake pumps, sometimes valve oil.

The use of superheated steam is being more and more
extended and this has necessitated a sj>ecial grade uf valve

oil. Some roads now carrj- two grades, one for saturated

steam locomotives and one for superheated steam. Other
roads use the superheated grade of valve oil for both

classes of locomotives with good results. The argument
for one grade of oil is that with two grades there is a

chance of getting the wrong grade on the locomotive, that

oil suitable for saturated steam will not give satisfaction

with superheated steam while on the other hand sujier-

heated steam valve oil can be used satisfactorily with

saturated steam. \'alve oil for use with superheated steam
should have a minimum flashjxjint of about 575° F. and a

minimum fire jMint of about 650' F. Its viscosity at 210°

F. will lie between 165 and 230 seconds Saybolt Universal.

The old practice was to lubricate the driving journals

and crank pins with oil but modern practice calls for

grease lubrication. On some roads two kinds of grease

are used, one for driving journals, the other for crank
pins. Other roads use one grade of grease for botl':

purposes.

It is a nice problem to get a grease that is just right.

The grease must not get too soft when hot or it melts

away, resulting in excessive use of grease and possibly

delay due to lack of grease and resultant hot bo.xes. On
the other hand it must not be so hard that it will carbonize

and glaze on the surface, as this means no lubrication and
results in hot bo.xes. \Miat we ask for is a happy medium.

I siX)ke of using engine oil or car oil on locomotives.

Some roads carry these two clas.ses, using engine oil, as

its name implys, on the engine, and car oil on car journals.

Other roads use one grade of oil for both purix)ses

Engine oil is supjxjsedly a better grade of oil than car oil.

The engine oil or the car oil, as the case may be, is sub
divided in general practice into winter grade and summei'
grade oil. Winter grade oil will have a slightly lower
viscosity and flash point than summer grade oil. Average
figures for these oils are:

Winter Grade, viscositv 50 to 55 seconds.

.Saybolt Universal, flash 300 to 350° F.

.Summer (Jrade, viscositv 65 to 70 seconds.

.Saybolt Universal, flash' .300 to 400° F.

The cold test is also imjwrtant, the winter grade should

show not over 0° F., while the summer grade may be as

high as 35° F. What I have already said regarding car

oil lor use on locomotives cover this same grade of oil

when used on car journals.

C)n both locomotives and cars a special grade of oil is

used for luliricating air brake triple valves. It must be of

such nature that these delicately adjusted valves will not

gum u|> and stick. In the air brake cylinders a lu1)ricant

must l>e used that will keep the leather packing soft and
assure satisfactory ofteration.

On roads of sharp curvature it is very customary to

lubricate the flanges of some of the locomotive driving

wheels. Crude oil may be used ff)r this and there are

numerous devices on the market for applying it. This
lubrication reduces curve friction and also reduces flange

and rail wear.
Tf) get the oil to the valves and cylinders it is customary

to use hydrostatic sight feed lubricators but lately the

force feed lubricator has been used to some extent, it being
founfl more [xisitivc and reliable in its action.

rirease for the driving journals is pressed into proper

shajK-d cakes in a press. These cakes are held against the

under side of the journals by spring pressure, the cakes

being placed in cellars and having between them and the

journals, perforated plates shaped to the journals. The
grease is forced through these plates. The grease for the

pins is pressed into cylindrical shajK and placed in grease

cups, having screw down caps.

Oil for the journals on locomotives and car trucks is

carried to the journals by waste which is saturated with
the oil and rubs against the journal, the waste being car-

ried in boxes that surround the journals. In locomotive
and tender truck journal boxes and passenger car boxes it

is customary to use a so-called wool waste. This has a
large percentage of cotton waste present. The cotton

acts as a wick to carrj- the oil and the wool gives the waste
resiliency. On freight cars a straight cotton waste is

usually used. Within the last few years several kinds of

cotton waste have been brought out having combined with
the cotton vegetable fibre, brass springs, etc., which serve
the same purpose as the wool, that is, keeps the waste from
settling away from the journals.

Now then, if we get oils and greases that lubricate,

provided each reach the spot to be lubricated and further
if we get proi)er waste, have properly designed grease
cellars, lubricators, etc., that will put the lubricants where
they belong, it is evident that the next point to consider is

the human element and to prevent man failures. If we have
the liest oil in the world and it does not reach the journal,

a hot bo.x will occur. The supervisor must be constantly
on the watch to see that his men are packing journal boxes
properly, placing the waste in them correctly, putting
grease in pin cups when needed, seeing that grease cellars

are free to move, keeping grease clean, etc.

By constant suiiervision, delays from hot journals can
lie kept to a minimum.

Sometimes lu1)ricants are purchased on a guarantee
basis, the manufacturer guaranteeing a certain minimum
mileage per unit (|uantity of lubricant. Sometimes the
lubricants are purchased under specification. It is a matter
of opinion which is the Ix-st method. Frequently road
service tests are made to determine which of several
brands of lubricants are best suited for use. If two brands
are foimd equally good then ])rice determines. If lubri-

cants are purchased to specifications the manufacturer is

usually anxious to meet the specification and "go it one
better," for he knows that a poor showing of his material
is a good indication of placing contracts elsewhere, even
though he is not responsible for the specification.

You probably wonder why the railroads continue to use
tiie old style journal bearing when the roller or ball bear-
ing is used so generally. Others no doubt know that roller

bearings are used to a large extent under cars in Sweden
and that several test cars have been so equipj)ed in this

country. The reports made on these cars indicate a tre-

mendous decrease in frictional resistance. I think what
prevents the more general introduction of the roller bear-
ing is that it appears somewhat com]>licated, the present
bearing is extremely simple and with the class of labor
found about car yards it is well to keep things as simple
as possible. It is my belief, however, that with increasing-

loads, larger units of jmwer and higher cost of fuel, which
fact will call for resistance reduction wherever ixissibk,

changes will come in design of bearings and their hilirica-

tion. Eventually wc will have car journals with roller

bearings and driving boxes will have some form of forced
feed lul>rication.

After a train is properly lubricated and on the road,

it cannot l>e expected to take care of itself. The crew
must be watchful. If they find indication of hot journals
they must lake immediate steps to stop the trouble. Many
a serious delay could have been avoided by proper care
on the part of the crew.
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Tlie High-Pressure Compound Locomotive

The high-pressure comjxjund locomotive, the "Horatio

Allen,'" illustrated in considerable detail in another

column is deser\-ing of especial attention on the part of

locomotive designers and users, not only because of the

advance of seventy-five per cent in the steam pressure

above average current practice, but because of the many
novel features embodied in its design and construction.

As for the steam pressure of 350 lbs. it may almost

be dismissed without a second thought, for it will be

received with far fewer doubts and misgivings than

would the proposal to use a pressure of 200 lbs. have

been received forty-five years ago. We have gone

through the struggle of securing an oil that will with-

stand the high temperatures of our present super-heated

steam and Mr. "SluhUdd has very wisely decided to let

well enough alone in that particular and limit his tem-

perature of superheat to that already in common use.

In the design of the boiler the water tube principle

has been used. This is no new attempt as it has been

tried many times, usually without much success. But

already a boiler of this type seems to have won its spurs

on one road if the statements of the mechanical engineer

are to be credited and the giving of a repeat order is

any evidence of a satisfactory ]>erformance. That the

boiler or locomotive has sprung full-fledged into a

perfectly satisfactory condition, like Minerva from the

head of Jove, is exceedingly unlikely. But so many
provisions have been made and the design has been so

carefully worked out that there is a strong probability

that the modifications to be made will be those of detail

only.

One of the outstanding features of the machine is the

accessibility of those parts which are usually so covered

and protected that repairs can only be effected with the

greatest difficulty. The drypii)e, throttle valve, and
superheater heads are all outside the boiler and can be
reached without the disturbance of other jmrts. The
yoke from which the steam is drawn supplies every pvait

of the locomotive and every part is on the outside, and
so thoroughly protected by suitable lagging that the

losses by radiation are reduced to a minimum.
One of the details that cannot fail to attract attention

is the combining of the saddle and the forward extension

of the frames into one heavy steel casting. The fasten-

ing of the saddle or cylinders and half .saddles to the

frames has always been a troublesome matter and the

connections had a vicious tendency to l)€come loose.

There has usually been a slab connection between the

front and rear portions of the frames, and this has given

comparatively little trouble. Mr. Muhlfeld has retained

this form of connection ; has increased it in depth and
rigidity, and made it one between the rear portion of

the frame and the saddle, and let that end the matter.

The removal of the frames and the great depth of

saddle thus made possible, has provided a corresponding
increase in the efficiency of the fastening of the cylinder

to the saddle.

In general appearance the locomotive is not yet al-

together pleasing to the eye. But this, like a new fashion,

is a matter to which we will soon become accustomed,

and it is the customary that is usually pleasing to the

eye. While we may not have had quite so wide a de-

parture from previous constructions as this locomotive

embodies, there are precedents for changes that have
not been, at first, altogether pleasing to look upon.

There are, for example, the change from the conical

stack, of the wood burner, to the diamond stack ; from
the diamond stack to the straight stack and the exten-

sion front, and many others. However, a locomotive is

not built to look at but to haul trains and while it is

well that it- should be of pleasing appearance we can
fall back on the old proverb of; "Handsome is as hand-
some does."

It is rather unusual to find so many novelties em-
bodied in a single new design and Mr. Muhlfeld has

certainly had the courage of his convictions. It must
be remembered, too, that it was the combination of this

courage and conviction that gave the order for the first

^Nlallet locomotive in this country, which other motive

[xiwer officials regarded as a monstrosity, until ' it had
demonstrated its value : and it is safe to say that the

performance of this new design will lie watched with the

most intense interest evervwhere.

Papers and Addresses

In discussing a long and rather dull paper that was
read before the New York Railroad Club a number of

years ago, Mr. M. N. Forney remarked that while en-

gineers had great respect for and j>aid close attention

to the limit of elasticity of materials, speakers were apt

to be unmindful of the fact that audiences, too, had a

limit of elasticity or response that should not be exceeded.

A few centuries ago a gentleman by the name of Shake-
s]>eare remarked that "brevity is the soul of wit," and less

than a century ago Josh Billings said that "if a speaker

could not strike ile in fifteen minutes he either had a

poor auger or was boring in the wrong place." While
at last comes the terse instruction as to public speaking
of: "Stand up, speak up and shut up."

In making an application of these aphorisms to the

pa]>ers that are presented to the railroad clubs, length

and the use of sentimental platitudes stare one in the

face.
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It is rarely that a man is asked to deliver a paper or

asks for the privilege of delivering' one, who has not a

distinct message to present and one that is worth listen-

ing to. The trouble is that a fifteen minute message is

made to fill in fort}--five, and, that this may be done, it

is padded with a mass of sentimental platitudes that mean
nothing and detract mightih' from the essence of the dis-

course. ^\'hat earthly sense is there in injecting into a
cold blooded, scientific or commercial discourse something
to the effect that even,- man is "entitled to life, liberty

and the pursuit of happiness ?"'

Scientific societies have protected themselves against

this kind of stuff by the establishment of publication

committees that can delete a paper of its padding and by
the use of the ten-minute time limit for presentation.

Foreign audiences do not hesitate to hiss performers
that displease them, and college students are not always
as courteous as they might be in their treatment of a bore.

But, somehow, up to the present, the railroad clubs have
often been more courteous and tolerant of speakers who
are stretching their limit of elasticity up to the breaking
{X)int than they have been considerate of themselves.

The question is as to whether it is better to hurt the

feelings of an author whose verbosity exceeds his ideas

or put a nervous strain upon his audience. Certainly

the blue pencil could be used in a number of papers to

the advantage of the reputation nf the author and the

value of the proceedings. \\'ho will be the first to bell

the cat?

The Chief Locomotive Inspector's Report

Restrictive legislation is usually the result of flagrant

abuses ; of the disregard by individuals as individuals or

en masse of the rights of other indviduals. It is quite

probable that, had the railroad managers of the seventies

and early eighties conducted their business with the same
impartiality that they do today, the Interstate Commerce
Commission would never never have been born. If they

had even under partial regulation have paid any attention

to their own slogan of "Safety First," it is more than

probable that the Bureau of Safety would still ]3e an or-

ganization of the future. But instead of consideration

and impartiality there were rebates and favoritisms ; and
-tead of safety first, there has been a flagrant disregard

: the first elements of carefulness. Hence the restraints

and limitations under which transjxirtation is now being

conducted.

It is quite true that the many are called upon to suffer

for the transgressions of the few, and unless the few can

be made to realize their responsibilities, the restrictions

are apt to be even more stringent than they are now.
In his report of a year ago the chief locomotive inspec-

tor called attention to the abuses and consequent dangers

that had arisen because of carelessness in the use of

"itogenous welding, and stated that he was reluctant to

-trict its use because of the retarding effect it might

i\e on its develoi>ment. But unless users were more
careful and used more discretion in its application he

would be compelled to ask authority to enforce restric-

tions that ought to Ik; voluntary.

.\s it stands now there are limitations to the applica-

bility of autogenous welding, and the manufacturers as

well as the users of the apparatus ought to recognize it

and be guided accordingly.

The men who rewelded the back boiler head that is

illustrated in another column, ought to have known, after

the first weld had failed, that welding was an improper

method of making the repairs and should liave had re-

course to something else. It was taking a desperate

chance for a paltry saving, and resulted in the death of
two innocent men, whose safety de[jended upon careful

and conscientious work being done in the shops.

The failure of the foreman and workmen to appreciate
the seriousness of the work that they did, worked not only
irreparable injury to their victims but injured the repu-
tation of the methods that they used. There was abso-
lutely no excuse for the repetition of such a piece of work
and indictment for criminal carelessness would have been
quite proper.

It is to be hoped that before the chief inspector issues

his next report the users of autogenous welding will have
come to such a realization of their responsibilities to the

manufacturers, their fellow employes and the public that

the report may be issued without containing the threat of

a request for further restrictive regulation.

A Question of Veracity or Searching for

A Group of Honest Men

By W. E. SYMONS
It is an accepted principle among honorable men that

anyone making accusation against others involving ques-

tions of moral turpitude, honorable conduct or honesty in

business matters, should either support their charges with
convincing proof or in event of failure, to repair the

injury with prompt retraction and proper apology, which
prompts us to remind our readers of some of the badly
misleading and untruthful statements which only a few
months ago were being circulated by politicians and office

holders of various degrees of standing in the public eye.

This brings us to the point where it seems quite appro-

priate to inquire as to the painful silence of certain

citizens of the U. S., many of them holding high office

in its Government and sworn to defend its institutions and
people, who were going up and down this land engaged
in the most vicious propaganda against the very founda-

tions on which our country rests and the industries re-

sponsible for its prosperity.

If some of our solons at Washington who so vehemently
denounced the railways, our courts and most of all suc-

cessful orderly business institutions would turn back a

few pages in the house journal however, they will find

men of their type were characterized by Daniel Webster
as follows

:

1. These persons constantly clamor about everything

not entrusted to their keeping.

2. They complain of oppression, speculation and per-

nicious influence of accumulated wealth.

3. They cry out loudly against all banks and. corpora-

tions and all means by which small capitalists

become united in order to produce imixirtant and
beneficial results.

4. They carry on mad hostility against all established

institutions.

5. They would choke the fountains of industry, and
dry all streams.

6. In a country of unbounded liberty, they clamor

against oppression.

7. In a country of perfect equality they would move
heaven and earth against special privilege and

mono]Xily.

8. In a country where property is more evenly divided

than anywhere else in the world, they rend the

air shouting about agrarian doctrines, and that a

]>oor man has no show.

9. In a country where wages of labor are high beyond

parallel, they would teach the laborer that he is

init an oppressed slave.
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It will be observed in Webster's denunciation of these

professional trouble makers on the floor of the U. S.

Senate, no mention is made of their having said a word
against railways, for the simple reason that there were
little or no railways to attack, otherwise it is fair to as-

sume the foregoing nine items would have been prin-

cipally, if not, wholly directed against railways and allied

interests.

Some 400 years before Christ. Diogenes the great

Athenian philosopher, we are told, was found with a

lantern seeking an honest man, and if this great apostle

of truth and veracity were now returned to this part of

the earth on a similar mission, we venture the suggestion

that if he were equipped with a 10,000 candle ix)wer

searchlight, he could not in Washington, D. C, or else-

where, find an office holder or politician with a sufficient

high degree of honesty and integrity in public matters to

unec|uivocally retract the numerous false and misleading

statements so freely and openly made only a few months
ago, although many of these professional troublemakers

and their misguided followers are drawing fat salaries

through taxation of i>eople and industries they sought to

destroy.

It is not long ago that we not only observed regularly

in big head lines in the daily press accounts of what were
designated as the terrible slaughter of people on our

railways. They were loud in their denunciation of what
they termed the criminal carelessness of railway manage-
ments, and were "just dying" as it were, for an opportun-

ity to stop the murderous slaughter of innocent citizens.

In 1915 when the above propaganda was being

strongly featured the number killed on railways was
8,621 and many of these were tresspassers, while those

killed by automobiles was 5,928.

The total number killed on the railways in 1923 was
only 7,385, although they handled 992,523.000 passengers,

and made a total of 38,049,173,000 passenger miles. .'X

large percentage of deaths on railways were trespassers

who, if they had used common sense, would not have

been injured. There were only 42 passengers killed in

train accidents.

In the automobile field, however, the loss of life is

appalling. From 4,231 killed in 1914, the mortality list

went rajjidly up to 14.520 in 1922, the total for nine years

being 86.769, while for 1923 we are told the killed was
22,000 and injured 678,000. Yet our great humanitarian

solons who almost worked themselves up into a fit of

apoplexy over railway situation seem to lie j^erfectl}'

happy and draw their salaries without ever raising a hand
to stop this murderous slaughter of some 22,000 and
wounding of almost three quarters of a million of citizens,

w-hen it is common knowledge that many thousands 'jf

wholly irresponsible and incompetent persons are driving

cars and thus endangering the lives of themselves and
others and that would not be engaged in a railway organi-

zation and should not be permitted to drive an automobile.

It seems to make a lot of difference "whose o.x is gored"'

and our lawmakers and politicians seem to be easily moved
on patriotic and humanitarian question when corporate

interests are involved, but flop to a state of criminal in-

diiiference at the appalling loss of life from automobiles,

simply because of private or individual ownership, and it

would not in all probability prove to be a good vote-getting

scheme if our lawmakers should proceed to devise means
to stop this murderous slaughter of our citizens.

For those who care to study the splendid record of the

railways in handling passengers in comparison with tb.e

increasing slaughter by automobiles we give below the

reports for 1923, with the suggestion that here is an
excellent field for the activities of those who feel disposed

to render a real service to mankind.

Passengers carried 992,523,000
Passengers carried one mile 38,049,173,000
Passengers killed in train accidents 42
Passengers killed in all accidents 138
Employes killed on duty 1,563

Total number of employees 1.904,807

Trespassers killed 2,442
Not trespassers killed 3,242

Total loss of life on railways 7,385
Number passengers carried one mile to

one killed in a train accident 905,932,692
Per cent of killed trespassing (2,442). . 33^0
Per cent of killed trespassing auto-

mobiles, etc. (5,684) . . . T 76%

New Records in Efficiency Made
The results of the efforts of the railroads to increase

their operating efficiency and accomplish economies is seen

in the report of the Southern Pacific Railroad just issued

which shows that in the first ten months of this year four

new, records in efficiency were made. They were as

follows

:

"1. Train kiad of 1,759 tons. This is the heaviest in

the history of the road and 106 tons or 6.4 ]>er cent better

than that of the same i:)eriod of 1923.

"2. Decrease of 2.4 per cent in locomotives per train.

This item standing alone is not impressive, but consider-

ing the fact that it was accomplished in spite of the

heavier trainloads moved, it is a real testimony to the

good effect of using more powerful locomotives. This
decrease in locomotives i>er train raised the average loco-

motive load 9.1 per cent, as against 6.4 per cent increase

in the trainload.

"3. Per cent load to rating of locomotives, which in-

creased 2 points or 2.4 per cent. This shows more ef-

fective use was made of imjjroved facilities provided by
the company to meet the needs of shippers; The same
efficiency in the use of locomotive power was obtained as

last year. The records show that we not only did this

but secured still heavier trainloads and so increased our
percentage of locomotive efficiency.

"4. Increase of half a ton or 2.2 per cent in tons of
freight per loaded car. These figures represent average
tons |)er car of all cars handled, including those received

from CI mnections.''

No Mechanical Division Convention and

Exhibits in June, 1925
At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the Rail-

way Supply Alanufacturers' Association held in New
York, December 11, 1924, it was decided that no exhibit

would be held in the year of 1925.

This action was taken following announcement by the

Executive Committee of Mechanical Division 5, American
Railway Association, which includes what was formerly

the American Railway Master IMechanics' and the Master
Car Builder's Associations that they would hold no con-

vention, but a strickly business session in Oiicago, 111.,

during June. 1925. Complying with the wishes of the

A. R. A., the following resolution was unanimously

adopted by the Executive Committee of the Railway Sup-
ply Manufacturers Association

:

"Inasmuch as Mechanical Division 5, American Rail-

way Association, has decided to hold a strictly business

session at Chicago, 111., in June 1925, and expressly re-

quested railwav supply representatives not to be in at-

tendance, the Executive Committee of your .Association

has gone on record as indorsing their action, and the-

Secretary is instructed to so inform member firms."



Track and Tonnage

It has been pretty clearly demonstrated that track con-

ditions have quite as much influence on the stresses im-

posed upon it by passing vehicles as the conditions of the

vehicles themselves. It would seem to follow as a natural

corollary to this that track would also have its influence

upon the hauling capacity of the locomotive. We have

long recognized that if passenger trains are to be run at

the wastefulness of using old rails and bad surfacing for

a slow freight track.

There was a certain 0.8 per cent, grade up which the

locomotives were unable to haul their alloted tonnage and
the fact caused much fuming and fussing in operating

circles. The track was not very well surfaced and the

rails were second hand, but the speed was low, seven or
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speeds at each tenth of a mile and this with the cor-

responding drawbar pull has been plotted for two typical

runs, Nos. 4 and 26 ; the first being over the original track

and the second over it after the laying of the new rails.

It will be noticed that the actual tonnage on the new track

was 540 tons and the adjusted tonnage was 600 tons more

497 adjusted tons were pulled up the grade with 4,987
less pounds of drawbar pull, or an average of .99 lbs. less

jjer ton of train.

In short this change in the track made possible a 11.66

per cent increase in actual tonnage with a reduction in

drawbar pull of about 6 per cent, which means that the

Diagram Showing Typical Speeds and Drawbar Pull Before and After Track Adjustment

than on the old track, with a corresponding increase in

the total drawbar pull and decrease of speed; while the

average drawbar pull per ton of train was .77 lbs. less

on the new than on the old track.

The averages show that an average of 44.^ actual or

locomotive efficiency was increased nearly 18.8 per cent.

The total i-esult of this is a pretty complete demonstra-
tion that a good track is quite as desirable for slow freight

as for fast passenger service and that the laying of those

new rails and resurfacing was a very good investment.

The Value of the Requirements of the Safety Laws
In a recent address before the New England Railroad

Club, -\lr. A. G. Pack, the chief locomotive inspector of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, set forth the value

that has accrued to the country by the establishment of the

Federal inspection regulations.

In discussing the attitude assumed by some railroad

officials that the passage of the safety laws was a reflec-

tion on their sincerity and desire to do the right thing, he

considered this attitude one having no foundation in fact,

and justified the enactment of regulatory measures on the

ground that a railroad is a steam driven high speed ma-
chine, worked to its capacity and at an ever-increasing

speed. The Federal safety laws he regards as the safety

valves bv which this pressure is regulated and prevented

from wrecking the machine.

He cited the fact that in the calendar year of 1823 some-

one was killed every hour and three minutes and asks as

to what heights these figures would have soared had it

not been for the influence of the government in continually

pressing for better conditions ?

The Bureau of Safety is charged with the enforcement

of the safety appliance laws, and of the hours of service

laws and the investigation of accidents.

The Bureau of Locomotive Inspection is charged with

the administration of the locomotive inspection law. the

purpose of which is to promote the safety of employes

and travelers upon the railroads by compelling common
carriers to equip and maintain their locomotives in a

proper and safe condition to operate in the service to

which they are assigned. The Federal requirements of

safety appliances on cars and locomotives now practically

cover all appliances used by train service emplo3'es in

making up and operating trains, and Air. Pack maintained

that the establishment of uniformity of such equipinent

has been of great benefit.

The hours of service law limits the work of train move-

ment employes to sixteen hours, and that, when this has

been reached he shall not be required or permitted to go
on duty again until he has had at least ten consecutive

hours off duty ; while an employe who has been on duty
to an aggregate of sixteen hours in a 24-hour period must
have at least eight consecutive hours olif duty.

Train dispatchers, operators and other employes who
use the telegraph or telephone for transmitting or re-

ceiving orders pertaining to or affecting train movements
are limited to a maximum period on duty in any 24-hour
])eriod of 9 hours at continuously operated offices arid of

13 hours at offices operated during the day time only,

excejit in case of emergency they may be permitted to re-

main on duty for 4 additional hours, not exceeding 3 days
in any week.

In the matter of the investigation of accidents the car-

riers are required immediately after the occurrence of a
collision, derailment, or other accident, resulting in the

death of one or tnore persons, to report the same by tele-

graph to the commission. If the report indicates that the

accident is of sufficient consequences to warrant investi-

gation by the Federal government or if it appears that

investigation would develop information looking toward
increased safety in operation, an investigation is ordered.

In the Locomotive Inspection Bureau there are one
chief and two assistant chief inspectors and fifty inspec-

tors in the field assigned to as many districts. These in-

spectors are first required to see to it that the carriers

make inspections in accordance with the law and then
make such repairs as the inspections indicate to be neces-

sary. Then that, if they find defects as the result of their

own inspection, they are to notify the carrier that the loco-

motive must not be tised until the defects have been re-

paired.

The reason given for the extension of the original
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jurisdiction of the department from the boiler alone to the

whole locomotive was that it was found that railroad offi-

cials were spending large portions of their appropriations

in imjiroving the condition of boilers to the neglect of

other parts of the locomotive and tender. Since then the

electric locomotive has also been brought under the juris-

diction of the department.

The scope of this work may be realized from the fact

that, in the past 20 years, the number of locomotives on
the Class I railroads have increased from 46.743 to

65.008. or an increase of 39 per cent, while the total

tractive effort of all of the locomotives of the country has

increased about 141 per cent. On an average 64,574 loco-

motives are inspected each year, and of these 60.4 per

cent have been found with defects that should have been

repaired before they were put in service. Since the law
went into effect there have been only nine formal appeals

taken from the action of the inspectors. Of these the

decision of the inspectors was sustained in five and re-

versed in four.

There are now authentic records, by which a compari-

son of boiler accidents can be made prior to the enactment
of the boiler inspection law. A comparison can, however,

be made between the first fiscal year of the operation of

the law, that is for the one ending June 30, 1912, and the

fiscal year ending June 30. 1915. During 1912 there

were 856 accidents resulting in the death of 91 persons

and the injury of 1,005 others. During 1915 this num-
lier had been reduced to 424 accidents with 13 killed and
416 injured, or a reduction of 50 per cent, in the number

of accidents, 85.7 per cent, in the number killed and 53.5

per cent, in the number injured.

And now, notwithstanding the great increase in the

number and power of the locomotives in use and the un-
satisfactory conditions existing during the shopmen's
strike, the number of boiler accidents for the year ending
June 30. 1924. as compared with those for the year 1912,

were reduced 54, with 41 per cent, fewer killed and 55
per cent, fewer injured.

One reason why the law has had such a beneficient

effect is because it requires all accidents to be investi-

fated and does not confine itself to the more spectacular

ones. When accidents are investigated steps are usually

taken to prevent recurrence.

It is recommended that owing to the size and complex-
ity of the present locomotive, it should be sent to the shop
every thirty days and be thoroughly inspected and re-

paired so as to be able to run for another thirty days
with a minimum of running repairs. If this were to be
done, it would greatly reduce the number of engine fail-

ures and train delays and make a corresponding saving
in the cost of operation.

Another point is the manner in which appropriations

are made for repairs. This is usually made on a monthly
basis instead of on an annual one. If the latter course
were to be pursued it would be possible to distribute it

evenly throughout the year, and thus spend it to better

advantage. It would insure steady employment and a

better maintenance of the shop organization, and add to

the economy of repair work.

Some Inside History of a Fast Run
Bv W. E. SYMONS

The railway and other contemporary press have recently

published articles dealing with the high speed runs of

railway trains in which is prominent the record of 120
miles per hour made on the Plant .System in March of

1901. Fr>r the benefit of those of our readers who may
be interested in such records we publish the following

review of some of the more imjjortant speed records,

together with some facts and incidents in connection with

the run made on the Plant System by one who had much
to do with the event.

A .speed limit of 12 miles per hour was incorporated

in the first English railway charter, but during what was
known as the battle of the gauges on the part of the ad-

vocates of the broad and narrow gauge track, the Great
Western of England made a run from London to Slough
of 18 miles in 15 minutes. This was in 1842 and sr)me

years later a run was made on this line from Lundon to

Didcot, a distance of Si miles, in 47 minutes.

P'or longer distances, upward of 400 miles, the fastest

time recorded was by the Lake Shore & Michigan South-
f-rn between Buffalo and Chicago, in 1905, which was
made at the rate of 69.69 miles per hour.

In 1904 it is recorded that a train on the Great Western
of England made a run of 118 miles at a sustained speed

of 84 miles jier hour. 'I'he Michigan Central is credited

with a run of 225 miles at the rate of 70 miles per hour
in 1904. and the .Atlantic Coast Line with the same speed
on a trij) oi 172 miles. The Lehigh Valley is reported

to have made a run of 44 miles at the rate of 80 miles an
hour, and the I'.urlington with a run of 14 miles at the

rate of 98,7 miles an hour in 1902.

On short runs, higher speeds have been recorded for

the locomotive No. 999 of the .\ew York Central which
made a record run of a mile in 32 seconds, or at the rate

of \\2y2 miles per hour. A number of unusually high
speed records were made in 1904, notably on the New
\ork Central at Croton, New York, where a speed of 105

miles was attained; on the Michigan Central a run of 3%
miles in two minutes ; and the Philadelphia & Reading
at Egg Harbor, when 5 miles was recorded at the rate of

115 miles.

Absence of details has cast doubt in the minds of some
as to some bursts of speed and a resume of some of the

facts and incidents in connection with the record run of

120 miles per hour may be of interest.

Facts Leading Up to Burst of Speed

For several years prior to this speed record the South-
ern Railway entered Florida over the Seaboard Air Line,

whose permanent way or track was not at that time in

physical condition favorable to usual passenger train

speeds, which resulted in many com])laints from patrons

and particularly the U. S. Postal Department on account
of badly delayed mails.

The Southern Railway therefore arranged to enter

Florida over the Plant System of Railways by building

to a connection at Ilardeeville some 21 miles north of

Savannah, Georgia, and running their trains, engines and
crews from Columbia, S. C, to Savannah, Ga., at which
point Plant System crews and engines took the train to

Jacksonville, Fla., 171 miles.

Early in 1901 the Southern Railway secured a contract

to handle the mail over the above route, the conditions of

which as to time and speed were not only rather e.xacting.
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but in the fulfillment of which officers of the Plant System
were obviously interested, as it devolved upon them to

make good over their lines.

In advance of the movement of first mail train under
this contract Plant System officers were fully advised and
urged to personally see that everything was in first class

condition and that nothing be spared to insure success, as

everyone concerned, particularly the U. S. Postal authori-

ties, were not only watching this run carefully, but that

some of the latter would most likely be on the train.

In building up the motive power of the Plant System
of Railways the writer had in 1900 designed and pur-

chased six fine new fast passenger engines, these engines

were designed with a view to future requirments as to

increased speed and train load, while certain special engi-

neering features embodied in their design added materi-

ally to their capacity and efficiency when operating under
sustained load at high speed. Five of these engines were
making splendid records in heavy fast passenger service,

while the sixth or extra engine was used for such emer-
gencies as might arise.

son tampering with the engine that night, a special watch-
man was assigned to doubly insure its protection. It was
then arranged with the transportation department to run.

out of Savannah about one hour ahead of this mail train

a light freight train with the emergency passenger engine
all in good shape, this light freight to take siding some
30 or 40 miles out, then after the fast mail passed it could
trail behind all ready to come to our rescue in case any-
thing bapjiened to our engine.

The foregoing plans all arranged we felt pretty sure
of our ground and were on hand when the Southern Rail-

way gave us the first mail train, which had been consider-

ably delayed on their own line.

We coupled on, tested the air, compared watches, read
orders, etc. Mr. (Gannon an.xiously inquired if some of

the lost time could be made up, and if the run could be
made in 3^^ hours. The writer answered that the train

could be put in Jacksonville in less than 33^2 hours, and
that if the engine hung together, and the track supported

it. it would be made in less than 3 hours, and that I was
going to ride in the cab to see that it was done. So with

Locomotive Nc Exact Duplicate and Sister Engine to No. 111 Which Made Notable Speed Record

With the foregoing as a background or setting, official

notice was received in March, 1901, that the Southern

Railway would deliver to us the first mail train under this

contract.

In addition to the regular official circularized notices

to all concerned, "Sir. b'rank S. Gannon, \'ice-President of

the Southern Railway dropped the writer a personal note

expressing the hope that I would he sure to have one of

the best of our new high steppers on this train and thus

not only meet the conditions to which he had subscribed

but add new laurels to our own well established reputa-

tion for successful handling fast passenger trains.

The schedule time of our fast passenger trains between
Savannah and Jacksonville, 171 miles with 8 and 9 cars,

weight about 350 to 380 tons, was 4 hours and 20 minutes

to 41^ hours, deducting time of 3 full stops, made the ac-

tual running time more than 50 miles per hour.

The transportation officers advised me this mail train

would consist of three cars (weight about 140 tons) and
asked if I felt safe in pledging its movement over our
lines in 3j/^ hours, to which I replied that if the track

(superstructure) stood up and held the engine, I would
consider it an easy job to make the run in less than 3

hours, and to this figure I stood committed.

The best passenger engine and crew were assigned to

the run, the engine was put in first class condition the

day previous and to guard against some mischievous per-

this declaration of purpose as to time and speed we pulled

out, and were soon clipping off mile posts in 45 to 40
seconds.

As we passed ways station 15 miles out of Savannah I

smelled a hot box and almost at the same time the engi-

neer and fireman made the same discovery. We were
making about 85 to 90 miles per hour. We stopped at

I'leming 23 miles out of Savannah, and to those who came
out of the Pullman car it at first blush looked to them as

though we had failed before we were well started.

Air. Gannon threw up both hands in horror and disgust,

exclaiming, "we will never bear the last of this,'' and in

this sentiment certain others, who were uninformed as

to our emergency preparations, readily joined. When asked

if another engine could be secured from Savannah in an

hour or so I answered. Gentlemen, there is a duplicate or

sister engine now on the siding here within 500 feet of us

all ready for the fray, and will be coupled to this train in

less than 10 minutes, we will yet make Jacksonville in less

than 3 hours. The writer rushed over to the emergency
engine, and shouted to the engineer, whose name was
Albert Lodge to cut oiT from his train and get over on the

mail train and put it in Jacksonville, a distance of 148

miles in 2 hours and 10 minutes.

The writer was in the engine cab the entire distance

and noted the passing of many mile ]X)sts in less than 40
seconds, while Mr. Gannon and his party in the Pullman
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car with stop watches stated that numerous mile posts

were passed in 33 to 31 seconds, and that at one point 5

miles were made in ZjA minutes, or at a speed of 120
miles per hour.

The engine at end of run was in first class condi-

tion, cool all around. Everyone was happy, particularly

Mr. Gannon and his party, and thus was established,

purely by accident, this record for speed.

Fast and unusual runs on railways are not always pre-

pared for in advance, such as other forms of testing speed
or endurance, although some speed records may result

from a more or less definite program.

In this case, jf we had on this line prior to this run,

claimed leadership in locomotive speed, we would
have, in all probability, been laughed at by some and
doubted by many. As it was we happened to do some-
thing far in excess of what we ourselves or anyone else

expected, and as a result were acclaimed.

Terminal Inspection of Locomotives
A Report to the International Railway General Foreman's Association

When engines arrive at Roundhouse from train yards

they are first inspected by the engineer, who examines
engine very carefully and also confers with his fireman

relative to defects which have been noticed enroute so

they can be properly reported. After engine has been
thoroughly inspected by engine crew work report is made
out by the engineer showing defects disclosed by his in-

spection.

Engine is then turned over to the hostler, who handles

it from ash pit, to and from coal sheds, etc. Engine is

then placed over inspection pit where roundhouse in-

spector examines same from pilot to rear of tender.

Roundhouse insjjections, we find, vary at different termi-

nals. Some of the railroads require the roudhouse in-

si)ector to make his inspection on the outside and also

refjuire him to put engine on toj) or bottom quarter, set

air and have helper thump engine to locate pounds in rods

and wedges. Practically the same procedure is gone
through in detection of cylinder steam leaks. After the

engine is thoroughly inspected by roundhouse ins])ector.

work rejjort is also made out Ijy him and reaches the

roundhouse foreman almost as soon as engine is j)laced

ill roundhouse to be worked on.

After engine is placed in roundhouse the boiler inspec-

tion is marie. The front end, fire arresting appliances,

grates, ash i)an, firebox, brick arches, etc., are thoroughly

insjjected and the defects noted are listed on roundhoti-^e

inspector's work refxirt. Insjjection is also made of the

cab carfls, washout records, etc.. to insure strict com]>liance

with the I-'ederal laws covering locomotive insjxjction.

Various methods are in eflfect on the different railroads

for maintaining record of locomotives requiring inspection

and it is the o])inioii of this committee that it would be a

dfficult matter to advocate any standard ])ractice. Local

conditions, based princi]Killy on the number of different

divisions ojjcrating into a terminal, should govern.

.After the engineer's inspection re]x>rt has been filed,

also reixirt of insi)ection made by roundhouse organization,

the roundhouse clerk takes each individual work rejxirt

anfl makes out the necessary work' slips. These work slips

are delivered to the foreman in charge of repairs who in

turn j>ro]K-rly distributes them to the various mechanics
assigned to different classes of refxiir work and he follows

up the men to see that the work is projjerly performed.
In selecting a rounrlhouse inspector merit and capability

should b<" the dominating factors in making the appoint-

ment. The ins])Cctor should \>e strrmgly im])ressed with

the im|X)rtance of promptly re]>orting and recording all

defects develo[K'd by his ins])ecti<jn on work rejwrts main-
tained for that purf>ose and should Ik: governed strictly by
the facts and not influenced by a desire to gain "favor"

with the foreman by "omitting rep<^irting some of the

defects." Then it is up to the roundhouse foreman to see

that all the work is properly performed.

Rules and instructions governing the inspection and
testing of locomotives, tenders and their appurtenances
issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission cover loco-

motive inspection in its entirety and the inspector who is

fully conversant with the rules and requirements and will

rejxirt his findings accordingly has the making of a better

inspector than one who has his own ideas and his own
interpretation of the inspection laws.

In the inspection of inbound locomotives there is no
particular feature that should be given preference in the

inspection. Each and ever}' part of the locomotive mechan-
ism should be closely and thorotighly inspected and any
defects disclosed proi>erly rejwrted. Some railroads

jjarticularize in special insixxrtions, but it is the consensus
of opinion of this committee that the terminal inspector

should reign sujireme in his findings. If a man appointed

as an inspector is fully capable in the judgment of his

.supervising officers, his authority should not be questioned

in the making out of defective work rejxjrts. We do not

believe or recommend, however, that engineers should be

relieved of making work rejxirts when they bring their en-

gines to the inliound track. The engineer should be re-

quired to inspect his engine at the completion of the day's

work or trip and make out work report covering all de-

fects he has noticed while ojierating engine that might not

be visible to ordinary inspection made by the roundhouse
insjx-ctor. In addition, at some terminals, locomotives tie

up at their comjiletion of the day's work, ]jarticularly

switch engines, where no roundhouse inspection is made
account of engines being held at outside points. Under
the provisions of the Interstate Commerce Commission
rules it is essential that an inspection be made ; therefore,

it is the recommendation of this committee that the en-

gineers be required to make out inspection report of their

locomotive at all times, irrespective of the roundhouse
inspection.

.\fter the engine has been thoroughly inspected on
inbound track and all defects reiiorted have been repaired,

there is another inspection that is made at most terminals

which might be termed an "outliound inspection."

.Most roundhouses, in addition to a boiler inspector, also

have an engine insi)ector whose duty is to examine all parts

of a locomotive other than the toiler and its appurtenances
and to sign the Monthly and annual locomotive inspection

re]x>rts in conjunction with the Ixiiler inspector. It is also

this man's duty to test and inspect engines before going'

to work after all defects reported have been repaired.

This engine inspector gets a differential in rate over the

mechanics which is an incentive to him to be more
thorough in his work and at the same time impress upon
him his responsibilities. It is this inspector's duty to sec

and know that all work reported has been properly taken
care of and that no engines are dispatched that have de-

fects in violation of the Interstate Commerce Commission
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rules. When an engine is placed on an outbound track for

service this inspector after examining engine makes an

orifice test if necessary. The air brake equipment is also

tested out and if any defects develop they are immediately

taken care of. While testing brakes the inspector ascer-

tains correctness of the piston travel, examines various

piping to see that there are no air leaks and he is also

held responsible for the periodical inspections that are to

be made of certain parts of locomotives—as example:

cylinder packing to be examined once every sixty days, air

pumps to be cleaned and tested every ninety days, etc. All

inspections made by him as detailed above are properly

recorded in Ixioks provided for that puriwse. At some

terminals this man is referred to as a "Test Out Man."

It was thought when first putting this system into effect

that account of requiring additional labor it would result

in additional expense. But experience has developed that

it has actually reduced the labor expense, due principall)-

to the fact that defects were discovered by this inspector

which might possibly have caused delay or break down on

line of road had they not been detected and repaired.

In addition to the outbound inspection detailed above,

the hostler also assists in this inspection. One of the re-

quirements of the hostler before taking an engine from

the roundhouse is to examine same very closely, close ofi

air pump drains, main reservoir drains, etc., and other

api>urtenances, keeping record of his inspection on a form.

To preclude the possibility of finding defects, locomotive

inspection in compliance with the federal laws is handled

differently at the various terminals and this committee in

making a study finds that Southwestern Railway has a

svsteni' in effect which we think is one of the best insur-

ances against the possibility of the finding of defective

power by federal inspectors. The railroad in question

employs a general inspector of locomotives. This inspector

works' under the direct supervision of the superintendent

of main shops and is invested, insofar as the railroad

company is concerned, with the same power as a federal

inspector.

This general inspector visits the various terminals on

his railroad and inspects engines only after the regular

inspector has completed his work and the engine has been

O.K.'d for service. After his inspection has been anv.-

pleted he makes out report of his findings, listing all

defects on a small pink form similar to the form five used

by the federal inspectors. These special forms are macTe

out by him covering engine inspected regardless of

whether or not any defects are found. One copy of form

is sent to the superintendent of motive power, one to the

shop superintendent, one to the master mechanic and one to

the roundhouse foreman. This inspector is invested with

the necessary authority to tie up engines, irrespective of

whether or not it will cause delay in train movement, until

all work he finds has been completed. This general in-

spector has no other duties than to follow up locomotive

inspection, know that all defects are being reported and

necessary work performed. He is not subject to any in-

stnictions other than those emanating from the superin-

tendent of motive power and shop superintendent and it

has been the experience of this railroad that in selecting

a man to fill this position he must have the personality and

disposition to rejwrt all work, regardless of local master

mechanic or roundhouse foreman's wishes and regardless

of whether or not report made by him be detrimental to

either one. This system of inspection also tends to make
the local inspectors more careful in their work ;is they are

aware of the fact that if too many items of work are

reported on the "Pink Form" they will be called upon to

explain why they did not find these defects before engine

passed through roundhouse and was rejxjrted O.K. for

service. This general inspector is assigned to territory

which he can cover about once every two weeks and his

visits to the various terminals are for three or four days,

or for such time as will give him an opportunity to inspect

every engine assigned to that particular district. This
general inspector makes his inspections at night as well

as during the day, therefore, local inspectors do not

know when he might call and inspect their engines.

The forms used for locomotive inspection rejwrts on the

various railroads differ considerably a:id it would be a hard
matter for this committee to recommend any fixed form
of work report ; however, the engine inspector's work
report should be part of the engineer's inspection work
report.

In "Repairs Needed" column should be shown the work
required, one item on a line, and space should be provided
on rejxirt op^^osite the item of repair to show name of

mechanic performing the work. In this manner it is easy

to determine who performed each item of work and to

definitely place responsibility for any improper repairs.

Space should also be provided on work report to show
condition of injectors, water glasses, etc., and at the bottom
of report should be a caption showing engine inspector's

report. Defects found by engine insi>ector should be

entered on this report similar to that reported by engineer.

Xame of workman making repairs should also be shown
on the engine inspector's work report opposite the item

of repair as detailed above.

A sample of the work report detailed above is shown
Ijelow

:

Locomotive Inspection Report

Instructions—Each locomotive and tender must be in-

spected after each trip or day's work and report made on
this fonn whether needing repairs or not. Proper ex-

planation must be made hereon for failure to repair any
defects reported and the form approved by foreman before

the locomotive is returned to service.

Engine No Inspected .... Time .... M Date
Name of Workman . .

Repairs Needed

Condition of Injectors. .Gauge Cocks. .Water Glass. . .

.

Condition of Water Glass Cocks. . .Water Glass Shield.

.

Lubricator Shield

Condition of Piston Rod & Valve Stem Packing, .Brakes,.

Safety Valve Lifts at ...lbs. Safety Valve Seats... lbs.

Main Reservoir Pressure, .lbs. Brake Pipe Pressure, .lbs.

Condition of Sanders. . . .Are All Steam Leaks Reported
.•\bove?. . . .

(Signed) Engineer
Enginemen must carefully inspect their engines after

each trip and report their condition on this form whether
needing repairs or not. They will be held responsible for

defects not reported. No attention will be given to verbal

reports or reports not signed by enginemen.
ENGINE IXSPkCTOR's WORK REPORT

Name of Workman . .

Repairs Needed

The above work has been performed Inspector

except as noted on back of this form
and the report is approved Foreman
Following repairs were not made to Engine No
At Date...': 192..

Approved by Round House Foreman.

Explanation as to why repairs were not made
The committee that rendered this report consisted of

E. H. Doherty and J. L. Smith.



The Report of the Chief Inspector of Locomotives

Again Stresses the Importance of Proper Use of Autogenous Welding

A. G. Pack, the chief inspector of locomotives, has is-

sued his thirteenth annual report, in which he discusses

conditions as they are at present. He again calls atten-

tion to the necessity of careful designing and placing of

the water level indicating appliances, and then takes up
the subject of autogenous welding upon which he re-

ported a year ago ; some of the details of which were re-

viewed in the issue of Railway & Locomotive Ex-
GiXEERiXG for January, 1924.

Referring to the subject in this report he says:

"In view of the number of accidents investigated where
welds made by the autogenous process were involved, I

feel that particular attention should be called to this sub-

ject. Due to the many failures, I have taken the position

that this process has not yet reached a stage of develop-

ment where it can be safely used on any part of the boiler

where the strain to which the structure is subjected is not

carried by other construction which conforms to the re-

quirements of the law and rules, nor in fire-box crown-
sheet seams where overheating and failure are liable to

occur, nor on sheets which have been weakened from any
cause to the extent of becoming unsafe, nor seams on boiler

back head, except where the welded seams are covered

with a patch applied with patch bolts, studs, or rivets that

will prevent the escape of scalding water and steam in the

cab to the extent that might cau.se serious injury to per-

sons should the welding fail. Attention is directed to the

illustration of an autogenously welded seam in the top

part of the boiler back head which failed for a distance

of 19 inches and ojiened at the center 1'4 inches, causing

the engineer and fireman to be scalded to death and the

serious injury of the brakeman. When the failure oc-

curred the throttle was open and the engineer was blown
from the cab and the locomotive continued on its journey

and collided with twelve coal cars. Investigation disclosed

that the crack had existed for about four years and had
been welded on three different occasions, the last weld
was made about seven months prior to the accident. This
and many other similar accidents of which we have rec-

ords bear conclusive evidence that autogenously welded
scams or cracks in the boiler back head are violations of

the essential requirements of the law, which provides that

it shall be unlawful for any carrier to use or jiermit to

be used on its line any locomotive unless said locomotive,

its boiler, tender, and all parts and appurtenances thereof

are in proper condition and safe to operate without un-
necessary peril to life or limb. Therefore, autogenously
welded seams or cracks in the boiler back head will not

he accepted by this bureau as being in compliance with

the law, except where the seam is covered with a patch

held in place by patch bolts, studs, or rivets that will pre-

vent the escape of scalding water and steam in sufficient

f|uantities to cause serious injury to persons.

Xeccssan,- action will be taken to impose the penalties

prescril>ed by the law wherever welded seams or cracks

are found which are not protected against failure by other

profjer construction.

So that the conclusion is reached that ;iutogenous weld-

ing should not be used on any part of the locomotive or

tender subjected to shocks or strains where through fail-

ure accident and injury might result.

The most prolific source of casualties due to failure of

autogenously welded seams has been in fire-box crown

sheets and it has been conclusively demonstrated that the

loss of life and limb due to fire-bo.x failures depends very

largely upon whether or not the sheets or seams tear.

From a tabulation that has been prepared and which
forms a part of the report it appears that appro.ximately

78 per cent of autogenously welded seams involved in fire-

bo.x failures have torn, while 15.4 per cent of riveted

seams involved have failed. The fatalities where
sheets tore have been about eight times as great as

where they did not tear. From July 1. 1915, to

June 30, 1924, autogenously welded seams were involved

in 26.9 per cent of the crown-sheet failures, while 50.7

per cent of the total persons killed in such accidents was
where the autogenously welded seams were involved.

From the viewpoint of safety, this clearly shows the neces-

sity for constructing fire-box sheet seams in the strongest

practical manner, especially so in the so-called "low water

zone." or such seams as may be within 15 inches of the

highest part of the crown sheet measured vertically. Be-

Rupture in Top of Boiler Back Head Knuckle

cause the autogenous welding process is in a state of de-

velopment, and due to my desire to avoid hindering the

])rogress or develo])ment of any process of such great

value when properly and discreetly used. I have hesitated

to ask the commission to establish or approve rules or

regulations restricting its use which might retard its de-

velopment. However, unless the carriers confine its use

to parts and appliances where, through failure, accidents

and injuries will not result, I will be compelled to recom-

mend more restrictive measures in the near future.

In the matter of neglect to comi)ly with the law the re-

]iort cf)ntains a list of forty-six railroads against which
suits for violations of the law have been brought. These
forty-six suits are based on 462 violations or counts of

which 302 were for using locomotives while overdue for

monthly or annual ins])ections. In the great majority of

cases the railroad pleaded guilty and fines to the total

of $30,900 were impfised of which $23,800 were for using

locomotives that were overdue for insiDection.
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Snap Shots—By the Wanderer

It is usually a safe guess that any deeply rooted custom,

that enters into our daily life, has some good reason, at

the first, for its coming into being; such, for example, as

the cut of a swallow-tail coat, buttons at the back and
on the sleeves of a coat, the mounting of a horse from the

left, the giving of the right arm to a lady, and so on
(/(/ iiifiiiitiiiii.

It is, therefore, always more or less amusing to witness

a violent attack on some such custom by one who has

made no study of the subject. Such an attack was re-

cently made in one of the big dailies on the custom of

Pullman porters of making up the berths in the sleeping

cars with the head of the occupant to the front. He
demonstrated to his own satisfaction, at least, that this

custom was resjxinsible for all of the sleeplessness ex-

perienced by night travelers. He showed, beyond all per-

adventure, that the blood l>eing a moveable fluid surged
into the head whenever the brakes were applied and so

destroyed the power to sleep; while if the berth occupant
were only lying the other way the blood would surge
away from the head with the resultant torjxir that must
inevitably follow. He did not state what the effect of the

taking up of slack and the sudden starting of the rear

car would have.

This is very interesting, for I had always supposed that

insommia on sleeping cars was caused by unaccustomed
jar and noise and unusual surroundings. It is strange
no one ever thoiight of it before, for it is a very simple
matter to have one's berth made up with the feet to the

front. Just tell the porter and he will do it. Once in a
while some passenger does have it done, but the only
reason I ever heard given for the change was that in case

of a collision the passenger preferred to strike the par-
tition with his feet instead of his head.

However, this particular attack was so vigorous that

Dr. Crowder, in charge of the department of sanitation

of the Pullnmn Company, was led to tell the reason for

the custom, which you and I have always supposed that

everyone knew, namely, that by traveling head foremost
the sleei>er is kept out of draughts and dust deposits. And,
by the way, if you wish to see a transformation from the

Circassian to the African type, make note of the facial

appearance of the eccentric individual who elects, for

reasons of safety or somnolence, to ride feet forward of a
summer's night with one of his berth windows open.

It is strange that people will go off at half cock in such
a manner and that editors will permit them to do so. The
result is that the unthinking mob will read such effusions
and jump to the conclusion, in this case, that the Pullman
Company for some malign and evil reasons of its own, is

imposing upon and destroying the comfort of its pas-
sengers. Always ready to impute bad motives to a cor-
poration, especially one affiliated with the railroads. Why
can't people think a little before they talk and write?

But to change the subject and turning to tools. A cold
chisel is usually looked upon as a rough instrument of
torture that anybody can make and anybody can use. A
mistake! A bad mistake. Among all the tools of the
shop the cold chisel ranks way up in the care required
in its manufacture. I have found a close coarse grained
hut carefully made steel to give the best results. I take
a naturally coarse grained metal because the continual
hammering in use and the redressing will gradually refine

and remake the granular structure until it is almost

microscopic in its fineness. Of coiu-se, in dressing it

must never be heated above a cherry color and
then the temper should be well drawn down so that

the soft metal backs up the edge. Don't think

that a multitude of grindings are properties of the

best tool and what you want. You have a steel that must
stand the racket of pound, pound, pound, hour after hour
for days. It must cut into a distorted mass of metal, every
blow gives it a wrench and a twist. Every shock that it

receives tends to make a new arrangement of the crj'stals

of the metal, and to make it brittle. It never gets the

smooth even crowding of the lathe tool, and so its powers
of endurance must be correspondingly greater.

Then, after the day's work is done, it is dumped like a

piece of scrap into a drawer filled with rubbish and
the like.

A well-made cold chisel is a nice tool, and, when
properly driven, is capable of turning out work that would
surprise those who are unfamiliar with its possibilities.

But as you can't make a silk purse out of a sow's ear

you can't make a good chisel from poor, cheap steel.

As for the work it can do, that depends upon the artist

who holds it and swings the hammer. There was a time

when the cold chisel man was a mechanic of the first water
and there was nothing that he apparently could not ac-

complish. Before the days of long planers and big tools

the ways of lathes were frequently dressed and finished

to truth with a cold chisel and file. Few have seen such
beds, but to those who have they remain marvels of high
grade mechanical skill. Then there was a time before

screw cutting lathes were as common as they are now
and long screw threads were cut with a cold chisel and
hammer. The method of laying out was simple and ef-

ficient. Two strips of square leather of a width equal

to the body of the thread or half the pitch were laid side

by side on the cylindrical shaft upon which the thread

was to be cut. They were wound about it in a spiral or

helix and then one was removed leaving the other in

place. With a scratch awl the lines of the screw were
.scribed along the edge of this strip of leather, and when
it was removed the artist of the hammer and chisel cut the

thread that was thus laid out for him. I wonder how
many men there are today in this broad land of ours who
would undertake such a job. Some, I presume, among
the die sinkers, but they are few and far between in the

general run of shops.

However, what is the use of such skill when better and
more rapid work can be done on a screw-cutting lathe ?

Speaking of that, it is not so very many years since

we were able to turn out a fairly accurate screw in this

country. I say fairly accurate because I presume that

perfect accuracy in screw-cutting is a point yet to be

reached by the best of us. But it is certainly not more
than fifty years ago that a scale factory in New England
wanted an accurate screw cut for one of its graduating

machines. A canvass of the shops in the United States

failed to find one that would undertake the job. So the

order was sent to Old England and, in due time, the

precious article arrived. It was embedded in tallow in

a hermetically sealed zinc case which was, in turn, housed

in wood, and this carefully packed in a second case, so

braced that it could be lifted without perceptible deflection.

And when it was opened the whole countryside came to

view this mechanical marvel. So much for the difference

between then and now.
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Shop Kinks

Details of Some Handv Tools in Use on Two Railroads

Device for Drilling Around Mud Ring Corners

This is an old man arrangement that can be attached

to the mud ring for taking the back thrust of the drill

in working on firebox corners. At the same time it can

be swung about through a half circle and fastened in any
desired position for drilling; it being understood that in

order to act as a back brace for the drill it is not neces-

sarj' for the main bar to he in line with it.

^^
I I -mm

' ™

The inner end of the shaft carries the cutter head 8,

which is held in place by the bolt 9 which passes through
the shaft has its nut bearing against a washer at the

outer end.

The vise for holding the tube in place has a bearing

at the top and bottom of the tube, both being operated
by a single hand wheel. The shaft of this wheel carries

a pinion 11 whose teeth have a greater face and which
mesh with the two gears 12. The shaft of the hand
wheel terminates in a right-hand screw by which the

jaw holder 13 of the vise is raised and lowered, carrying

the jaw 14, which bolted to it.

The vertical shafts to which the gears 12 are keyed,
terminate at their lower ends in screw threads which
mesh with the lower jaw holder 15, that carries the lower
jaw 16.

As the handwheel is turned the upper jaw is lowered
and the lower one raised to grip the tube. The arrange-

=P

Device for Drilling Around Mud Ring Corners

The base consists of a plate A y^ in. thick bent to

form an angle and with one of the legs cut into the shape
of semi-circle. The short leg has two oblong holes, 2^
in. by Yx in-, cut in it by which it is Iwlted to the mud
ring or firebox. The semi-circular leg is drilled with a
pivot hole at the center aufl a rf)W of J4 '"• holes in a semi-
circle al)OUt it, on a radius of 3Js in.

The main bar /^ is 2 in. in diameter and 49 in. long
over all, and is squared at one end, where it is slotted

so as to straddle the angle A. It has two ^ in. holes

drilled in it, by which it is held, by means of headed
pins, to the angle, in any desired position.

The back sto]) C is rectangular in section and measures
2j/2 in. by 2 in. and has an eye forged and lK>rcd at one
end to slip over the main bar. This is held in place by
a set .screw as shown.
With this arrangement the corner holes in the sheets

and mud ring can Ijc drilled without difficulty and with
one setting of the r]](I man.

Fhie Scarfing Machine

'ITiis machine is a jxjwerful belt-driven design (jf the

home-made variety. The bed is formed of two bo,\

castings, 1 and 2, which arc finished and bolted together

as shown, anrl are carried on the two legs 2),2>. llie

driving shaft with the pulley 4 and ])inion 5 is carried

by a bracket 9 that is cast integral with the leg at the

right.

The right hand portion of the bed, 1, has a long bear-

ing cast solidly with it, which is b((rcd to receive the

holk/vv shaft 7, to which the gear wheel 6 is keyed ; this

gear meshing with and being driven by the pinion 5.

Tube Scarfing Machine

ment permits any ^ize of tube to lie Jicld and tiiat with
its center always in line with tlie cutter head.
The vise, as a whole slides on the ways 17, and is

given the proj^er traverse by a pinion 18 that meshes
with a rack I'J attached to the vise. This pinion is

keyed to a shaft 20 to which the lever 21 is also fastened.
By means of this lever the jMnion is turned and the vise
moved to and fro. forcing the end of the tube against
the cutters by which the scarfing is done.
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A. R. A. to Study Power Brakes and Brake

Appliances

The American Railway Association has announced the

completion of plans for a complete study and exhaustive

investigation of power hrakes. and the appliances for

operating power brake systems, to be made under the

auspices of competent and independent experts.

The investigation, the cost of which will be borne by

the American Railway Association, will be conducted by

Mr. Harley A. Johnson, Assistant General Manager of

the Chicago Rapid Transit Railway. As Director of

Research, he will employ such assistants as may be neces-

sary for conducting the work.
The American Railway Association, after conferences

with the Director of the Bureaus of Safety of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission has agreed on the following

plan

:

1. Steps will be taken to obtain appliances, which it is

claimed, meet the views of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, as indicated in its preliminary report and con-

clusions. If the plans or specifications for such appli-

ances are available and the appliances are not yet being

manufactured, steps will be taken by the Director of Re-

search to secure such appliances, even to the extent of

entering into an agreement to have such appliances made.

2. As soon as such appliances have been obtained they

will be given exhaustive tests on the test rack at Purdue

University, Lafayette, Indiana, which rack will be com-

pletely prepared and brought up to date for the purpose

of this investigation.

3. Following the completion of the rack tests such de-

vices will be given road tests, to develop whether or not

they meet road conditions safely in service.

4. This program will be carried out with all dispatch

and as promptly as the devices for these tests are available.

The investigation will also embrace such further study

as may in the judgment of the Director of Research throw

further light upon this problem.

Locomotive Building Declines

The Department of Commerce has announced that ship-

ments of new locomotives in the first eleven months last

year totaled 1,323. In the first eleven months of l'»23

new locomotive shipments totaled 2,860.

Unfilled orders, according to the records of the Deparc-

ment, showed that on December 1 of last year there

were 397 locomotives compared with 691 the year before.

The above figures include locomotives manufactured in

this country for export to foreign countries. The totals

for exjMrt, however, are small; 133 locomotives for for-

eign service were built in the first eleven months of last

year, compared with 180 the previous year.

Unfilled orders for foreign locomotives were 35 on

December 1 a year ago compared with 66 last year.

Southern Pacific's New Passenger Steamship

The Southern Pacific has added to its present magnificent

passenger fleet operating between New York and New
Orleans (The Morgan Line), a new modern steamship

the "Bienville," which was open for inspection at New
York on December 30, and was visited and inspected by a

large number of marine engineers, steamship and trans-

portation ix?ople and the traveling public. The repre-

sentative of Railw.w and Locomotive Engineering
was the recipient of the hospitality of the Company as

dispensed by the commander of the new ship. Captain

Maxon and L. G. Spence, Director of Traffic of the

Southern Pacific Company's rail and steamship lines.

The new steamship is appropriately named the "Bien-
ville" after the illustrious Jean Baptiste Lemoine de Bien-
ville, founder of New Orleans in 1718 and Colonial

Governor of Louisiana.

The passenger accommodations and public spaces are

commodious, well-ventilated and of a design and arrange-
ment not hitherto found in this class of vessel. The in-

terior is so planned as to create an atmosphere resembling

that of a fine hotel or palatial home rather than that of a

ship.

The "Bienville" is constructed of steel on the Isherwood
system with a double bottom and three steel decks to-

gether with promenade and Ixiat decks. The ship is pro-

tected with seven water-tight buckheads. It was designed

and decorated by A. S. Hebble. Superintending Engineer
of the Southern l^acific Steamship Lines, was built by the

Todd Dry Dock & Construction Corporation at Tacoma,
Washington, and launched on July 16, 1924. She left

New York for New Orleans January 3, 1925, on her
maiden voyage.

Some interesting details of the new steamship are as

follows

:

Length, 445 feet overall ; beam, 57 feet ; heighth, 36 feet

6 inches to lun-ricane deck; displacement, 12.200 tons;

loaded draft, 26 feet and a dead weight at that draft of

7,000 tons ; cross tonnage, 7,916 tons ; net tonnage, 4,842

tons; shaft horsepower, 7,100 at 85 revolutions per

minute, single screw ; maintained sea speed, 16 knots

;

capacity, 237 first class and 110 third class; crew, 114
members ; fuel, oil ; propelling machinery, De Lavel tur-

bines and double helical reduction gears, with six Babcock
& Wilcox boilers.

1925 Brussels International and Commercial

Fair

The Sixth Official Brussels Commercial Fair, an annual
international business exposition, which has become one of

the most important Fairs of Europe since the war, will

be held from March 25 to April 8, 1925, in the Gardens
and Halls of the Cinquantenaire.

As the Fair is organized by the City of Brussels and
the Belgian Government, and is under the high patronage
of H. M. King Albert, the exhibitors may expect all the

guarantees which such an institution ofifers. The success

of the first five Commercial Fairs held at Brussels has in-

creased each year both as regards the importance of the

Belgian and foreign exhibits and the amount of business

transacted.

The statistics of the fifth Fair, held from April 1 till

April 16. 1924, give the following figures : 2,776 exhibitors

(916 of these being foreigners from 24 different coun-
tries) occupying 31.500 square metres of space.

The charge for space is 800 belgian francs for a stand

of 12 square metres. Full particulars about the official

regulations of the Fair, insurance, advertising, form of

application for space, etc., can be obtained by addressing

such request to the Executive Committee, 19 Grand, Place,

Brussels, or at the Belgian Consulate in New York City,

25 Madison avenue. While application for space will be
received as late as February 15, it will, however, be ad-

visable to give notice of prospective exhibits as early as

possible, in order to obtain the best reservations and

l>roper listing in the Official Catalogue of the Fair.

Fewer Deaths at Grade Crossings

The campaign inaugurated on June 1 by the railroads

through the American Railwav Association to reduce the
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number of grade crossing accidents has resulted in a con-

siderable saving of lives, according to H. A. Rowe, chair-

man of the Committee on Prevention of Highway Cross-

ing Accidents of the American Railway Association.

During June and Jtil.y, the first two months of the

campaign, 346 persons were killed and 1,062 injured in

grade crossing accidents, compared with 405 killed and
1.043 injured during the same months in 1923. This was
an actual saving of 59 lives, although the injury of 19

additional persons for the two months was reported.

In view of the fact that the Department of Agriculture

on July 1 showed an increase of 20 per cent in the num-
ber of automobiles registered in 1924, compiared with

1923, the actual decrease of 59 in the number of lives lost

would indicate that the driving public exercised greater

care in approaching and passing over railway-highway
crossings.

Freight Car Condition

Freight cars in need of repair on December 15 totaled

189,104 or 8.2 per cent, of the number on line, according

to reports filed by the carriers with the Car Service Di-

vision of the American Railway Association.

This was a decrease of 36 under the number reported

on December 1, at which time there were 189,140 or 8.2

p)er cent.

Freight cars in need of heavy rejiair on December 15

totaled 145,241 or 6.3 per cent. This was a decrease of

1.045 compared with December 1. Freight cars in need
of light repair totaled 43,863 or 1.9 per cent., an increase

of 1,009 compared with December 1.

Motive Power Condition

Locomotives in need of repair on December 15 totaled

12.C09 or 18.7 per cent, of the number on line, accord-

ing to reports filed by the carriers with the Car Service
Division of the American Railway Association.

This was an increase of 435 locomotives over the num-
ber in need of repair on December 1, at which time there

were 11,574 or eighteen per cent.

Of the total number. 6,348 or 9.9 per cent, were in

need of classified repairs, an increase compared with De-
cember 1, of 220, while 5.661 or 8.8 per cent, were in need
of running repair, an increase of 215 during the same
period.

Classs I railroads on December 15 had 4,080 service-

able locomotives in storage, a decrease of 96 under the
number in storage on December 1.

The railroads during the first half of December re-

paired and turned nut of the shops .%,018 locomotives, a
decrease of 130 compared with the number repaired dur-
ing the last half of November.

Effected Date of Tank Car Specifications

Extended
In circular Xo. D. \'. 386 the Amirican Railway As-

sociation announces that at the request of certain owners
of tank cars, and u[xjn recommendation from the commit-
tee on tank cars, the effective date of the requirements
of section 7 (c) of the specifications for Class I and II
tanks cars, and the last paragraph of Section 7 (d) of
the si)ecifications for Class III and IV tank cars is hereby
further extended to February 15, 1925.
The above sections of the tank car specifications pro-

vide that no nii)i>lcs, valves or other attachnicnts shall pro-
ject below the bottom outlet cap except while car is being
unloaded.

Notes oil Domestic Railroads

Locomotives
The Oregon American Lumber Company has ordered one Prairie

type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Reading Company has ordered 25 heavy type Consolidation

freight locomotives and S heavy type Consolidation passenger loco-
motives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Louisville & Nashville Railroad has placed an order for

eight additional Mikado type locomotives with the American Loco-
motive Company.
The Akron, Canton & Youngstown Railway is inquiring for 2

switching locomotives of the 0-8-0 type.
The Florida East Coast Railway has placed orders for 18 loco-

motives including 12 Mountain type and 6 switchers with the
American Locomotive Company.
The Southern Pacific Company has placed an order for 15 219-

ton three cylinder locomotives with the American Locomotive
Company.
The Central Railroad of New Jersey has ordered 20 ^Mikado

type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The New York Central Railroad has purchased SO locomotive

tenders all of 15,000 gal, capacity divided as follows : 35 Ameri-
can Locomotive Company and 15 to the Lima Locomotive Works.
The New England Fuel & Transportation Company has ordered

one switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The New York Central Railroad is reported to have placed

orders with the General Electric Company for 9 electric locomo-
tives for use on its Port Morris branch, also has ordered 10 loco-
motive tenders of 16,000 gal. capacitv from the Lima Locomotive
Works.
The Guggenheim Brothers, New York, N. Y., are inquiring for

9 locomotives for export.
The Great Northern Railway has ordered 4 simple Mallet

2-8-8-2 type oil burning locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works. These locomotives will be the largest ever built ; the
weight of each engine and tender will be 450 tons.

Freight Cars
The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad is inquiring for 1,000 cars

and 2.000 car bodies as follows: 1,000 steel gondola cars, 1,000
box car bodies and 1,000 steel flat car bodies.
The Wabash Railway has purchased 200 all-steel hopper cars

from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The Northern Pacific Railway has placed orders covering 80O

50-ton gondola cars with the Ryan Car Company.
The Mississippi Central Railroad is inquiring for 100 flat cars.
The New York Central has placed an order for the conversion

of 200 box cars into flat cars, and 200 box cars into stock cars
with the Illinois Car &• Mfg. Company.
The Virginia Smelting Cnnipanv has placed an order for 2 tank

cars with the General American Tank Corp.
The Waite-Phillips Company has placed an order for 150 tank

cars, to be of 10,000 gal. capacity, with the General American
Tank Car Co.
The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad is reported to be inquiring for

200 steel underframes.
The Sinclair Refining Company is inquiring for trucks for 25

tank cars, 800 gal. capacity.
The Chicago. Burlington & Qnincy Railroad is now inquiring

for .^00 gondola cars of 50 tons capacity.
The .Missouri Pacific Railroad has placed orders for 2,040 freight

cars as follows : 200 50-ton automobile cars ; 800 40-ton automobile
cars with 10-ft. staggered doors; I.OOO 40-ton box cars, and 40
caboose cars from the .American Car & Foundry Company, and
1,000 40-ton box cars with the General .'Kmerican Car Co.
The St. Louis Southwestern Railway has placed an order for

1.000 l)Ox cars double sheathed of 40-ton capacitv from the Mt.
Vernon Car & Mfg. Co.

rrJF*^^
Cliicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railroad is inquiring for

500 40-ton box cars.

The Union Railroad has placed an order for 500 steel hopper
cars with the Greenville Steel Car Co.

, Jil^
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad is inquiring for

1,000 automobile cars.

The Detroit, Toledo & Tronton Railroad is inquiring for 475
"O-ton gondola cars, and .50 50-ton flat cars.
The Louisville & Nashville Railroad has placed orders for 2 000

gondola cars with the Pressed Steel Car Company,
The Western Pacific Railroad has placed an order for 70 stock

cars with the Pacific Car & Foundry Company.
The Florida East Coast Railway is inquiring for 20 caboose

cars.

The Northern Pacific Railway is inquiring for 50 box car under-
frames and 10 caboose car underframes.
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The Pocahontas Fuel Company has placed an order for 300

mine cars with the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Wabash Railway has placed an order with the Streator

Car Company for 400 gondola car bodies.

The Western Fruit Express has ordered 1,757 steel imderframes

from the Ryan Car Company.
The St. Louis Southwestern Railway has renewed its mquiry

for 1,000 double sheathed box cars of 40 tons capacity.

The American Steel & Wire Company is inquiring for 14 gon-

dola cars of 70 tons capacity. ^ ., . ^ -kt v i

The United States Food Products Car Line Corp., New York

City, has ordered 50 tank cars t)f 8,000 gal. capacity from the

American Car & Foundry Company.
, , ,

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway has placed orders

for repairs to 750 refrigerator cars with the Pressed Steel Car

Company. ^, ,, , _. . . . r

The Guggenheim Brothers, New York City, are inquiring for

140 ore cars of 30 tons capacity, 30 trailing cars and 3 flat cars

for export.

Passenger Cars

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has placed an order for 5 dining

cars with the Pullman Car & Mfg. Corporation.
, , , ,

The Illinois Central Railroad has placed an order for 3 parlor

cars with the Pullman Car & Mfg. Corporation.

The Northern Pacific Railway is inquiring for 14 passenger car

underframes. . . r ^ ,• • j
The Missouri Pacific Railroad is inquiring for 2 dining cars and

2 office cars. c or, i, i.

The New York Central Railroad is inquiring for 29 suburban

motor coaches.
, , , i t'^ i,„

The Florida East Coast Railway has placed orders for 12 coaches

and one dining car with the Pullman Car & Mfg- Corporation.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad has placed an

order for 30 all steel express cars with the Pressed Steel Car

°Th^e^Louisville & Nashville Railroad has placed orders for the

following cars: 8 baggage mail cars and 4 baggage cars with the

Pressed Steel Car Company, and 4 coaches, 2 dining car shells

with the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has placed orders for 2 combination

passenger and baggage gasoline cars and one trailer with the J. (j.

Brill Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
, , ^

The Central of Georgia Railway has ordered 6 passenger cars

from the Pullman Car & Mfg. Corporation.

The Mi<iSouri Pacific Railroad has placed orders for 10 coaches,

5 baggage mail cars and 5 baggage cars with the Pullman Car &
Mfg. Corporation. .,./,;
The Central of Georgia Railway has placed orders fot^ 6 pas-

senger cars, 3 coaches and one baggage-mail car with the Pullman

Car & Mfg. Corporation.
, , j

The Chicago & Northwestern Railway has placed orders as

follows- 24 coaches, 12 baggage cars and 3 baggage-mail cars

with the American Car & Foundry Company, and 11 baggage cars

with the Pullman Car & Mfg. Corporation,

the Pullman Car & Mfg. Corporation.
, , , c ,

The Central Railroad of New Jersey has placed orders as fol-

lows • 23 coaches with the Standard Steel Car Company, and 5

The Southern Railway has ordered 7 baggage express cars from

passenger-baggage cars and 2 club cars with the Bethlehem Ship-

building Corporation.

Buildings and Structures

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway has placed a contract

covering the erection of a new boiler shop, plate works and ma-

chine shop at San Bernardino, Calif., estimated to cost approxi-

mately $525,000 with equipment.
„ c- t • d -i

The Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway is

reported to be planning the construction of tnginehouses at Helle-

fontaine and Gallon, Ohio.

The Pennsylvania Railroad is planning to rebuild its shops at

Olean New York, which were recently destroyed by fire.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad has awarded

the contract covering the construction of an engine house at Fitch-

"The Erie Railroad plans expenditures of $2,500,000 on its Ma-

honing Division, which will include, it is reported, a large round-

house and machine shops at Brier Hill, Ohio.
_

The Canadian National Railways plan the construction of ne\v

car and paint shops at St. Catherines, Ont., to be used for general

car repair work. . ,

The Pennsylvania Railroad plans to enlarge its car shops at

Todd's Cut, Wilmington, Del, and transfer equipment for passen-

ger car repair work to those shops from West Philadelphia.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway has placed a

contract for the construction of an addition to its roundhouse at

Rock Island, 111., to cost approximately $4O>00O-
, ^ ,, o

The roundhouse and toolhouse of the Nashville, Chattanooga &

St Louis Railway at Hollow Rock Junction, Tenn., were damaged

by fire to the extent of $20,000. Plans for rebuilding same are

being made. r x-

The N'irginian Railway plans the construction of an inspection

building at Mullins, West Va.
.u u -i^

The Southern Railway is preparing plans covering the rebuild-

ing of its paint shop at Knoxville, Tenn., which was recently de-

stroyed by fire. , ,
..

The Gulf Coast Lines have placed contracts for the construction

of a number of shop buildings at De Quincy, La.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has placed a contract covering a new

engine house and shops at Toledo, Ohio, to cost approximately

$500,000.
, , . on f

The Central Railroad of New Jersey has purchased 20 acres ot

ground in Bethlehem, Pa., and it is reported will move all its shops

and roundhouses now located at Ashley, Pa., to Bethlehem, involv-

ing an expenditure of over $1,000,000.
. i

The Gulf, Mobile & Northern Railroad will spend approximately

$750 000 for improvements in and around Mobile, Ala.

The Wabash Railway is reported to be planning the construction

of additional locomotive repair shops at North Kansas City Mo
in connection with the new yards which are being constructed at

^Thc°Missouri Pacific Railroad plans the construction of a fuel

oil station on Ewing Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

The Pacific Fruit Express Co. new shops at Nampa, Idaho, on

which construction bids were recently opened, will consist ot the

following buildings: Air brake testing shop, welding shop, tm

shop, blacksmith shop, car rebuilding shop, sheet metal shop, ma-

chine shop, steel incinerator, boiler house, transfer vault, locker

room, meter rooms, storehouse, mill, office buildmg, and five or

six other miscellaneous buildings.
. , • tu..

The Illinois Central Railroad is reported to be planning the

construction of a new 48-stall roundhouse and other shop buildings

^^The'^^N^'w York, Chicago & St. Louis Railway has placed a

general contract covering the construction of a machine shop ex-

''^

The" NorfoTk ' & Western Railroad is planning the construction

of an extension to its machine shop at Williamson, West Va.

The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway is reported to be

planning the construction of a new enginehouse at (jamesviUe,

"^"rhe Fruit Growers Express will b"ild a car repair shop at

Oakland City, Ga., to cost approximately $450,000
» . .„ k„

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway '^ ."pored to be

contemplating the construction of a roundhouse and machine shop

at Gainesville, Texas, also the construction of an engine termmal

including an enginehouse and shop buildings at Emporia Kan.

The Norfolk & Western Railroad has under construction exten-

sions to its machine shops at Roanoke and Portsmouth Va.

The Colorado & Southern Railway contemplates the construc-

tion of a roundhouse at Fort Collins, Colo

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St^I^uis Railway contemplates

the construction of a roundhouse at Hollow Rock Junction, Tenn.,

to replace the building recently destroyed by fire.

The Wabash Railway is reported to have plans for the con

struction of locomotive and car repair shops and a classification

yard at Peru, Ind.

Items of Personal Interest

D H Dailey has been appointed assistant to the general

manager of the Chicago & Illinois Midland Railway, with

headquarters at Taylorville, 111.

A R Sykes, assistant mechanical inspector of the Missouri

Pacific Railroad, with headquarters at St. Louis, M.O., has

been promoted to master mechanic of the Little Rock division,

with headquarters at McGehee, Ark.

Max Fiedlier, superintendent of the Globe division of the

Arizona Eastern Railroad, with headquarters at Globe, Ariz.,

has resigned to become superintendent of the Inspiration Con-

solidated Copper Company, with headquarters at Miami, Ariz

W W Walker, master mechanic of the Slaton division of

the Panhandle & Santa Fc Railway, with headquarters at

Slaton, Texas, has been transferred to the Pecos division of

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, with headquarters

at Clovis, New Mexico, succeeding M. H. Haig.

J S Netherwood, mechanical engineer of the Louisiana

Lines of the Southern Pacific Company, has been promoted

to assistant superintendent of motive power and equipment

of the Louisiana Lines, with headquarters at Algiers, La.,

succeeding B. M. Brown.

G R Miller has been appointed master mechanic of the

Slaton division of the Panhandle & Santa Fe Ra-lway, with

headquarters at Slaton, Texas, succeeding Mr. Walker, who

has been transferred.
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O. B. Schoenky, master mechanic for the Southern Pacific
Company, with headquarters at Tucson, Ariz., has been pro-
moted to superintendent of motive power, with headquarters
at Los Angeles, Calif., succeeding Patrick Sheedy, who has
retired.

C. W. Dysert has been appointed mechanical engineer of
Louisiana Lines of the Southern Pacific Company, with head-
quarters at Houston, Texas, succeeding Mr. Netherwood.

J. J. Brinkworth has been appointed assistant superinten-
dent of the River division of the New York Central Railroad,
with headquarters at Weehawken, N. J.

R. H. Bates, formerly acting mechanical engineer in charge
of research and development work for the Chicago Great
Western Railroad, has been appointed mechanical engineer,
with headquarters at Oelwein, Iowa.

G. F. Burke, general foreman for the Southern Pacific Com-
pany, with headquarters at Roseville, Calif., has been pro-
moted to master mechanic, with headquarters at Tucson Ariz.,
succeeding Mr. Schoenky.

'

Pat Sheedy, superintendent of motive power of the Southern
Pacific Company, southern district, with headquarters at Los
.A.ngeles, Calif., has retired on pension. Mr. Sheedy was born
on March 8, 1848, and entered railway service in 1864 as ma-
chinist apprentice for the New York Central Railroad at
Rochester, New York. In 1868 Mr. Sheedy was appointed
foreman of the machine shops of the Southern Pacific Com-
pany, with headquarters at Sacramento, Calif., and from 1885
to 1902 he served as master mechanic of the Southern Pacific
Company on the following divisions: Salt Lake, Humboldt.
Coast, San Joaquin and Los Angeles. In 1902 Mr. Sheedy
was appointed superintendent of motive power, with head-
quarters at Los Angeles, Calif., which position he held until
retired.

n.'^- ^.- .Wright has been appointed superintendent of the
Kiver division of the New York Central Railroad, with head-
quarters at Weehawken, New Jersey

Supply Trade Notes
F. A. Merrick, now vice-president and general manager of

the Canadian Westinghouse Company of Hamilton, Ont has
just been elected vice-president and general manager of the West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company according to an
anouncement made by E. M. Herr, president of the latter company.
Mr. Merrick who will have general executive charge of the

activities of the Westinghouse Electric Company with offices at
East Pittsburgh, assumed his new duties January 1st '\nnounce-
ment was also made that the headquarters of President E M
Herr would be removed from East Pittsburgh to the Westinghouse
Building, laO Broadway, New York.
Frank A. Merrick, the new Vice President and General Manager

is a native of New Jersey and received his technical education at
Lehigh University. Shortly after graduation he was employed by
the Steel Motors Company, a subsidiary of the Lorraine Steel Co
where he was responsible for manv important electrical inventions
and rose to the position of Chief Engineer.

Later he joined the Westinghouse Electric & ,Mfg. Company
at East Pittsburgh, Pa., where he had charge of the production of
street railway motors. After the formation of the Canadian
Westinghouse Company. Ltd.. in 1903, he was sent there as Super-
mtendent, and later became Manager of Works and finally Vice
President and General Manager.
During the Great War, Mr. Merrick had charge of the factory

of the New England Westinghouse Company, at Chicopce Falls
Mass which was engaged in turning out a large order of rifles for
the Russian Government. When the United States entered the
war, the War Department ordered the Westinghouse Company
to supply Its requirements in Browning machine guns and this
work was assigned to the New England plant. Rapidity in the
production of these guns was a vital factor in the plans of the
Allies, and though Mr. Merrick had to reorganize and largely
reequip his factory in order to handle this work, he was able to
complete 60,000 guns within eleven months after operations were
begun. This manufacturing achievement is generally regarded by
the industrial wr.rld as being without parallel.

After the war Mr. Merrick was located in I^ndon for two years
as special representative of the Westinghouse Electric International
Company. He then returncfl to Canada to resume his original
duties.

President E. M. Herr, is leaving Pittsburgh after having been
there since 1899. Ha has achieved a notable place in industry
Graduating from the Sheffield .Scientific School of Yale in 1884
he became a sfjecial apprentice of the Cliicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul Railway in the motive power department and later was en-
gaged as mechanical draftsman and test engineer, and superinten-
dent of telegraphs and later as a division superintendent of the
Burlington Railroad. In 1890 he was appointed master mechanic

on the C. M. & St. P. and in 1892 was appointed to the superin-
tendency of the Grant Locomotive Works in Chicago. In 1895
he was in Russia establishing locomotive works there. Then he
was made general superintendent of the Gibbs Electric Company
of Milwaukee and later superintendent of motive power of the Chi-
cago & Northwestern Railroad. Thence to a similar position on the
Northern Pacific. In 1899 he entered the Service of the Westing-
house Company and after various promotions was elected to the
presidency in 1911.

T. R. Langan has been appointed manager of the Trans
portation Division in the New York Office of the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company to succeed A. J. Manson re-
cently promoted to Manager of the Heavy Traction Division of
the Railway Sales Department at East Pittsburgh. Mr. Langan
comes to New York from the position of Manager of the Trans-
portation Section in the Buffalo (New York) district where he had
made for himself many warm friends among the railway officials
and personnel. His headquarters were at Syracuse.

After taking courses at Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, and while
taking night courses at Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pitts-
burgh, Mr. Langan entered the employ of the Westinghouse
Company in 1904 as an armature winder's helper and wireman's
helper in the service department. His work from 1904 to 1906 was
in connection with the earlier installation of multiple unit control
equipments on the Brooklyn Elevated and New York Subway.
In 1906 he began the special apprenticeship course at the East
Pittsburgh Works.
After taking up construction work in the Service Department in

1908, Mr. Langan was later in that same year made Assistant
General Foreman of Maintenance on the electric division of the
New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad with headquarters
at Stamford, Connecticut. In 1910 he was back again at East Pitts-
burgh on special service and engineering work in connection with
tl-.e development of the present line of Westinghouse HL Control
and railway apparatus.

It was in 1913 that Mr. Langan first entered the Sales Depart-
ment and began his selling career at Baltimore. His congenial per-
sonality, his desire to be helpful to those with whom he was
associated and those with whom he came in contact and his readi-
ness to always give the other fellow credit, won him success and
recognition. From Baltimore, he went to Philadelphia, then to
Buffalo and later to Syracuse. His present move to New York
places him in charge of the largest District Office Transportation
Division of the Westinghouse Company.

The Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,
and its New England distributor, the Roberts Battery Co,
have moved their Boston office from its present location to 1

Brighton Avenue, Boston, Mass.

The Worthington Pump & Machinery Corp., Cambridge,
Mass., has awarded a contract covering the construction of
a foundry 81 by 166 ft.

The M. V. All-Weather Train Control Co., New York City,
has changed its name to the Burrows Train Control Co.
The American Car & Foundry Co. plans enlarging its

pressed steel department at its Milton, Pa., plant, at an esti-
mated cost of $2S,00O.

A. R. Holden has been appointed resident manager of the
Pacific coast territory of the General Railway Signal Co.,
Rochester, New York, with headquarters at San Francisco!
Calif.

J. F. Kroske has been appointed manager of pneumatic
tool sales (or Ingersoll Rand Co., in the Pittsburgh territory,
with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.

D. E. Sawyer has been appointed vice-president of the
Wanner Malleable Castings Co., Hammond, Ind., and will
specialize in railway sales. Mr. Sawyer was formerly with
the Illinois Steel Co. and the Pollak Steel Co.
The Chicago Varnish Co., 2100 Elston Avenue, Chicago,

III., will opcr.-ite in the future under the name of E. I. du Pont
de Nemours & Co.

The Wine Railway Appliance Co., Toledo, Ohio, has placed
a contract covering a two-story plant, 97 by 365 ft., at Toledo
Ohio.

The Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, Ohio, has placed
a contract covering the construction of a four-story plant in
that city.

The Union Metal Products Co., Chicago, III., manufacturer
ot rcight car roods and corrugated car ends, plans to re-
model the old works of the Keith Railway Equipment Co atHammond, Ind on or about January 1st. It will be occupied
by the Union Metal Products Co.
W. S. Campbell has been appointed manager of domestic

niacliincry saKs in the eastern district for Joseph T. Ryerson
ac Co., Inc., with headquarters at Jersey City, N. J.
O. M. Bostwick, New York representative of the publicity
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department of the General Electric Company and formerly ad-
vertising manager of the Sprague Electric Works, has ten-

dered his resignation to take effect January 1, 1925.

A. A. Corey, Jr., president of the Vanadium Corporation of

America, New York, announces that an arrangement has been
made with the United States Ferro Alloys Corporation for the

merging of that concern with the Vanadium Corporation of
America.
The Millbum Sales Company, distributors in the Philadel-

phia territory for the Alexander Milburn Company, Baltimore,
Md., lias taken over the Metropolitan district, New York City,
with headquarters at 309 Fifth Avenue. E. P. Boyer and D.
Keyser will be in charge of the office.

The Middletown Car Co., Middletown, Pa., will commence
work shortly on rebuilding its forge shop, which was recently
badly damaged by fire.

The Greenville Steel Car Co., Greenville, Pa., has been re-

organized. F. L. Fay, formerly president, has been appointed
chairman of the board and F. D. Foote, formerly secretary-
treasurer, has been appointed president. Preparations are
under way to resume operations about the first of the year.
The Standard Supply & Equipment Co., Trenton, N. J.,

has been organized to act as jobber in railway and contractors
supplies, etc. Frank E. Thomas is president of the new com-
pany.
Johns-Manville, Inc., New York City, will establish a fac-

tory in New Orleans, La., having leased the building of the
Atnerican Cotton Oil Co., at Gretna. The first unit of the
new plant will be in operation about April.
The Linde Air Products Co., New York City, has opened

a branch office at Salt Lake City, Utah, in charge of R. L.
Strobel, and another branch office at Seattle, Wash , in charsic
of C. E. Rhein.
The Franklin Supply Co., New York Citv, has resumed

operations at its Baltimore plant at Baltimore, Md., at 70 per
cent of capacity.
The Southwark Foundry & Machinery Co., Philadelphia,

Pa., has discontinued its Cleveland, Ohio, oflSce and business
in that territory will be handled in the future from the Akron,
Ohio, office of the company.

master in 1881. He became assistant division superintendent in

1884 and was promoted to division superintendent in 1887. In 1890
he was promoted to general manager of the Hannibal & St. Joseph
and the Kansas City, St. Joseph, and Council Bluffs Railways,
now part of the Burlington. He was general manager of the Bur-
lington 1896 to 1901 when he was appointed general manager of
the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. Mr. Brown was elected
vice-president of the New York Central and Hudson River, and
the Lake Shore & iMichigan Southern in 1902 and in 190S was
elected vice-president of other New York Central subsidiaries in-

cluding the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and the
Michigan Central. He became senior vice-president of the New
York Central Lines in 1906 and was elected president in 1909 and
served in that position until his retirement from railway service in

January of 1914.

E. E. Hart, consulting engineer of the New York, Chicago &
St. Louis Railroad with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio, died on
December 4. Mr. Hart was born on September 18, 1861 at Little

\'alley, New York. He graduated from Cornell University in 1887
and entered railway service in June of that year as a draftsman on
the Chicago Burlington & Quincy Railroad. He was subsequently
promoted to assistant engineer and division engineer. In 1895 he
left railway service to engage in general engineering practice, re-

turning to railway service in July 1899, as division engineer of the
Eastern division of the New York Chicago & St. Louis. In
November of that year his jurisdiction was extended over the entire

system and continued in the position until ,1906, when he was pro-
moted to chief engineer. Mr. Hart was then appointed consulting
engineer in February 1924 in which position he was serving at the

time of his death.

Wilson Sprigg, assistant inaster mechanic of the Louisville
& Nashville Railroad with headquarters at Covington, Ky., died on
December 11, at Elizabethtown, Ky.

Obituary

William C. Brown, formerly president of the New York
Central died at his home in Pasadena, Calif., on December 6. Mr
Brown was born in Herkimer County, New York, July 29^ 1853^
He entered railway service as a sectionman on the Chicago, Mil-
waukee & St. Paul Railway in 1869 and became a telegraph opera-
tor ill 1870. In 1872 he was appointed train dispatcher on the
Illinois Central Railroad. He was train despatcher on the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific Railway in 1875. He entered the service of
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad as a train despatcher
in 1876, was promoted to chief train despatcher in 1880, and to train

New Publications
Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Arc Welding and Cutting Manual.—The General Electric

Company has recently issued a 127-page volume, well bound in

cloth, under the foregoing title. This has been given the designa-
tion Y-20O7 and was issued "to acquaint the uninformed in a gen-
eral way with some of the applications of arc welding, and to pro-

vide a simple and logical method by which one may acquire a cer-

tain familiarity with the manipulation of the electric welding arc
and its characteristics."

The volume is profusely illustrated with photographs, diagrams
and charts explanatory of the text. It is divided into three parts,

the first devoted to general information on arc welding, the second
to a training course of operators, and the third giving a number
of applications of arc welding. The manual should prove very
valuable in practically all industries and trades. It is being
distributed at a nominal price.

For Testing and Washing

Locomotive Boilers
USE THE

DIAMOND STEEL EMERT
Tor Grinding In Steam and Air Joints

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Necessity

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors, Ejectors
Boiler Washers and Testers. Boiler Checks.

Check Valves.

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

R DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

WANTED
Locomotive Builder's Lithographs

of U. S. Locomotives previous to

Civil War Period, multi-colored or

one tone, for historical collection.

Liberal commercial prices will be
paid. Give name of builder, type of

locomotive, condition of print, and
all wording on same.

Also, "American Locomotives,"
by Emil Reuter of Reading, Pa.,

text and line drawings, issued se-

rially about 1849.

Also, several good daguerrotypes
of locomotives of the daguerrotype
period.

Address, HISTORICAL
c/o Railway and Locomotive Engineering

114 Liberty Street, New York
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Unloading Ore from Ships to Railroad Cars

Unloader and Electric Pusher Locomotive Operated by the Lehigh Valley Railroad at Claremont

Terminal

The use of electricity has resulted in astonishing time quires approximately 55 seconds. The unloader is the
savings in unloading and transferring ore from ships to property of the Bethlehem Steel Company and is operated
railroad cars. Modern unloaders are in use which reach by it at the Claremont Terminal of the Lehigh Valley

Unloader and Electric Pusher Locomotive at Claremont Terminal of Lehigh Valley Railroad

into the hold of a ship and move almost a carload at one Railroad in handling ore coming into New York harbor,
mouthful. A rotating motion can be given to the leg on which
The stiff-legged unloader shown in the frontispiece the bucket is mounted, this movement allowing the op-

illustration is of an especially large type. Its bucket is of crator to get in spaces otherwise inaccessible. The op-
1 5-ton capacity and a complete cycle or round trip re- erator is located in this leg just above the bucket, and he

33
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goes down with it into tlie ship each time a load is taken.
When the bucket emerges from the hoLl with a load, the

iinloader moves l.ack on a track and tiie Ic ad is dumped
into a receiving hopper. There the nuucrial is weighed and
tiien let down into the cars below, about
.^0 tons being loaded into each car.

The si)ottin gof cars is an interesting
jirocess. being accomplished with the as-

sistance of an electric pusher type loco
motive as shown in the illustration. These
locomotives move a string which mav to-

tal 25 empty cars and move them up into

place, .\fter four cars are loaded, they
are detached and taken away to be made
up in a train. The loaded cars are moved
1)\- anotiier locomotive, making the spotter

locomotive available at all times for haul-
ing the empt\- ones, tiius eliminating de-
lavs.

The unloader is a llulett type manufac-
tured by the Wellman Seaver Morgan
Co. and the motors are of the General
I'lectric .MU type. The main hoist motor
is a ^75 horsepower unit and the bridge

trolley and bucket UKitors are 100 horse-

power each.

The s])eed at which this unloader works is illustrated

In tile fact that certain boats with a capacity of 21.000
tons can be completely unloaded in 15 to 17 hours and
can be completely cleaned out and rea<l\ for sailing in

eters working either on his whirling table within en'closed

spaces at the Allegheny observatcjry and the Smithsonian
Institute or on the small models that he had built and
flown.

Electric Pusher Locomotive in Service on Lehigh Valley Railroad

Throughout all of his investigations Prof. Langley had
been handicapped l)y the want of a light high-powered
motor and had lieen limited to the use of a steam engine

as the internal combustion engine had not been sufficiently

Head-End View of Car with Aerial Propeller

20 to 22 hours. Toward tiie end of the period, when the

bucket cannot get a full load, the time necessary tor re-

moval is sliglitlv longer.

Driving a Railroad Car With an Aerial

Propeller

By Geo. L. Fowli:r

In 1807 when Prof. Samuel P. Langley was pursuing
his investigations as to the possibility of flight with a

heavier-than-air machine he wished to obtain some in-

formation as to what could be done in the way of moving
a high resistance body at a slow speed with an air pro-

peller, of a large diameter. Up to that time his investiga-

tions had been limited to the tise of wheels of small diam-

Side View Aerial Propeller Car Showing Engine

cle\ clopetl at that time to be of any service to him. His en-

gine was, however, a marvel of construction as it weighed

only about ten ounces and developed one horse power.

The work that is here described was crude in the ex-

treme and only served to demonstrate possiblities rather

than achieve practical results, which was all that he was
after.

.\s the utilization of a steam engine for the purpose

would have involved a greater expense than he was pre-

pared to meet, he resorted to the only internal combustion
engine that was available.

At that time the founders of what later became the

Victor Talking Machine Company were operating a small

machine shop in Camden, New Jersey, where they were
experiiTienting both with the develo])ment of their talking

machine, afterwards the victrol;i, and an internal com-
bustion engine.
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They liad built an engine of some horsepower, the

amount had not been measured, which had cyUnders of

about 2 in. diameter and 4 in. stroke. These dimensions
are confessedly only approximate. This engine was of

the \ertical t\pe and was about 3 ft. high and weighed
between 300 and 400 lbs.

Operation of the electrified branch of the Pennsylvania
R. R.. between Burlington and Mt. Hollv, New Jersey,

had i^een al»ndoned, and the privilege of using a portion

of the track at the Burlington end was obtained. The
internal combustion engine was borrowed and mounted on
blocking on an ordinary push car of the section gang, and
a two-bladed, propelling wheel 6 ft. in diameter was fitted

to the engine shaft. This wheel had canvas surfaces

stretched over a light wooden frame work, and the engine
drove it at about 500 revolutions per minute.

The car with its load weighed about 1200 lbs. and was
run upon a track near the Burlington station where there

was an ascending grade of about 2 per cent.

When tlie engine was started and the propelling wheel
brought up to speed, it failed to start the car : but when

the car had been given a start by hand the wheel could
keep it in motion up that grade and against a stiff breeze
at a speed of about two and a half miles an hour. This
was increased somewhat on a level, but did not exceed
three and a half miles an hour at any time.

.As there was no means provided on the engine for

recording the thrust, a dynamometer was attached to the
car when the engine was stopped and the car towed by
it at a speed about equal to that at which it had been
driven by the propeller wheel. My recollection is that it

took a pull of about 150 lbs. to accomplish this result.

The data oljtained was very meagre, but it was sufficient

to satisfy Prof. Langley of the possibility of obtaining
the desired thrust needed with an air propeller.

Such, then, is the record of the only attempt that has
been made of moving a car upon a railroad track with an
air propeller, and the slight contribution that it made to

the art of aerial navigation by heavier-than-air machines,
in the course of the epoch-making investigations by Prof.

Langlev.

The Caprotti Valve Gear
General Description of a New Valve Gear in Use on the Italian State Railways

It is safe to assume that as long as steam locomotives

are in use, inventors will be at work in attempting to

im|)rove the steam distribution and lessen fuel consump-
tifin. < »ne of the latest as])irants for honf)rs in this field

is Mr. .\. Caprotti. who has designed a valve .gear that

has I)een placed on a number of locomotives of the Italian

State Railways.

The valves used are of the lift type and the power re-

quired to move them is obtained from cams driven by a

shaft that is connected by bevel gears with one of the

driving axles.

By the use of this method of driving inertia effects

are eliminated and a lighter gear is obtained than with

the ordinary W'al.schaerts construction. A (|uick oi)ening

and closing of the valves is also obtained and the clearance

volume is reduced to a minimum.
Four valves are fitted to each cylinder;, two for the

exhau.st and two for the admission. To operate these,

three cams are used: two for the two admission valves

and one for the two exhaust valves, and all are set upon
a single rotating shaft running crosswise through the steam
chest. There is a nniltitude <if parts and connections for

the O])eration of the valves, including s])rings, guides, bell

cranks and levers, which it is unnecessary to describe or

illustrate in order to obtain a clear idea of the method of

operation; the essentials of which can be readily under-

stood from the diagrammatic illustrations that are given.

Fig. 2, is a jilan view of the mechanism in the steam

chest, and 1 is the rotating shaft upon which the cams
A, H and C are mounted.
The single cam A controls the movement of hotli of

the exhaust valves, and it is so arranged that the exhaust
o])enings and closures occur at the same point of the

stroke in both forwar^l and backward gear, regardless of

the point of cut-off. The means of accomi)lishing this is

shown in F'ig. 3.

There are two bell-crank levers 2, 2, the ends of whose
long arms rest upon the upper end of the valve stems.

In actual construction these stems are fitted with helical

springs by which the vaWe is held, normally in their upper-

most and clo.se(l )>osition. There arc rollers on the ends of

the short arms of the bell crank that bear against the face

of the cam A which is of the shape shown. It has a
circular slot in it by which it is driven by a lug on the
rotating shaft 1. When the engine is moving forward
the lug engages one end of the slot and thus adjusts the
cam for the proper opening and closing of the two ports.
\\'hen the engine is reversed, the cam remains stationary
until the lug engages the other end of the slot whereby
the cam is automatically set for ojierating the exhaust
valves with the engine reversed. So that when running
in either direction the exhaust cam setting is fixed and
cannot lie varied.

In the case of the admission and cut off the two cams
/)' and C work in combination and provide a compound
motion for the admission valves. This compound motion
is very similar in the matter of mechanical detail to the
single cam, and roller for the exhaust, except that the
latter is replaced liy two rollers on a pivoted lever.

In the engraving Fig. I, one cam is shown in full lines

and the other by dotted, and one of the rollers referred to

hears against one cam and the other against the other, so
that the movement transmitted to the valve is a combina-
tion of the movement of these two rollers.

This (loul)lc cam arrangement makes it possilile to alter

both the lead and the point of cut-off. The admission
can be more or less advanced by changing the angular
position of the cam />, while the cut-off is varied by altering
the position of the cam C. These two movements are
secured in a way which provides for a small change in the
position of H while there is ;i large change in the position
of C or x'icc versa.

This is obtained by having the cross-shaft on which they
are set, cut with a very long pitch four-threaded screw.
Meshing on this screw are two wide-rimmed discs /) and
/;. which are coupled to the two cams respectively, so that

the latter have the same angular iiosition and the same
rotary motion as the discs to which they are attached.

The cams have a constant location longitudinally on the

shaft, and as the discs are moved to and fro over the

threaded ])ortion they are given a corresponding angular
motion. The motion is transferred from D to /> and from
/; tf) (' through two ])airs of rods, which slide back and
forth in slots in the discs.
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The discs are surrounded by straps after the manner of

eccentrics to which the rods by which they are moved to

and fro are attached. The method by which a variation

in the movement of the two discs is obtained is iUustrated

by the dotted diagrammatic sketch at the right of Fig. 2.

It will be seen that, for the same angular movement of

two crank arms in the direction indicated by the arrow, a

greater longitudinal movement will be given to the disc D
than to the disc E. While if the crank arms are moved
in the opposite direction, by which the engine will be re-

versed, the opposite will be the case. These crank arms are

set at an angle of 1 10 degrees with each other.

If then, the crank arms are turned in either direction

the two discs are separated or brought together and turned

by the threaded portion of the shaft in proportion to the

distance moved.
In reversing there is a change in the functions of the

two cams. Thus the cam B which, in forward running

governs the admission, in reverse running controls the

cut-off ; while C, which is the cut-off cam for forward

running is the admission cam in reverse. This gives a

control of the steam events similar to the Stephenson gear

in that as the cut-off is shortened the pre-admission is

advanced and the lead increased.

The effect of the quick opening and closing of the lift

valves is quite apparent in the indicator cards. Three of

these are given in which the cut-off was 3, 15 and 25 per

cent of the stroke respectively. The effect of the quick

opening and pre-admission is shown in the rise of pressure,

at the beginning of the stroke, above that of the steam

chest. While the effect of the wide open port and the quick

closing is shown in the comparatively straight admission

line as compared with the three cards taken with a Wals-
chaerts gear on a similar engine. Though the two are not

strictly comparable because of the differences in the points

of cut-off.

A number of test runs have been made with engines of

identical dimensions, one having the Caprotti and the other

the Walschaert's valve gear. The general dimensions of

these engines were as follows

:

Diameter of cylinders. 21 in.

Stroke of piston, 27j4 in.

Diameter of driving wheels, 52^^ in.

Weight on drivers, 123,200 lbs.

Total weight of engine, 145,200 lbs.

Total weight of tender, 88,000 lbs.

Total heating surface, 1,644 sq. ft.

Grate area, 30.13 sq. ft.

Super heater surface, 443j5/^ sq. ft.

The distances run in these tests were 93 and 15j^ miles

respectively, return trips having been made over the

Indicator Diagrams from L otives Equipped with Walschaert's and Caprotti Valve Gears
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93-niile run. The average • results are given in the ac-

companying table.

Disregarding the number of trips and dealing only with

Ifcrk Done by Locomotive With Caprotti Valve Gear

fitted with the W'alschaerts gear and did it on 13.75 per

cent less in water consumption and with 17.65 per cent less

coal. If these savings are equated on the basis of work

Distance

Miles
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railroads have diti'trenl systems of classifying their re-

Ijairs. However, in the opinion of this committee, running
rejjair classifications should only include hot work or work
to be performed on a locomotive between layover trips.

All labor and material expended on this class of work is

charjieable to running reixiir costs. The average main-
tenance per mile is then arriveil at from the total amount
of engine mileage made as compared with the total money
silent on running repair maintenance. Keen comi>etition

should exist between the foremen toward bringing their

running repair maintenance cost down, as this is one of

the features of mechanical operation that the management
of every railroad company analyzes very closely, and if

the foremen in charge allow the handling of shop cards

or time slips to l)e taken care of by an assistant and do not

personally check the various charges occasionally, it is

useless for them to expect to keep running repair costs

anywhere near normal. .\ good barometer for the round-

house foreman to coinpare his nnming repair cost or get

an idea as to his ranning repair efficiency is to take a

certain class of locomotive and base running repair cost

per mile against the amount of money necessary to repair

this engine while undergoing classified repairs. This

could easily be determined by taking an engine in for

heavy classified repairs, taking the cost of making this

classified repair, minus whatever addition and betterment

featiu'e is involved and base it on shopping mileage. This

would give the foreman a fair idea as to how his engines

were being maintained between shoppings. In other

words, cost can be determined on general repair mileage

basis as against running repair maintenance on per mile

basis.

Running repair costs will fluctuate in most any round-

house unless the foreman has the handling of running

repairs systematized" to such an extent that it will abso-

lutely preclude the possibility of any classified repairs

entering into this cost. The foreman in charge should

check w-ork operations daily and should also make [>eriodi-

cal checks of the distribution shown on time slips by the

various mechanics with the timekeeper to know beyond
a doubt that running repair costs are not being over-

charged. This check only requires a few minutes of cer-

tain days and time consumed would more than justify

itself by results obtained.

Xo fixed rule can be established nor can an\- fixed in-

structions be issued outlining definitely running repair

costs as it is strictly in the hands of the foreman himself

to handle and he can do this by close sujjervision, personal

contact with the men handling the various repairs and
having them understand the quantity and quality of work
ey]>ected from them. If this is followed up cliisel\' the

results obtained toward reducing running repair costs

would manifest themselves.

Running Repair Costs on Freight Cars

Running repair costs on freight cars are handled dif-

ferently than on locomotives. There is no segregation of

accounting, all work performed l>eing charged merely to

"breight Car Rejiairs." Cars arriving in train yards re-

(|uiring repairs are handled according to the nature of

repairs required. Certain classes of repairs on freight

cars are made without cars liaving to be moved to rip

track or repair track : other repairs make it necessary to

move cars to rip track, while still other classes of re])airs

make it necessary to move cars into the shop. However,
in railroad parlance, the rip track is the roundhouse of the

car department and it is on the riji track that running
repair work is taken care of.

Below is given a list of items of repairs which this

committee believes is a fair basis to determine or outline

what should constitute a running repair to a freight car

:

L'ncoupling attachments repaired.

Grab iron renewed or repaired.

Brasses applied.

Brake shoes renewed.

Running boards repaired.

Brake connection and lever.

Side door rehung.

(Any one or more of above items or similar thereto

constitute running repairs.

)

Of course, freight repairmen should be imbued with

the idea of keeping down running repair costs on freight

cars as much as possible by using second-hand material

where they can, but this practice should not be encouraged
when repairing foreign cars as to be reimbursed for work
perfonned on cars belonging to other railroads it must
be handled on the basis of new work.

Running Repair Practices in the Locomotive Depart-

ment

The running repair costs and repair work practices in

the locomotive department are so closely aligned with

each other that they can be analyzed from either angle

;

that is, the running repair costs are governed by the prac-

tices and running repair practices govern the costs.

Running repair practices on various railroad should be

approxiniatel}- the same, with one idea paramount, anil

that is to take care of every existing defect that is re-

ported on the work reixarts just as soon as it is reixirted,

and where it is found necessary to defer some of the work
and ])ut it on the suspense book, to take care of this work
at the earliest possible opportunity ; however, as previously

stated, this committee does not believe it a good practice

to defer maintenance any more than is absolutely essential

as deferred maintenance soon results in engine failures

and delays on line of road. One of the first resolutions a

foreman should make in connection with repair work
practices is to make repairs when needed and when re-

ported. This will have a tendency to minimize the main-
tenance cost and at the same time kee]) U]i the maintenance.

The foreman should l>e made to realize that this is a

dominating factor in repair work practices. Roundhouse
repair work is a phase of ojzteration that should be closely

watched in conjunction with the volume of traffic being

handled, as the greater the volume of traffic and the less

time engines will remain in roundhouse and the less time

the roundhouse organization will have for making repairs.

This, in itself, is a conclusive argument deferring neces-

sary repair work.
Foremen should outline their procedure of operation

as to how the various repairs are to he handled and should

have their men placed that they will be accustomed to

handling the work so that they will prove of valuable

assistance instead of a detriment in the turning of engines

with as little mechanical delay as possible.

The foremen, to increase the efficiency of their man and
enable them to properly analyze rqmir work practices,

should make comparison of man hours consumed in per-

forming various roundhouse (liberations. Man hours is a

check instituted solely for the purpose of comparing or

measuring restilts obtainetl during one period or on one

kind of work compiired with another period or for a

similar operation. Generally si>eaking, man hour com-
parison is a very sound basis for figuring the efficiency

of one man compared with another or one ]>erfoiTnance

compared with another in the same line of work. There-
fore, it is quite olrvious that careful analysis of man hours

is necessary from time to time to keep prof)er check an

repair work practices and the efficiencv of the emploves.

The most tangible recommendation that this committee
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call niake for regulating repair work practices in the

roundhouse and securing the best resuhs is to try in every

respect to comply with the rules and requirements of the

Interstate Commerce Commission in the handling of loco-

motives, boilers and their appurtenances, as strict com-
pliance with these regulations will insure efficient prac-

tices and considerably lighten the burden of the foreman.

Running Repair Practice? in the Car Department

Running repair practices viewed from the car depart-

ment stand}^)oint hinge principally on the proper handling

and charging out of the various work performed. When
repairs are made to a foreign car, except as provided in

A. R. A. Rule 108, or on any car on authority of defect

card, a book should be used and record of the repairs

entered into same. From this book the repair card should

be made and utilized. The book record referred to above
should embody minimum information recjuired for proper

preparation of the billing repair card. When making
repairs to cars in a train yard or on rip track or in the

shop, the following requirements must be observed in

recording repairs in the original record book.

1. Cars shopped for repairs must be carefnllv in-

spected by authorized employe before work of repairing

is begun. .All work authorized by this employe must be

enteretl upon the original record, which is a book men-
tioned in the preceding jjaragraph, including the location

of each item of repairs and e.xact reason or cause for

making the repairs. This information must not l)e as-

sumed but must be determined by an actual insi)ection.

The common terms, brfiken. bent or missing, if used,

when caused by derailment, cornering, sideswiping or

other causes shown in .A. K. .\. Rule Xo. i2. must be

qualified to show such cause.

2. The original rei)air record book must Ix; signed by

the authorized person making re])airs at the end of each

day's work.

3. .\11 corrections made on the original record nnr-t

be made by the j^rson or ])ersons who have vouched for

the correctne.ss of the original record by their signature.

These corrections must be made by scratching through
the incorrect information, and there must be no erasures.

In shops where such repairs are made other than run-

ning repairs a book of much larger dimensions than that

used for running re]>air record to ])crmit showing con-

siflerably more infonnation should be used.

When repairs of any kind are made to a foreign car,

billing rejxiir card must be furnished .car owners e.xcepi

a.s otherwise provided in .\. R. A. Rule 108. This card

must specify fullv the rei>airs made, reason for same, the

date and ])lace where made, also show location of i)arts

repaired or renewed as ])er .\. R. .\. Rule Xo. 14. Rilling

rejwir card should l)e made in du|>licate to be kncjwn as

the record rei)air card.

I^m])loyes making running rejjairs to freight cars, when
entering record of same in rei>air book, must be absolutely

certain that correct information is shown. The A. R. .-\.

-Association maintains a cor|)s of traveling ins])ectors, as

well as those em]>loyed by the various railroads, whose
duties are to visit the various terminals and check the

repair records. In addition to checking the records, these

insj>cctors sometimes go out to the car to verify re])airs

shown in record book in order to determine whether or

not ])T<>\)er entries are l)eing made. Such a close method
of checking and the iron-clad instructions in effect on

jjractically every railroad against making impro))er

charges of repairs makes it hardly jiossible for any false

entries, to be made by the re])airman. and if any are made
the employe guilty should be immediately and ]xrman-

entlv remover] from the service.

Rinniing repair practices in the car department vary
so greatly that it is a difficult matter for this committee
to outline any definite procedure or practice. Some car

inspectors are stationed at jxtints where there are prac-

tically no facilities ; others are stationed at large and small

terminal points, but repair work practices should be based
in all instances on a thorough understanding of the A. R.
A, rules, safety appliance rules, loading rules, tank car

specifications and other instructions incident to the

handling and rejxiiring of freight cars. The repairmen
statione<l at small outlying points, however, are not in

position to handle cars as expeditiously or make repairs

as quickly as the inspectors or rejjairmen at the terminal

point.

Through the medium of interchanges located on all

railroads, foreign cars are continually moving to and
coming from one railroad to another. Naturally, tt.e

handling and repairing of these cars must be governed
strictly by the classifications and instructions laid down
by the rules. Repairs on freight cars are either charge-
able to the handling line or car owners. When repairs are

necessar)' for which the handling line is not resjxjnsible

care must be exercised in making the repairs to know that

they are made projierly so bill can be executed to cover
and the railroad making the repairs reimbursed for the

labor and material expended.

If wrong repairs are necessar)- to expedite the move-
ment of a car account of its being imder load or account
of not having the proper material in stock the car should
he so carded at jioint at which wrong repairs are made so

when car arrives home proi>er repairs can be marie and
road making the wrong repairs billed.

( )ne practice we often find is that a car of manifest or

other important loading will be bad 'ordered on line of

road : temjxirary or wrong repairs are made tii the car
to get it to its destination. Car reaches destination and
is made empty on home line or ]K)ssiblv will pass through
an interchange to an interline switching road for belt

movement to be delivered to an industry- on their track

where it is made emjjty and returned. When car is offered

back to home line defect card is demanded from deliver-

ing line. L'pon investigation it very often develojjs that

the wrong repairs have been made on the railroad de-

manding the defect card. Some system should l)e put
into effect to definitely designate on what road wrong
re])airs are made in instances of this kind as it will greatly

facilitate car movement on the interchanges.

.\nother item that should be given consideration in

discussing running repair practices in the car department
is cars arriving in train yards in damaged condition. The
.\. R. .\. rules state that it nnist be definitely determined
in handling damaged cars whether owners or handling
line is responsible. Should there be any doubt as to

whether car was derailed or was in a collision, foreman in

charge should trace record of the car to point where the

damage occurred in order to ascertain whether repairs

should be made at the ex])ense of the owners or the

handling line.

The few i)ractices referred to above are in the minority

compared with the many jiractices that obtain in the

handling of freight cars and this committee respectfully

suggests that those interested in car department re]>air

work ])ractices analyze the various rules pertaining to this

particular line of work as the committee does not feel it

could im])rove on the code of rules established covering
re]iair work jiractices in the car de])artment by the

.American Railway .Association.

The committee that presented this re]>ort consisted of

J. N. Chapman, chairman; I'. O'Donnell, M. J. Cuntbcr,

W. S. liuntain and W. H. Kean.



The New and Future Developments in Steam Locomotives

Reflected in Series of Short Papers Before the New York Railroad Club

Recent designs and possibilities for further develop-

ment in steam locomotives was the subject of a series of

short papers at the New York Railroad Club's January
meeting. These papers or discussions were all con-

tributed by men prominent in the field of locomotive en-

gineering and dealt with the characteristics of recent de-

velopments in that field together with possibilities for

further development in the immediate future. Abstracts

of these pajiers follow.

The Purpose of the "Horatio Allen" and

Some of Its Performance Records

By JOHN E. MLTHLFELD
Consulting Engineer

The railroad managers today have many fashions to

select from in their choice of motive power. In addition

to the established single-expansion two-cylinder, and

Mallet multiple-expansion four-cylinder locomotives,

there are now available for investigation the single-ex-

pansion four-cylinder Alallet ; "50 per cent cut-off" single

expansion cylinder ; single or multiple expansion three-

cylinder ; Uniflow and Two-Flow cylinder ; Krupp, Zoelly,

Liungstrom and Ramsay turbines ; the Still engine ; and
many other steam innovations and combinations, to say

nothing of the electric and internal combustion locomo-

tives and many different kinds of self-contained motor

cars. Last, but not least, there is also the high-pressure

steam locomotive with any sort of wheel, cylinder, valve

motion, superheater and feed water arrangement desired.

If the steam and mechanical engineers continue in their

efforts to harness the B. T. U. we will soon be as badly

off, and probably lose as many of them, as our electrical

friends.

The problem on the Baltimore and Ohio in 1^02 was
neither the fast movement of freight nor fuel economy, as

in the Canadian Maritime Provinces, but rather the haul-

ing of heavy trains over mountain grades. For that rea-

son a Mallet Articulated Duplex Compound 0-6-6-0 type

of locomotive was decided upon as being most suitable.

.\t this point it may be of interest to refer to the large

numlier of multiple expansion locomotives of the four-

cylinder, two-cylinder cross, and two-cylinder tandem
compound, but not of the Mallet, types that were built

in the United States commencing with about 1889. Dis-

regarding the question of indifferent design, I am of the

firm belief that had the use of the superheater been in-

augurated in this country as early as it was used abroad,

and prior to the advent of the compound large unit loco-

motive, the latter would still be in use, as the troubles

due to excessive condensation in the low pressure cylin-

ders would not have occurred. Further than this it was
alwavs found possible to get a fireman to "double hack"

out of a Divisional Terminal on a compound, but not so

with the converted simple engine on account of the greater

fuel consumption and harder steaming of the latter and

more time and trouble required to start trains out of

yards and sidings.

The particular reason for building the "Horatio Allen"

is to learn as to just how much can be accomplished in

overcoming the deficiencies of the single expansion loco-

motive by various changes in design, higher boiler pres-

sure, multiple expansion, and waste-heat feed water heat-

ing, investigations relating to the latter feature and re-

heating of the receiver steam being still under way.
In designing the "'Horatio Allen" the Consolidation

type of locomotive has been adhered to for the purpose
of continuing the simplest design and securing all possi-

ble adhesive weight, which latter has actually worked out
to be 86 i^er cent of the total engine weight, with the

possibility for further substantial increase in future con-
struction. The idea has also been to reduce the amount
of coal fired to within the comfortable capacity of the

average fireman, instead of to apply mechanical devices

to deliver a larger amount of fuel, at least until such time

as powdered coal burning equipment can be installed so

that the fuel can be automatically burned in suspension
the same as oil.

Among the features of the engine to which especial at-

tention may be called is the duplex throttle valve, con-

sisting of a low pressure valve which admits steam at

300 pounds to start the engine, and a high pressure valve

which admits steam at 350 pounds for running. The
throttle lever rigging in the cab is interlocked so that

the low and high pressure throttles are co-ordinately

ojjened and closed.

The smokebox is equipped with a cast steel ring riv-

eted to the shell, which is fitted with a single large door
opening through which all flue, tube, superheater, and
other parts can be removed.

In the operation of the locomotive, the engineer opens

the low pressure throttle valve, and live steam is ad-

mitted to both high ?nd low pressure cylinders, imtil,

after starting, sufficient exhaust steam from the high

pressure cylinder accumulates in the receiver, when the

intercepting valve automatically stops the flow of direct

pressure steam to the low pressure cylinder and the en-

gine then operates multiple expansion. Shortly after

starting, the high pressure throttle valve is opened to

running position, and at the same time its operating lever

picks up the low pressure throttle valve lever, so that

when the high pressure throttle valve is closed, the low

presstire valve automatically closes with it and when both

valves are closed, the low pressure throttle valve lever is'

again automatically released so that it can again be inde-

l^endently operated >for starting purposes.

The general idea has been to eliminate from the mod-
ern conventional steam locomotive a lot of the inaccessi-

ble and complicated running gear, machinery and acces-

sory equipment, and to obtain more direct power and

economv through a greater utilization of the heat in

steam of higher pressure, generated in a boiler which

will dispense with the existing type of firebox and com-
bustion chamber with its combustion and spark losses,

scale and sediment collecting sheets, limited firebox heat-

ing surface, sluggish circulation, stayed radial and flat

sheets, and numerous other parts subject to leakage,

breakage and failure, and thereby make the steam loco-

motive a more comfortable job for the engineer and fire-

man and put it in position to keep its proper place as the

most effective and ecoonmical motive power for the move-
ment of heavy tonnage over long distances, until such

time as the production of power at a central point, or a

more efficient and useful self-contained propelling >jnit

can be produced.

The actual designing was commenced during 1919 and

continued until, by the elimination process, final conclu-

40
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sions were reached in August, 1922, when the American
Locomotive Compan_\" was authorized to proceed with

the construction of what is now the "Horatio Allen,'' and
which construction was completed during June, 1924.

After the details of the Ixiiler design were developed there

was considerable skepticism and criticism on the part of

the builders with resj>ect to various features, with the re-

sult that two of their representatives, Messrs. Mellin and
\\'ilson, were sent abroad during November, 1922, for a

conference with the officers and engineers of Messrs.

Yarrow and Company, Ltd., Glasgow, Scotland. The
fact that not a single change was made in the design of

the boiler, as the result of this investigation, is evidence

of the thought that had been given the subject.

With respect to the total weight of the sample locomo-

tive, this may prof>erly be criticised as being high. How-
ever, my experience has been that it is better to have too

much weight in motive power and keep it in useful ser-

vice, earning money, than too little weight and have it

in the back shop or enginehouse spending money and tie-

ing up traffic. This, however, is no alibi for indifterent

design or calculations.

The engine weighs 36,000 lbs. more than the original

estimate, an increase that is due to the radical design of

the boiler and other machinery features offering no prece-

dent for guidance, as well as to the relatively high fac-

tors of safety that were used, with particular reference to

the boiler, cylinders, frames and machinery. With the

experience gained from construction, testing and opera-

tion of the sample locomotive, the over-all dimensions can

now be compressed and the weights can be substantially

reduced. Furthermore, the distribution of the total

weight over the leading truck and the driving wheels can
he better equalized.

Even with the weights as they exist, the dynamic aug-
ment, at a speed of 30 miles per hour, as well as the static

loading per pair of driving wheels per lineal foot of

track, comes well within present-day steam locomotives

of the Consolidation, Decapod, Santa Fe and Atlantic

types, and substantially below that of electric freight

locomotives, where the axle loads range between 75,000
and 80.000 pounds. At any rate the "Horatio Allen" has

as yet given no trouble in its movement over the line of

road, and it is an exceptionally steady and easy riding

locomotive.

It has been found that, when running 25 miles per

hour or a piston speed of from 700 to 750 feet per min-
ute, wiiich is unfavorable from an operating standpoint,

the combination of a moderate degree of suj>erheat and
multiple expansion has proven more economical than a

combination of relatively high superheat and single ex-

pansion in other Consolidation type freight locomotives

performing similar service at speed limits of from 35 to

45 miles per hour. The limit speed at which this more
economical performance will obtain, by means of mul-
tiple expansion, remains to be determined.

It is too early to report the technical performance of

the locomotive for the reason that the feed water heating
and pumping equipment has not yet been applied, the final

combustion, draft and steam distribution adjustments and
other minor changes have not been made, the locomotive
has not yet been indicated, and a full winter's practical

performance experience is desired l>efore any conclusions

are reached, but the following information may be of

interest at this time.

The outstanding feature of the "Horatio Allen," as a

transportation machine, is its hill climbing ability and
the speed rit which it negotiates short or long heavy
straight-way grades with maximum tonnage trains. With
its running speed limited to 25 miles per hour, it makes

the trip over the division in less time than the other super-
heated single expansion Consolidation type locomotives,

which operate at from 35 to 45 miles per hour running
speeds.

This sustained boiler and engine capacity of the loco-

motive in compound gear, when steam from the boiler

is entering only one 23^2" diameter high pressure cylin-

der, has been demonstrated by its hill climbing qualities

during all its runs. For example, Richmondville Hill,

south-bound, consists of an up-grade about 19 miles long
with predominating grades of 1.42%, compensated. On
October 18, 1924, the No. 1400 with 50 cars, 1,327 ad-
justed tons, car adjustment factor 5, with drawbar-pulls
ranging between 40,000 and 31,000 lbs., made this run
in about 50 minutes. The following tabulation shows the
operation at the end of each mile for the last 5 miles of
the 16 mile pull

:

Temperature
Boiler Branch Receiver of steam Speed of

ilile post Pres- pipe pres- pipe pres- branch pipe Drawbar miles
No. sure, lbs. sure, lbs. sure, lbs. Deg. Fahr. pull, lbs. per hour
50 345 3J5 92 590 47,000 18
51 3(5 330 90 590 44,000 18
52 345 335 92 595 46,000 17
53 345 335 92 595 46,000 17
54 345 335 92 595 48,000 16

The calculated tractive power is 70,300 lbs. in com-
pound gear with a factor of adhesion of 4.25 and 84,300
lbs. in simple gear with a factor of 3.54.

On Schoharie Hill, north-bound, 75,000 pounds draw-
bar pull has been developed in compound gear with a re-

ceiver pressure of 97 pounds. When simple, and devel-
oping 95.000 pounds drawbar pull, the receiver pressure
h.'is in some cases gone up to 120 pounds.
The substantial increase in the actual as compared with

the calculated drawbar pull is probably due to a combina-
tion of reduced loss in pressure between the boiler and
the high pressure cylinder due to the dry pipe, super-
heater and liranch pijie design ; the liberal steam pas-
sages to and from the valve chests and cylinders ; the long
valve travel and large admission and exhaust openings

;

the large receiver capacity; and the relatively low cylin-

der back pressure, all of which favorably influence the
mean effective pressure in the cylinders. Moreover, mul-
tiple expansion permits of a high ratio of expansion with-
out excessive cylinder condensation and increases effi-

ciency. Therefore, with the high pressure steam expand-
ing from 340 to from 110 to 75 pounds in the high pres-

sure cylinder, and from that to final pressure in the low
pressure cylinder, there is much less thermal loss as com-
pared with the single expansion of the steam in one cyl-

inder.

The average time of the "Horatio -Allen" to make the
maximum tonnage train runs, between Oneonta and Me-
chanicville. (luring the existing weather conditions, is

about 8 hours north-bound, and 6^ hours south-bound.
From 8 to 9 tons of coal are now being used on the north-
bound run, and, with the tender capacity of 14 tons, the
run is made from Oneonta to Mechanicville (with fire

cleaning and lay-over at that point) and return to De-
lanson, a distance of about 118 miles, without taking
coal.

On the heaviest pull, about 50 minutes on Schoharie
Hill, the coal consumption of the "Horatio Allen" is well
within the range of comfortable firing for the average
fireman, and but little over that of the smaller superheated
single expansion Consolidations that take about 1 hr. 10
min. to make the pull and have a rating of 1,885 adjusted
tons, as compared with 3,500 for the "Horatio Allen,"
which is over 85 per cent more.

In addition to the hauling capacity of the engine in

compound and simple gear, there is also the reserve
tender truck booster motive power which can be devel-
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oped to utilize 60 per cent of the loaded tender weight,

or a working niininiuni of 65,000 Ihs., as adhesive power.

This hooster is now Ijeing operated at from 175 to 200
lbs. superheated steam pressure, which it is projxised to

increase to 250 lbs. The boiler produces adequate steam

to operate the engine simple in combination with the

booster up to speeds of 7 miles per hour. However, the

usual operation is to work the engine in simple gear, when
necessarv, to 6 miles per hour, then cut in the booster

and work the engine compound u\> to a speed of 10 miles

per hour, when the engine will run away from the liooster,

and the latter can be cut "Ut. The cutting in and out

of the booster engine is a ni.nuial operation li\- the en-

gineer.

On Xoveniber 2, 1924, the boiler was waslu-d out at

Oneonta enginehouse and the time required to comjilete

the job was about 12 hours. The inspection at that time

showed that the top drums, longitudinal and vertical

water tubes and arch tubes were clean, while the bottom
drums and the cylindrical shell had a light accumulation

of mud.
The ne.xt wash-out was on December 6. l':)24, at

Oneonta. A record was kept of the time required to do

the work which is shown as follows

:

To remove wash-out plugs 1 In mr
To remove man-hole covers in drums 1 Imur

Putting water turbine through all water and
arch tubes 6 hours

Reapplying man-hole covers I' 2 hours

Reapplying wash-out plugs 1
' 2 hours

Total time 11 hours

Inspection at that time showed that all parts were clean

with the exception of a light deposit of sediment in the

steam and water drums and in the bottom of the boiler

barrel.

The disposition of the sediment as found in the boiler

at wash-out periods is evidence that the boiler water cir-

culation is very active, particularly thiough the vertical

water tubes between the lower and upper drums. In gen-

eral, the majority of the sediment equalizes in two zones

in the cylindrical shell iX)rtion of the boiler and can lie

readily washed out through conveniently located wash
openings.

The Pennsylvania System now has in service several

hundred of their "50 per cent cut-ofif" Decajxid tyj^e lo-

comotives. The equipment of these locomotives is such

as to. enable the testing out of the Type "A" or top

header superheater ; the Type "E" or side header super-

heater ; open type of feed water heaters ; hand and stoker

firing : and various other details of design, construction

and equipment.

The 50 per cent cut-off advocates claim that on ac-

count of the more uniform torque approximating that of

a three-C3'linder locomotive, they have determined thev

can use a factor of adhesion of 3.5. While there is no
doubt but that the auxiliary port yiermits a later cut-ofif

at extremely slow s]:)eeds, at the same time this would
appear to defeat the claim of the uniform torque approx-
imating that of the three-cylinder engine. In other words,
if the 50 per cent cut-off engine gives an equivalent cut-

off of about 80 ]>er cent, certainly some of the advantage
in smooth turning movement due to shorter cut-off would
be lost at the very time when it is most desirable to

have it.

It is my understanding that further and more compara-
tive tests of these Pennsylvania "50 i>er cent cut-off"

Decapods are contemplated at Altoona, which should

give us a good idea as to the relative efficiency and

economy of the different combinations referred to above.

With respect to the three-cylinder locomotive—which is

now receiving considerable attention—the loccmiotive

builders, in 1905, brought to the attention of The Haiti-

more and Ohio officials the design of a single expansion

engine of that type. We advised them that if they would
build an engine with one middle high ]>ressure and two
outside low pressure cylinders, we would accept it as one

of an order for 35 Pacific passenger locomotives, but the

design never materialized.

I have never favored the three or four-cylinder single-

exjxmsion steam engine of either the single or articulated

chassis type, on account of the additional complicated and
highly stressed valve motion and power transmission parts

and mechanism and the location, between the frames, of

inside crank shafts, main rods, crossheads, guides and
other inaccessible working parts and bearings.

Because of the advantages claimed for the three-cyl-

inder single-expansion locomotive a numl>er of railroads

have ])laced orders for this type of locomotive. ' 'f these

1 have followed the performance of the Lehigh N'alley

mountain type kjcomotive No. 5,000, put into service dur-

ing October, 1923, which has 3—25" diameter by 28" stroke

cylinders :
69" driving wheels ; 200 pounds boiler pres-

sure ; superheater and stoker, but no feed water heater

or booster; 246,500 lbs. on driving wheels: 122.500 lbs.

on leading and trailing truck wheels ; 64,700 lbs. tractive

jjower; a factor of adhesion of 3.81; and 67 ]>er Cent

adhesive weight.

During December, 1923, some test runs were made on
the low grade portion of the line between Tifft Farm and
-Manchester, the ruling grades being 0.4 per cent.

The results of these o]>erating tests, as reported, show
average results ])er trip as follows:

1—Length of runs, miles 68,4

2—Length of runs, when working steam, miles 59.4

3—Length of runs, when drifting, miles 9.0

4—Speed when working steam, miles per hour. 19.69

5—Cut-off', per cent of stroke 58.1

6—Indicated horsepower 2204
7—I.H.P.. Maxinnmi (middle cvlinder, crank

end) 40'\9

8—I.H.P., Minimum (left cylinder, crank end) 34.39
9—I.H.P., different, max. over min., per cent. 19.2

10— Pressure, lioiler ( Po])s .set at 200 lbs.) Lbs. 189.9

11—Pressure, in saturated side of superheater

header. Lbs 184.0

12— Pressure, in superheated side of superheater

header. Lbs 178.1

13—Pressure, steam chest, Lbs 175.0
14—Pressure, initial in cylinders. Lbs 171.8
15—Pressure, back in cvlinders at compression.

Lbs. ; 15.0
16—Temixrature of steam in branch jiijie, deg.

b'abr
. 619.3

17—Temperatiu-e of steam in exhaust pipe, deg.

Fahr 322J
18—Coal as fired, excluding auxiliaries, per

LH.P. Hr. Lbs .'

2.64
19—Coal as fired, including auxiliaries, per

LH.P. Hr. Lbs 2.72

From these test results the work produced from the

heat ]nit into the steam by the locomotive boiler and su-

perheater and then used in the cvlinders, or the heat utili-

zation, may be illustrated as follows

:

Heat input in steam 1326 P.. T. U.
Heat u.sed in work 135 B. T. U.
Heat lost 1191 P.. T. IT.

Ffificiencv 10.1 Per cent
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As a matter of comparison, steam generated at 350

pounds pressure entering a single expansion cylinder at

340 pounds pressure with 150 degrees of superheat, and

exhausted from the cylinder at 10 pounds back pressure,

represents an input of 1299 B. T. L'., an output in work
of 224 B. T. L'.. a loss of 1.075 B. T. U., and a themial

efficiency of 17.2 per cent. Likewise steam generated at

200 pounds pressure, entering a single expansion cylin-

der at 185 pounds pressure with 250 (or 100 more) de-

grees of superheat, and exhausted from the cylinders at

10 pounds back pressure, represents an input of 1,333

B. T. U., an output in work of 193 B. T. U., a loss of

1.141 B. T. U., and a thermal efficiency of 14.5 per cent.

Therefore, the combination of higher pressure and lower

superheat produces 18.6 per cent mt)re thermal efficiency

than the generally used combination of lower pressure

and higher superheat, without any allowance for the

further efficiency than can be obtained from multiple

expansion.

From these figures it would look as though the 200
lbs. pressure 250 degrees superheat single-expansion two
cylinder locomotive should he 43.6 per cent more ef-

ficient, and that the 350 lbs. 150 degrees superheat mul-

tiple e.xpansion two-cylinder locomotive should l>e 70.5

f)er cent more efficient, in the use of heat, as compared
with the Lehigh \'alley three-cylinder single exjxinsion

locomotive performance.

Theoretically, it would seem that the three-cylinder type

of locomotive, with the cranks at 120 degrees, should have

some marked advantages, namely, more uniform torque,

increased starting power, and more rapid acceleration.

In good condition the three-cylinder engine with a fac-

tor of adhesion of 3.8 will, without a doubt, start and
accelerate a li.ght train quickly, but with full tonnage
where operation at slow speeds at maximum capacity is

necessan.', and also on curves up to 25 miles per hour
when full throttle is being worked, it is bound to be slip-

]>ery. Likewise working the three-cylinder engine in

short cut-ofif, with full throttle, as is the general practice

with single expansion two-cj-linder engines, will result

in knocking in boxes and rods, and a correspondingly

longer cut-ofF will be necessary. Valve, cylinder and rod

packing; front and back-end main rod brass, particularly

the middle cylinder ; and crosshead and guide trouble, is

bound to l)e increased. Furthermore, the wear on both

the right and left valve motions will l>e reflected in the

middle cylinder valve adjustment and make it difficult

to keep all valves and steam distribution to the three

cylinders properly adjusted.

Experience in England, on the Prussian State Rail-

ways, and in the United States, indicates that when the

valve motion is new and in good condition and the mean
effective pressure in the cylinders is well distributed, that

there is a uniform torque. However, as the valve mo-
tion of the central cylinder wears faster than that of

the three cylinders are connected to the same axle, and the

torque become very irre,gular. Excessive driving axle

strains and driving box wear are also experienced where
the three cylinders are connected to the same axle, and the

engines require more attention and repairs than two cyl-

inder engines.

In general, the three-cylinder engine would seem to be

better adapted to level or low-grade lines than to high-

grade lines, unless the factor of adhesion is raised to at

least 4, as on long, heavy mountain grades they must fre-

quently be operated continuously for distances of ten

miles or more at from 65 to 40 per cent cut-ofif, with

from full to three-quarter, throttles, and at speeds of

from 15 to 40 miles per hour.

In my opinion, if the three-cylinder engine is to suc-

ceed the factor of adhesion will have to be raised, and it

will be of the multiple-expansion type and with a differ-

ent arrangement of valve gear and power transmission

mechanism for the middle cylinder than what is now be-

ing used in this countr\'. But why three cylinders ?

Commencing with the many advantages from the use

of an outside type of valve gear as applied to the Balti-

more and C)hio Mallet locomotive in 1903, I have been
interested in keeping all possible machinery away from
inaccessible and complicated locations, such as in the

space between the frames, which is a good place for

cross-ties and braces, as well as driver brake cylinders, re-

ceiver pipes and air reservoirs, if necessary, but not for

reciprocating, revolving, sliding and wearing parts. Now.
after over twenty years of effort in that direction,

the designers and builders are commencing to put even
more mechanism back into that undesirable location, and
add not only to the profane vocabulary of the engine and
enginehouse men, but to the maintenance and operating
costs as well.

Finally reference should also be made to the experi-

mental high pressure steam and multiple expansion work
that has been done by Herr Wilhelm Schmidt and his

associates as the result of which there is now under con-

struction at the Henchels Works at Cassel, Germany, a
multiple high and low pressure boiler and triple single

expansion cylinder locomotive which it is proposed to

have ready for service during the early summer. The
boiler pressures will be 1100, 850 and 300 lbs., and the

steam pressures for the cylinders 850 and 200 lbs.

Meeting the Demand for Increased

Horsepower

By W. E. Woodward
Vice-President, Lima Locomotive Works, Inc.

Railway operating officers have for some time realized

the importance of increased horsepower output from their

locomotives as a factor in improving their operating con-
ditions. This is known to them under different names.
The operating man may see it in ton-miles per hour ; it

may become evident to' him in increased speed of trains

or increase in the number of cars per train, but every such
increase means a decreased operating ratio and greater
capacity for his line. It speeds up his operation.

A little over two years ago one of our largest railway
systems received a locomotive which was built for them
for trial purposes. This was tried out on several divisions
for eight or ten weeks. Its oi>eration was watched by the
operating department as well as the mechanical depart-
ment. At present there are over three hundred locomo-
tives of this class operating on this road. The average
freight train speed in one of the districts of this system
before the introduction of the new class of locomotives
was 12^2 miles jier hour. The new class of locomotives
almost doubled this average with no decrease in tons per
train. These engines became at once not only very well

liked by the operating officers, but by the crews. It

shortened their day's work.
Railways want to get such increases in ton-miles as I

have just referred to. It means money to them. So, we
are coming to a time when railway men will begin to

think about the linrsepower of their locomotives instead
of their tractive jxiwer, because, after all, it is the hor.se-

power that does the work.
For example, a locomotive giving 50,000 lb. tractive

force at five miles per hour develops only 670 hp. ; one
giving 50.000 lb. tractive force at 15 miles an hour de-
velops 2,000 hp. in the cylinders ; 25,000 lb. tractive power
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at 45 miles an hour means 3,000 hp. It is the pull at speeds

that counts.

What are the railway designers and the locomotive

designers and builders doing about this ? The use of

higher steam pressure is one way in which this demand
IS being met. Another significant effort is the introduc-

tion ot the three cylinder locomotive. There is another

method that perhaps is not receiving as much thought as

it ought to, and that is the use of limited cut-ott m the

cylinders to produce high horsepower. The use of the

hmited cut-ott principle not only gives decided advantages

in fuel economy at the lower speeds, but it results in very

significant increases in capacity at the higher speeds.

So far, i have spoken of the developments which are in

the engine end of the locomotive for the purpose of in-

creasing the horsepower output. It is idle to design a fine

engine and driving mechanism without proper means to

feed it. There are many locomotives capable of producing

3,000 or more cylinder horsepower. This calls for at least

7,500 lb. of coal an hour and probably nearer 9,000 lb.

When we come to bum coal at these amounts, it is the

grate area that counts. It may be urged that it is only

once in a while that the locomotive reaches its i>eak load,

but as a matter of fact, under modern oi>erating conditions

engines are pushed to their limits for long jjeriods. Not
long ago on a test I was surprised to find that for over

45 minutes the locomotive was being operated at the rate

of 135 lb. of coal per square foot of grate area per hour.

I saw the performance repeated several times for shorter

intervals.

Twenty-five years ago there was no considerable num-
ber of locomotives operating with trailer trucks. Grates

were being pushed to their limits, sometimes burning

coal at as high a rate as 200 lb. per sq. ft. of grate per

hour. Trailer trucks were introduced; the wide firebox

came into use and the limitation was removed. We have

again come to the same point in the evolution of the

locomotive ; we have reached the limit of the grate which

we can carry on a two-wheel trailing truck. We want
more power and properly so. This means bigger grate

areas. So we are ready for the next step, which is the

four-wheel trailer and the big firebox.

My vision of the locomotive of the near future is one

with high boiler pressure, cylinders capable of developing

3,000 to 3,500 hp., with a boiler and firebox which are

capable of producing an adequate amount of steam for

the cylinders in an economical manner. Such locomotives

will have larger fireboxes than we are accustomed to use.

The coal will be burned at a low rate of combustion, giv-

ing a high boiler efficiency. They will have large gas areas

through the flues and tubes to match the firebox. They
will produce these high horsepowers at relatively low rates

of steam consumption. Such engines are not a dream

;

they will soon be here.

The Three-Cylinder Locomotive

By James Partington

Manager, Engineering Dept. American Locomotive Company

The requirements of the railroads and the problem of

the locomotive builders at the present time is to produce
locomotives which will haul heavier trains and which will

haul those trains more economically and more efficiently.

The history of locomotive development in the last decade,

probably two decades, has shown that the limit of loco-

motives is primarily defined by what the railroads are

jjermitted to carry in weight per axle. This has made it

necessary for roads which have been operating with pas-

senger locomotives, with four drivers, to increase to six

drivers and eventually to increase to eight drivers;

in freight service to increase from six to eight, in some
cases to ten, and in other cases to have recourse to Mallet

locomotives.

One point that 1 wish to stress is the jjarticular advan-

tage which the aj>ijlication of three cylinders, instead of

two, has on this problem. The application of three cyl-

inders can be employed in conjunction with all of the other

improvements or adjuncts that are determined on as being

necessary or advantageous or successful on present steam
locomotives. 1 he outstanding point of the three-cylinder

locomotive is the iact that the torque curve of the loco-

motive is considerably smoothed down by the application

of the power at an angle of 120 degrees. For example, in

a two-cylinder locomotive which, for the sake of easy

figures, has say a mean tractive effort of 40,000 pounds
at one point of the torque curve, that tractive effort may
rise to 50,000 pounds, and if the engine is slipptery, or

slips at that point, this determines that the weight on
drivers must be a certain amount ; ordinarily four and a

quarter times the maximum tractive power giving a factor

of adhesion of four and a quarter—that is, the total weight
on drivers being equal to four and a quarter times the

tractive power of the engine. When three cylinders are

employed, the torque curve is smoothed down to a con-

siderable extent. The same cylinder eft'ort of a mean
tractive power of 40,000 pounds has a high point in the

torque curve of probably 43,000 pounds. This makes it

possible for the factor of adhesion to be considerably re-

duced ; and operating under the same conditions, with the

same efficiency of the oj>erator, you can reduce your factor

of adhesion roughly from 4.25 to about Z.7 and obtain

equally good traction results. This is of great importance

today because the limiting factor on most roads is the

allowable weight per pair of drivers. In fact I think it

can be almost said that that is the limiting factor on all

roads today.

The next item which is along the same line as the

limiting factor being the maximum allowable weight on

driving wheels, is that with the application of three cyl-

inders the dynamic augment can be very materially reduced

for a locomotive of like power. The engineers of the

country today are realizing more and more that their track

conditions must be studied, not only from the standpoint

of the static weight of the locomotive, but from that of

the combined static weight and dynamic augment. The
use ol outside cylinders, somewliat smaller in the three-

cylinder than the two-cylinder locomotive makes is un-

necessary to have as great an amount of unbalanced
counterbalance to take care of balancing the reciprocating

parts. Thus, the amoimt of counterbalance in the drivers

in excess of the revolving weight, which is the disturbing

element, and which produces the dynamic augment, is very

considerably reduced in the three-cylinder locomotive.

Another point, which bears to some extent on the size

of the firebox, is the effect of six exhausts instead of four

to one revolution of the drivers. This is better in that it

produces a more uniform draft on the fire and the fuel

combustion is correspondingly improved. Of course the

three-cylinder locomotive is not new. It has been built at

different times in this country, and I think is coming into

favor again at this time, largely on account of the fact that

the weight on drivers is now the major consideration, the

weight per axle being the limiting factor with most of our

railroads.

Three cylinder locomotives are coming into service on

a considerable number of our railroads, and it will prob-

ably be but a short time before much more definite data

is secured than we have at this time. The fact that these

locomotives show in performance, in comparison with two-

cylinder locomotives, that they are hauling heavier trains

than a comparison of the tractive powers would indicate
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they should haul, would seem to show that the application

of three cylinders with some of the engine effort heini;

applied at the center line of the locomotive rather than at

a point very much overhung from the rail line is probably

resulting ni less engine friction that we have in two-
cylinder locomotives. And it may be that results, when
they are obtained to an extensive enough degree, will show
that engine friction' in three-cylinder locomotives can be

computed at a lower figure than in two-C3'linder locomo-
tives. Three-cylinders are being applied on a number of

different types of locomotives, and results will soon be
obtainable from different classes of service. They are now
in service on 8-wheel switching engines, on Pacific type

passenger locomotives, on jMikados and on Mountain t\pe

freight locomotives, in fast freight service. They will

shortly go into service on 4-10-2 type locomotives in heavy
freight service, and this extensive installation on different

roads of many different types will make ix)ssible, before

long, more definite data in regard to the i^erformance of

the three-cylinder locomotive.

The McClellon Firebox

By W. L. Bean
Assistant Mechanical Manager, New York, New Haven & Hartford

Mr. Bean briefly descriljed the new 4-8-2 type loco-

motive recently built by the American Locomotive Com-
pany for the New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road, which is equipped with the jMcClellon tyi>e water
tube firebox and cylinders with 70 per cent maxinnim cut-

off. Two locomotives that have been equipped with this

type of firebox for the past nine years have been giving

satisfactory service and they require considerably less

firebox work than the customary stayed tjpe firebox. One
of the principal alterations which experience with the two
earlier locomotives has suggested is the use of a frame
connecting the foundation ring and top drums to give

greater structural rigidity. No difficulty has been experi-

enced with the air-tight casing which encloses the water
tuljes and which is applied in plastic form, and over which
the regular lagging and jacket is placed. Less radiation is

apparent from this firebox than from the usual type.

•Mr. Bean stated that the three-cylinder eight-wheel

switching locomotive which has been in service on the

N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. has been giving very satis-

factory service.

More Tests Would Aid Locomotive

Development

By W. H. Winterrowd
Assistant to President, Lima Locomotive Works, Inc.

I wish to emphasize the imjiortance of the relationshij)

that exists between constructive locomotive development
and economical and profitable railroading.

rXiring the past two years, the railroads of this coun-
try have had to handle the greatest peak loads in their

historv'. They have accomplished this with capacity to

spare. How this has been accomplisjied is best known
to those of you who arc familiar with the work of tlic

.\merican Railway Association under the leadership and
direction of Mr. R. H. Aishton.

As la-st year's transportation rect)rd proved that the ex-

isting plant of the railroads as a whole was adequate to

handle all the traffic offered them, the question may be
raised as to any necessity for super-power steam locomo-
tives.

This question is clearly answered in this week's issue

of the Analist in an editorial entitled "The Business Out-
look." In that article the editor states:

"Last year's transportation record proved that the ex-
isting plant of the railroads as a whole was adequate to
handle promptly all traffic offered. But the attempt to

keep the percentage of net earnings up, in the face of

declming gross receipts, has shown the saving capabilities

of new equipment of many sorts : and especially the econ-
oni)- attainable by substituting new, more powerful, and
more economical locomotives for many of those now in

use. New and better motive power has resulted in the

discarding of from two to ten or more old engines for

each of the newer ones installed. There is thus a motive
for railroad purchases of equipment which is independent
of boom influences.'"

The possession of super-power steam locomotives will

have no effect on gross revenue ; i)Ut their value as money
makers depends on their ability to cut down operating
expenses, and that this is possible, emphasizes the im-
portance of a full knowledge of locomotive performance
in any and every consideration of a motive power policy.

New locomotives of increased capacity lend themselves
easily to improved operating records. But mere increase
in capacity is not enough. An efficient motive power pol-
icy demands that new locomotives should provide the
greatest possible capacity with the greatest possible ef-

ficiency under the iinposed conditions of operation. Is

there any reason why those responsible for operation
should not avail themselves of motive power that will

earn a maximum return on the investment?
This brings up the question—Are the facts of general

locomotive development and performance always available
in such form that the railwa_\- executive has at hand
prompt and dependable information on which to base his

motive power policy?

It is my wish this evening to emphasize the importance
of definite, reliable data regarding the efficiency, not only
of the older locomotives but the modern, super-power
types as well.

Is it unreasonable to suggest tliat after any new type
goes into service, prompt and thorough effort should be
made to ascertain scientifically and practically, the in-

terest that they will return on the investment as well as
what they make possible in the way of future develop-
ment?

In this country there are several testing plants, that
have all rendered excellent service, but I feel that you
will agree with me that the information obtained and
made public as a result of the tests on the Pennsylvania
Railroad test plant has been of incalculable value to the
railroads of this country in general.

The steam locomotive is entering a period of remarka-
ble development. As we progress, let us ascertain with-
out delay the scientific and practical facts. Sound and
consistent progress depends upon it. There are many
problems today awaiting solution on this basis. There
are locomotive testing plants available iipon which much
valuable conqmrative information can be produced.
There are also ])ro]ilems that can be solved in road test

service, if the facts are obtained in a dependable wav.
In conclusion, may I emphasize, not only the publicity

that is desiralile in connection with such facts, but the im-
jxirtance of them l>eing presented in such manner that

they are capable of intelligent interi)retation in the light

of efticient and coonomical railrciad operation?

The Locomotive Boiler

By C. A. Seley

Consulting Engineer, Locomotive Firebox Company

It used to be (hat the hulk of the boiler water was not

very far from tiie lire, but the increase in the number of
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wheels resulted in lengthening the boiler as well as in-

creasing the girth. There is not much difference between
modern locomotives and old ones on the ratios used for

grate areas and heating surfaces in fire boxes and flues.

The superheating equipment, while considered a part of

the boiler, is not, in reality, a part of it as its work is

done after the steam has been manufactured by the boiler

heating surface.

The question of prime importance, however, is how to

produce the most evaporation per pound of fuel. Its

solution is nearly as important as that of maintenance for

the amount of patching, ref>airing and renewal of boiler

structure is a direct reflection of the stresses and strains

set up while in use. We do not see locomotive type

boilers in power houses. The water tube and other high

evaporative types of boilers are built with a view to

greater evaporation. They must do two things : make
two steam bubbles grow where one grew before, and
thoroughly mix the boiler water so as to reduce the slug-

gish water areas or temperature ranges to a minimum.
The element lacking in the locomotive type boiler is

proper circulation. If proper circulation is provided it

will act in three ways : first, it will induce greater evapora-

tion because water is a non-conductor of heat which
must be moved against a hot surface for heat transfer and
evaporation; second, if the increased capacity is not usa-

ble, the coal rates will be proportionately reduced and thus

fuel economy be obtained ; third,, the circulation of the

water in the locomotive boiler will result the same as in

a water tube stationary boiler in obtaining a reduction of

of the total cylinder capacity, leaving the balance to be
supplied by means of improved circulation, thereby affect-

ing a saving in total weight of from 10,000 lb. to 15,000 lb.

One of the features of locomotives that use fuel oil is

the fact that complete combustion is attained with no
spark losses. The principal boiler loss in operations with
coal fuel is the unburnt f)ortion of the coal fired. It is

estimated that there is a loss from this source as high as

48.5 per cent for coal rates of 185 lb. coal per sq. ft. of

grate per hour and from 10 per cent to 25 per cent for

100-lb. to 120-lb. rates. This being the case, coal rates of

75 lb. to 90 lb. should not be greatly exceeded, which
points to the necessity of having ample grate surface in

order to give a basis for ample firebox volume. This may
be reinforced with combustion chambers so as to shorten

the flue and thus reduce the weight, as well as to com-
pensate for loss in efficiency due to the change in design.

Combustion chambers without adequate water circulation

are apt to be a sore spot in maintenance. Special means
of induced circidation around combustion chambers have
been devised and are now in the process of development.

The Prairie Turntable

A good many years ago, when railroad equipment
of all kinds was far less elaborate than it is today the

Industrial Works of Bay City, Michigan, manufactured
and put upon the market a complete knock down turn-

table or the iron fittings only by means of which a rail-

road company could readily construct a cheap and efficient

irie Type Locomotive Turntable as Made by Industrial Works

Stresses as well as a corresponding amount of savings in

work and expense.

It is desirable to have a boiler capacity of 100 per cent

of the total cylinder capacity in horsepower, for the reason

that the fuel, condition and personnel features of boiler

operation are not always 100 per cent. By making use

of proper water circulation, many locomotive boilers now
in operation are designed with 80 per cent to 85 per cent

turn table having a capacity of 150,000 lbs., and a track

length of 55 ft. which was quite sufficient to meet any
demands that were likely to be put upon it in its day and
generation.

As will be seen from the illustration it was a timber

structure, resting upon a roller-bearing center plate, and
stayed by tension members attached to the top of four

stiff unrights that rose to the height of 16 ft. 8 in. above
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the top of the rail, and were tied together at the top by an
X frame of 4'/2 by ^4 in. flat bars and the end bars K of

IJ4 in. by 6 in. bars, which took all of the pull of the stay

rods.

It is interesting to note the sizes of the timbers that were
considered readily available. At the time this table was
upon the market Bay City and Saginaw were in the center

of the white and Norway pine industry of Michigan, and
large sizes were at hand on demand. So in this case the

main stringers were of 16 in. by 12 in. stock, spliced at

the center for convenience of transportation but even with

that calling for a length of 29 ft. 5 in. These were stiffened

at the center with two 12 in. by 12 in. pieces spliced; the

splices of the main stringers being 5 ft. 6 in. long and that

of the stiffener 3 ft. 9 in.

The cross ties were of oak, 12 ft. 6 in. long, and 10 in.

square and were bolted tij the underside of the stringers

by 1 in. bolts. At each end, at B, there was one measuring
10 in. by 16 in. At each side of the center there were
two pine ties C measuring 12 in. by 16 in., while the one
at the center was of the same size and 24 ft. long. This
latter projected out for a distance of 6 ft. on each side

and served as a footing for the brace J.
The uprights E were also 12 in. by 16 in. and were tied

together by the beam H and braced by the struts I

The foundation consisted of a cribwork of 12 in. by 16 in.

timbers set on a suitable base formed of piling or masonry

:

concrete having not yet come into its own. The pit, too,

was of timber construction and the table was moved by

the push bar L, the turntable motor being still a thing of

the future. The whole structure, was, so far, a piece of

heavy carpenter or bridge work.
The metal parts were as simple as the framing. There

was a top center plate A that was bolted to the bottom of

the ties C and D, then there was a top runway or center

plate F which was bolted to the bottom of A, and on top

of the foundation there was a bottom center plate and nni-

way G. These runways were beveled to accommodate
the beveled rollers of which there are 18 having a large

diameter of 10 in. The bevel of the rollers and the center

plate was depended upon to hold the table in its proper

position.

The balance of the iron work consisted of washers and
the stays, all of the latter of which had a diameter of 1/4
in. and were adjusted by turn-buckles. By this means the

table could be kept up in alinement at all times regardless

of settling foundations and shrinking timbers.

Xo outside circular track was provided. The ends of

the strings, when level, were raised about 1 in. above the

bearing timber in the wall, and when an engine was being

run on or off, they moved down and came to a bearing

there. This made perfect balancing a necessity, but this

once achieved the table could be easily turned by hand.

John Fritz Medal Awarded to John F. Stevens

.Award of the John Fritz Gold Medal to John F. Stevens
of Xew York City "for great achievements as a civil

engineer, particularly in planning and organizing for the

construction of the Panama Canal ; as a builder of rail-

roads, and as administrator of the Chinese Eastern Rail-

way,'' was announced here yesterday by the Engineering
Foundation.

This medal was established in 1902 in honor of John
Fritz, pioneer in the American iron and steel industry. It

is bestowed annually for notable scientific or industrial

achievement and is the highest honor bestowed by the

engineering profession in this country.

The award was made by a board of sixteen representa-

tives of the .'\merican Societies of Civil, Mining and

Aletallurgical, Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,
having a total membership of 53,000.

John V. Stevens was bom at West Gardiner, Maine,
April 25, 1853, and while still a young man went to the
^Middle West, where he was active in railroad engineering
for many years.

Mr. Stevens is one of the most widely known of Ameri-
can civil engineers. His name is associated especially with
the Panama Canal, the American Railway Mission to
Russia, and construction and operation of important rail-

way systems in the United States. He is an honorary
member of the American Society of Civil Engineers, and
of the Association of Chinese and American Engineers.
Mr. Stevens, as head of the American Railway Mission

to Russia in 1917-1918, contributed to the success of the
allied nation in the World War. He was also Director
of a Corps of Railway Experts in Manchuria. From
1919 to 1923 he was president of the Interallied Technical
Board Supervising the Siberian Railways, bringing a
notable measure of order into the chaos of the Siberian
railway situation. While holding this office, with head-
quarters at Harbin, Manchuria, he supen'ised the technical
and economic operation of the Siberian and Chinest East-
em Railway.

^Ir. Stevens was chief engineer of the Panama Canal
from 1905 to 1907 and in 1907 acted as director of the
Isthmian Canal Commission. His organization of per-
sonnel of the Canal forces and especially of the transporta-
tion system contributed largely to the effective construc-
tion work on the Canal under his successor, General
Goethals.

At various times in earlier periods of his life, Mr.
Stevens was chief engineer, vice-president, and manager,
of the Great Northern Railway, Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific Railway, New York, New Haven & Hartford
Railway, and president, successively, of the Spokane,
Portland & Seattle Railway and the Oregon Electric Ry.

Strathcona Memorial Fellowships in

Transportation

Five Strathcona Memorial Fellowships in Transporta-
tion, of One Thousand Dollars each, are offered annually
for advanced work in Transportation, with special refer-
ence to the construction, equipment, and operation of
railroads, and other engineering problems connected with
the efficient transportation of passengers and freight as
well as the financial and legislative questions involved.
Transportation by water, highways, or airways, and the
apjiropriatc apparatus involved, and also otlier general
aspects of the broad field of transportation, embracing its

legal and economic phases, will be included in the list of
subjects which the Fellows may select for investigation
and study. The holder of a Fellowship must be a inan
who has obtained his first degree from an institution of
high standing. In making the award, preference is given
in accordance with the will of Lord Strathcona, to "such
persons or to sons of such jjersons as have been, for at
least two years, connected in some manner with the rail-
ways of the Northwest.

.Applications for this Fellowship should be addressed
to the Dean of the Graduate School of Yale University,
New Haven, Connecticut, before May 1, on blanks which
may be obtained from him.

Yale University has planned a survey of current in-
vestigations in various fields of transportation. Upon
its completion it is expected that a stated program of
courses of graduate instruction in certain phases of trans-
portation will be regularly offered.
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Tonnage or Speed

It .seems to have been proven iDeyond peradventure

or at least many proofs have been forthcoming that it is

more economical to curtail the tonnage of a train to some

extent and move it at a somewhat higher speed than to

run its tonnage up to the last ounce the engine can pull

and drag slowly over the division in consequence.

As to just what speed will effect the greatest all around
economy does not seem to have been perfectly demon-
strated as yet. If recollection serves aright the late Dr.

P. H. Dudley, after an elaborate investigation a few years

ago, announced that a speed of between eighteen and
twenty miles an hour was the most economical one for

engine and train operation, but this is far from meaning
that it is the most economical, all things considered, though
it may be.

The point is that despatchers and superintendents, like

other humans are frail and prone to succumb to tempta-

tion. And the temptation is to load the engine to capacity

forgetful of the reckoning that will have to be met on the

road in the way of delays and overtime. This is the story

of many an increase of power, A passenger train has

grown too heavy to be taken over the division by the loco-

motives in tise. After consultation with the engineers a

new machine is designed that will haul the train on schedule

in fair weather and foul. Its performance is highly satis-

factory and the lagging train begins to move on time.

Then comes a time when the general manager's car is

added to the rear, and still the schedule is met. That is all

very well except for its demoralizing influence, for having

learned that the extra car can be hauled, the extra car soon

follows as the night the day ; first occasionally then perma-
nently, and so on until the engine is again regularly over-

loaded.

In freight the tendency is in the same direction and it is

onlv bv holding strictly to predetermined ratings that the

situation is saved.

Overloading in switching service is a constantly

flagrant offense. The engine is coupled to all the cars that

it can move and hauls them at a snail's pace with slipping

wheels and excessive wear and tear. Take a case recently

observed. A switcher had twenty cars to move about a

mile and a half. It was just all the engine could move at

once and that mile and a half required 45 minutes to run,

whereas the engine could have hauled half the load that

same distance in about 12 minutes and returned empty in

six. This would have made a total of 30 minutes for the

transferring of the whole twenty cars, or a net saving in

the time of the engine and crew of fifteen minutes.

The New Locomotive

There was a symposium on the locomotive at the Janu-
ary meeting of the New York Railroad Club, a brief re-

view of which appears in another column, that was any-

thing but pessimistic in its view of the future of the steam

locomotive. In each of the papers submitted there was an

air of confidence in tlie present situation, and a clear-cut

assum])tion that the steam locomotive was not only not

morilnmd, but was not even ill.

Each s])eaker had some concrete evidence to offer that

contributed to the general opinion, though none claimed

to have reached the final solution. It was an attitude of

assurance that the locomotive would continue to develop

in the future, as it had in the past towards greater econ-

omy in operation and efficiency in service. The high steam

pressure proposed by Air. Aluhlfeld in the opening pajier

was received without comment or astonishment ; and with

not a trace of the misgivings that some can remember
looking uixm the jump made some forty-five years ago
from a ]>ressure of 125 lb. to 140 lb. per sq. in.

Mr. Muhlfeld naturally emphasized his latest design, the

Horatio Allen, a description of which appeared in the

January issue of this paper. His citation of some of the

performances of this engine are already familiar to the

readers here. He made no claims to having solved all of

his difficulties, but only the minor ones of detail now
remain to be met. The point is that he has made a jump
from a steam pressure of 200 to one of 350 lb. per sq. in.

has made modifications in his use of superheated steam,

and has pinned his faith to- a comljined water and fire-tube

boiler, that, so far at least, has justified his confidence in it.

But he was not alone in his advocacy of the water tube

boiler, for Mr. Bean comes to the fore with an interesting

story of the performance of the AlcClellan boiler on the

Xew Haven, which has been in use for a number of years

and has ]>roven itself to be so satisfactory that a repeat

order has been given for two more of the same type.

From this it appears that the solution of that will-o'-the-

wisp, the water tube locomotive boiler is in sight if not

already to be listed among the things accomplished.

A few months ago these columns contained a descrip-

tion and illustrations of the three-cylinder locomotive

designed by the .-Kmerican Locomotive Co. and they have

also reproduced abstracts of papers by Mr. Partington and

Mr. Blunt on the subject. And now Mr. Partington

comes to us again with a general summary of the per-

formance of this type of locomotive in service and a re-

statement of the structural and operative advantages

connected with it.

But Messrs. Muhlfeld and Partington are not alone.

They, to be sure, spoke of new designs, and of the

economy and efficiency attendant thereon. Mr. Woodward
spoke of the standard locomotive in a new dress. The
8,000 that was illustrated and described in Railway &
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Locomotive Exgixeerixg for August, 1922, was a new
assemblage of familiar things. There was nothing in it

with which we were not already familiar : but the regroup-

ing of these standard appliances into a locomotive that has

so fully justified its existence that, already, its replicas have

passed the three hundred mark. Small wonder, this, when
train speed has been doubled with no reduction of tonnage.

And his vision of the future locomotive that, with a high

boiler pressure, will develop from 3,000 to 3,500 horse-

power does not seem likely to remain a vision for long,

but to become a reality instead.

So here we have these prominent men in the locomotive

field, each confident in the future of the machine to which
he has devoted himself, presenting each a novelty that is an
advance on common practice, and differing mainly in

cylinder arrangements : the cross-compound, the three-

cylinder and the standard two-cylinder, and all looking to

a common goal of an increase in boiler pressure. It would
be hazardous for a layman amid such an abundance to

attempt to select the best.

But new designs did not have a monoix)Iv of the

evening's symposiimi. Mr. ^\'interwood makes the l>are

assertion that "the steam locomotive is entering a period

of remarkable development," and then proceeds to out-

line the basis upon which this development is to rest. He
does not think that a mere increase of capacity will be

enough but that it must go hand in hand with efficiency,

and urges that all information should be given the widest

publicity, and that the locomotive testing plants should be

worked to cai>acity.

Finally there was Mr. Seley, who emphasized the neces-

sity of l)oiler efficiency. Of the desirability of active

circulation and 100 per cent capacity, inxolving ample
grate area and firebox volume.
So there we are. There was nothing in the whole ]jro-

ceedings that betokened the attempt to bolster a losing

cause or add cheer to ,a forlorn hojx-. P.ut the straight-

forward confidence of men who had ini]>licit faith in the

machines they are building, and a certainty that the future

will ]>t as bright as the ]>rogress of the past has been.

There was nothing said that was derogatory to rivals in

the field, which was seemingly regarded of ample dimen-
sions to accommodate all comers. It was simply a hearty

confession of faith, that did not allow for any backsliding

but of a continucfl onward march of ini]>rovenK iit into the

indefinite future.

Tlie Railroad Situation

The following extracts from the .Annual Report of the

Interstate Commerce Commission for 1924 gives briefly

a reflection of the general situation of American railroads.

Xew railroad construction is not keeping pace with
al)andonments. although existing roads are constantly

being improved by additional main tracks and yard tracks

and sidings.

The substitution of larger cars and locomotives for re-

tired equipment continues. From 1908 to 1923 the average
tractive power of a locomotive increased from 26,356
pounds to 38.835 poimds and the average capacity of a

freight car from 34.9 tr)ns to 43.7 tons.

The calendar year 1923 marks the peak of railroad

freight tonnage and ton-mileage.

The number of jiassengers carried in 1923 although
larger than in the year preceding, was smaller than in 1913,

1914. 1916. anri in eacli subsequent year, including 1921,

but this relalionshii) does not hrild true of the passenger-
miles because of the increase in the length of the average
journey.

The growth in the length of haul per ton of freight

reached its maximum in the year 1919, having been 309
miles in that year as compared with 300 miles in 1923 and
254 miles in 1908 (fiscal year).

The investment per mile of road continues to grow
annually, but the rate of return from operations on the

reported book value, which now exceeds 21 billions of

dollars, shows wide fluctuations. That for 1923, 4.56 per
cent, was the most favorable since 1917. Likewise, the net

income after paying fixed charges, both in absolute amount
and in ratio to capital stock, 7.06 per cent, was the largest

since 1917.

For the year 1923, 62 per cent of the capital stock paid

dividends, the average rate on such stock being 7.29 per
cent. But if the amount of dividends is spread over all the

outstanding stock, the average percentage falls to 4,52.

In 1923, as in 1920, operating revenues passed the 6-

hillion-dollar mark. \\'hile operating revenues were
greater in 1923 than in 1920, operating expenses were
nearly a billion dollars less than those of 1920. Main-
tenance of equipment expenses continue to absorb a much
larger proportion of operating revenues than they did 15

years ago.

The average number of persons employed in 1923 by
Class I steam roads was 1,855,260, representing a sub-
stantial reduction from the peak in 1920, 2,00,832, but
an increase over the figures for 1921 and 1922, The
compensation to employes was $3,004,083,599. This sum
bears about the same relation to total operating expenses
as obtained ten years before, but in relation to operating
revenues the pay roll is a somewhat larger percentage than

for 1913, although a decided reduction from the peak
figure of 1920.

The average receipts per ton-mile in 1923 were 1.132

cents as compared with 0.729 cents in 1913, an increase

of 55.3 per cent. In the same period, the passenger-mile

receipts increased from 2.008 cents to 3.026 cents, an in-

crease of 50.7 per cent.

Smoke Abatement at Grafton, W. Va.

The results of a smoke-abatement investigation con-

ducted by Interior Department engineers at Grafton, W.
\'a.. where ])ro])erty clamage from bad smoke conditions

was estimated at $300,000 amuially, are outlined in Tech-
nical Paper 338, just issued by the L'ureau of Mines.

.Smoke conditions in Grafton, an important railroad

junction, are influenced by a number of local factors that

make the situation jiarticularly difficult. The combination
of high hills, low wind velocity, fogs, heavy railroad

traffic, and the situation of the business district immedi-.
ately adjacent to the greatest railroad activity, is probably

not duplicated in any other railroad center in this country.

Locomotives in country districts having no smoke
supervision show an ;iverage smoke density of 49 per cent.

.\t Grafton the density of locomotive smoke during the

first three months of oliservation by the Pitireau of Mines
equaled and often exceeded this figure. Individual en-

gines under observation during this time showed smoke
densities higher than had ever iK-fore been recorded in

any smoke campaign in the l^'nited States. The fall of

sooty solid matter recorded in the down-town section is

as high as any on record.

The damage caused by this condition is difficult to figure

in dollars and cents. It has been one of the main factors

in holding back the growth of the city, and for this reason

alone the loss to the community has been incalculable. The
estimated ])er ca]>ita damage by smoke in American cities,

due to the cost of the extra cleaning of rugs, carjiets, cur-

tains, household furniture, and interior and exterior deco-
rations ; laundry, and wear and tear on ^clothing, and the
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effect on stocks of goods in warehouses and stores, has

ranged from $12 to $17 a year. In comparison with other-

localities where this per capita damage has been estimated,

the first three months' observations at Grafton would indi-

cate an estimate of $30 per capita as conservative. To tliis

figure must be added the enormous but intangible loss to

the community through the continual smokiness. Smoke
from railroad activity of one form or another is respon-

sible for practically 90 per cent of all the smoke in this

territor3\

That smoke conditions in the city could be greatly bet-

tered was shown as a result of the campaign. In an effort

to improve smoke conditions in Grafton the railroad and

other interested parties were asked for co-operation. The
railroad management responded in a highly gratifying

manner, assisting in every possible way through various

branches of the motive power division. In sixty days

more than half of the smoke from locomotives was elimi-

nated, and a very material reduction in smoke was made

at the roundhouse and shops. „

Experiments during the last 10 years have demonstrated

that smoke from roundhouses can be reduced to a mini-

mum by the judicious use of blowers and by the proper

method of starting fires. Cleaning fires on the cinder pit

is generally productive of much smoke. This smoke can

be greatly reduced by igniting the fresh coal from the top,

as in starting a new fire.

A large amount of smoke made in Grafton comes from

engines held under steam in the yard. Smoke from this

source can be controlled by careful firing and the proper

use of the blower. Engines on the road can run vdthout

dense smoke if proper methods of firing are used. Road
engines standing on track can be kept clean by the proper

use of the blower, by judicious firing, and possibly by

"cracking" the door. There is practically no excuse for

black smoke from road engines standing on track. Stand-

ard equipment has been developed for locomotive opera-

tion which aids the fireman to keep down smoke while his

engine is in the terminal. Firemen should realize that

smokeless firing is both practical and economical.

Cost of Federal Control Shown in Final Report of Director

General

Loss to Government During Period Exceeds $1,123,500,000—All Claims Settled Without Litigation

Tames C. Davis, Director General of Railroads, has sub-

mitted to the President his annual report for the year

ended December 31, 1924, and, in addition, a final report

as to the adjustment of the claims of all carriers whose

property was taken over and actually operated by the

Government during the twenty-six months of Federal con-

trol. Federal control commenced December 31, 1917, and

ended February 29, 1920.

This adjustment represents a final settlement with every

carrier whose property was actually taken over, except two

small affiliated companies in Colorado.

The cost to the Government for the period of Federal

control and the six months guaranty period immediately

following it, the Director General reports to be as follows

:

The loss of the Government during the

period of Federal control aggregated .$1,123,500,000

The expenses of the guaranty period are

estimated by the Interstate Commerce
Commission at 536,000,000

Amount required to reimburse small

deficit roads (short lines), under the

provisions of Section 204 of the Trans-

portation Act, estimated by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission at 15,000,000

This makes a grand total of the loss and

expenses of the Government during the

26 months of Federal control and the 6

months guaranty period of $1,674,500,000

The following is the summary of Mr. Davis's report, as

issued from his ofifice:

This adjustment was one of the most important and

perplexing problems requiring solution by the Govern-

ment as a result of the World War. It is undoubtedly the

largest liquidation involving a single commercial interest

ever undertaken.

Property Worth $19,000,000,000 Taken Over

Including main line, passing tracks and terminals, there

were 366,197 miles of road; 2,408,518 freight cars, 66,070

locomotives, and 55,939 passenger cars. The tentative

value placed upon this property by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, for rate making purposes, at the end

of Federal control, was about $19,000,000,000.00.

For the year immediately preceding Federal control

(1917) the gross earnings of the property were in excess

of $4,000,000,000.00, and the net earnings in excess of

$975,000,000.00. There were nearly 2,000,000 employes,

and about the same number of bond and stockholders.

As a part of the property taken over, there was more
than $530,000,000.00 of materials and supplies, dis-

tributed over the entire mileage, in warehouses, store-

rooms, shops, depots, and on line, and the Government
took over cash working capital of the carriers aggregating

$300,324,633.62.

The compensation or rent for which the Goveniment
was liable for the use of this property for the twenty-six

months aggregated more than $2,000,000,000.00, or about

$80,000,000.00 for each month of Federal control.

At the end of Federal control, after twenty-six months

of Government operation, the separate transportation lines

were returned to their respective owners with an obliga-

tion on the part of the Government to see that when
returned reasonable compensation for the use of this prop-

erty was made, and further, that the property was "in as

good repair and as complete equipment as when taken over

by the Government."

Government Owed the Roads $860,000,000

At the end of Federal control the Government owed the

carriers a balance due on compensation for use of their

property aggregating over $860,000,000.00

During Federal control the Government had ad-

vanced to the various carriers, for additions and better-

ments including allocated equipment, a total sum of

$1,157,540,178.65. Of this total amount $380,036,122.94

represented the cost of 2,000 locomotives and 100,000

freight cars bought by the Director General during the

period of Federal control and allocated to the various

c3.i*riGrs

Federal control ended February 29, 1920. In the latter

part of that year the carriers began filing their claims
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against the Government for the balance claimed to be due

them on account of the use and operation of their property

during Federal control, and other claims based upon an

undermaintenance of the property while the Government

operated same. The principal items involved in the latter

claims were maintenance of way and structures, mainte-

nance of equipment, depreciation, replacements, and the

like.

Claims Filed by Railroad and Government

The original claims tiled by the carriers against the

Railroad Administration growing out of Federal control,

for the items above enumerated, totaled, $1,013,389,502.12.

These claims were subsequently revised so that the amount

of the claims actuallv the subject of liquidation, presented

bv the carriers, aggregated $768,003,274.23.
' The Railroad Administration, on its part, set up tenta-

tive claims against the carriers aggregating a balance of

$438.130,81174.
These balances represented the disputed items respec-

tively contended for by the carriers and the Railroad Ad-

ministration. Included in the carriers' claims were items

for undermaintenance of way and structures aggregating

$341,825,409.62, and for undermaintenance of equipment

$335,685,197.38.

In the Railroad Administration claims against the

carriers there was a total claim for excess maintenance

expenses, including both way and structures and equip-

ment, of $309,614,100.24. these items of maintenance

were the most important and the largest involved in the

controversies arising in the liquidation.

The adjustment was completed without liti.gation. It

was concluded in about four years, and it was made within

the appropriations originally granted by Congress for-that

purpose.

The financial operations of the Railroad Administration

disclose an unusual situation for a Government Bureau.

The Railroad Administration, as a result of Federal con-

trol, took from the carriers definitive obligations consisting

of funding notes, bonds, and equipment trust certificates,

aggregating $629,202,550.00.

The Director General has collected or sold of these

obligations, sales being made without recourse on the Gov-
ernment, a total of $454,513,750.00. This amount has

been paid into the United States Treasury. Exclusive of

some miscellaneous assets in the field, the Railroad Ad-
ministration still holds definitive obligations of the carriers

aggregating $174,688,800.00.

"the present assets of the Railroad Administration, ex-

clusive of some miscellaneous items, consist of:

Unexpended appropriations to its credit $491,814,473.73

Definitive obligations of carriers 174,688,800.00

Total $666,503,273.73

The obligations of the carriers held by the Railroad

Administration all bear 6 per cent interest, and the annual

interest on this indebtedness will more than provide funds

to complete the remaining unadjusted items in this liquida-

tion, so that the Railroad Administration is now and will

be in the future an income producing asset of the Govern-

ment rather than a liability, and the big question as to

what the Government owed the railroads for the use of

their property after the war is definitely ended and the

debt paid.

Return to Railroad Capital Lower Per Unit of Service

The Increased Cost of Labor, Material and Taxes Absorb the Entire Revenue From Increased Rates

The most outstanding feature of the costs of producing

and conducting railroad transportation during the last few

years, according to Dr. M. O. Lorenz, Chief of the Bu-

reau of Statistics of the Interstate Conunerce Commission,

is that the increase in the aggregate price to the public

in rates is almost entirely explained by changes in op-

erating expenses and taxes and not by any increased dis-

tribution to the owners of railway securities.

Dr. Lorenz has just made a full report to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission on the "unit costs of rail-

road service from 1915 to 1923." The purpose of the

report, he explains, "is to show the average operating

exjjenses, taxes, and contribution to the capitalist per unit

of railroad service." Such a showing, he says, "is sig-

nificant in the study of the causes for the increase in

freight rates and passenger fares."

The increases in rates referred to, of course, are those

which went into etifect during the war and immediate

jxjst-war i>eriod, for all rate adjustments since that time

have been downward.

In his report Dr. Lorenz stresses the following point

in support of his conclusions. He says

:

"In the so-called 'test period,' the three years ended

June 30, 1917, the computed 'cost' per net freight ton-

mile was 7.463 mills, which increased to 11.415 mills in

1923, an increase of 53.0 per cent.

"In the same period, operating expenses per ton-mile

increased from 5.133 mills to 9.0)67 mills, or 76.6 per cent,

taxes from 0..344 mills to 0.602 mills, or 75.0 per cent,

and the contribution to the capitalist decreased from 1.986

mills to 1.746 mills, or a decrease of 12.1 per cent.

"This is upon a unit basis although in the aggregate,

the capitalist's share increased from $892,000,000 in the

test period to $962,O00,(XX) in the year 1823, an increase

of 8.8 per cent."

The increased return to capital in dollars U< which Dr.

Lorenz refers does not take into consideration the fact

that the property investment in the railroads l)etween the

test period and the end of 1923 increased about 25 per

cent. Nor does it take into consideration the decline in

the purchasing power of the investor's dollar of income.

Dr. Lorenz explains in his report the difficulty of using

any unit costs of operation which will satisfactorily repre-

sent the entire transportation service. He therefore uses

four different units: costs per train-mile, ix-r car-mile,

per net freight ton-mile and per passenger-train car-mile.

All of these show a decrease in the return to capital ex-

cept the per train-mile figures, and they show a very

slight increase.

The Railroads' Cost of Living Increased 89 Per Cent

"If the man-hour cost is assumed to have increased 119

per cent, and the material prices 74.5 per cent, . . . the

weighted average increase in the railroads' cost of living

would be 89 per cent for the calendar year 1923 as comr

pared with the test period.

"That the total unit price per ton-mile paid by the

public in 1923 increased so much less than the computed

cost of living of the railroads is explained by the addi-

tional fact previously indicated that the capitalist's share

docs not reflect anv increased cost nf living."
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Wages and Material Prices Have Increased the Most

In discussing the causes for the increase in operating

expenses of the railroads, and the decrease of the capi-

taHst's share in gross revenues, Dr. Lorenz says

:

"L^nquestionably the principal cause for the large in-

crease in unit operating expenses as distinguished from
tlie capitalist's share has l)een the increase in the prices

of materials and wages of labor. This can be readily

demonstrated even if it is not possible to measure with

precision the effect of changes in prices and wages."

With regard to wages his report says

:

"According to the annual reports of Class I roads, the

average compensation to employes per hour in the year

ended June 30, 1916, the middle year of the test period.

was 27.6 cents. Based on the monthly reports of wage
statistics, the average for 1923 was 62.6 cents. A special

study made indicates that 119 may l^e taken as the per

cent of increase in hourlv wage costs from the test period

to 1923.

"This does not represent the increase in the monthly
earnings of employes, nor in the straight time rate, but

is the increase in the average cost per hour to the rail-

road company both straight time and overtime."

With regard to the increase in the costs of materials

and supplies. Dr. Lorenz's report says

:

"A study made in this Bureau indicates that from the

test period to 1923 the weighted average of prices for

materials used by the Class I roads during the test period

increased 74.5 per cent.

Snap Shots By the Wanderer
Some Sketches of a Real Mechanic

Many years ago there lived, in one of the mill towns of

New England, a millwright who knew his trade as the

common man knows his alphabet, and whose pride in his

work equaled that of any monarch in the splendor of his

court. And he trained his son in the ways he had himself

traveled and taught him not only pride in his work but

pride in the thoroughness with which it was executed.

When this son grew to manhood he moved to a small town
in central New York, and it was there that I knew him.
He had a little shop and was his own manager, foreman

and workman, and it was in the capacity of the latter that

I came to really know and admire him. He had been
trained in a school where facilities were few and exigencies

were many. He had been taught to use his wits and in-

genuity in meeting the problems of the every day and
had lieen drilled to be ignorant of the phrase : "It can't

be done," regardless of the paucity of his resources and
appliances. Hence the marvels of ingenious workmanship
that were turned out of that little back yard shop.

Then somehow, by inheritance or training he was pos-

ses.sed of a most unerring mechanical judgment or instinct,

or whatever it was, by which he could appraise the value of

a new device ; and many an one he has made to work by his

skillful adjustment. Coupled to this was a sterling honesty

that refused to take any man's money for the building of

a machine that he did not think would work. There, then,

was a man with whom it was a joy to deal.

I am not going to write his life but merely briefly sketch

some of his achievements hoping that it may show to some
ambitious apprentices what brains and skill can do in

emergencies.

Did you ever try to cut a new steel tire in two? If you
have you are well aware that there are internal compres-
sive stresses of considerable magnitude, tending to push
the particles of metal together and so pinch a cutting tool

by which an attempt is made to sever it to such an extent

that its movement becomes well nigh impossible.

There were a numljer of these tires to be cut, besides

some steel and cast iron wheels. They were sent suc-

cessively to two big establishments that were fully equipped
with high powered Newton saws ; and blithly they started

to do the work, but the hard metal dulled the teeth and
the internal stresses gripped the saw plates, and they soon
gave it up.

Then, they were all sent to that little country job shop.

The proprietor looked them over and decided that they

could best be cut with a hack saw. So he bought a power
hack saw for which he paid twenty dollars. He, too, soon

learned of the gripping capacity of these tires, and after

breaking about twenty saw blades in the first hour resorted

to his wits.

By a clever change in the construction of the machine,

he stopped the breakage and proceeded to cut those tires

like so much cheese.

But the tires were not all. There were wheels also.

Tlie saw was a :-malI one. it had a stroke of about 7 in. and

..r**?S^

steel Wheel Showing Cut Made with a Hack Saw

measured 6 in. from the teeth to the inside of the saw
frame. Hardly adequate to cut a section out of a 33 in.

wheel. So the wits were called upon again and the first

victim was a steel wheel from which a section was cut as

shown in the engraving. When this had been done it was
found that the internal stresses existing in tires were as

nothing to those found in the steel wheel.

It was then decided to cut a right angled kerf in the

wheel on the side opposite to the removed sector.

A hole was drilled in the plate at A, and a kerf cut down
in to it through the rim. The saw blade was then run at

ritrht ano'les to this radial kerf, cutting another for a
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distance of 9 in. out to X. This whole right angled kerf

having been cut through the most obstreperous of metal

without the breakage of a single blade.

The changes made in the machine were very simple

but patentable, and the total cost of their application was
about five dollars. It was suggested that the manu-
facturers might like to apply them to the little machine,

and so the machinist offered to take out a patent and sell

it to them. But they would not give it any consideration.

An attitude that seemed strange in view of the perform-

ance that it had made possible. This was not all. It was
desired to ascertain the tensile strength of the chill of a

cast iron wheel. So the little hack saw was put to work to

cut out a section of the rim. which was, in turn, sliced in

a line with the circumference, in order to obtain a square

section from which a standard test specimen ^^> in. in

diameter was obtained. All of which may be considered

as a rather creditable output for a twenty dollar hack saw.

On another occasion he was given the job of turning a

short section of a driver tire to a diameter of 78 in. and
the privilege of doing the work on the wheel lathe in a

nearby railroad shop was obtained. This would have been

very well, but the lathe had a swing of but 71 in. So
without reporting the fact he rigged an attachment to a

small shaper, at a cost to his customer of two dollars and

a half, gave the work a tilting motion and cut the surface

to as true a curvature as could have been done on a lathe.

To be sure rocking the work in order to cut a curved

surface with a straight running tool is an old trick. But

to design and build the rigging and attach it to the tool

at a cost of two dollars and a half, involved work that was
both original and rapid.

Once he was ca'.led uj^on to make a pr^-ii\- lirake test in

for every kind of a job that has to ]je done. A condition

that is a great gain to the industry but a great handicap in

the training of men.

New Landls Pipe Threading and Cutting Maciiin

which a constant load was to be held U])on the motor. He
thought the constant attendance upon the tightening wheel

wearisome and monotonous and so like the tai)led l)o\' who
tied a string to the engine valve stem and thus made its

action automatic, he put a lever and a .spring on the clamp-

ing mechanism of the brake and so adjusted it that the

scale beam would remain balanced indefinitely.

.Such performances were rc|)eatcd many times and year

after year throughout a long and useful life have a value

as an example of what can be done in the way of making
bricks with, at the most, very little straw.

Of course the man had brains, but he always attributed

much of his success to his father's training in the art of

meeting emergencies, a training that few hoys now get

in the modern shop where there is a special tool jjrdvidcfl

New Landis Pipe Threading and Cutting

Machine

The Landis Machine Company, Waynesboro, Pa., have

added to their line of pipe threading and cutting machines

a new 6 in. size. This machine has a range from 1 to 6 ins.

inclusive. Two die heads are employed for covering this

range : one 2 in. head for a range from 1 to 2 in. inclusive,

and a 6 in. head for a range from 2J/2 to 6 in. The entire

range of each head is covered by but one set of chasers.

The travel of carriage of this machine is 22 in. and it

has 8 speeds. The speed of the driving pulley is 300
R.M.P., while the driving pulley is 14 in. in diameter

and accommodates a 4^/4 in. wide belt. The machine is

9 ft. 8 in. in length and 4 ft. 9^4 in. in width. It weighs

8,800 pounds.

The illustration shows the operating side of the machine.

It has a geared headstock and a single pulley drive.

The variations in speed, eight in number, are obtained

by means of a self contained gear box, located beneath the

main spindle. All gears steel, cut, and run in an oil bath.

All bushings are bronze. The shaft bearings are lubricated

automatically by a forced feed system. The main bearings

are lubricated by flat link chains which run in oil contained

in large reservoirs.

The front chuck has universal adjustment and is lever

operated. This permits of gripping and releasing the pipe

while the chuck is in motion. A universal geared chuck

is employed at the rear of the machine

and is fitted with flange grips for screw-

ing flanges on and oft". Both chucks have

three jaws.

.\ reverse drive is nbtained by a shift-

ing lever for taking off or putting on

flanges. This is an exclusive and dis-

tinctive feature of the Landis machine.

The cross rail supi>orts the die head,

;nul is also fitted with cutting off tools,

reaming tool and length gauge.

The die lubricating system includes a

rotary pump, a I)y-pass for the surplus

1)11 and a special control valve at the head

j'.nd cutting oft' tools.

\11 levers are located on the operating

^i^l(• of the machine in convenient reach

for efficient and productive service.

This machine is very easily adapted

III motor drive. The motor can be ap-

l)lied after the macliine is in service.

The motor is mounted on a plate over

the gear box and a silent chain trans-

mits the i)!iwer from the motor to the machine.

A /'/< H. I', constant speed motor, womid for an approxi-

mate speed of 1200 R.M.P. is required. This enables

tlic machine to be operated at its maximum efficiency.

The Landis stationary die head ami the long life tangential

chaser is empk)yed.

Fast Run Between New York and Philadelphia

A new speed record for fast passenger train movement
between New York and Philadelphia was made last month
when a special train of three cars made the run of 92.6

miles on the Pennsylvania Railroad in 90 minutes flat.

The train carried the famous Jewish tenor, Cantor Rosen-

blatt, to keep a Xew York singing engagement.



Electrification—A Factor in the Development of the

Railroad Industry
By A. J. MANSON, Manager

Heavy Traction Division, Railway Department Westinghouse Electric & Mannfactxiring Co.

With the increase in population, the growth of manu-
facturing plants and industries, and the increase in vol-

ume of agricultural products, as well as the rapid increase

in the size of our cities, the railroad will be confronted

with the lack of track capacity and terminal facilities to

meet the increasing rate of tonnage that is inevitable. In

fact, at the present time, the demands for freight move-
ment in many sections of the United States has called for

service far in excess of present possibilities, and the rail-

roads are confronted with the necessity of increasing their

facilities at these points. To economically handle this

growing traffic, larger trains must be handled at higher

speeds.

During the past few years, major improvements on our

railroads have been curtailed, due to overburdensome
regulation and restraint. To eliminate the congestion

already here, and to increase the capacity for present de-

mands, and also to provide for future requirements, major
improvements are essential if our railroads are to effec-

tively handle the demands imposed upon them. One of

these major improvements is undoubtedly electrification.

Growth of Electric Traction

It should be remembered that electric traction became
a commercial factor only a decade or two ago. Develop-

ments were rapid. It was soon recognized that the shunt

motor was not adapted for railway work, so the series

motor was used because of its characteristics of heavy
starting torque and its ability to adjust itself readily to

the varying tractive effort required to start a train, and to

propel it over different grades and curvatures.

The introduction of the carbon brush, replacing the cop-

per one, and the use of commutating poles or interpoles,

has practically eliminated the question of commutation,

and has made possible the design of motor units of over

1,000 horsepower.

The control aijparatus has gone through a similar de-

velopment. The early control consisted of hardly more
than a switch for opening and closing the small current,

or a simple drum type controller. With the growth of

the elevated systems, then operated by steam engines, the

great possibility of operating these trains in multiple by
electricity was recognized and the multiple unit control

was initiated, utilizing the remote control of switches.

This idea has developed and has been applied to the elec-

tric locomotive, so that today we have unit switches, re-

mote controlled from a master controller al the head end,

as well as the operation in multiple of large motive power
units, these switches suitable for handling currents as

high as 3,000 amperes.

Other apparatus g.-ing to make up the complete locomo-

tive has kept pace with this development of the motors

and the control so that we have in the locomotive today

a most reliable piece of machinery.

Operating Characteristics of the Electric Locomotive

Electrification means the use of the electric locomotive

in place of the steam locomotive : so it may be of in-

terest to see just how these two types of motive power
units compare.

*A paper read before the Canadian Railway Club.

The main and important fact which should be kept in

mind when comparing these two types is this—The steain

locomotive must develop its own power, whereas the elec-

tric locomotive is merely a converter of power.

The tractive effort of the steam engine depends on the

mechanical dimensions of the cylinder bore and stroke,

the driving wheel diameter, and the boiler pressure. All

of these items are fixed with the e.xception of the boiler

pressure. Even this item is fixed in that a maximum
pressure only is available, and with this full boiler pres-

sure the engine will deliver its maximum tractive effort.

The tractve effort of the electric locomotive, on the

other hand, does not depend on fixed mechanical dimen-
sions, but on the electrical characteristics of the motors,

the only fixed mechanical dimension being the drivers.

The electric locomotive is not a self-contained unit as is

the steam locomotive. Each motor develops a certain

tm'ning moment or torque, depending on the amount of

current passed through the motor, which, by mechanical

connections, is transferred to the drivers as tractive effort.

Knowing the electrical characteristics of each motor, the

total power for the locomotive is a multiple of the num-
ber of motors utilized. Curves, therefore, can be sup-

plied showing the performance of tlie complete locomotive

so th<it it is possible to read directly the total current

taken by the locomotive, the tractive effort in pounds
which the locomotive will develop at this current, and also

the corresponding speed and miles per hour for this trac-

tive effort.

The electric locomotive tractive effort cannot be com-
pared strictly to the resulting tractive effort, due to the

steam action in the cylinders of the steam engine. The
one is dependent" on the amount of current passed through
the motor winding, which, within limits, can be as large

as desired, while the other depends on a maximum steam
pressure, and a limited boiler capacity. The maximum
tractive effort in the case of the electric locomotive is,

therefore, not fixed, as is the case of the steam locomo-
tive. This fact makes it possible to take advantage of the

extra adhesion which may be natural or secured by the

application of sand.

One important point must be realized, and that is that

while the electric locomotive can exert this high maximum
tractive effort, this cannot be maintained continuously be-

cause the excessive heat which would result from the high
currents passing through the motor windings would cause

serious damage to the windings. There is a current, how-
ever, which can be taken continuously.

This leads us to the discussion of the continuous and
hourly rating of the electric locomotive ; ratings which do
not apply to the steam locomotive, and which are a de-

cided factor in getting trains over the road.

Every engine division has certain fixed conditions as

regards grades and curves. Loads assigned to the steam
engine must not, of course, be in excess of a certain maxi-
mum value, allowing certain percentage excess of trac-

tive effort for possible starting under the maximum com-
]>ensated grade. The locomotive must be rated in terms

of its maximum load in tons that it is safe to haul for the

division or divisions over which it operates. During the

winter months, this maximum tonnage must be decreased

54
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and corrected for temperature. This rating of the steam
loconiotive is known as the "equated tonnage" rating

system.

The "equated tonnage"' rating corresponds, as nearly as

the two entirely different machines can be compared, to

the continuous rating of the electric locomotive. The
continuous rating of the electric locomotive is fixed, but
it is determined in an entirely different way from the

"equated tonnage" rating of the steam locomotive. The
continuous rating of the electric locomotive does not mean
the maximum load which the locomotive will take over
the road. It will pull a heavier train and maintain the

schedule, but the feat will be accomplished at the expense

of overheating the motors. The electric locomotive, being

a converter of power and not a generator of power, will

not reach a maximum capacity and stop, but can be over-

loaded as any electrical motor. Whether or not this over-

loading will damage the equipment depends on the time

the overload is maintained. So, in addition to the -con-

tinuous rating, we give the locomotive a one-hour rating,

which naturally is much higher than the continuous rating.

The hourly rating, not existing with the steam engine,

represents the tractive effort which could be maintained

for one hour, starting with the motors cool,, without over-

heating them. As would be expected a large number of

ratings could be given the electric locomotive, depending
on the time interv'al, as larger currents can be taken for

shorter periods of time.

I believe it is now clear why it is possible with an elec-

tric locomotive to get high tractive effort for starting or

emergency conditions, and why this tractive effort cannot

be maintained continuously. In applying load to the

electric locomotive, a maximum grade on the division

may not govern the tonnage, as high tractive effort can
be excited for short periods, but the entire profile must
be considered and the load regulated so that the average
current required does not exceed that for its continuous
rating. This factor makes it possible to give an electric

locomotive a tonnage rating higher, in proportion to its

weight on drivers, than would be possible for a steam
locomotive operating over the same profile.

Another very important point which should be appre-

ciated when comparing steam and electric locomotives is

the horsepower rating. Horsepower is the product of

tractive effort and speed, and Ijeing the direct measure of

the locomotive's capacity to do work, it is a measure of

the hourly ton miles that can be handled ; the all impor-
tant factor in railroading. While the operating man is

interested in an engine's ability to handle trailing load,

the speed at which a certain load can be handled is of the

utmost concern. Electric locomotives excel steam loco-

motives in this respect. The maximum tractive effort of

an electric locomotive can be maintained up to speeds two
to three times that at which the steam locomotive can
maintain its maximum tractive effort, due again to the

fundamental condition that the maximum jxjwer possible

of development by the steam locomotive is a fixed quan-
tity, whereas with the electric machine, the maximum
power is limited only by the heating effect in the motors.

With the widely different characteristics of the two ma-
chines, and the substitution of the electric motors for the

boiler and cylinflcrs, the electric locomotive is hardly

limited as to its capacity in tractive effort and speed. It

is possible to combine motive power units singly con-

trolled, and haul more tons over a great distance in less

time than it is possible to do with a steam locomotive. In

addition, the electric locomotive has a very high service-

ability factor which experience has shown is equal to

nearly 90 per cent.

On the other hand, great strides have been made in the

design of the steam locomotive. Today a typical freight
locomotive is approximately 90 per cent heavier than a
corresponding unit built 20 years ago, and this same en-
gine develops approximately 3J3 times the indicated
horsepower of the latter. Weight per indicated horse-
power has, in other words, been reduced approximately
43 per cent. Steam passenger locomotives have also de-
veloped with equal efficiency. Progress has still further
been made in the design and construction of the three-
cylinder locomotive, and the utilization of high and low
pressure cylinders. Undoubtedly this development in

efficiency of the steam locomotive has been hastened by
the results of operation and efficient performance of the
electric locomotive.

It is more essential than ever, in view of this develop-
ment, that a very careful analysis be made of all factors

pertaining to operation. Every railway should have a

constant and accurate knowledge of the economic value
of its motive power, and, in order to obtain a sound
acceleration of motive power as an investmait, should
have reliable knowledge of the latest developments in the
art of locomotive construction and operation, both steam
and electric.

This study will point out that the electric locomotive
has two major items of savings over the steam; namely,
crew expense and decrease in maintenance charges.

More work can be accomplished in the same time with the

electric locomotive and the .greater availabilitv for service

which the electric has over the steam means a decrease in

maintenance expense.

\\'hile the developments on the steam locomotive, to

economize in the use of steam, have greatlv increased

their efficiency by saving in fuel, and have increased their

hauling capacity, the addition of these refinements hardly
tend to reduce the maintenance or increase the availability

for service. On the other hand, the electric locomotive
is a comparatively simple piece of machinery with devel-
opments constantly tending to simplify the design and im-
prove the operation rather than to complicate them. The
availability for service is an important item, and while the
best steam locomotive is a very efficient machine, the total

cost of operation of a division of a railroad is after all the
final answer, and the one which must be considered in the
analysis. The management is interested in the type of
system ; that is, steam or electric, which will not only show
the maximum net earning capacity, but which is suitable

for the future service conditions, and the one which is

going to get the most out of the railroad's right-of-way.
To sum up briefly the advantages enjoyed by the elec-

tric locomotives are

:

(1) High tractive efforts for short periods can be ob-
tained to meet starting, heavy grade or emergency
conditions.

(2) The tonnage load which can be taken over a
division is not necessarily limited by the maximum
grade and temperate conditions but by the profile

as a whole.

(3) The. ability to maintain the maximum tractive

effort up to speeds two or three times that at

which the steam locomotive can maintain its max-
imum tractive effort means an increase in hourly
ton miles handled over a division.

(4} The ])(issible operation of motive power units in

multiple.

(5) A very high serviceability factor.

Electrification—A Problem of Distribution

Advance in the art is now such that electrification need
not be postponed on account of the question as to what
system is to lie employed, and for the fear that the wrong
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one may be chosen. Each system has been developed to

a high degree of service and rehabihty, and each has its

own most efficient apphcation, and when properly applied

each will show economic results.

The most careful consideration, however, must be given

to all problems involved before choosing the system, and
the most serious consideration and study should be given

to the future conditions rather than to the present facts.

I'.lectrirtcation, in the broad sense, may involve not only

oi)eration of through trains and freight trains, by electric

locomotives, but for suburban commuter service the use

also of multiple unit trains. This consideration may have

a great weight on the system to l)e employed. At present,

the experience we have gained with 1200 to 1500 volts per

motor on multiple unit equipment is insignificant. There
is a material difference between the electric locomotive

and multiple unit service in one very important respect

;

namely, that in the electric locomotive the apparatus and
e(|uipnient is accessible to the operator, while in the mul-

tiple unit equipment, it is remote from and inaccessible to

the operator. This is a condition which, with high voltage,

does not lend itself to the most successful operation.

As mentioned in the earlier part of this paper, our

traffic demands are increasing and in the future the de-

mand for service will be more strained than it is today.

\\'e are operating heavier trains and electrification is going

to amplify and increase train weights rather than lessen

them, and these rates will be combined with higher speeds.

To meet this increased service will mean greatly increased

power requirements over that realized today. The electri-

fied system to be installed must lend itself to future ex-

pansion and not be one that will handle the present day
requirements alone. Otherwise, the real value of electri-

fication to the American railroads will be limited.

One of the difficult proljlems in railway operation is to

economically and effectively handle extreme fluctuations

of loads over any section of the railroad. This conges-

tion of traffic at certain points may be a frequent condi-

tion, and is met by a concentration of locomotives. An
adequate electrification must be able to cope with this con-

centration of locomotive power at any section. To meet
this intensified operation, the distribution system used
must be capable of delivering heavy drafts of power at

remote distances from the source of generation. The sys-

tem must be one that can economically handle the maxi-
mum transportation requirements that it is desirable to

im]X)se upon it.

These ever increasing demands of power from the

power companies, and the demands of concentrated loads

at remote distances, have meant that the transmission of

the power is a most important and a controlling factor.

Originally, the power distribution was direct current, but
with the introduction of the transformer into America bv
George Westinghouse, the development of the alternating

current system was inaugurated, and at present is used
almost universally. Expansion of the power companies
has been due briefly to the transmitting of the power at

higher and higher voltages with smaller and smaller cur-

rent required for the same horsepower of energy trans-

mitted.

So it can be with the electrification of railroads. I can
visualize enormous drafts of power that will be required

to handle 7,000 to 8,000 ton trains on heavy grades at

speeds of 20 miles per hour. And these Iieavy power de-

mands reflect back to a transmission problem, and this

transmission following the present rapid growth will be a

transmission of high voltage alternating current with
single phase on the overhead railway because of simpli-

city. The locomotives may be anything best fitted to the

conditions to be met : the single phase locomotive equipped

with single phase motors, as are the latest 180-ton A-C.
D-C. electric jxissenger locomotives operating on the New
Haven Railroad ; the split phase locomotive, equii>iDed with

a three phase motor, as the locomotives in operation on the

Norfolk & Western Railway, handling the heavy tonnage
coal trains over the Elkhorn grade ; the motor generator

locomotive, equipj^ed with a motor generator set and ob-

taining its tractive effort from direct current motors, as

the Ford locomotive.

Utilizing the transformer, the locomotive can have the

auxiliary apparatus, the motors and the control equipment
at low voltage, a condition so important to the multiple

unit part of any electrification. It is thus that the alter-

nating current locomotive and car equipment is entirely

independent of the trolley voltage, which lends itself to a
nuich wider field for design.

The present installations in operation, using single

phase alternating current, have utilized 11,000 volts on the

overhead wire. There is no particular reason for stopping

at this voltage. As demands are made for heavier drafts

of power, this voltage can be raised. In fact, the Vir-

ginian equipment is laid out for operation with 22,000
volts on the trolley, as is also the b'ord motor generator

locomotive.

A Possible Soluticm of the Financial Problem

1 believe it is safe to say that with the rapid strides

made in every industry, there is in the minds of our rail-

road executives no question as to the desirability of

railroad electrification. The important question to these

executives is how to raise the necessary capital to make
the improvements and thereby benefit by the expenditure.

While this fact has been a real problem in the past, it is

nearing a solution, and this solution can be credited to the

large power companies.

With the ever increasing' interest in the super power
idea : that is, the tieing in of the power companies into a

network of transmission system, and the development of

large jjower plants at water power cities, or at the mines,

the power companies are ready to equip themselves to

supply power to the railroads and deliver this power to

the overhead transmission system. These power com-
panies are now in a position to supply adequate and re-

liable power at all times, and considering this railroad load

in connection with their other industrial and lighting loads,

should be in a position to generate and supply this power
at the minimum price for any particular district.

The power plant and substations of any electrification

represent a large capital investment and a large part of

the total electrification costs. With the power companies
developed to furnish to the trolley wire the energy re-

quired, and owning and controlling the transmission lines

and substations, which may profitabh- to both parties be

on the railroad's right-of-way, they can utilize these lines

to develop manufacturing industries along the route, and
thereb\- under these conditions make a very reasonable

price to the railroad company for power.

Date of Air Brake Convention Is Changed

In order to permit members of the Air Brake Appliance

Association to avail themselves of summer railroad rates

to the Pacific Coast, which become operative May 15, the

Executive Committee of the Air Brake Association has

changed the date for their annual convention which was
to be May 5-8 to May 26-29. The meeting will Ije held

at Los Angeles, Calif. Mr. J. Sinkler, Peoples Gas
Building, Chicago, 111., is Secretary of the Air Brake Ap-
pliance Association and applications for membership and
exhibit space should be made to him.



Shop Kinks

Some Labor and Expense-Saving Devices Used Upon the Erie Railroad

Tool House.

The retired freight car that has Hved its Hfe of useful-

ness and is no longer safe for transiwrtation purposes

appears in many places as a shelter for all sorts and con-

ditions of stationary services. Set low upon the ground

with a four-pane window to admit light and air it is usually

cheerless and shabb}-; and because it is both of these it

is quite as usually unkempt and dirty.

It is no new trick to use an old freight car for a tool

The use of two rods pushing against the moving cross-

head at each end prevents the latter from canting or tilting

under the eccentric loading to which it is subjected in

service.

To the top of the upper plate four guides B are bolted.

These are simply angles made of 3j/2 in. by 1 in. steel, and

between the upper ends of their vertical legs the upper

crosshead C is bolted. The bottom crosshead D is of the

same shape as top one, as shown in the engraving.

A Locomotive Tool House

house, but it is an unusual trick to spend a few dollars in

cutting a hole in the roof and building a monitor over it. It

is astonishing the difference this makes in the internal ap-

pearance of an old derelict. It has the same effect that

the deck had in adding to the attractiveness of the pas-

senger car as compared with the old and original low-

roofed construction.

The illustration shows two such cars placed end to end,

with a door cut in one end. The effect is that of a long.

cheerful, well lighted corridor.

Such an arrangement has the advantage of long un-

liroken wall spaces for shelving with their whole length

illuminated from above, with good ventilation and plenty

of air space and head room.
The monitors as so made are only 2 ft. 11 in. high,

6 ft. 4 in. long and 3 ft. 8 in. wide. Little enough of

expen.se to obtain a tool house 62 ft. long and 8 ft. wide

on the inside, and one in which it is a pleasure to work.

Tube Swedging M.\chine

The attention of the readers of these Kinks has been

frequently called to the great variety of uses to which

fliscarded air brake apparatus, and esiiecially the cylinders.

are put. Well, here is another, in which an old 12 in.

by 10 in. brake cylinder is made to do duty as the motive

power of a simple homemade swedging machine for tube

work. Added to this there are a couple of old steam chest

covers for the top and bottom plates and the greater part

of the material, insofar as weight is concerned, is provided

from scrap.

The lower plate. A, is drilled to match the holes in the

flange of the cylinder, and near the corners there are four

holes to take the holding bolts. The two i)lates are held

apart by four pieces oi V/z in. pipe each 24 in. long,

through which as many 1% in. bolts are passed. These

are threaded at each end. and with the separators and the

two steam chest covers form the base of the machine.

The cylinder is bolted to the lower plate and instead of

a single jiiston rod, there arc two rods set 854 in. ajjart

from center to center on the piston and passing up through

the holes cut in the head as indicated on the detail drawing.

in the liottom and the fasteningexcept that the rib A' is

holes Y are omitted.

The swedge lilocks, whose thickness is governed by that

of the tubesheet,

T

© ^
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three-way cock, which is operated by a foot lever E, which
is held in its upper or release position by a long steel spring
F reaching from the lever to the upper plate as shown
in the elevation. This spring is made of 3/16 in. diameter
steel and is fastened at its upper end to a clip /, ]'\ in.
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A shoe E Js "i- square on the face, which is serrated and
fitted with a groove to receive the lug on the end of the

swinging arm, and with a stem of J4 '"• diameter to shp

into the slot, is set against the holder.

It is evident that the shoe has freedom to oscillate to a

faces determined with the same ease as when the work is

done by the slower hand method.

ding Steam Pipe Pacl<ing Rings

limited extent about the semi-circular lug, but is otherwise

held square with the holder.

With these in place the shoes are set inside the ring to

be ground and the outer nut F is run up on the thread.

As the swinging arms rest in the slots cut in the yoke D
and as the latter is pushed towards the yoke B by the nut,

the arms are caused to swing outward, carrying the shoes

with them and into contact with the inner surface of the

packing ring. Then, by tightening the nut F the shoes

can be made to grip the ring securely. This done the

ii/,/if« ^r rwror^^ r^M

New Internal Link Grinder

The internal grinder, made by the Gisholt Machine
Compsmy, Madison, Wis., for grinding holes in loco-

motive motion work, air pump cylinders and similar parts

has been equipped with an attachment for grinding links

and link blocks. This attachment greatly increases the

held of usefulness of the machine so that, besides being
suited to use in large railroad shops, it can be installed

with profit in comparatively small shops and engine
houses which may not have enough internal grinding and
radius grinding work to justify the purchase of two
separate machines.

The cross sliding head of the new Gisholt grinder and
the generous travel of the knee give a wide range of ad-

justment. The table travels back and forth for grinding
length and the headstock crosswise for central and center

to center adjustment. This adjustment reduces the over-

hang of the work to a minimum, an important feature

when grinding the low pressure cylinders of cross com-
pound air pumps, for example. The machine has a
capacity to grind 2^^ in. to 4J/2 in. holes, 13 in. deep and

43^ in. to 8 in. holes, 16 in. deep. By means of special

spindles furnished as extra equipment, 1 in. holes can be

ground to 5 in. depth; also 8 in. to 14 in. holes up to 16

in. deep.

The link or arc grinding attachment is mounted on the

work table and consists of a cross slide table in the center

of which is located a pivot, carrying a cradle free to rock

on the pivot. A rail pivoted in the same horizontal plane

as the pivot for the cradle and having an angular adjust-

ment in the vertical plane controls the rocking motion of

the cradle as the cross slide travels back and forth.

The grinding wheel spindle, located in the same vertical

plane as the rail pivot, remains stationary so that the com-
bined movement of the cross slide and the cradle will

produce a circular arc tangent to the grinding wheel. The
center of this arc is located on a line perpendicular to the

cradle and throvigh the center of its pivot.

Gisholt New Internal Link Grinder

other nut is used as a check nut to avoid any possibility

of slipping.

The ring can then be brought against its work and re-

volved until it has been ground into place, and at the same
time it can be lifted out and the condition of the two sur-

The angular adjustment of the rail for the desired

radius is obtained from a chart mounted on the attach-

ment.

The cross slide table is driven by power from the

regular table feed screw provided with a clutch for dis-
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connecting the work table power feed. The power move-
ment of the work table and the cross slide therefore can-

not take place simultaneously, but hand feed is always

available for the work table, so that occasionally it can

be moved back and forth to insure even wear of the wheel

and a parallel surface.

The feed trip and reverse lever controls the reverse

motion of the cross slide table through the regular table

trip mechanism which also can be operated by adjustable

trip dogs on the trip disc when automatic reverse is

recjuired.

When grinding internal arcs, such as locomotive links,

the work is secured to the fixture plate by means of suita-

ble clamps, but when grinding external arcs, such as link

blocks, the work should be held jireferably on a vertical

slide attached to the fixture plate providing greater adjust-

ment than can be obtained with the knee of the machine.

The work should always be located so that the center of

the arc to be ground falls in the vertical plane passing

through the center of the wheel spindle, the axis of the

rail pivot, and the axis of the cradle pivot,—all of which

must be in line whenever the work is set up. The chart

gives the set-up angle for selected arcs passing through

the rail pivot ; that is, the mean arc when referring to

locomotive links and link blocks. To bring the abrasive

wheel in contact with the surface of the arc, the knee is

raised or lowered as the case requires.

If the guide rail is set parallel to the movement of the

cross-slide, the radius of the arc will be of infinite length.

The machine, therefore, can be used for straight surface

grinding without removing any part of the attachment.

It desired to grind straight surfaces on work which can-

not be held conveniently on the fixture plate, the cradle

can be removed easily and the work placed on the hori-

zontal cross slide table.

The length of the cross slide table is 34 in. and the

width 71/2 in. The length and width of the fixture plate

are 26 in. and lO]^ in. respectively. The table has 30 in.

cross movement. The surface speed of the table is 2..i

and 4.8 ft. per min. A 2^4 i"- to 2j4 in. wheel is used

with a ^4 in. hole and 3 in. to 4 in. face. The Link Grind-

ing Attachinent weighs approximately 500 lbs. ; the total

weight of the machine is 3,100 lbs. A 5-hp. motor run-

ning at 1,800 r.p.m. is recommended to drive it.

In 1918 he became secretary of the American Interna-

tional Corporation and held this post until 1923. At
present he is a director of the Pere Marquette and of the

St. Louis & San Francisco roads.

Woofllock Named to Succeed Commissioner

Potter

Thomas F. Woodlock of New York, a financial writer,

has been nominated by President Coolidge to succeed

Mark W. Potter, also of New York, as a member of the

Interstate Commerce Commission. ^Ir. Potter has re-

signed.

Mr. Woodlock was born in 1866 in Dublin, Ireland.

He was educated in Ireland and in England, where he at-

tended Pieaumont College and London University. He
entered business in London in 1889, and in 1890 and

until 1892 he was in newspaper work, connected with the

London edition of the New York "Herald," 'A'anity Fair"

and the "Piullionist."

He came to New York in 1892 and went to the "Wall

Street Journal," where he worked as editor and wrote on

money and foreign exchange and also on the railroads.

He was part owner of the publication from 1896 until he

retired in 1905.

He became associated with the Stock Exchange firm

of S. N. Warren & Co. upon leaving the "Wall Street

Journal," and was a member of the Exchange from 1906

to 1918.

Aitchison Elected Chairman of I. C. C.

Clyde P. .\itchison, of Uregon. has been elected chair-

man of the Interstate Commerce Commission for the year

1925, in accordance with the commission's usual practice

of rotating the office of chairman among its members in

order of seniority.

Mr. Aitchison was originally appointed a member of

the commission by President Wilson in 1917 and was
chairman during the year 1919. He was born on Feb-

ruarv 22, 1875, at Clinton, la. He practiced law at Coun-
cil liluffs, la., from 1896 to 1903 and at Portland, Ore.,

from 1903 to 1907. He was clerk of the state tax com-
mission of Oregon from June, 1905, to July 1, 1906, and
was one of the authors of the Oregon Railroad Commis-
sion law, adopted Febraary 18, 1907.

He was appointed a member of the Railroad Commis-
sion of Oregon for a short term, was elected a member
in Tune, 1908, was elected chairman in January, 1911,

and reelected on Novemlier 5, 1912. In 1916 he resigned

to become solicitor for the valuation committee of the

National Association of Railway Commissioners, with of-

fices at Washington.
He took an active part in representing the interests

of the state commissions in connection with the valuation

of railroads l^eing made liy the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. His first appointment to the commission was
for a term ending in 1921 as one of the two additional

commissioners authorized by the law of August 9, 1917,

and he was reappointed by President Harding for a term

ending December 31, 1928.

Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives

The Grand Trunk Western Railroad has placed an order for 8

Mountain type passenger locomotives with the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works.
The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway has ordered

5 Mountain type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.
The Rutland Railroad is inquiring for 3 Pacific type locomotives.

The Andes Copper Mining Company has ordered 3 Mikado type

locomotives from the "Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railway is inquiring for 14 loco-

motives.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway has placed orders covering

48 locomotive boilers and fireboxes with the American Locomotive

Company. The work is to be done at the Richmond plant, at

Richmond, Va.
The Belt Railway of Chicago has ordered S switching type loco-

motives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway is inquiring for 10

switching locomotives of tlie 0-8-0 type.

The Louisville and Nashville Railroad has placed an order for

15 Mikado type locomotives with the American Locomotive Com-
pany.

The Pittburgh & Lake Erie Railroad has ordered 10 loco-

motive tenders from the Lima Locomotive Works.
The Pacific Electric Railway has placed orders with its shops

at Terrance, Calif., covering the construction of 5-60 ton freight

locomotives.

The Atlanta & West Point Railroad has ordered 2 Mikado type

locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Works.
The Michigan Limestone & Chemical Company has ordered 6

heavy six-wheel type locomotives from the Lima Locomotive

Works.
The Cuba Railroad has placed an order for 6 Mikado type loco-

motives with the American Locomotive Company.

The Chicago & Western Indiana Railway has placed an order
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for 5 eight-wheel switching locomotives with the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works.
The Union Pacific Railroad has placed an order for one loco-

motive with the American Locomotive Company.
The Oahu Railway and Land Co., Hawaii, has ordered 2 Mikado

t>'pe locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
The Anderson Middletown Lumber Company has ordered one

Prairie type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Oeste de Minas E. de F., Brazil, has ordered one Pacific

type three cylinder locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.
The Georgia & Florida Railway plans to enter the market shortly

for 2 locomotives.
The Cornwall Railroad is inquiring for one consolidation type

locomotive.
The Canadian National Railways is inquiring for 4 Mountain

type locomotives for use on the Crank Trunk Western Railway.

W. R. Grace & Company, New York city, is inquiring for one
0-4-0 type locomotive for export.

The .\rrangua, Cia Santa Catharina Carbonifera de Brazil has

ordered 3 Pacific type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.
The Texas City Terminal has ordered one 0-6-0 type switching

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Chicago, West Pullman & Southern Railroad has ordered

one 0-6-0 type switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.
The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway is inquiring for 25 Mikado

type and 5 Mountain type locomotives.

The International Railways of Central .America have ordered

12 consolidation type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works for export to Guatemala and Salvador.

The Commonwealth Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo., has ordered

one 0-6-0 switching type locomotive from the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works.

Freight Cars

The Palace Poultry Car Company has ordered SO poultry cars

from the Illinois Car & Manufacturing Co.

The Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific Railway is inquiring for

1,200 box cars of 40 tons' and 4O0 gondola cars of 50 tons'

capacity.

The Morrell Refrigerator Line has ordered 100 refrigerator

cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Carnegie Steel Company has ordered 12 gondola cars of 70

tons' capacity from the Standard Steel Car Company.
The L'nion Railroad is inquiring for 20 caboose cars and 12 steel

gondola cars of 70 tons' capacity.

The General Refrigerator Lines, Chicago, III., is asking for bids

on 1,000 refrigerator cars.

The Missouri Pacific Railroad is inquiring for repairs on 250

wooden box cars and 2,250 wooden gondola cars.

The New York Central Railroad has ordered 500 gondola cars

of 55 tons' capacity from the .American Car & Foundry Company
and 500 from the Pullman Car & Mfg. Company.
The Ford Motor Company lias ordered 30 caboose cars from

the Standard Steel Car Company.
The Charleston & Western Carolina Railway is inquiring for 100

single sheathed cars of 70 tons' capacity.

The National Plate Glass Company is inquiring for 35 high

side gondola cars.

The Phillips Petroleum Company has ordered 100 insulated tank

cars from the General American Car Corporation.

The Lehigh and New England Railroad has placed an order with

the Pressed Steel Car Company for the conversion of 197 gondola

cars into box cars

The Norfolk & Western Railway has placed order for the repair

of 800 gondola cars with the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company
and for 783 with the Ralston Steel Car Company.
The Union Pacific Railroad is inquiring for 500 gondola cars and

5fX) flat cars.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad is asking for

bids on 1,000 steel under frames box cars.

The Canadian National Railways is inquiring for 500 steel under-

frames automobile box cars.

The Northern Pacific Railway has ordered 500 box cars under-

frames from the Ryan Car Company.
The Western Union Telegraph Company is inquiring for 20 work

cars.

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway is inquiring

for 250 composite hopper cars.

The Florida East Coast Railway has ordered 20 caboose cars

from the Magor C^r Corporation.

The Pere Marquette Railway is inquiring for 11 steel under-

frames for caboose cars.

The Swift Company, Chicago, III., is inquiring for 1,50 stock

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad is inquiring for 20O underframes
for freight cars.

The Louisville & Nashville Railroad has placed orders for addi-
tional 1,000 gondola cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The Western Union Telegraph Co. is inquiring for 10-40 tons'

bo.x cars.

The Oklahoma City-.Ada-Atoka Railway is inquiring for 50-40
tons' bo.x cars and 50-50 tons' bo.x cars.

The Seaboard Air Line Railway is inquiring for bids covering
the rebuilding of 1,000 ventilated box cars, also for 80 caboose
cars.

The American Steel & Wire Company has placed an order for 14
gondola cars with the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has placed an order for 2,500

gondola cars with the Standard Steel Car Company ; also 500
gondola cars from the General American Car Company. This
road has ordered 2,000 box cars bodies from the Pullman Car &
Mfg. Company.

Passenger Cars

The Baldwin Locomotive Works is inquiring for one inspection
car with rear trucks ; also for one car body for a steam motor
car.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway is expected to enter
the market for 5 combination baggage and mail cars.

The New York Central Railroad has placed orders with the
Standard Steel Car Co. for 29 motor submarine cars.

The Northern Pacific Railway has placed an order with the
Siems Stcm.bel Company for 14 underframes for refrigerator cars.

The Lehigh & New England Railroad has ordered one business
car from the American Car S: Foundry Company.
The Missouri Pacific Railroad has placed orders for 10 mail

storage cars, one combination passenger and mail car with the
American car & Foundry Company, 9 combination mail and bag-
gage cars and 6 divided coaches from the Pullman Car & Mfg.
Company,
The Great Northern Railway is inquiring for 4 gas electric bag-

gage cars, 4 gasoline driven baggage cars and 4 car sets of trucks
with gasoline power plant.

The Union Pacific Railroad is inquiring for 15 baggage cars,
15 coaches, 5 dining cars and 5 observation cars.

The Reading Company has ordered 5 combination baggage and
mail cars from the American Car & Foundry Company also 5

combination baggage and mail cars from the Bethlehem Shipbuild-
ing Corporation.
The Missouri Pacific Railroad has placed an order for 2 dining

cars with the .American Car & Foundry Company.
The Union Pacific Railroad it is reported will be shortly in the

market for 40 passenger cars.

Building and Structures

The Louisville & Nashville Railroad plans the improvement of
its yards at Memphis, Teiin., including a new roundhouse ; the
approximate cost will he $150,000.

The Union Pacific Railroad plans extension to its machine shops,

enginehouse, etc., at Nampa, Idaho.
The Illinois Central Railroad has awarded the contracts for

the roundhouse and shop building at Markham yards near Harvey,
111.

The Atchison. Tojicka & Santa Fe has plans for a store depart-
ment building and power plant as a part of its shop construc-
tion at San Bernardino, Calif.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway has placed a con-

tract covering the construction of two shops at Shawnee, Okla.,

replacing those recently destroyed by fire.

The New York Central Railroad plans the construction of a

$10,000,000 office building in New York city.

The Boston & Maine Railroad has placed a contract covering

the rebuilding of the enginehouse at East Somerville, Mass., re-

cently destroyed by fire.

The Sand Springs Railway plans the rebuilding of its machine
shops at Sand Springs, Okla., which were recently destroyed by

fire.

The Missouri Kansas Texas Railway plans the construction

of a roundhouse and enlarging its yards at Ft. Worth, Texas.
The Boston & Maine Railroad will construct a one-story engine

house with repair facilities at Boston, Mass.
The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad has

awarded a contract covering the construction of a three-stall

enginehouse at Fitcliburg, Mass.
The Old Union Station building of the New York Central

Railroad and Erie Railroad at Batavia, New York, which has been

used by the New York Central as a blacksmith shop was re-

cently destroyed by fire.

The Pennsylvania Railroad plans the construction of a new
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engliiehouse and locomotive repair shop at Altoona, Pa., to cost

approximately $1(X),(XI0.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway has authorized

the construction ot a hospital at Los Angeles, Calif., to cost

approximately $350,000.

The Chicago &. Eastern Illinois Railway is preparing tentative

plans covering an enginehouse, boiler shop, machine shop, forge

shop, planing mill and power house, with new freight hoiise and

additional trackage, the entire improvement to cost approximately

$1,500,000.

The Illinois Central Railroad plans the construction of a new
repair shop at Paducah, Ky. These plans include a locomotive

erecting shop, car repair shop, blacksmith shop, carpenter shop,

wood mill and storeroom, to cost approximately $6,000,000.

The Southern Railway has authorized the construction of a

steel coaling station at Selma, Ala.

The Hocking Valley Railway has awarded a contract for the

construction of a stee'l water treating plant with a capacity of

60.0()0 gallons per hour at Walbridge, Ohio, to cost approximately

$50,(XK).
, ,

The New York Central Railroad has awarded a contract to the

National Boiler Washing Company, Chicago, 111., for the in-

stallation of a boiler washing system at Brewster, New York.

The Illinois Central Railroad plans the construction of a pump-

house and the laying of five miles of pipe line at the Markham
yards near Harvey, 111.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has placed a contract covermg the

construction of a machine shop at Pitcairn, Pa., also an addition

to its enginehouse at Enola. Pa.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway is reported to be plan-

niu'' the construction of an enginehouse at Gainesville, Texas.

The Maine Central Railroad plans the reconstruction of its

freight car repair shop at Waterville, Maine, which was destroyed

by lire. The cost of rebuilding will be $40,000.

Items of Personal Interest

K F Nystrom has been appointed engineer of motive power

and rolling stock of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-

way with headquarters at Chicago, 111., a newly created posi-

tion. Mr. Nystrom was formerly engineer of car design.

George E. Dougherty has been appointed master mechanic

of the Buffalo division of the Delaware Lackawanna & West-

ern Railroad, with headquarters at East Buffalo, N. Y., suc-

ceeding H. C. Caswell, resigned.

P W Kiefer, engineer of motive power of the Lines East

and' West of Buffalo of the New Y'ork Central Railroad, with

headquarters at New York City, has been promoted to engi-

neer of rolling stock, with the same headquarters, succeeding

F. S. Gallagher, deceased. Mr. I-Ciefer entered the equipmeiit

engineering department in 1916 and served in various capaci-

ties. In July, 1920, he was promoted from the position of

chief draftsman in the locomotive department to the position

of assistant engineer in the office of the engineer of rolling

stock and equipment. In March, 1923, he was promoted to

assistant engineer of rolling stock and in May of last year pro-

moted to engineer of motive power. On January 1, he was
appointed engineer of rolling stock.

Sam C. Lancaster has been appointed development engineer

of the Gulf, Mobile & Northern Railroad, with headquarters

at Mobile, .Ala.

W. L. Churchill has been appointed chief engineer of the

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Railroad, with headquarters

at Wichita, Kan.

F. H. Adams, assistant valuation engineer of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, has been promoted to mechanical

valuation engineer, with headquarters at Topeka, Kan., a

newly created position. W. S. Lammers has been appointed

assistant valuation engineer, with headquarters at Topeka,
Kan., succeeding Mr. Adams.

J. E. Stone, assistant master mechanic of the Salt Lake
division of the Southern Pacific Company, with headquarters
at Sparks. Nev., has been promoted fo master mechanic of

the Salt Lake division, viith headquarters at Ogden, Utah,
succeeding D. Hickey, who has retired.

A. F. Burke, has been appointed master mechanic of the

Southern Pacific Company, with headquarters at Tucson, .Ariz.

Mr. Burke was formerly general foreman, with headquarters
at Roseville, Calif.

T. P. Warren has been appointed division engineer of the
Chicago Terminal of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail-

way, with headquarters at Chicago, 111.

J. J. Keller has been appointed assistant master mechanic of
the Salt Lake division of the Southern Pacific Company, with
headquarters at Sparks, Nev., succeeding Mr. Stone.

Homer W. Williams, special representative to the general

superintendent of motive power of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway, with headquarters at Chicago, has been

promoted to superintendent of motive power of the Western
Lines, with headquarters at Tacoma, Wash., succeeding Frank
Rusch, deceased. H. S. Peck has been promoted to supervisor

of locomotives and power plants operations, with headquarters

at Chicago, 111.

C. L. Sitton has been appointed chief engineer, maintenance
of way and structures, of the Southern Railway Lines East,

with headquarters at Charlotte, N. C.

L. C. Hensel has been appointed chief electrician of the

Chicago, .\lton Railroad, with headquarters at Bloomington,
HI., succeeding S. W. Detrich, who has resigned.

J. P. Morris, general foreman for the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway, with headquarters at Shopton, Iowa, has

been promoted to master mechanic of the Illinois division,

with headquarters at Chicago, 111., succeeding James Mc-
Donough, who has retired.

N. J. Boughton, enginer of tests of the Missouri, Kansas,
Texas Railroad, with headquarters at Parsons, Kan., has been
promoted to mechanical engineer, with the same headquarters,
succeeding B. B. Milner, resigned.

A. M. Burt, who began work for the Northern Pacific Rail-

way as transit man on a survey for the Coeur d' Alene branch
west of Missoula, Mont., in 1889, has been appointed vice-

president in charge of operation and maintenance of the North-
ern Pacific. He takes the place made vacant by the death of

Vice-President John M. Rapelje, January 20.

Mr. Burt, who has been assistant vice-president since May
1, 1923, is a native of Syracuse, N. Y., and began his railroad

career with the Colorado Midland Railroad in 1885. His
service of practically thirty-six years with the Northern Pacific

includes positions as division superintendent successively at

Jamestown, N. D.; Fargo, N. D.; Missoula, Mont., and Spo-
kane, Wash., during the period from 1903 to 1914. Later he
was chief engineer, maintenance of way, then acting general

manager, and for nine months in 1919 and 1920 he was assist-

ant director, division of operation. United States Railroad
.Administration at Washington. On March 1, 1920, he was
made assistant to the vice-president, three years later being
appointed assistant vice-president.

Supply Trade Notes

David B. Rushmore, one of the consulting engineers of the

General Electric Company, has resigned his position, and
after February 1 will be located in New York City, with
headquarters at the University Club. His resignation followed
orders from his physician to take a long rest and avoid desk
work.

Mr. Rushmore has served 25 years with the General Elec-
tric Company and with the Stanley Electric Company of Pitts-
I'leld, which was absorbed by the General Electric Company.
He went to Schenectady in 1905, and for 17 years was en-
gineer of the power and mining department. Since 1922 he
has been one of the consulting engineers. Previous to his
service with the General Electric Company, Mr. Rushmore
was with the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany, and later with the Royal Electric Company of Montreal.
He was graduated from Swarthmore College in 1894 with

the degree of Bachelor of Science and Engineering, and from
Cornell University in the following year in the electrical en-
gineering course. In 1897 he received the degree of Civil En-
gineer from Swarthmore, and in 1923 the honorary degree of

doctor of science from there.

Mr. Rushmore is a member of numerous American and
European engineering and technical societies, and of Schenec-
tady and New York clubs.

Carl A. Pinyerd, representative of the Safety Car Heating
& Lighting Co., with headquarters at Chicago, III., has been
appointed district engineer in charge of engineering and serv-
ice matters.

The Gould Coupler Co. and Gould Storage Battery Co. of
Depew, N. Y., has been purchased by Charles J. Graham of
Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr. Graliam is vice-president of the Graham
Bolt & Nut Co., and is interested in the American Railwray
Appliance Co., but states that the purchase of the Gould
interest will not mean that they will be affiliated with either
the Graham or American Company. No change in the per-
sonnel is involved except that the president, Charles S. Gould,
will retire, and will be succeeded by his son, W. S. Gould.
LeRoy Kramer, vice-president in charge of western sales of

the Symington Co., with headquarters at Chicago, 111., has
been appointed vice-president in charge of manufacturing and
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sales of the General American Tank Car Corporation, with

headquarters at Chicago. 111.

Colonel Eugene C. Peck, who was formerly general super-

intendent and later work manager of the Cleveland Twist

Drill Co., has retired from active management. He will con-

tinue however as a stockholder in the company and as a mem-
ber of the board of directors.

James F. Hamilton has lieen appointed manager of the sales

office of the Worthington Corporation, with headquarters at

Milwaukee. Wis.
Herbert H. MofEtt has been appointed southwestern repre-

sentative of the Union Railway Equipment Co., with head-
quarters at Washington. D. C. S. Clyde Kyle and N. Elliott

has been appointed Pacitic coast representatives, with head-

quarters at San Francisco. Calif.

Oscar W. Loew has been placed in charge of advertising

and sales promotion work of the Trascon Steel Co., Youngs-
town, Ohio.
The Franklin Railway Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd., has

changed its corporate name to the Franklin Railway Supply
Co., Ltd. The headquarters will still be maintained in the

Transportation building at Montreal, Que., and no change
in the personnel is contemplated.
William P. Kirk, district manager of the Cincinnati, Oliio.

office of the Niles Tool Works and the Pratt & Whitney Co.,
has been transferred to the Xcw York office of the Niles
Bement Pond Co.; E. H. Gates will succeed Mr. Kirk. .Mr.

Gates was iormerl\- in charge of the office at Rochester, X. Y.
The Zapon Leather Cloth Co., Xew York City, has changed

its name to the Zapon Co. Xo change in organization or
personnel is involved.
The Refrigerator Car Indicator Co., Chicago, 111., has been

incorporated to manufacture and deal in device for installation
of automatic weighing scales in refrigerator cars. B. F. Bates
is president of the company.

E. J. Costello, Jr., fornicrly with the Pennsylvania Railroad,
with headquarters at Pittsliurgh. Pa., and later with the Pitt-^-
burgh office of the Truscon Steel Co. has been appointed sale>
engineer for the railroad department of that conipan> , with
headquarters at Xew Y'ork City.
Lawrence Richardson lias joined the Dwight P. Robinson &

Co., engineers and constructors, Xew York. Mr. Richarson
was formerly with the Whiting Corporation, with headquar-
ters at Chicago. 111.

Charles K. Seymour has been elected secretary of the Niles
Bement Pond Co., Xew York City, succeeding C. D. Guthrie.
J. B. Cornell, after 25 years' service, has resigned as treasurer.
John Heller has been appointed sales manager of the Inter-

national Acetylene Co., Newark, \. J.

.\t the annual meeting of the Canadian Car & Foundry Co.
held in Montreal. Canada, Lome Webster was elected a dl

rector and Lewis L. Clarke, Andrew Fletcher and O. F. Har-
vey of New York resigned.

George E. Doke, engineer of materials and equipment tests

of the Xcw York Central, at X'ew York, has resigned, effective

February 1, and has been elected president of the Association
of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels, with Iieadiiuarters

at Chicago, to succeed George W. Lyndon, who died on Oc-
tober 7. 1924, in Chicago.
George E. Doke was born in Tecumseh, Mich., on .August

19. 1877, and was educated in the elementary and high schools
of Elkhart. Ind. From 1897 to 190a he served on the Indi-

ana. Illinois & Iowa (now a part of tlie Xew York Central):

he also served on the Lake .Shore it Michigan Southern as

yard clerk, telegrapher, bill clerk and timekeeper. He then
entered the shops of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern as

an apprentice, and while serving in this position completed a

special course in mechanical drawing and mechanical engi-

neering. In 1905 he entered the chemical and physical labora-
tory of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern at Cleveland as
a laboratory assistant, becoming chief material inspector of
that road's material inspection force in 1906. In 1912 he was
promoted to assistant engineer of tests in charge of the loco-
motive and car department's service tests and in 1916, follow-
ing the consolidation of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
with the Xcw York Central, was promoted to assistant engi-
neer of tests in charge of material inspection for the Car and
Locomotive Departments for the New York Central System.
Four years later he was again promoted to engineer of ma-
terials, with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio, in charge of
materials inspection and the creation and development of ma-
terial spscification.s, and two months later was made engineer
of tests of the New York Central Railroad in New 'York City,
in charge of chemical and physical laboratories, material in-
spection bureau, service test department and dynamometer car
tests. Since 1922 he has served as engineer of materials and
equipment tests of the New York Central Railroad, in which

position he has had charge of the Service Test Department,
Dynamometer Car Tests, Examination of Failed Materials

and the Creation or Development of the Equipment Engineer-

ing Department's IMaterial Specifications.

M r. Doke for sev-

eral years past has
been an active com-
mittee member of

the American So-
ciety for Testing
Materials and the

Mechanical Divi-

sion of the Ameri-
can Railway Asso-
ciation. He is also

a member of the

Cleveland En-
gineering Society

and the American
Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers. His
election as president

of the Association
of Manufacturers of

Chilled Car Wheels
became effective

January 14.

It is questionable
whether there are

many men in the

I'nited States today
who have had the

long experience in

research and exper-
George E. Doke

imental work that Mr. Doke has had in the railroad field.

The retention of the chilled cast iron wheel by the railroads

is probablv an economic necessity. The constantly greater

capacities "embodied in the more modern designs of cars do,

however, present various problems ot design and service to

which the cast iron wheel manufacturers must give attention.

Mr. Doke is, therefore splendidly equipped to take up the

problems that arc presented and to carry forward the policy

of the association which has in mind the more intensive study

of the designs and the broadening of the service capacities of

the chilled wheel.
The railroad world will doubtless, therefore, welcome gladly

this selection.

Obitiiarv

S. D. Hutchins, representative of the Westinghouse .\ir

Brake Company at Columbus, Ohio, died on January 5
in the Mt. Carmel
Hospital, following
an abdominal oper-
ation. He had been
c n j o y in g good
health until three
months ago, when
taken sick during
the .\. E, R. A. con-
\cntion last Octo-
ler at Atlantic City.

Mr. Hutchins was
born at Cleveland
on May 25, 1855.
lie began railroad-
ing when a mere
boy, entering the
service of the
Springfield, Mt.
Vernon & Pitts-
burgh Railroad
( now a part of the
Big Four) in 1871
as a fireman, and
was promoted to
engineer in 187,'?

before he was 20
years of age. When
he left the employ

S. D. Hutchins of the railroad in

1896 he was the
third oldest passenger engineer on the road and was running
the highest class train, the Southwest Limited.
He was an active member of the Brotherhood of Loconio-
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tive Engineers and retained his membership even after leavmg

the railroad.

On May IS, 1896, Mr. Hutchins entered the service ot tlie

Westinghouse Air Brake Company as assistant on their air

brake instruction car, and in 1905 was advanced to the position

of representative, with headquarters at CoUimbus, which posi-

tion he held until his death.

He was a member of the Air Brake .Association and the

Travelling Engineers Association, being president of tho

former in 1896.

His dignified and commanding appearance won lor him the

name of "Judge," by which he was familiarly known among
his friends.

In view of his broad practical experience and fair minded-

ness, he has time and again been unanimously selected by rail-

road officials and employees to act as arbitrator in matters of

dispute and invariably brought about a mutually satisfactory

settlement.

directors of the .American Car &' Foundry Company, died at

his home in New York City on December 27.

Frederick C. Riddle, general manager of the Edgewater

Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., died in that city on Decem-
ber 21. Mr. Riddle spent his early business days with the

Oliver Iron & Steel Company and the RaiUyay Steel Spring

Company. He was appointed general superintendent of the

Inter Ocean Steel Company, with headquarters at Chicago,

111., and when the Edgewater Steel Company was organized

he became its general manager.

John Malcolm Rapelje, vice-president of the Northern Pa-

cific Railway, died at 11:15 A. iM. Tuesday, January 20, at the

Northern Pacific Hospital, St. Paul, Minn. Appendicitis was
the cause of death. He had been seriously ill only eight days.

He would have been 68 years old January_22.
He was born at Chippawa, Ontario, in 1857, and began rail-

roading as brakeman for the Grand Trunk in 1879. Then he
went with the Canadian Pacific, and was a conductor on the

first through train from the Atlantic to the Pocific Coast—in

1886.

Later he came to the United States and began firing an
engine for the Santa Fe, being promoted within a few months
to engineer.
On January 13, 1888, thirty-seven years ago. he joined the

Northern Pacific ranks as brakeman on the Yellowstone divi-

sion. He successively was conductor, trainmaster, superin-
tendent, general superintendent, general manager, and finally

vice-president. He was made acting vice-president in charge
of operation April 1, 1918, and on December 1, 1921, was made
vice-president in charge of maintenance and operation, the
position he held when he died.

L. J. Gwinn, for "many years an in.=;tructor on the Westing-
house .Air Brake Company's instruction car, died suddenly on
January 5 in Pittsburgh while returning to his home from
work in the evening. Mr. Gwinn was formerly connected witli
the Boyden Brake Company at Baltimore, Md., and went to
the Westinghouse Company in 1906 as an inspector. Later
he was assistant instructor in the Westinghouse .Air Brake
instruction car, and was finally put in charge. He was trans-
ferred from the instruction car some years ago. to the engi-
neering department at Wilmerding. Pa, and at the time of his
death was acting as a technical writer in the patent depart-
ment.

S. S. De Lano, treasurer and member of the lioard of

New Publications

The Enlarged Callendar Steam Tables. By H. L. Callendar,

C. B. E., F. R. S. Eward Arnold & Co., London. 80 pages.

5]4 in. by 8^4 in.

These tables are essentially tables giving the properties of

superheated steam, in fact with the exception of one tabula-

tion of saturated steam they all relate to the superheated

condition. These tables are based upon absolute pressure in

lbs. per sq. in. and the steam temperature in degrees Fahren-

heit. The pressures range from 1 to 2,000 lbs. per sq. in. The
tabulation on the basis of pressure rise on increments of 1 lb.

from 1 to 20 lbs. per sq. in.; on increments of 2 lbs. from 20 to

100 lbs. per sq. in.; on increments of 5 lbs. from 100 to 200

lbs. per sq. in.; on 10 lbs. from 200 to 300 lbs. per sq. in; on 20

lbs. increments from 300 lbs. to 500 lbs.; on SO lbs. increments
from 500 to 1,000 lbs. per sq. in., and thence on increments of

100 lbs. up to 2,000 lbs. The temperature ranges vary with the

pressure. At a pressure of 1 lb. per sq. in. the temperature in-

dications range from 100° to 500° Fulir. and at a pressure of

2,000 lbs. it ranges from 590° to 1,000° Fahr. Under each
tabulated pressure there are five indications, namely, for the

superheat, total heat, the total heat minus a fixed constant,

the volume, and the entropy ratio.

It will be seen that the intervals between the tabulated

pressure have been graduated in the same manner as in the

majority of tables for saturated steam with larger intervals

at the higher pressures, where the values of the entropy and
the volume vary more slowly with the pressure.

In his preface the author says that "since experimental re-

sults become more uncertain and conflicting at high tempera-
tures and pressures, it is necessary, for purposes of extension
to adopt a basis of tabulation, freed as far as possible from
minor variations and controversial elements."
He then goes on to explain in considerable detail the

methods used in his calculations so that anyone sufficiently

interested will be able to follow them, and fill any vacancies
that may be necessary to meet individual requirements.

.As they stand the tables will probably meet any ordinary
('cmands and they are many in view of the extended use of
superheated steam in locomotive practice; so that, now, prac-
ticrlly all of the properties of superheated steam are available
to the engineer for immediate use.

For Testing and Washing

Locomotive Boilers
USE THE

it

DIA^fOND STEEL EMERY
For Grinding in Steam and Air Joints

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Necessity

PITT'iRUBr.H CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors, Ejectors
Boiler Washers and Testers. Boiler Checks.

Check Valves.

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

WANTED
Locomotive Builder's Lithographs

of U. S. Locomotives previous to

Civil War Period, multi-colored or

one tone, for historical collection.

Liberal commercial prices will be
paid. Give name of builder, type of

locomotive, condition of print, and
all wording on same.

Also, "American Locomotives,"
by Emil Reuter of Reading, Pa.,

text and line drawings, issued se-

rially about 1849.

Also, several good daguerrotypes
of locomotives of the daguerrotype
period.

Address, HISTORICAL
c/o Railway and Locomotive Engineering

114 Liberty Street, New York
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The Standard Stoker

Details in Regard to the Simplification of Its Construction and Efficiency of Operation

The stoker manufactured by the Standard StoUer^^ -^SlS^^'tSx.^S^ w^^S^^^S^

Rear View of Locomotive Equipped with Standard Stol<er

recentlv undergone a thorou.,h ren.odeling and simplifica- by a grating and carried to a point ^ove the bed of fuel

tion. in the form in which it was introduced the coal was and mimediately m front of the hre door.

moved from the tender to the locomotive by a horizontal 1 his construction mvolved the use of gcann.

65
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the grates by which the vertical screw was operated.

In the new design this gearing as well as the vertical

screw has been done away with, and the horizontal screw
is driven from the rear, and so arranged as to force the

length 3 ft. 11 in.; width 2 ft. 2 in. and height 1 ft. 2 in.

The bed and cylinders are cast separately and are bolted
together as shown in the longitudinal section. The
cranks and guides are housed within the engine l)ed so

Details of Engine of Standard Stoker

coal up through the vert'cal pijic without tlu- aid of a
screw.

As the coal emerges from the tube at the top essentially

the same means as before is used for its distribution over
the surface of the grates. That is it is done by steam
jets so arranged as to blow it to all parts of the firebox.

The only moving part of the stoker mechanism proper
is the horizontal screw conveyor liy which the coal is

moved forward from the tender to the locomotive. This
is driven by a two-cylinder reciprocating engine that may
be run in either direction. The cylinders are 7 in. in

diameter with a piston stroke of 7 in. Piston valves 2J^
in. in diameter, driven by a single eccentric for each cyl-

inder are used. These valves are made without anv in-

side or outside lap, so that steam is admitted for the full

length of the stroke at all times. Reversing is accom-
plished by changing the flow of steam to and from the en-

as to be fully i>rotected against dust and the steam chests

are placed below and between the cylinders. Lubrication

is effected by the splash system and oil leakage is pre-

vented by packing the valve stems and piston rods as

they pass through the end of the bed.

The reversing valve differs in form, but not in method

gine and thus converting the valves from inside to out-
side admission and vice versa. Under ordinary operating
conditions the valves operate with inside admission, while
for revensal they work with an outside admission.

The overall dimensions of the engine are as follows

:

Reversing Valve for Standard Stoker
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of operation, from the reversing valves that have ordi-

narily been used with this type of engine. Instead of the

usual flat valve placed in the same steam chest and be-

tween the two distributing valves this valve is of the pis-

ton type set vertically on one side of the engine as indi-

cated at A in the end elevation, and is connected by piping

to the cylinders. In this, steam is admitted at B to the

reversing valve, and under ordinary operation with inside

admission, it flows out through C to the steam chests,

while the exhaust comes back through D and out to the

atmosphere at E.
Referring to the longitudinal or vertical sections of the

reversing valve, the steam enters at B. and, with the re-

position and all danger of accidentally reversing the en-
gine obviated.

In the plan of the stoker the engine is shown at 1. It

is set on a bracket which is bolted to the top of the rear
portion of the frame or cast integrally with it and is be-
neath the deck of the engine. Its shaft is connected by
a gimbal or universal joint 2, to the square telescopic

sleeve 3. .\ mating square shaft 4 enters this sleeve and
is rotated by it but will move freely to and fro to allow
for any variation in the distance between the locomotive
and the tender, or even pull out entirely if the latter is

disconnected.

These two parts span the gap between the locomotive

and Sectional Elevation of Standard Stoker

versing valve in its upper position, flows into the cavity

J- surrounding the valve and out at the hole G into the

pipe C to the steam chests which it enters ai the center,

operating the distributing valves by inside admission.

The exhaust comes out at the ends of the valves into

the passage H and flows out at / into the pijn.- D and

again enters the reversing valve at K, filling the whole
interior of the same and escaping to the atmosphere

through M and the pipe E.
If now the reversing valve be moved to its lowest posi-

tion, the steam entering at B as before flows through the

cavity F and out at A' into the pipe P and enters the ends

of the steam chest through the passage H and operates

the engine by outside admission thus turning it in the re-

verse direction. The exhaust leaving at the center of

the steam chest flows out through the pipe C and reenters

the reversing valve at G and flows down through the

center of the valve to the outlet at M.
By thus placing the reversing valve in a vertical posi-

tion, and using a single lever between the valve stem

and the operating rod, the latter can be so placed that if

stepped on it will hold the engine in the regular operating

and the tender, and the shaft at its back end is connected

by another gimbal joint 4 to the shaft 5 which extends

back nearly to the rear of the coal space, where it. in turn,

is connected by a third gimbal joint 6 to a shaft carrying

a spur pinion 4 in. in diameter and cut with 16 teeth of

2j/2 in. face, that mesh with a gear 16 in. in diameter and
64 teeth, so that the ratio of speed of revolution uf the

engine shaft to that of the gear is as four to one. This
spur gear is mounted on a short shaft having bearings on
each side of and close to the gear. At its forward end it

is made 2]4 in- square for a distance of 4 in. and this

square enters a socket in the rear section of the conveyor
screw, and so flrives the whole conveyor system.

.All jxirts of the stoker are of sufficient strength to

withstand, in case of jamming, the power of the engine
when working under full Iwiler pressure.

The gear housing is at the back end of the trough 7,

which is supported on the frame l)eneath the floor of the

tender and has a width of ,30 in. at the top and a depth
of 16 in. with a rounded l)ottom of 4'4 in. radius. This
trough is covered by sliding jilates that can Ix" moved so

as to permit the front edge of the coal in the tender to
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drop down on the screw conveyor to be carried forward.

The trough extends forward to the oack end 8 of the

inside howl 9 of a spherical joint which is the entrance

to a circular conduit leading forward to the locomotive.

This inside bowl carries a hanging bracket 9 in which a

brass bushing is pressed to serve as a bearing for the front

end of the tender conveyor screw, as will be described

later.

The outside bowl 10 of the spherical joint has a tube

1 1 bolted to it that telescopes into a similar but larger

tube 12 forming the rearward extension of the inside bowl
13 of a similar spherical joint attached to the locomotive,

these two tubes forming the intermediate section between

the engine and tender. The front conveyor trough which
is covered starts with the outside shell of the spherical

joint on the locomotive and runs forward and terminates

in an elbow 14 to the outlet of which the vertical housing

15 is bolted.

This arrangement forms a closed conduit from the

rear of the spherical joint on the tender to the point of

delivery of the coal in the firebox. The space between the

engine and the tender is .spanned by the telescope joint

which permits the distance between the two to be varied,

and, in case the tender becomes disconnected the joint

simply pulls ajjart, while any vertical or lateral movement
between the two is taken care of by the action of the

spherical joints.

As already stated the square extension of the gear

shaft enters a socket at the back end of the tender con-

vevor screw 16. This screw extends from the front face

of the gear housing to the inside bowl at the center of the

spherical joint on the tender. Here its central shaft has

a bearing in a bushing in the bracket 9 and is lubricated

through the oil hole shown in the detail drawing.

The screw it.self is of varying pitch and diameter. The
• two front flights have a diameter of 7j/^

in. and a pitch of 9 in. Then in the next

half flight the screw tapers down to a

diameter'of 6 in. with a pitch of 6 in.

On the flights of 6 in. diameter,

raised segments are placed, as shown in

the superimposed section, which have

an outside diameter of 7 in. with the

ends radial. These segments are spaced

every one and a half turns of the flight

and are diametrically opposite each

other, the center of the first segment
being located 25/^ ttirns from the front ste

end. They each have a length of one-

quarter of a turn ; and, with their sharp edges serve to cut

into and stir the coal, thus preventing it from lianking or

arching.

At the spherical joint in the conduit it is necessary to

have a universal joint in the conveyor screw in order to

compensate for the movements between the engine and

tender that mav occur. This is acconiplishd by the use

of universal joints.

The front end of the screw is squared with sides 2 in.

across, and this sets into and is loosely pinned to a square

socket in the back side of the rear paddle and clevis 17.

This clevis carries two sections of a flight of the screw

as shown in the detail. Each of these sections extends

through 90 degrees and varies from a diameter of 12J/2

in. to 10 in., and serve as extensions of the screw to keep

the coal moving between the rear and intermediate sec-

tions of the conveyor.

The front portion of the clevis and paddle is coupled

bv means of a universal joint pivot block, with the back

end of the intermediate conveyor screw 19.

This is a short length of convevor screw having a diam-

eter of 9 in. and a pitch of the same dimensions, that

serves to span the distance between the tender and the

engine. At its front end it is made with a socket 10 in.

deep and 2^/^ in. square. Into this socket the square
stem of the front paddle and clevis 20, is fitted. This
piece also carries two 90 degree sections of a flight of

the conveyor screw, by which the coal is kept in motion

for Standard Stoker

and delivered to the rear end of the front conveyor screw
paddle and clevis 21, which also carries two sections of

a flight, similar to the others except that they extend
over about 120 degrees each. The front of this paddle
and clevis is fitted with a socket 2 1/16 in. square into

which the squared end of a manganese steel shaft is en-

tered and pinned. This shaft runs in a manganese steel

bushing that is held by a bracket just ahead of the out-

inside Bowl of Spherical Joint

side bowl of the front spherical joint, no lubrication being

used.

The front end of this shaft is also squared and sets into

and is pinned to a socket in the back end of the front sec-

tion of the conveyor screw 22. The flights of this screw

have a pitch of 9 in. and a diameter of the same, except

for the last turn in which the screw tapers down to 6 in.

and abruptly ends. In addition to this there is a double

flight used for this last turn. This screw ends in the el-

l)Ow 14 l>eneath the vertical housing 15. It is this sharply

ending double flight screw that made it possible to do
away with the vertical screw originally used, and force

the coal up to the top.

Back at the entrance to the rear spherical joint two
cru.sher plates are bolted in the tender trough. These con-

sist of steel castings, bolted to the tender trough, carrying

a number of sharp jxiinted fingers, and as the coal is

brought forward by the conveyor screw any lumps that

are forced against these fingers are so broken that they

are suited for use in the firebox and can be distributed

by the steam jets.
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The whole arrangement of the driving mechanism, both

in the main shaft, the conveyor screw and the conduit is

not only so arranged that its telescopic parts are readily

separated but its flexibility is such that, l)esides taking

care of the ordinary movements of the engine and ten-

der, the latter could be derailed and moved a considerable

distance from the rails before the joints would be so

cramjied as to lie distorted or injured.

The vertical housing at the front is protected by a grat-

ing 23. that sets down over it. This grating j)ermits of

a flow of cold air up and about the housing and its es-

cape into the firebox through and above the bed of fuel

where it supplies a portion of the air needed for com-
bustion.

We now come to the method of distribution of the coal

in the firebox after it has reached the top oi the vertical

housing. This is done by means of steam jets the regula-

tion of which are imder the control of the fireman.

The distributor jet 24 is of cast iron and is bolted

led off to the several chambers of the distributing jet.

These pipes run down beneath the foundation ring of the

firebox and turn up on the inside and enter the distribut-

ing jet casting from the rear, under the protection of a

jet protecting hood.

A\ ith all valves wide open the steam would enter the

distributing jet under full boiler pressure, and it is by
the regulation of this pressure by means of the valves

shown in the pipes a. b. c. d, and c that the fireman is

enabled to control the distribution of the coal and place

it in whatever jjortion of the firebox he may desire.

As for the other steam pipe leading to the engine, this

runs down with its full size to the engine and in it there

is the throttle valve 29. Then in addition to this there

is a smaller by-j)ass pipe 30 with a valve in it, thus mak-
ing two throttle valves for the control of the engine. The
object of this is to provide the fireman with a more deli-

cate ineans of controlling the speed of the engine than

would be possible were only the large valve available. Yet

ent of Piping for Standard Stoke

at the top of the ])rotective grating. It is shown sep-

arately in detail and is formed with five chambers each
having small openings which direct the blast in different

directions. These chamlx-rs are in two tiers. The upj^er

tier contains three chambers, with openings directing the

steam and so driving the coal to the front and sides of the

firelxix, while the lower tier contains two chambers whose
ojjenings and jets project the coal into the right and left

rear corners of the firebox respectively. The velocity

with which the steam issues from the jets and conse-

quently the distance that the cf)al is flriven by them is con-

trolled t)y orrlinary globe valves i)lace(l in the ])ipes lead-

ing to them.

Referring to the engraving of the pil>ing it will be seen

that from the single ])ipe 25 leading from the turret two
branches are taken off. One. 26, su])plies the distributing

jets and the other. 27, su])])lics the engine. The p'\\yt 26
runs dov/n to a manifold that is placed just beneath the

firedo')r anrl from this the five pipes a, h, c, d and c are

this large valve may be nerded in case of heavy work to

be done as may occur in the case of the clogging of coal

at the crusher or elsewhere.

In connection with this engraving of the piping atten-

tion is called to the four compartment oil box 31. from

the liottom of which pipes are led down to the several

liearings or. the tender that need lubrication. One pii)e /
leads back to the bearings of the gear shafts; a second g
and third /; to the bearings of the drive shaft, while the

fourth carries oil to the toi> of the inside bowl 9 for the

lubrication of the bearing at the front end of the rear

conveyor 16.

The simplicity of the stoker is apparent from this de-

scription and engravings. To recapitulate there is an

ordinary reversible engine of the simplest type on the

locomotive and from this a shaft runs back to a pinion on

the tender that drives a spur gear at the back end of the

conveyor shaft. This covers all of the moving parts.

The conveyf)r carries the coal forward and up to the top
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of the vertical housing from which point it is distributed

over the firebox by the steam jets that are under the con-

trol of the fireman.

As to the efficiency with which the stoker can be made
to work. exjJerience on a sintjle run may serve as an illus-

tration.

The engine was of the mountain type having cylinders

29 in. in diameter and a piston stroke of 28 in. and a

fire-box 132 in. long and 96 in. wide on the inside. The
train consisted of ten steel cars and the run was for a

distance of 102 miles over a slightly undulating, but, on

the whole an ascending grade. The running time was 2

hours and 45 minutes with one stop. At the start the

steam pressure was 190 lbs. and in ten minutes it had

risen to 200 lbs. It did not fall below 195 lbs. during

the trip except at the stop where it was allowed to drop

to 190 lbs. In pulling out from this stop the work was

on an adverse grade of about 0.14 j^er cent. Both in-

jectors were put on and the engine worked hard with the

throttle wide open. Yet in 3 minutes the steam pressure

had risen to 195 lbs.

just before starting from the terminal the fireman

trimmed the fire by throwing in a half dozen shovelfuls

of coid, and that was the last. The fire was not hooked

nor was any more coal i^ut in with the shovel. It was a

case of lOO' per cent work on the part of the mechanical

stoker throughout.

During the whole run the fireman had full control. As
he was carrying a thin fire of not more than 5 in. in

depth over the main portion of the grate, an occasional

hole wuuld start to be burned out, then coal was directed

to that particular spot and straighway there was a fully

glowing bed over the whole surface of the grate. The
method of firing adopted was that of carrying a thin bed

over the center of the grate, with a thicker one along the

side sheets and a deep bank along the back sheet and
especially in the back corners.

While the fireman made no use of the hook or shovel

on the run he was almost constantly busied with the ad-

justment of the steam blasts and the speed of the engine,

though the latter received the major portion of his atten-

tion, as there was only an occasional adjustment of the

blasts.

The engine was run throughout the whole trip by steam

admitted through the by-pass pipe only.

.\s the engine and conveyor are located beneath the foot

plate and the vertical housing is inside the firelx)x, there

is nothing, aside from the piping, in the cab to indicate

the presence of a stoker on the engine. As this piping is

of small diameter it is scarcely noticeable, so that the back

head and the cab, as will be seen from the reproduction

of the photograph, is as free from obstruction as though
there were no stoker and the firedoor is ready for hand
firing, at once, should occasion arise.

Southern Pacific's New 4-10-2 Type Three Cyhnder

Locomotive

The American Locomotive Company has under con-

struction for the Southern Pacific Company sixteen three-

cvlinder locomotives of the 4-10-2 wheel arrangement.

These will be used in i>assenger and freight service over

the Sierra Nevada mountains where the maximum grade

is 2.2 per cent.

A number of new features are inckuled in the design

that are calculated to make for increased power and fuel

economy. These were worked out by F. E. Russell, Me-

chanical Engineer and his assistants under the supervision

of George McCormick, General Superintendent of Mo-
tive Power of the Southern Pacific, in co-operation with

the engineers of the American Locomotive Company. For

this re'ason and the fact that this is the first of the type

with the 4-10-2 wheel arrangement, the locomotive has

been termed the ''Southern Pacific Type."

The steam pressure will be 225 pounds and_the maxi-

mum cut-ofT used is 70 per cent instead of 85 per cent.

This permits the use of steam more expansively thus re-

ducing fuel and produces a greater power output at any

given cut-off through the increased boiler pressure above

their usual 200 ]K)unds.

It is estimated that the hauling capacity of the new

locomotive due to increased tractive power and more

uniform pulling torque because of the third cylinder, will

be one-fourth greater at 25 miles i>er hour on a 2.2 per

cent grade than the most powerful units now in use.

The tender has a cajxicity for 12,000 gallons of water

and 4,400 gallons of fuel oil. Each of the driving wheels

is 63^ inches in diameter. Main rods of the outside

cylinders propel" the third pair of driving wheels, while

the main rod of the inside cylinder propels the second pair

of driving wheels by means of a crank axle.

The use of third cvlinder. in addition to ]jroviding in-

creased power and economies, has ilistinct advantages
in distributing stresses (in two driving axles with conse-

(|uent reduction in w^ear and stresses on other mechanical

parts.

The diameter of cylinders is considerably reduced re-

sulting in lighter reciprocating parts. This, in conjunc-

tion with the application of power to two driving axles,

instead of one, very materially improves counter balance

conditions. Furthermore, with cranks being set at 120

degrees instead of 90 degrees as on two cylinder locomo-

tives, the combined effect of two counter balances on the

rail and on the locomotive at one time is eliminated. .All

of this results in about one-third reduction of stresses

set upon road-bed and bridges due to counter balance,

thus enabling reduction in dynamic augment by increas-

ing static wheel loads.

Each locomotive is 101 ft. 1 in. in length over all, has

a total wheel base of S7 feet, 2J4 inches, and weighs 682,-

400 pounds. Maximum tractive power is 96,530 pounds.

Two rather interesting charts have been developed

by the Southern Pacific Company to show graphically the

advance in locomotive development. One shows the man-
ner in which hauling ca]>acity has been increased in the

last thirty years, the base line depicting the power at

various sp»eeds of the 4-6-0 type passenger locomotive

placed in service thirty years ago and specially designed

for hauling the company's early Overland Limited trains

between Rocklin and Truckee, a distance of 164 miles,

having a maximum grade of 2.2 per cent.

Intermediate lines on this chart show the constant

progress of locomotive development to that of the "'South-

ern Pacific tvjje." which will be used to haul heavy trains

of the present era over the difficult Sierra Nevada Moun-
tain trrades.
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This chart shows in detail a comparison of the hauhng

capacity of these two locomotives at various speeds. Line

"A"' shows the net hauling capacity, or drawbar pull back

of tender, for the Ten-Wheel type locomotive placed m
service in 1895. These locomotives were considered the

ver\- best that could be built for that service at the time.

They were constructed at the Cooke plant of the Ameri-

can Loconiotive Company.
Line "B" represents the drawbar pull

at various speeds of a plain saturated

steam locomotive with the same weight

on drivers as the Southern Pacific type

and having the same ratio of tractive

power to adhesive weight as obtained on

the ten wheel type locomotive represented

by line "A." The space between lines

"A" and "B" shows the increase in draw-

bar pull at various speeds that has been

accomplished in locomotives on account

of increase in size only.

Line "C" shows the increase in hauling

capacity at various speeds that has been

added by the use of superheated steam,

instead of saturated steam.

Line "D" depicts the manner in which
the development of the feedwater heater

has given increased power at various

speeds above that obtained through in-

cease in size of locomotives and through

the use of superheated steam.

Line "E" shows the increased power
obtained by use of the third cylinder,

while line "F" shows the hauling

power of the Southern Pacific type locomotive, with its

three cylinders and with increased boiler pressure and

70 per cent maximum cut-off. The shaded section shows

the equivalent increase in drawbar pull due to more even

pulling torque exerted on driving wheels. Added power

at lower speeds due to use of the auxiliary booster engine

is shown b\' line "G."
The second chart is especially interesting, in that it re-

veals in an outstanding manner the increase in hauling

capacity obtained by the Southern Pacific in thirty years

of improvement and development of the steam locomotive

an hour, OC per cent at 15 miles an hour, 43 per cent at

20 miles per hour, 51 per cent at 25 miles an hour, 75 per

cent at 30 miles an hour and 129 per cent at 35 miles an

hour.

In conjunction with this phenomenal increase in hauling

capacity, by refinements in design and use of fuel saving

devices, a fuel saving of 32^/^ per cent is being accom-

plished.



Locomotive Feedwater Heatino;*

By L. G. PLANT, Assistant to President, National Boiler Washing Company

Recent developments in feedwater heating represent
the most fundamental improvement to locomotive
economy since the advent of superheating. The applica-
tion to railway motive power of a long established prac-
tice for feedwater heating in stationary power plants is

only another belated response to the same economic cause
that led to the introduction of superheated steam and
other revolutionary changes in locomotive practice.

The underlying economic cause for the American
revolution in k)comotive design may be broadly designated

1
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plant economy can be generally applied to locomotive

operation. (^Ir. Plant here showed slides and described

briefly the principal types of feedwater heaters, condensers

and the turbine condensing locomotive.)

Each of the several types of feedwater heaters that

have been described afford so practical a means for ap-

plying to locomotive operation a practice that has long

been regarded essential in every efficient stationary power
plant that it is difficult to understand why the applica-

tion of this equipment has been so retarded. Aside from

SO
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ing. It is estimated that approximately 20 per cent of

all locon-.otivc fuel is consumed at terminals. A con-

siderable part of this fuel is consumed in firing up loco-

motives and the amount required for this purpose depends

upon the temperature of the water with which the loco-

motive boiler is filled. The law requires all boilers to be

emptied and washed at least once each month and on many
railroads operating conditions necessitate refilling boilers

much more frequently. Equipment, for washing and fill-

ing locomotive boilers with hot water has been generally

regarded as merely a convenient maintenance facility.

\\'ith the emphasis that is being placed on the economy
of feedwater heating on the road, it is only appropriate

to direct attention to the fact that it requires about 1,200

pounds less coal to fire up a modern locomotive filled with

water at a temperature of hSO deg. than when the locomo-

tive boiler has been filled with cold water. If the heat

required to elevate the tilling water to this temperature is

reclaimed from the heat content of steam blown oft' from
incoming locomotives, this reduction of 1,200 pounds
coal in the quantity of fuel required to fire up the loco-

motive represents a true saving. One of the illustrations

shows the equipment required to obtain this economy,

indicating the separator into which the blown-olT water

and steam from incoming locomotives is first discharged.

The water gravitates to the washout tank from which it is

drawn for boiler washing purposes. The exhaust steam

flows to twin condensers of the jet type, and here again

we have an application of the principle involved in the

operation of the open-type feedwater heater. Fresh, cold

filling water flows to the reservoir from which it is drawn
for filling locomotive boilers at temperatures ranging

from 180 to 210 deg. Higher delivery temperatures are

not practical since the system is operated at atmospheric

pressure.

Building Up Feedwater Temperature and Boiler

Pressure by Direct Steaming

Tests recently conducted on a western railroad de-

velop the fact that for each 20 deg. increase in the tem-

perature at which the locomotive boiler is filled there is a

saving of about 8 gal. of oil or its coal equivalent in the

quantity of fuel and approximately 10 niin. in the time

required to fire up a large Mikado type locomotive.

These tests, however, are related to a new and even more
significant aspect of locomotive feedwater heating at

terminals. This is the direct injection of live steam and

hot filling water by means of the system of mains shown in

one of the drawings. The use of live steam drawn direct

from a stationary power plant as indicated together with

hot filling water, enables a locomotive to be filled and

steamed up to a pressure approximating the stationary

boiler pressure without lighting the fire in the locomotive

firel)ox. The time required for this operation is about

the same as in the usual procedure, but there is a gain in

efficiency due to the elimination of the houseblower which

ordinarily consumes steam at the rate of 40 boiler hp.

per hour or higher. Furthermore, steam supplied from
modern stationary boilers can be more efficiently generated

than in a locomotive boiler during the firing up stage so

that there is a further gain in efficiency on this account.

The elimination of smoke and of blower steam within the

enginehouse are factors of no little importance. The
operation of smokeless enginehouses in which all locomo-

tives are steamed up by this method can be anticipated.

In this case all fires would be dumped before locomotives

are placed in the house and the fires are not lighted until

the locomotive is placed in a firing-up shed adjacent to the

enginehouse.

The enginehouse pipe connections required for this

method are illustrated. These provide a live steam drop

in connection with the hot filling water main and a blow-

oiif connection. In filling a locomotive both the live steam
and filling water valves are opened and the boiler filled

through the blow-oft" valve with this mixture of steam and
water. As soon as the water shows in the glass it is shut

off and the steam allowed to flow into the boiler until the

desired pressure is built up. With this arrangement, it

is possible to hold locomotives under a working steam
pressure. If the fire is lighted as soon as the water shows
in the gage glass, the time required to fill and steam up
modern locomotives to a working steam pressure can be

reduced to approximately half an hour.

Feedwater Heating No Longer a Problem of Technique

Lt)comotive feedwater heating in all its aspects is no
longer a problem of technique but of economics. When
the requirements are really understood it will be found
that equipment is available to do almost anything actually

desired in this direction. The economies that will result

from this practice are based on physical laws that are as

old as creation and as fundamental to the locomotive as

the generation of steam, itself.

The railways in this country now own over 65,000 loco-

motives. Approximately 44,000 of these locomotives are

equipped with superheaters and it is estimated that the
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Plan of Enginehouse to Provide Direct Injection of Live Steam and
Hot Filling Water into Locomotive Boilers

railways could profitable extend the use of superheated

steam to at least 60,000 locomotives. With the annual
retirement of saturated steam locomotives and modern-
ization of old power continued in service, it is expected

that this proportion of superheated steam locomotives

will be attained. The application of feedwater heating in

some form should logically follow the use of superheated

steam. On certain classes of old motive power the feed-

water heater or exhaust steam injector may precede the

superheater owing to the greater facility with which it

can be applied. Feedwater heating has a lesser effect

upon locomotive operation than superheating, but these

two developments are associated since they effect locomo-
tive performance in a corresponding manner and the

field for superheating is so well defined that it affords a

good index to the possibilities for locomotive feedwater

heating.

The application of locomotive feedwater heaters is

responding rapidly to a growing appreciation of the essen-

tial character of this equipment. There are now more
than 2,400 locomotive feedwater heaters in use on Ameri-
can railroads compared with 7 locomotives equipped for

feedwater heating in 1920. The eventual extension of

this practice to 60,000 locomotives will probably increase
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the investment in motive power on Class I railroads by

110 to 125 million dollars. It should enlarge the poten-

tial operating capacity of these locomotives by at least 10

per cent, which in a general way is equivalent to adding

some 6.000 locomotives to the total number available for

service. Or. expressed in another way, the application

for feedwater heating to approximately 60.000 locomo-

tives will forestall the purchase of at least 6,000 locomo-

tives of the present calibre. At current motive power

prices, the estimated investment of 100 to 125 millions in

feedwater heating equipment will conserve an expenditure

of approximately 400 million dollars. These figures are

far from visionary since a normal continuation in the

growth of railway traffic will necessitate a corresponding

increase in locomotive output.
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Chart Showing the Proportion of Locomotives Equipped with

Superheaters and Feedwater Heaters

The largest factor fur increasing locomotive output,

however, may be anticipated in the form of facilities for

increasing the percentage of time that locomotives are

available for active service. This will come in the form of

better equipment for maintaining motive power and turn-

ing it rapidly at terminals. Not to exceed 9.000 locomo-

tives are now being operated through terminals having

modern equipment for filling boilers with hot feedwater

heated by blown-off steam. The installation of this type

of feedwater heating equipment at all large locomotive

terminals would add the equivalent of approximately 1.900

locomotives to the power available for service.

This enlargen.ent in motive power capacity will be

accompanied by a reduction in fuel consumption of corre-

sponding proportions so tiiat the outlook for locomotive

feedwater heating is truly a great prospect.

Topics for General Foremen's Convention

The International Railway General Foreman's .Associa-

tion has apiX)intcd committees to report on the following

topics at the annual convention in Chicago next Sep-

tember.

Automatic Train Control—Charles C. Kirkhuff. Atchi-

son Topeka & .Santa Fe. Chicago, chairman.

Supervision and Re])airs of SjKjcial .Appliances, Boost-

ers, Reverse Gears, Feedwater Heaters, etc.—J. TI. Arm-
strong, Atchison. Topeka i<: Santa Fe, Topeka, Kans.,

chairman.

Straight Line r,r Spot System of Car Repairs—G. P.

Hoffman, Baltimore & r)hia, I'.altimore, Md., chairman.

What Can the General [•Oreman Contrilnite to Obtain

More Ton-Miles Per .Shop .Man-liour?— F. I!. Harmon,

.Atchison, Topeka & Santa i-'c. San I'.crnardinf), Cal., chair-

man.
Reclamation of Material. Car and Locomotive— .A. J.

Larrick, Baltimore & Ohio, Chillicothe, Ohio, chairman.
Best Routing System to Increase Shop Output—Wal-

lace ^Murray, Chicago Rock Island & Pacific, Silvis, 111.,

chairman.

Additional information may be obtained from the sec-

retary-treasurer of the association, William Hall, Winona,
Minn.

Report of Locomotive Inspection Bureau
The Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Interstate

Commerce Commission inspected 6,298 locomotives during

January, of which 3,054 were found defective and 354
were ordered out of service, according to commission's

monthly report to Congress on the condition of railroad

equipment. The Bureau of Safety during the month in-

spected 99.425 freight cars, of which 3,265 were found
defective and 2,137 passenger cars, of which 24 were
found defective. Thirteen cases involving 36 viola-

tions of the safety appliance acts were transmitted in Jan-
uary to various United States Attorneys for prosecution.

During the year 1924, 31,446 locomotives were inspected,

of which 14,617, or 46 per cent, were found defective.

An Estimate of Passenger Transportation

by Busses

A statement by Edward F. Loomis, secretary of the

national motor truck committee, National Automobile
Chamber of Commerce, indicates that 12,500 busses and
automobiles for bus use, were built and placed in service

in the United States in the year 1924. This fact to-

gether with the estimate of 2,500,000,000 passengers car-

ried in old and new busses in 1924, indicates the im-

portance of the highway bus in our passenger trans-

fwrtation system. When added to busses in operation

prior to 1924, these new vehicles bring the total number
of busses in service in the United States and Canada on

January 1, 1925, to 53,000. The gain during 1924 there-

fore represents approximately 25 per cent of the total

now in use.

The figures and estimates by Mr. Loomis are based

on a survey to which Bus TransiX)rtation, the American
Electric Railway Association, the Electric Raihvay
Journal, and the National .Automobile Chamber of Com-
merce contributed. They show an approximate distribu-

tion of ownership as follows

:

Common carrier independents 31,100

Electric rail wavs 3,000

Hotels : 1,000

.Schools 15,000

Sightseeing, tourist and contract 1,500

Industrial use. including real estate, department store.

apartment house, garage and factory service 1,075

Railroad terminal companies 250
Total 52,925

That electric railways realize the possibilities of the

bus as a transportation medium is attested by the fact

that while only 1,200 busses were used in this field on

January 1, 1924, no less than 3,000 were used on Jan-

uary 1, 1925, representing an increase of 150 per cent.

Three steam railroads are also operating Imsses in com-
ninn carrier service through subsidiaries.

Woman Authorized Railway Director by the

I. C. C.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has given per-

mission to Helen L. Welsh, assistant secretary of the El

Paso & Southwestern Ry. to serve as a director of the

Southern Pacific Co., the Central Pacific R. R. This

marks the first time the commission has ever granted this

permission to a woman.
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The Economics of Feedwater Heating

In another column there is published an abstract of

a paper on Locomotive Feedwater Heating by Mr. L. G.

Plant of the National Boiler Washing Company, in which

he assumes the same attitude of optimism as to the possi-

bilities of future locomotive development that was taken

at the recent locomotive symposium before the New York-

Railroad Club, and based, a part at least, of his prognos-

tication on what the locomotive has done in the past. Of
course it is acknowledged that there must have been a

cause back of the great development of the locomotive

during the past twenty-five years and it is here attributed

to the growth of railway traffic and the necessity of meet-

ing its demands. These requirements have been so well

fulfilled that there has been the avoidance of the necessity

of building 300,000 miles of main line track since 1900.

^Ir. Plant reiterates what has. so frequently, been

.'itated elsewhere in another way, that the improvements
in the details of the machine and in the attached appliances

of the locomotive, which have been advocated because of

their money saving possibilities have not been utilized for

that purpose, but rather to so increase the capacity or

efficiency of the locomotive that more work has been

obtained from the same type of equipment than was possi-

l)le before, and, at the same time, there has been a reduc-

tion in the cost per unit of work done.

.\s for the heating of feedwater this is a solved problem

so far as the technical details are concerned and it is now
a matter of economics as to its further adoption, and these

economics "are based on physical laws that are as old as

creation and as fundamental to the locomotive as the

generation of steam itself."

In order to emphasize this economic feature attention is

called to the estimate that "approximately 20 per cent, of

all locomotive fuel is consumed at terminals and that, in

firing a locomotive by means of the shop blast, there is

a steam ccm^umiJtion of 40 boiler horsepower per hour,

and that b}- preheating the feedwater before kindling the

fire about 1,200 pounds of coal can be saved.

All of which is about as eloquent a plea as can be offered

for the practice which Mr. Plant advocates.

His picture of a fireless, smokeless roundhouse, where
steam is generated from water heated by the waste steam
of other locomotives, is a very attractive one, not only

from the economic aspects but from that of the comfort
and consequent efficiency of the men at work therein.

This matter will be further dealt with in a future issue.

The estimate that an expenditure of from 110 to 125
million dollars in feedwater heaters will conserve the

expenditure of about 400 million dollars for new locomo-
tives is an attractive economic proposition and when we
consider that the number of feedwater heaters in use has
risen from seven to 2,400 within the past five years, the

appearances are that its value is coming into a rapid

appreciation.

Finally he shows that the use of a system of preheat-

ing the filling water for locomotive boilers, that is used
after a washout will not only save fuel and time but will

save labor as well, if steam is raised by the utilization of

steam from the stationary plant. This can be made to

operate automatically so that when once started it needs
no further attention until it is time to disconnect the pipes

and move the locomotive to the firing shed.

Here we have not only a saving in the cost of raising

steam but a reduction of the locomotive time at terminals,

an item that has vexed the operating department for many
years. With these facts before us, there seems to be
little doubt that the plea for a full extension of the adop-
tion of the feedwater heater, provided water conditions

will admit of it, and the use of a preheated filling water,

has a sound basis to rest upon.

The St. Paul's Electrifiefl Divisions as

Compared with Steam Operation

President H. E. Byram has recently issued a most in-

teresting and comprehensive report showing the compara-
tive cost of electrical and steam operation on the Rocky
Mountain, Missoula and Coast Divisions of the Chicago,

:\Iilwaukee & St. Paul Railway as of 1923.

There is a total of 25 pages of text, tables, charts,

statistics, etc., including a map and profile of the lines

from Harlowton, Mont., to Tacoma, Wash., which covers

the electrified zones that total 650 luiles (or about 6 per

cent of their mileage), and is by far the most extensive

operation of this kind ever undertaken, crossing as it

does the mountain ranges in Montana, Idaho and Wash-
ington in its route from Chicago to the Pacific coast.

From its inception, this installation has been constantl)'^

under consideration by the leading engineers and trans-

]wrtation experts of the world, and since its completion

it has been visited and studied by individuals and im-

portant committees not onlv from railways in the United
States but most all foreign countries that are interested

in transportation problems. It therefore follows that Mr.
Byram's report, carefully prepared by statistical and tech-

nical experts, will furnish valuable information not here-

tofore available.

It is not our purpose to attempt an analysis of the

great mass of data in this report, but to touch upon cer-

tain features in their relation to or bearing upon present

conditions with respect to the St. Paul property as a

whole.

This monograph shows clearly that electric operation

on the district embraced is far more economical than steam

power, the net total amount of saving over a period of
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nine years being $12,400,007, or an average of about

$1,377,778 per year resulting from an expenditure or ad-

ditional capital investment of $15,625,739, or about $24,-

039 per mile on 650 miles of line, for conversion from
steam power to electric.

Aside from and in addition to the economies above
shown, the writer can, as a result of having been over this

line, riding on the electric locomotives handling trains so

successfully over these heavy mountain grades, without
the jars, jerks, impacts, smoke, noise, grinding brake
shoes and hot wheels incident to and unavoidable with
steam locomotives, certify to the highlv satisfactory man-
ner in which this St. Paul installation operates. To see ana
experience is to know whereof we speak, and any railway

man who has wrestled with the intricate, expensive, and
at times dangerous problems involved in moving trains up
a mountain side against ruling grades of 1^/^ to as high
as 3 per cent with steam power, and then by excessive

wear, grinding or burning of brake shoes and wheels, and
sometimes damage to engines, controlled these trains on
the descending grades, could then witness the St. Paul's

electric operation, and did not become enthused over it,

is too dull of comprehension to be able to intelligently

draw the line of demarcation in the most elementary prob-

lems of railway operation.

Legal and Financial Yard Stick

In the last analysis there are two standards or yard
sticks to which all railway problems must conform to be

accepted as satisfactory, namely, legal and financial, and
as no legal questions are here involved we are only con-

cerned in the financial or economic feature. This, we feel,

should be reviewed from its inception and then given its

broadest application as to present and possible future ef-

panacea or "cure all" for the economic ills from which
they all have, and some still sufifer.

When the foregoing "funeral arrangements" were ten-

tatively mapped out for the steam locomotive, there were
about 26,000 locomotives with an average tractive power
of less than 25,000 lbs. while today we have about 67,000
steam locomotives with a combined tractive power of
2,576,641,000- lbs., while there is a total of about 400
electric locomotives.

Thus during this intervening period the steam locomo-
tive has increased in number something like 150 per cent
and in capacity about 296 per cent, while of the numer-
ous railways that have struggled against the adverse con-
ditions during the past two decades, there were only two
that to any appreciable extent changed from steam power
to electricity, and in each case it appears from the records
that following the additional investment and with the com-
pletion and operation of what at that time was claimed
would materially increase the prosperity of these companies
that their financial difficulties seemed to increase rather
than yield to the new order of things, and even now these
lines do not seem to show any particular advantage over
others in the same or similar territory that operate en-
tirely vdth steam locomotives.

As the results from large capital expenditures in plant
betterment, such as grade reduction, electrification, etc.,

should be evidenced by a proper return, and reflected in

the relative value of securities, it might be of interest to
compare the financial features of the St. Paul and its two
neighbors and principal competitors, the latter having ad-
hered to the steam locomotive as a prime mover.
From the foregoing it would appear to students of

such problems that the two things of which the St. Paul

Average price of

stock & dividend

rate. 1912

Name of Aver. Div.

Company Price Rate

Great Northern $125 7%
Northern Pacific $125 7%

fC-$108 5%
(P-$140 7%

Average $124

St. Paul

Average price of

stock & dividend

rate :March.l925

Price

$70 5%
$70 5%
$13 none)

$22 nonej

$44

Mileage .Stocks and P.onds and .'\verage per mile

Average Gross earn-
Mileage Stock and Bonds jier mile ings 1923

8,254 $549,107,051 $66,526 $120,077,771
6,678 567,849,500 85,032 102,002,060

1,030 667,965,179 60,558

70,705

169,628,337

feet on the property, for there may be those who in the

pa.st, and even now, may have not clearly understood the

economic value of electricity as a prime mover in the

transportation field.

Electricity in Transportation

Following the first successfully operated street railway

by electricity in this country, the engineers who had in

the face of much opposition and no small amount of ridi-

cule performed this great feat, were not only acclaimed

as it were, but most all the former "doubting Thomases"
exfjcrienced a change of heart overnight, but many of

them were more extravagant in their prophecies for the

future of electricity in the entire steam railway field than

they had so recently been in their criticism and condemna-
tion of those whom they termed "fools or cranks."

The press, particularly the technical branch, also joined

the chorus of endorsement. One of our then leading rail-

way presidents in an authorized interview predicted that

in 25 to 30 years Tfrom 1881 ) the steam locomotive would
practically be extinct, except possibly a rare s])ecimen

here and there on some out of the way and out of date

short line, and from that day to the present, with varying

degrees of enthusiasm, in season and out, electrification

of steam railways has been advocated and urged as a

were and have for some time been in greatest need and
which are ab.solutely essential to their present and future
welfare are

:

(a) A very pronounced increase in volume of traffic,

lireferably high grade tonnage, so as to utilize more nearly
up to its capacity their highly developed transportation
unit. In other words, the plant is idle too much of the
time and needs more btisiness as the overhead and depre-
ciation is going on all the time.

(b) Rearrangement of their financial structure, pro-
viding a substantial reduction in fixed charges.

The latter item seems quite important when considered
in connection with the fact that in spite of economies ef-

fected of about $12,400,000 from electrification that the
company's surplus has been reduced in the past five (5)
years from $42,380,000 to $20,373,000 to meet deficits

from operation, and that maturities to be met in the next
8 years total approximately $151,912,315.00 or an average
of almost $19,000,000.00 fx-r year.

The St. Paul is a splendid property and is ablv man-
aged by one of the best railway men in this country, but
there is no man or set of men that can get more than
about 100 cents out of a dollar, no matter whether he
be farmer, banker, manufacturer, or railwav executive.



The Relation of Track to Stress

Indications That the Condition of the Track Has an Important Influence on the Intensity of the

Lateral Stresses Imposed Upon It

By GEO. L. FOWLER
'one swallow does not make aIt is an old saying that

summer." While the sayint; may have the wisdom of our

fathers hack of it, it is equally true that while the one

swallow may not make a summer, still the appearance of

a single swallow is a i)resage that sumnu-r is not far

away.
So the scanty data here presented cannot be taken as a

demonstration that track condition is the prime or con-

trolling element in the development of the stresses to

which it is subjected, that data does indicate that the con-

dition of the track has an important influence.

An article on Track and Tonnage which appeared in

Railway & Locomotive Engineering for January,

1925, gave the results of track improvement in the in-

creased possible tonnage of trains. A case where a

change of track conditions was entirely responsible, as

everything else remained the same. But
while this may have improved the haul-

ing capacity of the locomotives, there is

nothing in connection with it to show or

prove that the actual stresses between

the wheel and the rail were either in-

creased or diminished, and it is only

when taken in connection with other facts

that are to follow that we have the right

to infer that such a decrease probably did

occur.

It is almost axiomatic to say that track

condition has an important influence on

vertical stresses. Still it may be well to

cite some available data, of which there is

confessedly very little of a really quanti-

tative character.

It is common practice to judge the sur-

facing of a track by the amplitude of the

vibrations of the recording needle of a

vibration recorder placed upon the floor

of a car. The greater the vibration the

rougher the track, and also the greater

the vibration the greater the assumed in-

tensity of the vertical stresses. An ex-

ample of such a record is given in the

two accompanying diagrams. In one the

car was ,run over a branch line, where

the track was not in good surface and

in the other it was over a well-sur-

faced main line. The difference in the

amplitude of the vibrations is some in-

dication of the relative intensity of the

stresses imposed, though far from an accurate measurement.

The same statement holds for the horizontal vibrations.

In lx)th cases the car was the same and the only change

was the condition of the track.

.\s for lateral stresses the available data indicates a

close relationship between their intensity and the influence

of track condition, though as to exactly what the condition

must be in order to increase or decrease the lateral stress

is not very well defined.

.\n investigation was made on a straight track on the

Canadian Pacific some time ago in which for a distance

covered by sixty ties, the amount of the lateral thrust on

the rail at each end of each tie was recorded.

The track was laid on. a fill about four feet high, the

grade material having been deiwsited on a moskeg foun-

dation that was very elastic. There was a distinct wave
motion between the trucks whenever a train passed, which

was not influenced, in any way, by the application oj

presence of the recording apparatus. The point to be

borne in mind is that the track was very elastic and had

consideralile vertical motion under the passage of a train

or locomotive.

Locomotives of various types were run, at different

s])ecds. over this track.

It was found that regardless (}f type of locomotive or

the speed at which it was run the heavy stresses were
imposed on the same ties. To illustrate this a few dia-

grams are here presented.

In one the lateral thrusts imposed on the right and left

hand rails bv a Pacific locomotive, rtmning at speeds of

Comparison of Lateral Thrust of Pacific Type Lo 30 Miles Per Hour

30 and ()U miles an hour are given in complete detail.

The indicator numbers are those of the instruments

used, those on the right hand rail having been given the

odd and those on the left hand rail the even numbers.

The dotted line indicates the thrusts at a speed of 30

and the full lines at a speed of 60 miles an hour. The
uniformity of the rise and fall of these lines is remarkable.

Not only do the ties on which the high pressures and low

pressures severally occur coincide, but there is less varia-

tion in their intensities than would have lieen expected.

That the counter .balances and running gear of the en-

gine should have occupied the same points relatively to

the ties at these two speeds is inconceivable, for in order

to attain the speeds recorded the locomotive was sent back
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two miles from the apparatus as a starting point for the

sixt\- miles an hour record while a half mile served for

the speed of thirty miles an hour.

A second diagram shows a comparison between the

lateral thrusts imposed by a Pacific locomotive running

iparison Lateral Thrusts of Pacific Type Locomotive at 59'/2 Miles Pe
Consolidation Type at 30 Miles Per Hour

at a speed of 59i/^ miles per hour and a consolidation at

30 miles per hour. And again there is an almost abso-

lute coincidence of the high and low sjxits.

Furthermore, if the high i)()ints of the two diagrams

are checked one against the other, they will he found to be

in very close agreement.

In short, this investigation seems to

show that if the wheels of one engine

place a high pressure upon the rail

at any one point, then the wheels of all

types of engines regardless of speed will

place a high pressure u])on the rail at

that point. .At least that holds for the

jjarticular track upon which these runs

were made.
L'nfortunately this peculiarity was not

detected until the investigation was nearly

completed so that little or nothing was
done in order to ascertain what i)eculi-

arity of track condition was responsiljle

for this unexpected result.

There was a very crude attempt made
to measure the vertical movement of the

rails, but the measurements must be con-

sidered as mere approximations.

The record of the average vertical rail

movement at each tie for one series of

runs is plotted against the average lateral

pressures exerted by a Pacific locomotive

making seven runs over the apparatus.

There were two each at 40, 50 and 60
miles an hour and one at 30.

seconds of an inch. It is to be understood, moreover,

that this deflection is that of the rail relatively to the

roadbed and not the total deflection, because, as already

stated, the roadbed itself had an undulatory motion under
the passage of the locomotive or trim.

In this we find that there is little

or no fixed relationship between the

magnitude of the deflection and the rail

pressures. .So that insofar as these in-

vestigations are concerned we are left in

the dark as to whether it is deflection or

lack of deflection that increases or de-

creases the lateral pressure of the wheel

on the rail.

Again in another investigation the

same coincidence of maximum stresses

appear. In this case the track was
especially prepared for the tests. Steel

ties were used to which the recording
heads were applied and they were set in

stone ballast which was lined and sur-

faced and the whole was in a very sub-

stantial condition, and there was no wave
motion accompanying the passage of a

locomotive that was perceptible to the

eye.

rhree records have been taken at hap-
hazard from the many that were made
and plotted in juxtaposition. These were
the records of an eight-wheeler (4-4-0)

at a speed of 85 miles per hour, and two
of a ten-wheeler (4-6-0) at speeds of 27

'

and 18.2 miles per hour respectively.

While there is not the same close

harmony of action that there was in the

]jrevious case, there is enough to indicate

that track conditions had an influence upon the wheel pres-

sures exerted upon the rail. In this case the reading is

inter] )reted in terms of the depths of the depression made
in a steel plate by a hardened steel ball.

In this case there was a greater harmony of action be-
tween the twii speeds of the ten-wheeler than between the

Relation of Lateral Thru^ of Pacific Type Locomotive to Rail Movement

The vertical scale for the wheel pressures, indicated action of the ten-wheeler and that of the eight-wheeler,
by a solid line, is expressed in lbs. of thrust, while that of The lateral thrust of the latter being generally less in
the rail movement or deflection is expressed in thirty- .spite of its greater speed. Yet there was a decided co-
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incidence between the high and low spots of the two types

ot locomotives even when running on this track that was
esijecially prejjared to avoid track variation.

So much for indications obtained on a normal track.

The results on a distorted track were more pronounced
provided that the distortion was of the proper character.

Where a short hui:ip was put in one rail it produced no
noticeable effect on the action of the locomotive, as the

rise and fall was cared for by the springs, without mov-
ing the body of the vehicle itself. When this hump was
lengthened, men on the engine could feel the rise, but

there was no marked change in the intensity of the lateral

blows delivered by the wheels upon the rails.

These last items, which are almost self evident in their

results are quoted merely to emphasize the probability of

track influence when in its normal condition.

The conclusion reached after a consideration of these

investigations is that the blow delivered or the stress im-

posed at any particular point of the track is dependent
more on the condition of the roadbed than of the locomo-
tive. This is shown by the marked similarity of the dia-

grams of any particular locomotive, from which it appears

that the light and heavy blows are apt to occur at the

same unit respectively, regardless of the speed at which
the engine may be running.

As to just what that track condition must be in order

Comparison of Lateral Thrusts Imposed by Eight and Ten Wheeled Locomotives on a Stone- Ballasted, Especially Prepared Track

Two humps were then put in the rails, one in each,

set diagonally from each other. This caused a material

increase in the intensity of the lateral blows delivered

against the rail. The next step was to place three diag-

r/ou/f£s /NDic^ r£ Sfc £i> //v ,

vs/i ricAL I

Vibrations of Passenger Car on a Smooth and Rough Track

onal humps in the track ; two in one rail and one in the

other. This caused such an increase in the intensity of

the lateral blows that when traversing the track at a speed

of 45 miles per hour, the engine was rolling to such an
extent and the lateral thrusts were so great, that it was
considered inadvisable to run any faster or even to repeat

the runs at that speed.

It was also found that if one rail of a straight track is

made higher than the other, the locomotive will lay over

against the low rail and the lateral stresses oti both rails

will be less tlian when they are on the same level.

Finally with a widened gauge the lateral stresses which

a locomotive will put upon the track will be increased.

to cause a locomotive to deliver a heavy or light blow at

any particular place cannot be stated from available data.

Whether it is a rail movement or rail rigidity has not yet

been determined, but from the checking of data procured

under widely different conditions of track, it seems prob-

able that these blows may be caused not so much by ac-

tual movement or lack of movement of the rail but by the

relation of the rail movements to each other at two ad-

jacent points. This, however, still partakes of the nature

of a surmise. But the fact remains that the track condi-

tion is a most important factor in whatever may occur.

Cars on order number 59,295

Class I railroads on February 1 had 59,295 freight cars

on order, by the carriers with the Car Service Division

of the American Railway Association.

This compares with 55,684 on order on January 1

this year and 25,390 on order on February 1, 1924.

Of the total number on order on February 1 this year,

box cars numbered 31,018, coal cars 22,111 and refrigera-

tor cars 2,406.

During the month of January this year 12,735 freight

cars were placed in service by the Class I railroads of

which box cars totaled 6.367, coal cars 3,935 and re-

frigerator cars 1,272. In January 1924 a total of 16,192

freight cars were installed in service.

Reports also showed 167 locomotives placed in service

during the month of January with 280 on order on
February 1. During the month of January last year 271

locomotives were installed in service while there were 439
on order on February 1, 1924.



New York Central Railroad Electric Freight Locomotives

The New York Central Railroad Company has placed

orders with the General Electric Company for seven 100-

ton electric switching locomotives and two 170-ton electric

road freight locomotives, to be pnt in ser\'ice on the Elec-

The specification for the switching locomotives provide
for handling a 1,500-ton trailing train, consisting of 75

per cent empties and the balance of loaded cars, at a speed
of not less than 25 miles per hour. The road locomotives

Side Elevation of New York Central Railroad 100-Ton Electric Switching Locomotives

trie Division at New York City and vicinity. These Icco- will handle a 3,000-ton train of the same general make-up,
motives will be thoroughly tried out, in anticipation of at speeds not less than 32 miles an hour.

the future electrification of the West Side freight tracks The switching locomotives are of the steeple cab type,

BLOnEF 2ET I

Arrangement of Apparatus on New York Central Railr

BHEiRHER

d 100-Ton Electric Switching Locomotives

nmning from Spuyten Duyvil to Canal street in the city

of New York. The locomotives, which are being built

jointly by the Gt-neral Electric Company and the Ameri-
can Locomotive Company, will be equipped for both third

rail and overhead collection of current.

carrying two swivel, equalized trucks equip|)C(l with four

600 volt motors. The outline of the locomotive is shown
in one of the illustrations and the general arrangement
of the apparatus in the cab in the other. The nominal
continuous rating of these locomotives is 1,240 horse-
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power, or approximately 310 horsepower per motor. A
gear ratio of 72 to 17 is used with the cushion type

gear. This has given satisfactory service on the Paulista

locomotives, and is being used with similar success on
the Mexican Railway Company's locomotives.

The cab platform consists of an integral steel casting

to insure ample strength for this character of service.

parallel and full parallel. In addition, two reduced field

steps may be used with each motor arrangement, giving

a total of nine free running sj>eeds. Two compressors

provide a total of 200 cubic feet displacement at 130

pounds pressure for the air brakes. Other accessories in-

clude a motor-driven blower located in the end cab for

ventilating the traction motors, a bell and whistle mounted

Side Elevation of New York Central Railroad 170-Ton Freight Locomotives

A master controller is provided at the engineer's position

on each side of the cab, and the control and auxiliary

apparatus is installed in the sloping end cabs.

The control is Type PCL, of)erating from a 32-volt

storage battery. The 32-volt supply, in addition to

operating all control circuits, is also used for cab lighting

and for headlights. The type of control eliminates high

voltage from the master controller and employs electro-

pneumatic contactors located in the end cabs for operat-

ing- the main circuits. Remote control is used for all

on the roof, and suitable equipment of air-operated

Sanders.

Road-Freight Locomotives

The running gear for the freight locomotives is similar

to two switching locomotives coupled by an articulated

joint, and the motor and control equipment duplicates

those used on the switchers. The out line of this loco-

motive is also shown in the drawings as is the arrange-

ment of the apparatus in the cabs. A gear ratio of 69

Arrangement of Apparatus on New York Central Railroad 170-Ton Electric Freight Locomotives

accessories, including blower motor circuit, compressors,

reversers, etc. Protection against overload or short cir-

cuit is obtained by a high speed circuit breaker connected

in the high side of the main supply. An additional pro-

tection against injury to the individual motors is provided

by overload relays in each motor circuit. These are so

arranged that a short circuit on an individual motor will

trip out the high speed breaker. The battery is charged

by being connected in series with the blower motor. To
protect against over-charging, a by-pass resistance is used

in parallel with the battery thus reducing the charging

current. The use of this resistance is controlled by an

ampere-hour meter.

The master controller is of the standard design, using

three handles—the main operating handle, a reversing

handle, and a reduced field handle. Three full running

sfjeeds are provided, with the motors in series, series

to 20, however, is used, giving a higher running speed

and permitting a maximimi speed of 60 miles per hour.

Two box type cabs are provided. These are carried on
cast platforins similar to those used in the switchers.

Two compressors, giving a total displacement of 300
cubic feet of free air at 130 pounds pressure, will be in-

stalled. The box cabs will be somewhat similar in ap-

pearance to the present passenger locomotives, having
rounded ends of the same general character. A high
speed circuit breaker will be installed in each cab, pro-

tecting each half unit independent of the other. The
pantographs are of the hornless design, operating through

a range of 25 inches. Two of these are mounted on each

cab. In order to operate over the present Electric

EHvision and such portion of the West Side tracks as

will be equipped with third rail, shoes are provided on
both sides of each truck.
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One of the novel details is the provision of forced

grease lubrication for the pins in the spring rigging.

A bell and whistle are also provided on each cab. All

locomotives w411 be equipped with solid rolled steel

wheels, in accordance with the railroad company's speci-

fications.

Provision is also made for a complete set of tests, to be

made by the General Electric Company and the Xew York
Central Railroad jointly, after these locomotives have been

delivered to the electric division, when details of their per-

formance will be published in the pages of this magazine.

The principal features of these two locomotives are as

follows

:

Road Switcher

Length 67 ft. 4 in. Z7 ft. in.

Height (over trolley locked

down ) 14 ft. 5 in. 14 ft. 5 in.

\Mieel base 53 ft. 9 in. 26 ft. 3 in.

Rigid wheel base 8 ft. 3 in. 8 ft. 3 in.

Maximimi emergency,
m.p.h 60 60

Gauge 4 ft. 81/ in. 4 ft. 8j4 in.

Analyzing Shop Output and Costs
A Paper Read Before the New England Railroad Club

By J. E. Slater, Assistant to General Manager, New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

Before discussing methods of statistical analysis, one
should inquire whether any method of analyzing shop out-

put and costs is, in fact, necessary. A large number un-

doubtedly will answer in the negative. That same an-

swer has been made by many transportation officers as

well, but such a statement is based upon a hope rather

than upon a fact.

1 have in mind several years ago a study which was
made of a particular phase of engine house operation in

which a very large amount of overtime was being earned.

The mere figures in themselves were so conclusive that the

overtime was eliminated immediately the information was
in the hands of the officer in question. Although he had
observ-ed that operation at that particular point many
times before, and though it was under the constant view
of his subordinates, it had never occurred to any of them
that such a saving was possible.

P'or the railroads of the United States, the ratio of

maintenance of way expenses to operating revenues in

1913 was 13.1 per cent; in 1923, it was 12.9 per cent. In

the same period, the ratio of transportation expenses to

operating revenues increased from 34.4 to 36.9. On the

other hand, the maintenance of equipment ratio increased

from 16.1 per cent to 23.4 per cent. These figures in

themselves do not signify that there has been an excessive

increase in maintenance of equipment expenses. Never-

theless, they put the question squarely to the mechanical
officers to justify the startling differences. While there is

no doubt that the increase in the size of the locomotive, in

the number of appliances and the increase in the intensity

of the work are important factors, it is impossiljle to judge
accurately to what e.xtent the greater increase in mechan-
ical expenses is due to these factors. With the scanty

amount of information available, it is difficult to tell any-

thing about our maintenance of equipment expenses. Is

it not common sense to attempt to analyze these expenses
before we condemn entirely the use of statistics in mechan-
ical operations?

Yet we do have some mechanical statistics. Whether he
desires it or not, the mechanical officer will be checked
by the data available. That data should be informative.

•Today it is not. Let us then analyze the statistics which
are available and determine to what extent they give

accurate information and whether it is possible to make
such changes that a proper analysis can be made.

The Weakness of Locomotive Repair Classifications

The statistics of output of our locomotive shops are

confined for the most part to the number of engines

turned out. The classification of locomotive repairs

adopted by the United States Railway Administration has

been continued, not apparently because it has any intrinsic

merit, but because no better classification has been sug-
gested.

While by this classification it is intended that heavy
classes of repairs should mean heavy work for the entire

locomotive and lighter classes of repairs should cover
hght repairs for all parts of the locomotive, as a practical

matter the classification is largely controlled by the boiler

and firebox work and the turning of tires. The work on
machinery and tender is not controlling. Furthermore, the

classifications are so broad that in themselves they give

little idea as to the amount of work which has been done.
If an engine house turns a set of tires and does the neces-

sary work on the machinery and boiler, it is given credit

for a Class 5 repair. If, in a shop, the flues are not
installed new or re-set but very heavy repairs are made
on the machinery, possibly involving new cylinders, ex-
tensive rod work, etc.. it received credit only for a Class
5 repair.

In connection with the Class 3 repair there may be
nothing done on the boiler, but the installation of a new
set of flues

; yet, the same credit is allowed as when a new
set of flues is installed and the firebox largely renewed.
Every mechanical man recalls numerous cases of Class 5

repairs costing more than Class 3 repairs, and one Class

3 repair costing twice as much as another at the same shop
and for the same class of locomotive.

Frequently attempts are made to equate classes of
repair to standard units. A Class 1 repair is assumed to
have three times the weight of a Class 5 repair, a Class 2,

two and ont-half times, etc., the total output being ex-
pressed in equated Class 5 repairs. I have tried to do this

myself and at last have arrived at the conclusion that such
a method is not worth the time taken to perform the
work. An example of the uselessness of such attempts
came to my attention very recently. A statement was
prepared analyzing the costs of classified repairs at one of
our shops. The classified re])airs were equated to Class

5 repairs and a cost per tmit obtained for each month of

the year. Using the first month as a base, and comparing
the results of the other months with it, it was found that

the costs for the later months were consistently lower than
the costs for the first months. The saving for the eleven
months was found to be in the vicinity of $300,000. The
statement was given me to check. We set up another
statement using the last six months of 1923 as a base in-

stead of January, 1924. The method of equating was
slightly different but based upon the actual differences in

the cost of the various classes of repair during the year
1924. This staten-.ent indicated that instead of there

being a saving of $300,000 there was a loss of approxi-
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mately $350,000. Which of the statements is correct,

neither I nor anyone can tell.

In spite of the well recognized fact that the present

classification furnishes little information as to the work
done, it is universally used and is one of the few statistics

which we have today governing our locomotive main-

tenance program. It is an excellent example of the weak-

ness of our present mechanical statistics, for it provides

just enough information to provoke questions, while it

answers few of them.

There are two ways hy which the statistics of output

of locomotive shops can he improved, either one of which

is a distinct step in advance of the present method. The
first method is that of breaking up the two largest and
most important classes, namely. Classes 3 and 5, into

sub-§;roups in accordance with the character and amount
of boiler and machinery work done. A segregation

made by one of the New Haven staff contemplates

six sub-classes under Class 3 and four under Class 5.

For the Class 3 repair, boiler work is divided into three

sub-classes and the machinery into three sub-classes. The
heaviest boiler work would involve the renewal of sec-

tions of a firebox, such as a half or quarter of a side

sheet, door sheet or throat sheet. The medium class of

boiler work would involve patching rather than renewals.

Under the light boiler work there would be no firebox

work.
Under the heavy machinery work there would be in-

volved new cylinders, pistons, guides, valves, crossheads,

on valve motion, as well as other heavy work on rods, shoes

and wedges, driving boxes, etc. This would be work
involved primarily in the superheating of engines for-

merly using saturated steam. The medium class of re-

pair would include heavy machinery work on locomotives

not being super-heated, involving a new cylinder or cyl-

inders re-bored and re-bushed, frames rebolted and work
of the same class on shoes and wedges, driving boxes,

rods, etc. The light class of repair would involve no
new cylinders, but only the necessary work in building

up, facing, grinding or aligning cylinders, pistons, valves,

guides, crossheads, rods, etc.

In Class 5. the boiler work and the machinery work are

each divided into two classes—heavy and light. The
heavy boiler work involves patching the firebox, while in

the light class of repair, no patching is required, but only

the necessary renewal of stay bolts and other work fol-

lowing the test. Under the heavy machinery work there

would be new cylinders or cylinders re-rebored and faced,

together with piston heads built up, rods ground and
guides either new or built up. It also involves the over-

hauling of the valve motion and crossheads babbitted and
planed. Under the lighter class of repair, there would be

no work on the cylinder and only necessary work on

rings, guides, rods, valve motion, etc.

Whether it is necessary to divide Class 3 repairs into

six groups and Class 5 into four groups or not, the tre-

mendous range in the average cost of these repairs makes
it obvious that some natural sub-divisions can be made.

Such sub-divisions would indicate clearly the causes for

differences in the cost of making classified repairs and
would tend to cut down to a very large extent the differ-

ences in the cost per engine. With the additional in-

formation as to the character of boiler and machinery
work, many questions would be answered on the face of

the report. This particular method also has the advantage

of using the present classification of locomotive repairs

and the information can be developed from the data on
the shop report. It is possible if comparisons are de-

sired, to go back and work it up for past periods.

The second method is that of equating the classified

repairs on the basis of standard hours. The standard

man-hours would represent the total hours under bonus
or piece work schedules necessary for the work. For ex-

ample, let us suppose that the standard hours of an

ordinary or normal Class 3 repair is 4,000. Let us then

assume that the standard hours of an actual Class 3 re-

pair is 4,400. The output would be increased not by one

Class 3 repair, but by 1.1 Class 3 repairs, likewise, if

the standard hours of an actual job amounted to but

3.600 hours, the output would be increased by only .9

Class 3 repair. In this manner, since the standard hours

are an absolute and unchanging measuring stick and are

not affected by any difference in the efficiency of the men,

there is provided an absolute method of equating the dif-

ferences in the amount of work done in different locomo-

tives. In days gone by, classifications were frequently

based upon the amount of money or man-hours actually

spent. The objection to this basis, however, is in the fact

that the more inefficient the men and supervision of the

shop, the heavier the class of repair as shown by the re-

port. When the work is expressed in standard hours, how-
ever, there is furnished an equation factor unaffected by

the efficiency of the men, changes in wage rates or other

like items.

This method, however, is possible of application only

where there is some cost time keeping or bonus system,

and where the operations are currently tabulated and the

standard hours applied to them. Fundamentally, it would
be possible to obtain the information where piece work
svstems are used, but the piece work system in itself does

not necessitate the compilation of what the man does

coupled with the length of tiine taken to do it. Under a

bonus or a cost time keeping system, such information

nuist be compiled in any event so that it is available for

other use without greatly increased clerical work. Such
a basis is not susceptible of universal application. The
standards would necessarily differ with different shops.

This, in itself, however, should not be a determining fac-

tor since it is generally recognized that it is impossible

to make comparisons between shops on any but the broad-

est lines, and such comparisons are usually fruitless.

One of the greatest defects in our present accounting

system as far as maintenance of equipment expenses are

concerned, is in the combination of classified and running

repairs in one account. One of the first segregations

which an\- road should make in its Account 308, Locomo-
tive Repairs, is a division between classified and running

repairs. These two groups of expenses are controlled by

dift'erent sets of circumstances. For the most part, one is

performed at the shops and the other at engine houses.

One is governed largely by the mileage over a period of

many months—the other by current mileage. One is pri-

marity on a production basis—the other on an emergency

basis. One should be measured by the amount of work
put on the engine, while the other can be measured by
current locomotive miles or other like units.

The second sub-division should be between types of

locomotives. This information is valuable, not only be-

cause the cost of maintenance will naturally vary with the

weight, size and class of service in which the engine is

engaged, but is also valuable to the management in its

consideration of future purchases of power. Everyone
knows that the maintenance cost per locomotive mile or

per 1,000 ton-miles of different types of locomotives of

approximately the same tractive force will vary consid-

erably, and it is highly important that the maintenance

costs should be on such accurate basis that the man-
agement can take these facts into account when purchas-

ing new engines.

In the division of the repair costs among the classes

of locomotives, and particularly when this is carried to a

cost for each locomotive repaired, it is of the utmost im-
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portance that the assignment should be as complete and

accurate as possible. All mechanical men are familiar

with the division of expenses that was obtained under

the old system in which the men designate the number of

hours spent on each engine. On almost every railroad

there are classic examples of large amounts being charged

to an engine which had not for a long period of time

turned a wheel or which had been stored. On the other

hand, when an accurate allocation of expenses is desired,

there is a great difficulty in assigning all of the expenses

or even a large portion to individual engines. If a knowl-

edge of the cost of repairing the individual engines in a

shop is of any value whatsoever, it is worth while to have

the clerical work in preparing these data made important

and not incidental.

Car Repair Costs

I believe it will be found that better records will be

obtained where the accoimting work is done under the

jurisdiction of the accounting department by a shop ac-

countant stationed at the shop than when it is done by

clerks on the mechanical department payroll. When the

accounting is done b>' the mechanical department em-
ployees, adequate supervision is rarely given it since the

work is not the fundamental job of the mechanical de-

partment. On the other hand, it is the principal task of

the accounting department to obtain accurate and com-
plete records. E.xperienced supervision is provided to see

that the records and reports are correct. New methods of

doing the work are studied and applied. It has been our

experience that with the accounting work done by the ac-

counting department better results are obtained.

I would go further, in dividing the cost of locomotive

repairs and would so segregate them that I would know
the cost of the maintenance or renewals of various parts

of the engine. The boiler would be divided as to shell,

firebox, tubes and other parts ; the machinery as to run-

ning gear, valve motion, frames, cylinders, rods, spring

rigging, foundation brake rigging, engine and trailer

trucks, cabs, boiler fittings, steam pipes, throttles, etc., air

brake equipment and miscellaneous ; the tender as to cis-

tern, underframe and trucks. In addition, there would be

separate costs for the unwheeling and stripping of the

engine and the final painting.

With this information, and with further segregations

which can be made when desired, it would be possible not

only to analyze to a better degree the cost of individual

repair jobs but to have available accurate information as

to various types of parts. The officers' data are ba.sed only
on observation and such information as may be derived

from checking the issues from the stores de])artment over
a \)ct\o(\ of years. (Jn the Xevv Haven this will not require

any appreciable increase in accounting expense, most of

the data being available now from the bonus record, the

only additional work being in adding several columns in-

stead of one or two.

Here, as in answer to many other questions on mechani-
cal costs. I would say that since we have practically no
information now, we can not say that such additional in-

formation will not be worth the expense of compiling it.

In view of the enormous expenditures for locomotive
maintenance, we should make the attempt before we con-
demn in wholesale fashion any method of analyzing ex-
f)enses more accurately.

Checking Unassigned Expenses

We usually think of costs in our own shops in terms
of labor and material, and I fear that very frequently the

items of unassigned and shop expense are not analyzed.

I question whether it is necessary to make any detained
analysis of these items currently since they will be con-
trolled to a large extent by the amount of production at

the shop. Nevertheless, in view of the fact that shop
expense will amount to 25 or 30 per cent of the cost of

assigned labor and the unassigned expense at some points

is very large, we should at least once or twice a year have
a complete segregation of these items and an analysis

made of them.

In addition to shop expense, there is the question of
the use of machinery. Large locomotive shops are filled

with expensive machinery and there should be some effort

to determine whether the purchase of machinery has been
justified. This should be done not as a post mortem
examination, but as an aid in the purchase of future ma-
chinery and also with a view of re-locating machinery in

that or some other shop where it can be used more in-

tensively. At commercial shops where cost accounting
systems are employed, overhead is charged for the ma-
chine and the space it occupies on the basis of the time in

use. No such system is necessary in a railroad shop, but
I see no reason why a time study can not be made period-
ically to determine the number of times machines are used
and the cost in fixed charges per operation.

It has been my observation that we are likely to go to
either of two extremes—either we assume that we can
make any item of material cheaper than we can buy it, or
we assume that we can make nothing as cheaply as we
can buy it. The best way of deciding this point accurately
is to test out the proposition and take into account the
fixed charges per operation on the machines used. This
will provide many surprises where there are expensive
machines without intensive use of them.

Locomotive Performance Related to Repair Costs

There is one other way of checking shop costs : by the
performance of the locomotives after they have come from
the shop. It is a general practice to assign a locomotive an
anticipated mileage up to the next shopping and a com
parison made of the actual mileage with the anticipated
mileage. There are many other ways and means, how-
ever, by which the shopwork can be checked. We have
found it exceedingly interesting to keep a chart showing
by individual locomotives the number of days out of ser-
vice and the days when there were failures. Poor shop
performance is frequently brought out by the large num-
ber of days that the engine is out of service for running
repairs and an analysis of the cause of the detention for
nmning repairs will indicate wherein the shop failed to do
its work properly. From the standpoint of general per-
formance of all locomotives turned out of the shop, it will
be found of interest to compare the shop costs in various
periods with the performance in the various classes of
service. For example, the freight locomotives can be
checked on the basis of the gross ton-miles per train hour,
the miles per locomotive day, the locomotive miles between
shoppings, the fuel consumption per 1,000 gross ton-miles
and the locomotive miles per failure. The passenger loco-
motive can be checked by the per cent of passenger trains
on time, average miles per locomotive per day, miles be-
tween shojipings, pounds of coal per passenger car mile
and miles per locomotive failure. The switching engines
can be checked by the miles per day, the miles per failure,

the miles between shopping and the pounds of coal per
switching locomotive mile. In other words, in any analy-
sis of shop costs from a standpoint of management, we
should not confine our attention to the cost per locomotive,
but must go further and compare these costs per unit of
output with the performance of the engines after they
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have been turned out. The output may decrease and the

cost per unit of output increase, but this may be due to im-

proved standards of maintenance and to more rigid in-

spection, which, in turn, will result in a far better per-

formance after the engines have been put in service. This

has been the actual situation on more than one railroad

under my observation.

In the case of passenger car repairs, there is no set rule

as to the classification of output. At the present time, on

the New Haven passenger car repairs are divided into two

main classes—general and minor. In a general repair the

paint is burned off; in a minor repair it is not. While

it may be true that the heaviest expense in connection

with the ordinary repairs to steel passenger cars is in the

painting, such a segregation is of little value where there is

a consistent program of installing steel underframes or

re-building tnicks on wooden cars or making extensive

renewals of plates on steel cars. In other words, this

segregation may be a fairly reasonable one for the New
of comparatively new steel cars and where there is rela-

tively less work being done on wooden cars.

When the steel cars are older and there must be exten-

sive repairs to the side plates on account of rusting around

window sills, eaves, etc.. the present classification will be

comparatively worthless. On another railroad we found

a dining car which was substantially re-built costing $25,-

000. This job, under our classification, would be placed

in the same class as a coach on which the ordinary general

repair work was done, costing about one-sixth as much.

Passenger Car Repair Output

The standard hour can be used here to excellent ad-

vantage. It provides an accurate measuring stick of

just what work was put on the car, not on the basis of the

time actually spent, but ujion a standard time for doing

that work. With a standard time, the same performance

each time is given the same credit and the sum total of the

operations can be expressed in the common unit of stand-

ard hours. If it is desired to maintain the present classes

such as the division of the Boston & Maine repairs into

five classes and the New Haven's into two. the output can

be expressed in ratios of a general repair or a minor re-

pair as measured by the relationship of the standard hours

of each actual job to the average or normal standard

hours for doing the ordinary amount of work for that

class.

As to the costs of repairing passenger cars there is

almost a complete lack of information. Frequently, not

even the costs of repairing individual units or classes of

equipment are kept. Such was the situation on the New
Haven until fairly recently when a system was instituted

by which the cost of repairing passenger cars was kept

separately for each unit repaired. These imits are then

combined into classes so that we receive monthly report

showing the cost per car for general and minor repairs

divided as between steel and wooden cars and divided

among the various clas.ses—coach, baggage, combination,

main, milk, etc. These figures in themselves are extreme-

ly valuable. We have gone further than this, however,

and have sub-divided the car so that we will obtain cur-

rently the information for the following sub-groupings

:

Scrubbing, trucks, platform, electrical work, inside car-

penter work, outside carpenter work, tinsmith work, pipe

work, painting, buffing, upholstering, and trimming.

With such sub-divisions it is possible to determine and
check separately the operations of the various departments,

and by applying the standard hours for the various opera-

tions we are able to tell the efficiency of the various de-

partments. Where work is delayed in the shop or where

the cost is too high, it is possible to tell readily and (|uickly

where the weakness lies.

Freight Car Repair Output

What I have said with reference to passenger car re-

pairs applies equally to freight car repairs. As far as the

output is concerned, there has been a tendency toward
greater uniformity. The classes of freight car repairs are,

for the most part, based upon the number of man-hours
for doing the work. On the Boston & Maine a general

repair must take 200 man-hours or over ; a heavy repair

from 20 to 199 man-hours, and a light repair from 1 to

1'^ man-hours. On the New Haven a Class 1 repair is

anything in excess of 175 man-hours; a Class 2 repair H
to 175 man-hours; a Class 3 repair from ^7 to 71 man-
hoin"s ; a Class 4 from 21 to 36 man-hours and a Class 5

repair under 20 man-hours. As far as the general sub-

division between heavy and light is concerned, the New
Haven and the Boston & Maine are on the same basis.

The objection to the man-hour basis of subdividing freight

car repairs is the same as that applying to the classification

(if passenger car or locomotive repairs in accordance with

money spent. The greater the efficiency of the force, the

less credit is given in the way of units of output. This
t bjection could readily be removed, if, instead of the actual

hours, the standard hours were used. The olijection to

the actual hours is well shown by an example in a shop
im the New Haven. When the bonus system of payment
was introduced in this shop, the efficiency of the force

gradually increased. With the additional compensation
and the realization on the part of the men that they would
receive as much in increased earnings as their efficiency

])ermitted, the performance improved more, .'\lmost all

of the work being done at this shop was re-building of

steel coal cars, a Class 1 repair. Yet, because most of the

work was being done in less than 175 man-hours, this shop
was being credited with a large number of Class 2 repairs,

simply because the efficiency of the force had increased to

that extent. If the standard hours had been used in this

case, there would have lieen no different on account of

the increase in the efficiency of the force and the number
of units of output would have been the same in the later

as in the earlier period. It is not, however, necessary to

use the standard hour where the data are not available

from which standard hours can be compiled. The impor-
tant classes of freight car repairs can be sub-divided just

as in the case of locomotives and the classification made to

depend ujjon the extent of the renewals of floor, sides,

roof, sills, trucks.

From the standpoint of costs, we should have for freight

car repairs either the cost of the individual jobs or the

cost by classes of cars. On the New Haven we receive

monthly the costs of heavy reapirs to box cars, coal cars,

flat cars and refrigerator cars. In addition, as in the case
of passenger cars and locomotives, we are arranging to

obtain the information as to the cost of repairing the dif-

ferent parts of the car. In this case, the sub-divisions are

as follows : Stripping, jacking up, trucks, under-frame,
draft gear and couplers, stringers and flooring, framing,

inside lining, outside .sheathing, roofing, door track and
doors, brake and pipe work, safety appliances and painting

and stenciling.

In this way it is possible not only to keep track of the

cost of doing the various kinds of work, but by a com-
parison of the standard hours, it is possible to tell the

relative efficiency of various groups of men doing the

different kinds of work.
It is quite likely, as I have enumerated at great length

the various reports and kinds of information which seem
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to nie to I.e of value to the mechanical officer, I have given

von the impression that he should be spending most of his

time analyzing reports rather than observing the work
being done. Elaborate reports are not valuable. The
fewer the reports and the more simple they are, the bet-

ter, but if we are to have any reports at all (and it is ob-

vious that we must have some ) . those reports should be

sufficiently comprehensive and accurate that they will be

informative rather than provocative. They should give in-

formation rather than suggest questions. All of the in-

formation which I have suggested need not be used, nor

need all of it be sent to all officers. It is obvious that the

amount of information needed by the mechanical superin-

tendent need not be as detailed as that made available to

the shop superintendent, and the information for the

general manager or other e.xecutive officers should be in

considerable less detail than that available for the me-
chanical superintendent. If, however, the reports are out-

lined properly, the same basic data can be used for them
all. the amount of detail being less for each grade of officer

receiving any information as to shop output and costs.

It is not necessary to check each kind of operation each

day. week or month. The' system of sampling and of

analyzing cross sections of the work is being found more
and more useful and satisfactory. We are using it in

transportation statistics where there is also an immense

mass of information. Different phases of operations can
be checked in a general way each month and a detailed

analysis made once in several months. In this way, it is

possilile to use the immense mass of mechanical statistics

by having a few simple reports currently and by making
detailed analysis periodically. For example, in checking
the output of a locomotive shop, we could have our cost

per unit of repair by classes of locomotives and by classes

of work, together with the utput, expressed in number of
units equated on the basis of standard repairs or the

number of classified repairs subdivided into 15 rather than
' classes. This information would not take long to

analyze currently. Then periodically we could analyze the

cost in detail of the boiler work, or the valve motion work,
the tender work, rods, etc. Occasionally we could test

out the cost of maintenance of different types of parts

about which more information is needed. On this basis

the amount of time necessary for the analysis would not be
great and this fund of valuable information could be used.

We should not assume that our costs are low and our
performance excellent simply because no one can prove
that they are not, and because it may require intensive

analysis and considerable expense to obtain accurate facts

as to the efficiency of our mechanical performance, we
should not assume that it is worthless to assume the ex-
pense until we have made the effort.

Where Railroad Billions Go
President Crowley of the New York Central Gives Some Curious Facts About Railroad Expenses

In an address before the Pittsburgh Traffic Club, P. E.

Crowley, President of the Xew \'ork Central Lines, told

some curious things about railroad expenses, from which
the following is e.xtracted

:

"The public has heard in the ]mst a great deal about

what the railroads take in but not enough about what the

railrf)ads pay out, with the result that in some quarters

there is, perhaps, an impression that money once paid into

a railroad till stays there and is lost to the world. The
more than six billion dollars which the railroads received

in 192.3, aii'l the lesser sum which they received in 1924,

hesitated in the treasuries of the carriers hardly long

enough to l)e counted before the\- hurriefl out again to

hel]) turn the wheels of industry and commerce and to

^upjjort the life of the country. Very few of these busy
dollars gravitated to the stockholders, to the owners of

the railroads. As a matter of fact the carriers as a whole
have been unable to earn the amount prescribed by the

Interstate Commerce Commission as a fair return on the

value of property devotefl to ]jublic service under the

Transportation .\ct of 1920. Furthermore, something
mf)re than one-third of the railroad mileage of the United
States has never Ijeen able to earn any dividends whatever.

"In studying the division of the railroad dollar let us

begin with wages, since they have a first claim upon re-

cei])ts. Twice a month the great family of railroad employes

receive their portion of revenues. In 1916 this ix)rtifin

amounted to substantially 41 per cent of total operating

revenues. In 1923 aggregate compensation of employes
called for nearly 48 per cent of total operating revenues.

If you would realize how widespread this distribution is

remember that one ]jerson in each 25 gainfully cmpfoyed
is carried on the railroad ]wy-roll. Of the aggregate
amount collected by Class 1 railroads from the public in

192.3 more than three billion dollars was disbursed in semi-

monthly installments on pay-roll account. Some part of

this huge sum went into savings banks, building and loan

associations, and other forms of investment : but the great-

er part was at once distributed through the channels of

trade. Either through investment or in payment of cur-

rent living expenses all of it was kept busy. Not a dollar

was permitted to idle its time away in an unproductive till.

"Having provided for the ])ay-roll the railroads have
left of the average dollar received a fraction more than
S2 cents. From this must be deducted about 8^ cents to

jjay for locomotive fuel. In 1923 this included $455,000,-
000 for soft coal. Now, since the railroads consumed 28
l)er cent of all soft coal mined, it follows that the equiva-
lent of 28 per cent of the entire number of bituminous
coal miners are as directly dependent upon the railroads
for a living as if their names were carried on a railroad

l>a\-n]ll. The equivalent of 205,000 coal miners with
their families look to the railroad as their onlv visible

means of support. Equally, dependent upon the railroads
for their daily bread are the 219,000 workers required to

produce the .30 ])er cent of iron and steel consumed by
the railroads. These workmen and their families are ex-
clusively supported by money collected from the public in

freight charges and passenger fares. In the same way
approximately 127,000 men are, in effect, employed and
paid by the railroads to produce the 25 per cent of the
Xational outjiut of lumber which the carriers annually
require.

"We must include in the list of those who are ex-
clusively sujjported by the money received for freight
charges and fares the employes of car and locomotive
works to the number of 70.000. These workers constitute
an important division of the railroad army, although their
names do not appear on the railroad pay-roll, for the
quantity of cars and locomotives required is enormous.
In the last two years alone the railroads of the United
.States have purchased locomotives and cars of the aggre-
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gate value of $1,195,220,000. or more than one-sixth of

the gross receipts of the carriers in 1923, the heaviest

traffic year in history.

"If we add together the various classes of workers I

have enumerated which are wholly supported by the rail-

roads though not actually on the pay-roll, we have an army

of 621,000 workers. Multiply this number by 4.3, the

average number of persons per family according to the

census of 1920 and we have a population of 2,672,000.

Add railroad employes and their families calculated on the

same basis and we find that about one-tenth of the popu-

lation is included in these categories which are exclusively

supported on the money which the railroads collect from

the public. In addition to the few major items already

enumerated the railroads also consume 10 per cent of all

the copper and brass and varying proportions of an aston-

ishingly along list of other articles.

"T"st to give you some idea of railroad requirements

let me say that the Manager of Purchases and Stores of

the New York Central Lines is obliged to keep constantly

on hand a stock of supplies which at any given time

would inventory approximately fifty-seven million dollars.

No fewer than eighty thousand separate items are in-

cluded in this stock.

"Perhaps a few details about the curious variety of

railroad supplies may be of interest. Take horses, for

instance. The manager of purchases is obliged to under-

stand the good points about a horse in order that he may

expend company funds wisely. He must be informed

about automobiles, for they, too, have been found essential

in the transaction of railroad business.

"Manufacturers of fireworks have a lively interest in

the purchasing power of railroads, for a substantial part

of their sales—$1,300,000. in fact— is made up of fusees

and torpedoes which observant passengers may sometimes

see flagmen place for the protection of trains. Textile

manufacturers, too, are interested in the amount of table

linen required for dining cars. Somthing like two million

dollars of railroad earnings is required to pay for dining

car linen annually and more than half as much goes for

china. Then there is the linen for sleeping and parlor

cars. Even the modest signal flags of red, blue, green

or white bunting requires 2,400,000 yards of material

costing $300,000 annually.

"Or take the familiar way-bill. The New York Central

Lines last year purchased 7,000,000 way-bills at a cost of

$260,000.
'

Total expenditures for .stationery and printing

for the year were $1,900,000. A fair estimate of the por-

tion of Class I Railroad earnings distributed annually

among manufacturers of paper, pens, pencils, ink and

other items which come under the head of stationery, and

to printers, would be $19,000,000.

"The railroads are good customers for the farmer, too.

In dining cars are served annually approximately 8.000,-

000 ]X)unds of beef. It takes a herd of more than 30,000

cattle to supply this beef for only the choicest cuts are

served in dining cars. Two million pounds of ham, 1,750,-

000 pounds of lamb chops, and 3,500,000 pounds of other

meats. 3,250,000 pounds of butter, 6,000,000 quarts of

milk, 27,000,000 eggs, 16,000,000 pounds of potatoes are

among the items served annually in dining cars.

"Altogether, miscellaneous materials from fuel oil to

dining car supplies to which I have referred, plus thou-

sands of others that need not be named, call for nearly 19

cents of each dollar of railroad revenues, or approximately

$1,9.50,000,000 a year.

"I have gone into these details to give point and driving

force to the great fact that money paid for transportation

does not come to rest in a railroad treasury, but continues

uninterruptedly on its beneficent mission, carrying its

blessing to every farm and factory, to every nook and

corner of this broad land. Upon the diminishing remain-

der of the railroad's dollar the tax-gatherer has fixed his

hungry eye. Today he demands about six cents of every

dollar' taken in, or a total of $350,000,000 for 1924. In

eleven years railroad taxes have increased 160 per cent

while dividends have decreasd 10 per cnt.

"We have now accounted for 85 cents of the railroad's

dollar, leaving 15 cents which appears in statements as

"net railway operating income." But do not make the

mistake of thinking this represents the income of railroad

owners. Since approximately 57 per cent of railway

capital is borrowed there is a large sum to be paid in

interest. This, with other charges, leaves to the railway

owner an average of a little more than four and a half

cents of each dollar. This is not sufficient to make rail-

way stocks attractive to capital in competition with other

forms of investment. What other industry can survive

or has survived on such meagre return ?

"To sum up, every one in all the land, is vitally interest-

ed in the railroads in two distinct ways

:

"First, as the transportation agency which moves 96 per

cent of all freight at rates so low that the farmer on

the Pacific coast can afford to sell his produce to industrial

workers on the Atlantic coast, while the latter can find a

market for his wares in the most remote village of the

Far West.

"Second, everybody is interested in the railroads as

purchasers of whatever they have to sell. Railroad

revenues cover a multitude of purchases. If the railroads

are prosperous they are able to buy freely, quickening the

pulse of commerce and industry everywhere: if they are

not, they must cut their cloth accordingly, thus retarding

trade."

Pennsylvania Railroad Section Motor Cars

Studies are being made by the Pennsylvania Railroad

with a view to motorizing, so far as possible, all the forces

engaged in the maintenance of tracks. According to data

compiled in connection with this investigation the

substitution of motor cars for hand cars for the purpose

of transporting section gangs has proved so successful

that about 1,000 motor cars are now in service and about

1,500 hand cars, formerly used, have been withdrawn.

One purpose of the study is to determine the most effi-

cient and economical length of track which can, under

varying conditions, be maintained by section gangs which

vary from six to fifteen men in charge of a foreman.

Among the factors to be considered are the number of

main tracks, sidings, switches and the frequency of trains.

On the four, six and eight track portions of the main line

there are limitations to the use of motor cars on those

sections which must necessarily be short in order that

they may be maintained at a high standard.

The use of motor cars on the Pennsylvania began sev-

eral years ago but was only i^ecently extended to cover

the entire system. It has been found that, by employing

larger gangs, the length of sections can be increased with

no greater average loss of time, in moving between head-

quarters and the point where the work is to be done, than

was the case with the smaller gangs and shorter sections

when hand cars were used. It has also been found that a

lietter class of men can he recruited for work on sections

where motor cars are provided. Thus far a large reduc-

tion in the number of sections has been found possible.



Shop Kinks
Some Handy Attachments to Strop Tools in Use on the Erie Railroad

Chuck for Shaping Rod Brasses

This chuck is intended for the holding of rod brasses
on a shaper. There is a base A which is boked to the
bed plate of the machine. This base is finished on the

collar B can be turned and fixed in either of two positions
at right angles to each other. The collar B is bored to
receive the hollow bolt D to the upper end of which the
nut E. with the washer attached, is screwed. The brass to
be finished is set upon the upper face of the collar B and
is clamped to it by the washer nut, as indicated by the
dotted lines.

This leaves the brass firmly clamped to the collar B
and free to revolve in the base except for the pin in the
holes 1 and L.

The collar C is screwed into the bottom of the base
and fits up against the bottom of the collar B. It is coun-
terbored on the underside for the bolt F which passes up
through the hollow bolt D, and by means of the nut at

the top serves to clamp the whole rigidly to the base. It

will be seen that as the nut on the bolt f is tightened, the
combination of the collar B, the hollow bolt D, the washer
nut E and the brass will be clamped down against the

collar C, which, being rigid with the base, holds the work
firmly. When one side has been finished a slackening of
the nut F loosens the work and makes it possible to turn
it through 90 degrees and fasten it for shaping the sides

of the brass that are at right angles to the first one.

Chuck for Shaping Rod Brasses

bottom and is bored out on the inside to the shape shown
by the section at the left. Into this interior there are

fitted the two collars B and C. The upper collar B fits

Chuck for Boring Driving Boxes

There are a variety of methods of holding driving boxes
on the boring machine while they are being bored. Fre-
quently it is in the form of an angle to which they are
bolted. Here is a regular chuck designed for the purpose.
There is a base A on the bottom of v/hich there is a

teat B turned to fit the hole in the center of the table so
that no adjustment is required in the setting and centering
of the chuck.

The top of the base is cut in the form of dovetail guides
from end to end. In these guides the two jaws C are

made to slide. They each carry a 2y2 in. by 3 in. brass
nut D that is let up into their under sides. These nuts are

1
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made in two pieces and fastened to the center of the base

by two js i'l- cap screws.

The operation is that of any universal chuck, where the

two jaws are drawn together by a right and left hand
screw. The base of the chuck has an overall length of 3

ft. and each jaw has a travel of 10 in. with a maximum
opening between the two of 25 in., while the screw still

retains a full thread in the nuts at each end.

Allowance for wear is made by the wearing strip which

is held up against the faces of the jaws by a series of set

screws as indicated at H.

Device for Unloading Fuel Oil

This is an arrangement of piping having an injector

nozzle attachment for unloading fuel oil from tank cars

when the storage tank is on a level with or above that of

the car tank, so that a gravity flow cannot be used.

to an old car sill by « in. by 6 in. lag screws. The tops

are stayed across by a tube flattened at the ends and bolted

to one leg of each U piece. This makes a rack 26 ft.

across and consisting of six sections. Two such sections

are used and these are set 15 ft. 10 in. apart from outside

to outside. The cross piece at the bottom is an old car

sill, as before, and the whole base measures 16 ft. across

over all.

At the top, the frames are held by a length of tube flat-

tened at the ends where it is bolted to the U tubes. This

cross tie is stiffened by diagonal braces, also made of tubes

with flattened feet for bolting, the bolts being set 30 in.

from the junction of the cross tie and U tubes.

The rack is very commodious and stiff and costs little

for labor, while the material of which it is made can be

rated as so much scrap.

Tool for Punching Keyways in Bolts and Rods

This is a holder for a punch to lie used in an Ajax bolt

machine.

The dimensions vary with the size of the punch to be
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Thedng to be cut is placed in the slot A and fastened

by th^set screw., The whole is clamped so that the saw

inmri

Jig for Cutting Packing Rings

or cutting tool passes through and in line with the slot D,
and the cutting can be quickly and accurately done.

' Snap Shots—By the "W'anderer

The dining car offers such a fruitful source of interest

for contemplation and comment that I camiot refrain from
returning to it again, especially as there seems to be about

as many angles from which it can be viewed as there are

points in a circle. When I last commented upon it in the

September, 1924, issue of Railway and LocpMOTivE
ExGiXEERiXG, I was moved thereto by the comparison
of a dining car menu on which there were eighty odd
items and where no one was really satisfied, with that of

a hotel containing a few more than a dozen, where every-

one was satisfied.

, Since then. I have had the pleasure of talking with some
superintendents and stewards who have quite agreed with

nie as to the absurdity of what is being done, but who
end with a shrug and the old, old appeal : "What can

you do about it." And incidentally they have told of the

commercial pressure that is brought to bear in the forma-

tion and modification of their menus.

For example, one superintendent told of a certain po-

tato grown in a far western state that was famed for its

deliciousness when baked. It was bought at a high price

and listed by fiame on the bill of fare. But the road hap-

pened to run through the Evergreen region where pota-

toes are also grown but which incidentally are of little

value for baking purposes. That little fact, however, was
of no moment to the Evergreen potato growers. So they

addressed an ultimatum or something that looked like it

tii the traffic manager, of the .\. B. C. whose dining car

svif>erintendent was rather proud than otherwise of the

quality of his baked potatoes.

This may not Ije the exact form of the protest, but it

coheains the essentials.

Whereas the dining car menus of the .\. B. C. Ry. con-

tain the announcement of the serving of the I'"ar West
baked potatoes, and

\\'hereas the Far West district is not traversed by the

A. B. C. Ry., and
Whereas the .\. B. C. Ky. does traverse the Evergreen

district, and
Whereas the farmers of the Evergreen district grow

and have for sale potatoes that can be baked, Therefore

be it

Resolved, that we the farmers of the Evergreen dis-

trict will hereafter make all shipments of potatoes over

the X. Y. Z. Ry. unless the words "Far We.st" before the

words "baked potatoes'' be stricken from the dining car

menus of the A. E. C. Ry.
Well, business is business and difficult to get and to

keep. 5>o while Far ^^^est baked potatoes are no longer

hsted, they are still served, and the patrons get the best,

though they are not told of it, while the feelings of the

Evergreen growers are not hurt by having the Far \Vest

superiority flaunted before them, and all is once more
quiet on the A. B. C.

The same thing occurred in the matter of ham and
bacon, and probably ducks and geese and chickens would
have come in for the same taboo had their names or

sources of supply been mentioned. So this shows that

there is nothing left for the dining car superintendent

but to take his philosophy from Sairy Gamp and name no
names.

I thought when I wrote of the eighty odd items on that

dinner bill of fare that I had run across the high water
mark, but, oh no, I have almost come to tliink that there is

no high water mark, and that the tide is still rising and
will continue to rise until as Noah's flood covered all the

mountain tops so the dining car menus will continue to

increase in comprehensiveness until every known eilihle

is included.

Let me see, I recorded a list of eighty odd in Septem-
ber of last year, about a month ago in this year of grace

r tried to pick out something palatable and at the same
time digestible from a dining car menu containing one
himdred and thirty-one items. It was a dinner. I had
a choice of two soups, very modest, three sorts of freshly

cooked fish and two of the canned variety, eleven varieties

of hot meat and six of cold. And prices of the up upper
class. Price about nine times that of the ordinary retail

price of the article.

I stopped the steward as he passed, and asked him
what he really thought, down in his heart of hearts, of
that list. He smiled at first and was disinclined to talk,

but a question of encouragement, if he didn't think it a
piece of arrant nonsense, opened his mouth with the old

query: "Well, what can we do about it? Here we carry

five kinds of cheese and yet only this evening I had a
complaint that we didn't have something more."

"Did that complaint come from a party who was prob-
ably in the habit of having a dozen varieties of cheese in

its larder, or from one who bought a pound of cheese
and ate of it regardless of its age, dryness and hardness
until it was gone?"

"Well, it was of the f)ound of one kind at a time va-
riety."

As I left the car he handed me his breakfast menu for

the next morning. On it there were fifty-nine items.

My own home menu, with which I am quite content,

usually contains aliout five. But, then, as the steward
remarked, people have such a variety of tastes.

The ti-ouble is that the dining car superintendents have
cultivated such a variety of wants that none of us knew
wc possessed until they have become necessities, or at

least we think they have, and "as a man thinketh so is

he."

My personal interest in the matter is two-fold : I would
like to be able to dine on wheels without paying ten times
the retail value of what I eat and at the same time I

would like to feel that for every mouthful that I take I

am not an object of charity. In both of which desires I

probably have the hearty concurrent sympathy of every
dining car superintendent in the country.

But, in the language of the infamous Tweed and the
despairing steward : "What are vou going to do about
it?"

.\s this is written it occurs to me that an easy if not
workable solution is possible. Let us refer the matter to

some autocrat of the smoking compartment. To one of
those loud assertive individuals who hold forth in a loud,
rasping monologue in the smoking room of the Pullman
cars long after the common section has gone to bed and
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would have gone to sleep except for his penetrating voice

which continues in unbroken verbosity despite the request

for quiet that the porter has hung in front of him. Such

a one can probably solve oflf-hand that vexatious problem

of the railroad and the passenger. I wonder what it

would be.

But after all the dissatisfaction on both sides, that of

the passenger on the prices and the sometime quality of

the cooking and that of the management at the failure to

meet expenses, it is but fair to put the shot into the other

end of the gun and fire it back with a word of commenda-

tion for what is accomplished. How many housewives

would care to undertake to serve from two hundred and

fifty to three hundred breakfasts or a hundred odd dinners

from their home kitchen no matter how well it may be

equipped? Yet that is not an unusual performance of a

dining car steward from a mere alley of a kitchen. It

also occurs to me that this same housewife, thrifty though

she be, would think it something of a hardship if her

husband should dictate what she should serve and the

quantities, as well as what it should cost. But the steward

has the menu and prices handed to him, the sizes of his

l>ortions specified, and told to feed a dozen hungry men
for nothing and yet keep his food costs down to a little

over forty per cent of his costs. This is making the

Israelites provide their own straw for their brick making

with a vengeance.

Then I wonder how the thrifty housewife would take to

the idea of having her husband bring in a lot of Califor-

nians one day and ask her to cater to their tastes, and on

the very ne.xt introduce a crowd from Louisiana who did

not like anything that the Californians ate with so much

gusto. Or how would she go about meeting the tastes

of the patrons of grand opera tonight and the habitues

of a burlesque show on two successive days? Which is

a fair parallel of the meals ordered on a fast de luxe e.xtra

fare train and a slow local express. And all this at the

dictates of a manager hundieds of miles away.

Sometimes a steward can draw up his own menu which

has the advantage of enabling him to dispose of stock

that is sometime unsalable if presented on a stock menu.

Then there is the high standard of cleanliness that is

maintained. Fresh tablecloths at every meal whether they

are used or not, for dust will come in and immaculate

whiteness must be preserved. A whiteness that must

raise envy in the breast of our housewives as she remem-

l>ers the blue or saffron tints of her own linen. Then a

slop from a cofifee cup and ofT comes the otherwise spot-

less cloth to make way for fresh spotlessness for the next

patron. The same for the jackets of the waiters. No
care will warrant the use of one for a second meal, and

often there is a change ordered between the start and

finish of a serving.

Tlie dishes are not costly nor are they cheap. A nick

is as good as a break, and the cost of discards Ijecause of

nicks 'and breaks on a high-class through line would make

a nice living income for any family man.

When these accomplishments are considered, one is apt

to forget the high prices and not always well-cooked food,

until he meets with them again, and dofif his hat in admir-

ation of the men who can do such things with an alley

for a kitchen and a ship's cubby for storage space.

Surely these people are conducting a charity institution

where lack of appreciation is the outstanding characteris-

tic of its l>eneficiaries. But, if report say true, that is the

usual frame of mind of the inmates of all such places.

Though in other places they are seldom, if ever, treated

with "the consideration that they are upon the American

dining car. A consideration that some of us outside lay-

men think unnecessary, but which those in the game say

must be given. But, of course, we outsiders, like the old

maid who has never had any children, know exactly how
they ought to be trained, though, if put to the test, might

Irnve some difficulty in giving specific directions as to just

what should ]^e done.

Unit Costs Are Further Reduced

How railroad managements are succeeding in reducing

the costs of producing railroad transportation is seen in

a report just issued by the Bureau of Statistics of the

Interstate Commerce Commission. The figures are com-

piled from 161 reports from 176 str^m railroads, and they

deal with freight and passenger tri i service unit costs.

The costs per freight train-mile in November of 1924

as compared with November 1923 were as follows:

1924 1923

Locomotive repairs $ .403 $ .433

Train enginemen -253 .253

Fuel for train locomotives 430 .486

Enginehouse expenses .086 .091

TVainmen 295 .291

Other locomotive and train supplies. . . .104 .097

Total selected accounts $1,571 $1,651

The costs per passenger train-mile in November of last

vear compared with November of 1923 were as follows:

1924 1923

Locomotive repairs ' $ .244 $ .269

Train enginemen .131 .127

Fuel for train locomotives .181 .209

Enginehouse expenses .056 .061

Trainmen 145 .139

Other locomotive and train supplies... .091 .095

Total selected accounts $ .848 $ .900

New Line Opened in Florida

The Seaboard Air Line Railway has opened a new
cross-state line through Florida, known as the Florida

Western & Northern Railroad. This line connects the

east and west coasts of the state and also provides connec-

tions of both coasts with points east and west. The first

train, in four sections, carrying some 450 prominent

guests from nearly every section of the country passed

over the new road on January 25th.

The Florida Western & Northern is the only through

line south of Richmond from eastern and western points

to the east coast of Florida. The "Orange Blossom

Special," is the premier train of the new road.

In his fonnal address at the ceremonies incident to the

opening of the road, S. Davies Warfield, President of

the Seaboard Air Line, said in part

:

"Our country, second to no other in resources, has

reached its present position in the financial and commercial

world largely through developments by railroads. This

was because those who were responsible for them were

able to reach out into virgin unoccupied territory in the

spirit of the pioneer. It was in this spirit that the under-

taking in this State, now drawing to successful conclusion,

was liegun. It could not have been consummated unless

there was sufficient latitude to give full play to initiative. "i

Fuel Consumption Shows Decreases

Compilations by the Bureau of Economics show that in

the first eleven months of last year the pounds of coal

consumed per passenger train car-mile were 16.9 pounds
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compared with 18.1 pounds in the same months of 1923.

The reduction of pounds of coal per passenger train-

mile in the Eastern district was from 18.7 pounds in the

first eleven months of 1923 to 17.5 pounds in the same
period of 1924, a reduction of 1.2 pounds.

In the Southern district the reduction was from 19.3

pounds per passenger train-mile to 18.2 pounds, or a

reduction of 1.1 pounds.

In the Western district the reduction was from 16.9

pounds to 15.6 pounds, a reduction of 1.3 pounds per

passenger train-mile.

Railroads and Amiy Lay War Plans

The War Department and representatives of the rail-

roads held a meetmg on March 2nd in Washington at

which plans for the operation of the railroads in the event

of war were discussed.

The plans stressed that actual op)eration and control of

individual railroads should be left in the hands of the

executive staff and organization of each road, although

the general direction of railroad transportation should be

under an e.xecutive assistant to the Secretary of War.
"It should be the fixed policy of the Committee in

carrying out this plan," the plaji itself said, "to make
the maximum use of individual companies as corporate

organizations and not to interfere with any company in

matters of management, operations or domestic arrange-

ments, except when such interference may be absolutely

necessary."

Major-General W. H. Hart. Quartermaster General

of the Army, explained that the purposes of calling the

conference were to arrive at plans which had been ar-

ranged prior to an emergency. He said

:

"You known as well as I that it will not be possible for

the railroads and the .Army to co-operate effectively im-

mediately upon the occurrence of an unfortunate emer-
gency unless they s]>end some time together preparing and
developing plans for such co-operation. That is why we
have asked you to be here.

"We intend that in time of emergency, all requisitions

on the railroads in the zone of the interior shall emanate
from a single unit of our organization, namely, the Trans-

portation Corps. The officials of that body will be vested

with sole authority to call for equipment to meet the de-

mands for the movement of men, animals and material.

Competitif)n among Army shippers will be eliminated."

Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives

The Chicago, Burhngton & Quincy Railroad is inquiring

13 Mountain type locomotives.
The Carnegie Steel Company is inquiring for 3 six-wheel

switching locomotives.
The Southern Pacific Company has ordered one rotary snow

plow from the American Locomotive Company.
The Midland Valley has ordered 5 Mikado type locomotives

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway has placed an

order for 10 eight-wheel switching type locomotives with the
American Locomotive Company.
The \ew York Central Railroad is reported to be inquiring

for 75 -Mikados and 25 switching type locomotives.
The Central of Georgia Railway is inquiring for 5 Mountain

type locomotives.
The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Railroad is inquiring for

4 Mikado type locomotives.
The Unity Railroad has ordered one Consolidation type

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway is inquiring for

10 Santa Fe type locomotives.
The Chicago Short Line Railroad has ordered one six-wheel

switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad has placed an

order for 20 narrow gauge Mountain type locomotives with
the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The San Diego Electric Railway has placed an order for

one 60-ton electric locomotive with the Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co.
The Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Railroad has placed

an order for 3 locomotives with the Canadian Locomotive
Company.
The Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad is inquiring for 5 eight-

wheel switching type locomotives.
The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway is reported as inquir-

ing for 20 locomotives.
The Tatum Lumber Company has ordered one Mikado type

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Cornwall Railroad has ordered one Consolidation type

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway has ordered IS Mikado

type and 5 Mountain type locomotives from the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works.
The Sloss-Sheffield Steel & Iron Co., Birmingham, Ala., is

inquiring for one locomotive for use on its new railway be-
tween Flat Top Mine and Banner, Ala.

Freight Cars
The Sloss Sheffield Iron & Steel Co., Birmingham, Ala., is

inquiring for 75, 5S-ton steel hopper cars and 25, S5-ton
gondola cars.

The Southern Pacific Company has ordered 400 Hart
selective ballast cars from the Rodger Ballast Car Company.
The Seaboard Air Line Railway has placed an order for 275

steel underframes with the American Car & Foundry Com-
pany.
The Chicago & Western Indiana Railway is inquiring for

280 underframes for ballast cars.

The Kansas City Mexico & Orient Railway is inquiring for
250 miscellaneous freight cars.

The Seaboard Air Line Railways has ordered 80 under-
frames for caboose cars which it will build in its own shops
from the Richmond Car Works.
The Union Pacific Railroad has placed an order for 500

gondola cars with the Western Steel Car Company, also for
500 flat cars with the Standard Steel Car Company.
The Canadian Pacific Railway is inquiring for bids on the

repair of 1,200 cars.

The Missouri Pacific Railroad is reported to have placed
an order for 1,000 box cars with the .American Car & Foundry
Company.
The Craig Oil Company, Toledo, Ohio, has ordered IS tank

cars from the Standard Tank Car Company.
The .'\merican Rolling Mill Company has ordered 3 steel

ore cars of 75 tons capacity from the American Car & Foun-
dry Comnany.
The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway is

inciuiring for 10 milk cars.
The Quaker City Tank Line, Philadelphia, Pa., has ordered

20O tank cars of 10,000 gal. capacity from the American Car
& Foundry Company.
The Waite Phillips Company, Okla., has ordered 50 tank

cars from the Standard Tank Car Company.
The Piedmont & Northern Railway is inquiring for ISO

automobile cars. These cars are to be standard 40 ft. 100,000
lb. capacity with steel frame and superstructure, roof and
ends.
The Republic Iron & Steel Company is inquiring for 8 steel

gondola car bodies, also 2 quenching cars.
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway has ordered

1,200 box cars and 400 gondola cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company.
The Pcre Marquette Railway has ordered 11 steel under-

frames for caboose cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The Carnegie Steel Company is inquiring for SO gondola

cars of 50 tons capacity.
The Empire Refineries, Inc., has placed orders for 200 class

three tank cars of 8,000 gal. capacity, 30 class four tank cars
of 8,000 gal. capacity and 2 two compartment tank cars of
6,000 gal. capacity with the Standard Tank Car Company.
The General Refractories Company has ordered 20 narrow

gauge steel hopper cars from the American Car & Foundry
Company.
The Chicago & Northwestern Railway is inquiring for 600

box cars.

The Swift & Company, Chicago, 111., is inquiring for 300
refrigerator cars, also 300 underframes.
The Mexican Petroleum Company has placed an order for

50O tank cars with the .American Car & Foundry Company.
The Boston & Maine Railroad is inquiring for inaterial for

500 box cars which may be built in their own shops.
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..The McKean Country Refineries I'ompany, Bradford. Pa.,

are inquiring for 50 tank cars.
• •

c i c

The Andes Copper Mining Company is inquiring tor 15

flat cars and 10 gondola cars. ^
, ^ ,, • n i .

The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste Mane Railway has

arranged for the purchase of 1,000 box cars, SCO gondola cars,

200 fiat cars, 125 refrigerator cars, with the American Car &
Foundry Company.

, , r^ , r

The Inland Steel Company has ordered 50 dump cars from

the Western Wheeled Scraper Company.

Passenger Cars

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad has ordered

40 milk cars from the Standard Steel Car Company.

The Erie Railroad is inquiring for 32 coach underframes.

The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway is inquiring for 10

baggage cars.
. . ,n u

The Northern Pacific l^ailway is inquiring for 10 observa-

tion cars.
. . . . , o • X u

The Havana Central Railroad is inquiring for 8 interurban

cars. ;. . „ „ , • T^ •. • •

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway is inquir-

ing for 2 dining cars and 2 baggage cars.

The St. Louis Southwestern Railway is inquiring for 10

baggage cars. , •

The Northern Pacific Railway has ordered a gasoline-driven

tnotor coach and trailer from the Oneida Manufacturing

Company.
The Philadelphia & Reading Railroad has placed an order

for one Brill-Westinghouse gas-electric car.

The Union Pacific Railroad has ordered IS baggage cars

from the .-Xmerican Car & Foundry Company and 15 coaches,

5 observation cars and 5 dining cars from the Pullman Car &
Manufacturing Corporation.

The New York Central Lines is inquiring for about 70 cars

for passenger service.

Building and Structures

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad has

awarded a contract covering the construction of a one-story

Ihbp at East Buffalo, New York, to cost approximately

$150,000.
The Louisville & Nashville Railroad contemplates the con-

struction of a large terminal at Leewood, near Memphis, Tenn.

Tlie Texas & Pacific Railway will soon call for bids for the

construction of a yard and engine terminal facilities at Alex-

andria, La., to be used jointly with the Missouri Pacific.

The Missouri Pacific Railroad plans the construction of a

new freight house at Omaha, Nebr., to cost approximately

$200 000
' The Texas & Pacific Railway is preparing plans for the

rebuilding of its car shops at Marshall, Tex., which were

destroyed by fire. ,,.,,, . .

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railroad has awarded a

contract to the Graver Corporation, East Chicago, Ind., for

the erection of a water softener, with a capacity of 15,000 gal.

per hour at Wichita Falls, Texas.

The Illinois Central Railroad has awarded a contract for

the installation of its water supply facilities at Markham Yard,

Chicago, III. The work will cost approximately $195,000.

The Colorado & Southern Railway has awarded a contract

for the installation of an electric cinder handling plant at

Trinidad, Colo.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway is calling for

bids for the construction of a car repair shop at Hulbert, Ark.

The Texas & Pacific Railway plans for construction for the

year including a new terminal freight yard at Dallas, Texas:

a new terminal and enginehouse at Shreveport, La., and

terminal improvements in New Orleans. La.

The LTnion Pacific Railroad will erect a 350-ton steel coal-

ing station with sanding and water facilities at LaSalle, Colo.,

to cost approximately $65,000.

The Chicago, Great Western Railroad has awarded contract

for the construction of 100-ton frame coaling station at Mar-
shalltown, Iowa., to replace a coaling station which was
destroyed by fire.

The Reading Company plans the construction of a new
enginehouse, with repair facilities at Lebanon, Pa.

The Great Northern Railway has authorized the construction

of water treating plants at Benson, Minn., a power plant at

Minot. No. Dak.; an engine terminal at Troy, Mont., and
gravel washing plants at Cinook, Mont.
The Long Island Railroad is about to commence con-

struction of an addition to its Morris Park Shops, pro-

viding six overhauling tracks for electric equipment

with overhead cranes and material handUng facilities.

The Illinois Central Railroad plans the construction of a

one-story passenger station at New Athens, 111.

The Missouri Pacific Railroad plans extensive improvements

to its rover terminal facilities at Natchez, Miss.

The Illinois Central Railroad has awarded a contract for

the construction of foundations for the locomotive and "car

repair shops at Paducah, Ky. The buildings which are to be

constructed include a locomotive erecting shop, locomotive

repair shop, carpenter shop, foundry, boiler shop, blacksmith

shop, power house, tank house and air brake shop. The cost

will be approximately $6,000,000.

The Toledo & Ohio Central Railway is inquiring for bids

covering the construction of a car dumper at Toledo, Ohio.

The Seaboard Air Line Railway is reported to be drawing
plans covering the construction of an engine house and ma-
chine shop at Coleman, Fla., estimated to cost $70,000.

The Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway has

awarded a contract for the construction of reinforced concrete

roundhouse at Hollow Rock Junction, Tenn., to cost approxi-

mately $70,000, to replace , the one recently destroyed by fire.

The Pacific Fruit Express Co., San Francisco, Calif., has

awarded a contract covering excavations for the new car shops
at Nampa, Idaho.
The Bangor & Aroostook Railroad plans the construction

of a reinforced concrete enginehouse with oil storage building

at Millimocket, Maine, to cost approximately $70,000.

The Grand Trunk Railway plans, the construction of a new
enginehouse and repair shop 4t Miiskegon, Mich., to cost ap-
proximately $100,000.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway plans the construction of

shop extensions and improvements, new roundhouse and in-

creased yard facilities at Russell, Ky., to cost approximately
$2,000,000.
The Tcrre Haute, Indianapolis & Eastern Railway plans the

reconstruction of its machine shop at Terre Haute, Ind., which
was destroyed by fire.

The Pennsylvania Railroad plans installation of a steel

escalator, 100 ft. long and 4 ft. wide at the Journal Square
tube station in Jersey City, N. J.
The Southern Railway has placed a contract covering the

construction of a reinforced concrete enginehouse and boiler-

house at .Atlanta, Ga.

Items of Personal Interest

J. W. Brozo has been appointed division engineer of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, with headquarters at

San Marcial, New Mexico. He was formerly road master at

Pueblo, Colo.
Thomas F. Lowry, superintendent of the St. Paul division of

the Northern Pacific Railway, with headquarters at Minneapo-
lis, Minn., was appointed acting general superintendent of the
Central district of the Northern Pacific Railway, with head-
quarters at Livingston. Mont., to take efTect March 1st, it is

announced by C. L. Nichols, general manager.
Mr. Lowry takes the place of T. H. Lantry, granted leave

of absence because of illness.

W. L. Huggins, Jr., has been appointed assistant to the
vice-president of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway, with
headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., and will have charge of public
relations, publicity and the St. Louis-San Francisco magazine.

O. F. Ohlson, assistant superintendent of the Montana divi-

sion of the Northern Pacific Railway, with headquarters at

Billings, Mont., was appointed acting superintendent of the
St. Paul division with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn.,
effective March 1st, taking the place of Mr. Lowry, according
to the announcement of W. H. Strachan, general superintend-
ent.

A. J. . Dietrich has been made roundhouse foreman of the
Santa Fe System, with headquarters at Bakersfield, Calif., vice

R. T. Gorman, promoted, and C. H. Wall has been made
division foreman, with headquarters at Richmond, Calif.

D. E. Nichols, trainmaster on the Pasco division of the
Northern Pacific Railway, is appointed acting assistant to the

general superintendent at Livingston. Mont., effective March
1st, taking the place of R. T. Taylor, assigned temporarily to

other duties.

A. F. Blaess has been appointed chief engineer of the Illinois

Central Railroad, with headquarters at Chicago, 111., vice F. L.
Thompson, promoted.

L. J. Gallagher has been made road foreman of engines on
the Nortliern Pacific Railway, .with headquarters at Missoula,
Mont.

R. C. Williams has been appointed superitendent of the

Memphis division of the Missouri Pacific Railroad, with head-
quarters at Wynne, Ark.
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R. T. Gorman has been made division foreman on the Santa

Fe Svstem, with headquarters at Barstow, Cahf., vice C. H.
Hall, transferred, and W. C. Sherman has been made road

foreman of engines with headquarters at Slaton, Texas.

George Willis has been made inspector of investigation on

the Canadian National Railways, with headquarters at Ed-
monton, Alta.. vice D. McLeod.
Woodward Hudson, vice-president and general counsel of

the Boston & Maine Railroad, with headquarters at Boston,

Mass.. will retire, effective April 1st.

T. L. Simmons has been appointed chief engineer of the

Board of Raihvav Commissioners of Canada, with headquarters

at Ottawa, Ont', and A. K. H. Drury has been appointed

assistant engineer succeeding Mr. Simmons.
A. A. Miller, superintendent of the Memphis division of the

Missouri Pacific Railroad, with headquarters at Wynne, Ark.,

has been promoted to engineer maintenance of way and struc-

tures, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding R. C.

White, promoted.

J. H. Tonge, superintendent of the Washington Terminal,

with headquarters at Washington, D. C, has been appointed

manager, and the position of superintendent has been abolished.

Andrew Halkett, superintendent of the Moose Jaw division

of the Canadian Pacific Railways, with headquarters at Moose
Jaw, Sask., has been promoted to acting general superintend-

ent of the Alberta district, with headquarters at Edmonton,
Alta., succeeding J. C. Cameron.
Edward H. Bannon has been appointed superintendent of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, with headquarters

at Sioux City, Iowa.
C. McNay has been appointed assistant general manager

of the Missouri Pacific Railroad, with headqiiarters at St.

Louis. Mo. He was formerly office manager.

J. C. Whiteford has been appointed secretary & treasurer

of the Louisiana & Southern Railway, with headquarters at

New Orleans, La.
William Phillips has been appointed manager of the in-

dustrial department of the Canadian National Railways, with

headquarters at Montreal, succeeding W. P. Fitzsimmons.
Mr. Phillips was formerly European manager for the Canadian
National Railways.

Carl H. Burgess has been appointed acting road master of

the Northern Pacific Railway, with headquarters at Glendive,
Mont.
Richard Brooks has been appointed division engineer of the

Wheeling division of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, succeed-
ing A. M. Whoemer, transferred. J. L. Maher has been ap-
pointed division engineer of the Charleston division, succeed-
ing Mr. Brooks, and G. B. Farlow has been appointed as-
sistant engineer of the Pittsburgh division succeeding
Mr. Maher.
Fred H. Shaffer has been appointed assistant general mana-

ger of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway, with hcadquarfcr.s
at Springfield, Mo. Mr. Shaflfer was formerly superintendent
of the Eastern division in which capacity he was serving at
the time of his recent promotion.

Supply Trade Notes

John R. Olsen, general sales manager of the Central Electric
Co., (,'hicago. 111., has been promoted to vice-president
and general sales manager; Louis Siskind, merchandise mana-
ger, has been promoted to vice-president, and Jacob M.
Lorenz, manager of railroad sales, has been promoted to vice-
president in charge of railroad sales.

The Moline Foundry Co., Moline. III., has changed its name
to thi Moline Foundry & Machine Co.
The Fairmont Railway Motor Co., Fairmont, Minn., plans

the Cfjnstruction of warehouse.
The Crane Co., Chicago, III., has purchased the former

station of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway at
Phoenix, Ariz., and will erect a building costing $500,000.
The Union .Tank Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio, is asking bids

covering the construction of a car repair shop at Toledo, Ohio.
Oscar B. Cintas has been elected a vice-president and

director of the American Car & Foundry Co., succeeding
Charles S. Gawthrop, deceased. Mr. Cintas has also suc-
ceeded Mr. Gawthrop as president of the Railway Equipment
Co. of Cuba, which is a subsidiary of export company.

J. Lester Perry has been appointed assistant district mana-
ger of the American Steel Wire Co. at Worcester, Mass.
The American Steel Foimdries, Chicago, 111., has placed a

contract covering the construction of a waste heat boiler room
at Fast St. Louis, III., also contracts covering the construction
of a pattern storage building at its Indiana Harbor plant at
Indiana Harbor, Ind.

C. P. Whitcomb, formerly assistant sales agent of the
Griffin Wheel Co., Chicago. 111., with headquarters at Boston,
Mass., has been transferred to the Pacific Coast district and
will have headquarters in San Francisco, Calif.

The Okonite Co. has opened an ofticc at 310 South Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111., to handle the sale of Okonite products in

the Western territory. Charles R. Brown has been elected
vice-president and will be in charge of the Chicago office.

J. C. Grimshaw has been elected treasurer of the Chicago
Pneimiatic Tool Co., with headquarters at 6 East 44th St.,

New York. N. Y.

The American Car Wheel Co. has been merged with the
Southern Wheel Co., which is subsidiary of the American
Brake Shoe & Foundry Co. The following officers will be in

charge: W. F. Cutler, president: F. C. Turner, first vice-presi-
dent; C. C. Esdale, vice-president in charge of operations;
C. E. Baurer, vice-president, and H. E. Lumpha, vice-president.
The Pascal Rail Joint Co., 42 Broadway, New York, N. ¥..

has been organized to manufacture and sell a new type of
rail joint.

The Ohio Locomotive Crane Co., Bucyrus, Ohio, will dis-
continue its offices at 30 Church St., New York City, and will
be represented in New York by the General Equipment Co.,
342 Madison Avenue.
Lee C. Bullington has been appointed manager of the Cin-

cinnati office of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., suc-
ceeding Mr. James A. Brett, deceased. Mr. Bullington was
formerly assistant manager of the power department at Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

.At a special meeting of the board of directors of the
American Car & Foimdry Company, Herbert W. Wolff, vice-
president of the company, with headquarters at Chicago, 111.,

has been made a member of the board of directors of that
company. G. R. Scanland, formerly auditor, has been elected
vice-president, in charge of financing and accounts, and has
also been made a member of the board. S. A. Mallepe has
lieen appointed assistant treasurer, succeeding S. S. De Lano,
deceased. E. S. Block has been appointed assistant auditor
and Alma E. Jackson has been appointed assistant treasurer.

E. A. Deeds has been elected a director of the Pratt &
Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.
James F. Twohy has been appointed vice-president of the

Pacific Car & Foundry Co., Seattle, Wash. Mr. Twohy
is also secretary of Twohy Bros., railway contractors of
Seattle and Portland, Oregon.

E. J. Kulas has been elected president of the Otis Steel Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio, succeeding George Bartol, resigned.
The sales department of the Baltimore ofHce of the Syming-

ton Company has moved to New York and will continue under
the jurisdiction of R. H. Gwaltney, vice-president, in charge
of eastern and southern Sales, with headquarters in the Wool-
worth Building, New York City.

Wright Sales, engineers, with office in the Maryland Trust
Building, will continue to represent the Symington Company
on the railroads having their principal offices in Baltimore.

E. I. Combrooks has been appointed sales manager of the
Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company, New-
port News, Va., succeeding Benjamin G. Femald, who has
resigned.
W. R. Guinn, former manager of the fuel department of the

Combustion Engineering Corporation, New York, has been
ai>pointed Pacific Coast agent, with headquarters at San Fran-
cisco, Calif.

The Chicago Metal Packing Company, Chicago, III., has
changed its name to the Chicago Rhopac Products Company.

A. C. Cook, general sales manager of the Warner & Swasey
Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has been promoted to vice-presi-
dent and has been elected also a member of the board of
directors,

Gardiner & Lewis, Inc., 30 Church St., New York, N. Y.
.\t the annual meeting of the directors elected the following
officers for the ensuing year: President, Richard W. Lewis-
vice-president, Russell B. Reid; secretary and treasurer
Jacob W. Winkler.
Norman J. Keyser, formerly traffic manager of the Buffalo

Forge Coinpany, Buffalo, N. Y., has resigned to become head
ol the tralhc division of the Kardex Company, at Tonawanda
N. Y.
The Premier Equipment Corporat-on, Houston, Texas, has

been organized to take o\er the Houston Railway Car Com-
pany and will repair, buy and sell locomotives, cars and other
railway equipment.
The Landis Machine Company of Wayner.boro, Pennsvl-

vania, manufacturers of thread cutting die heads and threading
machinery, have opened an tjffice in Detroit at .S928 Second
Boulevard. J. W. Frey is in charge.
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New Publications

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

A Study of the Locomotive Boiler. By Lawford 11. Fr_y_.

Simmons- Pxiardman Publishing Company, New York. Is/

pages, 6 ill. by 9 in.

When a man undertakes a piece of work as a labor of love,

it is usually well done. And this little book is not an excep-

tion to that statement. The author tells us that the book was

written outside of the office and liecause of liis interest in the

subject.

Stated broadly, one of the prime objects of the book is to

show that a very close approximation to the performance of

a locomotive boiler can be obtained by calculation. He shows

that the laws of heat production and heat transference are so

well known that certain formula; may be considered as estab-

lished, and that the bases of their establishment are the long

series of carefully conducted tests on the locomotive testing

plants at Purdue, Altoona and LVbana.

In this study of the boiler the anatomy is discarded on the

assumption that the reader is familiar with that and the sole

attention is concentrated on the physiology. And this is han-

dled thoroughly and concisely. The book, however, is not

one to be read as a vacation's relaxation, but requires close

attention on nearly every page. This demand for close atten-

tion does not mean that the book is not clearly written, for it

is a model of concise and logical sequence of thought.

There are eight chapters tliat start out with aM^reliminary

survey of the general features of boiler operation and then

proceeds by progressive steps to the end.

Some of the work is more or less elementary, sucli as the

description of the processes of combustion and the determina-

tion of the weight of the produced gases; but this is essential

to the development of a logical sequence. And to those who
are not familiar with these things, these pages can be recom-
mended as models of clearness and conciseness.

It may almost be said that, with the opening of the third

chapter on the "Method of Computing Heat Balances," the

real treatise begins, that which lias gone before being a

mere preliminary canter, as it were.

In this the author states that an inborn liking for the con-

servation of personal energy has made simplicity attractive,

and surely the methods of calculation that he has set forth

show that he has achieved his object.

He takes the heat developed, and divides it into that utilized

in -evaporation and that lost by various means, and then goes
on to show how each of these can be approximately calculated.

Of course, Mr. Fry is not of a kind to claim absokite accurac\
for these calculations but merely that they come so close to

actual performances that the difference is negligible. And
what is of more importance, though he docs not make any
such claim, the formulae can be used to check the records of

tests, and if the latter vary too much from calculated results.

the}' may be looked upon with suspicion.

In short, the book is a critical analysis of a large number
of tests, much of the data regarding which is given, and from

them the fundamental principles are determined and reduced

to simple formul;e. This includes a study of beat balances

and boiler efficiencies, absorption by radiation in the lirebox,

heat absorption l)y the tubes and as affected by rate of opera-

tion and by boiler dimensions, the determination by calcula-

tion of smokcbox temperatures, and, finally, an exposition of

the method of plotting boiler efficiency.

A man would have to be exceedingly familiar with all of the

phases of boiler performance who would not find something

new in Mr. Fry's book, and he would have to be a designer

of more than the usual excellence who could not find many
valuable suggestions therein.

It is very much to be regretted, however, that it must be

acknowledged that there is a fly in this valuable ointment.

Scattered through the book are many typographical errors,

mostly inconsequential, but a few serious. For example: the

formula for heat radiation on page 6.t does not check with the

correct repetition of the same formula on page 68, and in one
or two cases reference to the tables are in error. But with

this exception, which is one of manufacture for which the

author cannot be held responsible, there can be nothing but

praise for this valuable little treatise.

Standards of the American Society for Testing Materials.

Published by the society at 1315 Spruce street, Philadelphia,

Pa. 1219 pages, 6 in. by 9 in.

This volume is issued triennially and contains all of the

specifications that have been formulated and adopted by the

society. The present volume contains its 220 standard specifi-

cations, methods of test, definitions of terms and recommended
practices.

.-\s already stated the volume is issued triennially and such
standards as may be adopted by the society in the interim are

published in a Book of Standards.
Before a standard receives the formal approval of the so-

ciety, it is published for one or more years as a tentative

standard.
There is an opening chapter on German Informat'on regard-

ing the object, status and activities of the society. Its growth,
according to this chapter, has been very rapid, having risen

from a membership of 70 in 1898 to 3.598 in 1924. One im-
portant committee of the society is the National Research
Council, which was organized in 1916 to assist the government
in the prosecution of the war. This has, since then, been per-
manently established in its useful work.
\ glance through the contents of the book would seem to

indicate that specifications have been adopted for almost every
article of bulk manufacturing. Starting with ferrous metals,

in the form of rails, forgings, finished products and castings,

it proceeds through a wide range of non-ferrous metals, to

cements, paints, lubricants, road materials, coal, coke, timlier

prescrvati\ es, insulations, ruliber products and textiles.

For Testing and Washing

Locomotive Boilers

DIAMOND
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The Modernization of the Bahimore & Ohio Raiboad

Motive Power
By J. SNOWDEN BELL

The continuing progressive improvements that were
made in the motive power of the Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road, naturally reached the distinctly marked stage of

what may properly be termed its modcrni::ation. The
record clearly shows that this was commenced by Henr\^
Tyson, who was appointed Master of Machinery in June,
1856, and occupied that position until the latter part of

1859. Mr. Tyson was one of the working organization,

consisting of three departmental officers, by whom, under
the executive head of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Co.,

after which he was elected Fourth Vice-President of the

New York & Erie Railroad, now the Erie Railroad, in

charge of the Machinery Department. The difficulties

with which this road was then contending were so great

that Mr. Watson, the president, and Mr. Tyson, soon re-

tired from office, the term of Mr. Tyson being only about
twelve months.

In 1870, Mr. Tyson prepared a plan for the improve-
ment of Jones' Falls, in Baltimore, for which he was
awarded, by the Committee of Arbitration, the sum of

The Typical Mason Locomotive of 1857. Fig. 2

its of>erations were conducted, viz : Wendell Bollman
(designer of the Bollman truss bridge). Master of Road

;

Henry Tyson, Master of Machinery; and William S.

Woodside, Master of Transportation. A short review
of his work in regard to modification will indicate the

extent to which his mechanical ability is entitled to fuller

recognition than it has ap]>arently received, and be of

interest as an item of the history of locomotive engineer-

ing in the United States.

Henry Tyson, the accompanying portrait of whom will

be recognized as an excellent likeness, by those who knew
him, was born in Baltimore, Md., in 1820, and was fir.st

engaged in milling, on Commerce street, in that city, as

a memljer of the firm of Tyson & Dungan. Succeeding
his term of service on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, he
was elected President of the Baltimore City Passenger
Railway Co., and held that position for thirteen years,

.$5,000, and in the Fall of 1875, Judge Bond, of the

United States Court, appointed him receiver of the Chesa-
jjeake & Ohio Railroad. His services in this position were
so effective and valuable that the Court awarded him the

sum of $10,000, as his compensation for a comparatively
brief term. He was shipping commissioner of Baltimore,

at the time of his death, September 8th, 1877, at the early

age of 57 years.

When Mr. Tyson entered upon the duties of Master
of Machinery of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, in 1856,

its motive power consisted of 208 locomotives, the latest

of which was put in service in November, 1854. Some
of these had been built as early as 1834, and about sixty

were of dates earlier than 1849. The equipment was not,

therefore, what could properly be termed a "modern"
one. The valve gear of all the engines was of the "hook
motion" type, and all the horizontal boilers (those of a
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few of the first built being vertical) had D section flat

bottomed smoke boxes, with the then usual connections

to the cylinders and frames, the weakness and lack of

durability of which made these connections of a type

which may not improperly be designated as "ramshackle."
Mr. Tyson's mechanical ability and broad and progres-

sive habit of mind,

readily recognized

these, and other

objections, and he

at once began a

course of modern-
ization of the lo-

comotive equip-

ment, which was
the foundation

upon which pres-

ent perfected
types have been
developed. Wil-
liam Mason, of

Taunton, Mass.,

had just brought
out a passenger

locomotive de-

sign, which was
Hem-y T>-.,n

beyond question, the most perfect of its date, and was
immediately imitated by all the other locomotive builders

of this country. Among the novel and valuable features

of the Mason engine, was the bed plate or cylinder sad-

dle, which was speedily recognized and applied by other

builders, as being the strongest, simplest, and most dura-

ble means of connecting the locomotive boiler to the cyl-

inders and frames that had ever be'en de-

vised.

The Mason locomotive, in addition to sim-

plification of structure and symmetrical de-

sign and proportions, presented the substan-

tial advantages of the bed plate connection

of the boiler to the cylinders and frames,

and the operation of the valves by the

Stephenson link motion. The value of these

features did not fail to be appreciated by
Mr. Tyson, who took the first step in mod-
ernization by ordering two passenger loco-

motives, Nos. 25 and 26, from Wm. Mason
& Co., shown in Fig. 1, which were placed

on the road in November, 1856. These en-

gines dififered. from Mason's later practice,

in having wagon top boilers, which were
about 46 inches in diameter. Their cylin-

ders were 15 x 22 inches, and driving wheels

60 inches diameter. One of them, No. 25,

was included in the Company's exhibit at

the Chicago and St. Louis Expositions, but

was fitted with a stack and sand box of

different patterns from those with which it

was originally equipped.

While the writer remains of the opinion

that the bed plate (subsequently modified, in

many cases, by being made in two "half sad-

dle" castings) originated in the practice of

William Mason & Co., it is only fair to ad-

mit that an application of the general prin-

ciple of the appliance, although structurally

different, had probably been previously made by the

Baldwin Works. In the first catalogue of the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, published in 1871, it is stated

that three engines were built in 1852, "with the

cylinder flanges brought around under the smoke box
until they nearly met, the space between them

being filled with a spark lx)x," and tliat subsequently,

when the spark box was not used, they were cast so as

to almost meet under the smoke box, and that after the

cylinders zvere adjusted in position, wedges were fitted

in the interstices, and they were bolted together. (Cata-

logue, page 40).

A locomotive of the 0-8-0 type, in which this construc-

tion was applied, is illustrated in Plates XLVIII and
XLIX of Colburn's Recent Practice in the Locomotive
Engine, 1860, by reference to which it will be seen that

the cylinders were inclined, at an angle of about 15 de-

grees, on the sides of a round smoke box, and had in-

wardly projecting flanges, connected to the smoke box,

and downwardly projecting flanges, connected to the

frames. It is obvious that such a construction would be
inapplicable in engines having cylinders set horizontally,

or nearly so, and would involve radical redesigning to

bring it to the form of a bed plate, properly so called, and
iiperative as such.

Mr. Tyson's ne.xt step of advance was to order six first

class passenger locomotives from William Mason & Co.,

Nos. 231, 232, 233, 234, 235 and 236, which were of the

standard Mason type, and were placed on the road in

August, 1857, following which a similar engine. No. 188,

was built at the Company's Mount Clare Shops, and
placed on the road in Novemljer, 1858.

The accompanying illustration. Fig. 2, correctly shows
the typical Mason engine of 1857, the general design

of which sui>erseded all preceding ones, and was imitated

by nearly all the locomotive builders of the country. The
characteristic features of this design comprise the

Fig. Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Locomotive, a IVIason Engine of 1856

Straight, or, properly speaking, telescope boiler, instead

of the old hemispherical topj>ed, or the wagon top pat-

tern ; horizontal cylinders, secured to the frame and to

a round smoke box. through a cylinder saddle ; wide
spread truck ; elimination of outside frame rails and other

excrescences ; ogee moulding dome and sand box tops

;
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and a neater and more symmetrical arrangement of link

motion and reverse gear.

Xo record of the total weight, or weight on driving

wheels, of these engines, has been found in the records of

the Mason ^lachine Co., or the Motive Power Department
of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, but a substantially sim-

ilar engine, built by William Mason & Co., in the same
year, weighed 24 tons of 2240 pounds. The cylinders of

these engines were 16 x 22 inches, and the driving wheels

60 inches in diameter. The boilers were of 5/16 iron,

46->s inches in diameter at the first ring, with a 24 inch

dome over the firebox, which was stayed with crown bars.

They had 106 tubes, 2}4 inches in diameter, and 11 feet

2j4 inches long. Their firebox heating surface was 86.5

square feet, tube heating surface 694.5 square feet, total

heating surface 781 square feet; grate area 15 square feet.

They, at first, burned wood, but were designed to burn,

and later successfully burned, bituminous coal, and for

a time, were run with coke.

for the round trip of 200 miles is, say, eight cords, while,

as I have stated, by the engine in question it is but five

cords, being a saving of three cords, $11.40. The num-
lier of round trips made by the passenger engines during
the year is about 150, by which it is evident that the to-

tal saving of wood reaches, in the course of a year, the

large quantity of 450 cords, with the attendant reduction

of $1,710. Assuming that there are twenty engines of

this general character in use upon the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad, the saving to that Company would reach the

enormous figure of $34,200 in this one particular of its

working expenses. With regard to the consumption of

oil, the same economy is effected in the use of this en-

gine, there being but little more than half the usual quan-
tity required for its supply. The saving of this item of

running expenses is roundly estimated at the minimum
of one gallon, costing $1.30, for the round trip of 200
miles, amounting to the sum of $195 for a year's opera-

tion for each engine. I learn that this estimate is fully

Fig. 3.—4-6-0 Type Freight Lo notive Designed by Henry Tyson in 1856

The Book of the Great Railzi.'ays Celebrations of i8fij,

by Wm. Prescott Smith, 1858. quotes, on pages 47 and
48, Part II, a report on the performance of one of these

engines, No. 232, the substance of which is as follows

:

"It is well known that the most expensive item in the

practical working of locomotives is fuel. The ordinary

consumption of wood by first-class passenger engines in

this hundred-mile run, l)etween Martinsburg and Balti-

more, is atxjut four cords. This requires, as a rule, a spe-

cial stOf>page of the passenger train of four or five min-

utes above the Monocacy junction, in order to 'wood up.'

Upon this engine, however, the run is made with the con-

sumption of but two and a half cords of wood, which

being less than the capacity of its tender, entirely dis-

penses with the stoppage for renewed supply. Although

this reduced quantity of fuel is consumed, the engine has

no lack of steam, but seems to equal to a more enlarged

task even than hauling the heavy train which contains the

great throng of lialtimore guests.

"Without enlarging too much upon these practical de-

tails, the subject is of such paramount importance in rail-

way economy, that I have made a careful calculation, to

show the actual advantages presented in this seemingly

model locomi-ytive. In the first place, the cost of wood
used between Martinsburg and Baltimore is said to

average $3.80 per cord, when prepared for the locomo-

tive. The quantity consumed by the ordinary engines

verified by the Company's experience with the same make
of engines on the Washington Branch.''

At the time that Mr. Tyson assumed charge of the

Machinery Department of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,

most of its freight locomotives were of the 0-8-0 "Camel"
type, built by Ross Wirians, of Baltimore, there being
109 of these in service. There were also 17 engines known
as the "Hayes ten wheelers," which were operated on
both passenger and fast freight trains, and a few 0-8-0

locomotives, called "Company 8 wheel engines." The
Camel engines embodied inany novel and valuable fea-

tures, and, up to this time, it is entirely probable that

no other freight locomotive had been built that dcvelojjed

as great power and gave as good results in service. It

was, however, observed by Mr. Tyson, the correctness

of whose judgment is undeniable, that they were objec-

tionable in certain errors of design, the chief of which
was the absence of a leading truck, as well as in struc-

tural weaknesses of serious character. The Haves ten

wheelers were not, in most particulars, subject to these

objections, but many of their features, especially their

valve motion, and cylinder connections, were clearly in

need of modification.

To the end of effecting such improvement in the freight

locomotive equipment as the conditions above noted indi-

cated to be necessary and desirable, Mr. Tyson, in 1856,
designed a locomotive of the 4-6-0 type, a side view of
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wliich, reproduced from Plate 5 of the Supplement to the

Report OH the Railways of the United States, by Captain

Douglas Galton, R. E., London, 1858, is shown in Fig.

3. Most of the drawings for these engines, copies of a

number of which appear in Capt. Galton's report, were
made by the late M. N. Fomey, who was then chief

draughtsman at Mount Clare Shops, after the close of

his apprenticeship in the shops of Ross Winans, and were
of the same grade of excellence as uniformly characterized

Mr. Forney's work. The only record of these drawings

now in existence, is that made in the report referred to,

and it is much to be regretted that the originals, together

with manv other interesting ones of locomotives of other

Railroad that were equipped with the Gooch, or so-called

"stationary'' link motion, which is shown in Fig. 4, repro-

duced from Plate 10 of Capt. Galton's report before re-

ferred to. The Gooch link motion was also applied by
Thatcher Perkins, who succeeded Mr. Tyson as Master
of Machinery, in the many successful ten wheeled and
eight coupled locomotives designed by him, and built at

Mount Clare Shops, and by other locomotive shops, for

the road. In the Perkins engines, this valve operating

mechanism was modified by connecting the front end of

the die rod to an arm on a shaft journalled on the frames,

immediately behind the smoke bo.x, and extending a rod

backwardlv from another arm on this shaft to the lower

Fig. 4_The Gooch Link Motion as Used on the 4-6-0 Type Locomotives of the Baltimore & Ohio Railway in 1856

types, were destroyed, by the order of a subsequent Su-

perintendent of Motive Power.
Upon the completion of this design, Mr. Tyson sent

to Ross Winans, on September 13, 1856, a request to be

informed whether he desired to make a bid for the con-

struction of five of them, according to specifications to

be sent to him. Mr. Winans declined to do so, but of-

fered to build the engines, if allowed to deviate from the

specifications, by making the diameter of the wheels, and

the valve gear and frame, similar to the Camels. This offer

was at once rejected by Mr. Tyson, who contracted with

A. & W. Denmead & Sons, of Baltimore, for seven loco-

motives, in accordance with his specifications, Nos. 222,

223. 224, 225, 226. 227 and 228, which were placed on

the road at dififerent dates, Ijetween April and December,

1857. Two more were built at Mount Clare Shops, Nos.

229 and 230, in September, 1857.

This correspondence was the beginning of a lengthy

personal controversy, carried on in pamphlets and news-

paper articles, between Mr. Tyson and Mr. Winans, as

to the relative merits of the ten wheel and Camel engines,

the result of which was that no more of the latter were

built for the road, the company having apparently ac-

cepted, as final, the position taken by the heads of its op-

erating departments, as to the undesirability of further

application of that type of engine.

The Tyson ten wheel engines weighed 61,830 pounds,

of which 48,200 pounds was on the driving wheels. The
cvlinders were 18 x 24 inches : driving wheels, 50 inches,

with chilled cast iron tires, and boilers of telescopic form,

46 inches diameter of first ring, with crown sheet radially

stayed by J4,
inch stay bolts. The inside firebox was of

copper, except the crovm sheet, and was 66 x 41 inches

inside dimensions, giving a grate area of 18.5 square feet.

A variable exhaust, of the Winans "plug" type, was ap-

plied.

These engines were the first on the Baltimore & Ohio

valve rocker arm. By this means, a materially increased

radius of the link was made available, this radius being,

in the Perkins engine, 55 inches. It is probable that the

Gooch link motion was approved, and adopted by Mr.
Tyson and Mr. Perkins, for the reason that it did not in-

volve variation of lead at different points of cut off.

The fact that only nine Tyson ten wheel engines were
built, and that, subsequently, a considerably greater num-
ber of Hayes ten wheelers, modified by the application of

cylinder saddles, link motion valve gear, and wide spread

trucks, were built at the company's Mount Clare shops

and put in service on the road, and also that objection

was made to the Tyson ten wheelers on the ground

that they did not have sufficient weight on their trucks,

and were consequently liable to derailment, may be held

to indicate that Mr. Tyson's last step of modernization

was not an entirely successful one. But, even if this view

be a correct one, the fact remains that he is entitled to the

substantial credit of having actually modernized the' exist-

ing ten wheel engine of the road, and brought about the

introduction of the leading truck, in its freight equipment.

If the controversy betwen himself and Ross Winans
could, as was most to be desired, have been amicably

adjusted, the skill and ingenuity of the latter would have

doubtless led to the development, by him, of the 2-8-0

type, as a compromise between the Camel and the ten

wheel engines, and the progress of locomotive improve-

ment would, by the co-operation of two designers of un-

questioned ability, have been correspondingly advanced

towards the culmination reached in the perfected types

now in general service, which are fully represented in the

the present equipment of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

A further substantially valuable result of co-operation

by Mr. Tyson and Mr. Winans. would have been that of

maintaining in operation Mr. Winans' locomotive works

in Baltimore, which, prior to the Company's adverse de-

cision as to his engines, had been doing a large and
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profitable business, and contributing' materially to the

prosperity of that cit\-, but were, soon thereafter, closed

by reason of the injurious effect of the disapproval of

the Camel engines. If these works had continued to be

operated, it is not unreasonable to believe that Baltimore
would, today, have the credit and advantage of being the
location of a large and successful locomotive building
establishment.

Causes of Pitting in Locomotive Boilers and Means of

Prevention
By C. H. KoyI, Engineer Water Service, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paid Railway

For many years the study of the cause of boiler pitting

was handicapped by a confusion of terms between chem-
ists and boilermen, the word '"cause" meaning one thing

to the chemist and quite another to the boilerman.

Chemists were seeking for the cau.se of corrosion of iron,

meaning by the term corrosion not only pitting and groov-
ing in boilers but rusting of iron in general ; and the\

sought not so much the physical causes which lead up to

this as the chemical conditions under which it takes place.

They had in succession the "oxide" theory, the "acid"

theory, the
'

'elect rohtic" theory, the "biological" theory.

and others ; but in 1922, by a continuous .series of elim-

inations, they were finally able to agree that corrosion

takes place only under water, or at least in the presence

of moisture, and that its cause, or tht chemical condition

under which it takes place, is the presence of "hydrogen
ions" in the water.

On the other hand, the boilerman, who knows little about
"hydrogen ions" wants to know whether pitting is due to

son'.ething in the water in the boiler, and if so what; or

to the kind of metal of which the boiler is made: or to

the temperature of the boiler, or its shape, or to the num-
ber and location of its injectors, or what not, always mean-
ing by the word "cause" something under the control of

the man who made the boiler, or of the man who runs it.

Accepting the statement on which all leading chemists

have agreed that pitting can take placi; only in the pres-

ence of "hydrogen ions" in the water, there yet are two
distinct methods by which water beccines charged with

hydrogen ions—first, by adding acid, second, by electrifi-

cation. And this tallies exactly with our statement of

last year, founded on observation, that there are two kinds

of pitting in locomotive boilers, one due to acid, and the

other due to electric action. But, for the boilerman, there

are seven or eight conditions of water or metal to be

guarded against under these two general headings.

Pitting by sulphuric acid, which in this country can

l>est be observed in the vicinity of the eastern coal mines,

is very characteristic in locomotive boilers. It always com-
mences about the firebox, where lx)th iron and v/ater are

hottest ; shows its first effect where the .ik'n of the metal

has ])een weakened by bending or punching or havy ham-
mering ; and gradually works forward, so that in the

course of time it may reach the front of the boiler. There-
fore, from our jx)int of view water contaminated by the

eastern coal mines is to be avoided as one cause of pitting.

Water from swamps and stagnant ponds, and decom-
posing sewage none of which arc acid in the cold, will yet

pit boilers because they arc converted into acids by the

heat of the boiler. Therefore, to the boilerman, water

from swamps and stagnant ponds, and streams containing

sewage are to be avoided as a second cause of pitting.

When the acid in the water is very weak, it has been

nf)ticed that the only i>arts of the boiler affected are those

where the smooth skin of the metal has been broken or

weakened by rough handling. It may be by scratching a

flue as it is being worked through the flue sheet ; it may
be by excessive rolling near the flue end; it may even be
by rusting in the open air; but whatever the cause of
breaking the hard smooth finish on the steel, it is to be
avoided as a third cause of pitting.

It is quite generally known that the chemical action of
acid can be prevented by neutralizing the acid by lime and
soda-ash before the water goes to the boiler.

On the line with which I am connected there is some
pitting due to the above causes, but not much. Most of
our pitting is of the electric order.

This electric pitting in locomotive boilers is also very
distinctive in character. It commences at the front end of
the Ijoiler where the water comes in, and follows the course
of the water toward the firebox though the pitting seldom
reaches more than half way back. In its early stages it is

found only on the three outer rows of flues, on the front
belly plate, and on the front ends of the flues near the flue

sheet, but it gradually works toward the firebo.x.

Also, this kind of pitting is found only in boilers fed
with water rich in sodium sulphate -or sodium chloride, say
20 grains per gallon as the water goes to the boiler.

These alkali salts are chemically neutral to iron at boiler

temj>eratures, but are good electrolytes, that is, they make
easy the passage of electric current through the water;
and these circumstances are the starting jx)int for the be-
lief that in this case the "hydrogen ions" necessary for
pitting are the result of electric action.

Furthermore, it has been apparent of late years that

electric ])itting is of very small amount unless there is

oxygen in the water ; this because, in electric pitting, the
atoms of metallic iron must be dissolved in the water, and
since water can hold in solution only an infinitesimal quan-
tity of iron the water would soon become saturated and
the pitting cease unless something in the water continu-
ously combined with the iron to take it out of the water
and leave room for more iron. This something is oxygen.

Therefore, for electric pitting there must exist simul-
taneously three causes or conditions—electric potential

from the iron in the water, alkali electrolyte in the water,
and o.xygen in the water. If we can eliminate any one of
these three conditions, we can prevent electric pitting.

For practical purposes we may at once give up hope
of getting rid of alkali water, because on the Great Plains
between us and the Rocky Mountains there are many
thousands of square miles with no other kind of water.
It is true that T can show you in print, and signed by a
noted engineer the ]>roposal to evaporate all this water,
anfl then condense it for locomotive use; and it is true that

the chemist of a leading railroad proposed about the same
time to freeze all this water and store the ice for locomo-
tive use; but while each method would give us nearly
pure water, yet either would cost too much. Therefore
our efforts for preventation of electric pitting must be
limited to the elimination of either electric potential or
oxygen.
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You know that between any two pieces of metal under
water there is a tendency to generate an electric current
if they differ in chemical constitution or in physical condi-
tion even the smallest amount. Steel is composed of iron

and several other things, and under high-speed manu-
facture cannot possibly be absolutely uniform in texture

and in hardness over the surface of even one flue. There
are bound to be spots from which small electric curents
tend to flow to other nearby spots, and if they do flow
they take atoms of iron with them, and the result is holes
in the steel, or pits. This kind of action is known as

electrolysis and its cause is inherent in the steel.

Other metals, such as wrought iron and copper are more
uniform in texture than steel, and both have been tested

ill boilers and found to pit less. But, in addition to the

greater cost, there are other reasons why neither of these

metals lias come into general use for boiler sheets or flues.

Also, it has been found that if an electric battei-y is

carried on the engine, with its jxisitive pole connected to

the water and its negative pole connected to the boiler

shell, the water can be kept at a higher electric potential

than the metal, and that thus electrolytic currents are pre-

vented and pitting is stopped.

But all these more or less expensive or cumbersome
remedies have been held in abeyance because it became
evident a few years ago that we had not learned all that

was to be known about electrolytic pitting. As noted
above, this kind of pitting shows principally on the front

half of the boiler. But presumably the steel is of the

same kind from one end of the boiler to the other, and, if

electrolytic pitting were controlled entirely by the quality

of the steel, pitting should be uniform from end to end
of the boiler. Also the flues at the hot end of the boiler

are held in the flue sheet by copper shims, and if pitting

were due entirely to difference of metal, then steel flues

should pit most rapidly in contact with copper ; but they

do not.

Evidently the presence of alkali water and of the electro-

lytic difference of potential between hard spots and soft

spots on steel, and between steel flues and copper shims,

are not enough to produce pitting ; and just as evidently

the third and necessary factor is in the water when it comes
through the boiler check valve, and is used up when the

water is half way hack to the firebox ; and just as evidently,

the discovery and proof of this third factor is the key to

the prevention of electrolytic pitting.

At first I thought that a difference of electric potential

between the boiler metal and the water existed when the

water entered the boiler, and might l>e sufficient to last until

the water was half way back and thus explain pitting on

the front half of the flues and none on the back half. This

electric charge, positive on the metal , negative in the water,

does exist when the water has passed the boiler check

valve; it is always present while the injector is in oper-

ation, but I have never found it of sufficient force or

quantity to account for the pitting in the front half of the

boiler. The ])henomenon will require further study be-

cause it certainly has some effect on the pitting, but I am
convinced that it is not the controlling factor.

The one remaining active content of the water as it

enters the boiler is oxygen, and we have enough proof

now to enable us to sav that this small amount of oxygen,

one part per hundred of the water by volume and only

twelve jxirts per million by weight, is the factor which

insures pitting in the front half of the boiler; and that

there is seldom electric pitting in the back half of the

boiler. l:)ecause there is not enough oxygen to last.

We have been a long time making this discovery because

we all thought that electrolytic potential in the presence of

alkali sulphate was enough, and it was only when we
separated acid pitting from alkali pitting and found that

alkali pitting is confined to the front of the boiler that we
were led to study the influence of oxygen in this kind of

pitting.

The proof is complete when we find that the presence of

a feedwater heater, which nearly eliminates oxygen, is

sufficient to practically stop pitting in stationary boilers.

Feedwater heaters for locomotives are new in the United
States but they are in successful use and some of them are
of a type that the oxygen can escape while the water is

being heated. On one of them attached to a locomotive
we have conducted a series of daily tests for two months,
and find that on the average 80 per cent of the oxygen is

eliminated.

A locomotive feedwater heater saves 10 per cent of the

fuel and water, and pays for itself in a year or so ; and it

will not be any added expense to get rid of oxygen and
thus prevent nearly all electric pitting. Therefore, I say

with confidence that the days of electric pitting in the

northwest are numbered.

Rail Enijployment Steadier Last Year

X'ariations in the number of employes on the railroacls

during 1924 were considerably less than in 1923 in spite

of the fact that traffic fluctuations in 1924 were much
larger than in 1923.

The number of men employed in every month in 192-1

was less than in 1923, the average number of 1,770,391

for the year being 102,379 less than the average number
employed in 1923.

The number employed in 1923 varied from 1,779,516 in

January to 1,973,505 in August, a difference of 193,989.

In 1924 it increased from 1,749,927 in January to

1,822,616 in October, and then declined to 1,736,699, the

maximum fluctuation being 85,917. This decline from
October to December was less than in the corresponding

period of 1923 when the reduction in the number of em-
ployes was 142,715.

To what extent changes in conditions and changes in

policy caused the fluctuations in employment to be so much
less last year than the year before it is not yet p>ossible

to say, but the facts show that efforts made by the man-
agements to bring about greater stability are meeting with

success.

Last autumn a committee was appointed b>' the .\sso-

ciation of Railway Executives to study and report, in

co-operation with the Interstate Commerce Commission,

ways and means of stabilizing employment on the rail-

roads.

Designating Freight Trains by Name
Fast through freight trains on the Pennsylvania are to

be designated by names instead of the usual numbers or

symbols in future. The ne\y names that have l^een chosen

are intended to appeal to the imagination. They typify

speed and certainty ; in some cases they have historic sig

nificance, and in others are related to the character of the

ser\ice which the train performs. For example, the old

designation "Star Union Line'' has been revived for the

fast freight to Chicago from the Atlantic Seaboard. This

will perpetuate the name of the first through fast freight

line operated between the East and West. Another name
of interest is "The Gas Wagon," selected for the east-

bound train from Detroit to seaboard, which largely car-

ries automobile freight.

It is expected that the names of the fast freights will

become as well known as are the names of such jxissengcr

trains as "The Broadway Limited," "The Congressional

Limited," "The Southwest Limited," "The St. Louisian,"

etc.



The Engineer as an Executive
By JULIUS KRUTTSCHNITT, Chairman, Executive Committee, Southern Pacific Company

Before a joint meeting of the Metropolitan Sections of

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, American
Society of Civil Engineers, American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers. American Institute of Mining Engineers,

a:id the New York Electrical Society, held in New York
on March 18th. Julius Kruttschnitt, chairman, Executive
Committee, Southern Pacific Company, delivered an ad-

dress: ""The Engineer as an Executive." In this address

Mr. Kruttsclinitt, in an able manner and on a subject on
which he is so thoroughly qualified to speak, reviewed
the duties and respwnsibilities of the chief executive offi-

cer of a railroad, the difficulties which he must encounter,

and the problems that have been solved. Brefly, he re-

ferred to nearly even.- phase of railroad operation includ-

ing a review of those problems which remain unsolved.

Mr. Kruttschnitt spoke as follows:

To correctly judge the qualifications of "The Engineer
as a Railroad Executive." a comprehensive survey of

the duties devolving on the chief executive officer of a

railroad under present day conditions and of the diffi-

culties which he has to overcome. Xot only must we con-

sider the problems that require solution but we must take

into account the limitations imposed by law on the reve-

nues of railroads and the extent of control of their ex-

penses that the executive is permitted to exercise. It

seems appropriate, therefore, to introduce a quite full out-

line of the problems that confront the responsible man-
aging officer, the e.xtent to which so far he has solved

them, and to what extent they remain unsolved, after

which we shall endeavor to show how the engineer has

risen to new responsibilities, and what recognition stock-

holders and directors of railroads have accorded to his

fitness to administer their properties.

Fundamentally, a railroad is a huge manufacturing
plant designed to convert the energy locked up in fuel

into work for transporting persons and property on spe-

cially designed roadways. The energy conversion is by
means of individually operated locomotive units, and the

success of the entire plant, measured by the spread be-

tween production costs of output, measured in passenger-

miles and ton-miles, and selling prices depends on the

efficient working of each individual unit.

To attain the maximum or even moderate success in

creating a margin between the cost and sales prices of

output, the necessary executive and administrative work
can Ijest be done by men specially trained in those branches

of knowledge that contribute most to the efficient o]>era-

tion of railroads, on the degree of which depends success

or failure ; and the most imp<jrtant duty of the Chief Ex-
ecutive is to so select his official staff as to attain the

l)e.st results. To pass intelligently on the qualifications

of his staff and their recommendations tliat may reach

him.—in other words, to avoid being a mere rubber stamp
to approve whatever is laid before him,—-requires a fair

knowledge of the functions of each department head by

the Chief Executive.

.At the outset, let us explain the causes that have

brought about the epochal changes in the conditions of the

railroads in the first quarter of the twentieth century, con-

ditions that liave obstructed successful operation to an ex-

tent never theretofore encountered, and then show how
-American talent has adapted the railroads to these new
conditions and so far has averted bankruptcy and ruin.

From the attached graph it will be observed that the

rise of prices of oil commodities throughout our country.

that was started by the outbreak of the World War in the
summer of 1914, culminated in the United States in May,
1920, when the index number of wholesale prices showed
an increase of 236 per cent above the corresponding num-
ber in 1900. Starting from the base index number—taken
as 100 in 1900—there was a slight fall in 1901, but in

1902 prices were 4 per cent above 1900 and, with some re-

versals, the rise was continuous to the outbreak of the

\Vorld War, when they were 20 per cent higher than in

1900. At the date of our entry into the war, the index
number of wholesale prices was 120 per cent above 1900.
The fall from the peak of 236 per cent over 1900 in 1920
was rapid to 83 jxr cent above 1900 in the middle of

1921, since when there have been fluctuations leading to

the figure of 94 per cent above 1900 in December, 1924.

During the 17 years from 1900 to 1917, the average
railway freight rate in the United States remained nearly

stationary. True, there were fluctuations that afifected

the average but never sufficiently to raise it over .S per
cent to 7 per cent above 1900, so that when the United
States entered the World War the average freight rate

was almost exactly the same as it was 17 years thereto-

fore, but in 17 years average prices had risen 120 per
cent and wages of railway employees had risen 77 per

cent. At the beginning of the century, 25 years ago, the

average operating ratio for all the roads of the United
States was 65 per cent. Under Government operation it

rose in 1920 to 94.3 per cent and for the twelve months
of 1924, after four years of private o}:>eration, it fell to

76.14 per cent. These data are quoted to show how the

spread between revenues and expenses has shrunk, and
how narrow a margin exists at the present time out of

which to pay interest on obligations and dividends on
stocks.

It will be observed that the i>ercentage return on invest-

ment that was 4.52 in 1900 substantially vanished in 1920
on the return of the railroads to their owners by the Gov-
ernment, and never since that time has equalled the 1900
return. For 1924 it was only 96 per cent thereof, or

4.35 per cent, and it has fallen still farther below the

statutory return for two years of 6 per cent, prescribed

bv Congress as reasonable and allowable, from March,
1920, to March, 1922, and S-K per cent from March, 1922,

to date.

The figures we have quoted show the wide difference

in the kind of managing talent required on rail-

roads now and 25 years ago. At the end of the nine-

teenth century, 35 cents net ou.t of every dollar

could be turned into the treasury; while at the present

time only 24 cents, or 32 per cent less, can

be turned in, it requires the closest kind of manage-
ment and the services of very much more highly

trained executives to meet all money requirements other

than mere operating expenses out of 24 cents out of every

dollar. To get the most out of fuel, the largest material

item of operating expenses, stresses the efforts of sub-

stantially every department on a railroad, and to obtain

the best results requires the highest talent in a great many
different branches of engineering. The course of civil

engineering in our leading universities embraces courses

in the allied sciences of mechanical and electrical engi-

neering, and the important principles of physics, chemis-
try, geology and economics, so that the executive who has

enjoyed tlie training afforded in a civil engineering course

is peculiarly well fitted for co-ordinating and guiding the
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numerous operating activities on railroads and for secur-

ing the maximum output of salable products at minimum
costs. An analysis of operations that produce transpwr-

tation units \\-ill show that the engineer who has been

trained to secure desired ends in the most practical, effi-

cient and least expensive way can best contribute to the

success of a railroad enterprise, and will indicate the direc-

tions in which he should prepare himself in college for

executive duties, and will correspondingly indicate to the

owners of railroads, other things being equal, the qualifi-

cations to seek in managers.
We repeat that viewing the railroad as a manufactur-

ing plant designed for the sole purpose of creating the

maximum of transportation units out of the minimum of

fuel units the greatest efficiency will be attained by that

railroad whose executives co-ordinate best all depart-

ments and concentrate their activities on increasing output,

from the sale of which the railroad must secure its rev-

enues.

Enumerating some of the activities of a railroad will

show how numerous are the demands made on a Chief

Executive, and at the same time will show to a certain

extent how the problems that confront him have been

partially solved or are still demanding study for their

solution.

Executive Department

The wise executive will spare no expense in establishing

an Accounting Department to keep track of earnings and
expenses, to record the history of operations, to act as

general inspectors, to expose poor results as prerequisites

to their correction; to work up promptly cost data of

every important item of operating expense and as prompt-

ly to put them in the hands of all concerned. While the

exf)erience of the men who make the decisions will usually

keep them from going far wrong, yet in matters involving

millions in both capital and operating expenses, a railroad

officer should not be satisfied unless he has definite figures

on which to base decisions. The record traffic handled

with record efficiency in 1917 was the response of the

railroads to the monthly data sheets first issued by the

Railroads' War Board ; these are now issued in even more
detail by the Interstate Commerce Commission and the

Bureau of Railway Economics. Fuel accounts kept with

individual engineers and firemen and locomotives furnish

railroads with data from which to decide definitely what
type of locomotive is the most economical for their use,

and whether the expense of applying and maintaining

some of the many fuel-saving devices is warranted.

"The location of a railroad is given in its constitution.

It may be sick almost unto death with accidents of con-

struction and management, but with a good constitution

it will ultimately recover." The Board of Directors, ad-

vised by the Chief Executive, must pronounce on the

location of the railroad between its termini ; it allots the

amount of money to be spent on construction ; fixes the

grade and curve systems, because the ideally perfect rail-

road, between given points, should be absolutely straight

and of uniform grade, that is, devoid of undulations in

alignment or profile. The expense of operation will in-

crease in proportion to the grade and curve resistance in-

volved in departures from the ideal line, and the extent

of departure must be authorized by the Board, on which

devolves the duty of providing the money for construction.

Whenever a ton weight is lifted one foot, an amount of

work equivalent to moving it 333 feet over a straight,

level track is spent ; and every time a ton weight of train

is forced through 100 feet of one degree curve, the work
done in deflecting it from a straight to a curved path is

equivalent to moving the same ton over 16 2/3 feet of

straight, level track. The equated length of the old line

of the Central Pacific between Ogden and Lucin, Utah,
compared with the new Lucin Cut-Off line is as 280 to
129 miles, one pound of fuel on the new line moves as
much tonnage as 2.2 lbs. on the old.

The Executive Department must determine the justifi-

able outlay to reduce grades and curvature on existing
lines, as obviously the expenditure necessary to obtain a
straight line between two points without any undulations
in grade might be commercially prohibitive. It is there-

fore of the greatest importance for the commercial success
of a railroad to balance the money cost of approaching as

nearly as possible ideal conditions with the expected
benefits.

Motive power can often be economized by expensive
physical improvements, such as installing automatic
block signals, redesign of terminals, modernizing round-
houses so as to utilize the residual heat from incoming
locomotives to raise steam on outgoing ones, and by in-

creasing the number and lengths of sidings to save on the
line. On the executive rests the responsibility of balanc-
ing the interest, maintenance and depreciation costs on
large capital expenditures against possible savings, and of
providing the necessary capital if the investment is justi-

fied.

Traffic Department

The Traffic Department is the sales department of the
railroad, and its contract specifications as to loads in cars

and character of service exert a profound influence on net

earnings. It requires 41 per cent less power to haul 50
tons of lading in one car than in two of the same class

and weight, and 53 per cent more jwwer to haul a given
load at 40 than at 20 miles per hour.

Maintenance of Way Department

The resistance to traction of locomotives and cars varies

between wide limits with the condition of the track. The
train resistance figure commonly used of six pounds per
ton of 2,000 pounds at low speed assumes track in good
condition. It may very easily be two or three times that

amount on track laid with light rail, poorly maintained,
in bad surface and with low joints, etc. The heavier the

rail and the better the ballast, the easier it is to maintain
good alignment and surface, the less will be deflection

under loads, and the less will be the work required to

force the wheels out of the depression caused by weak
and yielding joints.

Maintenance of Equipment Department

About one-fifth of all locomotive coal, or 25,000,000
tons, in 1921 was consumed when the locomotive was not

doing useful work: in firing up, in waiting for trains, in

standing on sidings and passing tracks, in delays at ter-

minals, drawing fire and waiting at ashpits. This con-
sumption is not productive nor is it all waste. By rede-

signing terminals and increasing lengths and numbers of

sidings the waste can be minimized. Ingenious graphs on
which obstructions to traffic are likened to obstructions to

flow of water in incrusted pipes have proven of great as-

sistance to indicate how to increase capacity of line and
defer double tracking.

In designing locomotives, the features exercising the

greatest influence on fuel efficiency are

:

Careful and expert proportioning of engines, boilers,

fireboxes, grates, flues, draft appliances, so as to produce
by their combination the most perfect device to extract

their full heat contents from fuels. But little over 8 per

cent of the energy in fuels is now extracted and con-

verted into work.

While it is customary to speak of the waste of fuel in
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the average locomotive, we must not forget the extremely

unfavorable conditions under which it is required to work.

Si>ace limitations have thus far prevented the successful

use of condensing engines, and thus it has been deprived

of the advantage of 12 to 13 pounds additional efifective

cylinder pressure. It is driven through all kinds of

weather at high speed, so that radiation losses are e.xces-

sive. To meet the demands made on its boiler for steam,

explosive draft must be used, which expels much un-

burned fuel from the firebox ; the resultant effect of all of

which is evidenced in low thermal efficiency.

With the increase in the power of locomotives and the

use of higher steam pressures, mathematical talent to re-

place rule" of thumb has been called on to compute stresses

and to proportion i>arts. Questions as to adoption of al-

leged improvements are difficult to decide, as they involve

first cost, interest, maintenance and depreciation, their

possible effect on engine failures and the idle time of loco-

motives while undergoing repairs. Sometimes economy

of operation is sacrificed to facilitate adjustment and re-

pairs, as when outside valve gears replaced the original

Stephenson link motion.

The practice of buying locomotives regardless of their

adaptabilitv to special service, as was done during Fed-

eral control, simply because they could be built in quantity

at some reduction in cost, is recognized by competent

judges as the poorest kind of economy.

The Brake thermal efficiency—or percentage of energy

in fuel transformed into work—of reciprocating, conden-

sing, stationary steam engines is (lx)ilers included) 19.0%

Of steam turbines 19.2%

Average of eight large power-plants (boilers

included) .- • • 13.3%

While the thermal efficiency of non-condensing

steam locomotives at maximum capacity, equip-

oed with proven fuel-economizing devices, is

from 7.3% to 8.1%

Some of the problems that have been closely studied

and have been solved to a greater or less extent are:

Brick Arches

Brick arches built into the firebox mix the entering air

thoroughly with the combustible gases rising from the fire

and save on some types of locomotives about 12 per cent.

Superheating

The advantages resulting from the use of superheated

.iteam are due mainly to two properties

:

(a) Prevention of cylinder condensation

(b) Larger volume of steam per pound

Since the cvlinder takes the same volume per stroke for

the same cut-off, it is obvious that substantially less

pounds of steam will be used for the same work done.

Superheating may save 20 per cent of fuel.

Feed Water Heaters

Feed water heaters utilize waste heat to raise the tem-

perature of the feed water, thereby relieving the fuel in the

firebox from heating the cold feed water from an average

of 60° Fahr. up to 220° Fahr. and saving about 10 to 14

per cent of fuel.

The combined average effect of these devices in saving

fuel on passenger and freight locomotives of various types

at various speeds in actual service is given below, but we

must not forget that these figures vary widely for differ-

ent locomotives, speeds and classes of service, thus

:

Average, various

tvpes and speeds

Arch '•
• 9%

Superheater 20%

Feed water heater 10%
Combined 34.5%

The savings claimed for the various fuel-saving devices

are gross figures. The cost of applying them is quite

large, and in some cases not justified by the age or obsol-

escence of the locomotive; in others, is beyond the finan-

cial ability of railroads to apply them ; hence we must be

careful to balance cost of interest, maintenance and de-

preciation against the value of the fuel saved. The net

saving so determined—not the gross—will show whether

the money to provide the appliances can be providently

expended or not. Experience shows that thus tested the

gross saving of superheaters is reduced from 20 per cent

to about 17.4 per cent; of feed water heaters from 10 per

cent to about 6 per cent.

Boosters

Under normal conditions a locomotive can haul as much,

or even more, load than it can start. The booster consists

of a pair of independent engines coupkd to the

trailer wheels of locomotives, thus utilizing weight not

otherwise used for traction, in starting and quickly accel-

erating trains and in reducing violent shocks in starting,

which" are 60 hard on draft gear and the temper of pas-

sengers. As it cuts out automatically at a speed of 10

miles per hour, it uses steam at low speeds when the boiler

can over-supply the main cylinders. It is, therefore, an

indirect but valuable fuel saver through increased locomo-

tive capacity. The booster can add about 10 per cent to

the starting drawbar pull of heavy freight and as much

as 25 to 35 per cent to the starting drawbar pull of lighter

passenger locomotives.

Feed Water Purifiers

1. After selecting the softest natural feed waters, such

others as we may have to use should be chemically treated

to reduce objectionable impurities to a minimum. A con-

servative estimate of the effect of scale one-sixteenth inch

thick on flues is to increase fuel consumption 10 per cent.

The Hungarian State Railroads on 3,000 locomotives use

a mechanical feed-water purifier mounted on top of the

boiler. The water on entering the purifier is subjected

to full boiler pressure and temperature, and deposits its

scale in and on this adjunct to the boiler instead of in the

toiler and on the flues. With reduction of scale there is a

direct saving in fuel consumption, while a reduction in

frequency of boiler washings saves considerable time and

fuel. Without the purifier, locomotives washed on an

average of every five days require washing, with the puri-

fier, every 54 days.

Lubrication

2. All journal bearings must be carefully lubricated

to reduce friction; so must the center and side-bearings

of cars, the friction of which prevents the adjustment of

trucks on entering and leaving curves, and thereby in the

aggregate causes a heavy increase of the resistance to

traction that the locomotive must overcome.

3. Wear on all wheels of locomotives, tenders and

cars must be watched. If the threads are worn hollow

or flanges worn vertical, the areas in contact with the

rails wiien cars are oscillating or rounding curves will

be increased and friction correspondingly increased.
_

A
heavy freight locomotive, tender, caboose and 60 freight

cars are carried on over 500 wheels ; a slight increase in

the friction on a few of them only would, in the aggre-

gate, create a heavy drag on the locomotive.

Flange Lubrication

4. Flange lubrication reduces friction between rail

and flanges, and therefore has a substantial effect in
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reducing fuel consumption. On two roads where flange

lubrication was used, locomotive tires showed average

miles between turnings of 33,000 and 44,000 miles, re-

spectively, compared with 16,000 and 23,000 without.

\Vear on rails in curves shows a reduction of as high as

87 per cent. On one road of excessive curvature and
' grade the life of locomotive tires was increased 375 per

cent with flange lubrication.

Fuel Specifications

5. To insure full heat value the specifications for fuels

purchased should cover their value in B.t.u's.

Maximum Loads in Vehicles

6. Freight cars should be fully loaded as far as may
be. The resistance of a train of empty freight cars may
run up to eight pounds per ton ; that of cars with average

loads to six pounds per ton. while that of heavily loaded

cars, of total weight, 60 to 70 tons, may be as low as four

pounds per ton. The load, in other words, should be car-

ried in as few cars as possible.

Reduction of Dead Weight

As the expenditure of fuel in hauling a ton is the same
whether or not it is paying freight, it is evident that the

smaller the percentage of nonpaying or dead weight to

total weight moved, the smaller will be the cost of hauling

the paying freight.

The United States Railroad Administration 50-ton,

single-sheathed box car weighs 47.200 pounds.

.\nierican Railwav Association 50-ton box car design,

42,400 pounds.

Excess weight of U. S. R. A. car—4,800 pounds, or

11.3 per cent.

Based on 1923 data, the saving in fuel by eliminating

this excess weight, is $9.77 per car per year, or $4.10 per

ton, which, capitalized at 5 per cent, shows that an initial

expense of $82 in building a car is justified to reduce its

weight one ton.

.\s far as practicable all weight in a locomotive above

what is needed for adhesion to develop traction should be

eliminated.

Boiler design to suit class of service, and character of

fuel, requires considerable flexibility in this principle.

Stimulation of Interest and Co-Operation

in Saving Fuel

Assuming that locomotives are properly maintained, in

order to obtain the l>est results from burning fuel we must
inspire the interest and secure the oo-operation of the

men on the footboards of 65,0(X) traveling power-plants.
' How these are attained will appear from a brief of the

: practice on a large system covering many states and op-

erated under the most varied to]X)graphical and climatic

I conditions.

I

1. In addition to inspection at each terminal of engines

on arrival and again before departure to insure correction

of all defects liefore the engine l>egins its trip, verj'

thorough monthly inspections are made of all parts of the

engines, lx)iler and appliances, draft arrangements, etc

2. Classified statistics supply a complete hi.story (jf

operation. To be of most use they are issued immedi-

ately after the occurrences they record.

(a.) A fuel bureau receives rejxjrt of train and loco-

motive movements within two days after movement. Ton-
miles, fuel consumed per 1,000 ton-miles, tons per train

for each individual locomotive and each individual engi-

neer and fireman are then computed, and the results put

into superintendent's hands three to six days after move-

ment, so shortcomings can be detected and quickly cor-

rected.

(b) Monthly statemeiits of individual performance of

engineers, firemen, and locomotives are displayed on bul-

letin boards.

(c) A sheet recapitulating results by divisions is is-

sued monthly.

3. On each division a fuel committee composed of 4
engineers, 4 firemen, 1 conductor and 1 brakeman, serves

for six months and holds meetings bi-monthly, the super-

intendent acting as chairman. The meetings are well ad-

vertised and are attended by the superintendent's staff

and employees from all related departments, who offer

suggestions freely. E.xperts on operating methods and

appliances deliver addresses. Motion pictures illustrating

actual road conditions are exhibited. Minutes of meet-

ings are widely distributed and published in employees'

magazines.

4. To create emulation between divisions, a red silk

Ijanner is awarded quarterly to divisions showing greatest

improvement in the*previous year.

5. Gold-plated cap badges are awarded quarterly on

each division to the engineer and fireman showing best

fuel record in through and local freight and passenger

service.

6. Each superintendent publishes the names of five

engineers and five firemen having the best fuel records

for the month in through and local freight, passenger and

yard ser\-ice on a roll of honor, which is posted in round-

houses and printed in employees' magazines. A letter of

commendation is sent to each man whose name appears

on the roll.

7. The company sends yearly, at its expense, 38 men
consisting of an engineer and a fireman from each divi-

sion with the best fuel records, as its representatives to

the annual convention of the International Railway Fuel

.Vssociation.

As a result of the policy described and of many fuel-

saving devices, the company referred to moved 50 per

cent more gross ton-miles per pound of fuel in 1924 than

in 1913.

Transportation Department

About 20 per cent of all locomotive fuel is consumed

when the locomotive is not doing useful work.

(a) Avoidable losses of fuel used in firing up; losses

from unconsumed fuel drawn from fireboxes, from blow-

ing off and cooling down at end of runs ; losses incurred

while waiting for water, sand and other suppHes on

roundhouse tracks can l>e very greatly lessened by reduc-

ing the frequency of these occasions by lengthening loco-

motive runs. It is not uncommon now to run freight

locomotives over two or three freight divisions, and pas-

senger locomotives over four l>efore cooling them. The

following are some examples of modern practice:

PASSENGER
Road Rmi5 575 miles and over Mileage

Southern Pacific. . I.ns Angeles. Calif., to El Paso. Texas 815

M. K. T P.-irsons. Kan., to San Antonio, Texas 678

Union' Pacific' . . . Kansas City, Kan., to Denver, Colo 640

Southern Pacific. .San Antonio, Texas, to El Paso Texas. 628

A. T. & S. F VVinslow Ariz., to I.os Angeles, Calif 60^
Union Pacific Denver. Colo., to Ogden. Utah 577

Southern Pacific. New Orleans, La., to San Antonio, Taxes 575

Four locomotives only are used on the Southern Pacific

to haul passenger trains from New Orleans to San Fran-

cisco, 2,4'X) miles.
FREIGHT

Road Runs 575 miles and over Mileage

Southern Pacific. Fl Paso. Texas, tc Del Rio, Texas 453

Southern Pacific . . Sparks, Nev., to Carlin, Nev 387

Southern Pacific . Ilouston, Texas, to Algiers, La...... J6^

Southern Pacific. .San Antonio, Texas, to Fort Worth, Texas 3ii
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(b) Good dispatchinij will reduce the number of
needless stops, and careful planning will avoid fuel waste
from locomotives standing in sidings because of p)oor

meeting points, and from idle time at terminals waiting
for trains.

To stop a freight train of 66 cars weighing with loco-

motive and tender 6,204,000 lbs., moving at a speed of 40
miles per hour, and to restore that speed requires a con-

sumption of 380 lbs of coal.

( c ) The economy of moving tonnage in as few cars

and trains as possible and reduction of empty mileage is

obvious.

[On account of limited space available, it is necessary

that we publish Mr. Kruttschnitt's paper in two sections.

The second installment will appear in our issue for May
and will deal with the trend of current and future eco-

nomic development.

—

Eds.]

Pyle-National Turbo -Generator for Train Lighting
A Simple and Efficient Device for Continuous Train Lighting

It is now something more than twenty-five years ago
that the Pyle company exhibited an electric head light at a

Saratoga convention of the Master Mechanics' Associa-

tion. The outstanding feature of the exhibition was its

application to a locomotive and the distance (nearly a

mile) at which a road crossing could be seen. The device

consisted of a small turbine, direct connected to a small

generator supplying current to an arc lamp.

Since that time there has been a constant application of

research and experimental work, until a few years ago the

company developed a complete, self-contained turbo-

generator set adapted for train lighting. This has been
improved ujxin in detail from time to time until, in its

latest development, it has taken the form shown in the ac-

companying engravings.

The turbine, and armature are mounted upon the same

It is luiilt up of two set of blades, 1 and 2, which are

attached to the central web 3. This, in turn, is riveted to

the llanged hub 4, which is attached to the shaft. Steam is

delivered to the blades or buckets 1 on or against their in-

ner periphery by the nozzle 5.

The steam passes outwardly through these buckets into

a passover passage, not shown in the engraving, which is

in the outer casing. This passover leads the steam from
the outside face of the buckets 1 and discharges it from a

nozzle against the lips of the outer periphery of the buck-

ets 2. With an outside diameter of 17 in. and a rotative

speed of 3,600 revolutions per minute, the peripherical

speed of the turbine is about 16,000 ft. per minute. At
the same time the total steam consumption is

low.

The speed of the turbine is controlled by a throttling

rr I

Pyle- National Turbo-Generator for Train and Locomotive Lights

shaft, which is driven at a normal speed of 3,600 revo-

lutions per minute, and generates a current of 32 or 64
volts, according to its type. The speed is under automatic
control and the voltage line is practically straight or flat

throughout the whole range of the demands that may be
made upon the device.

Taking up the construction of the machine in detail and
starting at what is the right hand end of the engraving,
where the turbine is located we turn, first, to the turbine
itself.

governor, the valve of which is placed in the opening 6,

and is made the subject of a special engraving, which
should be considered in connection with the main illustra-

tion.

Taking up the g'overnor it is of the rotating ball or
weight type whose weights are formed by the approxi-

mately horizontal arm 7 of a bellcrank lever that is pivoted

against the rotating unit and collar 8 on the knife edge 9.

As the arm 7 moves outwardly under the influence of
the centrifugal forces the radial arm presses against the
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sleeve 10 and tends to move it to the right. This move-
ment is resisted by the heHcal spring 11 which works un-
der tension. It is held at the outer end by the collar 12

and at the other by the collar 13. The collar 12 has a

beveled bearing surface where it is in contact with the end
of the sleeve 10, and the collar 13 has a similar bearing

against die larger holding collar 14. These beveled sur-

faces leave the spring perfectly free to rotate under the

torsion stress to which it is subjected as it is stretched or

compressed. Meanwhile, the collar 14 is held to, and
made to turn with, the unit 8, by a series of tap bolts 15,

having a long thread. By means of these bolts the collar

13 may be drawn in towards the nut 8, and thereby a

greater tension be given to the spring which is held at the

outer end by the collar abutting against the sleeve 10.

This embraces all of the rotating parts of the governor.

The first moving part in direct contact with the rotating

parts is a carbon plug 16, which is set in a recessed tur-

retted plug 17. This, in turn, is screwed into the hollow

end of the vertical arm 18 of a bell-crank lever by which
the horizontal motion of the rotating parts of the governor
are transferred to the stem of the throttling valve. The
horizontal arm 19 of the bellcrank bears at its end against

the lower end of the valve stem 20.

This valve stem is a plain straight stem with a circum-

ferential groove cut in it at 21. A collar is slipped over it

at this point and its metal spun or pressed into the groove

so as to hold it in place. It is then slipped up into the

valve proper 22, and the collar 23 is pressed into a coun-

tersink prepared for it. The valve and its stem is then

set down into the casing 24, which, in turn, is set down
into a hole prepared for it in the main casting of the

machine. The casing fits into a taj>er and is held down in

place by the helical spring 25 which is held in compression

by the cap 26, which is screwed into the main casing.

The lower end of the valve stem is fitted with a wide
washer-like collar which serves as a seat for the spring

27, by which the valve is held down and in its open posi-

tion.

As the speed of the turbine is increased the governor
moves the sleeve 10 to the right and this acting on the

lever 19, through the carbon plug lifts the valve stem and
partially closes the steam passage to the turbine. Steam is

admitted at a and follows the course indicated by the

arrows to the passage b which leads to the nozzles. The
valve consists of two pistons with the enlarged section c,

between them. The upper piston is merely a guide, but

the enlarged section c and the lower piston tend to close

the annular openings d and e as the valve rises and so

throttle or wiredraw the steam, thus holding the turbine

to a constant speed.

The speed is readily adjusted. The spring resistance to

the movement of the governor weights is changed by an

adjustment of the collar 13. by means of tlie tap bolts 15.

This done the valve may be set in its proper position by
screwing the holder of the carbon plug in or out. The
plug, it will be seen is always held against the end of the

sleeve 10, by the light spring 27, which holds the valve

stem down against the lever 19.

Passing now to the left of the turbine the flanged hub
4, has an angle-shaped ring 28, fastened to it in the outer

face of whose horizontal portion four grooves are cut for

the reception of packing rings which press outwardly

against a corresponding ring 29, which is held to the

main casing by machine screws. This prevents any leak-

age of steam or water into the electrical end of the ma-
chine.

.\ttention is called to the ease of access which is af-

forded to all of the parts connected with the turbine. By
the removal of the cap 30, the end is opened and direct

access is obtained to the governor and valve mechanism;
or, by unscrewing the cap 26, the valve can be lifted out.

While, by taking out the holding tap bolts the whole end
casing 31 can be taken off, exposing the turbine itself.

We next come to the space in which the main bearing is

located. The base is the turbine ball bearing sleeve 32,
which is pressed upon the shaft and is prevented from
turning by the drive pin 33. The rotating raceway 34 is

held in place against a shoulder on the sleeve by a nut 35,
screwed upon the latter. The stationary raceway 36, is

held by a ring 37, supported by the brackets 38, which are
integral with the casing of the machine. The raceway is

held in place by the bearing cap 39, which is a ring
fastened to the ring 37, by tap bolts.

The sleeve bears against a shoulder on the shaft and
beyond it there is a collar 40 which rotates with the shaft
and carries a series of vanes, not shown in the engraving,
by which the ventilation of the armature is accomplished.
These vanes produce a current of air flowing from left to

right through the armature and discharging into the space

Valve for Pyle-National Turbo-Generator

containing the ball bearing, from which it escapes into

the atmosphere through a hole in the casing of the ma-
chine.

At this point the casing is again split, the central por-
tion or generator yoke 41, being held to the turbine casing
42, by a row of tap bolts 43.

The generator yoke contains the armature, field mag-
nets and coils, the coil collar also extending through it

and being held in place by the armature shaft nut 50.

The laminations 51, of the pole piece are held together

by pole pins 44, which are turned cylindrical from end to

end with a shallow countersink at each end.

After the pin has been put in place and the pole end
pieces 45, slipped over the ends, the pin is riveted over
thus firmly binding the laminations together. They are also

still further held by pins 46, which are run through the

end pieces and laminations and riveted at the ends in the

same manner.

The double cross hatched section 47, is the shunt field

coil and the coarser double cross-hatched section 48, is the

series field coil.

Then comes another break in the casing and the last

section 69, the generator casing, is held to the yoke by the

tap bolts 49. This generator casing is fitted with a door
forming its upper half, which is held closed by a thumb
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screw, and. when raised exposes the whole of the cuni-

mutator arrangement to inspection, adjustment and re-

pair.

The commutator sleeve is made in two parts. The main
sleeve 52. is a plain straight cylinder with a dovetail

shoulder at the inner end and with a thread cut at the

outer end for the nut 53 for holding the taper ring 54, in

place. This, in turn, is threaded at the outer end for the

nut 55. which holds the end taper ring 56, in place. These

three rings form a complete dovetail for holding the com-
mutator sections 58, in place, the space between being

insulated with mica. The mottled sections 57, outside

being the carbon brushes.

The main sleeve is held in place by the nut 59 which is

screwed on the axle, and it is prevented from turning by

the pin 60.

To the left of the commutator space there is a collar

61, containing two grooves in each of which there is a

packing ring that has a bearing on the casing. These

rings are to prevent any seepage of oil through from the

outside bearing to the commutators. Then, as an addi-

tional precaution, the washer 62. is clamped against it.

This washer is of a diameter larger than the outside of the

lip that forms the bearing of the packing rings, so that any

oil working out against it, follows its surface under the

influence of- the centrifugal action and is thrown off from

its outer edge into the oil well 63.

The revolving raceway of the ball bearing is held in

place by the nut 64, on the end of the shaft. This, then,

holds the revolving raceway, and the two collars 65, and

61 with the washer 62 in place. Riding loosely on the

collar 65, there is a lubricating ring 66. which dips down
into the well and carries up enough oil to lubricate the

ball bearing.

The fixed racewa}- 67, is held by the outer cap 68.

As, in accordance with the usual construction, the

radius of the raceways is slightly larger than that of the

balls, there is a possibility of a slight yielding of the shaft

so as to adjust itself to the balance requirements of its

rotation. At the same time this increase is so slight that

there is practically no end play to the shaft.

With a loaded shaft revolving at the high speed at which

this is run. it is essential that a practically perfect running

balance should be maintained. In order tliat this may be

effected, each revolving part is balanced separately and

then after the whole has been assembled it receives its

final balance which is done by drilling the nut 59.

Drainage holes are provided for each section so that

any accumulated moisture or oil may be drawn oft' or

allowed to flow out.

One of the outstanding features of the machine is the

ready accessibility of all parts and, in spite of its apparent

complexity, the actual simplicity of the whole structure.

It may be placed either across or axially with the boiler

and no trouble will be experienced from gyroscopic

action as the maximum diameter of any revolving part,

aside from the turbine is only 6yi in., and the turbine

is only 17 in.

These generators are made in two sizes for car light-

ing service, that is for generating a current of 32 and

64 volts resjiectively. In the case of the 64-volt machine

the commutator sections are so wired that an alternating-

current of 32 volts is drawn off for the engine lighting.

The machine illustrated is known as the type M by

the manufacturers and is arranged to carry a load of 7

kilowatts 64-volt direct current for the train lighting

and 500 watts 32-volts alternating current for the head-

light and locomotive illumination.

Of course, with the generator placed upon tin: loco-

motive, a storage battery must be installed in each car

in order to carrv the load when the locomotive is de-

tached, but these batteries can be comparatively small,

and the generator has ample capacity to recharge them
during the hours that it is ordinarily operated.

Foundation Brake Rigging

At a recent meeting of the Canadian Railway Club,

W. H. Gegg, chief air brake inspector of the Canadian

National Railway, presented a paper in which he criticized

the average design of the foundation brake rigging on
locomotives, because of the unnecessary variation in the

dimensions of the details.

He presented drawings of the rigging on three types

of heavy locomotives in which these variations were
emphasized. In one case, that of a mikado locomotive

four sizes of brake beams were used, and two sizes of

brake beam bearings. In another case, there were again

four sizes of beams and two diameters of hanger pins.

And similar variations were set forth in a third design.

In contrast to this he showed a design used on the

Canadian National in which there was but one size of

beam, and all beam bearings and hanger pins were of one

dimension respectively.

Not only does this uniformity greatly facilitate the mak-
ing of repairs, but the additional stock needed where there

is a difference of dimension, requires more in the

wav of brake parts that the stores department must
carry, and this is such an im]X)rtant factor affecting the

investment that it cannot be ignored.

In connection with the rigging on freight cars the

paper included an analysis of the distribution of cylinder

power as follows

:

14-inch brake cvlinder. Estimated power and
at full efficiency 9,236 lbs.

Total leaverage 10 to 1

Estimated breaking power, emergency appli-

cation 92,360 "

Loss due to packing leather friction 275

Loss due to cvlinder release spring tension

(8-in. travel) ' 700 "

Loss at piston rod to move levers on car

body 250 "

Loss at piston rod to move levers on car

trucks 200 "

,
Total loss at ]>iston rod 1,425

Estimated efficiency of cylinder 9,236

Deduct total loss at piston rod 1,425

Leaves the actual value of cylinder 7,811

Times the total leaverage, 10, makes the

pressure on brake beams 78,1 10

Less brake beam release spring tension (12
springs) 2.400

Leaves actual braking power delivered 75.710

Total loss from all sources 16.650

Per cent of loss 18 P.C.

Per cent of efficiency 82 P.C.

Per cent of total loss, due to brake beam re-

lease springs 14.41 P.C.

Per cejit of total loss, due to all other causes 85.59 P.C.

In the course of the discussion the advantages accruing

horn the disuse of the breakbeam release springs on

passenger equipment was developed. It was stated that

it was found from, dynamometer car readings, in the case

of the Lake Shore Railway Toledo brake tests, that it

recjuired a drawbar pull of 8,370 lbs. to maintain a speed

of 60 miles per hour with a ten-car twelve-wheel car

train when standing brake cylinder piston travel was ad-

justed at 6 inches, while with the same train and speed

only 6,200 lbs. drawbar pull was required when standing
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piston travel was increased to 7 inches, indicating in the

first instance a loss of 35 i^er cent in the available effort

of the locomotive due to some brake shoes rubbing the

wheels.

In the words of the Committee this was one of the

most useful bits of information that came out during these

e-xhaustive tests, and resulted in the prompt adoption by

many railways of the clasp type of foundation brake gear,

which construction permits of a standing piston travel of

close to 8 in.

In connection vnth a discussion of the variables that

exist in foundation brake installations and maintenance it

has been found that with a co-efificient rail friction of 25

per cent and a combined brake rigging efHciency and

brake shoe co-efficient of 5 per cent, a braking ratio of

500 per cent of the light weight car can be employed

without excessive wheel sliding, while with the co-efiiicient

of rail friction of 25 per cent and a combined brake rig-

ging efficiency and brake shoe co-efficient of 25 per cent,

only 100 percent braking ratio can safely be employed if

wheel sliding is to be avoided, and further, using 60 miles

per hour as" a basic speed and 1,000 feet as a basis for

length of stop, it has been shown that a 20 per cent re-

duction in braking ratio will increase the length of stop

24 per cent and similarly a 20 per cent decrease in the

efficiency factor increases the length of stop 24 per cent.

In contrast of this, a 5 per cent increase in speed only

increases length of stop 10 per cent and a 1 per cent de-

scending grade increases length of sto]> only 8 per cent.

Work Required of Draft Rigging

The accompanying diagram indicates the amount of

energy to be absorbed or transmitted by the draft gear

of a car, on the basis of its own complete rigidity. It will

be reduced somewhat by an amount depending upon the

resilience of the car structure and the ability of the lading

to shift. The energy also varies, as

shown by the diagram, according to

the condition of the lx)dy with which

the car comes into contact.

This is shown by the lines 1, 2 and

3 at the bottom of the diagram. For

e.vample, according to these lines. No.

1 indicates that the energy to be ah-

sorbed when the car runs against a

solid abutment at a speed of three miles

per hour is equivalent to six miles an

hour when striking against a station-

ary car having its brakes set or about

5^ miles per hour striking against

a numlier of standing cars in an ov.

approximation to service conditions.

The other heavy horizontal lines

just t)elow the lines of 5,000 and

IS.OTX) ft. lbs. of energy show the

absorbing capacity of draft gears,

made up of one 6j4 '"• by 8 in.

spring ; two 6'^ in. by 8 in. springs
;

two class G springs and a friction

draft gear res^^ectively.

These show an aI)sorption cajxici-

ty of 2,000, 4,000, 5,000 and 13,000
/ ,, r .-I .

Diagram Ind
ft. lbs. of energy respectively.

The curves show the energy developed by cars of vary-

ing total weights, rising from 30,000 lbs. to 150,000 lbs.

by increments of 10,000 lbs.

Thus a car weighing 150,000 lbs. striking against a

'.olid abutment at a speed of 3 miles per hour, would re-

(|uire the absorption of 45,OrjO ft. lbs. of energy. While

for the same speed striking a stationary car with the

brakes set, an absorption of only about 12,500 ft. lbs. of

energy would be required.

The diagram was worked out by Mr. Richard D. Gal-

lagher, Jr.

Supply Exliibit for Boiler Makers' Convention

The Boiler Makers' Supply Men's Association have an-

nounced the completion of arrangements for exhibits in

connection with the Master Boiler Makers' Convention
which will be held at the Sherman Hotel, Chicago, 111.,

^lay 19th to 22nd.

The annual convention of the International Railway
Fuel Association will be held exactly in the same place on
May 25-28 inclusive, so that supply men exhibiting at

both conventions can. secure the same exhibit space, if

they so desire, and allow their exhibit to stay in place

from May 19th to 28th.

The convention is attended by prominent railroad mas-
ter boiler makers, foremen boiler makers, and a large

VELOCITY, MILE.S per HOUR.
eating Energy Absorbed or Transmitted by Draft Gears

number of master mechanics. Railway supply manufac-
turers interested in this opportunity to meet, the boiler

makers and exhibit their products to such railroad men
should make api)lication for membership and exhibit space
to W. H. Dangcl, Secretary, iioiler Makers' Sujiply Men's
Association, care Lovcjoy 'I'ool Works, Chicago, III.
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The Railroad and the Motor Car

A recent issue of the Atlantic Monthly contains an

article by Judge George W. Anderson of the Circuit

Court of Massachusetts on the relations of the railroad to

the motor truck. Judge Anderson analyzes the situation,

discusses the equity of the case and is impartially free

with his criticisms of railroad managements and motor

truck operations. In his first section he calls attention to

the investment of about $20,000,000,000 in the railroad

industry, which includes not only the railroads them-

selves, but the locomotive, and car-building concerns and

the allied industries. This is met by the total investments

in the country in automobiles and motor roads, which he

places at approximately $22,000,000,000.

He estimates that the railroad passenger cars have a

seating capacity for about 2,250,000 people, while the

automobiles have a seating capacity of 70,000.000 or

about thirty times the seating capacity of our railroad

cars. We could move two-thirds of our population of

110,000,000 at one time, thirty miles an hour on very good

roads from coast to coast. As carriers of mankind, the

automobile has already passed the rail carrier.

"Turning from passenger traffic to freight movement,

the encroachment on railroad traffic measured by tons is

not alarming. Measured by its importance and potency

for profit, it is serious. Apart from the privately owned

and operated motor equipment, we have a rapidly increas-

ing number of lines of public motor transportation con-

cerns, moving in competition with each other and with

the rail lines all over the country. This movement is, to

a large degree seasonal ; and the competition with the rail

linesis grossly unfair. We cannot justify a public policy

that permits road-destroying trucks, moving over free

rights of way to take the cream of the business in the

most favorable season, remitting the rail lines to an un-

remuncrative, but enforced, service in bad weather

—

while we compel the rail lines to pay exorbitant taxes,

which go in substantial part to create the free roads on
which trucking concerns, frequently financially irrespon-

sible, carry, damage or lose goods."
It is pretty clear that much of the trucking business is

now parasitic ; that it pays taxes disproportionate to its

road-destroying achievements; and that it calls for such
regulation as will greatly reduce its unfair seasonal com-
petition with regular reliable transportation service.

He called attention to the fact that on a railroad the

vehicle is steered by the road and that the motor is not

steered but is dependent upon its driver. In connection

with the drivers of the two machines, he speaks of the

locomotive engineers as a hightly trained and experienced
class whose functions are to start, control the speed of

and stop their engines. Except that they must observe
switches and signals they have no steering to do. Their
highway does the steering. But the driver of a motor
vehicle must not only start, control the speed and stop

but must steer his vehicle with reference to all the curves
and obstacles in the highways as well as with reference to

the steerers of like motor vehicles.

But, instead of having on our non-steering roads only

a carefully selected and experienced set of trained men,
we have millions of engineers of both sexes, some of

them frequently drunk, a considerable part of them
financially irresponsible. The result is inevitable.

Comjxire the achievements of the railroads with those

of motor cars in the killing and maiming field. In 1923
the railroads killed 7,385 and injured 171,712 people. In

1924 the fatal automobile accidents were not less than

17,000 and in addition about 500,000 persons were injured.

The general conclusion is that motor traffic is unsafe,

unpleasant and generally undesirable unless kept within

moderate limits. We are now at or near the saturation

stage.

The conclusion is reached after a recognition of the

fact that the motor industry has outgrown that of the

railroads, that the railroads show many signs of decaying

old age.

Exception will, however, probably, be taken to the

statement that there has been no substantial improvement
in railroad equipment or managemeiit in twenty years or

more. The actual abandonment of about 4,000 miles dis-

closes but a small part of the discouraging facts shown by

an examination of train schedules and other indicia of the

decadent condition of the thin lines. While we have tens

of thousands of miles of railroads that ought never to

have been built, few of them should be abandoned. Our
railroads need an intelligent conservation program as

much as do our forests.

The situation is critically bad and rapidly growing
worse. But this junking proposition should not be ac-

cepted without a struggle to avoid such an appalling

waste.

Railway Management's Problem

Elsewhere in this issue will be found the paper read by

Mr. Julius Kruttschnitt, Chairman of the Executive

Committee of the Southern Pacific Company, entitled

"The Engineer as an Executive," which he read before

the New York Sections of the principal engineering so-

cieties of the Metropolitan district.

Owing to the length of the paper and the limited space

available, it is to be published in two sections, the first

in the present issue and the second half in our issue for

May.
Mr. Kruttschnitt's paper contains an unusual amount of
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valuable and instructive information in such matters as

railway location, type and design of motive power, rela-

tive value of various kinds of fuel, and economies from
operation, all of which come within the purview of the

chief officer in charge of a railway, and which calls for

the highest type of engineer executive and of which the

author is an excellent example.
An interesting feature is the graphic chart which dis-

plays the enormous increase in unit costs of labor and
material during the past decade, and which reflects that

the increased rates on railway traffic has not kept pace
with these increases in operating costs. Thus, it has be-

come more difficult each year to so operate a railway

property as to avoid a deficit ; while the average return

is entirelv too low to invite new capital to the railway

field.

The chart referred to will be found on page 104 of this

issue of Railway axd LocoMOxn'E Exgineering, and
we commend our readers who are interested in a true pic-

ture of the railway situation to study it carefully.

The cost of labor increased 200 per cent during the war
period and is at present 47.99 per cent of each dollar

which the railroads receive. While material prices and
labor costs have receded from the peak of 1920, both are

still so high as to leave most lines a very narrow margin
of profit after meeting fixed obligations. IMany roads less

fortunately situated have barely escaped receivership.

While it is true that freight and passenger rates were in-

creased about 40 per cent during the period imder con-

sideration, it will be noted that this did not provide pro-

portionateh- for the increase in railwa)' expenses. Hence,
there is a very narrow spread between "the cost to pro-

duce" and "the selling price of transportation."

Killed
Train Accidents 1924 1923

Miscellaneous 52 20

Total 367 412
Train Service Accidents 1924 1923

Coupling or uncoupling cars or locomotives. 72 103
Coupling or uncoupling air hose 21 27
Operating locomotives 20 31
Ojjerating hand brakes 34 24
Operating switches 3 1

Coming in contact with fixed structures .... 63 69
Getting on or off cars or locomotives 495 539
Accidents at highway grade crossings 2,088 2,246
Struck or run over, not at pubiic crossings . . 2,333 2,618
^liscellaneous 719 852

Total 5,848 6,510

Total—Train and Train-Service Accidents 6,215 6,922
Cirand Total—Accidents of all Classes. .. 6,617 7,385
Total Casualties at Highway Grade Cross-

in.gs ' 2,149 2,268

Preserve Rate Making Power of I. C. C.

Representative business interests throughout the country
are to be appealed to through the Chamber of Commerce
of the United States to block any move on the part of
Congress to usurp the rate-making authority now in-

vested in the Interstate Commerce Commission by law.
"The attempt by Congress to legislate upon such mat-

ters is a menace to constructive regulation and opens the
way for congressional action on all rate questions," is the
wording of the resolution approved by the Chicago Board

The Growth of Railroad Safety of Trade for presentation to the National Chamber.
„, , , r r ^ , A • •, J

"The movement will tend to upset and abolish all exist-
The steady growth of safety on the American railroads i„g frei^jht differentials by tossing these problems of scien-

is emphasized by the accident report of the Interstate tific study and adjustment into the congressional arena,
Commerce Commission just issued for the month of De- ^.here they will be viewed strictly from the standpoint of
cember. 1924, and for the vear 1924 as a whole. political expediency "

'

^Qv"- ^^^ool^^^f "^u^ ^^^ train accidents against 27,- The resolution cites in part that "whereas, with no re-
'"1923. In the accidents m 1924 on y 367 persons flection upon Congress, its conclusions must be more or

were killed against 412 in the accidents in 1923. Persons i^.^ controlled by local influences, rendering such deci-

'"\"'^oo".
amoun ed to 3,986 against 5,158 in 1923^ ^io^s most dangerous to the transportation interests of

In 1924, passengers killed totaled 41 and those mjured the country; therefore be it 'Resolved, that the Chamber
^ iq?f

^^"""'^ passengers killed and 2,662 injured „f Commerce of the United States protests against the
in 1923. enactment of all laws encroaching upon the rate-making

In December, 1924, ten mil ion locomotive miks were authority of the Interstate Commerce Commission as pro-
run before a passenger was killed and over 4€0,000 loco- vided by law ' "

motive miles were run before a passenger was injured.

There were also 119 fewer fatalities from grade cross- j c n vt.! j a ^.. it-> • i-

ing accidents in 1924 than in 1923. Last year 2,149 pec^ ^- ^' ^' J^>*^eds Attorneys and Examiners for

pie were killed at grade crossings and 2,268 the year be- Valuation Work
^°'^V ^, ^ ^ , , r

1 Ml J • mo^ u . io
T" complete the valuation of the property of railroads,

Of the total number of persons killed in 1924 about 32 recently authorized by Congress, the Interstate Commerce
per cent and in 1923 about 30 per cent were due to acci- Commission will need a considerable number of attorneys
dents at grade crossings. and examiners for all grades of positions, requiring legal
The increase m the percentage of .?rade crossing fatali- training and varying degrees of legal experience, it is said

V^, ° -^ ^^^^ ?T / ^ t^ 'u
^^^^ ""' compared with j^ a notice of the United States Civil Service Commission

1923—in spite of the fact that there were fewer fatalities issued recently
at grade crossings in 1924--was due to the reductions in '

j^^wyers with experience acquired in litigation involving
almost al other kinds of railway fatalities. From the re- matters concerning the regulation of common carriers or
port of the Interstate Commerce Commission these were other public utilities are especially desired by the Inter-
as follows: state Commerce Commi.ssion.

Killed Piill information and application blanks may be obtained
Train Accidents 1924 1923 from the United States Civil Service Commission, Wash-

Collisions 109 134 ington, D. C, or the secretary of the U. S. civil service
Derailments 181 215 board at the post office or customhouse in any city. The
Locomotive-boiler accidents 25 43 receipt of applications will close on April 21 for some of
Other locomotive accidents the positions, and on April 25 for others.



Facilities for Fuel Oil for Locomotives

Report of Sub-Coiirmittee on Shops and Locomotive Terminals Presented at the 26th Annual Convention

of the American Railway Engineering Association March 10-12

The presence of some tire risk in connection with any

handling of an inflammable liquid such as fuel oil must be

recognized. This risk extends not only to the oil itself

and the facilities for handling it, but to adjoining property

which may be exposed to danger from a fire in connection

with the oil facilities. These facilities must be so de-

signed as to keep the fire risk at a minimum, consistent

with economical construction and operation. The extent

of the risk and the design of these facilities with a view
to reducing it will depend, to some extent, upon the char-

acter of the oil to be handled, its flash point, and tlie pro-

portion of the lighter and more volatile constituents re-

maining in it.

After further consideration the committee does not

agree with the criticism that the unloading trough or box
between the rails, recommended in its previous report, in-

creases the fire risk. The use of a pipe connection from
the tank car outlet, as mentioned in the former report,

has been found cumbersome and awkward, and likely to

result in loss of oil due to defective outlet valve. The use

of other than a tight pipe connection, such as the movable
trough, attachable to the outlet and leading to a sump
outside the rails, appears also to be somewhat less satis-

factory from the standpoint of avoiding the loss and fire

risk resulting from wastage of oil. No serious difficulties

are reported by the roads using the troughs and boxes,

in the matter of supporting the track over the unloading
facilities. One method of such support was illustrated on
page 80 of vol. 25 of the proceedings. Sketches showing
variations in use by other roads are submitted herewith.

The following quotations from representatives of two of

the roads having longest experience in the use of fuel oil

appear to the committee to be in point

:

"Relative to the matter of unloading arrangements, we
have tried several different kinds, but found that the

troughs between the rails give us the best satisfaction

from the standpoint of unloading the oil, and also making
it possible to keep a cleaner condition around the unload-

ing track. However, we have adopted the policy of using
the method of unloading that would best suit the station,

which in turn was governed largely by the quantity of oil

to be unloaded."

"We are now building unloading sumps in center of

track. We have never had any trouble with these sumps,
and consider them easier to use than the sump alongside

track where it is necessary to use a trough from the tank
discharge pipe to the sump. The center sumps must be
thoroughly constructed, preferably of concrete, and with
suitable cover. The old style wooden sump with plank
cover is a bad nuisance and a fire hazard, and should
never be built."

The point of view of another company is set forth in

the following quotation

:

"The first method of unloading oil was to construct

between the rails, track sumps either of concrete or wood,
which received the oil directly from the tank car, pipe

leading from bottom of pit to some style of sump. These
open pits are objectionable, both from a fire hazard point

of view, and the fact that they always present a very dirty

and untidy condition. In place thereof, we developed a

side-unloader.

"The advantage of this system is that section foreman
can always maintain his track in standard manner with

clean ballast. The unloading pipes are all underground
and the only ex}X)sure of pits consists of small manholes
which can always be proj>erly covered, and present a clean

appearance. The troughs leading from the tanks to the

manholes, when not in use, can be neatly stored and kept

reasonably clean by the pumper.

"However, as there seems to be a demand for unload-

ing devices in the center of track we have prepared a new
design for such a type which eliminates all objections to

the open pit. This design incorporates a small center

track pit with a metal cover conencted to the main receiv-

ing sump with a pipe in which an oil barrier is created

which prevents the escape of gases from the main sump."

Ordinarily, the track used for unloading oil should not

be used for any other purpose. The committee has re-

vised its recommendation to include this provision, and
one for the use of metal covers on unloading troughs or

boxes, and with these changes stands on its former con-

clusion as recommended practice for inclusfon in the

Manual.

The committee's recommendation that each storage tank

"should be surrounded by an earth dike enclosing below
the elevation of top of dike a volume equal to one and one-

half times the capacity of the tank" was based on the regu-

lations of the National Board of Fire Underwriters for

the storage and use of fuel oils. These regulations pro-

vide that

"In locations where above ground tanks are liable (in

case of leakage or overflow) to endanger surrounding
property, each tank shall be protected by an embankment
or dike.

"Such protection shall have a capacity of not less than

1 Yj times the capacity of the tank surrounded, and shall be

at least four ft. high, but in no case higher than J4 the

height of tank when height of tank exceeds 16 ft.

"Embankments or dikes shall be made of earthwork or

approved concrete. Earthwork embankments shall be

firmly and compactly built of good earth, from which
stones, vegetable matter, etc., have been removed, and
shall have a flat section at top of not less than three feet

and a slope of at least two to one on both sides.

"Embankments or dikes shall be continuous with no
openings for piping or roadway. Piping shall pre-

ferably be laid over or under embankment."
The following quotations from letters from oil using

roads are of value in this connection

:

"As to the matter of fire walls, I have found that this

is often covered by ordinance, and I believe that our rec-

ommendations for \y2 times the capacity of the tank is

pretty generally the one that is adopted. There is one
question, however, that I am not sure we covered, and
that is, the distance from the tank that the fire wall is

placed. This is also a question as to whether we wish
the fire walls to protect the fuel oil tank or to protect the

oil from flowing over the adjacent tanks or buildings.

"To illustrate what I mean, at one point we have the

fire wall around the tank within about 25 or 30 ft. from
the circumference, and have also placed an additional fire

wall some 150 ft. from the first fire wall, which is in-

tended to catch the flying spray from the burning tank
and prevent it from flowing into our roundhouse building.

"I believe that our recommendation on fire walls should

stand. We might add that secondary fire walls should

114
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be provided if it is desired to protect other property and
that they should be placed as far from the tank as is per-

missible."

"As to capacity of levee—I endeavored to develop best

practices through correspondence with various people and
tine that levees were being constructed to provide from
1.1 to 1.5 capacity of tank enclosed (think in a general

way the fire underwriters prefer 1.5 capacity). How-
ever, I have never been able to develop any conclusive

evidence pointing to the necessity for 1.5. Our experi-

ence points to the fact that when a fuel oil tank gets on
fire the oil burns for a very considerable time before there

is any rupture of steel, and that almost invariably the steel

shell collapses inwardly rather than outwardly. Oil burns

up at the rate of six inches per hour so that the volume
of oil is rapidly decreasing as the fire burns. Even as-

suming a quick rupture of a full tank there would only be

a surge of comparatively a small amount of oil over top

of levee, the rest of it would be held in check while con-

sumed by fire. Given unlimited space with earth forma-
tion, of course, there is no particular objection to building

a levee of 1.5 capacity, but usually around shop grounds
the space is limited and bank material expensive. There-
fore, would regret to see a rull promulgated demanding
the ma.ximum.

"In my judgment with the floating roof there is no
necessity of a levee except as an extra precaution where
very valuable property is exposed."

"At practically all of our storage tanks we have ample
room for the construction of levees, and are following a

consistent practice of maintaining these levees to a suffi-

cient height and diameter to retain at least one and one-

third the capacity of the tank. We have recently spent

quite a sum in bringing our levees up to this standard. It

is necessary to take into account not only the actual capac-

ity of the tank, but the waves and swellint,^ of the oil

which will take place in case a burning tank boils over,

which will sometimes raise the oil as much as two feet

higher at the levee than it would otherwise be."

Pending further development and experience with tank
rooms designed to eliminate fire risk, the committee feels

that the provision for capacity within fire walls set up in

its former conclusion represents the desirable condition to

which, as nearly as may be practicable, construction

should conform.
The practice of the larger oil companies tend increas-

ingly toward the use of all-steel vapor-tight roofs on per-

manent installations of large storage tanks. The loss,

through evaporation, of valuable elements from the oil,

as well as the danger of fire, caused, either by lighting

or by the burning of other structures in the vicinity, is

materially reduced by this practice, especially where the

oil contains considerable quantities of the more volatile

consfituents. The residuum in general use as fuel oil, from
which the lighter elements have been extracted by refin-

ing, is less subject to loss through evaporation, as well as

less readily inflammable. While some roads have experi-

enced loss by fire, and have gone, or are going, wholly
to the use of the vapor-tight roofs, many, after years of

experience, are still using the wood sheathed roofs, and
feel that, in view of the class of oil they are using and
the tmcertaintv as to the length of time for which a supply
of fuel oil will he available, they are not justified in in-

curring the additional expense for the steel roofs.

Two or more types of tanks with floating roofs, said

to eliminate, wholly, both loss bv evaporation and danger
of fire from any cause outside the tank, arc now being

manufactured, and are being tried out experimentally bv
some of the oil companies and by at least one railroad.

They are still more expensive than the steel roofs, and
would apparently be of value chieflv for the storage of

the more volatile and inflammable oils.

The experience of some of the railroads with different

types of roof, and their present practice and recommenda-
tions are outlined in the following statement

:

"Our losses of stored fuel oil have not been very seri-

ous in proportion to the large amount of fuel stored. In
December, 1919, a 37,000-barrel storage tank was par-

tially destroyed by fire, which originated in burning grass

and weeds adjacent to the tank, the heat or flames prob-
ably communicating with gases present near the roof. In
September, 1923, a 55,000-barrel storage tank, one of a

group of eight, was totally destroyed by fire after being
struck by lightning.

"Practically all of our large tanks are equipped with
steam smothering lines around the inside of the lank near

the top.

"Chief engineer of a large oil company advised me
that after considerable study they have adopted as stand-

ard a gas-tight steel roof, supported on steel frame work
inside of tank, fitted with several automatic opening and
closing gas-tight hatches for relieving gas pressure : also

states they did not consider the floating roof very prac-

ticable, and did not intend to use it.

"Chief engineer of (another oil company),
advised me they are installing gas-tight steel roofs, and
consider them the safest roof which can be built. They
are also installing one of the floating roofs, as an e.xperi-

ment. This company uses wooden roofs on temporary
tanks, and steel roofs on permanent tanks.

" (another oil company) follow the same
policy, and are also considering installation of breather

pipe leading out through the levee.

"Our standard roof construction has heretofore been
wood frame-work and sheathing covered with tar and
the additional cost of gas-tight steel roof is warranted
for permanent storage."

"We recently had some experience with tank being
struck by lightning, a 55,000-barrel tank having been re-

cently struck in a thunder storm during the night. The
tank was practically full of Mexican oil. It was covered
with tar and gravel roof. Fire started in the roof ; the

oil was promptly flooded with live steam through pipes

provided for that purpose, and fire was soon extinguished

without doing more damage than charring a few of the

roof sheathing boards, and without having touched the

oil in the tank at all. This is the first case of which we
have any record of fire on or near one of these tanks. We
are storing something like one and a half million barrels

of oil, including both domestic fuel oil and Mexican oil."

"We had a 55,000-barrel tank destroyed by fire about
four years ago. The fire first started in our coal chute,

located some 1,200 feet away from the storage tank. Al-
though the oil tank was not directly in the course of the

wind from the burning coal chute it did catch fire, due to

the ignition of gases in the tank.

"The tank was constructed with a frame roof covered
with sheet iron, and it was the consensus of opinion of

those fighting this fire that it was caused from the gases
leaking around the edges of the tank. In rebuilding this

tank, and other tanks later, we used entire steel roofs."

"Regarding the matter of tank roofs, this depends
somewhat on the nature of the fuel oil that is being
handled. Oil companies handling crude oil have a differ-

ent condition than the railroads that handle onlv fuel oil.

If the gasoline content has been removed from the oil. the

danger of the tanks being struck by lightning, igniting

the gases is greatly reduced. We have handled fuel oil

since 1900, and I attribute the fact that we have had no
losses due to fires to the fact that we used for a great
many years the topped light domestic oil : and T am sure
the vapors given off by the oil were practically nil. In
the last few years, however, we have begun to use Mexi-
can crude, which has a very small per cent of gasoline
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content ; although the trouble with the oil is that the gaso-

line is pocketed in the oil and is very treacherous from a
standpoint of giving off gasses. For that reason, some
time ago I recommended that we equip a few of our fuel

oil tanks with air-tight roofs. This was not because we
wished to protect the fuel oil so much as it was to protect

the roundhouse buildings that were close by. At this

time I looked into the matter very extensively, and found
that the air-tight roof was by no means a complete safe-

guard against being struck by lightning.

"I think the character of tank roof should depend upon
the nature of the fuel oil to be handled. If it is crude oil,

containing gasoline content, I believe the gas-proof roofs

with explosion hatches, etc., should be recommended."
"Our reasons for adopting the floating roof as one of

our fireproof types are as follows

:

"L Failure of storage tanks have resulted from (a)

roof fires which have ignited oil in tanl-cs
;
(b) fires from

external sources which have caused the explosion of gases

collected under the roofs. Both of these hazards are

eliminated in the floating roof, which is of steel ; no gases

can collect under it and no external fire can reach the oil.

"2. Elimination of the above hazards justifies the

elimination of the safety levee around the tank. This

makes it possible to build the plant in a smaller area and

to improve existing plants built on limited areas.

"3. The saving in area and the cost of the levee

off-sets the cost of the floating roof.

'"We have installed six such roofs on large tanks, and
they are working successfully.''

Air-Lift Delivery

An interesting variation from the usual delivery

methods for use at small stations is described in the fol-

lowing quotation

:

"There are many small stations where continuous auto-

matic pumping facilities cannot be provided, and to cover

this situation an oil air-lift facility has been designed. It

incorporates well known principles already applied to the

handling of liquids with air ; the operation is briefly de-

scribed as follows

:

"One of the air holes is connected with the locomotive

air supply, the air is forced through the foot-piece at the

bottom of the eduction pipe and in rising, completely

aerates the oil in that pipe; the presence of air in the

eduction pipe reduces the density of the liquid below that

of the oil in the outer casing and sump and forms an

emulsion which must rise to a higher level than the oil

in the sump to establish equilibrium. In doing this the

aerated oil enters the booster tank, where the air is

liberated from the oil ; sufficient air pressure is retained

in the booster tank to force the incoming oil through the

outlet pipe to the oil column ; the excess air above that

required to deliver the oil to the oil column is liberated

through a relief valve at the top of the booster tank.

"This facility incorporates no moving or mechanical

parts and hence requires no attention from an operator,

and practically no maintainance the oil supply is all under-

ground, delivery at the column stops instantly the air is

shut off (or the outlet valve closed) and hence no fire

hazard exists from oil under pressure or from leakage

while the facility is standing idle. The air to operate

may be furnished by the locomotive itself, hence the sys-

tem lends itself readily for small wayside stations."

Concrete Storage Tanks

Some of the oil companies report successful use of

concrete tanks for large storage of inert fuel oil. So far

as the committee's investigation has gone, such use has

not been taken up to any extent by the oil using railroads,

practically all of which use and recommend the steel tanks

for such storage, though several use concrete for small

service and sump tanks, especially where such tanks are
underground.

1. Where oil is used as fuel for locomotives the facili-

ties required include provision for unloading it from cars,

for holding it in storage, and for delivering it to locomo-
tive tenders.

2. The details of design necessarily vary with the com-
position and gravity of the oil to be used and the climatio

conditions to be encountered, as they affect the temp>er-

ature which must be maintained in the oil for convenient
handling.

3. Oil should be unloaded from tank cars by discharg-
ing direct into a trough, or boxes of steel or concrete

between the rails of track on which cars stand for un-
loading. Where boxes are used, they should be spaced
at car length intervals for convenience in sp)otting cars

for unloading. Troughs or boxes should be equipped
with metal covers, kept closed when not in use. The
unloading facilities should be located on a track assigned

for this purpose, and so that it will be unnecessary for

locomotives to pass over them.

4. Unloading trough or boxes should deliver oil by
gravity through pipe line to depressed sump from which
it may be pumped to storage or delivery tank. Such pipe

line should be of sufficient size, and be laid with sufificient

gradient so that oil will flow by gravity to the sump as

fast as it will be discharged from the total number of

cars which can be operated at any time. This should not

be in excess of the capacity of the pumps.
5. Sumps may be of steel or reinforced concrete, and

should be covered. They should have capacity of not

less than one carload. If of steel, the pit should be

drained, or the sump should be anchored to prevent dis-

placement by ground water when empty. The sump
should be vented to draw off gases generated by heating

oil in the sump tank, and in some circumstances it may
be desirable to install an oil trap or barrier in the pipe

line leading from the sump to the track trough or box to

prevent the flow of gases from the sump to the track

trough or box.

6. The storage capacity which should be provided de-

pends largely upon reliability and source of supply and
probable variations in market price of oil. In general,

there should be at each station sufficient storage to pro-

tect against any interruption which may occur in the

delivery from the regular source of supply. Additional

storage for the purpose of taking advantage of variations

in market conditions may either be located at various

terminals where oil is used, or concentrated at one con-

veniently located point.

7. Cylindrical steel tanks of 55,000 and 80,000 barrels

capacity, erected on leveled earth foundations, provide

convenient and economical storage, and can commonly be

secured promptly and at less cost on account of being

standard construction with tank manufacturers. Roofs

should be provided of steel or of wooden frame and
sheathing, covered with asbestos, composition, tar and

gravel, or sheet metal roofing. In permanent installa-

tions, or where oil having large gasoline content is to

be handled, gas-tight steel roofs equipped with breather

pipes with outlets outside the dike, and floating roofs have

the advantage of reducing evaporation of gases, and

danger of fire. Each tank should be surrounded by an

earth dike, enclosing below the elevation of top of dike a

volume equal to IjX times the capacity of the tank.

8. Adequate means should be provided for the escape

of gases thrown off from the surface of the oil. The
character and extent of such provision required will de-

pend on the tightness of the rOof and the character of the

oil. It should be designed to reduce circulation of air

over the surface of the oil to a minimum consistent with
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prevention of building up of pressure due to the accumu-
lation of gases.

9. Provision should be made for draining off water
and refuse which may settle in the bottom of tanks.

10. Oil may be delivered to locomotive tenders by
gravitA" from elevated steel tanks or under direct pump
pressure. In general the former method is more con-
venient and economical. If the gravity system is used,

particular attention should be given to the introduction

and proper location of cut-oft valves in the delivery lines,

so that the flow of oil from the tanks can be immediately
controlled.

11. The size of delivery tank required varies with
local conditions, as to receipt and handling of oil, but the
capacity should, in general, be not less than the average
amount of oil to be delivered in twenty-four hours.

12. Valves should be provided for draining off water
and refuse which may accumulate in the bottom of tanks.

13. Deliver}' columns should be so constructed that

spout can be swung to position and valve opened from the

locomotive tender to be served. Spouts should have
maximum freedom of movement in both horizontal and
vertical directions, consistent with prevehtion of leakage.

They should be pro\-ided with drip buckets, reversible end
elbow, or other means to prevent drip.

14. Means should be provided for measuring ac-

curately deliveries of oil. Meters in delivery pipe lines or

gauges or engine tenders serve satisfactorily to that end.

15. Some wastage of oil around an engine terminal is

inevitable and provision which will reduce such wastage
to a minimum is an imjxirtant item in design of facilities

for handling oil. If all unnesessary waste and leakage
is eliminated the cost of recovery of waste oil is generally

in excess of the value of the oil. In cases where such

waste is excessive or becomes a nuisance, however, and
causes damage to neighboring property, it becomes neces-

sary to provide traps in drainage channels or sewers,

equipped with baffles, to catch the waste oil, separate it

from water, and {permit its recovery by dip»ping or pump-
ing back to the pump. Such appliances are being used
successfullv.

Heating

16. Where heavy oil is used or where cold tempera-
tures are experienced, it is necessary to provide means
for heating oil in cars, tanks and pipe lines, in order that

it may flow freely. Such heat is best provided by steam
pipes.

17. Pipe coils in tank cars, which can be readily con-
nected by flexible hose or pipe to steam pipe lines from
the pump house, provide satisfactory means for heating
before unloading. The discharge of live steam directly

into the oil in the can may be resorted to in case heating
coils are out of order or car is not equipped.

18. Similar steam pipe coils provide satisfactory heat
for storage and delivery tanks. In larger tanks they are

more effective if enclosed with the end of the discharge
line leading from the tank in a wood box so that the heat

will be applied directly to the oil as it leaves the tank, and
not disseminated through the whole tank full of oil. The
heating of oil in pipe lines will often prove advantageous
and may be accomplished by introduction of small steam
line inside an insulating box alongside the oil line. The
latter method simplifies construction and maintenance, but
requires more expensive first installation and greater con-
sumption of steam in proportion to the results obtained.

19. Wliere steam lines are installed in oil lines, it is

necessar}' to take precaution against excessive heating.

On this account, it is not recommended that steam lines

so installed be larger than necessary for heating the pipe

line. Steam for tank coils and other purposes may better

be carried outside the oil lines.

Small Stations'

20. While the foregoing recommendations apply
primarily to the larger stations, yet the general principles

apply to the small stations except that their application

requires special adaptation to the problem. In some cases,

the oil is used direct from the cars ; in other cases, storage
from one or more cars is combined with delivery tanks,

delivery being made either by gravity, pumps or air

pressure.

German Railway System Now the Largest in the World
One third of the payments that Germany has agreed to

make on account of reparations are to be derived from
her railways. This, and the fact that the unification of

the German Railway System make its organization, earn-

ing power, and in other details the largest system in the

world, is of unusual interest.

Before the World War the German railways, with un-
important exceptions, belonged to the several states. The
roads had a large earning power, and contributed to an
important extent to state revenues, and in this way to

the reduction of taxation.

When the war came the railways of the separate German
states had long been nationalized. Prussia with five-

eights of the total mileage had the lion's share of the trans-

portation facilities of Germany, and consolidation was not

attempted until 1920. In that year, under the Weimer
Constitution, the several states handed over their railways

to the Reich.

In November of 1923, when, owing to the collapse of

the mark, the expenditure of the railways was seven-fold

greater than their receipts, the German Government was
unable to finance them further and left them to stand on

their own feet. A scheme for a separate undertaking
under the management of the state was promulgated in

the following February. But within a few weeks came
the publication of the Experts' Record, finding that maxi-
mum earnings could be obtained only if the roads were
operated as a unit, and recommending the transfer of the
railways to a conmiercial company. So the separate under-
taking of February perished six months later, in August,
1924.

33,000 Miles of Centralized Railways

The new German Railway Company—officially desig-

nated the Deutsche Reichsliahn Gesellschaft—which has
already taken over the actual working of all the German
railways, with negligible exceptions, is much the largest

railway undertaking in the world. It employs 7.SO,000

men and operates 33,000 miles of line—half as many again
as the next longest system, the Canadian National. Its

nominal capitalization of about $6,200,000,000 is far and
away the largest. Its annual receipts of over $1,000,-

000,000 are not far from double that of its nearest rival,

the Penn.sylvania Railroad.
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Actual value of the properties owned by the German
railway company is "at least as great as the capitalization

fixed for the company," according to the experts. The
total valuation of $6,200,000,000 represents a unit value of

$200,000 per mile. This unit value compares favorably

with that of the railroads in neighboring countries, and it

is being increased constantly by capital betterments.

Equipment Is Adequate

With regard to the condition of equipment of the rail-

ways, Sir William Acworth and M. Leverve reported to

the Committee of Experts as follows : "The railways have
not merely been restored to their pre-war state of effi-

ciency, but have been brought up to a much higher stand-

ard, a standard which, to the best of our knowledge, is

sujDerior to that of any other country." According to ad-

vices received from experts, capital has been spent on the

German Railways so freely that no serious new capital

expenditure need be incurred for some years to come. For
instance, two-thirds of all the rolling stock is less than ten

years old.

Rolling stock before and since the war is compared in

the following table

:

1913 1924

Locomotives 27,690 30,500
Passenger Cars 61,276 67,800
Freight and Baggage Cars 631,323 723,100

Total 720,289 821,400

It may be seen that while there has been no increase

in mileage of the railways, the increase in rolling equip>-

ment is 14 per cent. Figures for 1913 include all portions

of the railway system lost since the war, with the excep-

tion of the railways of Alsace-Lorraine. If the portions

lost were excluded from the 1913 figures, the increase in

rolling stock would appear even larger.

At the time when the 1924 figures on rolling stock were
compiled, there were still outstanding orders for 25,653
freight and baggage cars, 1,453 passenger cars, 884 steam
locomotives and a quantity of electric locomotives.

At the same time the expenditure on fixed capital ac-

count has been greater than was necessary or even justi-

fied. The special committee rejxjrting to the First Experts
Committee stated that German officials "regarded it as

due to the dignity of the German Reich that buildings

should be magnificent, that railway plant should be up
to a very high standard, that such and such service?

should be given, and so on. They had never been taught

the commercial necessity of cutting their coat according to

their cloth."

Rate Structure Now Revised

Tariflr's until very recently were kept low, especially for

passengers. The guiding principle, as expressed by Doctor
Sarter, a highly placed official in the transport ministry,

was : "The state railways ought primarily to have regard

to the progressive development of the economic life of the

country and to treat the attainment of net revenue as only

of secondary importance."

Esi^ecial emphasis has been laid upon the fact that the

railways are now being operated "on a business basis"

and are wholly self-supporting. In the language of the

Act putting into efifect the agreements expressed in the

London Protocols, the statement is made that "the Com-
pany is to be operated on a business basis, taking into

consideration as well the economic interests of the coun-

try." As now established, the rates for passenger and
freight transportation are higher than rates for comparable

services in the United States, as will be seen from the
following

:

Rates on German Railway

Cents
Passenger

:

per Mile

First Class 3.86

Second Class 2.54
Third Qass 1.73

Fourth Class 1.15

Freight

:

Average per Ton 1.73

Admittedly "the mere transference of the railways from
State to company management will not of itself alter this

mental attitude" of giving secondary imjxjrtance to the

attainment of net revenue. Therefore the position of rail-

way conmiissioner, representing the Allies, was created

to enforce the maintenance of rates that would bring a

fair return upon the properties.

Responsibilities of the Railway Commissioner

It is the duty of the railway commissioner to keep in-

formed on the affairs of the German railway company and
to "approve or disapprove" any steps that are taken. In

case of failure to meet charges or of threatened default

the commissioner is empowered to take over the manage-
ment of the entire system and to "issue positive orders,

whether for stopping expenditures or for a reasonable

increase in existing tarift's."

When the experts made their investigation, the debt of

the railways had been virtually wiped out by the deprecia-

tion of the mark. The plan of the exjierts in effect laid a

new mortgage upon them of $2,620,000,000. represented

by the reparation bonds now held in trust for the Allies.

Officers in Charge of Railways

Responsibility for management is vested in an Adminis-
trative Board or board of directors composed of 18 mem-
bers. Their terms are six years. .All of the directors are

required to be either business men of experience or pro-

fessional railway men. Members of the German Parlia-

ment or of the State legislatures and officials of the cen-

tral or State governments are not eligible for membership
in the Board.

General Provisions

It is provided that the concession under which the rail-

wajs are held by the German railway company shall last

until the reparation obligations have all be retired, which
is expected to take place within 40 years or less. The
properties are then to be returned to the German Govern- J

ment free of all debts and burdens. I

In the meantime the corporation is to have a monopoly
iif railway operations and extensions in Germany. The
German Government has a certain degree of control over

the corporation, but not such as to prevent it from earning

profits sufficient to cover interest, dividend and sinking-

fund charges.

Expected Earnings in Excess of Needs

Tliat the earning jx>wer of the new railway company is

well in excess of interest requirements on its bonds ap-

pears from an examination of the properties and estimated

earnings. Gross revenues are estimated at approximately

$1,000,000,000 annually, with a net income after the

period of transition amounting to $200,000,000 after pro-

viding for reserves.

The estimate of earnings for the six months ending

March 31, 1925, is as follows:

Gross earnings $ 548,000,000
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Operating Expenses 443,000,000
Xet Earnings 105,000,000
Interest on First ilortgage

:

Reparation Bonds . . .

."
24,000.000

Balance 81 .000.000
Reserve Funds 18,000,000
Balance after service of First

^lortgage Bonds and Re-
serve Funds 63,000,000

The company is relieved from the obligation to carry

mails and post parcels gratis and is paid for this service

at commercial rates. Hitherto the raihva3'S have paid

hardly any ta.xes—federal, state or local—and this ex-
emption is continued under the present organization.

The assurance that under the new regime railway rates

will not be lowered to favor certain industries but will

be maintained at levels such as to give a fair return to the

railways, together with a reasonable expectation of the

customary transit traffic in Germany and the inability of

, canal systems to afiford great relief, are counted upon to

enable the railways to earn their estimated income.

Comparison with Pre-War Records

Prior to the war. the income of the German railways,

before deducting interest and sinking funds payments,
was as follows

:

Year .Amount

191m $219,000,000
1911 251,000,000
1912 252,000.000

1913 238,000,000

-Actual traffic on the railway lines before and since the

war shows the following notable increases

:

(000,000's omitted)

Fiscal Passenger h'reight

Year Miles Ton-Miles

1913-1914 21,800 35,500
1921-1922 30,500 39,200
1922-1923 45,900 42,500

For the first five years of operation by the new com-
pany, net earnings available for interest and sinking fund
payments, after provision for adequate reserves, were
estimated by the Committee of Experts, as follows

:

1st Year $95,000,000
2nd Year 131 .000.000

3rd and 4th Years, 167,000,000 to. . 179,000,000

5th and Subsequent Years 190,000,000

The annual paym.ents to be made for interest and sink-

ing fund on the First Mortgage Reparation Bonds are
$48.00fj.000 for the first vear beginning September, 1924,

and ending August 31, 1925, increasing to $157,000,000
for the fourth year and thereafter.

.According to the latest information, the above estimates

of earnings will be exceeded and it is now estimated that

for the fifteen months beginning October 1 , 1924, and
ending December 31. 1925. the net earnings available for

debt service and reserves will be about $250,000,000.

Transport Tax to Pay Reparations

Apart from the net earnings or profits as calculated in

the foregoing paragraphs, the exj>erts decided that the

users of the railways wouM l>e able to pay a transportation

tax, the proceeds of which would be ajjplied to reparation

payments. At the time of the experts' rejwrt this tax

was already being levied by the German Government and
was handed over bv the railways directly to the Ministry

of Finance. It therefore forms no part of the actual earn-

ings of the railways. The transport tax, averaging 6 per
cent of gross receipts from railway traffic, will produce
about $50,000,000 annually. In order to give an idea of
the amounts to be derived from the railways, this sum
should be added to the net earnings, thus resulting eventu-
ally in a total of $250,000,000 yearly.

The transport tax does not exceed in amount the taxa-
tion levied on railways in other countries. Exclusive of
the tax the German railways are required under the plan
for reparation pa\anents to earn only a fraction over 3 per
cent on their capital.

"This can hardly be regarded as an excessive rate of
interest. If the German railways are required to pav
very little more than 3 per cent for reparations they ought,
under efficient and economical management, to earn a
substantial surplus over and above, which can be applied
in relief of the general taxation of the country," states

the experts' report.

Safeguard for Investors

The law creating the new railway company, passed by
the German Reichstag, cannot be changed without Allied
consent. By the provisions of the act the railway com-
]>any shall be free from governmental interference except
to prevent tariff discriminations. Control by the German
Government "shall never be exercised so as to impair the

ability of the railroad company to earn a fair and reason-

able return on its capital value including ... a return

on its ordinary' shares (common stock) and adequate
reser^-es for all purposes including amortization of capi-

tal," according to the ruling laid down.
Against the exercise of control by the German Govern-

ment in such a way as to prevent the company from earn-

ing adequate revenues, there is provided a right of appeal

to a special tribunal and a further appeal, if necessary, to

an arbitrator oppointed by the president of the Permanent
Court of International Justice. In case the railway

directors should fail to invoke the arbitration clause for

the benefit of stockholders and creditors, the railway

commissioner is empowered to do so.

Railroads Using More Fuel Oil

A total of 63.206.034 barrels of fuel oil was consumed
b)' locomotives of the principal railroads in the United
States in 1924, comixired with 58,005.295 barrels in 1923,

according to returns received from railroads by the Ameri-
can Petroleum Institute. This represents an increase of

about 12 per cent.

The returns to the American Petroleum Institute show
that American railroads consumed relatively more domes-
tic fuel oil in 1924 than in the ]>revious year. The total

consumption of 63,206,034 barrels in 1924 was made up
of 51,251,563 barrel of dmesic fuel oil and 11,954,471

barrels of Mexican fuel oil. In 1923 domestic fuel oil

consumed amounted to 46,407,231 barrels and 11,598,064

l>arrels of Mexican fuel oil.

The largest consumption of fuel oil was shown in the

Middlewcstern and Southwestern districts, totaling 32.-

651,547 barrels in 1924 divided into 22,274,891 barrels of

domestic fuel oil and 10,376,656 barrels of Mexican fuel

oil. This compares with 27,448,445 barrels in 1923, of

which 17,126,042 barrels were domestic fuel oil and 10,-

322.403 barrels Mexican fuel oil.

In the Eastern district the consumption totaled 115,230

barrels, of which 7,273 barrels were domestic fuel oil and

107,957 barrels Mexican fuel oil. This compared with

125,456 barrels consumed in 1923, of which 8,106 barrels

were domestic fuel oil and 117.350 barrels Mexican fuel



Shop Kinks

Some of the Handy Shop Devices in Use on the Erie Railroad

Jig for Shoe and Wedge Planer

This device is a long chuck for holding shoes and

wedges for gang planing. The base or body is built up

of five pieces forming a trough, similar to an inverted

covered guide for locomotives. It is 13 ft. lYz in. long

over all. There is a botton piece B Ji in. thick and 6 in.

wide on wheel which are set the two side pieces, C, meas-

uring lyi in. by 2^ in. and above these are the two top

pieces D measuring % in- by 2 7/32 in. The whole struc-

ture is held together by fillister headed screws spaced 12

in. apart from center to center.

To one end of this structure the stationary dog E is

fastened. This dog extends across the full width of the

base, and its teeth rise 1 in. above its upper surface. This

with the base forms the fixed portion of the device.

At the other end the clamping dog F is inserted. This

has a bearing face lOyi in. long that extends into the

space formed by the parts B, C and D, and its length pre-

vents it from tilting when it is drawn against the work.

A bolt 1,14 ill- in diameter is passed through the holes in

the two dogs and b>' means of the nuts at the ends the two

are drawn towards each other.

c:
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Jig for Shoe and Wedge Planer

When setting up, a spacing dog F is placed between

each two shoes or wedges so that each piece is caught

and held at each end.

These dogs, like the movable end dog, have jaws 4 in.

wide, but unlike the other two their jaws are made to

rise to different heights above the top of the base accord-

ing to the character and thickness of the work that they

are to hold. They are made in four sizes for the dimen-

sion A, namely 1 in., 1^ in., and 2^/4 in.

In setting up the work is laid on top of the base and

one of these spacing dogs is dropped down between each

two adjacent pieces. The 1>4 in- holt is then passed

through the set and, by tightening one of the end nuts, the

whole is clamped firmly together.

When the work is done a loosening of an end nut makes

everything free and it is unnecessary to remove the tight-

ening bolt either to take off the finished pieces or to put on
fresh one.

Oil Burner

It is frequently desirable to apply a moderate amount
of heat to or get a light in inaccessible places. This oil

burning torch is designed to accomplish such a purpose.

Le- s"- -*|<-ii*K- 6"- ^.»i^

Details of Oil Burner

A Yz in. mesh wire netting is cut to the shape shown in

the detail, and the wings are then bent up and over to form

the rectangular box shown in the assembly drawing. This

is filled with asbestos and attached to the 30 in. handle

made of ^ in. round iron as shown.

When the asbestos is saturated with oil, it forms an

indestructible torch that can be used for the purposes in-

dicated.

Sleeve for PuUing Crank Pins from Wheel Centers

This is a device to be used on a hydraulic press by

means of which a crankpin can be pulled out of a driving

wheel or, perhaps, it would be better expressed by saying,

a driving wheel pressed off from a crankpin. In order to

use it, the tailpiece of the press is placed between the

Sleeve for Pulling Cranl< Pins from Wheel Centei

wheels and a heavy pin set against it with a bearing on

the crankpin.

The sleeve that has been attached to the plunger of

120
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the press straddles the crankpin and has a bearing against

the crank hub of the wheel. The outward movement of

the plunger forces the wheel towards the tailpiece, which

with the improved bar prevents the crankpin from mov-

ing and so forces it out of the wheel.

Forging Press

This press is operated by compressed air and is used for

light operations. It consists of an inverted 16 in. cylin-

der, carried by a pair of legs and held between two tables.

Air is admitted to and exhausted from the cylinder by a

three-way cock.

The legs A are of the shape shown and are made of

1 in. by 4 in. flat steel. They stand 29 in. high above

the floor. These legs carry a plate B that is 24 in. square

and 2 in. thick, which forms the base of the machine. It

is bolted to each of the legs by three Js in. countersunk

bolts.

Four uprights C each 1^4 in. in diameter rise from the

comers and are held by a nut on each side of the plate,

B and ser\'e to support an upper and similar plate D to

the lower side of which the cylinder E is bolted, and for

which it forms the upper head.

This cylinder is 16 in. in diameter and its piston has a

stroke of 6 in. Its lower head F is of the ordinary form

-•Jj^P-

Details of Air Operated Forging Press

Air Operated Forging Press

with a stuffing box cast on. The piston rod is 3 in. in

diameter, threaded at the piston end, into which it is

screwed, being also held by a check

nut in addition. The head attached

to the lower end of the rod slips over

a portion 25^ in. in diameter and
has a bearing against a shoulder. It

is held in place by two ^4- i'l- set

screws.

The piston is packed with three split

rings, each -)4 in. wide and turned to

a free diameter of 16^ in.

Air is admitted to a three-way cock

G which is operated by a pair of levers

H and /. These levers are pivotted on

the fulcrums L which are bolted to the

left hand leg by ^ in. bolts passing

through the holes a.

The lever H has a foot rest by which

the operator moves it. A downward
pressure of the foot raises it at the

other end, where it is connected to the

lever /. As this lever is pivotted near

its center, its outer end is depressed,

pulling down the bar M and turning

the three-way valve so as to admit air

to the upper end of the cylinder. When
the pressure at the outer end of the

lever H is relieved the spring K, which

is of }i in. steel wire and is working

in tension, raises the outer end of the

lever /, thus shutting off the flow of

air to the top of the cylinder, and ex-,

hausting it instead, while the pressure

is admitted to the lower end, and push-

ing the piston to the upper end of its

stroke. As the movement at the outer

end of the lever H in order to operate

the valve is very slight, a rapid move-

ment of the piston up and down is eas-

ily obtained.

A Round House Work Bench

A very simple and substantial work
bench for the roundhouse is in use in

Meadville. It is made of four pieces
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of metal riveted together. There is the leg A which is

made of a 15 in. I beam 59 in. long of which 30 in. is

buried in a concrete foundation leaving 29 in. projecting

above to carry the table piece C. This latter is 1 in. thick

and 36 in. square and is riveted to the I beam by means

B^

Snap Shots

THE WANDERER

J^
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of what I was to be privileged to see, so that I could have

used it to get some records of value.

The late Frederic Taylor used the stop watch with

heartless emphasis and forced a pace that may or not have

been for the best. But here was a case of just simple

ordinary or extraordinary efficiency on the part of a Pull-

man porter that would have made a worth while record.

I haven't the remotest idea of the course of training to

which a would-be porter is subjected before he is placed

in charge of a car, but the stop watch record of perform-

ance cannot be a part of it, else some of them would not

be as unconscionably slow as they are.

But this case which I didn't time seemed remarkable.

Three or four minutes to prepare a berth was probably

his limit, and then in the morning where the arrival at

destination was early, this porter, instead of wasting his

energies and the passengers' patience in brushing you off,

had the berths made up almost before the occupant had

reached the toilet room. And he so kept up with the work
that everyone had a comfortable place to sit in at the com-
pletion of the toilet. And, incidentally, he had plenty of

time to "brush you off" and gather in his tips. Yes, I

am very sorry I did not use a stop watch on him, and be

able to offer a suggestion to the company as to what they

should aim to accomplish in the training of their men.

But, perhaps, the fellow may attract attention to his work,

and be used as an example to, or a goal to be reached in

the training of others.

This brushing you off is a good deal of a farce in these

days. First because there isn't much dust to be brushed

off and second because the porter makes not the slightest

effort to brush off what there is. His movements with

the brush always remind me of those quick withdrawing

taps that the personifying sissy of a vaudeville team
delivers to his partner when he becomes "real mad at

him." You can feel that the brush is touching you, but

with the exertion put into its manipulation you know that

its dust-removing capabilities are nil.
'

Well ! That is all right now-a-days, for with the closely

fitting windows, almost smokeless combustion on the

locomotive and stone ballast on the roadway, the sources

and conduits of dust are about destroyed. In fact this

generation has no conception of the dust-producing capa-

bilities of the old railroad. They have never seen the

shower of sparks that came from the conical stack of the

old wood burners which produced the real thing, and in

undreamed of quantities. .\n open window was pretjy

sure to mean a burn or a scorch, and a hot cinder in the

eye was no joke. Of course, numerous fires were started

by this red hot shower, but as it was in dry grass for the

most part it did not excite much comment. And dust!

Well, stone ballast was unknown and clean gravel was
rare, so that a train swept by in a cloud of dust that shut

it out of view in a hundred feet. The linen duster was
the traveling costume en regal, and dusters they were.

But—turned close up under the chin and down to the

ankles they effectively protected the clothes beneath.

Then add one handkerchief tucked about the neck, an-

other tied over the hat and a pair of gloves, and semi-

cleanliness became a possibility, except for the face, which
a day's journey was sure to begrim.

But with the advent of the improved front ends and
stone ballast, the duster has disappeared as an article of

traveling apfjarel because there is now but little if any
more dust in a railroad car than in the rooms of an

apartment that ripen uiycm a busy city street.

So with old times, old customs pass, and in the place

of the linen duster we have the colored one, with no real

need of either.

A Pullman conductor gave me a bit of unsolicited ad-

vice the other day that made me think that in spite of
years of experience I must be, after all, a rather un-
sophisticated greeny. As he marked my coupon and
handed it back, he said: "If anyone invites you in to a
card game you had better not accept."

I believe that once, many years ago, I did receive such
an invitation, which was declined and almost forgotten.

As it did not seem possible in this day of gleaming light

that has been thrown on the ways of the card sharps, that

anyone traveling on a Pullman car could get caught, I

asked him about it. And to my amazement found it to be
a rather common practice.

And the people who get caught! They are not of the

rabble, but business men of supposed common sense. For
example he told me of the president of a western railroad

who was the occupant of a drawing room in which he en-

tertained three of the gentry who drank his whiskey,
smoked his cigars and bade him good day with between
three and four hundred dollars of his money in their

pockets. Needless to say he got small sympathy from the

conductor whom he told of his loss.

To me it was a case of live and learn. I have often

wondered why sleeping passengers are not more fre-

quently robbed at night, after the conductor and porter

have both gone to sleep, and it speaks well for their gen-
eral vigilance that passengers are so immune. I'ut, of

course, they cannot protect the natural born sucker from
going into a little game if he sees fit. But the, to me,
strange point is that there should be the suckers to get

caught. Here, then, is a danger in Pullman travel of

which few people have an idea, but against which .i little

common sense would afford an absolute protection.

It is among the rules of marine service that the crews
of all vessels should be subjected to a fire and boat drill,

and in case of an accident, one of the points first looked

into is as to whether these rules have been observed and
the crew properly drilled. On pilot and fishing boats

such a drill is probably not enforced because of the con-

.stant practice to which men engaged in such service are

subjected.

The railroads have never had a drill, because in the old

days of hand brakes and link and pin couplers there was
a brakeman for every two cars on passenger trains, and
his services were required for every stop, and his ears

were attuned to catch that blast of the whistle which
called for brakes.

With the introduction of the air brake the brakeman
became a trainman, and two such men were sufficient for

a train. His activities changed and he may serve a life-

time without ever putting his hand to a brakewheel. He
is shut up in a comfortable car and the engineer handles
the brakes. But, occasionally the brakes fail and there is

a collision or derailment with a resultant loss of life and
personal injury. And this partly because the train crew
did not respond to a call for brakes even if it were made
when the emergenc}' arose.

Now why would it not be well to have an occasional
surprise brake drill. It could not be expected that as-

quick a stop would be made as with an emergency appli-
cation of the air brakes, but if every Pullman porter and
conductor, with the two trainmen, conductor, baggage-
man, and fireman were trained to jump to the hand brakes
on a call, the speed could probably be so reduced as to
materially modify the effect of an impact. Certainly such
a training for an emergency would do no harm and inight
do much good.

We had that training once, but disuse has caused our
faculty of quick resi^onse to atrophy.
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Mechanical Division Meeting of the A. R. A.

A strictly business meeting of the Mechanical Division,

American Railway Association, will be held at the Drake
Hotel, Qiicago, Illinois, June 16 to 18, inclusive, 1925.

This meeting is confined to members authorized to

represent and vote for the railroads, and members of com-
mittees, although there is no objection to any railroad

sending such representative members as they mav desire.

The business before this meeting will be the considera-

tion of and acting ujxin reports of the various committees

of the Division ; and, in addition, two or three individual

papers on im|xirtant subjects will be presented and dis-

cussed.

The meeting will be called to order promptly at 10:00

A. M., Tuesday, June 16th. The sessions will continue all

day, each day. 0{>ening at 9:30 A. M. on Wednesday and
Thursday, the 17th and 18th.

All voting representative members of the railroads are

urged to be present, in order that proper consideration

may be given to all committee reports and subjects coming
Ijefore the Division and proper action taken.

Advance copies of reports of committees will be sent

to the members as long in advance of the meeting as

]>ossible.

Notes on Domestic Railroads

I Locomotives

The Central of Georgia Railway has placed an order for 5

Mountain type locomotives with the American Locomotive Com-
pany.

The Winston- Salem Southbound Railroad has ordered 2 Mikado
type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Rutland Railroad has placed an order for 3 Pacific type

locomotives with the American Locomotive Company.
The Reading Company is inquiring for 5 switching type locomo-

tives.

The -Atlantic Coast Line Railway has placed orders for 15

Santa Fe type locomotives, and 10 Pacific type locomotives,
with the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad has placed an order for 5,

8-wheel switchers, to be equipped with feedwater heaters and
10,000 gallon tenders with the Lima Locomotive Works.
The McQoud River Railroad has placed an order for 2 locomo-

tives with the American Locomotive Company.
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway has placed orders

for 10 Santa Fe type locomotives with the American Locomotive
Company.
The Sloss-Sheffield Steel & Iron Co. has placed an order for 3

Mikado type locomotives with the American Locomotive Company.
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad has placed orders

for 13 Mountain type locomotives with the Baldwin locomotive
'\\'orks.

The Midland \'alley Railroad has placed an order for 5 Mikado
tjpe locomotives with the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Florida East Coast Railway is inquiring for IS light Mikado

type locomotives, also for 6, 8-wheel switchers.

The Atlantic Coast Line Railway is reported to be inquiring

for 25 locomotives.

The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway has placed an order for

15 Mikado type locomotives and for 5 Mountain type locomotives

with the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Lehigh & Hudson River Railroad has ordered 4 Consoli-

dation type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Railway is inquiring for 4

Mikado type locomotives.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad has placed' orders for 10

locomotive tenders with the Lima Locomotive Works.
The Salvador Railway has placed an order for one Consolidation

type locomotive with the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Nevada Copper Belt Railroad has ordered one locomotive

from the .American Locomotive Company.
The Wichita Falls & Southern Railroad has ordered 2 Consol-

idation type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Detroit & Toledo Shore Line Railroad is inquiring for 3

switching type locomotives.

The Jacksonville Terminal Company is inquiring for 4 switching

type locomotives.

The Detroit Terminal has ordered 2, 8-whecl switching type
locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
The Southern Pacific Company has authorized the construction

in its Pacific System shops of 18 Mountain type locomotives.
The Fairport, Painesville & Eastern Railroad has ordered one

switching type locomotive from the American Locomotive Com-
pany.

Passenger Cars

The Northern Pacific Railway has placed an order for 10 obser-
vation cars with the Pullman Car & Mfg. Company.
The Pullman Co. has placed an order for 200 sleeping cars

with the Pullman Car & Mfg. Company.
The New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railway has placed an

order for 2 baggage cars with the .\merican Car & Foundry Co.
The Southern Pacific Co. is inquiring for 10, 72-ft. coaches, 5,

70-ft. steel baggage cars, 6, 70-ft. baggage postal cars, and 6, 70-ft.

baggage horse cars.

The F'lorida East Coast Railway has placed an order for 2 din-
ing cars with the Pullman Car & Mfg. Co.
The New York Central Railroad has placed an order for 22 din-

ing cars with the Pullman Car & Mfg. Co.
The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac Railroad is inquiring

for 6 coaches.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway has ordered 5
baggage-mail cars from the Standard Steel Car Co.
The Central Vermont Railway has placed orders for 40 steel

underframes for refrigerator milk cars with the American Car &
Foundy Company.

Tlie Erie Railroad is inquiring for 32 passenger car underframes.
The Tennessee, --Mabama & Georgia Railroad has placed an order

with the J. G. Brill Company for one combination passenger-bag-
,gage motor car.

The New York Central Railroad is inquiring for 50 baggage
cars, 20 coaches, 10 dining cars, and 10 suburban coaches.
The Pennsylvania Railroad has placed an order for one combina-

tion passenger baggage motor car with tlie J. G. Brill Company.
The Central Vermont Railway has placed an order for 20 steel

underframes for refrigerator milk cars with the American Car &
Foundry Company.

Tlie Florida East Coast Railway is inquiring for 15 passenger
coaches; also 15 baggage cars.

The New York Central Railroad has placed orders for cars
for passenger train service as follows :—American Car & Foundry
Company. 25; Standard Steel Car Company, 15; Pressed Steel
Car Company, 10.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway has ordered 2
steel baggage cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

Freight Cars

The Central Vermont Railway has placed orders for 70 steel

underframes for flat cars with the American Car & Foundry
Company.

Tlie General Refrigerator Line is reported to be about to issue

inquiries covering repairs to 350 refrigerator cars.

The .\tlantic Coast Line Railway is inquiring for 200 phospliate

cars and 500 40-ton box cars.

The Chicago Rock Island & Pacific Railway is inquiring for
100 gondola car bodies.

The Cities Service Company has placed orders for 783 steel

tank cars with the .\merican Car & Foundry Company.
The New York Central Railroad is inquiring for 500 refrigerator

cars, and 500. 70 ton coal car bodies.

The Union Refrigerator Transit Co. has placed orders for 2
steel underframe refrigerator cars.

The Rettlier Coal Co. has placed orders with the American Car
& Foundry Company for 25 mine cars.

The Western Fruit Express Co. has placed orders for 225 steel

underframes for refrigerator cars with the American Car & Foun-
dry Company.
The Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co. has placed an order for 10, 50-

ton tank cars with the .American Car & Foundry Company.
The Sloss Sheffield Steel & Iron Co. has placed orders for 75

hopper cars and 35 gondola cars with the Tennessee Coal Iron
Railroad.

The Cliarleston & Western Carolina Railway has placed orders
with the Tennessee Coal Iron Railroad for lOO box cars.

The Chicago Burlington & Quincy Railroad has placed orders
for 500 mill-end gondola cars with the Western Steel Car &
Foundry Company,
The Union Railroad is inquiring for 20 caboose cars and 12,

70-ton gondola cars.

The National Plate Glass Co. has placed orders for 55, 75-ton
liopper cars with the Bettendorf Co.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad is inquiring for 200 under-
frames for freight cars.
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The Industrial Coal Co. has placed an order for 50 pit cars

with tlie American Car & Foundry Company.
The New York Central Railroad is inquiring for 300 flat car

bodies.

The \'acuum Oil Co. has placed an order for 4 steel hopper cars

with the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Quaker City Tank Line has placed orders for 100. 40-tou

refrigerator cars and 250, 30-ton stock cars with the General Ameri-
can Car Company.
The Central Vermont Railway has placed an order for 12 steel

underframes for caboose cars with the American Car & Foundry
Company.
The A"erde Tuimel &: Smelter Railroad of Arizona has placed an

order for 15, 75-ton ore cars with the Pressed Steel Car Co.

The Chicago Indianapolis & Louisville Railroad has placed

orders for 500 box cars and 250 gondola cars with the Pullman
Car & Mfg. Co.

The Chicago Burlington & Quincy Railroad has placed an order

for 16 tie trams with the American Car & Foundry Compnay.
The Swift & Co. has placed orders for 300 refrigerator cars

with the Illinois Car & Mfg. Company.
The Oneida & \\'estern Railroad is in the market for a number

of caboose cars.

The Peidmont & Northern Railway has ordered 150 automo-
bile cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Missouri Kansas Texas Railway is inquiring for 500 steel

underframes, 40-ton refrigerator cars; 1,000 steel underframes,

single sheath, 50-ton box cars ; 300 drop bottom, SO-ton gondola
cars.

The Southern Pacific Company has issued an inquiry for 2,000

box cars, 1,000 gondola cars, 200 automobile cars, and 200 tank cars.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has ordered 750 car ends from
the .American Car & Foundry Company.
The Maine Central Railroad has placed an order for 2 box cars

with the Standard Steel Car Co.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad is inquiring

for 300 steel underframe refrigerator cars.

The Tidal Oil Co., Tulsa. Okla., has issued inquiries covering
•60 tank cars.

The New York Central Railroad is inquiring for lUO dump cars.

The Lister Foundry Corporation has placed an order with the

American Car & Foundry Company for 2 steel underframe trans-

fer cars.

The New York Central Railroad has placed an order for 500
gondola cars for the Cleveland-Cincinnati-Chicago & St. Louis
Railway with the .American Car & Foundry Company.
The Boston & Maine Railroad is inquiring for 500 box cars.

The Grand Trunk Western Railway has placed an order with the

Pressed Steel Car Company for 25 caboose underframes.

The Carnegie Steel Co. has placed an order for 12, 70-ton

gondola cars with the Standard Steel Car Co.
The Dow Chemical Co. has placed an order for one tank car

with the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Barrett Company has placed orders covering repairs to 141

tank cars with the .American Car & Foundry Company.

Building and Structures

The Central of Georgia Railway has authorized the construction

of a new roundhouse at Savannah, (ia., to cost approximately
$150,000.

The Illinois Central Railroad plans the construction of extensive

shops at Belle Rive, III., on the new line between Edgewood, III.,

and Paducah. Ky., which will include machine and car repair shop,

engine house, office buildings and storage tracks.

The Wichita Falls & Southern Railroad will commence work
at once rebuilding its shops and roundhouse at Wichita Falls,

Texas, which were recentiv destroyed bv tire at a loss of about

$125,000.

The Erie Railroad is prcparini,' plans cfivering an addition to its

engine house at Meadville, Pa.

The Pennsylvania Railroad plans the construction of an addition

Its engine house at Enola, Pa., with repair facilities.

I he Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad is inqm'ring for bids cov-
ering the construction of a new engine house at McKees Rocks, Pa.

The Long Island Railroad has awarded a general contract cover-

ing the rebuilding of its shop at Morris Park, New York, which
I- recently destroyed by fire.

I he Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe Railway plans the con-
ruction of a one-story machine shop at Cleburne, Texas.
The Mt. Pleasant Railroad plans the construction of the round-

house at Paris. Texas, which was recently destroyed by fire, at

an estimated cost of $150,000.

The Pennsylvania Railroad plans the construction of a six-story

station and office building in .Mtoona, Pa., estimated to cost

$1,800,000,

The Great Northern Railway plans the construction of a new
'IR-stall engine house, with repair shop, at Troy, Mont.

The Texas & Pacific Railway has awarded a contract covering
the grading in connection with the construction of a new train

yard and engine terminal at Shreveport, La., but tlie bids will not
be taken on the new engine liouse and other buildings for some
rhonths.

Tlie Illinois Central Railroad has placed a contract covering the
construction of foundations for the new shops at Paducah, Ky.
The Virginian Railway plans improvements to its station at

Princeton, W. Va., to include the erection of butterfly train sheds.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway announces tlie authorization of

the following improvements : new engine terminal at Russell, Ky..
to cost approximately $1,108,450, consisting of a 14-stall engine
house, 115-ft. turntable, cinder conveyors, engine washing plat-

form, power house, storeroom and necessary grading and tracks.

The Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railway has placed a contract with
the Graver Corporation, East Chicago, Ind., covering the erection
of a type "K" Graver softener of 15,000 gallons per hour capacity
at Wichita Falls, Texas.
The Clinchfield Railroad plans the construction of the following

buildings at Erwiii. Tenn. : blacksmith shop, coach, carpenter and
paint shop, freight car repair shop, also wash rooms and locker
rooms. It is planned to commence building as soon as possible,
and to complete the entire project this year.
The Southern Railway has placed a contract covering the con-

struction of a reinforced concrete engine house and boiler house
at Atlanta, Ga.
The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway ha,s placed a

contract covering the reconstruction of a reinforced concrete
roundhouse at Hollow Rock Junction, Tenn.. which was recently
destroyed by fire. The estimated cost of rebuilding is $50,000.
The Terre Haute. Indianapolis & Eastern Railway plans the

construction of its machine shop at Terre Haute, Ind., which was
recently destroyed by fire.

The Reading Company is reported to be contemplating the erec-
tion of additional shop facilities at Reading, Pa.
The New York Central Railroad are having plans made to

enlarge the coal dock facilities at Toledo, Ohio, which will handle
100-ton cars.

The Mobile & Ohio Railroad are having plans made for the
immediate reconstruction of the shop buildings at Murphyli.iro.
III., which were destroyed by the tornado.

Items of Personal Interest

O. A. Garber, formerly master mechanic of the Illinois
Central Railroad with headquarters at Mcmpliis. Tenn., has
been appointed nieclianical superintendent of tlu- Missouri
Pacific Railway with headquarters at St. Louis. Mo., succeed-
ing W. C. Smith, who has been appointed assistant to the
chief mechanical officer, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.
Both appointments were effective March 1st.

E. C. Carey has received appointment as road foreman of
engines of the Norfolk & \\ cstern Railwav with headquarters
at Bluefield, W. Va.

H. N. Rodenbaugh, general manager of the Florida East
Coast Railway with headquarters at St. -\ugustine, Fla., has
been elected vice-president in charge of the operating depart-
ment with the same headquarters.

George G. Lynch, chief draughtsman of the Atlantic Coast
Line lias been appointed assistant mechanical engineer, with
headquarters at Wilmington. N. C.
W. F. Perkins has received promotion from the position of

assistant road foreman of engines of the Norfolk & Western
Railway to that of assistant superintendent, with headquarters
at Williamson, W. Va., succeeding J. R. Derrick, promoted.
H. Horn has been appointed assistant general manager of

the .Alaska Railroad witli headquarters at -Anchorage. Alaska.
G. G. Davis, superintendent of shops of the Cleveland, Cin-

cinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway with headquarters at
Beech Grove, Ind., has retired from active service.
Frank Fouse has been appointed shop superintendent of the

Lehigh Valley Railroad with headquarters at Packerton, Pa.,
succeeding J. E. Brong.
John B. Starbuc has been appointed road foreman of en-

gines of the Sacramento division of the Southern Pacific
Company with headquarters at Roscville. Calif., succeeding
J. Sturm who lias been assigned to other duties.

John H. Tonga has lieeii promoted from the position of
superintendent of tlie Washington Terminal Company to
that of general manager with headquarters at Washington, D. C.
H. C. Stevens has been appointed master mechanic of the

.\laniosa division of the Denver & Rio Grande Western Rail-
road with headquarters at .Alamosa, Colo.

L. E. Cartmill has been appointed assistant general super-
intendent of the car department of the Pacific Fruit Express
Co., with headquarters at San Francisco, Calif.

A. A. Miller has received promotion from the position of
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siipennteiuk-nt ol the Memphis Division of the Missouri

Pacific Railroad with headquarters at Wynne, Ark., to that

of enyinecr of maintenance of way and structures.

J. E. Packer has been appointed assistant to the president

of the Erie Railroad with headquarters at New York. N. Y.

B. V. Davis, division engineer of the Chesapeake & Ohio
Railway with headquarters at Covington, Ky., has been
transferred to Peru, Ind., exchanging position with D.
Hubbard.

F. L. Sample has been appointed acting superintendent of

the Detroit terminals of the Grand Trunk Railway, with

headquarters at Detroit, Mich., succeeding E. F. Gorman.

C. L. Buckingham has been appointed as engineer of tests

of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad with headquarters at

Parsons, Kansas, succeeding N. J. Broughton, transferred.

G. H. Warning has been appointed master mechanic of the

Canadian National Railways with headquarters at Regina,

Sask., Canada.
W. C. Smith, formerly mechanical superintendent of the

Missouri Pacific Railroad has been appointed assistant to the

chief mechanical officer with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.
H. W. Faus, special engineer on the stafif of the chief en-

gineer of motive power of the New York Central Railroad,

has been appointed engineer of materials and equipment

tests, with headquarters at New York City, succeeding

G. E. Doke.
W. F. Laure, general foreman of the Illinois Central Rail-

road with headquarters at Memphis, Tcnn., has been pro-

moted to master mechanic to succeed O. A. Gaber, resigned,

to accept service with Missouri Pacific Railroad.

E. L. Johnson has been appointed assistant engineer of

materials and equipment tests, with the same headquarters.

His former position, that of engineer of service tests having

been abolished and its duties taken over by E. C. Hardy,

general inspector.

D. S. Colby has been appointed acting assistant superin-

tendent of the Northern Pacific Railway with headquarters

at Billings, Mont., and D. E. Nichols has been appointed

acting assistant to the general superintendent at Livingston.

Mont.

Supply Trade Notes

The National Malleable & Steel Castings Company, Cleve-

land, Ohio, manufacturers of railroad and marine specialties

and automobile castings, announce a new address for their

Branch Sales Office in Chicago. After April 1st, 192S, this

office will be located at 501 Railway Exchange, Chicago,

Illinois, instead of 311 Railway Exchange as formerly.

Located in the center of railway activity in Chicago, this

branch of the National Malleable & Steel Castings Company
serves the convenience of buyers for railroads in the Chicago

territory. The chief items handled are the various type of

friction draft gears manufactured by the Company, including

the new National Naco Steel Draft Gear, Journal Boxes,

A.R.A. Standard "D" Couplers and Railway Castings.

James E. Shearer, assistant sales manager of the Industrial

Works, Bay City, Michigan, has moved his headquarters from
the home office to the Industrial Works' New York office,

50 Church street, that cit\-. George T. Sinks, in charge of the

New York district, will reinain in that position.

Tom Moore, formerly purchasing agent of the Virginian

Railway, has been appointed representative for Gold Car

Heating & Lighting Company, in charge of the Southern

territory. He is located at Room 811, Royster Building,

Norfolk. Va.
Lyle Marshall, former manager of the service department

of the Industrial Works, Bay City, Michigan, and later con-

nected with the Chicago office of that company, has recently

been appointed district sale.s manager with new offices at

619 Dixie Terminal building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

W. G. Willcoxsen being no longer connected with Gold Car
Heating & Lighting Company, this company will be tem-

porarily represented in Chica'jo territory by F. O. Bailey,

manager of sales, and A. D. Stuver; address same as hereto-

fore.

The Globe Steel Tube Company has opened a district sales

office at 444 Frisco Building. St. Louis, Mo., and has ap-

pointed E. C. Carroll, manager of sales for that district.

W. Sharon Humes, sales representative of the Magnus Com-
pany, Inc., with headquarters in Chicago, 111., has resigned to

become sales representative of the Central Brake Shoe &
Foundry Company, with headquarters at Chicago, 111.

Harry A. Flynn, who formerly served as general air brake

supervisor of the Delaware & Hudson Company has been ap-

pointed mechanical representative of the New York Air Brake

Company, with headquarters at Boston, Mass., succeeding
N. A. Campbell, deceased.
William Bonn, formerly assistant general sales manager of

the Pullman Company, has been appointed assistant general
manager of the W. M. Laylor Company, railway sales repre-
sentatives of the Zapon Company.
The Kansas City Bolt & Nut Company will construct a one-

story plant in Kansas City, Mo., to cost approximately $23,000,
also has opened an office in Tulsa, Okla.
The Bettendorf Company plans the construction of a three-

storv office building at Bettendorf, Iowa, to cost approxi-
mately $175,000.

J. C. Davis of the sales department of the Ohio Injector Co.,
has been promoted to assistant sales manager, with headquar-
ters at Wadsworth, Ohio.
The Kilby Car & Foundry Company, .\nniston, .Ma., has

opened an office at 2038 Grand Central Terminal, New York,
N. Y., in charge of J. N. Brownrigg and Fred MacDonald.
The Duff Manufacturing Company has moved its New York

office from 50 Church Street to 250 Park Avenue.
A. S. Taylor has been appointed sales engineer for the

Central Steel Company, Massillon, Ohio. Mr. Taylor was
formerly sales engineer for the United Alloy Steel Corporation,
Canton, Ohio.
George M. Hogan, secretary and general sales agent of the

Sellers Manufacturing Company, has been promoted to vice-

president with headquarters in Chicago, 111.

Oscar B. Cintas has been elected vice-president and director
of the American Car & Foundry Company succeeding Charles
S. Gawthrop, deceased.
The American Railway Hydrant & Valve Co. has been

incorporated at Stapleton, New York, with $50,000 capital by
W. Volhardt and M. B. N. Volkhardt.
W. H. Ivers has rejoined the organization of the Gold Car

Heating & Lighting Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., as southwestern
sales representative.

The Aimer Tank Line Company, 464 West Jackson Boule-
vard, Chicago, 111., has been incorporated to lease and deal
in tank cars by Henry Aimer, E. V. Aimer, and H. L. Brad-
shaw.
The Standard Stoker Company, Inc., has removed its New

York office from the Grand Central Terminal to 350 Madison
Ave., New York City.

Paul T. Farrell of the purchasing department of the Youngs-
town Steet & Tube Company, Youngstown, Ohio, has been
promoted to assistant purchasing agent to succeed C. A.
Ilgenfritz, resigned.
Howard Longstreth, secretary of the Lebanon Iron Com-

pany, Lebanon, Pa., has been elected president. H. W. Pratt
has been appointed secretary-treasurer, and J. J. McDermott
has been appointed assistant treasurer.

Andrew C. Duncan has been appointed district engineer for

the Elwell-Parker Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio, with
headquarters at 2835 Washington Boulevard, St. Louis. Mo.
The American Cable Company, has opened a district sales

office at 160 N. LaSalle St., Chicago, 111. W. H. SlinglufF

has been appointed to the sales in the mid-western states.

Allan M. Cullum has been appointed to the sales force of the
Reading Iron Company, Reading, Pa., with headquarters at

the general office of the company in Reading, Pa.

R. P. Townsend has been appointed eastern assistant man-
ager of railroad department of Johns-Manville, Inc., with
headquarters at New York, N. Y. Mr. Townsend was formerly
connected witli the Murphy Varnish Company.
Joseph M. Welles has been appointed representative of the

Standard Coupler Company with headquarters in the Peoples
Gas Building, Chicago, 111., succeeding W. Eckels, resigned.

The Lehon Company has moved its New York office from
95 Liberty St., to 60 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Heyl & Patterson, Inc., construction engineers, Pittsburgh,

Pa., will remove their eastern office from 90 West St., to

Pershing Square Building, 100 East 42nd St., New York,
N. Y. E. Logan Hill is eastern representative.

J. J. Flaherty has been appointed director of sales of the

Page Steel & Wire Company, with headquarters at Bridge-
port. Conn. Mr. I'laherty was formerly in charge of welding
for the Boston Elevated Railways.
The Electric Storage Battery Company has bought land as

a site for a factory brand) to be built in Bostrm. Mass. It

will be of modern daylight construction and will he modern
in every respect.

The Ohio Locomotive Crane Company has placed Arnold
Walters, district sales manager in charge of a newly opened
district office in the Book Building, Detroit. Mich.
The Equitable Trust Co. of New York City, has been ap-

pointed transfer agent for common stock of the Gould Coupler
Co.
The General American Tank Car Co. will move its present
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offices in the Harris Trust BIdg., at 111 West Monroe Street,

Chicago, III., to larger quarters in the Illinois Merchants Bank
Building.
The American Car & Foundry Company is arranging t.o

rebuild the portion of its plant, consisting of the wheel foundry
and pattern department which was destroj-ed by fire.

The Union Tank Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio, is taking bids

covering the construction of a car repair shop at Toledo, Ohio.

also chairman of the Middletown & Unionville Railroad, vice
president of the New Dominion Copper Co., and a director
of the Hall Switch & Signal Co.

Obituary

John Howard, superintendent of motive power of the New-
York Central Railroad, with headquarters at New York.
N. Y., died suddenly on March 24. Mr. Howard entered

the railway service as machinist's apprentice on the Penn-
sylvania Railroad at Renovo, Pa., and, in 1883 he was
machinist apprentice and engine inspector for the New York
West Shore & Buffalo Railway with headquarters at Kings-
ton, New York. In 1884 he was appointed engine house
foreman at Frankfort, New York, and was promoted to gen-

eral foreman in 1891. In 1892 Mr. Howard was promoted
to master mechanic of the River division with headquarters

at New Durham, New Jersey, and, in 1901, he was promoted
to superintendent of motive power and rolling stock of the

Pennsylvania division of the New York Central & Hudson
River Railroad with headquarters at Corning, New York,

being transferred to the Western division in the same capacity

in 1902, with headquarters at Depew, New York. In May,
1904. Mr. Howard was appointed superintendent at Boston,

Mass., returning to the New York Central & Hudson River

Railroad in November, 1904, as superintendent of motive

power. When the New York Central & Hudson River Rail-

road was succeeded by the New York Central Railroad. Mr.
Howard was appointed superintendent of motive power of

that railway, in which capacity he was serving at the time

of his death.

John Luther Nicholson, president of the Locomotive Firebox
Co.. with headquarters at Chicago, 111., died on March 23, of

pneumonia. Mr. Nicholson was born June 25, 1875, in New
York City. He came to Chicago at the time the South Side

Elevated Railroad started operation and assisted his father,

who was master mechanic on this road at that time. In

October, 1895, he entered the service of the Chicago & North
Western as locomotive fireman on the Wisconsin division.

He also worked as extra fireman on the Galena division. He
was promoted to engineer in July, 1902, and was rnade assist-

ant road foreman of engines. Wisconsin division, in 1903, re-

maining in this position until he left the service of the railroad

in April, 1905, when he entered the service of the .American

Locomotive Equipment Co. to handle the sale of the hollow

arch for locomotives, of which he was one of the inventors.

hi 1910 he entered the service of the American Arch Co.,

successor of the American Locomotive Equipment Co., later

going into business for himself to handle locomotive appli-

ances of which he was the inventor. In 1918 he perfected

the invention known as the thermic syphon, afterwards or-

ganizing the Locomotive Firebox Co., to manufacture and
sell it. Mr. Nicholson was one of the outstanding characters

in the railway supply field.

Newman Erb, president of the Ann Arbor Railroad, died

on March 25, following an operation at the Roosevelt Hos-
pital, New York City. Mr. Erb was 74 years of age. He
was born at Brcslau. Germany. June 16, 1850. His family
came to the United States in 1853 and settled in St. Louis,

Mo., where he was educated in the public and private schools.

He was admitted to the bar at the age of 22 and practiced

law for 30 years.

His interest in railroads began actively in 1885 when he
was appointed receiver for the Memphis, Selma & Brunswick
Railroad, now a part of the Frisco system.
Thereafter he served in an executive capacity with several

small roads and from 1886 to 1889 without relinquishing his

railroad interests was president of the Western Telegraph Co..

which he organized and which was absorbed by the Western
Union Telegraph Co. From 1895 to 1898 Mr. Erb w«s vice

president of the Pere Marquette. He constructed and was
the first president of the St. Louis, Memphis & Southwestern
Railroad, which became a part of the Frisco system.

In late years Mr. Erb has been identified primarily with

the -Ann Arbor Kailroad which he served as president. His
other interests inrludcd presidency of the Manistique & Lake
Superior Railroad and the Railroad Securities Co. He was

Logan G. McPherson, the organizer and first director of the
Bureau of Railway Economics, died on March 23 at St.
Luke's Hospital, New York City, after a long illness.

He was an economist of note who devoted most of his
life to questions connected with transportation. He will
perhaps be best remembered by his work in connection with
the organization of the Bureau of Railway Economics in

1910, of which he was the first director, retiring in 1914.
He was born in Circleville, Ohio, August 11, 1863. At the

age of 16 he became a newspaper reporter in Columbus, Ohio.
For the ne.xt 10 years he was connected with the Pennsyl-
vania Lines west of Pittsburgh. During these 10 years he
got well rounded experience in railroading including traffic,

finance, accounting and a year in operating department
with the General Manager, and from 1892 to 1901 he held
various positions in the coal industry at Pittsburgh. In 1902
he went with Mr. L. F. Loree when he became President of
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. In 1904 he was statistician

of the Rock Island system and then became assistant to the
late Samuel Spencer, President of the Southern Railway. He
made a study of the question of railroad freight rates and
as adviser to the National Waterways Commission, in 1919 he
made an exhaustive analysis of rail and water transportation
in Europe.

Mr. McPherson made a study of the result of the consol-
idation of the English railroads put into effect on January
1, 1923. He w-as the author of the following books: "The
Workings of the Railroads," "Railroad Freight Rates,"
"Transportation in Europe." "How the World Makes Its

Living," "Human Effort and Human Wants," and "The
Money and Banking Problem."

George W. Jewett, general superintendent of the American
Steel & Wire Co., in the Pittsburgh district, died of pneu-
monia on March 2, at his home in Pittsburgh, Pa.

Harry W. L. Porch, master car builder of Swift & Co.,

Chicago. 111., and president of the Car Foreman's Association
of Chicago, died on March 2, at his home in Chicago, III.

New Publications

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Railways of Central America and West Indies.—This is the
first of a series of hand books which the Department of
Commerce contemplates issuing on Latin America. It shows
that a progressive and steady advancement in railway con-
struction has taken place in Central America and the Car-
ibbean Islands during the past decade, despite economic dis-

turbances and political disorders, is brought out in a survey of

the railroads of these regions released today by the Depart-
ment of Commerce.
A growth of 400 per cent in trackage, from 2,000 miles in

1914 to 10,000 miles in 1924, is disclosed by this publication.
This increase, however, it is pointed out, has been very

largely due to American ingenuity and enterprise; the numer-
ous fruit, sugar, and mining companies in these regions
financed by United States capital taking the initiative in this

movement. A large number of these American companies
operate their own railway systems, and have a considerable
amount of mileage in service. Very little has been done by
individual governments themselves in extending their own
systems, the report states.

The history of railway development in Central America
is replete with all the thrills of fiction. From the time the

first lines were laid down many of the states have been the

scenes of bitter struggles between private organizations for

the control of railway systems and of the industrial undertak-
ings and natural resource developments that they serve.

Of all the countries comprehended in the report Cuba has
shown the most rapid progress. Although its railroad system
does not furnish direct communication between important
centers, this handicap is being eliminated rapidly, and under
the Tarifa Law the coordination of various lines will bring

about efficient railroad connections throughout the whole
island.

The International Railways of Central America have con-
structed one of the best railway systems in Central .America.

That this has been possible in spite of the divergent views
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of various political parties, shows a tenacity in railway de-

velopment which is bound to prpvide a good communication
system.
The volume under consideration contains 375 pages and

presents complete information on ownership, operation, mile-

age, method of purchase, finances, traffic statistics, motive

power and rolling stock. Copies can be obtained from the

Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,

Washington. D. C. The price is 70 cents.

Annual Proceedings of the American Society for Testing

Materials. I^ublished by the Society at 1315 Spruce Street,

Philadelphia, Pa. Issued in two volumes.
Part 1 (1173 pages) contains the annual reports of 35 of

the standing committees of the Society, together with the

discussion thereon at the annual meeting. They include re-

ports of Committees on Ferrous and Non-Ferrous Metals,

Cement, Ceramics, Concrete, Gypsum, Lime, Preservative

Coatings, Petroleum Products, Road Materials, Coal and Coke,

Waterproofing Materials, Electrical Insulating- Materials,

Siiipping Containers, Rubber Products, Textile Materials,

Thermometers, Methods of Testing and Nomenclature and
Definitions ; 87 tentative standards which have either been
revised or are published for the first time; annual address

of the President and the annual Report of the Executive

Committee. It also contains three reports of the Joint Com-
mittee on Investigation of Phosphorus and Sulfur in Steel,

Effect of Sulfur on Endurance Properties of Rivet Steel,

Metallographic Investigation of Effect of Sulfur on Rivet

Steel and Effect of Sulfur on Structural Steel, and the Re-
port of the Joint Committee on Standard Specifications for

Concrete and Reinforced Concrete.
Part II (1133 pages) contains 47 technical papers with dis-

cussion. These include valuable information on results of

investigations by experts in the field of engineering materials.

This part also includes a Symposium on Effect of Tempera-
ture upon the Properties of Metals and a Symposium on
Corrosion-Resistant, Heat-Resistant and Electrical-Resistance

Alloys. These Symposiums include valuable new and hith-

erto unpublished data.

Standard Train Rule Examination, by G. E. Collingwood.
Published by the author, 919 Prospect Avenue, Toledo, Ohio.
This is the eleventh edition of this excellent work which is

based on the Standard Code of Train Rules of the American
Railway Association in effect January 1st, 1925. It is the

pioneer book in explanation of the Standard Code, has at-

tained international reputation, and has made for a more
uniform understanding and systematic study of train rules

and train orders.

The book is arranged for the use of examining officers, and
also to enable conductors, enginemen, train dispatchers, opera-
tors, etc., to pass satisfactory examinations.

It is not claimed that any book can take the place of actual

experience; however, this work is a crystallization of con-
structive experience and furnishes authoritative rulings which
experience does not furnish.

Rulings of the American Railway Association have been
followed in every case and upon points where no ruling has
been made, the theory upon which the rules are based has
been followed. Under each rule number, appear the exam-
ination questions and answers; an explanation of the rule

followed by all rulings on such rule made by the American
Railway Association.
The volume has long been a recognized authority and will

be of invaluable aid not only to general officers and train

dispatchers, but all those engaged in the operation or move-
ment of trains.

Notes and Data on Railway Engineering, by Frank Reeves,
late engineer in chief, Buenos Aires & Pacific Railway. Pub-
lished by J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, Pa. 178

pages, 61 illustrations, and 26 tables.

Railway Engineering in new countries presents many dif-

ficulties not provided for in te.xf-books, and although the en-
gineer be equipped with standard works of reference, re-

plenished from time to time with books of the latest practice,

problems quite outside the range of such assistance have to

be investigated. During over thirty years of extensive practice

(in which his department built over 1,(X)0 miles of new lines

and took over some 2,100 miles of other ownership) the author
of this work has been faced with innumerable questions which
called for independent working, and the results have been
carefully noted and cast into form for future reference. These
have gradually grown into a useful collection of Notes and
Data, including tables, formula, hints and wrinkles worth
knowing, typedesigns which have proved successful, mem-
oranda of trial and practice, results of experiments, etc.

Such information gathered from experience, reduced to

brief expression and arranged in alphabetical sequence, is

likely to be of service to engineers engaged in similar work;
also to hydraulic engineers who will find herein much to

interest them.

G. E. Welding Electrodes is the title of a small 16-page,

illustrated booklet just issued by the General Electric Com-
pany. This booklet describes the characteristics and appli-

cations of the three types of General Electric electrode,

designated as Types A, B and C. Brief instructions are

given covering the use of each type.

Louisville & Nashville Employees Magazine. The first issue

of this publication for the employees of the railroad appeared
in March, coincident with the Diamond Jubilee of the company.
It contains a message from W. L. Mapother, president of the

road, historical data dealing with the growth of the railway,

and articles by the principal executives dealing with the de-
partments in their charge.

For Testing and Washing

Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors. Ejectors-

Boiler Washers and Testers, Boiler Checks,
Check Valves.

DIAMOND STEEL EMERT
For Grinding In Steam and Air Joints

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Necessity

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

WANTED
Locomotive builder's or other lith-

ograph of U. S. locomotives, multi-

colored or one tone for historical

collection. Give name of builder,

type of locomotive, condition of

print, etc.

Also wish to purchase collec-

tions of locomotive photographs,

particularly those of early date, or

will gladly arrange for exchange

with other collectors.
/

Particularly interested in New
York Central photographs.

Address, HISTORICAL
c/o Railway and Locomotive Engineering

114 Liberty Street, New York
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A 2-8-4 Locomotive for the Boston & Albany R. R.

Some of the Details of the Design and Performance of a New Type of Locomotive Built by the Lima
Locomotive Works

In the issue of Railwav and Locomotive Exgixeer-
IXG for August, 1922, a description was published of a

Mikado (2-8-2) locomotive No. 8000 built by the Lima
Locomotive Works for the Michigan Central R. R. The
trial operations of that locomotive were so satisfactory

that more than three hundred of them have been built

and put into service on the New York Central Lines.

As much fit an advance as this loconiotive was over its

to 248,200 lbs. ; the weight on the front truck has been
raised from 29,000 lbs. to 35,500 lbs., while that on the
trailing truck has been nearly doubled, or raised from
58,000 lbs. to 101,300 lbs., thus adding in all 50,000 lbs.

to the total weight of the locomotive itself. The boiler is

apparently largely responsible for this increase of weight,

as it has a total evaporative siu'face of 5,110 sq. ft., as

aijainsl 4.578 sq. ft. in the previous engine. There is also

New 2-8-4 Type Freight Locomotive Designed and Built by Lima Locomotive Worl<s, Ir

, Bailer Showing Rounded Corners of Firebox and Indented Smoke Box for Ai nd Feed Wate

]>redecessr)r^, it seems tfi have Ix;en quite ecli])scd by this

latest output which was developed as the result of careful

observation of the j^erformances in service fit the Si>.

8000.

A comfjarison of the general flimensions of the two
locomotives, that is of the No. STKtO (2-8-2) and the new
2-8-4, shows that the weight on the driving wheels of the

latter have been increasefl onlv 200 lbs., or from 248,000

an increase of 331 sc|. ft. of superheating surface, giving
a total increa.se of 863 sci. ft. in the combined evaporative
anfl su])erheater surfaces. .\ni! linally the grate area has
been raised from 66.4 sq. ft. t(i 100 sq. ft.

Putting this in the form of j)ercentages there has been
an increase of 12 per cent in the evaporative heating
surface; f)f 18 i)er cent in the sujjerheater surface; of

ISyi [>ev cent in the combination of the two, and 50 per
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Front Half of Side Elevation of 2-8-4 Type Freight Locomotive Built by Lima Locomotive Works, Inc

n_j^FHfe4s

Back Half of Side Elevation of 2-8-4 Type Freiglit Locomotive Built by Lima Locomotive Works, Inc.
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^ent in the grate area, by which more economical rates

of combustion are made possible.

The new engine is further possessed of a number of

novel features that would attract attention from even the

most casual obser\'er. First is the novel wheel arrange-

ment b}- which the firebox of the boiler is carried on a

four-wheeled truck that is quite independent of the main

frames, and serves not only to carry the rear end of the

locomotive but to transmit the tractive effort of the

cylinders from the main frames back to the tender. A
feature of locomotive construction that is quite new.

Trailing Truck Showing Booster Attachment and Tongue for

Coupling to Main Frames

The truck performs three unusual functions in loco-

motive construction : it carries the back end of the boiler,

independently of the main frames ; it carries the ashpan

independently of the boiler and the main frames and it

transmits the pull of the locomotixc from the rear end

of the main frames to the front end of the tender. In

addition to which it carries a booster engine that is

coupled to its rear axle.

The main frame of the truck i> Imilt nj) of two steel

Trailing Truck Showing Ar ange
Syste

cnt of Ash Fa and Equalizer

castings, the front cross piece and the tail piece and two
forged steel side pieces, the general shapes of which are

clearly shown by the reproduction of the two photographs.

The main frames are of steel castings, as usual, and at

the rear end there is a cross ]>iece, that forms a jaw
gra.sping the tongue 1, of the truck, through both of

which a 6^/2 in. diameter draft pin is pas.sed. The center

of this pin is .13 in. back of the center of the rear driving

axle, and 51 in. ahead of the center of the front truck

axle.

Then, in addition to the grasping of the tongue of the

truck frame on each side by the jaw of the tail ]Mece of

the main frame, that casting has a bearing on the faces

2 on cither side of the tongue. Tiiis prevents any relative

tilting of the main and truck frames, and holds the two
frames in vertical alinement at all times.

The front pair of wheels of the truck are the regular

36 in. tender truck wheels and are used with the tender
axle and oil boxes without change. The rear wheels are

made 45 in. in diameter in order to accommodate the

booster gearing and attachments.

The truck is carried by semi-elliptic springs placed over
each axle box and equalized in the. ordinary manner, with
an equalizing bar between them.

.\t the same time, the four drivers on each side are

equalized together, and cross-equalized at the front with
the leading truck so that the whole locomotive is carried

on an essentially three-ptoint support.

The tail piece of the rear truck takes the rear draft pin

at a point 56 in. back of the center of the rear axle, and
also the radial buffer between the engine and tender. It

also has the bearings on which the boiler is carried.

These are shown at 3 in the truck engravings. As will

be seen from the engraving of the side view of the truck,

these two bearings are located just back of the center
of the rear wheel of the truck and are set on the arc of a
circle whose center is at the center of the draft pin in the

tongue.

The boiler being rigidly attached to the main frame
swings with it. and the long over hang which it has l>ack

of the rear j^air of driving wheels, causes it to have a con-
siderable lateral movement relatively to the truck on
curves, which at this point of support has its center nearly
coincident with the center of the track. This side motion
of the firebox on curves is permitted by the roller bear-
ings upon which it is supported.

This side motion of the boiler requires that the cab
should be supported by and attached to it. This is effected
by carrying it on heavy cast steel brackets which are, in

turn, fastened to lugs cast on the foundation ring at the
back and corners.

This leaves the truck beneath quite independent of the
rest of the structure of the locomotive so far as its lateral

tnovemcnts and the accommodation of itself to curves is

concerned.

As the ashpan is attached to the truck it, too, has no
connection with the boiler but swings to and fro beneath
the firebox and serves merely as a hopper into which the
ashes may fall or be dumped. Its width is such that under
the extremes of lateral travel of the firebox relatively

to it. it still extends outside the limits of the latter. As
it extends the full length of the firebox, its cubical con-
tents are extraordinarily large, being 86 cu. ft. In fact

it is so large as to afford amjile accommodation for a

man to work in it for the repairing of the grate shaking
apparatus or the replacement of the grates. And, in order
that it may be used for this purpose, a door is placed in

the slope on the right hand side through which a man can
enter.

This large expanse of ash|iati leaves an unobstructed
oijening between its edges and the foundation ring, so
that there is always a free opening for the passage of air

to the grates.

The object in using the four-wheeled truck was,
primarily, to make possible a desired increase in the length
of the grates. The length so obtained is 12 ft. 6,l-s in.

inside the sheets, while the total length of the firebox over
the outside sheets is 13 ft. 7 in., which is among the longest
locomotive firebox on record. To have attempted to carry
this great over hang with its accomjjanying load on the
single-wheel trailing truck of a Mikado locomotive would
have been simply an invitation to no end of trouble.

As it is, this great structure with a grate 12 ft. 6lg in.

long and 8 ft. J4 in- wide, is carried easily and without
difficulty.

The boiler also departs somewhat from the ordinary
construction in other matters than its mere size, the
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chief peculiarity being the rounding of the corners of

tlie back head and throat. This is best seen in the repro-

duction of the photograph, where the side sheet is shown
as coming down straight from a pwint just below the

chownsheet and the sloi>e of the back head is cared for

by its own Hanging, which has a depth of something more
than 12 in. at the bottom, in excess of that at the top.

The grouping of the staybolts at the lower front cor-

ners is slightly changed from the common practice by a

Front End Showing Arrangement of Throttle Valve, Ste

and Superheater and Location of Air Pumps and Feedwat
Pipes

'umps

closer spacing. The distribution of these staybolts follows

a usual practice of using a complete installation in the

throat sheet and side sheets up to the crown sheet and

then putting in four rows across the top at the front end

to act as sling stays and then using rigid stays over the

balance of the surface of the roof sheet.

By the use of cast steel cylinders, which will be re-

ferred to later, a very considerable saving in weight was

effected, which was put into the boiler. This made it

possible to use a shell whose first course next to the fire-

- '4di
'

is almost ideal, for steam may rise from the bottom to the

top without dragging along the surface of either sheet

;

a condition that will probably insure a maximum of water
contact against the inner sheet.

The tubes are 20 ft. long, and the steam dome is set

8 ft. 5^4 in. back of the front face of the front tubesheet.

The cylinders are cast with a half saddle and are bolted

Cross Section Through Firebox of 2-8-4 Type Locomoti

together and to the bottom of the smokebox in the usual

manner. But there the resemblance ceases. By making
them of steel castings it has been possible to reduce the

weight as compared with the ordinary cast iron cylinders

by about 4,000 lbs., which relieved that much weight to

be put into the boilers, as already stated.

Section of Boiler of 2-8-4 Type Locomotive Built by Lima Loco

box is 94 in. in outside diameter. The shell is built up
of three courses, the front one being 88 in. in diameter.

The thickness of metal in the three being 1 1/16 in.,

1 1/32 in. and 31/32 in. respectively.

This large diameter of shell makes a corresponding

radius of roofsheet possible, with the result that the in-

ward slope of the side legs of the firebox is comparatively

small, and, as will be seen from the cross-section, the

conditions for the liberation of steam from the side sheets

Cast steel cylinders have been used before, but they

have not been successful nor have they been generally

used Isecause of the difficulty in casting them. The com-

plication of passages that had to be cored for the flow

of steam was such that cooling cracks were developed to

such an extent and caused the loss of such a large per

centage of the work that it was not an economical propo-

sition to use them.

The designers of this locomotive have, however, swept
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all precedents aside and quite discarded the conventional

form of cylinder and half saddle, and have laid out a

combination that is a mere box or shell, with no passages

or partitions whatever, and then bolted all of their steam
and exhaust pipe connections to the outside.

Before placing such a pair of cylinders on this engine

C35t 5*v» C,- nders With Exhaust Pipes in Position

an experimental pair was made and tested under pressure,

and then the pattern was modified to meet the require-

ments as indicated bv this investisjation.

elevation of the cylinder the simplicity of the design is

still further emphasized. There is nothing but the shells

of the steam chest and cylinder with the thin box of a

saddle whose metal is 1 in. thick, and which carries only

the two cored passages from the front and back faces to

the exhaust opening.

Steam enters at 5 from the outside steam pipe and
flows directly down through this straight connection,

which is 8 in. in diameter to the center of the steam
chest. When it has done its work it is exhausted at the

ends of the steam chest and flows out through the pipes

6 and 7 at the front and back ends respectively to the

openings 8 in the front and rear faces of the saddle, only

that at front being shown in the horizontal section. These
o])enings at the front and back lead into a passage that

curves upward and when the movement of the steam has

been directed toward the exhaust openings 9, they are

brought together. This arrangement has not only pro-

duced a cylinder and half saddle that is easily cast with

no danger of foundry losses, but one in which the flow

of live and e.xhaust steam is through straight passages

involving a minimum loss of live steain pressure and
insuring the minimum of back pressure in the cylinders.

Of course both the cylinders and the valve chests are

bushed with cast iron so as to secure a proper wearing
surface for the pistons and valves.

And now in the conducting of the steam from the boiler

to the cylinders we encounter another novelty introduced

in the Xo. 8000. It is to lie found in the whole arrange-

ment of the supei-heater and the placing of the throttle

valve in tiie smokebox in front of the stack ; in the loca-

tion of the superheater between the throttle so that it is

Uc=^
t

Cast Steel Cylinders and Half Saddles Showing Exhaust Nozzles and Steam Intake of 2-8-4 Type Locomotive

This box-like construction is clearly shown by tlie re-

profluction of the photograph of the assembled cylinders

in which the parts in the foreground are those at the back
end and the projecting brackets are those used for carry-
ing the valve stem guides.

Referring to the line drawing of the half section and

filled at all times with steam, and thus renders possible the

use of superheated steam in all of the auxiliaries.

The steam dome is located, as already stated, 8 ft. 5^
in. back of the front tubesheet. It stands centrally on the

top of the boiler, and is a steel casting. The outlet, how-
ever, has an ofi^set and opens with its center line 15 in.
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to the left af the center line of the boiler. From this

opening- the outside dry pipe runs forward and turns

down through an elbow 10 into the top of the super-

heater header at 11, as shown in the end view of the

superheater connections. After passing through the

superheater it emerges at 12 and enters the throttle dry

pipe 13. in which there is a side opening, 14, from which

sui:>erheated steam is drawn for the auxiliaries. From the

pipe 13, the steam passes through the throttle valve to the

Longitudinal Section of Smol<ebox Showing Arrangement of the
Superheater and Throttle

side outlets 15, and thence down through the steam pipes

16 to the cylinders.

The throttle casing, as will be seen from the reproduc-

tion of the photograph, is, together with the throttle dry

pipe and the side openings, a single casting.

The Type E superheater used also presents a departure

from current practice, though it cannot be said to be a

distinct novelty, in that instead of the usual 5-in. flue with

a double return flow of the steam there is used a 33/2-in.

Section of 2-8-4 Type Locomotive Showing Dry Pipe and Super-

heater Connections

flue containing a single superheiiter return and, instead

of a small number of flues grouped in the upjDer part of

the boiler, there are 204 such flues and but 90 of the

ordinary 234-in. tubes; and these are at the edges and
across the top, filling in the interstices of the sectional

area of the boiler where the 3j/^-in. flues could not be

placed, and thus adding to the heating surface.

The opening for the superheater header in the smoke-
box has a fore and aft measurement of 18 in., and one
across the boiler of 69J/2 in. so that the header and bolts

are accessible from the top. And, as will be seen from the

front view showing the superheater units, they are easily

accessible fur removal when the netting has been taken out.

Owing to the large diameter of the shell, clearances

were not sufficient to place the air and feed-water pumps
on the sides in the usual position. They have, therefore,

been set back of the front bumper and beneath the smoke-
box, which has been indented on each side, as seen in the

front elevation and view, so as to accommodate these

auxiliaries.

Without attem])ting to exhaust the novelties on this

new design there is one other that is deserving of atten-

tion, and that is the construction of the main and side rods.

Heretofore, the main crankpin has been called upon to

sustain the total thrust of the cylinders on its outer bear-

ing, which has contributed to heating, esiJecially in the

case of engines just out of the shop, and the subsequent

cracking or breaking of pins in service.

Front Elevation of 2-8-4 Type Locomotive Built by Lima Locomo-
tive Works, Inc.

The new design of rods used on this engine relieves the

main crankpin of 25 per cent of this thrust, in the case

of an eight-coupled locomotive, by transmitting all of the

power absorbed by the rear pair of drivers, directly to the

crankpins in those wheels from the main rod.

The method by which this is accomplished is a direct

development of the floating bushing already extensively

used and is clearly illustrated by the accompanying en-

gravings.

The stub end of the pin end of the main i-od is forked

and between the legs of this fork the side rod leading to

the rear drivers is placed ; while into the fork itself a

steel bushing, 17, is pressed. This bushing has three

outside diameters of 13J4 '"• 13 in. and 12^4 in- The
largest and smallest of the three fit and are pressed into

the outer and inner legs of the fork of the rod respectively.
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The central diameter serves as a bearing for the brass

basiling, 18, which is fitted into the side rod. Between
the steel bushing in the main rod and the outer bearing
of the crankpin, there is a floating bushing, 19, of the

customary type, which is so held in place that it may be
removed and replaced without taking down the rods, so

point where, with a boiler pressure of 240 lbs. per sq. in.,

the torque will be most uniform, a matter that will be dis-

cussed in detail in a future issue.

The auxiliary ports by which this is accomplished are
not the same at the two ends of the cylinder. These ports
are 2 3/16 in. wide but the one at the front is increased
in width 7/16 in. towards the center of the valve chamber,
thus delaying the point of cut oft' at the front and making
it 63 per cent to the 60 per cent at the rear. This has its

greatest eflfect at slow speeds, but as the speed increases

its effect decreases until it finally becomes a negligible

quantity.

In service work the locomotive is showing a remarkable
increase of efficiency as compared with the No. 8000 and

Throttle Valve Casing

that the labor of rejjairing this item is reduced to a

minimum.
The side rods leading to the two forward pairs of

driving v^'heels are set upon the inner bearing of the main
crankpin in the usual manner and are of the ordinarj'

construction except that they have no rearward extension.

In operation the total thrust of the main rod is first put

upon the steel bushing, 17, from which the rear side rod

takes off enough to turn the rear drivers, leaving the

balance, or approximately 75 per cent of the whole, to be

carried by the floating bush-

ing, 19, and the outer bearing

of the main crankpin.

The efficiency of this ar-

rangement has been demon-
strated by its rather unusual

action for the new engine was,

after a short breaking in, put

into service and has been run
for weeks without any heating

of the main crankpin.

In designing the locomotive

allowances were made for ad-

justments that might have to

Ik- made as the result of ser-

vice trials. For example, in

order to avoid repeated re-

placements of exhaust nozzles

in order to determine the

diameter most suitable for the

locomotive a variable nozzle

of the type used on the

Paris Lyon & Mediterranean
Railway was installed, but instead of placing the regulating
handle in the cab, there is nothing on the outside except
the lever marked 20 in the side view. This is adjusted
for exixirimental purposes and when the best location

or diameter of nozzle has Ix'en determined the design will

l>e flisca''fled and a fixed nozzle substituted.

The use of a limited cut-off has also been adopted.
This has been placed at 60 per cent of the stroke, as the

Forked Connecting Rod for Transferring Thrust Directly Back to
Rear Driving Wheels

other locomotives of the Mikado tyi)e, details of which
will be ]niblished in a future issue. The various novel
I)arts of the design are protected either by Letters Patent
or patents applied for.

Side Rods She g Bushings for Taking Thrust to Back Driving Wheels of 2-8-4
Type Locomotive

The principal dimension of the locomotive are as fol-

lows :

Dimensions ok 2-8-4 Type Locomotive
Cylinder diameter 28 in.
Piston stroke .30 in.
Valves, piston type, size 14 in.'

Maximum travel 8yi in
Outside lap 2A in.'

Exhaust clearance
-f^ in.

r.cad in full (rear j^ in.
Cut-off in full gear, per cent 60
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Weights in working order:

On Hriver'i 248,200 1b.

On front truck 35,500 lb.

On tr.-iiling truck 101,JOO lb.

Total engine 385,000 lb.

Tender 275,000 lb.

Wheel bases

:

Rigid 16 ft. 6 in.

Driving 16 " 6 in.

Total engine •'I ft. * .'"•

Total engine and tender 82 ft. 6 in.

Wheels, diameter outside tires:

Driving 63 in.

Front truck • 33 in.

Trailing truck 36 ui. and 45 in.

Journals, diameter and length:

Driving, main 12 in. by 14 in.

Driving, others 11 m. by 13 in.

Front truck ' '''^j }" .^y ,\? .'" ,

TrailiuK truck 6;4 in. by 12 m. and
9 in. by 14 in.

Boiler:

Type Straight top

Steam pressure 240 lb.

Fuel, kind Bituminous
Diameter, first ring, outside 88 in.

Firebox, length and width ISO^i in. by 96H m.
Height mud ring to crown sheet, back 60^2 tiv

Height mnii ring to crown sheet, front 9154 in.

Arch tubes, number and diameter 5, S'A in.

Cnmbustinn chamber, length None ^

Flues, number and diameter 90, 254 in.

Tubes number and diameter 204, 3J4 m.

Length over lube sheets 20 ft.

Tube spacing K in-

Flue spacing ^ in-

Net gas area through tuhei and flues 1,536 sq. in.

Grate area 100 sq. ft.

Heating surfaces:

Firebox, incl. arch tubes 337 sq. ft.

Tubes 1.055 sq. ft.

Pluen 3,718 sq. ft.

Total evaporative 5,110 sq. ft.

Superheating 2,111 sq. ft.

Comb, evaporative and superheating 7,221 sq. ft.

Tender:

Style -.,... Rectangular

Water c'apacitv
'' 15.000 gal.

Fuel capacity IS tons

Weight proportions;

Weight on drivers -i- total weight engine, per cent. . 64.2

Weight on drivers -;- tractive force 3.58

Total weight engine -=r comb. heat, surface 53.3

Boiler proportions

:

Tractive force -=- comb. heat, surface 9.61

Tractive force X dia. drivers -=- comb. heat, surface. 605
Firebox heat, surface ~ grate area 3.37

Firebox heat, surface, per cent of evap. heat, surface. 6.60

Superheat, surface, per cent of evap. heat, surface. . 41.4

Tube length -^ inside diameter 74.5

Comb. heat, surface -H grate area 72.2

Ton-Mile Traffic Sets New Record

The volume of freight carried by the railroads during

the first two months this year was the greatest ever

handled by them during any corresponding period on

record, according to reports of the Bureau of Railway

Economics.
In net ton miles, it amounted to 70.560,495,000, an in-

crease of two-tenths of one per cent over the correspond-

ing period in 1924 which marked the previous high rec-

ord, and an increase of three-tenths of one per cent over

the same period in 1923. It also was an increase of 3.9

per cent over the .same period in 1920.

In the Eastern District freight traffic during the two

months period was a decrease of six-tenths of one per

cent under last year.

In the Southern District it was a decrease of five-tenths

of one per cent.

The Western District showed an increase of 1.6 per

cent.

For the month of February alone, however, freight

traffic amounted to 33.552,280,000 net ton miles, a de-

crease of 2,427,790,000 or 6.7 per cent under the same
month last year. This was, however, an increase of 2.8

per cent over February two years ago and 1.8 per cent

over 1920. All districts reported decreases compared with

February, 1924. the Eastern District showing a decrease

of 7.2 per cent, the Southern 5.0 per cent and the Western
6.8 per cent.

Miles Per Day Less

The average daily movement per freight car in Feb-
ruary was 26.9 miles, a decrease of three-fifths of a mile

compared with the same month in 1924, but an increase

of 2.1 miles above that for February, 1923. It was also

an increase of two-fifths of a mile above the average for

January this year.

In computing the average movement per day account
is taken of all freight cars in service, including cars in

transit cars in process of being loaded and unloaded,

cars undergoing or awaiting repairs and also cars on side

tracks for which no load is immediately available.

The average load per freight car in February was 27.2

tons, two-fifths of a ton less than that for the same month
last year and one ton less than in 1922. Compared with

January, 1925, it was a decrease of four-fifths of a ton.

Railway Accidents Steadily Declining

The last two years have been record years so far as

the safety of railroad passengers and employees is con-

cerned, according to R. H. Aishton, President of the

American Railway Association, in an address before the

fifth annual meeting of the Safety Section of that organi-

zation held in Chicago, .\pril 28-30. He said, in part

:

"In 1924 alone, the railways of the United States trans-

ported 931,000,000 p>ersons, nearly nine times the popula-

tion of the United States, with fatalities to only 149 of

that number. That is, for every fatality during the year,

the railroads safely carried 6,314,000 persons, nearly one
and one-half times the number of men that constituted the

armed forces of the United States during the World War.

"At the same time the numljer of injured was fifteen

per cent less than the average for the previous four years,

and the smallest number injured during anv one year

since 1901.

"The number of railway passengers who lost their lives

in 1924 was twenty-three per cent less than the annual
average for the years 1920 to 1923, inclusive. Compared
with 1923, there was an increase of eleven persons who
lost their lives. Fatalities due to train accidents showed
a decrease in 1924, compared with the previous year, but

there was an increase of twenty jiersons in the number of

fatalities due to passengers getting on or oft cars.

Safety Campaigns Have Been Successful

"A person today is in far less danger speeding across

the country at 60 miles an hour on a railway train than

he is crossing a street in any of the jjrincipal cities of the

United States. In New York City alone during 1924, 963
l>ersons were killed by automobiles and in Chicago, there

were 560 killed. In Philadelphia, motor fatalities num-
bered 270; Detroit, 302; Cleveland, 214; St. Louis, 192;

Boston, 137; Pittsburgh, 154, and Los Angeles, 263.

"In 1920, there were 1,273 fatalities at grade crossings

as a result of automobile accidents, or 137.9 fatalities for

every million vehicles registered. In 1923, there were
1.759 fatalities or 116.6 for every million vehicles and in

1924 there were 1,688 fatalities or 95.4 for every million

vehicles.

"This situation offers a tremendous field for construc-

tive work in saving human life and no more effective ef-

fort can be put forth by the Safety Section of the Ameri-
can Railwav .Association than in that field."



Shops and Locomotive Terminals

Reports of Committee of the American Railway Engineering Association at 26th Annual Convention

General Layouts and Designs of Car Shops

The committee has pursued this year the study of the

subject of general layouts and designs of car shops with

the view of presenting, for your consideration and ap-

proval, certain definite recommendations that would be

useful for the guidance of those confronted with the

problem of providing suitable buildings and facilities for

handling heavy repairs to freight train cars.

Freight car repairs are divided into two general grades,

viz : light or running repairs, and general overhauling or

classified repairs. Light or nmning repairs is that class

of work accruing from current wear and breakage such

as is usually taken care of in transportation yards under

blue flag or, where the damage is sufficient to necessitate

switching the cars out of the train, is handled on the

adjoining rip tracks. Classified repairs are of a different

nature and involve the work of restoring the car, as a

whole, to first class condition after a long period of

service. It would be unreasonable to recommend en-

closed shops for the former class of repairs because the

floor space required would be out of proportion to the

amount of work done while, on the other hand, for

classified repairs on account of the larger volume of work
per car and the possibility of systematizing and special-

ization in the various operations, there may be sufficient

advantage to warrant the provision of enclosed shops.

Therefore, it is for shops in which are to be handled

the heavy class of repairs that your sub-committee wishes

to make recommendations.

Before laying definite plans for shops it is well to

consider the policy in force with respect to general re-

pairs. Generally speaking, except for smaller roads, or

where the system radiates distinctly from a central point.

it is advisable to have a plurality of car shops and it

may develop that the traffic demand for cars from these

various points may permit of a certain amount of special-

ization as to type and class of cars. Decentralization to

this e.xtent is to be recommended for several jeasons

:

It minimizes the effect of lalior difficulties : decreases

empty car haul ; permits specialization in certain classes

of equipment and the immediate delivery of reconditioned

cars at point of loading, and it may facilitate the use

of lumber, steel or other supplies without excessive haul.

The advisability and i)racticabi]ity of shojjping cars

by series or classes have become recognized and most
of the obstacles in this respect have now been overcome
to the extent that the method has become quite general

in its application to heavy freight car repair work. The
same is also true in regard to the ])rogressivc system of

shop operation. It has been demonstrated conclusively

that with a reasonable volume of operation and a proper-
ly organized shop force, there arc greater possibilities

for economy and efficiency with this method than with
any other that has yet been devised. This method permits
of systematic delivery of material at defined intervals

of time and to designated points ; it is conducive to spe-

cialization of the work by groups or individuals, which
is a large factor in production ; it simplifies supervision

and allows close control of output : as the workmen be-

come familiar with the particular task to which assigned
the chances for personal injury are greatly reduced; it

lessens the necessity for multiplicity of tools and fixed

equipment such as scaffolds, hoists, etc. The onlv ob-

jections to the adoption of the system is the effort

necessary to collect cars of the same series in sufficient

numbers to make the operation practical, and the pos-

sibility that the work on some individual car might retard

the progress of the others. However, it would seem that,

except for the smaller roads, these objections might be

overcome by arranging for the recall of cars sufficiently

in advance and by systematic inspection prior to placing

the cars in position for the shop.

It is impossible to prescribe definite formula as to ca-

pacit)- and output for a particular shop or for a group
of shops, however, certain general statements can be

made on the subject which should be of service when
dealing with the problem. It is a fairly recognized fact

that there is a definite cycle for freight train car repairs

and it has been determined that the average freight car

requires a heavy repair, or general overhauling, after a
period of service of approximately eight years. This

factor will vary somewhat for different classes of equip-

ment and types of construction. One party having charge

of refrigerator cars almost exclusively, informs us that

the cycle for that type of cars is five years, which state-

ment is substantiated by a carrier having a large owner-
ship in the same class of equipment, in that their expe-

rience indicates a five- or six-year term of service, and
for stock cars also, while box and open cars will run
two or three years longer. Some eastern roads having
a large ownership in all steel cars are experiencing a turn

over factor of approximately five years. It is interesting

to note in this respect that the cycle is often more than
double with similar all steel equipment operating closely

within the confines of certain sections in the southwest
where the relative humidity is quite low.

Therefore, it is to he noted that, with some intimate

knowledge of the equipment to be handled, a prediction

may be made of the probable annual turn over. If the

repair cycle approximates five years then the measure
for capacity would be 20 per cent of the total number
of cars owned or. if liased on an eight-year cvcle, the

measure would he 12 '2 per cent, and so on, for various

factors. The situation is modified to some extent bv the

policy of acquisition or ]iurchase of new equipment. If

there is a liberal policy as to retirement of old equip-

ment with a like number of new cars purchased then the

total shop capacity may he correspondingly reduced, but

on the other hand, if, on account of financial restriction,

or otherwise, but few retirements are made, then a ca-

pacity should be provided for the full factor determined.
The capacity of a particular shop should be determined

with full consideration to the seasonal demand for the

particular class of cars to be repaired. For instance, it

may develop that an annual output of .3,000 cars of a
certain class are required. On a uniform operation
throughout the year this would represent an output of

about 10 cars per working day, while, if it were neces-
-sarv to turn out 75 per cent of the cars within a dull

traffic period of six months, then it would be necessary
to provide for an output of 15 cars per day.

There are many variable factors involved in deter-

mining the car capacity of a shop to give a certain out-

put. The principal features are : The class of equipment
to be repaired, the nature of the work done, the facilities

at hand, and the intensity of the operation. From infor-
mation furnished liy a number of carriers where care-
ful studies have been made on productive operation, we
would infer that an average daily output of 10 cars
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could be expected from a cai)acity of 00 to 80 cars. This

assumption is based on a time element of from 6 to 8

working days per car where ample facilities and proper or-

ganization prevail, and with the tmderstanding that strip-

ping would be done outside the shop.

The length of track to be allowed to each car is an

item that depends upon the method employed in working

the shop. In the report made by this committee in 1921,

previously referred to in this paper, it was suggested that

60 ft. be used as the basis for estitnating car capacity,

where it was anticipated that the trucks would be repaired

on the same track with the car. However, such an oper-

ation could not be carried out under a strictly progressive

system, as the trucks would hinder the movement of the

cars through the shop. It is suggested that where it is

contemplated to use the progressive system in the shop

being planned that a minimum of 45 ft. be used as the

track space necessary for car. Greater distance should

i)e employed in some portions of the shop where it

would be necessary to allow working room around ends

of the* car.

The size of the main or erecting shop is influenced

to a large extent by the system to be followed with re-

spect to stripping of old cars and the painting of the

finished cars. It is contemplated to do either or both in-

side the main building then of necessity a larger floor

space will need be provided. From information collected

it is believed that the general practice particularly for

large operations is to do at least the rough stripping

outside on tracks set aside for that purpose. This elim-

inates the litter from the shop floor, saves labor of han-

dling the debris, as it is usually burned or scrap piled at

place of stripping, and released valuable floor space for

repair work. For the painting and stenciling operation,

there seems to be no universally adopted place for doing

the work unless it be out of doors. A few roads paint

the cars in the repair sheds, but the majority of recom-
mendations received were in favor of separate buildings

for the purpose, which leads the committee to believe

that such would be recommended, particularly since spray-

ing has now come into general use. A paint spraying

machine used in the erecting shop may produce very

disagreeable working conditions for the repair shop men,
and while painting outside in favorable weather is desir-

able from the workmen's standpoint, there is a large

amount of damage experienced from rain and frost where
the work is unprotected. For these reasons, your com-
mittee recommends that consideration be given to this

feature as it is deemed advisable to provide a separate

building for painting, particularly in localities where cold,

damp weather prevails. Simple and inexpensive con-

struction can be employed in this structure but special

attention should be given to ventilation, and in the case

of cold and damp climates sufficient heat should be pro-

vided to insure quick drying and to afford as rapid a

turn over as possible.

Attention is also called to the two methods practiced

in re.spect to repairing trucks. One method is to run
the trucks out at the end of the car. doing the repair work-

on the same track with the car, while on the other the

trucks are removed to a special truck shop or space set

aside for truck work while the car body is placed on shop
dollies or a set of repair trucks for movement through
the shop. Obviously, more space per car is required for

the former practice than for the latter.

As to the physical features, eauipment, general layout

of main shop and subsidiary departments, your com-
mittee after due deliberation, has concluded that it is

impractical to attempt to develop a plan or layout that

could be offered even as a guide because actual develop-

ments differ so widely as to topography and outline of

space to be occupied, that each case presents a distinct

]3roblem within itself, however, there are certain basic

features that can be prescribed. In this respect your
committee has collaborated with a committee of the

American Railway Association, mechanical division, in-

structed to report on a similar subject and they have
joined with us in making certain basic recommendations.
The report of that committee which was made at the

convention of that association June 11-13, 1924, reads, in

part, as follows

:

1. The distance from the center line of the outside

car repair track in a car shop building to any projection

on the outside wall should be not less than 11 ft.

2. The distance center line to center of repair tracks

that have a standard gage material track between them
should be not leess than 22 ft.

3. The distance center line to center line of repair

tracks that do not have a material track between them
should be not less 18 ft.

4. The distance center line to center line of car re-

]5air tracks where a row of columns is located between the

tracks, should be not less than 22 ft, and in no case

should the distance from face of columns to center line

of adjacent repair track be less than 10 ft.

5. The minimum distance from the top of rail to bot-

tom of traveling crane bridge in car shops that do , not

lift cars over each other, should be 23 ft.

6. Car repair shops should be arranged so that cars

can lie switched from both ends.

7. Material tracks in car repair shops and yards should
be standard gage.

8. That portion of the car repair shop floor, between the

outer rails of adjacent repair tracks having a material

track between them should be planked or paved, and
suitable planked or paved roadways should be extended
out into material yards, to facilitate trucking and the use
of tractors for handling material.

These general features are illustrated by the adjoin-

ing sketch. Your committee concurs in this and offers

it as a joint recommendation.
Inquiries have been made of a number of carries as

to the advisability of installing overhead cranes in con-

nection with heavy freight car repair work and the ex-

|)ressions of opinions seem to indicate that cranes are

to be recommended, particularly for new shops, as the

additional cost is not unreasonably large where the in-

\estment has been undertaken to house repair tracks and
facilities. The necessity, however, is more pronounced
in connection with steel than with wooden cars. How-
ever, the increasing acquirements in cars of the all-steel

and composite construction gives further argument for

the installation of cranes in new plants. Cranes of 15-ton

capacity seem to be most popular, particularly where
they are used in longitudinal shops, in which more than

one crane is installed per bay. It gives ample capacity

for lifting one end of a car to allow the truck to be run

out or set under the car body, and to handle the heaviest

nart necessary in connection with freight car repair work.
If it becomes necessary to lift a complete car, two cranes

can be used jointly. However, in work on heavy steel

cars where only one crane is to be employed, it may be

advisable to use a crane of greater capacity. Under such
circumstances, a capacity of 25 tons is considered ample,

with 30 tons as the maximum that would be required

imder any circumstances.

It is optional, of course, with the carrier as to the

tvpe of construction to employ for the building. Steel

frame with brick or tile walls is preferable, particularly

in cold climates, although corrugated iron may be used,

thus reducing construction costs. Wooden structures,

except for the slow burning mill construction with brick
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or tile walls, are not recorhmended because of the fire

hazard.

Large glass areas should be provided, particularly in

the roof as well as side walls, in order that ample illu-

mination is available. Natural lighting should be aug-

mented with plenty of artificial illumination for efficient

work on gloomy days.

Good paving, while not absolutely essential, is recom-

mended because it is felt that reduced maintenance from
a properly constructed floor and the benefit from the or-

derliness possible with a good floor will go a long ways
towards offsetting the additional first cost necessary to

provide it. Under any circumstances, it is recommended
that the portion of the shop floor between each pair

of repair tracks, having a material or supply track be-

tween them, should be paved or planked to facilitate the

use of tractors and trailers or hand trucks employed in

the handling of material and supplies to the car.

The question of heating car repair shop buildings has

been considered and discussed. Heat is desirable but

not absolutely essential : however, it is the thought of

your committee that it will be of assistance in obtaining

consistently high production throughout the year, par-

ticularly in territories where climatic conditions are

severe.

Compressed air and electric power are very essential

to a car repair shop operation and full facilities should

be provided in this respect. Outlet boxes should be

placed at frequent intervals to insure at least one for

ever)- car spot.

In conclusion, your committee wishes to offer for your
consideration and approval the following as recommenda-
tions for general practice for inclusion in Manual of the

association

:

Recommended Practice for Freight Car Repair Shops

1. The distance from the center line of the outside

car repair track in a car shop building to any projection

on the outside wall should not be less than 11 ft.

2. The distance center line to center line of repair

tracks that have a standard gage material track between
them should be not less than 22 ft.

.3. The distance center line to center line of repair

tracks that do not have a material track lietween them
should be not less 18 ft.

4. The distance center line to center line of car repair

tracks, where a row of columns is located between the

tracks, should not he less than 22 ft., and in no case

should the distance from face of columns to center line

of adjacent repair track lie less than 10 ft.

5. The minimum distance from the top of rail to bot-

tom of traveling crane bridge, in car shops that do not

lift cars over each other, should be 2.3 ft.

6. Car repair shops should be arranged so that cars

can be switched frf)ni both ends.

7. Material tracks in car rejiair shops and yards should
he standard gage.

8. That portion of the car rejiair shop floor between
the outer rails of adjaceiU rejiair tracks, having a ma-
terial track between them, shoukl be ])aced or planked
anfl suitable paved or plankerl roadways should be ex-
tended out into material yarfls to facilitate trucking and
the use of tractors for hanrlling material.

9. In shops where cranes are not employed the over-
head clearance, measurnig from top of rail .should be
not less than 20 ft., door ojienings excepted.

10. Except where otherwise jirescribed by law. repair
track door openings should not be less than 1.3 ft. wide
by 17 ft. high.

11. .Suitable provision slKJiild hi made in the formula-

tion of plans to provide for reasonable extension of all

buildings and facilities.

12. Suitable means should lie provided for prompt and
economical handling of materials and supplies through
the "application of cranes, hoists, mono-rails, supply tracks
and roadways for tractors and trailers.

13. It is recommended that fire'poof or slow burning
construction be employed for the building structures.

14. It is recommended that the roof and side wall con-
struction be such as to give maximum natural light and
ventilation.

15. Ample artificial illutnination is recommended.
16. Heat is recoirimended, for the colder climates.
17. Separate building is recommended with excess

heat and good ventilation for painting and stenciling for
cold or rainv climates.

The Ventilation of Engine Houses
The adequate ventilation of engine houses is a problem

more dependent upon care given the various details of
design, and the attention given by operating officers to
handling locomotives in such a way that ventilating pro-
visions wall not be overtaxed, than to the use of any
one particular character of design, or to the provision of
any special mechanical equipment.

It is the opinion of the coiumittee that if the recom-
mendations herein made are incorporated in engine house
design, generally, and if care in operation is taken to
secure full advantage of same, ventilation conditions will

be materially improved. All of the features presented
for consideration are in use at difl'erent locations and
there is, therefore, no radical dei>arture or change from
present practices recommended, but it is confidently ex-
pected that an intelligent combination of these details of
design, coupled with the careful use of facilities provided,
will inake a very great improvement in ventilation condi-
tions in engine houses.

There are two principal causes of impure air in engine
houses as follows

:

( 1 ) The esca])e of smoke from smoke stacks.

(2) The escajje of steam when boiler is blown oflf.

If care is taken in ojjeration to see that the.se causes
are held to a minimum, reasonable provisions in the de-
sign for ventilation will not be overtaxed. It is not an
imcommon occurrence, however, to see locomotives emit-
ting quantities of black smoke when the smoke stack is

not S]X)tted under the smoke jack in the roof. .Mso, not
infrequently, steam is blown off directly into engine house
without making connection to piping provided for the
purpose of conveying this steam into the outside air, or to

lK)iler washing system.

It is assumed for the ])urix)se of this report, that in

the case of new installations, engine houses generally are
constructed in accordance with the |)rinciples set forth

in the Manual, so that, for example, stalls are of sufficient

(le]>th to provide i)ro])er working space with doors closed.

The following recommendations have jxirticularly to

do with ventilating features, although they reiterate cer-

tain features of ]>revious reports which have a paiticular

Ijearing on ventilation.

Smoke Jacks

Smoke jacks should be of the fixed type, at least 42
inches wide, of such length (preferably at least 12 feet)

as to permit the locomotive stack to be spotted under the

hood of the jack at all of the various jx)sitions of the

lf)comotive, made necessary for the accomplishment of

certain rc|)air o]>erations. The ix)sition of the jack in

the roof should l)c established with the alx)ve condition

in view and the elevation of the bottom of hood should
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be as low as the height of the locomotive will permit.

The area of flue opening should be at least seven square

feet. An annular space two inches in width should be

provided around the flue. Smoke jacks should not Jiave

dampers. In moving locomotives into the house they

should be s]K)tted with smoke stacks under the jack as

rapidlv as consistent with safe handling, and should al-

way.s be kept in such position while under fire.

Steam Blow-Oflf

Provision of a proi>er system of piping for blowing off

steam from boilers should be made in every engine house.

Where possible the steam blown off should be used for

heating purposes in connection with a boiler washing
system, but in all cases discharge should be made outside

the limits of the engine house. .\ ventilator of standard

design and at least 18 inches in diameter should be

placed in the roof on the center of each stall, and as

nearly as possible over the center of the steam dome of

locomotives handled. If regular blow off piping is tem-

jiorarily out of service, arrangements should l>e made
to blow off through portable i>ipe into this ventilator and
the blowing off" of locomotives without such provision

should be absolutely prohibited.

The features above mentioned will, as heretofore

stated, reduce the necessity for other ventilation provi-

sions, but, as with the best of care in ojDeration, some
smoke and steam will escape, the following additional

recommendations are considered essential.

As modern engine houses have stalls, generally, one
hundred feet or more in depth, at least one break should

be made in roof and, if desirable, complete monitor may
be installed. Such breaks or monitors should be provided

with ].)ivoted sash, or of pivoted sash and fixed louvres.

Roof framing should be such that the rafters directly

.supporting the sheathing, or other roof surface, are in

radial lines, and without pockets, so as to permit the free

l«ssage of smoke to eaves. .\t the eaves directly under
roof sheathing, if climatic conditions will j>ermit, a con-

tinuous opening of four to six inches should be provided,

to jxrmit the escai>e of smoke and steam, i>articularly at

breaks and in monitors.

Large windows should be provided in the outer walls

with a generous provision of ventilating sections. As near

a continuous row of these ventilating sash as practicable

should be provided along the top of windows.
The relation of the heating system to the ventilation of

the engine house is, of course, apparent. The provision

of a hot blast heating system, with supply of air taken

exclusively from outside the house, and circulation by
means of undergroimd ducts, with outlets in pits and
along the outer wall just alxive floor level, is recommended
for general use. Such a system, designed for frequent

air changes, will result in the rapid clearing of the atrnos-

]>here in the house, even under unfavorable conditions.

The use of this equipment during the summer months will

also clear the atmosphere at that time, and materially

lower the temi^erature of the house.

The provision of special smoke jacks with a system of

ducts and induced draft for the collection and disposal of

smoke from locomotives which has been installed in cer-

tain locations by a number of roads is not recommended
for general use on account of the prohibitive expense

involved in making such installation. The use of such a

system should be confined generally to engine houses in

congested city districts where the collection and disposal

of locomotive smoke is necessary to meet local require-

ments.

The Engineer as an Executive

By JULIUS KRLTTSCHNITT, Chairman, Executive Committee Southern Pacific Company

Second Section of Paper Read Before Engineering Societies in New York

Trend of Current and Future Economic Development

We now touch on a study of the trend of current and
future economic development

:

Much idle time and fuel can be saved by carefully de-

signed engine terminal facilities, such as hot-water boiler-

washing plants, well located supply tracks, etc., and above

all ample shops and modern tools to make repairs quickly.

Additional shops and tools provided at El Paso on the

Southern Pacific Lines have reduced the average time in

shops of locomotives 25 per cent, the effect of which is to

add 33 per cent to the number of locomotives assigned to

that Division.

On a division operated with consolidation locomotives

where water is exceptionally good, 16,000 pounds of fuel

are saved per locomotive per annum by the installation of

a hot-water boiler-washing plant.

Such improved facilities, while requiring large capital

outlav, will increase the productive time of locomotives.

The burning of fuel in large terminals and shops should

be centralized as far as practicable in order to eliminate

machinery starting and stopping losses. Through free

use of individual electric motors on large tools and groups

of small tools the waste of running long lines of shafting

and of ojjerating tools needlessly when but one or two on

the line are used, can be eliminated and substantial eco- 7
omies can be effected in the 16,000.000 tons of fuel con-
sumed on railroads in shops, stations, etc., etc. Twenty
per cent of the power in a large railroad shop was saved
by eliminating steam-pij)e losses and 13 per cent more by
abandoning long lines of shafting and many belts through
substituting electric for steam power. The changes rep-

resented a saving of $120,000 per year.

In locations where electrical energy can be purchased
at lower cost than it can be produced by the railroad,

opportunities for substantial fuel savings are presented.

The effect of all of the factors influencing increased
work obtained out of fuel on a system of over 11,000
miles was to increase the ton miles moved per pound of

fuel 50 i^er cent from 1913 to 1924.

It is encouraging that the improvement in the work
obtained from a pound of fuel is constant, but it is disap-

pointing to reflect that we are indebted to European en-

gineers for most of the improvements now in use on our
locomotives. This is the case with the improved outside

valve gear, superheaters and feed water heaters, some
details of which, however, have been designed by Ameri-
can engineers, but nevertheless it is mortifying to admit

that the principles underlying these devices were not first
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used in our country. The reason of course is that here-
tofore fuel has been so cheap and easily obtained with us
that there was little inducement to pav much attention to

its conservation : conditions have radicallv changed in the

last few years, however.
The two principles affecting most profoundly the effi-

ciency of stationary steam engines are compounding and
condensing. Compounding alone may increase the effici-

ency of an engine 13 per cent, and condensing alone may
increase it as much as 30 per cent, that is. condensing
alone would increase the efificienc\ of fuel consumption of

locomotives nearly as much as brick arch, superheater and
feed water heater combined, which we have alreadv seen
amounts to 34' .i per cent. Compounding, which was used
in the I'nited States, at one time very much more than
now, will certainly come into use again : so that the com-
bined effect of all the devices we have described, with
compounding and condensing superadded, would be

:

Brick arch ivhen used has reduced fuel consumption to 91.0%
The superheater when added has reduced it to 72.8%
Ibe feed water heater when added, to 65.5%
(Jsing condensing engine may reduce it to 45.9%
Compounding may reduce it to .19.9%

Our Euro])ean railroad brothers are fully alive to the
advantages of using a condensing engine on the locomo-
tive, as evidenced by descriptions that have apjjeared in

the technical press in the past year or two.

Turbine Locomotives

Swiss Federal Railways, as announced by the Technical
press of 1921 and 1922. are testing a 10-wheel type loco-

motive, with superheater, driven by a condensing steam
turbine, located on locomotive frames in front of smoke
1k)x. It is claimed that tests so far show reduction of fuel

consumption of 25 per cent compared with compound
locomotives of usual construction, and very smooth run-
ning at high speeds on account of the reduction of heavy
reciprocating parts.

Swedish State Railway has built a turbine locomotive.

It is claimed that this locomotive, known a,s Ljungstrom
Locomotive, shows a fuel consiini])tion of about 50 per

cent of that of a Pacific tyjje locomotive, which it re-

placed.

The London and Xorthwestern Railroad has built an
experimental locomotive driven by a condensing turbine

which ojjerates a generator, and the jxiwer is applied to

the driving wheels through four electric motors of 275
horsepower each.

Electric Locomotives

Where electric current can Ik- generate<l from water
\H>v,'er. trains can l)e moved very cheaply, but where the

current is generated in a steam i)lant the advantages are

ver\- much diminished.

Data given in L'nited States Ceological Survey Profes-

sional Pajjer Xo. 123 show that in eight large steam-elec-

tric plants studied in 1919 12.2 i)er cent of the energy- in

coal is converted into electric energit' : tran.smitting this

electric energy to the motors of an electric locomotive

reduces the available power 9.9 per cent and this is fur-

ther reduced in the motors to 8.4 per cent of the total

original energy in the coal. The corresponding efficiency

of a modern steam locomotive with arches, superheater
anfl feed water heater is 8.! per rent under favorable con-

ditions. While under existing coiulitions the advantage
may ]>e more than indicated in f.ivor of the electric loco-

motive, the spread is hardlv enough to tem|>t cajHtal to

assume the exi)enses of interest, clepreciation, tax and
maintenance exjjenditures that would have to be incurred

in changing from steam to electricity generated in a steam
plant. The soundness of this conclusion was demonstrated
hv studies made of the Sierra Xevada and other heavv

grades on the Southern Pacific, where trains on the former
are lifted 6.854 feet in 86 miles. Assuming current gene-
rated in a steam station, the interest, taxes, depreciation
on additional net plant required were found to be more
than three times as great as the estimated savings to be
obtained from electric ojjerations.

Other considerations, such as smoke prevention, in-

creasing capacity on heavy grades, may influence the prob-
lem, but we recall no instance of a change being made
solely to save fuel where a steam generated current was
used. The steam locomotive is by no means as obsolescent
as its critics would have us believe. In an address pub-
lished in the March, 1920, edition of the Journal of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, a fuel con-
sumption of 100 pounds per 1,000 gross ton-miles by elec-

tric locomotives is given as applicable "to conditions uni-
versally obtaining on regular profiles." Data published
by the Ilureau of Railway Economics in September, 1921,
show that the muel consumption on 24,000 selected miles
of steam railroad averaged but slightly over 100 jxjunds
per 1.000 ton-miles. Embraced in this mileage were the
Xew Yjrk Central, Illinois Central, Chesapeake & Ohio
and St. Louis Southwestern. On 3,142 miles, or 60 per
cent of Southern Pacific mainline mileage, the fuel con-
sumi>tion in the same month was approximatelv 100
pounds, while on the Salt Lake Division, 543 miles, the
fuel record in October. 1921. averaged but 91 pounds per
1.000 gross ton-miles, for all locomotives. During the en-
tire month of October, 1924, 62 Southern Pacific freight
engineers held records of having moved 1,000 g/oss ton-
miles with a fuel consumption running between 48 and 59
jwunds ]X'r 1,000 ton-miles, under "conditions universally
obtaining on regular profiles," or but little over half of
what was considered a reasonable fuel consumption for
electrically moved trains.

These are every-day jjerformances. while we must
remember that in the case of the Swedish experimental
locomotive, and in records of electrically operated trains,
the data relate either to experimental runs or »o perform-
ance under exceptional conditions.

The performance of the modern steam locomotive in
every day service without favorable stage setting is shown
in the records of some .American roads. On one of them,
26 sujier-heated consolidation locomotives showed in daily
service on a run with long grades of 21 feet per mile an
average consumption of 63>4 pounds of coal per 1.000
gross ton-miles, ranging from 55.8 to 71.7.

Still more creditable to the steam locomotives and the
men who drive them are the records of individual runners.
Engineer .\ in two trips with trains of 2.809 tons con-
sumed 48.7 ])ounds \x;r 1.000 gross ton-miles; Engineer
P in eight trips with trains of 2.863 tons consumed 58.2
pounds; Engineer R in fourteen trips with trains (if 2.411
tons consumed 58.3 pounds.

Internal Combustion

These engines vary widely in thermal efficiencv and
weights ])cr unit, thus :

Wfi7ht iK-r Brake Thermal
Brake JTorsepower K-fficicncy

Automobiles 15 pounds 19.0%
Diesel four-cycle 370 pounds .15.0%
Difsel two-cvclc 250 pounds 30.0%
Airplanes (Packard— recent press item) 1.04 lbs. per. 11. P

The u.se of the first type, except perhaps for short runs
in exceptional conditions with light vehicles, is prohibitive
DU railroads, because although the automobile engine is

two and one-third times as efficient as the steam locomo-
tive the present cost of its fuel is ten times as great.

The Diesel engine, however, shows the highest thermal
efficiency of any known engine. We have .seen that the
most modern locomotive transforms but alx)Ut 8.1 per cent
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of the heat energy of fuel into work ; the Diesel trans-

forms 55 per cent, or over four times as much. Its fuel

(crude oil, commonly called Diesel Oil) is not converted

into gas as in gasoline engines, hut is burned in the cylin-

der in the form of spray, and the expensive force of the

products of combustion provides the motive jxjvk'er. Like

the gas engine, however, it cannot start itself but must

use some form of variable si^eed transmission to start

trains ; the best way so far devised consists of electric

transmission, but the combined engine and generator

plants have proven so heavy as to bar its use for heavy

traction. Because of its high thermal efficiency, the

Diesel engine offers opixirtunity to make great savings,

and its future is very hopeful. A locomotive of this tyi>e

now l>eing built for Southern Pacific by Baldwin Locomo-

tive Works seems to have overcome these handicaps and

will soon be ready for trial.

The designs of an Italian Diesel locomotive show the

following

:

Weight in operation, appro.ximatelv 117 tons

Tractive effort at ISv:, m.p.h 19,840 pounds

The locomotive is started by highly compressed air

stored in tanks and fed to cylinders at each end of the

locomotive, which start it until sufficient speed is attained

to start the Diesel engines : when the compressed air is

cut off. The air tank.s are recharged by means of a con-

nection with the main engines.

The estimated fuel saving over a steam locomotive is

66 2/3 i>er cent.

This design shows progress in adapting the Diesel en-

gines to locomotives of serviceable commercial sizes, par-

ticularly in solving the problem of weight, as the weight

of a steam locomotive and tender to develop about 20,(XX)

jxiunds tractive effort is 150 tons.

The hope of the railroad executive for conserving fuel

lies in :

1. Substituting hydro-electric current for steam, as our

best steam locomotives can now fully equal the efficiency

of electric locomotives using current generated in steam

power stations.

2. Substituting compound condensing engines for the

simple engines now used. From progress made in Eu-

rope, the solution of this problem appears encouraging.

3. The discovery of a cheap, high-gravity fuel that can

be used in some such engine as is used on automobiles

and airplanes.

4. Reduction of the weights of Diesel engines sufti-

cicntly to permit of their use as locomotive engines and

the development of a satisfactory variable speed transmis-

sion which will weigh very much less than an electric

generator and motor.

.A. Diesel-electric locomotive luiilt in Ciermany tor the

Russian government shows an overall efficiency between

21 per cent and 27.4 per cent. A steam locomotive tested

at the same laboratorv two days later averaged a total effi-

ciency from 7.6 to 8^67 per cent. The fuel consumption

of the Diesel electric locomotive was about one-third that

of the steam locomotive.

In a s]>ecial report published in 1923, the National In-

dustrial Conference Board appointed a committee to de-

termine among other things

:

1. Do the industries of the United States need more

or fewer engineers than the number now being graduated

from engineering schools and colleges?

2. What kind of men do the industries require from

the engineering schools and colleges, and what should be

the nature of their education?

"The expansion of industry has been accompanied by

vastly increased complexity of industrial operations, and

the grouping of greater numbers of workers in corporate

units has placed upon employers an increased social re-

sponsibility toward their employees and toward the life

and affairs of the community. All of these changes have

created problems of human, social and political relation-

ships in which industry and society as a whole have be-

come increasingly dependent upon trained technical and
administrative leaders." Solutions to these problems have

been sought by railroad executives in the establishment of

jjensions for superanuated and incapacitated workers ; in

hospital departments, to furnish hospital service on the

j)a\nient of nominal fees; by the establishment of group
life insurance plans whereby employees, regardless of age

and without physical examination, receive the Ijenefits of

life insurance at api>roxiniately one-third the cost of the

current commercial rates ; and by the establishment of rest

and reading rooms at terminals where no opportunities

exist for rela.xation after working hours.

"Of the 41,600,000 persons who were gainfully em-
ployed in 1920, according to the United States Census
for that year, less than 4 i>er cent planned the activities

and directed the energies of the whole working force."

The same census figures show that since 1870 the num-
ber of administrators, sui)ervisors and technical experts

has rapidly increased. In 1870, the number of persons

engaged in administration and supervision was 170,000,

or l;4 per cent of those gainfully occupied. In 1890, the

corresponding data were 450,000, or 1.74 per cent; in

1920, 1,510,000, or 3.6 per cent.

.A.n examination of the personal records of the Chair-

men and Presidents of the railroads of the United States

shows that in 1922, out of 32 Chairmen, 11, or 34 per cent,

had risen from the Engineering Department, and out of

171 Presidents, 33, or 19 per cent, had risen from the

ranks of engineers. Based as they are on data taken from
the Census reports, the conclusions of the National Indus-

trial Conference Board show increasing demands for the

services of trained men, and furnish the most reliable and
valuable information obtainable on the matters l>efore us.

As to schools, it says:

"It is the business of the schools to train young men
into fertile and exact thinkers, gaiided by common sense,

who have a thorough knowledge of natural laws and of

the means for utilizing natural forces for the advantage
of man and the advancement of civilization. In other

words, it is the business of engineering schools to prochice,

not finished engineers, the goal being attained by the

graduates only after years of development in the school

of life."

.Mthough a good technical e.xpert may not develop into

a good executive, nevertheless successful administrators

should have certain characteristics, such as : A good
grasp of the fundamentals of science, the abihty to think

logically and quantitatively, exactness of method and
power of analysis, the habit of looking forward, sound
economic theories, an unlimited capacity to learn, pro-

nounced firmness combined with high sense of fairness

anfl charity needed to control men, and the ability to write

and si>eak clearly and correctly.

DISCUSSlOll

Mr. F. B. Jewett, vice-president of the American Tele-

phone & Telegraph Company and president of the Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Inc., expresses these views

:

"The industry which I am connected with is a highly

technical one which is based on physics and chemistry and

mathematics ; but so are many of the big industries in our

country and the more I see of them the more convinced do

I become that the directors of these industries in the fu-

ture are going to \ye drawn more and more from men who
have a thorough grounding in the fundamentals on which
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the industries are based. In the old days it was not so,

but each day we go on now, it becomes more clearly ap-

parent that because the industries are technical, Iiecause

thev are based on the fundainental science, they must be

guided by men who have a thorough appreciation of the

fundamentals because business is hardly more than mix-

ing the dollar or cents with physics and chemistry and
mathematics. Since engineering schools are the place

where we expect to turn out men who are going to guide

technical industries, we should turn out men who know
the principles of the fundamental sciences ; who know the

method of combining fundamental sciences with the dollar

and cents proposition and know English in a way to en-

able them to express clearly what they know, so that

others may profit by it, because it does none of us very

much good to be ever so wise if we cannot express our

ideas to others.

"It seems to me that if the engineering schools of the

future are going to perform their function for the indus-

tries they have got to get closer to the proposition of teach-

ing and really inculcating the fundamentals. Let the mat-

ter of trying to make executives go, if you will. The
men of executive ability will come to the fore in the gen-

eral run of things, I think, provided the Lord gave them
the right human traits and i>rovided they have a thorough

grounding in the fundamentals."

Mr. E. M. Herr, president of the Westinghouse Elec-

tric and Manufacturing Company, says

:

"I have been very much impressed with the discussion

and especially by the jxjints brought out by the last

speaker. I heartily endorse his view of the importance

of the fundamentals and of the idea of patient plodding

in the minds of men who are going into industry. There

is no royal road, to my mind, to a place of commanding
importance in industry, or in any other business, and I do

not l>elieve that it is the function of educational institu-

tions to try to teach young men to become captains of

industry and administrators, or occupy very great and

important executive positions."'

"While there is general agreement on this view that

one of the leading essentials in education in relation to in-

dustry is an adequate training in and knowledge of funda-

mentals, there is wide variation in the meaning of the

term 'fundamentals.' I'Vom the jioint of view of the in-

dustrialist, the term 'fundamentals' means a general

groundwork of useful knowledge but, more especially, a

training in the jx)wer to use this knowledge in effective

thought and action.

"The fundamentals of engineering training may he

,stated as follows

:

(a) Mathematics;

(1)) The imi^rtant principles of physics, (mechanics,

heat, light sound, electricity, magnetism ) chemistry, biol-

ogy and geology, the interrelations of natural phenomena

and the application of these ])rinci])ks to practical prob-

lems
;

(c) The princi])les of economics and their apphcation

to industry and commerce :

((]) The principles that govern tlie relations between

people, not only as applied to managers and men, but also

as applied to governments and society

;

(e) The histf)ry of nations;

(i) The art of clear and correct expressi(jn in six-ak-

ing, writing and flrawing.

"The relative emphasis to Ik- placed on each of these

fundamentals is a matter to Ix- determined for each en-

gineering course."

In emphasizing the importanc-- of training, we must

studiously avoid withering the :!si>irations and stifling the

ambition of the large numbers n\ men in railroad and in-

dustrial service who have not li.id the benefit of overmuch

school or any college preparation. These men outnumber
vastly the high school and college men, and to their credit

lie it said that the 65% of chairmen and 81% of presi-

dents, remaining after taking account of those that have
risen from the ranks of engineers, have been drawn
largely from the men who have had none of the benefits

of higher education. Without mentioning them the names
of a number of the ablest and most distinguished railroad

chairmen and presidents in the United States, who have by
sheer ability and pluck risen from lowly ranks and have
actually built their own careers and builded admirably
well, suggest themselves.

"Sympathetic guidance of both the college man and the

non-college man presupposes a careful evaluation of the

work of all employees and assurance to them that talent

and effective work will be known to and appreciated by
the management. Educators report a growing feeling

among undergraduates that in most large corixirations a
young employee often is lost in a department and for

many months may not come under the observation of the

leading men of the organization. A large public utility

company, the two largest manufacturers of electrical ap-

paratus and a few other large corporations which have

unusual and enlightened personnel departments, in many
cases are getting the pick of the young talent, because of

their attention to this problem."

'These are some of the ways in which industry can

supplement the work of the educators,'' and profiting by

their example thus can we help those who are to "carry

on" when we shall have passed.

Railway Motive Power Condition

Class I railroads on April 1 had 11,611 locomotives in

need of rejjair, 18.1 per cent of the number on line, ac-

cording to reix>rts filed by the carriers with the Car
Service Division of the American Railway Association.

This was a decrease of 388 under the number in need
of repair on March 15, at which time there were 11,999,

or 18.7 per cent.

C)f the total number, 6,345, or 9.9 per cent, were in need
of classified re])air, a decrease compared with March 1

3

of 228, while 5,266, or 8.2 per cent, were in need of run-
ning repairs, a decrease of 160 during the same period.

Serviceable locomotives in storage on April 1 totaled

6,241, an increase of 82,5 compared with the number of

such locomotives on March 15.

Class I railroads during the last half of March repaired

and turned out of their shops ,36,7,37 locomotives, an in-

crease of .3,621 over the number repaired during the first

half of the month.

Great Northern Grade Electrification

The Westinghouse I'^iectric & .Manufacturing Company
has closed a contract with the Creat Northern Railway
Company for four electric locomotives and other equip-
ment, to be u.sed for the railroad's Cascade Mountain
grade electrification, extending from Skymonish at sea
level through the Cascade tunnel to the summit. This
electrification, which will cost $1,000,000, will l)e under-
taken immediately and is |ilannc(l for completion within
twelve months.

-According to Mr. I'". II. Shepard, Director of Heavy
Traction of the Westinghouse Company, the electric loco-

motive will be an innovation in transportation. They will

utilize direct current motors ojXTated from a single phase,
high voltage alternating current trolley, following the
jjrinciple announced liy Henry Eord for the electric loco-

motive he is now building for his railroad—the Detroit,

r(iled(j & Ironton—using Westinghouse equipment.
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The New Era for Steam Locomotives

In commenting upon the synipo.sium held at the Xew
York Railroad Club in January on the above topic, atten-

tion was called to the optimism expressed by all of the

speakers on the future possibilities of the steam locomo-

tive. At the close of his contribution to the discussion,

Mr. W. E. Woodard, the vice-president of the Lima
Locomotive Works, said: "My vision of the locomotive

of the near future is one with high boiler pressure, c>-lin-

ders capable of developing from 3,000 to 3.500 horse-

power, with a boiler and firebox which is capable of pro-

ducing an adequate amount of steam for the cylinders in

an economical manner. Such locomotives will have larger

fireboxes that we have been accustomed to use. The
coal will be Inirned at a low rate of combustion, giving

high boiler efficiency. They will have a large gas area

through the flues and tubes to match the firebox. They
will have cylinders capable of producing these high horse-

powers at relatively low rates of steam consumption.

Such engines are not a dream ; they will very soon be

here."

This was spoken after the manner (jf a prophet and

seemed prophetic to the greater portion of his audience.

But he knew whereof he was speaking, for even then

there was approaching completion in his own shops a loco-

motive that embodied all of the features of this seemingly

prophetic utterance. Since then that embodiment has

been put into service and has justified the eulogium of its

sponsor. In another column there is published a de-

scription of some of the more important parts of this

most interesting machine designed and built by the Lima
Locomotive Works and which, despite its many novel-

ties, contains nothing that common sense and the idea of

the fitness of things would not justifv. It. like some

other locomotives of recent and novel designs, has swept

away with a ruthless hand our prtiCOilceived notions of

locomotive symmetry which should show straight smooth

lines of boiler and cab, with no excressences after the

manner of the English designs, but has even jumped to

the extreme of some of the continental locomotives that

liave seemed freakish in the extreme simply because "He
is only fantastical that is not in fashion."

But the anticipated big boiler required a big grate

and this called for a four-wheeled trailer truck, for which

there was no room, with the ordinary construction ; so,

forsooth, the rear extension to the frames is done away
with and the truck treated as a separate vehicle. And
vvhv nt)t ? .Ml of the buffing and pulling stresses of the

locomotive have to be transmitted to the train through a

separate vehicle known as a tender, and thence back in

decreasing intensity to the rear of the train through a

succession of separate vehicles. Then why not add one

mure, where it is desirable, between the locomotive frame
and the tender ?

Guessing is always a hazardous employment, but the

guess seems reasonably safe that the stress put upon the

rails by this four-wheeled truck will i)e markedly less than

that put upon the rails by the trailing truck of a Pacific

locomotive whose place it has taken, for it is well known
that such a truck is not the easiest thing in the world upon
a track.

The old eight-wheeled American type of locomotive

was, and is. about the easiest locomotive vehicle on the

track, closely followed b\- the ten-wheeler. The consoli-

dation running forward is not as easy as the two preced-

ing tvpes, but it is not bad. for the unsymmetrical wheel

base has been found to put far less destructive stresses on

the track than the symmetrical. So here we have a con-

solidation wheel bas.e pulling a series of vehicles, and act-

ing reallv as a guiding truck for the leading one, which is

the four-wheeled trailing truck. All of which means that

the whole arrangement is exceedingly reasonable and we
ma\' well look to see it imitated in future designs, just as

the trailer truck was found to be so invalualile an accom-
paniment to the wide firebox.

If what we know of the troubles with main crankpins

during the early stages of the operation of new locomo-
tives is any criterion to gp by, that innovation in the form
of a forked main rod and independent side rod to the

rear drivers cannot fail to be a relief of the first water.

To cut down the thrust on the main pin by 25 per cent is

no small achievement in itself. Take this engine as an
example. The cylinders are 28 in. in diameter and the

steam pressure is 240 lbs. per sq. in. That means a thrust

of the main rod of approximatelv 147.800 lbs., which,

under ordinary construction must be carried bv the main
crankpin. To cut this tremendous load down bv 36.950
lbs. is no mean feat. Small wonder that relieved of such

a burden the pin behaved so seemingly and refrained from
running hot.

Then comes the final crux of so enlarging the grate that

low rates of combustion with the resultant saving in coal

follow as a matter of course.

The limited cut-off. the relativelv high steam pressure.

the use of superheated steam in the auxiliaries, the two
turrets for superheated and saturated steam, respectivelv.

all make for economies that it does not seem possible can
fail to be realized in service. And these results will be
looked forward to with much interest.

Of course, such a locomotive with all of its innovations,

and some of them quite radical, was not the result of a

sudden inspiration, a creation dc novo, as it were, but
rather from long studv and careful observation.

It is now about three years since the No. 8000 with
its manv novelties was put into service, with its marked
economical success. From the verv start its everv action
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has been subjected to close and critical scrutiny. Every

item of its construction has been studied analytically with

the idea of improving it into something better. And step

by step from the lessons taught b\- tliat successful ma-
chine this latest output of the Lima shops has been de-

signed and it is a fairly safe prophecy to make that when
this locomotive has emerged from the course of the same
painstaking observations, that something better still will

be evolved, and that the end is not \et.

Railway Management's Problem

In our issue for April we published the first install-

ment of the very excellent paper which was read before

the principal engineering societies of Xew York by IMr.

Julius Knittschnitt. entitled "The Engineer as an Ex-
ecutive." Elsewhere in this issue will be found the re-

maining portion of the paper which should be read by

all who are interested in railway operating economies.

The author's treatment of fuel economy as sub-divided

among the various devices or systems that contribute

thereto, together with the announcement that the Baldwin
Locomotive Works is building for his company a new
locomotive in which the Diesel engine is employed as a

prime mover, indicates the past and present field of econ-

omy has not only been covered, but that the future is

being anticipated.

To those who have been for the past 30 or 40 years

shouting that the salvation of our railways would be as-

sured if they would all electrify their lines at once, re-

gardless of the expense, there may be found an answer
in the author's paper, and it is so plain, simple and busi-

nesslike, that any railroad man with just ordinary knowl-
edge of engineering and operating conditions can see and
understand it at a glance.

In the movement of improvement in locomotive de-

sign, we fully agree with the author that many devices

which make for economy in operation were first used in

other countries, yet we feel that the principal credit for

our highly developed ultra-modern locomotive with its

many economic accessories is due to .American engineer-

ing genius, mechanical skill, and business energv.
With the fundamental essentials to a well balanced en-

gineer-executive we are in full accord, holding, as we do.

that engineering in its last analysis "consists of the appli-

cation of nature's forces to the uses of man." He whf)

can most successfully handle or ai)ply these forces, is b\

that token the best engineer.

Mr. Kruttschnitt has announced his retirement as head
of the Southern Pacific Comjiany on May 31. leaving a

record uncf|ualled in railway construction and manage-
ment.

The Saint Paul Receivership and the Govern-

ment Guarantee to Railways

Verily, verily, some who come to .'^colT should remain
to Pray!

In our March issue we reviewed the report on the

electrified flivisions of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway, pointing out that the greatest need of the ])rop-

erty was not electrificatir)n. but a sufficient volume of

business to justify their Pacific (oast extension, and a

rearrangement of their financial structure on a basis

whereby fixed charges would be insured with the possi-

bility of a reasonably fair distribution to .shareholders

on their investment. .As no railw.i\- could meet the above
conditions, when circumstanced .is the .St. Paul was. it

was not surprisini^ to students nf the situation to learn
that the officers of this splendid property of about 11.030
miles, were forced to seek the protection of the courts.

Any business enterprise, in which the bonded indebted-

ness is practically twice the amount of capital or cash in-

vestment, is on a shaky financial foundation, and as a rule

cannot eventually escape reorganization.

The two Pacific Coast lines with which the St. Paul

comes into most direct competition are the Northern Pa-
cific with a capitalization of $85,032 per mile of line, and
the Great Northern with a capitalization of $66,526 per

mile of line, while the St. Paul was only $60,558 per mile

of line, but the latter's bonded indebtedness is about

$450,000,000 of a total of about $668,000,000, or alinost

$2.00 of borrowed money for each $1.00 invested in the

business. Therefore, with fixed charges out of propor-

tion and with diminishing revenues, there was left only

one avenue of escape : receivership and rearrangement of

the company's financial structure.

Fallacious Doctrine of Government Guarantee to

Railways

For the past four years, or since the passage of the

Esch-Cumniins law. politicians of varying degrees of ig-

norance and doubtful veracity, together with a motley
horde of long haired advocates of destruction of all or-

derly business procedure, have been shouting from the

housetops as it were of what they termed the grave in-

justice of guaranteeing to the railways a profit of 5^4
per cent and not giving other business and particularly

the workmen a guarantee. .As a matter of fact, the work-
men, especially the railway employee, is by contractual

agreement absolutely guaranteed a fixed rate of compen-
sation or return per unit of service rendered and the

railway is not guaranteed 5^ per cent or any other
amount of return on investment, and never was.
The only thing guaranteed by the Esch-Cummins law

is that if any carrier is so situated as to be able to earn
more than 6 ])er cent, the government at once takes one-
half of it away from thein, holding it in a pool or reserve
fund for the benefit of the less fortunate lines.

More than 20,000 Miles of Railways in Receivership

.At the close of 1923 there was in the hands of receivers
the mileage indicated below that had not only failed to
meet fixed charges, but had obviously nothing to dis-

tribute to the shareholders on their investment, and the
majority of this milea.ge sought the protection of courts
after the passage of the Esch-Cummins law which our
demagogues, in complete disre.gard for the truth, tell the
])eople insures the railways 5 '4 jht cent.

Mileage under receivership |anuar\- 1. P)24 12.494
Value at $78,000 per mile. ." $874,532,000
.Amount earned on investment
-Amount guaranteed by Govcrnnunt

Early in March of this year the St. Paul with its 11,0,30

miles of lines and estimated value of about $800,000,000,
joined the other carriers already under the protecting
wing of our Federal courts, thus making a total, at the
present writing, f)f slightly more than 20,000 miles of
railway, with an estimated value of about one and a half
billion^ dollars ($1,50(),000,0(X) ) that have failed to meet
their fixed charges.

The foregoin.g would seem to be a full and complete
refutation of the oft-repeated (but untruthful statement)
that the (kivernment favors the railways, bv .guaranteeing
them a profit of 5^ per cent on their investment.

It is quite clear to anyone of just ordinary intelligence,
and with regard for the truth, that any railway which
meets all its fixed charges from earnings, with even a
small fraction of 5.>4 per cent for either surplus or distribu-
tion to the owners, cannot be thrown into a receivership
and it would therefore seem not inap])ropriate for some
of our pseudo modern Sir (iallihad statesmen and their
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colleagues, who have so openly scoffed at the Esch-Cum-
niins Act to make proper acknowledgment of their error

and give evidence of a willingness to repair the injury

resulting from a unwarranted and pernicious propaganda.

"Verily many who come to scoff should remain to f^ray."

W. E. S.

Biographical Sketch of John E. Wootten

By J. Snowden Bell

John Eastman Wootten was the son of John Castor

Wootten of Virginia and Mary Copeland Wootten, his

wife, of New York City, and was born in Philadelphia,

Pa., December 23. 1822. After his education in private

schools, he served an apprenticeship in the locomotive

works of M. W. Baldwin in that city, in the course of

which his mechanical ability and attention to duty gained

for him the approval and favorable interest of Mr.
Baldwin.

After completing his apprenticeship he entered the

service of the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co., in

the course of which he was successfully appointed engi-

neer of machinery, February 1, 1866; assistant superin-

tendent and engineer of machinery, February 2, 1871

:

general superintendent, January 15, 1873; and general

manager, Januarv 10, 1877. He resigned December 31.

1886, and died in Philadelphia, Deceniber 16, 1898.

The leading and characteristic feature of Mr. Wootten's

career as a mechanical engineer was his design of the

well-known Wootten locomotive boiler, in which for the

first time a very large increase of area of grate surface

was provided, in a firebox located above driving wheels

of comparatively large diameter. This boiler was pat-

ented in the United S^tates, July 3, 1877, No. 192,725. and
the first one was applied on Engine No. 408 of the

Philadelphia & Reading Railroad in the same year a simi-

lar engine, No. 412, was exhibited at the Paris Exposition

of 1878, and afterwards tested on the Chemin de Fer du
Nord of France, and Alta Italia Railway of Italy. These
engines were of the 4-6-0 type, weighing 86,150 lbs., with

67,900 lbs. on driving wheels; cylinders 18 x 24; driving

wheels 54 inches ; firebox 8 ft. 6 in. wide by 7 ft. 6 in.

long, inside, giving a grate area of 64 sq. ft., which has

been very much succeeded in later constructions.

About 800 Wootten boilers were in service at the close

of 1895 and there are probably now between 3,000 and

4,000, of the exact Wootten boiler type, and many others

embodying its leading features.

The Wootten locomotive boiler was the subject of

award of the following medals, viz.

:

John Scott medal (bronze), awarded by the City of

Philadelphia. 1891, on the recommendation of the Frank-
lin Institute, to John E. Wootten. "for his invention in

locomotive boilers."

Exposition Universalle de 1878. Paris (silver), to

Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.

National E.xposition of Railway .appliances. Chicago,

1883, to Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co., "for best

locomotive meeting important new principles."

My father worked for the Baltimore & Ohio in the old

Camel engine days and I have often heard him discuss

them. He used to say that while they were an economical

engine on upkeep, they were anything else but economical

on human life. Running along, one of those "infernal"

cast iron tires would fly all to pieces. The Camel would

plunge down the bank, turn end for end. and then roll

over and kill the engineer. A solid chill tread driver

would have been much safer.

They were weak in the throat sheet, and given to ex-

plode, and kill everything in sight. A big cab away up
on top of the boiler lessened the engineer's chances of

escape in case of trouble. That and the big dome and
general unbalance rendered them top heavy, and likely

to bounce off the track at any considerable speed.

More than one engineer was hurt in trying to make
her "hook" in an attempt to reverse by manipulating the

starting bars.

Ross Winans, like more than one other great man, was
sot in his ways, even to a disregard of all advice, and
that, too, in things non-essential, as well as those of im-

portance. He would paint his engines a dingy bottle

green, and you could not pay him to paint them any other

color. He would not lag or jacket his locomotive boilers,

no. sir! If you want a different color paint, or a lagged

boiler, do it yourself, not he ! "The laws of the Medes
and Persians altereth not."

His contention with Mr. Tyson brings out the same
stubborn characteristics in his nature. He could not co-

operate with anyone.

I have in my possession two stereoscopic views, one of

a Camel engine standing in the yards at Piedmont,

W. Va.. and the other of a ten wheeler (a Perkins. I

think it is) cither at Piedmont or Martinsburg.
,

William B. Rainsford.

Early Baltimore & Ohio Motive Power

Editor Railway & Locomotive Engineering:

I have read with a great deal of interest the article on
The Modernization of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

Motive Power in your April issue by Mr. J. Snowden
Bell and would ask permission to supplement it with some
personal recollections

:

364,153 Commute to New York City

The railroads serving New York City carry more com-
muters into the city every weekday morning, and home
every evening, that there are people in the whole state of

Arizona. The average number of commuters coming
into New York daily is 364,153, according to the New
York City Transit Commission.

In addition to the commuters, there come into the city

on the railroads an average of 130,650 visitors a day.

Some of the commuters and visitors reach New York
City by way of the ferry, but most of the ferry traffic

is in conection with train service.

The total passengers carried to and from New York on

the railroads in 1923 and 1924 was as follows on the re-

spective lines :

1923 1924

Baltimore & Ohio 620,000 550,000

Central of N. J 15,752,834 15,776,662

Del., Lackawanna & West... 22.201,447 22,359.818

Erie 30,889,917 32,043,150

Lehigh Valley 743,502 755,676

Long Island
'

69,766,867 75,000.887

New Haven.... 17,666,194 18,339,242

New York Central '^0.025,529 31,717,518

N. Y., Ontario & Western, . . 551,753 544,365

N. Y., Westchester & Boston 5.796,093 6,045,424

Penn.sylvania 39,741,298 40,456,529

Totals 233,755,434 243,589,271



The Energy Supply for the Chilean State Railway

Electrification
By David C. Hershberger, General Engineer, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company

The first zone of the Chilean State Railway broad

gauge lines, with 116 route miles of main line and 28

miles of branch lines, comprising a total of 233 single

track miles, is now in operation. All of the power for

this electrification is furnished by hydro electric devel-

opment and additional sites are available near the second,

third and fourth zones so that the extension of railroad

electrification and water power development should go
hand in hand.

The most recent hydro-electric development is that

of the Compania Chilena de Electricidad, Limitada in

the erection of their Maitenes plant located approximately

37 miles southeast of Santiago. This plant is located

on the Colorado River which originates near Mt. Tupun-
gato with an elevation of 22.500 feet. The possibilities

of water power development in this district by three

plants on the Colorado River alone, are estimated to be at

least 50,000 hp. and for the adjacent district an addi-

tional 80.000 hp.

Water Carried Through Tunnels

A special intake is used for diverting the water of

the Colorado River in such a way as to eliminate the

rock and gravel which is carried down due to rapid

flow. The intake is of masonry construction provided

with gates for flushing out rock and gravel and for con-

trolling the amount of water diverted to the canal.

The water is carried from the intake along the side

of the mountain through a series of open canals, cov-

ered canals, and tunnels. Much of this construction was
very difficult as the tunneling along the side of the moun-
tain was through solid rock. In the sections where-

covered canals were necessary for protection against

mountain slides and earth falling due to erosion, con-

siderable concrete work was required. Settling beds

are provided for settling out sand and silt.

Steel penstocks carry the water from the forebay down
to the generating .station through a head of 580 feel.

.\ separate penstock was constructed for supplying each
turbine, .so that the failure of the penstocks would not

put the entire ])lant out of commission.

Generating Stations

The Maitenes station located at an elevation of 372S
feet above sea level contains three 8125 Kv-a., 6600 volt.

.3-phase, 50 cycle, 600 r.p.m. water wheel type generators

designed and built by the Westinghouse Electric Manu-
facturing Company. The normal capacity of 8125 Kv.-a.

is obtained at 80 per cent power fact(jr when operating

continuously at this load. Each generator has a direct

connected exciter of 60 Kw. capacity at 125 volts for

excitation of the field. The exciters are shunt wound
and each has a capacity of 10 per cent in excess of that

required to excite its generator under the worst condi-

tions of load and power factor.

Each generator is e(|uippcd with thermo couples for

measurement of hot spot temperatures. The reactance

of these generators is such that if the machine is sub-

jected tf) a short circm't the current will be limited to

apfiroximately twelve times full load current, instan-

taneous values.

The generators are driven by Pelton waterwheels of

the horizontal overhung single discharge turbine ty]X".

operating at a head of 580 I'cct.

The Maitenes station is designed to tie-in with other

stations in the system which were constructed a num-
ber of years ago and which are 50-cycle stations. It is

for this reason that the Maitenes station was made 50

cycles. There are several other systems in Chile which

are 60 cycles systems and which are used for supplying

power to mining operations but are of an isolated charac-

ter, so that at the present time there is no real need for

considering their inclusion in a super-power system.

The voltage of the generating station will be stepped

General View of Maitenes Generating Station Under Construction

Showing Steel Penstocks

up from 60(H) to 110,000 by 3 6(J00 Kv.a. single-phase,

oil-insulated, water-cooled transformers of the outdoor

ty])e. y\ll breakers and high tension switches for the

110,000-volt switching will be of the outdoor type. The
panel board and metering equi]Mnent are located on a

balcony within the generating station building.

The Florida station, with a capacity of approximately

15,000 Kw. has been in operation a number of years.

This is a hydro-electric station supplying power to the

city of .Santiago, but now forms one of the hydro-electric

generating stations of the system of the Com])ania Chil-

ena de Electricidad, Limitada. This station nvAV. at

times, feed some power through to the .State Railways
electrification, but only in cases of emergency, as the

requirements of the city of Santiago are more than

147
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enough to take up the full capacity generated in this

station.

The power supply for Santiago and for the railroad

electrification is auginented by a steam station known as

the Mapocho station which is located in the city of San-

tiago. This station has a capacity of approximately

20,000 Kw. and serves as a standby station for use in

emergency in case of failure of either the Maitenes or

Florida hydro-electric stations. This station was also used

to supply peak load in excess of the Florida station ca-

pacity previous to the construction of the Maitenes plant.

Tlie San Cristobal receiving station is located at San-

tiago and serves as a switching and step down station

stepping down from 110,000 volts to 12,000 volts for

power supply for the city of Santiago, and for the sup-

ply of the railway substation at Ouilicura, known as Sub-

station No. 5, of the Chilean State Railways. The re-

ceiving station contains four 7,500 Kv.-a., 3-phase, 60-

cvcle, .oil-insulated, force-cooled transformers for step-

ping down from 110,000 volts to 12.000 volts. In case

of failure of the Maitenes generating station, power from

Florida hydro-electric and Mapocho steam station would

be stepped up from 12.000 volts to 110.000 volts for sup-

jjlving the first zone of the State Railways electrification.

Transformer Stations

The Last Vegas station contains three 7,500 Kv.a., 3-

jjhase, 50-cycle, oil-insulated, force-cooled W'estinghouse

transformers. These step down from 110,000 volts to

44,000 volts for supplying the Chilean State Railway sub-

station No. 3 at Llai Llai, Substation No. 4 at Rungiie,

and Substation No. 2 at San Pedro.

This station also supplies power for lighting industrial

and agricultural purposes in the Los Andes district, and

for the towns along the railroad as far as Ouillota. The
transformers and switching equipment are arranged for

outdoor mounting and are equipped with switchboard

temperature indicators, as well as dial type thermometers

with alarm contacts.

The line sectionalizing and transformers are controlled

bv Westinghouse time "G-U", 5-pole, single-throw, out-

door type oil-circuit breakers. Eight breakers control

the 1 10',000-volt line, while 12 breakers control the 44,000-

volt line.

The Miraflores substation is designed to step down
from 110,000 volts to 12.000 volts for power supply to

the city of Valparaiso and railway substation No. 1 at

Vina del Mar. This station contains four 7,500-Kv.a., 3-

phase, 50-cycle, oil-insulated, force-cooled transformers,

and six 3-iX)le, single-throw circuit breakers. Outdoor
type transformers and circuit breakers are used.

The Transmission Line

For the Z7 mile line between the Maitenes generating

station and the San Cristobal receiving station, a 2-cir-

cuit line of No. 2/0 copper transmits the power at 110.000
volts, 3-phase, 60 cycles. Between San Cristobal receiv-

ing station and Limache, a distance of 67 miles, power is

carried at the same voltage by a two-circuit transmission
line of No. 3/0 aluminum conductor steel reinforced.

Between Las Vegas and the railway substations at Llai

Llai and Rungue which are fed from this step down
station, a two-circuit 44,000-volt transmission line uses

Xo. 2/0 aluminum conductor steel reinforced. From
Las Vegas to Los .\ndes for industrial and lighting sup-

ply No. 2/0 aluminum conductor cable is used. From
Limache to Miraflores, a distance of 22 miles, twin-cir-

cuit No. 1/0 copper conductor is used. The 110,000-volt

transmission line carries a 5/16 in, high strength steel

ground wire. On the section where aluminum conductor
is used the normal span length of 984 feet, while the

maximum span is 2000 feet. The normal horizt)ntal

spacing of conductors' is 17 ft., 6 in., while the vertical

s])acing is 9 ft., 6 in. The middle wires are offset 3 ft.

horizontally in order to avoid having conductors come in

contact in case a load of snow or sleet should drop from
one of the lower wires causing it to swing back against

the conductor above.

The twin-circuit transmission lines for the 110,000-volt

system, are carried in steel towers of sufficient height that

the kjwest arm is 46 ft., 3 in. from the ground.
The transmission line carrying 110.000-volt power

Map of First Zone of Chile State Railway Showing Railroad and
i/er Stations

takes a course westward from the receiving station at

Santiago, crossing the railroad near Til Til, continuing

in the same direction as Las Vegas from which point it

takes a southwesterly direction to the Miraflores step

down station. The total length of the line between San
Cristobal receiving station and Miraflores step down sta-

tion is approximately 88 miles.

The Chilean Government preferred to purchase power
from a relialile Power Compan\- rather than to undertake
to construct generating stations and transmission lines

to supply the railroad electrification. The State Rail-

ways own the railway substations of the First Zone while

the Compania Chilena de Eli'Ctricidad, Limitada owns all

of the transmission lines. Power is measured on the low
tension side of the transformers supplying the 2,000 Kw.
motor generator sets in the substations. A nominal
amount is added to the energy readings to make up for

transformer losses.

New York Railroad Club Meeting

The meeting of the New York Railroad Club on Friday,

May 15th, will be the last one of the present season and
will incorporate some rather unusual features. The place

of the meeting has been changed from the Engineering
Societies building to the main ballroom of the Biltmore
Hotel. R. E. Woodruilf, superintendent of the Erie at

Buffalo, N. Y., will address the club on "Lubricating a

Railroad Organization."

The Car Service Department Glee Club of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad at Philadelphia will sing. This club

has an enviable reputation and has only recently com-
pleted a week's engagement at one of the prominent thea-

tres in Philadelphia. Part or all of the glee cluli program
will be broadcast.



Shop Kinks
Some of the Handy Shop Tools in Use on the Erie Railroad

A Portable Oil Burner

It is frequently desirable to have a heating flame that

can be moved from place to place and this is especially

true in the execution of light repairs on steel cars as in

the straightening of bent plates in place. The burner

here illustrated meets these requirements in that it only

requires a hose attachment to the air pipes and an oil tank

which may itself be portable.

Two J4 in. hose lead to the air supply and oil tank,

respectively, from the burner. They connect to Y^ in.

pipes in which there are the two globe valves A. The
piping, which consists of a imion. a globe valve and three

nipples, is light and short, and the two lengths are held

together by the clamp B . which is made of 1 in. by y% in.

steel. The long nipples at C are screwed into two 45 deg.

elbows that are connected by short nipples to the atomizer
D. which is shown in section in the detail. This detail is

cast solid and the holes are afterwards drilled. The air

enters at E through a regular '4 in. pipe connection and
the oil at F by way of the '4 in. piping, but the entering

hole in the casting is drilled to a diameter of 3/16 in.

These two holes run down to the body of the casting

where they meet the two holes G and H. The hole G for

the air is drilled to a diameter of 1/16 in. and the hole H
for the oil is but 1/32 in. in diameter. The atomizer is

completed by the cap / which is machined from stick

brass and is shown in section and end elevation by the

detail.

l^-.-^

Details of Portable Oil Burner

This cap is screwed on to the body of the atomizer

and leaves a dome-shaped cavit\- at / between the dis-

charge face of the atomizer body for the oil and air and

the exit hole in the cap. This latter hole is 1/16 in. in

diameter. The oil and air, which are discharged into

the dome of the cap are there thoroughly mixed and

issue from the hole in the ca]) in a condition to be readily

ignited and burnefl.

They enter a tube K, which is made of a piece of 2 in,

flue (i'/i in. long. This tube is jjartially closed at the

entering end by a disc L which is electrically welded to

the interior of the tube and, in addition to the central hole

Yi in. in diameter against wliirli the ca]) of the atomizer

abuts, it has six holes of 3/U) in. diameter drilled through

it for the admissn)n of air.

The burner is provided with a handle M made of Yi in.

round iron, bent to form a loop and flattened at the ends

where it is attached to the tube by four bolts 3/16 in.

in diameter, as shown in the engraving of the assembly.

This handle has a total length of 45 in. and extends

J^.

Guard for Grinding Wheels

back of the clamp B for a distance of about ?)7 in., thus

giving the operator opportunity to hold and manipulate

the burner with both hands ; which can be readily done

as the whole is very light.

A Guard for a Grinding Wheel

The laws of a number of states are now very explicit

as to the character of the safeguards that are to be placed

about machines in motion, in order to protect workmen
from injury, and among them is that requiring a shield

to be placed over emery wheels to arrest the flight of the

l)arts of a wheel that may burst.

The shield here illustrated is made of sheet metal and
fits closely over the wheel with a projecting hood at A
through the top of which an electric light is in.serted.

This iiood is about 2 in. wider than the main jiart of the

guard and is fitted with a sheet of glass 7Yi in- square

through which the workman can see* the work that he is

grinding.
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At the center where the guard encircles the shaft, it

is stiffened by a strip of half-inch round iron, as shown
at B.

The guard is carried on two uprights C that may be
bolted to the machine frame or to the floor.

Grease Container for Air Motors

The small amount of grease used at a time on air

motors makes for some waste and more untidiness where
the supply is kept in a can and is taken therefrom with a

wooden spud.

The simple device here shown make.s it possible to

draw any amount of grease, that may be required, from
the container and do it neatly and efficiently.

It consists of a piece of 6 in. pipe 24 in. long, on each

Grease Cont

end of which an ordinary 6 in. pipe cap is screwed. A
]/4 in. pipe from the shop air line is screwed into the

upper cap and leading on from the one at the bottom

there is another ^4 in- short length of piping, having a

couple of elbows for the convenience of location of the

discharge end. terminates in a flattened nipple at A. A
globe valve placed in the air pipe completes the outtit.

In order to use the device, the upper cap is removed

and the 6 in. length of pipe is filled with grease and

the cap then replaced. With a pipe of the dimensions

given the cubic contents are a little more than 675 cu. in.

or a little less than three gallons. An ample supply to

last for some time at the ordinary rate of use.

In order to draw the grease from this container, the

air pressure is admitted at the top. and this forces the

grease down and out through the outlet pipe at the

bottom whence it issues as a continuous ribbon.

The only precaution to be taken is that, in filling the

container, the grease shall be pressed down so that the

whole sectional area shall be filled. For it is evident that

if the grease were to be thrown in in lumps, the com-
pressed air would simply flow down through the inter-

stices between them and escape at the bottom without
forcing the grease on ahead of it.

Chuck for Boring and Turning Eccentrics

This chuck, as the title implies is intended for holding
an eccentric at one setting for both boring and turning.

It has a base A which is a trough-shaped casting 2 ft.

^4}*-

, , „ ^ , , 1
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There is a corresponding row of holes in the carriage B.

All of these holes are of a nominal diameter of ^ in. and

are tapered so that a pin may be put down through a hole

in the carriage and find its mate in the base.

When attaching the chuck to the machine the carriage

is adjusted so that, with a pin passing through one of the

holes in the carriage and another in the line 5 of the

base the inner face of the support C is concentric with

the center of the table. The nuts on the studs passing up
through the slots in the cariage are then tightened, and

the eccentric placed in position for boring with the center

line of its eccentricity in line with the center line of the

chuck.

After it has been bored, the nuts on the studs passing

through the slots in the carriage are released, and the

tapered adjusting pin attaching the carriage to the base

removed. This sets the carriage quite free from the base

so that it can be moved.

It will be noticed that the spacing of the holes in the

line 4 from their corresponding holes in the line 5, is

Z^s in.. 2'^ in.. 2'4 in. and 3 in. Thus, after boring the

eccentric it can be moved out of center by any one of these

four distances, and the pin attaching the carriage to the

base inserted and a corresponding eccentric throw of 4^
in.. 5 in., Syi in. and 6 in. be obtained when it is turned

accordingly. The carriage being rigidly attached to the

base at all times, when a cut is being taken by tightening

the nuts on the studs that pass through the slotted holes 1.

Approve Rail Plan in Event of War
Tentative plans for operating the railroads in time of

war were approved at the regular spring meeting of the

As>i>ciation of Railway Executives held on .\pril 18 at

the tMackstone Hotel in Chicago, with most of the Class

I roads represented. R. H. .Aishton, chairman of the

Executive Committee of the association, presided.

Under the tentative plan the ( iovernment will not take

over the railroads in time of war imless the emergency
is such that the railroads need the backing of the govern-
ment to insure continuous and efficient o]ieration and
unle.ss. in the opinion of the President, such a step is nec-

essary as a matter of national .safety. In working out the

plan the War Department has endeavored to take advan-
tage (if the experience gained during the World War.
This i>lan has also been worked out in conjunction with
other plans relative to the prfK'urement of war supplies

in time of war.

Secretary of War to Have Control

The plan provides for the exercise of the (xjwer of the

President to take possession and assume control of the

trans]x:>rtation systems as provided by the Army Appro-
priation .Act of August 29, 1916 (the same ]>rovision

under which the President assumed contrfil of the rail-

roads during the World War), but control of the trans-

[xjrtation systems would be exercised by the Secretary of

War, who would select an executive assistant to direct

o|)erations and tje resixjiisible for the execution of such
]x>licies as are outlined by and with the approval, or by
the authority of, the Secretary of War. The Secretary of

War would also be assisted hy a committee of railway
presidents known as the Executive Committee, the mem-
l)ers of which would Ijc nominated by the Association of

Railway Executives and approved by the Secretary of

War,
It would be the fixed jxjlicy of the Committee to ex-

ercise its functions through indiviflual comj>anies as cor-

jxirate firganizations and not to interfere with any
ii'mpany in matters of managciiient, of^)eration or domestic

arrangements except when such interference may be
necessary.

Individual Managements to Remain

In order to avoid demoralization, so far as possible, of

the working forces and of the management of the indi-

vidual lines, and to obtain the advantages of the exf)eri-

enced and organized personnel on the several lines, the

actual operation and control of the individual railroads

would he left, under the plan, in the hands of the Execu-
tive StafY and organization, subject to the control and
direction of the Executive Assistant.

The plan also provides the basis for computing the

compensation to be paid carriers while under federal

control.

Pennsylvania Officers to Study

Transportation Problems

In the interest of advancing the science of railroad

transportation a number of investigations and studies will

be made this spring and summer by officers of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad System with respect particularly to

Pennsylvania conditions. Reports of their findings will

be presented next November at the annual meeting of the

.Association of Transportation Officers of the System, the

object of which is to develop and to put into practice the

best methods of railroad operation.

The subjects assigned for this year cover a wide range
of investigation in many departments of transportation

service. For instance, consideration will be given to the

(juestion of whether economies can be effected in freight

train operation by reducing the tonnage of trains in order
to quicken the movement of freight between terminals

and to reduce the time in yards accumulating freight for

heavy tonnage trains.

Studies will be made to determine what can be done to

stabilize the forces engaged in making repairs to loco-

motives and cars and the advantages to be derived from
.such stabilization ; what economies can be effected through
remote cf)ntrol of switches at outlying sidings and other
tracks. .A special report has been called for dealing with
tile relative cost of maintaining track on stone, gravel and
cinder ballast and another s])ecial report on the effect of

automatic signals on single track operation.

'ilic Committee on Railway Economics of the Associa-
liiiu will make a study and report of the proper measure
of operating efficiency. The same committee has also

been assigned to determine whether it would be worth
while to adopt a general policy of storing coal for company
u.se at selected locations during sinnmer months to pro-
vide i)artially against winter consumption.

Consideration also will be given to the question of

establishing s])ecial apprentice positions which will cover
in one coiu'se all of the njierating de|)artments of the

railroad.

Canada's Experience

.After three years' operation under government owner-
ship of railroads. Canada is in a peculiar plight

:

Business of the roads has increased 3.9 per cent.

Xumber of employees has increased 60.3 per cent.

.Service ]>er employee has decreasd 35.1 per cent.

Efficiency by ton and ])assenger mile test has declined
43.3 ])er cent.

One lumdred millions of dollars loss annually must be
met l)\- increased taxation.

—

The Great IVcsteni Moi^adne.



Snap Shots—By the Wanderer

Some months ago I conimentt-d on the ethics of a man-

ufacturer invading the domain of another man's specialty

and especially if that other man had taken a crude, unde-

veloped idea, made it into a practical mechanism and

created a market for it. At the same time I suggested

that it might be inadvisable to do business with such a

man. because of his lack of experience in the making of

the article in question, and that the know-how of the

original adapter might be well worth paying for.

There is still another point that is worthy of consid-

eration, bv the intruder himself, and that is his own
possible inability to make as cheaply as he can buy. An
interesting example of this was thrust upon me some
time ago. A certain manufacturer used large quantities

of pipe and fittings and. without making any analysis

or attempting to ascertain the facts, he decided that he

could make all fittings of 3 in. and over cheaper than he

could buy them of the regular specialty manufacturer.

And this he proceeded to do, and kept it up for years,

selling at the scheduled prices of the regular maker, and

keeping no detailed cost accounts of his own.

Then he engaged a young man as superintendent who
wanted to know some things heretofore unknown in that

establishment, and among others, the cost of those home-
made fittings. The result was harrowing. He found that,

for years, the concern had been making a fitting at a cost

of a dollar and a quarter and selling it for forty cents,

literallv Ijy the thousands. The manufacturing was
abruptly stopped but the old owner never forgave this

youngster for unearthing this unwelcome fact.

Such a performance as this is paralleled liy the fool-

ishness of a man not versed in the art attempting to invest

off-hand something to fill a long-felt want and evade, at

the same time, the patents of others who have been

working and experimenting along the same line for years.

To point my moral with an instance from life, I rec-

ollect a certain engine builder of the old school, when
the production of motion was of more moment than the

saving of the steam used to produce the motion, who had
had a fairly successful career in the building of ordinary

common heavy slide-valve engines, and who was suddenly

seized with the conviction that a balanced valve would
add greatly to the value of his output.

Now it so happened that this man was a patient fiend ;

one of those creatures who believe that everybody's pat-

ent, except his own, was intended to be infringed or

evaded. So. though his assistant recommended a standard

balanced valve of tried and approved merits for his

consideration, he would have none of it. and scouted all

previous works and immediately proceeded to invent a

valve that would "avoid" all other patents. Of course,

he had it patented. It was done in such an easy, off-hand,

happy-go-lucky way as to be quite charming in its nai-

vete. At first the new valve balance worked onlv too

well, for it stuck and bent the valve stem, and when it was
finally adjusted so as to move with freedom, the valve

was no longer balanced. I think the little experiment cost

upwards of a thousand dollars, but it "avoided" all pat-

ents. But. then, no one cared whether it did or not as it

was useless and of no account.

No, nine times out of ten. you can't do it. so save vour
money, time and temper and come right up to the scratch

and pay a decent royalty for what you want to use and
don't imagine that you are so much smarter than all the

rest of creation that you can reach, at one bound, the

heights attained by others through years of slow and la-

boriotis climbing.

Speaking of patents there is a saying accredited to Mr.
Edison that, like many other things that he has said,

is the embodiment of good, sound sense. It is to the

effect that it takes one hundred times the ability to develop

an invention that it does to conceive of it. Our laws have

thrown the doors of patent protection so wide open that

every amateur in every art has rushed in until the office

and its records are filled with a heterogeneous mass of

matter that is of no earthly use except to stand as a stum-

bling block in the way of future inventions.

If there were only some way to stop the flow of useless

matter it would be an improvement, yet that very ease

in procuring protection has contributed more than any
other one thing to the industrial efficiency that we enjoy.

.Still when I review the years of effort and disappoint-

ment that falls to the lot of so many inventors. I some-
times feel like congratulating one on his common sense

who. after devising some labor saving device, for his

own use. stops right there. And there are many who do
just that thing and our country machine shops are filled

with patentable articles that are handy devices. Devices

like the railroad shop kinks that are published in another
column, the cost of whose exploitation would probably

be more than any possible profits that could be derived

from them.

Possibly the excess in patent applications woidd be

checked, if our government would make the same an-

nouncement as does that of France. Every French pat-

ent bears the notice "Patented, without any guarantee
on the part of the government." That is to say. we give

you a patent and the protection going with it. but

do not guarantee the validity of what we have granted
you. The United States does identically the same thing,

e.xcept that it makes no announcement of the fact. The
result is that the great majority of inventors think that

once they have obtained their letters patent they have
an assured protection, whereas, as a matter of fact, they

have merely secured the right to sue a trespasser ; and
it is only after expensive litigation that they can be
assured of the rights which they fondlv thought were
t heir's at the start.

Many patents are applied for honestly in the belief

in the absolute novelty of the device and a patent is

granted whose claims are broad enough to cover the

whole art. Yet when read in the light of the prior art

will be found to be so limited in their scope as to just

cover the actual construction revealed in the specifica-

tions, and to quite fail to keep out innovators or even
copyists who steer clear of the device shown in the

flrawings.

In a patent suit the text of the defense is usually the

ninth and tenth verses of the first chapter of Ecclesiastes

:

"There is no new thing under the sun. Is there any-
thing, whereof it may be said. See, this is new ? It

hath been alread}- of old time, which was before us."

.\nd this old thing is only too often some device that

could never be reduced to practical working, but there

it stands, as I said before; a very suljstantial stumbling
block in the way of the man who has made a workable
improvement. That it is bad. "it is true

:

'Tis true 'tis pity: .And pity 'tis 'tis true."
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Pennsylvania Apprentice School Enlarges Its

Scope

With the completion of new and enlarged facilities, the

scope of the Pennsylvania Railroad Apprentice School at

Altoona, Pa., has been materially increased, so that ap-

proximately 400 apprentices are at present receiving the

benefit of its courses of instruction.

The school, which was temporarily discontinued in

1921, was reopened in January of the present year, but

was confined to apprentices from the Altoona Machine

Shop onlv. More room has since been provided by an

extension of the building, wliicli has just been finished,

and in addition to the machine shop boys, the school is

now open to regular apprentices from the Juniata shop,

the Altoona car shop, the South Altoona foundry, and the

Middle Division of the railroad.

School sessions are held after working hours from

7.00 to 8.30. and 8.30 to 10.00 p. m. on :Monday. Tuesday
and Wednesday, and from 4.30 to 6.00. 7.00 to 8.30. and

8.30 to 10.00 p. m. on Thursday and Friday, the boys

being arranged in sections so that each boy will be given

three hours' school work each week during the period of

his apprenticeship.

The curriculum provides for mechanical drawing,

mathematics and mechanics bearing on shop work, study

of materials of construction which deal with the manufac-

ture of iron and steel and characteristics of different kinds

of steel as used in the shop. The courses are adapted for

the apprentices in the trades of the different crafts, such

as machinists. br)ilermakers. pipe fitters, and electricians.

The apprenticeshij) course is for the ]>ur]X)se of de-

veloping by sho]) training conn:)etent and skilled mechanics

in the various trades, and by supplementing this with

school training to qualify the apprentices for future

positions as inspectors, gang foremen, assistant foremen,

foremen and other supervisory positions.

Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives

The Fairport. Paincsville & Eastern Railroad has placed an
order for 1 switching locomotive with the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.
The Bear Creek Logging Company has ordered 1 Mikado

type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Kansas City Mexico & Orient Railway plans the pur-

chase of 4 oil burning locomotives in connection with the
reorganization.
The Reading Company has ordered 5, 0-8-0 type switchers

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Chile Exploration Company has placed an oi'der with

the Baldwin Locomotive Works for 12 Mikado type loco-
motives.
The Seaboard .Air Line has placed an order with the

.American Locomotive Company for 20 Mikado type loco-
motives.
The Havana Central Railroad of Cuba is inquiring for 6

Mountain type locomotives for use on the United Railway of
Havana.

E. .Atkins Company of Cuba, is inquiring for 3 Consolidation
type locomotives.
The Seaboard .Air Line Railway has placed orders with the

Baldwin Locomotive Works for 10 .Mikado and 10 Mountain
type locomotives.
The Lietchficid & Madison Railroad has placed an order

with the .American Locomotive Company for one switching
locomotive.
The New York Central Railroad is inquiring for 26 loco-

motive tenders of 15,000 gal. capacity.
The .Vew York. Chicago & .'^t. Louis Railroad is inquiring

for 10 eight-wheel switchers.
The Maryland & Pennsylvania Railroad is inquiring for I

Consolidation type locomotive.

The Great Xorthern Railway plans the purchase of 4 electric

locomotives in connection with its electrification over the

Cascade Mountains.
The Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad has placed

an order for 10 Mikado type locomotives with the Baldwin
Locomotive Works.
The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railway is inquiring for 20

Mikado type locomotives.
The Detroit & Toledo Shore Line has placed an order with

the -American Locomotive Company for 2 switching loco-

motives and 1 Mikado type locomotive.
The Florida East Coast Railway has ordered 15 Mikado

type locomotives, and 6, 0-8-0 type switching locomotives from
the -American Locomotive Company.

Passenger Cars

The Xew C)rleans. Great Xorthern Railroad has placed an
order for 1 combination passenger and baggage gasoline motor
car with the J. G. Brill Company.
The Missouri Pacific Railroad has placed an order for 2

combination passenger and baggage gasoline motor cars with

the J. G. Brill Company.
The Southern Pacific Company ha? ordered 27 passenger

cars, as follows: 10 coaches from the Pullman Car & Mfg.
Company; 5 baggage cars from the Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany: 6 baggage-postal cars, from the Standard Steel Car
Company; 6 baggage horse cars. 70 ft. in length from the

-American Car & Foundry Company.
The Pennsylvania Railroad has placed an order for 1 pas-

senger and baggage gasoline motor car with the J. G. Brill

Company.
The Richmond. Fredericksburg & Potomac Railroad is

inquiring for 4 express and 1 postal car. .

The Canadian National Railways have placed an order for

1 combination passenger and baggage gasoline motor car with
the J. G. Brill Company.
The \'irginia. Carolina & Southw-estern Railroad has placed

an order with the Edward Railway Motor Car Company for 1

gasoline motor and 1 trailer.

The Pittsburgh Railways have placed an order with the
Standard Steel Car Company for 100 street cars.

The Florida East Coast Railway is inquiring for IS baggage
cars.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has placed an order for 20
additional passenger cars for use on the Staten Island Rail-
road with the Standard Steel Car Company.
The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad lias placed an order for 2

combination passenger and baggage gasoline rail motor cars
with the J. G. Brill Company.
The Canadian .\ational Railways are inquiring for 5 two-

compartment observation sleeping cars.

The Richmond Fredericksburg & Potomac Railroad has
placed orders for 6 coaches with the Bethlehem Shipbuilding
Corp.
The Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Xorthern Railroad has placed

an order for I passenger-baggage gasoline car with the J. G.
Brill Company.
The Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Ste Marie Railway has

placed an order with the Siems-Stembel Company for 10 milk
car underframcs.
The Raysonia. Nashville & .Ashdown Railroad has placed an

order for 1 passenger baggage gasoline rail motor car with the
J. G. Brill Company.
The Xewfoundland State Railways have ordered 2 sleeping

cars from the .American Car & Foundry Company.
The Xew York Central Railroad is inquiring for 10. 70 ft.

passenger-baggage cars, and 2, 60 ft. all steel baggage-mail
cars.

The Richmond. Fredericksburg & Potomac Railway has
ordered 6 passenger coaches from the Bethlehem Shipbuilding
Corporation.
The Chicago Rock Island & Pacific Railway is reported to

be contemplating the purchase of a number of passenger cars.
The .Vew York Central Railroad has ordered from the

.American Car & Foundry Company 5, 69 ft. steel baggage
cars for the Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis, and
3. 69 ft. steel baggage cars for the Pittsburgh &: Lake Erie
Railroad.

Freight Cars
The Chicago. Milwaukee & St, Paul Railway is inquiring for

bids covering the rebuilding of 1,000 box cars.
The United States Gypsum Companv has placed an order

tor 25 mine car bodies with the .\merican Car cSi Foundry
t ompany.
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The Fruit Growers Express is iiuiuiring for 1,200 steel un-

derframes for refrigerators cars.

The Quaker City Tank Line has ordered 200 refrigerators

cars from the General American Car Company.
The Crozen Coal & Coke Company has ordered 2S mine

trucks from the .'\merican Car & Foundry Company.
The General Electric Company has placed an order for 10.

50 ton steel underframe flat car bodies with the American Car
& Foundry Company.
The International Railways of Central America has placed

orders for two tank cars 4,300 gal. capacity with the Magor
Car Corp.
The Chile Exploration Company has ordered 16 flat cars

and 15 flat car bodies from the Magor Car Company.
The Hatfield Reliance Coal Company has ordered 50 mine

cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Standard Oil Company of Indiana is inquiring for 8

gondola cars.

The Pittsburgh Coal Company is inquiring for 700 mine
cars.

The Peabody Coal Company has placed an order for 40 sets

of roller bearing trucks with the American Car & Foundry
Company.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway is inquiring

for 500 gondola cars and 500 flat cars.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway has placed
orders for 100, 50-toii gondola car bodies with the American
Car & Foundry Company.
The Southern Pacific Company has placed orders for 3,200

freight cars as follows: 2,000, 50-ton single sheathed box cars
with the Standard Steel Car Company; 1,000, 50-ton drop
bottom gondolas with the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad
Company, and 200, 50-ton tank cars with the Pennsylvania
Car Company.
The Tidal Refining Company, Tulsa, Okla., has placed an

order for 60, 8,000 gal. capacity tank cars with the General
American Car Company.
The Continental Coal Company has placed an order for 60

wooden mine cars with the American Car & Foundry
Company.
The Swift & Company has placed an order for 100 under-

frames for refrigerator cars with the Bettendorf Mfg.
Company.
The Raub Coal Company has placed an order for 12 mine

cars with the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Atlantic Coast Line Railway has placed an order for

500, 40-ton box cars and 200 phosphate cars with the Ten-
nessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

A. Guthrie & Company, St. Paul, Minn., has placed an order
for 6 standard gauge automatic air dump cars with the Koppel
Industrial Car Equipment Company.
The Wabash Railway has placed an order for 75 center sill

constructions for automobile cars with the Pullman Car &
Mfg. Company.
The Shippers Car Line has placed an order for 20 tank cars

with the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad has placed an

order for 280 center sill constructions for gondola cars from
the Pullman Car & Mfg. Company.
The New York Central Railroad has ordered 500 refrigerator

cars from the Merchants Dispatch, of which 200 are for the
New York Central and 300 for the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago & St. Louis Railway. ,\lso have ordered 100 air
dump cars from the Clark Car Company.
The Carnegie Steel Company has placed an order with the

Pressed Steel Car Company for 50 gondola car bodies.
The Detroit, Toledo & fronton Railroad has ordered 20

side dump cars from the Clark Car Company.
The Kansas, City Mexico & Orient Railway will shortly

enter the market for 350 box cars and 100 stock cars in con-
nection with its reorganization and rehabilitation program.

Buildings

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has placed a general con-
tract covering the construction of shed enclosure costing
$30,000 at Cincinnati, Ohio.
The Delaware & Hudson Company plans to rebuild its

machine and erecting shops at Carbondale, Pa., which were
recently destroyed by fire.

The Pere Marquette Railroad plans an extension to its

enginehouse in Wyoming yards at Grand Rapids, Mich., to
cost approximately $75,000.
The car shops of the New York Central Railroad at Bufifalo,

N. Y., were badly damaged by fire.

The Illinois Central Railroad is reported to be planning the
construction of a new terminal at Bluford Junction. Ill,, on the

new cut-oflf at Edgewood and has acquired a large tract of

land there.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway has awarded a

contract covering the construction of a warehouse at Los
.'\ngeles, Calif.

The Southern Railway plans rebuilding its car and loco-

motive shops at Princeton, Ind., which were destroyed by the

tornado.
The Oregon Short Line Railroad plans the construction of

an enginehouse with repair facilities at Twin Falls, Idaho.

The Reading Company has awarded a contract covering the

erection of a structural steel frame for the new freight car

repair shop at Reading, Pa.
The New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad plans the

construction of new locomotive and car repair shops, engine-

house, machine shop and other structures at Fort Wayne, Ind.,

estimated to cost approximately $2,500,000.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway plans the construction of

a $500,000 boiler plant at Huntington, W. Va.
The Atlantic Coast Line Railroad plans extensive terminal

improvements at Tampa, Fla., which will include a new yard
with a capacity of 610 cars, ten miles of new track, an engine-

house with turntable, a repair with drop pit, blacksmith shop,

oil house, storehouse, office buildings, coaling station, cinder

hoist, water softening plant and other smaller buildings.

The Great Northern Railway plans the construction of a

new terminal and a 25-stall roundhouse at Troy, Mont.
The Pere Marquette Railroad plans the construction of a

new coaling station at Ludington, Mich.
The Kansas City Terminal Railway plans the construction

of a storehouse at Kansas City, Mo.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway plans the con-

struction of a storehouse and shop superintendent ofiice build-

ing at San Bernardino, Calif.

The Graysonia, Nashville & Ashdown Railroad announces
that its shops at Nashville, Ark., which were recently
destroyed by fire, will be rebuilt immediately.
The Texas & Pacific Railway plans for its new terminal at

Dallas, Texas, including two freight houses, new yards, an
eight-stall engine house and other facilities.

The Texas & Pacific Railway and the Missouri Pacific Rail-

road will expend $1,500,000 on port terminals at New Or-
leans, La.
The Southern Pacific Company plans enlarging its yards

and constructing certain buildings at Marysville, Calif., to

cost approximately $125,000.
The Norfolk & Western Railroad plans the construction of

a larger enginehouse and an increase in its yard facilities at

Portsmouth, Ohio.
The Clinchfield Railroad has plans prepared for its shops

at Erwin, Tenn.
The Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railway plans the construction

of a $6,000,000 warehouse in its yards at Houston, Te.xas.

The New York, Ontario & Western Railroad plans the con-
struction of an electrifically operated coal trestle at Norwich,
N. Y.

Items of Personal Interest

W. H. Flynn, superintendent of motive power of the Michi-
gan Central Railroad, has been transferred to a similar capac-
ity to the New York Central Railroad, with headquarters at

New Y'ork.

Roy Mullins has been appointed night roundhouse foreman
on the Santa Fe System, with headquarters at Winslow, Ariz.,
succeeding A. H. Baldridge, transferred to Riverbank, Calif.

E. H. Carlson has been appointed acting master mechanic
of the Montana division of the Northern Pacific Railway, with
headquarters at Livingston, Mont., j-ucceeding R. P. Blake.
M. R. Reed, master mechanic of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

with headquarters at Logansport, Ind., has been appointed
assistant general superintendent of motive power of the North-
western region, with headquarters at Chicago, 111.

C. L. Gibson has been appointed master mechanic of the
Stockton division of the Southern Pacific Company, with
headquarters at Tracy, Calif., succeeding H. H. Carrick, who
has been appointed to superintendent of shops, with head-
quarters at Los Angeles, Calif.

J. Archie Jones has been appointed general air brake super-
visor of the Delaware & Hudson Company, succeeding H. A.
Flynn, resigned, to enter the sevice of the New York Air
Brake Company.

F. E. Myers, has been appointed division foreman on the
Santa Fe System, with headquarters at Waynoka, Okla., suc-
ceeding J. R. Clark, who has been appointed division foreman,
with headquarters at Ainarillo, Texas.

J. F. Jennings has been appointed superintendent of motive
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power of the Michigan Central Railroad, succeeding W. H.

Flynn who has been appointed in a similar capacity tor the

New York Central Railroad. F. P. Neesley, division master

mechanic, with headquarters at Jackson, Mich., has been ap-

pointed assistant superintendent of motive power, succeding

Mr Jennings. C. W. Adams, superintendent ot shops at

Tackson has been appointed division master mechanic at

Jackson Mich., succeding Mr. Xecsley. W. R. Benson, super-

intendent of shops at St. Thomas, ha- been appointed superin-

tendent of shops at Jackson, Mich., succeding Mr. Adams.

H. H. Garrick, master mechanic on the Southern Pacihc

Railroad, with headquarters at Trac} , Calif., has been pro-

moted to superintendent of shops at Los Angeles, Calif., suc-

ceeding W. A. Rogers.
.

W. F. Lauer, general foreman ot shops ot the Illinois Len-

tral. at South Memphis. Tenn., has been promoted to master

mechanic, with the same headquarters, succeeding O. A.

Garber, who has been appointed mechanical superintendent of

the Missouri Pacific Railroad, with headquarters at St.

Louis. Mo.
J.

Pa
[. F. Corey has been appointed car foreman of the Union

citic Railroad, with headquarters at Las Vegas, \ev., suc-

ceeding T. F. Bledsoe, resigned.

C. A. Knowles has been appointed valuation engineer of the

Chesapeake & < Ihio Railway, with headquarters at Richmond,

\a., succeeding R. B. Burks, deceased.

C. W. Buffington was appointed district boiler inspector of

the Eastern general division of the Chesapeake & Ohio Rail-

wav. with headquarters at Richmond. Va.

Joseph A. Russell has been appointed engineer of water

service of the Pennsylvania Railroad, succeeding Charles Hay-
dock, resigned to enter other business.

B. H. Prater has been appointed assistant chief engineer of

the Oregon Short Line Railroad, with headquarters at Salt

Lake City, Utah, succeeding W. R. Armstrong, transferred.

D. R. Snyder has been appointed inspector of transportation

of the -Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, with head-

quarters at Topeka. Kansas.
George H. Littlemore has been appointed road foreman of

engines of the Montana division of the Northern Pacific Rail-

way.
C. W. Chase has been appointed general manager for the

receiver of the Chicago. Lake Shore & South Bend Railway,

with headquarters at Gary, Ind.

F. G. Grimshaw has been appointed works manager of the

Pennsylvania Railrr.ad. with head<iuarters at Altoona. Pa., suc-

ceeding P. F. Smith, Jr., who has ben granted a leave of

absence from active duty on account of ill health. R. G.
Bennett has been appointed general superintendent of motive
power of the southwestern region, succeeding Mr. Grimshaw.

G. P. Brock has been appointed assistant general manager
of the Gulf, Mobile & Northern K;iilroad. with headquarters

at Laurel, Miss., succeeding H. Gross, who has resigned.

V. S. Andrus has been appointed assistant to general man-
ager of the Southern Pacific Company, with headquarters at

San Francisco. Calif., and the position of assistant superin-

tendent of transportation has been abolished.

W. Corbett has been appointed superintendent of the Soo
Line, with headquarters at Weycrhauser, Wis,, and F. W.
Curtis has been appointed superintendent, with headquarters
at Minneapolis, Minn.

Julius Kruttschnitt has retired as chairman of the Southern
Pacific Company and is succeeded Iiy Henry W. DeForest,
effective May .31. William Sproule, president, has his autliority

extended over all ,Southtrn Pacific lines excepting those of
Texas. Paul Shoup becomes executive vice-president.

Supply Trade Notes

The Industrial Works, Bay City, Mich., inaiuifacturers of

locomotive cranes and crane equipment for more than a half

century announces the opening of two new district offices, one
at 42.1 Whitney Central P.uilding. New Orleans, La., in charge
of John A. Abele, district sales manager, and the otlicr at

fA^-A Hurt P.uilding, Atlanta, Ga., in charge of John J.
Murphy, district sales manager.
That company also announces the .ippointmcnt of four ad-

ditional district sales engineers. Douglas J. Calder, Conway
J. Neacy and Monroe J. Frankel will have offices at the
Chicago district office of the Industrial Works. 10.^1 Mc-
Cormick Piuilding, Chicago. Til., and Chester F. Delbridge
will be located at the St. Loiii-. district office, Kailvvay Ex-
change Building, St. Louis, Mo

S. G. Down, vice-president of the Westinghouse Air Brake
Company, was elected a member of the board of directors at
the last annual meeting of the stockholders of that company.

wliicb was held at Wilmerding, I'a.. on April 15th. Mr. Down
tills the vacancy on the board created by the late Morris

Rosenwald, of Chicago, who died March 27, 1924.

Mr. Down's career with the air brake organization forms a

striking illustration of the opportunities oflfered by the com-

panv to those who enter its service. He came with the com-

panv on January 1, 1902, and the first duty assigned to him

was' that of an instructor on the instruction car. Since then

he has advanced through the various positions of air brake

inspector, mechanical expert, district engineer, assistant dis-

trict manager, district manager, president of the Westinghouse

Pacific Coast Brake Co., and general sales manager, until he

was elected vice-president in January, 1923, which position he

now holds.

Walter Bentley, of the advertising department of the "Rail-

way Journal." lias been appointed sales manager of the Waugh
Equipment Company, with headquarters in Chicago, 111.

The Falls Hollow Staybolt Company, Cuyahogo Falls, Ohio,

lias opened a new office at 203 E. SOth St.. New York City,

in charge of L. Wechsler, sales representative.

P. B. McGinnis, mechanical expert of the Westinghouse Air

Brake Company, with headquarters in Chicago. 111., has re-

signed to become representative of the Six Wheel Company,
Philadelphia, Pa., manufacturers of six-weel automobile high-

wav buses, with headquarters in Chicago, 111.

The Galena Signal Oil Co., Franklin, Pa., has acquired the

plant of the Sibley Soap Co., and will remodel it for the pro-

duction of oils and greases.

A. H. Palmer has been appointed chief engineer of the Otis

Steel Company, succeeding R. E. Brakeman, resigned.

J. H. Kelly and F. V. Springer have acquired the Hewitt
Rubber Co., Buffalo. N. Y., and Mr. Kelly has been appointed
president and Mr. Springer first vice-president. There were
no other changes in personnel involved.

The Ralston Steel Car Co., Columbus, Ohio, has placed a

contract for three buildings including a wheel and axle build-

ing and addition to the main building and storage building.

The Symington Co. has moved its New York office from
1936 Woolwortli Building, to 250 Park .'\venue. New York.
The general offices of the Nathan Manufacturing Co., New

York. N. Y., has been transferred from 21 East 40th Street to

250 Park .\veiuie. New York.
A. A. Paoli has been apjiointed manager of the Winnipeg,

Man., c.fiice of the Canadian IngersoU-Rand Co.
The American Locomotive Company plans tlie construction

of a hammer shop at Dunkirk, N. Y.
The Bird Archer Company from now on will conduct its

Canadian business entirely from a general office which will

be located at 300 McGill Building, Montreal. Previously the
Canadian business has been conducted from the head offices

at New York. Hugh C. Harragin will be in charge of the
administration of the Canadian business, with head offices at

Montreal.
The Safety Air Brake Co., has been incorporated at

Wilmington, Del., to manufacture mechanical compressed air

devices.
Wallace J. Goodrich, who has been representing the Benja-

min Electric Mfg. Co., in Chicago, 111,, for the past six years,
has been appointed manager of the railroad department of
that company.
The Truscon Steel Co., Youngstown, Ohio, has leased a

site at Buffalo, N. Y., and will construct two warehouses
thereon.
The Chicago district .sales office of the Whiting Corp., in

charge of R. S. Hamond, district sales manager, has been
moved from 94S Monadnock Block to 1502 Railwav Exchange,
Chicago. 111.

The Gould Coupler Co., will change its address from 30
East 42n<l Street, New York, N. Y., to the 16th floor of the
Postoii Building at 250 Park Avenue, New York.

Charles D. Little has been elected vice-president in charge
of sales tor the Crane Co., and has also been elected a member
of the board of directors. H. W. Seymour, formerly branch
manager at Baltimore, Md., has been appointed general man-
ager of sales, succeeding Mr. Little.

The Anti-Hotbox Co., Princeton, 111., has been incorporated
to manufacture a cooling compound by W. O. Stevens and
assori.-ites.

Robert R. Cuthbertson, formerly manager of the Chicago
branch of Manning Maxwell & Moore, Inc., has resigned.
The Railway Car Forging Co., 20 West Jackson Boulevard,

Chicago. Ill,, has been incorporated by Charles Aaron, E. M.
Aaron and C. E. Clark, to manufacture iron, steel and metal
products for railways.

A. M. Jones has been appointed assistant sales manager of
the Buffalo Bolt Co., North Tonawanda, New York, and H. B.
Bevan has been appointed district manager at St. Louis, Mo,i
succeeding Mr. Jones.
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The Air Reduction Sales Co., New York, N. Y., has com-

menced con.-lruction of a plant at Kansas City, Kan., for the

manufacture of welding apparatus, etc.

The National Malleable & Steel Casting Co., Cleveland,

Ohio, announces a new address for its branch sales office in

Chicago. The new office will be located at 501 Railway Ex-

change, Chicago, 111., instead of 311 Railway Exchange, as

formerly.
.

The Brown Hoisting Machinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

has made the following appuinlnients in its sales organization:

J. P. Case, sales manager; J. F. Poland, manager of Chicago

office; and E. W. Taylor, manager of Pittsburgh office. In

addition to his duties as sales manager, Mr. Case will be in

charge of the Cleveland division sales.

The Elvin Mechanical Stoker Company will remove its

executive offices from 50 Church Street to the third Hoor of

30 Church Strset, New York, N. Y.
The U. S. Light & Heat Corporation will remove its New

York district office from the Grand Central Terminal to 161

West 64th Street, New York, N. Y.
E. S. Jackman & Company, agents of the Firth-Sterling

Steel Company, has removed from 333 Frankfort Avenue,
Clc\ eland. ( )liio. to their new warehouse and office at 1424

East 25th .stnet. N. E. Cleveland, Ohio.
Benjamin Nields, Jr., sales agent for the National Malleable

& Steel Castings Company, Cleveland, Ohio, will remove his

office from 30 Church Street to 17 East 42nd Street, New
York, N. Y.
Harry B. Gilmore, for the past 17 years manager of the

distributing organization of the Western Electric Company,
at Boston, Mass., has been elected secretary of the company.
-A few months ago he was made assistant secretary and was
transferred to New York. He succeeds as secretary George
C. Pratt, who in the future will devote his entire attention to

his duties as general attorney. Donald S. Pratt was elected

an assistant secretary.

The patent litigation which has been going on since 1911

between The Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co. and the

U. S. Light & Heat Corporation, and its predecessor. The
United States Light and Heating Co., recently resulted in a

judgment against the U. S. Light & Heat Corporation for

over $500,000. The parties have agreed to settle this judg-
ment by the sale of The Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co.
by the U. S. Light & Heat CoiT>oration of all of its patents,

machinery, equipment and inventory used in. or connected
with car lighting. This sale does not include USL arc welders
or the USL batteries. The U. S. Light & Heat Corporation
will therefore continue to manufacture and sell arc welders
and a complete line of batteries including train lighting
batteries.

C. E. Donegan has been made district sales manager of the
Linde Air Products Co., at Minneapolis, Minn: W. A. Kopp,
at Birmingham. .A.la.. and G. D. Grubb, at Tulsa, Okla.. all

newly opened offices.

OBITUARY
Sir Wm. Acworth, K. C. S. I., iiiti rnationall,\ kuuwn rail-

way authority, died last month in London. Sir William
had been called into consultation several times in regard to

.American railways and served on the royal commission of

inquiry which recommended the nationalization of the

Canadian lines in 1916. .Sir Willian; was a director of the

Underground Electric Railways of London; a member of the

council of the Institute of Transport and a member of the

Railway Nationalization Society.

New Publications
Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, etc.

Adequate Transportation Facilities, the Basis for Industrial

and Social Progress—Telling the Public the Facts is the sub-
ject of Special Publication 1720 recently released by the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Dur-
mg past years this company has been responsible for regular
appearances of public relations good will advertisements in

several of the leading popular media of the country. In this

recent publication, the past endeavor in this direction is

crystallized in the reproduction in color of eighteen of these
public relations messages.
The messages incorporated in the type of advertisements

that have appeared, are intended to impress on the mind of

the public the dependency which it has to place on the trans-
portation system and because of wh'ch it is for the public
to encourage and support the electric railways. .By these
messages also the public has been acquainted with the
problems of this utility from several angles.

The Westinghouse Company in this way is earnestly en-
deavoring to do to the industry and with the coura,ge of its

convictions, has resolved to continue its work. Many ex-
pressions of appreciation which have been received tend to

strengthen its faith in this work.
The messages contained in the book are not restricted.

,'\ny railway company has the privilege of using the messages
in the interest of their own service.

Copies of the publication may be obtained from any district

office or from the Publicity Department at East Pittsburgh.

Riding the Ridge of the Rockies is the title of a booklet
just issued by the Chicago & Northwestern Railway. It

describes in detail horseback and camping trips into the Jack-
son Hole country, the wild, rugged and marvellously beauti-
ful section of mountainous country lying beyond the rails'

end at Lander, Wyo., and south of Yellowstone Park—

a

country practically unknown to the average tourist and, as
the booklet fittingly names it. the "last west." The book-
let is profusely illustrated with scenes in camp and along
the train, and contains an excellent map of the Jackson Hole
comitrv as well as of Yellowstone Park.

For Testing and Washing
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The First Virginian Electric Locomotive

Bv E. I. Staples, General Engineer, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company

The first of the electric locomotives for tlie \'irginian

Railway was formally tested and demonstrated on May
14 before a gathering of the officials of that Company
at the East Pittsburgh AN'orks of the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company.

It will be remembered that the N'irginian electrification

contract was the largest ever awarded, amounting to

$15,000,000. all electrical apparatus to be furnished by

tion of this section will be inaugurated before the close

of the year 1925.

The \'irginian Railway was conceived and built for

the sole purpose of moving coal from the rich New
River and Pocahontas fields to tidewater at Norfolk.

From the very beginning this road has been noted for

heavv rolling stock, large trains and high operating

efficiency. The part of the road which is being elec-

First Electric Locomotive Completed tor the Virginian Railway by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufactuiing Company

the Westinghouse Company, the mechanical i)arls ot the

locomotive, such as trucks and cabs were supplied by

the American Locomotive Company. It called for thirty-

six motive f)ower units, the normal road locomotive to

consist of three of these units semi-i^ermanently coupled

together to form the largest and most powerful loco-

motive in the world. This locomotive measures 152 feet

in length, weighs 1,276,000 pounds, and develops a

maximum tractive effort of 277.500 pounds.

The electrification includes 133.6 miles of route and
213 track miles. The power plant for supplying the

11,000-volt alternating current is rapidly nearing com-
pletion. A part of the overhead catenary structure has

been installed and the remainder of the locomotives will

be shipped on a schedule of one and two locomotives

per month. Tt is e.xpected that complete electric opera-

trified, between Mullens, West Virginia and Roanoke,
\'irginia, has offered the most difficult operating prob-

lems because of the heavy grades. A condensed profile

of this section is shown in the illustration. The grades

east of Roanoke are easy and the movement of tonnage
on this part of the road has never presented serious

difficulties.

Nearly all of the Virginian coal tonnage originates

west of Elmore. At present, trains of appro.ximately

5,500 gross trailing tons are made up in the yard be-

tween Mullens and Elmore and are moved up the 2

l)ercent grade between lilmore and Clark's Gap by means
of a road engine and two pushers of the 2-10—10-2

type. The combined weight of the locomotives in this

train including their tenders is approximately 1,270 tons,

and their combined tractive effort ratings is 409,400 lb.

157
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There is no other place in American raih-oading where

such a concentration of motive power is regularly applied

to single trains. From Clark's Gap, the 5,500-ton train

is taken into Princeton with the single 2-8—8-2 road

engine.

The division offices and general shops of the Virginian

are located at Princeton, which is a terminal point under

steam oi^eration. Trains operated from here to Roanoke

are usually made up to about 8,000 gross trailing tons

and are handled by one 2-8—8-2 road engine, with the

assistance of two switchers to start out of Princeton

yard and of a Mallet engine up the grade between

\\Tiitehorne and Merrimac.

line, and locomotives have been designed for either

11,000 or 22.000 volts between the trolley and rail.

Electric Locomotives

The locomotives which will be used on this electrifica-

tion and the first of which has just been demonstrated,

are known as the split-phase type. The first loco-

motive completed is shown in the frontespiece illustra-

tion. Power is taken from the overhead wire through

the pantagraph to the main transformer where the

pressin-e is reduced from 11,000 to a comparatively low

motor voltage. The single-phase power is changed into

three-phase power by means of the main transformer

i

If

I
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position also includes an auxiliary- controller in which

are placed switches for operating- the pantagraph, buttons

for independent operation of the different rheostats, and

a button for tripping the circuit breakers.

An esf>ecially interesting feature of these locomotives

is the oil insulated force cooled transformer, the wind-
ings and core being immersed in a tank of oil. The
cmI is continuously circulated through a special radiator

by a motor driven centrifugal pump and air for the

radiator is supplied by a blower driven by the same'
motor which drives the pumps. By using this type of

14 m.p.h. which is double that obtained at present with
steam and 12,000 horsepower will be produced at the

locomotive drive wheels. At Clark's Gap the trains will

be filled out 50 per cent to 9,000 tons, and the three unit

road engine alone will take this train to Roanoke. It will

not be necessary to use pushers out of Princeton or up
the Whitehorne grade. The speed will be 14 or 28 m.p.h.

depending upon the grade and the time between Elmore
and Roanoke should be less than 10 hours.

The west bound trains will consist almost entirely of
empty coal cars and will be handled with one road loco-

Present Type of Virginian Railway Stear sher Locomotive

transformer, the advantages of the oil insulated trans-

former are secured without the space required by the

self-cooled type.

The locomotives are automatically regenerative ; that

is, when descending a grade of such amount that the net

tractive effort becomes negative, the motors become gen-

erators and return power to the line. Thus, it is neces-

sary to use the air brakes only to bring the train to a

complete stop and this results in no considerable saving

in brake shoes and brake'rigging maintenance.

While the motive power units will at first normally be

used in groups of three as road locomotives, the control,

which is of the electro-pneumatic type, is arranged to

permit the operation of four cabs to gether. Thus future

traffic conditions are amjily provided for, both from the

standpftint of power su])])ly and locomotive ca])acity.

Each motive power unit has the Mikado or 2-8-2 wheel
. arrangement, the weight per cab being approximately
425,000 lb., so that the weight of the three cab road en-

,gine is 637.5 tons. Each driving motor has mounted at

each end of the shaft a pinion which meshes with a flex-

ible gear and the gears are mounted on a jack shaft, the

power being transmitted from the gear centers to the

drive wheels by means of side rods. The mechanical de-

sign has numerous features and improvements which
have resulted from a careful study of the Virginian re-

quirements.

The maximum tractive effort of each motive power
unit as limited by electrical capacity is 92,500 lb. which
occurs at an adhesion slightly under 30 per cent. .'\t the

conservative starting adhesion of 25 per cent, the tractive

effort is approximately 77,0CO lb. jier unit or 231,000 for

the three unit road locomotive. This is 57 per cent

greater than the comjxjund rating of the 2-10— 10-2 steam
pu.sher engine and 31 per cent greater than the simple
rating. The continuous tractive effort of the three cab
locomotive is 135,000 lb. at 14.2 m.p.Ji. and 78,800 at

28.4 m.p.h.

In the high sfx;cd connection of the motors the Inccj-

motive can exert 6,000 horsepower continuously.

Under electric operation the coal trains will be made
up in the Mullens-EImore yard, as at present, and a three

unit road engine at the head end of the train with a
similar pusher at the rear end will handle 6,000 gross
tons from Elmore to Clark's Gaj). The speed will be

motive at a speed of 28 m.p.h. except from Fagg to Merri-
mac, from Kellysville to Princeton, and from Rock to

Elmore. The weight of these trains will be about 2.800
tons.

While a great proportion of our railway trackage will

not admit of economical electrification for many years,

there are a number of difficult operating districts, such as

that of the \'irginian, which could be economicallv electri-

fied.

Japanese Railways Order Three-Cylinder

Locomotives

The American Locomotive Co. has received an order
from the Imperial Government Railways of Japan for six

Pacific type superheater locomotives weighing 192,000
pounds. These locomotives will be the most powerful
passenger locomotives in service in Japan. They will be
equipped with the same three-cylinder principle with
which the American Locomotive Co. is having success in

this country. This order not only makes the eleventh rail-

road that has ordered or has in service three cylinder lo-

comotive design, but it also makes the second order for
this design of locomotive which has been received from
the far east—the first order being for five locomotives for

the South Manchurian Railways, which were shipped in

June, 1924, and which have proved very successful in

service.

Cars and Engines Inspected

The Bureau of Locomotive Inspection of the Interstate
Commerce Commission inspected 6,635 locomotives during-
.April, according to the monthlv report of the Interstate

Commerce Commission to the President on the condition
of railrcKid equipment. Of these 3,030, or 46 per cent, were
found defective and 291 were ordered out of service. The
Bureau of .Safety during the month inspected 101,037
freight cars, of which 3,002, or 3 per cent, were found
defective, and 2,475 passenger cars, of which 23, or 0.9
per cent, were found defective. During the month 12
cases, involving 21 violations of the safety appliance acts,

were transmitted to various United States attornevs for
prosecution.



The Economics of Shopping Steam Locomotives

By L. K. SILLCOX, General Superintendent of Motive Power, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

Abstract of a Paper Presented Before the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

It is a well-established business principle that it is

essential to success that a mantifacturer should know the

cost of his product ; and it is quite as essential that a rail-

road company should be equally well posted as to the

cost of its locomotive maintenance. The serious question

in the case of a railway is the decision of an accurate

unit of measure.
As for the items to be included in the cost, they are

provided for by the Interstate Commerce Commission
classification and include all labor, material and overhead

as well as a depreciation, the rate of which is left optional

with the company. And this with the annual cost of

maintenance will average approximately 15 per cent of the

initial cost per year.

It sometimes happens, however, that the actual repair

cost exceeds the major portion of the value of the unit

as renewed. The folly of spending large sums in main-
taining obsolete designs, can, at times, be made very ap-

parent. Let us test this by imagining a concrete case.

Assume that a passenger engine fifteen years old and
originally designed to handle a nine-car train is now re-

quired to carry fifteen cars on the same schedule restilting

in a heavy maintenance cost due to frame breakages,

racking of machinery, valve motion, running gear, etc. If

the original unit was of 40,000 lb. tractive effort and was
costing an average of $9,000 per year to maintain with a

relatively low record of 3,000 miles per month, then it

would seem proper to consider a new type of power, say,

with 50,000 lb. tractive efl'ort which would afford 5,000

miles of service per month and yet not cost more than

$5,000 per year for maintenance, making a saving of ap-

proximately $4,000 per year in maintenance cost and

increasing the performance 66 per cent. This would
justify making a change in power even though the orig-

inal unit might have cost $30,000 and the new unit would
cost $60,000. The original unit involved a maintenance

cost of $9,000 per year plus a depreciation charge of $750,

or a total of $9,750 as compared with an estimated main-

tenance cost of $5,000 per year for the new unit plus

$1,500 depreciation charges or a total of $6,500. making
a saving in the new unit of $3,250 per year, to say nothing

of additional savings in fuel and transportation expenses.

At 6 per cent this recovery would represent an investment

of $54,000, or almost the cost of the new unit, but if this

were done on a large scale then the amount of work would

be performed with 66 per cent of the number of new units

as compared with the number of old units, and thus the

change would be justified.

Such a case as this would be more applicable to freight

than to passenger service because of the greater constancy

of the latter.

As to obsolescence, it is a verj' indefinite measure and

is quite dependent upon local conditions. In fact a loco-

motive may grow obsolete if it only remains standing.

The same idea of promoting efficiency mav be applied

to the method employed in shopping locomotives. There
are many elements in the matter of executive policy which
go to make a relatively high or low maintenance cost, and
the method of shopping power is one of the primary
features to be considered, and it may be said that the

policy used in the matter of shopping power becomes a

central factor, and may be considered as the hub of the

force at play. There are two extremes of policy in the

many variations between them. One is what may be
termed the "high-frequency-shopping" and the other the

"low-freqtiency-shopping" policy. The high-frequency-
shopping policy is that based on running locomotives

through shops with an anticipated service of from twelve
to fourteen months with a minimum of roundhouse at-

tention. The low-frequency-shopping policy is that based

on running locomotives through shops with the idea

of having a service of 24 months or more and with a

greater degree of roundhouse attention to attain this

length of service. \'ital elements in determining such a

policy are the relation of the number and size of locomo-
tives owned to the business handled, the road conditions

Fig. 1—Data of Steam Locomotive Repairs Showing Results of

Changing from a High to a Low Frequency Shopping Program

for hauling heavy- or light-tonnage trains, the topography
of the country traversed, the distribution of industrial

centers, the presence of large terminals, the spacing and
capacity of roundhouses, the distribution and assignment
of fKDwer, the placement of forces as between roundhouses
and back shops, the rapidity with which mileage is run out,

and particularly the roundhouse and back-shop facilities

for handling certain classes of work. Furthermore, where
a railroad has back shops of an obsolete character it is

practically as well oiT doing its work in roundhouses, and
it may be found helpful under such conditions to construct

small modern back-shop facilities at critical points to care

for division requirements without increase in overhead
expense.

Close observation shows that policy is largely governed

160
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by local conditions rather than local conditions being gov-
erned by policy. The road with which the author is con-

nected has had experience under both plans, and just as

a case in point, the general results obtained will be stated.

Prior to 1921 a high frequency of back-shop repairs was
employed, but after considerable study the plan was
changed to a low frequency of repairs. The trend of unit

costs, etc., both prior and subsequent to 1921, is illustrated

in Fig. 1. This chart is a graphic illustration of the results

obtained under these two extremes of policy, affected, of

course, by the price trend of labor and material in the

meantime. The lines plotted represent three general

groups, one indicating the growth and size of units main-
tained, another the various unit costs of maintenance, and
a third the frequency of back-.shop repairs. The growth
of property maintained is represented bv the dotted line A,
which indicates the total tractive-effort pounds owned
from 1910 by years to the end of 1924. This growth was
not all in the nature of new equipment but represents

power added by the acquisition of subsidiary and leased

lines as well as some new equipment, and to that extent

the growth line should not be confused with the rate at

which new equipment might have eliminated obsolescence.

This very fact has a marked bearing on the cost of main-

tenance, as the total growth consisted of approximately

as many of the smaller and older locomotives as of the

acquisition of the larger and newer types. The growth
of property represents a serious problem in the matter of

having back-shop development keep pace with it and of

getting continuous use from power. Fig. 1 also shows the

increase in the average size of locomotive expressed by the

mean tractive-effort f)Ounds per locomotive owned. The
size of locomotives is an element in the unit cost of main-

tenance, and it will be noted that this figure increased from
approximately 24,000 tractive-effort pounds per unit to

36,000 in 1924, or approximately 50 per cent. The chart

is confined to steam locomotives only.

The feature in Fig. 1 which is deserving of closest study

is the line D representing the frequency of back-shop
repairs. This is arrived at by dividing the total yearly

classified-repair output into the total owned throughout
the year, which expresses the number of years between
shoppings thus developed, and this of course varies from
year to year according to the difference in the number of

locomotives owned or used and the output. This is based

uj>on a dassification of repairs instituted during federal

control and is translated back to 1912.

The variation in the trend of line D is entirely depend-
ent upon the allotment of labor and materials available for

maintaining ecjuipment. The shopping frequency in-

creased gradually from 1912 to 1920, and during the latter

year locomotives were going through at the rate of once
every 14.28 months. In 1921 a committee was appointed
to report upon the economics of shopping power, as a re-

sult of which it will be noted there was a radical change
in the frequency of back-shojj classes of repairs subsequent

thereto. This study related particularly to the situation

existing on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway
and is not offered as a criterion for the reason that other

conditions often determine whether or not such a policy is

applicable to any but a specific case. The frequency of

shopping trend, expressed both in years and in months
between sho{>pings, was as follows

:
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solute. The chart of Fig. 2 is offered as a result of a

study of various carriers, some having a high-frequency

and some a low-frequency method. The horizontal scale

is the average tractive-effort pounds per locomotive

owned. The data are based on 12 months in 1924.

Another point may be observed. In the matter of per-

COST OF
REPAIRS
PER 1000

T.ET. M.
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We have not been able to observe any adverse effects

on engine house turning because of a decrease in the fre-

quency of back shop repairs : it might have been assumed
that so low a frequency as was developed in the change of

policy would throw too much of a burden upon round-

houses for intermediate repairs and increase the hours of

detention. The cost per mile of running repairs incurred

in roundhouses is greater than the cost per mile of class-

ified repairs made in the backshops, the former running

rather uniform.ly with the number of engines turned and

the latter fluctuating more in relation to increase or de-

crease in operating expenses because of regulating them
according to revenues.

It has been found when comparing the performance of

a greater number of carriers than used in plotting Fig. 2

that the tendency to run out locomotive-miles rapidly in-

creases somewhat with the increase in size of power, and,

as before stated, the rate at which mileage is run out is a

determining factor in the proper fequency of classified

repairs.

In cases where the percentage of power in service is

low as compared with the total owned it is usually found

that the hours of service per day are low or approx-

imately six, which makes it possible to have a large wait-

ing list and to turn locomotives less rapidly through the

shops and still have ample protection for service.

Some Freight Car Maintenance Problems
u

By C. G. JUNEAU, Master Car Bviilder, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway

Undoubtedly the greatest problem today in connection

with freight car maintenance revolves on the constant en-

deavor of the railroad to obtain the maximum use of the

car unit. The utilization of cars is the product of their

loading and their movement. Successful attempts are

continually being made to load each car with greater ton-

nage, and to increase the distance each car is hauled per

day. Again, wherever there is an opportunity to fit the

trains to the traffic, this is being done so that the tonnage

will be handled in fewer trains, and thus effect a saving

in those transportation expenses that fluctuate. with train

mileage. The trend of this endeavor to obtain greater use

of cars and trains is shown in Fig. 1.

Along with this steady increase in the utilization of the

freight car has gone a steady change in the construction

and strength of the car. The all-wooden car is fast dis-

appearing and its place is being filled by the composite car

and the steel car. During the past 20 years the average
carrving capacity of freight car has increased from 29.4

tons' in 1903 to 43.1 tons in 1922. The light weight of

cars has also increased. The all-wooden box cars ac-

quired in the 1880's weighed from 14J/^ to 16 tons, where-
as the composite box cars acquired in 1919 weighed 23^
tons. The replacement of the all-wooden freight car by
the composite and the steel car is shown in Fig. 2. Fig-
ure 3 .shows the increase in the average carrying capacity

of freight cars of the country and pictures the trend of

increased li.ght weight of cars as shown in the case of box-

cars.

These changes in the weight anrl capacity of the freight

car have resulted in its increased punishment. Although
freight cars have been greatly strengthened to meet the

additional burdens placed upon them, and while there is

really no disagreement throughout the country covering
the strength requirement of these cars, the railroads do,

however, continue to have bad order cars in great num-
bers. What is actually occurring is increased punishment
to freight equipment because of the lack of cushion for-

merly provided in train movement by reason of the wooden
car's disappearing. If operating methods are to proceed
as in the past there is absohitelv no question but what
resilience will have to I)e furnished through the medium
of a suitably designed draft rigging, or else we may ex-
pect distinct failure of parts following a progressive cycle,

depending ujjon considerations of relative strength factors.

Furthermore, while the freight car as a whole has been
designed and constructed to meet modern operation condi-

*/< Paper Preienled Before the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

tions, many of its parts are not equal to the tasks imposed.

The draft gear seems to be about the weakest part of most

cars, when, as aforementioned, it must be depended upon

to lessen the punishment received by the car. Very little

56
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are responsible for approximately one- fourth of the trans-
portation delay to cars made in bad order in train yards
and running repair tracks. Railroads cannot well con-
tinue accepting this kind of performance if they desire to
keep the modern car in continuous service a maximum
amount of time.

Importance of Design and Construction

The design and construction of freight cars was never
of more importance than it is today. Each acquisition of
new equipment should be made the subject of special study
by the mechanical and transportation officials to determine,
first the actual necessity for the cars, second the size and
capacity which will give the greatest net returns to the

company, and third the
type of car. A thorough
study of the design
should be made before
any cars are built. It

is undoubtedly true that

maintenance expenses
are considerably in-

creased due to failure

to take everything into

consideration when pre-

paring the designs. The
only way to insure that

new cars when acquired
will be a credit to the

mechanical department,
is to keep designs of
each type constantly

underway. Each de-
tail must be critically

analyzed and compared
to existing types, and
an endeavor made to

eliminate its defects. A
comparison of the final

)'esult with the original

will usually show a sur-

prising number of
changes, and will con-
vince anyone of the

necessity of giving long and painstaking attention to Fig

every design.

Few cars designed today can be criticized as lacking in

strength in the essential parts, but it is also important that

cars should be light so they can consistently be made easy

to repair, and well protected against corrosion. Few cars

meet all these requirements, and their failure to do so has

led to severe criticism of car design from a maintenance
and operating standpoint.

In the matter of designing and constructing a modern
car, the details of material, as previously mentioned, can-

not be judged entirely from the strength requirements.

The question of deterioration over a period of years need
to be given serious thought, because, for instance, if a

roof become defective in one-half the time that the re-

mainder of the principal portions of the car run before

needing attention and has to be repaired, the car as a

whole is held. This emphasizes the need of studying the

parts in relation to their cycles of renewals, so that thev

may be grouped and the number of days they are detained
on the repair tracks consequently reduced.

Deterioration of Cars

V
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due to the commodity to be transported. The present

tendency is toward refinement in car design, and, if it

continues, equipment built a few years hence will probably

be radically different from what is considered standard

practice today. Already a remarkable number and variety

of new designs of cars have been introduced.

In the matter of maintaining freight cars it must be

continually kept in mind that cars that can be kept in con-

tinuous service with a minimum cost of maintenance and

which are sufficiently efficient to protect the lading in

transit, mean dollars and cents to the railways. One road

found that during a five-year period the cars on the line

averaged between 25 to 56 days per year in bad order;

also that frequency of repairs averaged between 22 to 34

times per year. In other words, a defect occurred for

about every 500 miles the car moved.

Classes of Freight Car Repairs

Freight cars are subject to many defects which make
them unfit to operate. Some are of little consequence;

others require considerable time and labor to repair. In

general freight car repairs are governed by frequent re-

newal of certain parts and infrequent renewal of other

parts. They are roughly divided into two classes : lights

and heavies. Light repairs consist of work done to offset

current wear, breakages, and loss of parts accruing from

ordinary handling and movements of cars day by day.

Heavy repairs accrue, generally speaking from four dif-

ferent sources : wrecks, ordinary wear and tear as accumu-

lated over a period of years, natural deterioration and

obsolescence.

To a certain extent the problem of handling light re-

pairs is readily dealt with; that is given reasonably ade-

quate supplies of tools, material and standard parts, and a

certain force of men, that part of the maintenance problem

will take care of itself, and cars will be switched on and

off of the rip track daily without much fluctuation. It

has generally been found that six light repair cars are re-

paired during the day to every one left over at the end of

the day, and it is this feature of the work which results

mostly in an increase or decrease in the bad order car

situation.

The situation with respect to heavy car repairs is en-

tirely different. Repairs to cars due to wrecks and ac-

cumulated ordinary wear and tear are usually accom-

plished by replacements in kind, but more extensive work

is required to overcome obsolescence as in this case it

becomes necessary to strengthen and remodel the cars to

overcome inherent weakness in design and construction.

These cars remain a comparatively long time out of service

and require a comparatively large expenditure to place

them in proper condition. It is in the handling of heavy

car repairs, therefore, that the greatest opportunities exist

to produce economies and reduce the time that the cars are

held out of service.

Age of Equipment and Frequency of Repairs

Studies made of maintenance policies and work done in

repairs over long periods, particularly in relation to the

life of equijMnent indicate that under conditions prevail-

ing for the last .10 years freight cars have been given

heavy repairs by owners on an average of once every

eight years. In other words, at the end of the eighth

year the car, if normally maintainerl in the meantime so

far as wearing parts arc concerned, would require heavy

repairs which would again make it good for another cycle

of alKnit eight vears ; after which it would be again given

heavy repairs for another eight years of service if found
to be of proper design, or would run with a limit of re-

pairs until worn out. In this case the life would be ex-

tended to approximately 24 years or more, with a few

years added to the life of the car where it was permitted

to run in some minor service entirely worn out. If at the

end of the second cycle the car was found not worth re-

pairing, it would be run about four years longer until

worn out. In actual practice there is considerable varia-

tion of these figures, so that studies have developed that

the average life of equipment has been approximately 20
years, particularly the Irody, there being a factor of safety

required in the trucks which made them serviceable for

about five 3'ears longer than the body. Practically all

freight cars in the country have been depreciated on the

basis of 20 years life for the body and 25 years for the
trucks, as set up by the Interstate Commerce Commission
for valuation purposes.

There is no specific record of the average frequency of
rebuilding or heavy repair work by classes of cars. The
general data indicate an average period between heavy
repairs to box car of about nine years for those equipped
with modern steel underframes, and about eight years for

those with wooden underframes and relative construction.
^Modern refrigerator cars will require about seven years
between heavy repairs because of the necessity of going
over the insulating feature as well as overcoming struc-
tural deterioration. Stock cars will run about nine years
due to their light construction. Coal cars will run from
nine, to ten years whether all-steel or composite. Steel
floor sheets usually last about eight years and the side
sheets about nine years, so that if false floor are used for
a while the cars can be run about nine years. This has
been the experience with the character of metal used in

the past, which has been unable to withstand sulphuric
acid coming from the coal.

The wisdom of having freight cars in good condition
cannot be doubted and the expense of maintenance is justi-

fied, particularly where the general condition of equipment
is such as to require heavy work to overcome what we
might call "inherent obsolescence." In other words,
where the proper cycle of heavy repairs as previously ex-
plained has not been maintained in due course, a certain
extent, obsolescence, which must be overcome sooner or
later.

In order to maintain a normal situation as to design,
construction, and obsolescence, the average age of equip-
ment should be carefully noted at all times, as this reflects

whether or not old equipment is being retired as due and
replaced with new or rebuilt equipment. It has been cus-
tomary to assume an average life of 20 for freight cars.
Assuming that a road has an ownership of 100,000 cars
normally at all times, then from year to year it should
retire or rebuild an average of 1/20 of 100,000 or 5,000
cars and should acquire new equipment each year equal to

the number actually retired and not replaced with rebuilt
equipment.

It will be noted that a road has the choice of two polici^
in maintaining its equipment to overcome inherent weak-
nesses. It can retain its equipment for a longer period by
overhauling and improving existing cars, or it can retire

and replace the cars with new equipment at a more rapid
rate. The policy to be followed depends upon many con-
siderations, such as finance, operating expenses, and the
extent of obsolescence.

Freight Car Maintenance Appropriation.s

The matter of a|)propriations for freight car mainten-
ance deserves special study. Operating revenues have
many mouths to feed, and when heavy retrenchments in

operating expenses become necessary it is to a certain ex-
tent inevitable that the maintenance departments bear more
than their proportion of such retrenchments because main-
tenance work can be temporarily deferred without imme-
diately destroying the effectiveness of the transportation
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machine. However, injudicious savings in maintenance

result in actual loss to a road through increased transporta-

tion costs and heavier later costs to overcome deferred

maintenance. The problem, therefore, is to be determined

where economy ends and loss starts in the retrenchment

of maintenance expenses. An ideal condition would be

to have the repair work equalized over the twelve months'
period by arbitrary charges against income in the months
of great business for credit and use during periods of

revenue depression.

It is costly to make repairs to cars without proper repair

facilities and equipments, and conditions become worse as

the weight and capacity of cars increase. It is, of course,

out of the question to provide numerous costly machines
and tools where only a few cars are handled, but some
repair track that turn out as many as 100 cars a day have
practically no equipment for expediting the work. The
labor cost of repairs made on large repair tracks is usually

much too high. Careful planning of major operations

and the judicious expenditure for facilities will do much
to correct this condition. This problem again is a finan-

cial one, and a road has the choice of three policies to

pursue : first, resort to man power due to inadequate facili-

ties ; second, add a few machines or tools each month so

as to gradually reduce the repair expenses, and third,

spend a considerable sum to immediately equip the shops
and repair track with the needed facilities.

Obviously the policy to be pursued will depend upon the

road's finances, though no road can long afford to pursue
the first policy for the lack of repair facilities decreases

net earnings. Capital account expenditures cannot be

made to better advantage at this time in any direction by
the railroads than through provisions for modern repair

shops and equipment. In the past the acount of money
expended by the railroads for logical repair shop facilities

has been lamentably out of proportion to the amount of

money expended for cars and locomotives, resulting in

inadequate facilities for needed repair and modernizing
work. The conclusion is that every advance in the art of

car design should be made with a corresponding advance
in the facilities for maintenance.

There is every reason to believe that the traffic on rail-

roads in this country will increase as rapidly in the future

as it has in the past, and that the locomotives and cars

will continue to grow larger. Bigger power is demanded
at all times, and yet to haul a maximum train not only

requires strengthening of freight cars, but roadways,

bridges, roundhouses, shop facilities, and tools ; and it

must be remembered that when the freight cars are not

used to the fullest degree they present a corresponding
loss in all these elements, such as make these extreme and
uneven developments oftentimes a poor net result.

Every freight car involves not only the cost of main-
tenance, but interest on the investment and current de-

preciation charges, both factors now being higher because

of increased investment cost. The object of the design

of cars, and the installation of facilities to make the main-
tenance cost relatively low, should be to increase the days

of service by decreasing the days of detention in bad order

because the greatest present-day cost of maintenance, in-

terest and depreciation charges imposes upon proper rail-

way management a greater availability for constant use.

Early History of the 4-6-2 or Pacific Type Locomotives
By W. E. SYMONS

In the development of American railways, engineering

skill and inventive genius have played a most conspicuous

part and to those who have contributed to our great

achievements we should be unstinted in our praise, while

to those whose ideas have wholly or partially failed in

adoption we should be most charitable.

In the field of locomotive design we find a willingness

to accept credit for the first or original design of any par-

ticular type of engine that has proved to be "a winner" as

it were, while there is a corresponding desire to disavow
responsibility for any of the "off color" or freak designs

that were short lived or of odious memory.
In a search of authentic records as to date of design

and construction of the first Pacific type engine it appears
that the credit is due the officers of the New Zealand Gov-
ernment Railways for original design, and the Baldwin
Locomotive Works for the construction of 13 engines of

this type which were built on orders of Mr. T. Romayne,
general manager, dated February 28, 1901, and were com-
pleted and shipped from Philadelphia in July, 1901.

These engines were referred to in the order for their

construction, as 10 wheelers with trailing wheel under the

Wootten firebox and with cabs at back end of boilers as in

other 10 wheelers built for that company.

Missouri Pacific Engines in 1902

In 1902, or about one year later than the construction of

the New Zealand engines, the American Locomotive Com-
pany built for the Missouri Pacific Railway Co. engines of

the 4-6-2 type and the word Pacific as a type designation

was suggested as one of contradistinction between this

type and its predecessor, the Atlantic, as well as by the

fact it was built for a Pacific railway.

So that it would appear from the foregoing that the

record might read as follows

:

A—The first 4-6-2 locomotives built in this country

were constructed by the Baldwin Locomotive Works for

New Zealand Government Railways, and were designated

10 wheelers with trailing wheel to support Wootten fire-

box. Ordered February 28, 1901. Shipped July, 1901.

B—The American Locomotive Company built for the

Missouri Pacific Railway in 1902, 4-6-2 locomotives, and
designated them for the first time as Pacific type.

Thus, the birth and christening of the 4-6-2 or Pacific

type was definitely fixed as 1901 and 1902. But here comes
a feature of the question of priority, which prompted Mark
Twain to suggest that the reports of his death were very

much exaggerated.

St. Paul's 4-6-2 or Pacific Type Engine Designed in 1892

. For manv months prior to opening the World's Colum-
bian Exposition in Chicago in 1893, the railways entering

that city made great preparation for handling the increased

volume of business, and the locomotive builders vied with

each other in their effort to display samples of their mod-
ern up-to-date locomotives. In order to successfully

handle their heavy fast passenger world's fair trains be-

tween Chicago and Milwaukee, the St. Paul ordered in

1892, from the Rhode Island Locomotive Works, and had

delivered to them early in 1893, three 4-6-2 cross com-
pound locomotives, that were at that time the admiration

and envy of many. One of these (at that time famous
engines) No. 830 was on exhibition at the world's fair

and attracted much attention, and, according to records of
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that period they were designated as ten (10) wheel en-

gines with a traihng wheel.

These engines weighed 150,000 lbs. distributed as fol-

lows: Front truck. 41,000: driving wheels, 90,000, and

trailing wheels, 19,000, from which it is clear that the trail-

ing wheel was not applied for the purpose of supporting a

wide overhanging firebox as in the present Pacific t\pe.

passenger trains between Savannah, Ga., and Jacksonville,

Fla., where with good fuel and under favorable conditions

they rendered very good service, although of limited grate

area and with defective steam distribution due to a faulty

design of valve gear (with 120 inch link radius), which
made it necessary to redesign, using an intermediate trans-

mission bar with a link radius of about 47 inches.

Original 4-6-2 Type Compound Locomotive Built by Roge

but obviously from the belief that 109,000 should not all

be supported on so short a rigid wheel base.

It may also be mentioned that these engines had what

was known as a pocket firebox 120 x 3334 ins., or about

26 square feet of grate area which was one of the defects

in the design.

Xevertheless. the first three members of the Pacific type

family, sometime? referred to as the triplets, were con-

4-6-2 Typ

ceived in 1892 and born in 1893—the actual christening

or introduction of the name ''Pacific'' as a type,

however, as above stated, occurred in 1''02 or 10 years

later.

History of the First 4-6-2 Engines

The cross compound 4-6-2 engines did not fully meet

the expectations of either the builders or the officers of the

St. Paul Railway in service, and after various modifica-

tions such as changing from cross compound to single

expansion, increasing boiler pressure and removing trailer

wheels, thus making a straight 10 wheeler in order to in-

crease their tractive capacity, still they did not prove satis-

factory, and were finally returned to the Ijuilders at Provi-

dence, Rhode Island.

Plant System Bought Triplets in 1900

In 1900 the Plant System of railways was in bad
straits for p<^iwer to move an unusual volume of busi-

ness, and while new engines were on order, deliveries were
months away, and in this emergency the triplets, although

not considered of good design, were purchased, as single

expansion 4-6-2 engines and placed in service handling

ukee & St. Paul Railway

Illustrations of the triplets at the three periods of their

history are here shown

:

Fig. 1— Birth of the 4-6-2 or Pacific tyjje, 32 years ago.

As cross compound, ten wheelers with trailing wheel to

distribute weight and make engine easier on track.

Fig. 2—Bought by the Plant System in 1900 as single

expansion 4-6-2 type.

Fig. 3—As now in service on .Atlantic Coast Line Rail-

way as plain single expansion 10 wheelers.

It would appear from the above that the first 4-6-2 en-

gines came into existence through placing a trailing wheel
under rear of 4-6-0 or standard 10 wheel engine, in order
to relieve the superstructure or track load and as this left

tlie drivers limited in adhesive weight, the trailers were

ice on Atlantic Coast Line

removcc
ance

1 (or rejected ) in order to improve their perform-

Depreciation and Average Life

.•\s a fundamental principle the depreciation charges,
taken up monthly in operating expenses, should cease,

"when such charges with respect to any equi])ment, plus
the scrap value, equals the ledger value of the property."
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The rate or amount of depreciation varies with different

railway companies from as low as 2 to above 4 per cent,

the average being above 3 per cent, on which basis the

normal average life of a steam locomotive would be about
30 years depending, of course, largely on the standard of

maintenance.

It does not often happen that in the ordinary span of

business or social life one might ride behind the same loco-

motive on two different trunk lines, more than 1,000 miles

apart, and with an interim of 32 years, and with the en-

gine good for possibly 10 to 15 years' more service.

If anyone who rode on the St. Paul's crack world's fair

passenger trains between Milwaukee and Chicago in 1893,

that was handled by the Rhode Island 4-6-2 cross-com-
pounds, will now ride on passenger trains 9 and 10, be-

tween Jacksonville and Ocala, Florida, on the Atlantic

Coast Line, they will have enjoyed this rather unique
experience.

The Turning of Driving WJaeels

The present day wheel lathe is a very heavy and stal-

wart machine and is capable of taking a heavy cut with a

big feed, and moreover standing for a good deal of excess
stress. But that is no reason why it should be abused as

it very often is.

It was built for taking an ordinary roughing cut of
sufficient depth to do all of the' work with one cut, leaving
merely the rough surface left by the tool to be smoothed
off for the finished wheel.

It frequently happens, however, that the finishing tool

is all that is used. This is an abuse both of tlie cutting

tool and the machine. .•\ shaped finishing tool is a costlv

of using them, a drawing that is here reproduced.

There are four cutting tools in all, each of which are

made in rights and lefts for the right and left hand turrets

respectively. The first which is not shown in a special

drawing is the roughing tool F. Then there are the three

finishing tools, G, H and I, with the corresponding mat-

ing tools marked with a prime. Of these the upper row is

for the left hand turret and the lower row for the right

hand turret. The cutting edges of each tool has a rake

of 4 degrees and a clearance of 6 degrees, which has been
found to give the best results for finishing work in tire

steel.

h---^
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tour of the original worn tread and flange. The space be-

tween the two represents the metal removed by the rough-
ing tool.

Attention is called here to the point to which the rough-
ing tool has been driven. It has been fed up to the point
of final finished contour of the throat of the flange.

© @
Illustration of Method of Using Cutting Tools in Turning Driving

Wheels

After this first roughing out the contour of the flange
iresents two sharp angles. These arc cut off by the tool
:; which is fed straight in, cutting off the part represented
jy the dotted lines in stretch C and leaving the tread and
lange in the shape shown by the full lines.

Next in the sketch D the tool H is brought into play.

The contour of the tread and flange as left by the tool G
is shown by the dotted line, and the finished tread and
flange after the cutting of the tool H by the full line. It

will be seen that this tool H, which is the main finishing

tool and which is the most expensive of the set to make,
is called upon to remove scarcely more than 1/32 in. of
metal.

Finally the outside taper of the tread is formed by the
tool /, which is fed in and has to remove the small amount
of metal shown by the dotted line in the sketch E.
By this method the finishing tools are required only to

remove the small roughness left by the coarse feed of the
roughing ttiol, and the work done is well within their in-

tended capacity.

The tools here shown are shaped to turn the American
Ry. Assn. standard flange with a cylindrical tread and
a single taper on the outer edge of 5 degrees, with the
cross slides set at right angles

_
with the line of lathe

centers.

By modifying the sliapes and setting the cross slides

at an angle with the line of lathe centers, other flanges
and conical treads can be produced.
The point to be emphasized is that with this method

using such tools the work can be done in the minimum of
time, with the use of the minimum amount of power, a
minimum of wear on the cutting tools and a minimum of
stress on the lathe.

Pennsylvania's New Heavy Eight Wheel

Switcher

-An eight wheel switching locomotive of entirely new
design has just been completed and turned out of the
Pennsylvania Railroad's Juniata Shops at .Mtoona, Pa.
This locomotive, known as "Class C-1," is the first to be
delivered on an order for 50 placed with the Altoona
Works several months ago.
The new type "C-1" switching locomotive was designed

and built to meet a growing need for more powerful en-
gines of this type at terminal points and hump yards where
heavy freight trains are shifted and classified.

' The opera-
tion of heavier freight trains, made possible by the use of
more powerful road freight engines, necessitates a stronger
and heavier switching engine for the work of breaking
u]> and remakins: these trains in yards and terminals.
The class "C-l" locomotive has cylinders 27 in. in diam-

eter by 30 in. stroke : driving wheels 56 in. in diameter,
and steam pressure of 250 pounds per square inch. The
weight of the locomotive in working order is 275,000
pounds. The tractive force is 76,000 pounds.
The 50 locomotives to be turned out on the present or-

der will he distributed to various points on the System
where traffic is of such nature as to require a switching
engine of this power.

New Cars Installed Total Nearly 400,000
.Since January 1, 1923, according to the American

Railway Association, 398,442 new freight cars were in-
stalled by the railroads, to enable them to keep pace with
the industrial develoi>ment of the country. In the first
three months this year 44,153 cars were installed.
On .April 1, freight cars on order totaled 46,126.
The railroads also T)laccd in service during the first three

months this year 4.TO locomotives, which made a total of
6,713 installed since Januarv 1. 1923. Locomotives on
order on April 1 totaled 315.
The average tractive power of locomotives on April 1,

1925, was 40,048 jyjunds, an increase of 1.5 per cent over
that for .\i)ri! 1 hist year and an increa.se of 7.0 per cent
over two years ago.
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The Frequency of Locomotive Shopping
The paper read by Mr. Sillco.x at the spring meeting

of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, an

abstract of which is published in another column, sug-

gests a new line of action in the shopping of locomotives.

He very carefully denies that the method of infrequent

shopping which has been found to effect such a notable

saving on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. is the

best or even that it would be applicable on other roads

where the operating conditions were different. In fact

all through the paper he emphasizes the fact that the

local conditions of grades, curves, density of traffic and
character of the motive power must be carefully con-

sidered in the adoption of any shopping plan.

The decrease in what would be the normal frequency

of shopping is not altogether a new idea but that decrease

has usually been due to a lack of back shop facilities that

necessitated the loading of the round-houses with more
or less of the heavy repairs. It was confessedly an un-
economical proceeding because of the lack of proper

facilities to do the work assigned. Thus we have found
tire replacements made in the open air without unwheel-
ing the engine ; and rod, motion and driver box work
midertaken with no conveniences at all. It was simply

a case where the master mechanic was driven to the wall

to keep his power in operative condition.

ATr. Sillcox has approached the problem from quite

another angle. He has recognized that the locomotive is

not a one-horse shay, that will run a hundred years to a

day, and then because every part is as strong as the rest

it simply suddenly crumbles to dust. So instead of load-

ing his back shop with minor repairs he has increased

his round-house facilities, so that they are capable of

making these repairs at no more cost than when done in

the back shop.

The probable result is that he has only done that which
was actually required and not, "because the engine is in

the shop," given it the thorough overhauling which was
not really needed.

The wear and tear of the motion work is more rapid

than other parts of the engine and needs more frequent

attention, so that it can be readily understood now, if

this is kept up, the frequency of back shopping may well

be cut in two.

Rod, box, guide, crosshead and tire work, can be done
individually with but a small increase over ordinary turn-

ing delays, while if done as a whole, the delay occasioned

by doing the work in a well-equipped roundhouse, will

be far less than if the engine were to be put into the

back shop for the work.
It was one of those things that, attempted with a faint

heart or with half-way measures, would have shown losses

instead of savings. Hence, to avoid any such mischance

the ground was carefully studied and analyzed, always

with a view to the local conditions of the road. And this

analysis having shown that there would be a saving by a

change of policy as to the frequency of shopping, and the

allocation of certain repairs to the roundhouse, the plunge

was taken. The roundhouses <were suitably equipped and
the results have justified the judgment that decided upon
the change.

In setting forth the accomplishments Mr. Sillcox does

not claim all of the apparent savings for the change of

policy, but gives due credit to the difference in unit

costs between those prevailing before and after the change

was instituted. But even after a most liberal allowance

for these differences it is apparent that the change has

been a most profitable one for the road.

As to whether others will have the courage of their con-

victions, or can convey their convictions to the holders

of the purse strings, remains to be seen. Certainly if the

experience here set forth is of any value, the lead is well

worthv of a lars^e followinsr.

i
Technical Knowledge vs. Business Ability

"Steam Railroad Electrifications from the Executive

Standpoint," was the subject for discussion at the annual

meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

which was held in New York on May 15th. Contribu-

tions to the discussion were made by prominent railway

officers, manufacturers of electrical equipment, and Secre-

tary of Commerce Herbert Hoover and one of his aides,

Mr. Paul Spencer Clapp. In stating his views, Secretary

Hoover said:

"The people of the nation have a great and vital interest

in this problem. Such plans, if wisely laid, will consider-

ably shorten the time until the benefits of increase in trans-

portation facilities from electrification can be enjoyed.

Standardization, at least of the fundamentals, will facili-

tate the development of a coordinated electrified transpor-

tation system, which will give a maximum of service with

the best utilization of capital and labor.

"Failure to accomplish the preliminary standardization

will result in enormous losses, which must reflect them-
selves in larger cost for transportation and in a reduced
service. The standardization of electric transport equip-

ment will insure interchangeability of equipment, better

utilization of locomotives and freight equipment. It will

lower cost of manufacturing, reduce repair stocks and en-

hance the efficiencv of operation. Uniformity in voltages,

frequency, and other electrical characteristics will permit
of much more effective application of electric power."

In his remarks, Mr. Paul Spencer Clapp stated that the

problem of electrifying the railroads had reached a stage
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where it is necessary for the immediate standardization of

electrical equipment. He pointed out the loss that would
come through diversity of systems and added that to re-

strict the operations of locomotives was not good for na-

tional defense, to say nothing of the detriment to com-
merce and industr}-. Gerard Swope and E. J\L Herr, presi-

dents of two of the largest manufactories of electrical

machinery used in railway transportation, each spoke in

favor of electrification of railways, the former pointing

out, "That if only one-half of the railway mileage were
electrified that the saving in fuel alone would be about

$120,000,000 per year," while the latter not only urged

electrification, but spoke of the more favorable attitude

of the public in general toward railwaj's.

C. H. Markham. president of the Illinois Central Rail-

way, which company has in hand electrification of its

terminals in Chicago, involving as it does the expenditure

of many millions of dollars for which the company is re-

sponsible to the owners, suggested caution in reaching a

conclusion on a matter of such vital importance as elec-

trification, and that the feasibility of any plan should be

considered from a practical standpoint rather than its

theoretic features.

Robert J. Cary, general counsel of the New York Cen-
tral, although disclaiming any knowledge of electrical

engineering or of railway operation, drove home some
good hard and pertinent facts that all those who have to

do with the electrification of steam railways may well

study, and should be prepared to fully answer to a jury

of experts who are not in any way interested in the manu-
facturing or sale of prime movers used in railway trans-

portation, before taking definite steps in a matter involv-

ing the expenditure of such great sums of other people's

money.
We are living in an age of progress, hitherto unknown

in the world's history, in which electricity has, and will

play a conspicuous part, and we most cordially endorse
its use when, and wherever it has been fully demonstrated
by neutral experts to be the most suitable form of prime
mover both from an engineering, operating and financial

standpoint.

In reviewing the numerous presentations of this im-
portant question of electrifying steam railways bv our
most prominent electric engineers, we find much ground
to justify Mr. Cary's comment on the lack of uniformity
or agreement among electric engineers themselves as to

any definite specifications, rule or convention, either for

general use or for any specific steam railway, the applica-

tion of which can be relied on as a remedy or cin"e for the

ills complained of, even to the final analysis of exactly

what will be the effect on the shareholders' dollar.

Railway statistics in recent years have led us into the

use of large figures, where we formerly talked in terms of

hundreds and thousands, we now use millions and billions

of dollars. When it is suggested that by electrifying only

one-half of our steam railways there would be a saving of

approximately $120,000,000 per year on fuel alone, plus

other financial and material advantages, the average mind
inrjuires: "Wliat is the matter with our railway mana-
gers? Are they unprogressive, or stupid or both?" No,
they are neither. They are not only progressive, but as

business men weigh carefully all angles of such proposi-

tions. They well know that as a prerequisite to the econo-

mies expressed in millions, that they must first go out and
procure not millions, but billions of new capital, thus add-

ing to the burden of fi.xed charges, already too high, and
therel)y creating a much more inflexible and expensive

transportation unit to handle the same, and possibly a less

volume of business, while the public are constantly clamor-

ing for lower rates.

The answer of our progressive railway managements to

this question, we think may be found in the cautionary

suggestions of those who have carefully analyzed not only

the operating features and economies resulting therefrom,

but the present and probable effect on their financial status.

We believe that electrification of steam railways will

progress just as fast as it is found to be ".\ Good Sound

Business Proposition."

The Duties and Responsibilities of Railroad

Mechanical Organizations

At the April meeting of the Western Railway Club, Mr.
-A. G. Pack, chief inspector of the Bureau of Locomotive
Inspection, read a paper on the above subject. In the

course of his paper he presented some striking statistics

regarding the prevalence and cost of railroad accidents.

During the last 25 years records show that there were
218,830 persons killed and 3,308,935 others injured on the

railroads, from all causes, or an average of 1 person killed

everv hour and 1 injured every 3 minutes and 57 seconds.

Of this number, 75,684 were employees killed and 2,809,592

were employees injured while in line of duty, or an average
of 1 killed every 2 hours and 54 minutes and 1 injured

every 4 minutes and 36 seconds.

During the calendar year 1923, 7,385 persons were killed

and 171,712 others injured, or an average of 1 killed every

hour and 3 minutes and 1 injured every 3 minutes. Of this

number 2,002 were employees killed and 152,218 others

injured, while in line of duty, or an average of 1 killed

every 4 hours and 27 minutes, and 1 injured every 3

minutes and 27 seconds.

The 75.684 employees killed and 2,809,592 injured dur-

ing the 25 year period are more than twice the number of

American soldiers killed and more than fourteen times the

number wounded in battle during the great world war.

During the last 20 vears derailments caused a loss of

$171,943:014 : $8,507,150 per year
; $716,430 per month, or

$23,554 per dav. During this jxriod collisions caused a

loss of $173,717,858; $8,685,393 per vear; $723,781 per

month, or $24,453 per day—a total loss of $345,650,872
during this period, or an average of about $48,007 per day.

The data covering separately the damages resulting from
locomotive accidents is not available for. a twenty year

period. However, during the last 8 years the loss residting

from accidents to locomotives has averaged more than one-
half million dollars per year. These figures do not include

damage paid by the carriers on claims arising from such
accidents, the amount of which cannot be estimated, but
would probably equal the damage to property.

Let us consider what is involved in the maintenance of
the locomotives on the railroads of the Lhiited States.

There are at this time approximately 70,700 steam locomo-
tives which represent an increase of about 40 per cent in

number in the past 20 years, while the tractive effort has
increased about 140 per cent. It has been variously stated

that the value of locomotives on the railroads in the ITnited

States is ajiproximately 60 per cent of the total value of

all the machinery, im])lements and tools used in all of the

other industries of the nation. During the year 1923 the
railroads sjxint for locomotive repairs $55'',280,737—for

fuel about $529,219,236. There were about 550,000 people
emj>loycd in the maintenance of equipment and stores on
the railroads.

When tlie responsibility for the directing of these ex-

penditures is considered it is not too much to suggest that

the directing officer of the mechanical organization be-

given full authoritv over his organization and expendi-
tures, at least authority equal to that of the chief operating-

officer, and held strictly resi>onsible for the results. It is

for the transportation officials to make the specifications

—

it is for the mechanical department to fill these specifica-
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tions. It is for the transportation department to advise of

tlie character and volume of traffic to be moved ; it is for

the mechanical department to furnish power for moving

that traffic according to the specifications laid down. The
mechanical department knows better than any other the

capacity and the physical condition of every locomotive

on its line and knows where it can serve to the best ad-

vantage after the requirements of the transportation de-

partment are made known. The motive power must be

ready and capable of delivering the traffic at its destination

on .scheduled time or the whole operation of a railroad is

interfered with.

And the possibility of meeting these requirements de-

pends upon the condition of the locomotives, and a few

cents per mile added to the cost of necessary locomotive

maintenance is more than compensated for, by the re-

duced cost of transixjrtation.

There is nothing which so adversely affects the proper

and economical maintenance of equipment as to disrupt

the mechanical organizations at frequent intervals, or to

fluctuate its personnel with every temporary fluctuation, in

traffic. Equipment can not be properly and economically

maintained if repairs are neglected until the busy season

comes. It is then that it should be in revenue service and

not in the shop. It is then that the transportation depart-

ment is pressing for motive power and the shippers are

clamoring for cars, therefore, in keeping with good sound

business principle, it should be repaired during dull periods

and be available when the rush comes. To which must

be added the discontent that arises from irregularity of

employment, and there can be no doubt that better results

will be obtained and savings effected if the mechanical

organizations can be stabilized and have their appropria-

tions for betterment and labor fixed in advance for a.

period of not less than one year, to be expended in approxi-

mately equal allotments throughout the year so that a

definite plan may be followed. I appreciate that revenue

cannot be disregarded in making expenditures, but with

careful consideration and foresight, it seems that they can

be anticipated with sufficient accuracy to provide more

uniform employment and practices with respect to mainte-

nance of locomotives. The required amount of money

must be provided and must be spent during the year

whether spasmodically or uniformly.

A single instance will afford a good example of what

can be accomplished along these lines.

Some time ago, in order to avoid taking punitive

measurements against a large railroad system operating

more than 2,000 locomotives, I called upon the president

and called his attention to the condition in which locomo-

tives were being operated and some of the causes therefor,

which were the failure to provide sufficient material, mate-

rial of inferior quality being used, roundhouses under-

manned, shops under-manned or closed at a time when

thev should be operating at full capacity.

When I had finished my statement he turned to the

superintendent of motive power and said that from that

time on he would have sufficient money provided and

would expect that the conditions would be immediately im-

proved, but that he was going to hold him strictly respon-

sible for the results.

In 1920 this company had 621 engine failures due to

leaky flues and made 84,740 engine miles per failure from

this cause. In 1923, the number of engine failures had

been reduced to 130 and the miles per engine failure from

this cause had been increased to 412,529. During 1924,

there were reported 47 engine failures and miles run per

engine failure were 1,620,910.

It is, of course, impossible to estimate the actual savings

eflfected by these improvements because of the impossibility

of estimating the real cost of an engine failure.

$750,000,000 for Equipment and

Improvements

New equipment, and other capital improvements are

expected to cost Class I carriers about $750,000,000 in

1925. This estimate was contained in a report recently

submitted by the Bureau of Railway Economics to the

American Railway Association in its spring meeting at

the Ulackstone Hotel, Chicago.

During the first three months in 1925 capital expendi-

tures for additions and improvements to railway property

of Class I carriers, amounted to approximately $662,322,-

000 including carry-over from 1924. Of that amount,

$157,469,000 was actually expended during the first quar-

ter of this year, leaving more than $504,850,000 to be

spent later. Class I railroads, during the first three months

in 1924, authorized capital expenditures for similar pur-

poses amounting to $765,177,000, of which amount $188,-

374,000 was actually expended during the first three

months of that year.

Considerable saving resulted from greater efficiency in

the use of fuel consumed by the railroads. In the freight

service, the number of pounds of fuel consumed per thou-

sand gross ton miles was 170 pounds in 1924, which was
a reduction of nearly 14 per cent compared with 1920 and

seven per cent compared with 1923. Based on the freight

traffic actually handled in 1924 and the pre /ailing fuel

price in that year, the actual economy in fuel consumption

in 1924, growing solely out of increased efficiency in use,

compared with 1920 was 12,878,568 tons, while the money
saving was $39,022,000.

In the passenger service, fuel consumption for hauling

a passenger car one mile amounted to 17 pounds in 1924

compared with 18.8 pounds in 1920 or a reduction of nearly

ten per cent. In 1923, it was 18.1 pounds. This reduction

in 1924 was equivalent to a saving of 3,268,829 tons com-
pared with 1920, a money saving of $9,905,000.

Selected train service costs have declined progressively

since 1920. The saving in freight service costs alone in

1924 compared with 1923 was equivalent, on the basis of

the freight traffic handled in 1924, to $124,016,000. The
saving in the passenger service in 1924 was $40,387,000.

A very large part of the benefits resulting from in-

creased economies in operation have been passed along to

the public in the shape of reduced freight rates, there hav-

ing been an aggregate reduction of $1,611,000,000 in

freight charges during the years 1922. 1923 and 1924.

This is the amount which shippers would have paid for

transportation service in those years above what they did

pay had the rates remained at the peak of 1921. In 1924
alone, the saving to the shipping public due to the reduced
rates amounted to $618,000,000 compared with 1921.

The railroads have lieen supplying adequate transporta-

tion service to the commerce of the United States, but for

this adequate service the compensation of the carriers has

been and continues to be far from adequate. For the first

three months in 1925, the rates of return on property in-

vestment was 4.48 per cent compared with 4.61 per cent

during the same period last year. On this basis of tenta-

tive valuation, it was at the rate of 5.21 per cent during

the first quarter this year compared with 5.33 per cent last

year. These returns are shown on the basis of the prop-

erty investment of the carriers which is the book value of

their road and equipment, with working capital and sup-

plies and cash ; also on the basis of the "tentative valua-

tion" of railway property fixed by the Interstate Commerce
Commission as of the end of 1919, plus net addition from
that date. The actual returns of the carriers by neither

method have equalled the "fair return" as fixed by the

Interstate Commerce Commission at 5^ per cent.



International Railway Fuel Association Convention
• Papers and Discussions Cover Every Phase of Railroad Operation Relating to Fuel Conservation

The seventeenth annual convention of the International

Railway Fuel Association, which was held at the Hotel

Sherman, Chicago, May 26-29 inclusive, was one of the

most successful in the historj^ of the organization. Aside

from the valuable papers and committee reports, the pro-

gram included addresses by prominent railway officers, in-

cluding L. F. Loree, president, Delaware Ct Hudson Com-
pany ; A. R. Ayers, assistant general manager, New York,

Chicago & St. Louis R. R. ; H. C. Pearce, director pur-

chases and stores, Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. ; and John
Purcell, assistant to vice-president, Atchison, Toptka &
Santa Fe Railway. The president of the association, P. E.

Bast, Fuel Engineer, Delaware & Hudson Company, pre-

sided.

Mr. Loree's address was a feature of the opening ses-

sion. In it he gave an outline of the development of the

steam locomotive, predicting for the immediate future

some very interesting improvements in locomotive design

and construction. He said in part: "I have thought it

might interest you if, for a moment, we try to forecast the

future from this angle of inspection.

"In 1915 the typical large freight locomotive of The
Delaware & Hudson was its Class E-5 of the consolidation

type, using saturated steam, slide valves and single ex-

pansion cylinders, carrs'ing 210 lb. boiler pressure, weigh-

ing 227,200 lb. on driving wheels, and rated at 50,600"lh.

tractive force. In moving 1.000 actual gross ton-miles, in-

cluding its own weight, on a 0.5 per cent grade, at average

freight train speeds, this locomotive consumed 160 lb. of

coal. The first marked improvement was the application of

superheaters and the substitution of piston valves for the

slide valves, increasing the weight of the engine en the

driving wheels to 231,700 lb., and the tractive force to

55,100 lb., and reducing the fuel consumption under like

operating conditions to 130 11). of coal, or by about 19

per cent.

"Last year we developed a type of consolidation loco-

motive, changing the E-5 class as little as was necessary,

which we named the "Horatio .Mien." Thi? locfimotive

carries 350 lb. boiler pressure, weighs 298,500 lb. on the

driving wheels and has developed 75.000 lb. drawbar pull,

as measured by the dynamometer. It uses a moderate de-

gree of superheated steam admitted to and exhausted from
the multiple expansion cylinders through large valve and
port openings. It has a water tube type of firebox with

extraordinarily large evaporation surface and a fire brick

baffle wall extending the full width and length of the fire-

box which insures full utilization of the hand fired coal,

with long flame travel, securing maximum radiant heat

effect and minimum cinder and stack losses. With this

engine 1,000 actual gross tons are moved under like op-

erating conditions with 55 lb. coal consumption.

"Looking over the score of years from 1915 to 1935,

the following changes may be anticipated during the next

ten years

:

Typical Steam Locomotive Coal Consumption per 1.000

.Actual Freight Train Gross Ton-Miles on Equivalent to

A 0.5 Per Cent Grade.

Year 1915 160 lb.

Reduction in total fuel consumption by means of

1

.

Superheating to 130 lb,

2. Fire brick baffle wall to 124 lb.

3. Feed water heating to 113 lb.

4. 3.50 lb. boiler pressure to 96 lb.

5. Improved boiler design, circulation and

evaporation to 84 lb.

6. Multiple expansion cylinders to 70 lb.

7. Improved steam distribution and reduced

cylinder back pressure to 60 lb.

8. Burning powdered coal in suspension to 44 lb.

9. Reheating of high pressure exhaust steam

in multiple expansion to 42 lb.

10. Miscellaneous items, such as increased train

loading through the use of an auxiliary

locomotive, utilizing the dead weight of

the tender for tractive purposes, greater

sustained boiler horsepower capacity,

substitution of poppet valves for piston or

slide valves, and higher superheat on ac-

count of the use of powdered coal, may
bring the final figure down to about .... 38 lb.

"This is somewhat less than one-quarter of the 1915

locomotive fuel consumption. The effect of this would be

to reduce the 90,000.000 tons of fuel now used in freight

train service to about 27.000.000 tons, effecting a total

economy of something like $200,000,000 per annum."

On the second day of the convention A. R. Ayers, as-

sistant general manager, New York, Chicago & St. Louis

R. R., presented a paper on "How Can Railroad Manage-
ment Effect Fuel Economy." H. C. Pearce, director of

purchases and stores, Chesapeake & Ohio R. R., then pre-

sented a paper on "How Can Fuel Purchases Effect Fuel

Economy." A paper on "The Development of Oil Burn-

ing Practices on Locomotives" was then presented by

J. N. Clark, chief fuel supervisor. Southern Pacific Co.

The remainder of the morning session was devoted to a

paper on "Fundamental Fuel Factors" by G. M. Basford

and to topical discussion of "Effect on Fuel Consumption
of Recent Develo]iments in Operating Practices."

The sessions of the convention on the third day were

devoted to subjects primarily of interest to mechanical de-

partment officers. John Piuxell, assistant to vice-president,

Atchison, Topeka (S; Santa Fe Ry., presented a paper on

"How Can a Chief Mechanical Officer Effect Fuel Econ-

omy." This was followed by reports of the committees

on feed water heating, by E. E. Chapman, chairman, en-

gineer of tests, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry., and

the report of committee on front ends, grates and ashpans,

Professor E. E. Schmidt, chairman, professor of railway

engineering, University of Illinois, and to topical discus-

sion of the reports submitted.

In this issue we publish the paper liy G. M. Basford. en-

titled. "Fundamental Fuel Factors," and the committee's

report on front ends, grates and ashpans. Abstracts of

the more important papers and committee reports will ap-

pear in later issues.

At the concluding session of the convention, Chicago
was selected as the place for next year's meeting and the

following officers were elected for the years 1925-1926:

President, T- W. Dodge, transportation inspector,

Illinois Central R. R.: Vice-Presidents, E. E. Chapman,
engineer of tests, .\tchison, Tojjeka & Santa Fe Ry. ; J- E.

Davenport, superintendent of fuel and locomotive perform-

ance, New York Central Lines : W. J. Tapp, fuel super-

visor, Denver & Rio Grande Western Ry. ; Secretary-

Treasurer, T- B. Hutchison, Railway Educational Bureau,

1809 Capitol Ave., Omaha, Neb.
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Fundamental Fuel Factors
Bv G. M. BASFORD

An hour saved in 100-mile freight runs involving 20
freight trains per clay saves $190,000 per year.

Aspuming 100 miles of uniform one per cent grade, and
10,000 tons to be moved up this grade per day, it is found
that, by decreasing tonnage so that average speed can be
increased from 10 miles an hour to 17 miles an hour, a

>-aving of over 5 per cent in cost of operation can be ef-

fected. If this increased speed is obtained by locomotives

sufficiently powerful to maintain the tonnage, spectacular

savings are available.

Getting in under the overtime limit, with heavier ton-

nage is like opening a gold mine.
.\ single brief stop involving a single train mav cost as

little as $5.00.

Vast possibilities of fuel conservation are suggested in

these figures.

Ours is the era of railway operating improvement.
Since 1830 it has been on its way. Under leadership of

Mr. R. H. Aishton record service has been rendered with

power and cars to spare, reassuring railroad owners, dis-

arming politicians, transforming shippers into friends.

Now come questions of growth, of adequate service with

economical operation, questions of intensive use of over-

head, of cost, of conservation, of tuning up the railroad

for greater production. Locomotives of greater horse-

power, greater efficiency and greater economy have al-

ready answered the important power part of these ques-

tions. The live money-making locomotive is here. Further

success of our railroads demands more of them quickly

and the elimination of wasteful ones as quickly. Business

is growing. Remember that freight traffic has more than

doubled in 20 years, that this is the day of 10,000-ton

freight trains, of 1.600-ton passenger trains, of 800-mile

passenger runs and three division freight runs.

.A. dozen years ago, seven railroads built 89 big power-
ful locomotives that took the place of 170 weaker ones.

The new locomotives averaged an increase of 63 per cent

in load per train and a decrease of 36 per cent in coal per

ton mile. On one of these roads each new engine re-

l>laced two earlier ones and burned the fuel of one of them.
This was due to merely an increase of weight and power
plus the aid of only two fuel efficiency factors, the brick

arch and the superheater. We now have additional fac-

tors to work with, improved knowledge in designing and
operating improvements.

Three years ago a progressive road put a lot of new
locomotives into service. A stated amount of freight was
handled by 48 per cent less locomotives than ever before.

Think of this in terms of fuel.

This is our heritage, our opportunity. This opportunity
is widened by the fact that the improved locomotive has
come to be considered a vital factor in economical railroad

operation instead of a mere puller of trains. This makes
a mighty difference. By the men to whom the locomotive
means most it has been too often regarded as a necessarv
evil ; not so today.

It is time to give our locomotive policy the "third de-
gree," time to compel the locomotive to reveal its maxi-
mum operating possibilities, time to take advantage of
those possibilities. After almost a centurv of heroic
service it has emerged from crudity into efficiency. This
has revolutionized rail transportation into larger units with
prompt, quick performance at lower cost. Take stock of
the five years just pased, the years of great advance in

'A Paper Read Before the Convention of Inter al Railway Fuel As

application of business principles combined with engineer-

ing principles that have transformed the locomotive, that

we have been satisfied with for so many years, into the

economical super-power steam locomotive and have car-

ried the steam generating plant of the locomotive, the

combined furnace, boiler and superheater, beyond the most
advanced commercial stationary plants in unit capacity

and in efficiency. It is time for every railroad to survey

and intensively study its power, its power policy and its

operation in relation to power and to revise operation to

use the new locomotive power plant effectively. In all

railroading there is no other opportunity so financially

promising, no other opportunity so sure to make strong

roads stronger and so sure to enable weak roads to escape

receivership.

Shorten the Railroad

Speeding up railroad operation is the first "fundamental
fuel factor." "Ton-Mile-Hours" is the measure of effi-

ciency of power and of operation. To produce maximum
ton-mile-hours per locomotive, per unit of total cost is the

task of today. This means moving more tons faster and
cheaper. It means improvement of the locomotive as a

power plant to the upper limit of our knowledge, experi-

ence, vision and courage and then immediate replacement
of wasteful locomotives with money-making locomotive

power plants.

It is -an economic fact that track space, with all the in-

vestment and cost it represents, is too valuable today to

permit a foot of it to be taken up by any but the most
efficient locomotive power plants that can be built. When
this principle is understood and when the significant ac-

complishments of improved locomotives during the last

five years are comprehended the greatest campaign for

reduced cost of operation will start. Dollars will be saved
where pennies are saved now. "Fuel" will start it, be-

cause when we use fuel efficiently we use nearly every-
thing on the railroad efficiently. Fuel use is the supreme
ke}' test of railroad operating efficiency.

All is ready except mental and business attitude with
respect to the improved locomotive as an operating unit.^

Performance is proven. Several hundred improved loco-

motive power plants have reduced the cost of transporta-

tion and have charted the course for the future. As the

improved marine power plant brought the big, efficient,

economical ship so will the improved locomotive power
plant bring the big, efficient, economical train. There are

such trains today. In the light of facts of experience
their number is too small.

Five problems liave been solved by the super-power
steam locomotive—First, Hauling heavier trains faster.

.Second. Provision for future peak loads ; Third, Replace-
ment of existing wasteful, really "red ink," engines bv a
smaller number of efficient economical units. Fourth,
Shortening the railroad by increasing speeds, and Fifth.

Reducing overtime by shortening the day's work.
Inequality of train speeds is the thing that kills operat-

ing economies. Oi>erating costs will come down in pro-

portion to the ability of a railroad to operate the maximum
number of money making trains without sidetracking for

trains that can go faster. This calls for power to pull

profitable freight trains at higher speeds. It calls for

high power to wipe out the loss of revenue of productive
freights waiting to get a chance to use the railroad.

"Somebody pays for the carrying cost of freight in

transit before it reaches a market. It is secured bv bank
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loans somewhere and the interest runs into hundreds of

millions of dollars. Even a 20 per cent saving in time

between producer and consumer means something in

everybody's pocket.''

Hauling heavier trains faster increases the speed of

operation. Increasing average freight speed increases the

capacity and economy of operation of the road. It defers

additional tracks. It reduces operating cost. It demands
high horsepower which can be and must be had at lower

cost. To provide high cylinder horsepower is compara-
tively easy. To supply enough snappy steam for continu-

ous high cylinder power was the problem that waited for

years to be solved. Cylinder power applied to driving

and trailing wheels starts the train and limits its weight.

At speeds above about fifteen miles per hour the grate and
boiler pull the train and limit its o]>erating speed. High cylin-

der power, with provision for maximum economy of steam

in the engines, and generous as well as economical steam
making capacity in the boiler is the necessary combination
that has made good and that future economical operiuion

requires.

Careful attention has been given to the development of

capacity for starting heavy trains. Splendid results have

This must be assisted by every possible means for econ-
oni)- in use of steam in main engmes and auxiliaries, and
by every other practicable improvement making for higher

horsepower at speeds. Following this another vital thing
is necessar}-—co-ordination of all factors of efficiency into

a design that gives each factor opportunity for perfect

team work with every other factor to produce utmost
power per pound of metal and per pound of fuel. The
vital importance of this principle has been proved. It

should be immediately recognized and accepted.

Locomotives as Complete Units

It is fortunate for fuel conservation that more thought
is concentrated on improvements in locomotives as com-
plete units than ever before. A change has come. Stand-
ards have been raised. Lima Locomotive Works has pro-

duced startling results in its development of the 2-8-4

type. The American Locomotive Company has brought
forward the three cylinder principle. The Baldwin Loco-
motive \\'orks is engaging its great resources in locomo-
tive improvement, including deevlopment of the Diesel

locomotive. Mr. J. E. Muhlfeld has worlved out high
boiler pressure combined with compound cylinders and
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of tonnage i>er train, thus shortening the railroad.

Fig. 2 compares drawbar pulls of No. 8000 with those

of the previous standard Mikado of the road in starting

and up to 40 miles per hour. The previous standard en-

gine was and is now generally considered as representa-

tive of satisfactory power. It fairly represents many
thousands of locomotives that are hauling the freight of

the country today.

Fig. 3 compares No. 8000 with the previous standard

with respect to drawbar horsepower and coal consumption
from dynamometer records over an entire division. These

formance of the No. 8000 class. These improvements
provide means for obtaining still higher horsepower out-

put by co-ordinating improved cylinder design with in-

creased boiler capacity.

The boiler of the 2-8-4 type is proportioned to obtain

ma.ximum economy for high boiler output which is accom-
plished by aid of a very large grate area of 100 sq. ft.

This results in low rates of combustion at ma.ximum ca-

pacit}' and avoids the drop in efficiency which occurs when
a locomotive with limited grate area is forced to operate

at high capacity. This large grate is carried on an articu-
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of combustion per square foot of grate actually obtained

are even lower than anticipated which means correspond-

ing increase in boiler efficiency.

Individual Fundamentals

In three directions locomotive fuel conservation is going

forward rapidly— 1. Improved locomotives as complete

units, already referred to. 2. Improved single efficiency

factors for application to existing as well as to new loco-

motives. 3. Features making for increased service and

improved operation of locomotives.

Single factors for fuel efficiency are numerous and very

important. Space permits only brief comment on some
of these elements for co-ordinated design for high power
with fuel conservation. These may be classified into the

following groups

:

1. Steam making or boiler improvements.

2. Steam using or cylinder improvements.
3. Machinery improvements.
4. Operating improvements.
5. Track effect improvement.-..

|

6. Research, records, knowledge of what we are doing.

7. Co-operation.

1. Steam Making Improvements

High steam pressures promise great economies. They
are likely to revolutionize design of boilers and engines.

The economy lies in the fact that high pressures produce
increased power without proportional increase of heat

from the fire. Pressures of 150 and 350 pounds are used
successfully with promise of higher pressures as water
tube fireboxes develop.

Low rates of combustion are necessary. A fire that is

forced is wasteful. Thirty years ago rates went as high

as 200 lbs. of coal per square foot of grate per hour.

Rates on big engines today run to 150 pounds and over.

This is wasteful and calls for larger grate areas to reduce
this figure one-half.

Higher superheat means greater economy. It reduces

the work of the boiler by improving the economy of the

cylinders. Superheated steam for auxiliaries greatly re-

duces the drain on the tire. This economy is equivalent

to increasing boiler capacity about four per cent.

Gas velocities are high. It is important to reduce them
by increasing gas areas through the flues as much as fixed

limits permit.

Air admission to ashpans needs careful attention. A
big engine working hard wants as much as 50 tons of air

per hour. Few of them get it. Gas speeds through fire-

boxes range from 100 to 200 miles per hour. A firebox

is often filled with gas over six times per second. Re-

striction must be avoided and spark loss must be reduced.

Ashpans need about a cubic foot of capacity per square

foot of grate area. Only one engine with adequate grate

area now provides it.

Brick arches in fireboxes are more important than ever.

The call for more power increases their duty and the value

of their performance.

Anything that improves boiler circulation contributes to

capacity and economy. This is specially important in the

firebox. This and additional firebox heating surface are

the reasons for the success of the thermic syphon.

Two separate trials of water tube fireboxes are being

watched with interest.

Feed water heating by reclaimed heat is an established

capacity and economy factor. Every locomotive in any-

thing like continuous service is unnecessarily wasteful, if

not equipped with an efficient feed water heater to take

some of the heat from the stack to save as much from the

fire. The addition of a feed water heater resulted in a

coal saving of 14 per cent by a locomotive representing

the then lowest fuel record.

Steam separators to remove moisture from the steam
on its way to the superheater merit attention for the sake

of economy. As boilers grow larger it is difficult to pro-

vide steam space for the enormously increasing volumes
of steam used. It is correspondingly important to relieve

the superheater of double duty, evaporating water that

goes over and also superheating the steam.

Stokers render it possible to develop the capacity of

large boilers. They constitute a fortunate addition to the

capacity increasers. They carry the horsepower curves

further into the higher speeds. Hand-firing distinctly and
definitely limits the horsepower capacity of big engines.

This adversely affects fuel performance. Stokers will

improve economies still further as rates of combustion are

reduced by use of larger grates.

The possibilities of pulverized coal as a conservation

factor should not be overlooked.

The use of lignite and other low grade and low cost

fuels is a promising field for further development.

2. Steam Using or Cylinder Improvements

Any fuel waste is bad, but the worst waste is to make
expeiisive steam and then throw a large proportion of it

away by crude cylinder work.
Expansive use of steam in freight service may be pro-

vided by design that limits the full gear cut off in a man-
ner to prevent the locomotive from making continuously

indicator cards like those of a "full stroke" steam pump.
Without this feature heavy slow drags for hours at a time
compel the cylinders to operate with practically no expan-
sion of the steam. To "full stroke" a locomotive for long
periods violates the first rule of steam engineering estab-

lished by James Watt. The limited cut off principle not

only saves fuel at low speeds, it results in significant in-

crease of capacity at higher speeds. It does not involve

any mechanical complication whatever. It provides addi-

tional tractive effort at low speeds because it smooths out
the torque curve in starting, incidentally, as much as the

three cylinder arrangement does.

"Cut-off" in locomotive operation requires more atten-

tion by fuel officers than it has ever received. There is a
correct, economical cut-off for every different speed of the

engine, one that develops maximum power for minimum
steam at every different speed. Until recently this has
l)een left to guesswork on the part of the engineman and
no two men will adjust the cut-off over a division in the

same way. This is one reason for wide variations in per-

formance as to tonnage and fuel records among several

men running the same engine, even when they are equally

careful men. In a test for water consumption made five

years ago one of five enginemen used 16 per cent less

water over a division than the average of four others, all

running the same engine on Ihe same train. All five

ranked as good men. They handled the cut-off differently.

To save fuel by use of correct cut-off it is necessary to

establish the proper cut-off for every class of engines for

every speed and provide means for showing the engine-
man the speed and what cut-off to use for each speed and
every change of speed. Perfection of power reverse gear
mechanism has opened the way to large savings in prop-
erly taking advantage of steam expansion as an economy
and power increasing factor. P>ut it is necessarv to indi-

cate to the engineman the proper adjustment to be made.
Cut-off adjustments have also been made automatically,

controlled by the back pressure.

Improved valve gears and increased valve travel offer

means for improving cylinder performance, reducing back
pressure and reducing the steam required from the fire.

Mechanical draft in place of induced draft offers the
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advantage of cutting down back pressure against the pis-

tons. This is an attractive and promising held for de-

velopment. A loss of several hundred horsepower at high

speeds, due to excessive back pressure, emphasizes the

importance of this subject which is now receiving careful

attention.

Trailing wheels temporarily used as tractors in starting:;

and in helping over hard pulls reduce fuel cost per unit

of work done. This principle aids greatly at the low

speed end of the drawbar pull speed curve, and in facili-

tating acceleration. It permits of greatly increasing ton

miles per train hour by increasing operating speed. It

reduces the length of time an engine (without limited cut-

off) must be "full stroked" in starting and helps every

engine in accelerating. It is a capacity increaser and a

fuel conserver.

3. Machinei-y Improvements

Many locomotive parts are unnecessarily, yes, absurdly,

heavy. Cast steel cylinders saved two tons in the Lima
2-8-4 type engine. Also many other parts were lightened.

Unnecessary weight requires unnecessary fuel to move it

many miles a year for many years. Such weight restricts

the weight of the boiler and robs it of some of its capacity.

Weight saved in reciprocating parts saves more than mere
weight. It reduces dynamic augment and opens the way
for greater static weights on drivers. Appropriate use of

alloy steel forgings and castings affects fuel favorably

when applied carefully in many details to save weight.

Between lubrication and fuel there is an important rela-

tions. It is estimated that the difference in fuel required

to haul a freight train of 60 cars over a division at usual

freight train speeds with high grade and lower grade oil

is as great as 200 pounds of coal per hour. This suggests

searching operating tests of car lubrication. Lubrication

of the locomotive itself merits more attention from the

operating point of view. A large Mikado rubs two and

one-third acres of moving surfaces per mile run. A single

drop of oil is called upon to lubricate a surface of about

400 to 500 square feet in the cylinder and valve chests of

a big engine. Lubrication of locomotives, therefore, re-

quires the best of lubricants and the best application of

them. The day of the "oil hole" passed with the days of

short locomotive runs. It is necessary to put the locomo-

tive in the class of the automobile, airplane, airship and
steamship with respect to lubrication of its machinery.

The locomotive depends upon perfect lubricants, perfectly

applied, just as much as do the other services mentioned.

It is lubrication that has made these developments

possible.

Lubrication affects locomotive fuel in several ways that

escape attention because results are hidden in frictional

resistance of rubbing parts, in loss of steam by leakage

past worn piston and valve rings, in loss of power due to

unequal steam distribution, caused by wear of valve mo-
tion parts, in loss of power due to increased back pressure,

caused by deposits in exhaust passages, in loss of fuel due

to delays caused by hot bearings. These losses also are

largely hidden because of the difficulty in summing them
up. A single hot box is sure to disarrange an entire divi-

sion if it is a busv one. It may cause a dozen trains to

waste fuel. Lubrication is mighty important to the fuel

officer. The modern locomotive provides no place for

"saving money" by anything but perfect lubrication.

Every machinery improvement that reduces wear, re-

duces maintenance, insures certainty of operation. Every-

one that prevents road failures and contributes to locomo-

tives serviceability cuts fuel loss by reducing the number
of locomotives required for a given amount of traffic. It

is wise to provide lateral relief for leading driving wheels.

to distribute the piston stresses over more than one pair

of crank pins, as in the Lima 2-8-4 type engine, to pro-

vide improved details of driving boxes, wedges and other

parts that will reduce running repairs and to employ high

quality materials in new locomotives and in repairs. The
modern locomotive provides no place whatever for sacri-

lice of quality to reduce cost.

Power grate shakers, variable exhaust nozzles, the best

of piston and valve packing, piston rod and valve stem §

packing, roller bearings for tenders and cars—all these

affect fuel.

With the designers of locomotive power plants ready in

all respects, there is no real reason why a freight engine

should not be coupled to a train, haul it 1,000 miles or

more, uncouple, spend 24 hours in the hands of good men
who are fully supplied with facilities, return for 1,000

miles, ready to do it over again and again. For years

the Rhodesian Railway in Africa has operated freight en-

gines 700 continuous miles with sleeping and cooking
facilities in special cabooses for the crews. Their trains

are slow. It should be easier for us to make long freight

runs.

Of ver}' great importance is the switch engine policy of

the road. This subjects merits a thorough discussion of

its own. It is a combined question of machinery and of

operation, both sides of it affecting lots of fuel. On a
busy, congested road switch engine mileage may be as

great as 25 per cent of total locomotive mileage. This
suggests the best of fuel conservation attention applied to

switching engines. It is financially foolish to use old road

engines for switching service. Railroads perpetuating
this practice have no license to urge their men to save

fuel.

4. Operating Iinprovenients

Fuel fundamentals are of two kinds, those of the ma-
chine before the coal is fired and those of operation after

it is fired. Train operation is a profitable study for fuel

officers. Improved locomotives need study by operating

officers and especially by dispatchers. Operation is an
inspiring subject for mechanical officers, for signal offi-

cers. Utmost co-operation is necessary to give big en- j
gines a chance to run. The locomotive power plant burns I
more coal running and standing than its predecessor did. 1
The heavy train burns more coal in stopping, standing,

starting and accelerating. The big power unit must not

be stopped or slowed down unnecessarily for any reason.

It earns only when it moves. It must spend more of its

life moving. It must make maximum mileage because of

its earning capacity and its high overhead. Fuel officers

are in position to aid greatly in the substitution of train

direction by signal indication and in the abolition of the

time killing train order, especially the "31" order that

stops a train in order to tell it to proceed, also the "19"

order that slows the train down for the same purpose. A
slow down to a speed of 8 to 10 miles per hour is nearly

as costly as a stop. Both of these orders must give place

to "operation by signal indication." Many tons of fuel

mav be saved by the installation of automatic block, inter-

locking plants and machines for operating remote siding"

switches by power, to save two out of three stops when -

taking siding. Fuel officers and division superintendents,

signal officers and train dispatchers will profit greatly by
the closest co-operation to reduce losses in getting trains

over the road. Long locomotive runs, main trackers, the-

"peg" and "turn around" plans, are playing a big part in

fuel records. The load rating of locomotives offers an-

other and too often neglected field for fuel conservation.

Distribution of power offers still another. The distribu-

tion question is greatly simplified in the case of "all pur-
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pose" locomotives capable of hauling with economy a wide
range of traffic. To distribute power, especially on roads

with seasonal service requires more attention and more
knowledge of the power than is usually applied.

\^'ater purification is distinctly an aid in operation. It

is obviously important to provide proper water for power
plants of any kind, particularh- those intrusted with the

handling of money making traffic. One of the railroads

leading in long locomotive runs has given unusual atten-

tion to this water problem and has found it possible to

reduce by 25 per cent the number of locomotives assigned

to traffic involving long runs. It is reported that the

largest investment involved in its long runs, is in facilities

for improving its waters. The annual saving effected

amounts to approximately 75 per cent on the total invest-

ment in those facilities. In the matter of increased fire-

box life the ser\-ice of its fireboxes has been doubled in

less than ten years. It is fortunate that means are avail-

able for water treatment that do not involve these large

investments. It is well to remember the generally ac-

cepted figures that one-sixteenth inch of scale in a boiler

represents a loss of 10 per cent in fuel.

Many matters are treated as mechanical which should
be considered as strictly operating or business ques-
tions. Among many of these the following stand out in

impxjrtance. Some of them are mentioned by name
only.

Maintenance of locomotives in condition for highest effi-

ciency. Engine terminal facilities, ash pit, inspection,

boiler washing, hot water filling and labor saving round-
hou.se equipment such as cranes. Reduction of stand-by

losses by keeping wheels turning. Location -ind capacity

of water cranes. Increased coal and water cap.tcity of

tenders, fin some cases track tanks cannot be filled fast

enough to supply ordinary tenders.) Feed water heaters

to reduce water stops. Soot blowers for cleaning flues on
the road. Driving boxes that may be renewed without
unwheeling engines. Automatic adjusting wedges. Ash
pans of adequate capacity. Power grate shakers to keep
fire's clean on the road and to clean them quickly at termi-

nals.

Education of '"all hands" in fuel conservation. Pro-

vision of incentives to conserve fuel. Recognition of

efficiency. Individual fuel records. Cost accounting for

repairs, also roimdhouse expense put on a ton mile hour
performance basis. Operating officers are saving fuel by
helping mechanical officers to make repairs when needed
instead of deferring repairs until fi.xed mileages, such as

tire mileages, are worked out. Co-operation of superiors

and subordinates to conserve fuel is an operating responsi-

bility. The operating officer can prevent someone from
wasting what someone else saves. Engine crews do not

waste all the fuel that is wasted.

5. Track Effect Improvements

Between fuel conservation and immensely costly track

maintenance lies a direct relation in which the fuel officer

has deep interest and may exert strong influence. Four-
wheel trailing units not only emancipate the boiler from
its present restrictions, they relieve the track from the

punishment received from single trailer wheels. Single

axle trailers necessarily must be located considerably in

the rear of the rear drivers. As the engine proceeds the

drivers depress the track and it springs up to be knocked
down again bv the trailers. Rail recnrrls of the American
Railway Engineering Association show that trailers fre-

quently stress the track more than a pair of drivers. This
was the reason for the substitution in rail stress tests sev-

eral years ago, of a four-wheel trailer truck for the single

axle trailer truck on one of the big 2-10-2 type locomo-

tives on the Santa Fe. Here is a conservation improve-
ment that will enlist the interest of maintenance of way
officers. Another one relieves them also. Light recipro-

cating parts not only help the boiler, they also help the

track by reduction of the rail stresses imposed by the

counterbalance. Lateral motion for forward driving axles

eases big long engines over the road. All of these items
also record themselves in fuel conservation.

6. Knowledge of What We Are Doing

.\rmies do not go into battle with guns that have not
been thoroughly tested. Navies do not meet in battle

with ships the ultimate possible performance of which in

all respects is- not previously determined by exhaustive
trial. But railroads seldom put their new locomotives
through their paces to prove that the policy of their design
is correct and that the promise of their performance is

attained. Without truly exhaustive road tests with dyna-
mometer car and trained crew they never know that the

new engine really is what they need and want. Further-
more, they never know during the third of a century of
life of that engine what its limit of performance is as a
basis of what in operation it can be made to do. Any
railroad, except a small one, that does not keep a good
d\-namometer car busy getting money making operating
information, will some day have a lot of explaining to do
as to why so much money was lost.

No railroad can be said to have a locomotive policy un-
less it has a busy dynamometer car. No railroad can "dis-

tribute" its power intelligently or claim that it is ntaking a
real record of fuel economy without one. Lack of definite

knowledge of the operating possibilities of improved
locomotives has done more than any other one thing to

retard the progress of the locomotive and the advent of

the locomotive power plant. Fortunately this obstruction

is being removed. To be efficient, transportation demands
test plant tests for engineering data as the basis of loco-

motive design and complete road tests for operating data

as the basis for financially profitable locomotive operation.

The American Railway Association needs a test plant.

Every railroad of even fair size needs a dynamometer car

more than it needs any other factor in operation. Locomo-
tives have improved not because of exact road operating
performance records and facts, but in spite of a lack of
them. This is not true of any other steam power develop-
ment. It will not long be true of locomotive development
because the importance of locomotive operating facts is

greater than in any other power problem.

Real fuel conservation will be accomplished when and
where there is real co-operation, when a very high official

compels it. An officer, in position to do so, will ask : "Is
our locomotive policy right, our car policy, our mainte-
nance, our yards, our locomotive terminals, our side tracks,

our signals and our o]>eration ?'' Every one of these afl^ects

every other one and every one affects fuel. They can be
best answered affirmatively by co-operative concentration
on one thing

—

Pud.

This discussion covers only some of the high spots as to

Fimdamental Fuel Factors. It is a partial catalog of the

tools we have to work with to transform our "locomotives"
into "efficient operating units." It shows what we have
done with some of them.

Let us pull heavier trains faster at lower cost. It is

speeding up operation meaning higher horsepower that

brings increasing revenue to the railroads that are taking

advantage of the locomotive power plant. It is time to

give "tractive effort" its proper place, which is in starting,

and to think of sustained high horsepower to make more
money. Let us quit buying mere metal and buy "horse-
power" as our marine and manufacturing friends do.
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Like a successful doctor, a railroad official is in position

to hand on to the future living evidences of his knowledge,

experience and skill. The locomotive is a living force for

influencing the happiness of mankind by efficient service

for the benefit of every man, woman and child in the land.

Set its standard in fuel performance. Raise this standard

as knowledge of how to do it develops.

Frame a locomotive policy. Follow it.

Let us quit regarding a locomotive as a satisfactory

machine merely because it looks like a locomotive, smells

like a locomotive, and is absurdly heavy. Let us ask what
it docs and use it or discard it accordingly. Let us be
done with the prattle of the past and take up clear, strong

talk of grown men.

Committee Report on Front-Ends, Grates and Ashpans
The Committee on Front-ends, Grates and Ashpans due waste of coal. Under the circumstances, probably no

early in the year agreed to limit its report to the results of positive recommendations can be made with respect to air

experiments on the use of restricted air openings in grates, openings which would be generally applicable and satis-

which it had learned were in progress on two Western factory for all fuels."

railroads. The committee sees no reason to change the opinion thus
It was then expected that the results of these experi- expressed and it believes that for the majority of railroads

ments would be available in time to present them in detail and for most of the coals in use the aggregate air opening
at this convention. In that expectation, however, we have in grates should continue to be made as great as the cir-

been disappointed ; and we are able at this time to give cumstances permit. With this understanding we are glad
only a general statement of the purposes of these tests and to submit the following statements concerning the prac-
some general observations on the results thus far obtained, tice of restricting the grate openings.
We hope in the future to make a more extended report on With reference to its experiments the first of the two
this subject; but the brief statement given below is pre- roads referred to makes the following statement: "We
sented in the hope that it may lead to useful discussion of have done a great deal of experimenting with different de-
this and related topics. signs of table grates compared with the standard finger

( )n one of the roads referred to, the use of grates with grates such as are ordinarily used in locomotives. We
restricted air openings was apparently undertaken primar- went into this experimental work on account of the waste,
ily Ijecause of loss of coal through the grates, which with due to fuel falling through the finger grate in an unburned
friable coal which does not soften and coalesce on the or partiallv burned condition.
grates may assume serious proportions. On the other "There were a number of different designs of table
road the restricted air openings were first used in locomo- grates tested. These grates had different size and shape
tives burning lignite, and the practice was resorted to of air openings, but afl of them restricted the percentage
chiefly because of the difficulty of maintaining the fire bed of air opening through the grate as compared with the
in good condition with grates of the ordinary design. It standard finger type. Smoke box gas analyses which were
appears, therefore, that in both cases restricted air open- made indicated that there was stilffour to' five per cent of
ings in grates have been used largely because the coal to free oxvgen in the flue gases, which indicated that the
be burned was in some respects unusual, and your commit- air opening was greater than was required for complete
tee is of the opinion that such' a practice will be justified combustion. We therefore reduced the size of the open-
only under special conditions and that it is not likely to mg still further until the effective air opening through the
become widespread. grate is about sixteen per cent of the total area. It has

In our report at the Convention of 1922, the committee been found in tests tha tthis grate materially increases the

summarized its views with respect to the air opening in percentage of carbon dioxide in the flue gases, and reduces

grates in the following statement

:

the free oxygen and it is thus proved that better combus-

"The committee has previously recommended that for tion was being secured. We are now using this new de-

the majority of coals in use, the air openings through the sign of grate extensively in our modern power and we

grates be as great as is compatible with the mechanical have found that it results in a distmct savmg m fuel, due

strength of the grate bars. The data secured by the com- hoth to better combustion and to the elimmation of wast-

mittee for its reports of 1915 and 1916 show that on loco- age through the grates."

motives burning bituminous coal the air opening in the A subsequent letter states that "the tests so far indi-

grates in service runs as high as 70 per cent of the grate cate about a 6 per cent saving in fuel with these grates

area, although this is rare. Fifty per cent air opening is over the standard finger grates." The grates in use on

not uncommon, and the average of the designs reported to this road are table grates provided with conical air holes

the committee was about 40 per cent. On locomotives whose diameter at the top surface of the grate bar is -)4

burning anthracite coal the prevailing air opening averaged of an inch and at the bottom surface, 1 1/16 inches. As
nearly "the .same amount, although the maximum was only stated above the aggregate area of the air openings is only

45 per cent. 16 per cent of the grate area.

"It is obvious, however, that with certain fine and friable The Northern Pacific is the second road carrying on

coals maximum grate opening will entail undue waste of such expermients and the mformation given below is

coal through the" grates: and it is unfortunate that many quoted from a letter written by M. S_. Daly. General Fuel

such coals, like lignite for example, are the verv ones Supervisor, who says
:
W e became interested recently in

which, from the point of view of good combustion alone, Srate experiments because of our desire to satisfactorily

ought to have maximum air supply and the greatest air ''"ni '" locomotive service a high moisture coal (lignite)

opening in the grates. Such coals evidently call for a com- f™m the Rosebud Vem m ^ ontana, whose average an-

promise in designing the grates.
'

alysis, m the condition m which it was fired, is

:

"It is clear that the air opening through the grates must Moisture 25.66 per cent

continue to be determined with some reference to the kind Volatile 28.39 per cent

of coal in use, and that for many kinds of fuel grate de- Fixed Carbon 38.59 per cent

sign must be a compromise between the desire to obtain Ash ^ 7.36 per cent

maximum air opening and the necessity of avoiding un- B. t. u 8.743.00
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"Rosebud coal in burning shows a tendency to break up

into small pieces as it becomes heated. When the gas is

largely driven off the fuel has become a mass of rather small

particles and there seems to be very little cohesion between

these coal particles. Consequently, with a short draft, these

particles are easily moved about in the surface of the fire

bed. When using the old grates, which had j4-inch slots,

the rush of air through the grate openings at the moment
of exhaust disturbed the coal on the more thinly covered

portions of the grate and tended to uncover the grates at

these places. \\ e found that by reducing the size of the

openings through the grates these disturbing air impulses

were diminished in force and we were able better to control

the fire.

"In trying to find the most suitable size of grate per-

foration we have experimented with round hoels having

diameters of V2 inch, % inch, and ^i inch; and we have

varied the aggregate air opening from 18 per cent to 15

per cent of the grate area. The grate bars are flat slabs

composing the so called table grate.

"On account of the pressure of other test work we have

not yet been able to make with these grates accurate road

tests which might enable us to draw definite conclusions as

to their efficiency, but we expect soon to carry out such

tests. We certainly do find that with reasonable care the

fire is much more easily maintained in good condition on

these grates with restricted ojjenings than on standard

grates. Strange as it may seem, we have been able to

burn satisfactorily on the Rusebud grates several of the

standard coals—varying from Pittsburgh No. 8 coal from
Ohio to a semi-bituminous coal mined in Montana which

has approximately 18 per cent ash and 10,300 B.t.u. We
expect to find a slightly increased efficiency even in the

use of standard coal on these grates.

"These grates have been applied on two types of North-

ern Pacific locomotives whose dimensions are as follows

:

ClassW Class W-3
.Size of cylinders 24X30 28X30
Weight on drivers 206,000 240,500

Tractive Force—lb 46,600 57,100

Total weight of engine—lb 263,500 320,000

Heating surface—direct—sq. ft. 2,860 3,591

Heating surface—superheater—

•

sq. ft 570 838

Grate area—sq. ft 43,5 70.3

On I)oth of these engines the grates now in use have coni-

cal round holes whose diameter at the upper grate surface

is yi inch and at the lower surface, % inch. On the Class

W engines the aggregate air opening is 12.2 per cent of

the f^rate bar area and on the Class W-3 engines it is

l^Yz per cent of the ^^rate bar area." Mr. Daly seems to

be of the f)pinion that their success in the use of this

grate is not to I)e ascril^ed to the reduction in the ags^rei^atc

air opening but primarily to the siae of the individual

holes through the grate. These have been so far reduced
that even under heavy exhaust impulses the jet of air

drawn through the opening is not strong enough greatly

to rlisturb the C'»al particles which lie alx>ve it.

As stated above your committee had hoped to be able

to present much more detailed information concerning this

development in grate design and we regret that the work
on these two roads has not progressed to the point where
we can present full details ; we trust, however, that this

general statement will provoke discussion of the air supply

for locomotives, anri bring out information from those

who may have had similar experiences in burning light

and friable coals.

Air Brake Association Convention

The thirty-second annual convention of the Air Brake
Association was held at the Hotel Alexandria, Los An-
geles, Calif., May 26-29 inclusive. The association was
addressed on behalf of the railroads by W. K. Etter, gen-

eral manager of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast
Lines, and also by W. J. Patterson, assistant director. Bu-
reau of Safety of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
President C. M. Kidd, air brake inspector, Virginian Rail-

way, presided.

On the opening day, a paper was presented by the Cen-
tral Air Brake Club on "Passenger Train Handling;
Graduated Release," which was read by James Elder, su-

pervisor of air brakes, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway.
The sessions of the second day were devoted to the

presentation and discussion of a paper by the Pittsburgh

Air Brake Club entitled, "More Efficient Air Compres-
sors." This was read by C. B. Myles, supervisor of air

brakes, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Rail-

way ; and also to reports of committees on "Condemning
Limits of A. R. A. Standard Triple Valve Parts," and
"Train Control Talks."

The third day was devoted to the committee report on
Brake Pipe Leakage, a paper on "What Are You Specify-

ing and What Are you Getting in Foundation Rigging of

Car Equipment," by the North West Air Brake Club,

"Triple Valve Slide Valve Leakage Indicator," by the

Manhattan Air Brake Club, and the committee report on
"What is the Best Material for Air Brake and Air Signal

Piping."

The fourth day was devoted to other committee papers

and the election of officers.

The exhibit of the Air Brake Appliance Association was
a feature of the convention.

Snap Shots

By THE WANDERER
A gCKxl many years ago an engineer who was ttying to

establish himself in a business and a reputation, was at

work in his library one evening, when his wife came to

him and asked when' he was going to get through with
this everlasting studying.

He replied : "My dear, if you will go out and get the

rest of the world to stop developing, it is barely possible

that, by hard work, night and day, I may be able to so

catch up that I will be in sight of the procession in twenty
years."

Which is but another way of expressing the hopeless-

ness of an engineer so much as attempting to keep en rap-
port with what is going on. Just as it is impossilile to

have a scientific book quite up to date when it comes off

the press regardless of what it might have been in the

author's manuscript.

Apropos of the pace at which we are driving, just look

at our new locomotives. Within a few months, as months
go in these days, we have had four new developments,
each holding the center of the stage for the brief interval

of its exploitation and then retiring, not out of sight, but
to the side lines, there to join the chorus of things accom-
plished that are well worth while, and there to reap the
rewards that sometimes come to fine achievements.

These, however, are the stars in the engineering drama
that are finely sustained by a good company of featured
artists whose names are printed in smaller type in the
posters, and may not even be read by the casual passerby.

Rut the array of talent that is at work in the making
of this drama passeth belief. T find in mv passing to and
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fro, that apparently every superintendent of motive power,

every shop superintendent, every foreman, is scheming to

improve the efficiency of the machines for whose operation

they are severally responsible. And the discouraging part

to the struggling wight who is attempting to keep abreast

of the times is that the great majority of these attempts

are successful. Sometimes, to be sure they are only repe-

titions of past successes or the dragging of a failure into

the light of success, but whether one or the other, they are

achievements that must be reckoned with.

This modern progress has been likened to a body mov-

ing under the influence of gravity. There is a constant

acceleration of its velocity. A steady increase added to

whatever speed may have been previously acquired. We
are told that eventually a maximum speed will be attained

after which the velocity will be uniform. In mechanics

we seem to be far from having acquired the maximum
velocity, but even if we had our progress would be terrific.

And even this would probably be increased if we could

but cut out the duplication of effort and especially futile

effort.

And right here we have a matter, let us call it of ethics,

for want of a better name.

Successes are broadcast, they are shouted from the

housetops, but failures are usually carefully hidden away
under a bushel. No man wishes to proclaim a failure, but

what a valuable book that would be, "The History of

Failures, Being a Full and Complete Account of the Fail-

ures to Achieve Results in the Realms of Science and

Mechanics."

It would be a tale of heartache and discouragement,

but what a valuable warning to those who follow. It

would be the danger sign on thin ice, telling the unwary
what to avoid, but by that very warning, possibly point-

ing out a way to safety and success. With such a possi-

bilitv of value to mankind our question of ethics comes

in, and we ask whether it is right and proper for the man
or the concern who has tried to achieve a result and failed,

not to post his sign of danger and thin ice and tell what

he did and how he did that which resulted in a failure.

It would at least prevent another from following the same

route.

Let us suppose a case. Let us take any known principle

and trv to apply it to, let us say, locomotive practice. For

the sake of argument we will suppose ourselves to be

skilled in the art of locomotive designing and with ample

resources at our command to execute our plans. We also

have such an organization behind us that we are assured

of a disposal of our results if they are successful.

So we start in blithe and gay and work for weeks and

months, but to no avail. That beautiful principle simply

will not do as we want it on a locomotive.

Meanwhile we have been working behind closed doors

and no one knows anything about our work except that

we have been struggling to bring this naughty principle

into line and that it wont come.

Now, of course, our legal rights are perfectly clear.

Our failure is our own. and we can give it any sort of a

burial that we choose. Most likely we can secretly cremate

it in the smokehouse and look the world in the face. But
is that fair? Ought we not to come frankly to the front

and tell what we did to that principle so that no one else

mav be misled by its beauty to treat it as we have done?
Perhaps with such information, as we can give, at hand
some genius may profit bv our mistakes and give some-

thing of value to the world, without traversing the same
dreary and discourasjing road that we have trod. Or may-
hap our work has been so tliorough that the principle is

killed beyond the possibility of resurrection so far as the

locomotive is concerned.

So ought we not to tell what we have done ? Our little

world already knows that we have failed, and the telling

of the story of our failure cannot injure us and may be

of inestimable value to others. What do you think of it?

Should we let our legal rights or ethical obligations pre-

vail ?

General passenger agents and general freight agents

have been busy of late years in preaching the doctrine of

courtesy and affability to their subordinates, and urging
that its cultivation will be an asset both to themselves and
the company which they serve. All of which is very com-
mendable and the results, if any, are duly appreciated by
the public. It sometimes happens, however, that such

propaganda would seem to be intended for the benefit

and practice of subordinates and not for home consump-
tion, as it were. In such cases it is as though the words
were : "Follow the precepts of my preaching, but avoid

my practice."

It occurs to me that courtesy and affability are quite as

becoming the heads of a department as any subordinate

in it.

These musings are the result of a contemplation of the

career of a certain departmental head. Of undoubted
ability he has climbed all the rounds of the ladder of pro-

motion until he has reached the top. And through all the

early years of his climbing he was the subordinate of men
of courtesy who were imbued with the spirit and desire to

be helpful. And he, in making good the adage of "like

master, like man," was all that could be asked. But when
his superiors dropped off, and he found himself standing

on the topmost rung, it seems as though he became dazed
because of the swelling of his head, that resulted from his

unwonted elevation, and the whole nature and demeanor
of the man changed. Instead of the easily approachable
gentleman anxious to do a favor, he has become the arro-

gant recluse whose letters are models of disagreeable in-

solence.

But as neither he nor his subordinates come in contact

with the public as the public is understood to be the great

mass who are the patrons of the road, it would hardly

appear that his demeanor would work very much harm,
and perhaps it does not. But already his reputation is

traveling far afield and at places and on roads far removed
from his own particular bailiwick, he is being spoken of

as the acme of disagreeableness. And so, perhaps, after

all, it may be just as well for the good and reputation of a

road that the official staff should cultivate among them-
selves that courtesy and kindliness which they preach so

loudly should be the daily practice of their subordinates.

Machine Tool Exhibit at New Haven
Over 150 exhibits are already scheduled for the New

ITaven Machine Tool Exhibit to be held September 8-11,

1925, in the Mason Laboratory, Sheffield Scientific School,

Yale University. All the machinery exhibited will be in

actual operation on production work. This is the only
exhibition where an educational institution of the promi-
nence of Yale University co-operates with a prominent
industry in purely educational demonstration of practical

application of intricate mechanisms to promote the prog-
ress of daily endeavors of the public.

Technical sessions are arranged by the Machine Shop
Practice Division of The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers. The engineering faculty of Sheffield Scien-
tific School joins wtih the New Haven Oiamber of Com-
merce and the New Haven Section of the A. S. M. E in

I'rnmoting this exhiliition.
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JVeAv ^ork Central Long Locomotive Runs
The Xew York Central is now running its passenger lo-

comotives through between Chicago and BulTalo without
change. The distance is 520 miles, and is probably the

longest regular runs established with coal burning loco-

motives.

Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives
The Atlantic Coast Line Railroad has ordered 25 Pacific type

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Tlie Xew York Central R. R. has ordered 26 locomotive tenders.

20, 15.000 gal. capacity and 6, 16,000 gal. capacity from the

American Locomotive Company.
The Xew York. Chicago & St. Louis R. R. has placed an

order covering 10 heavy eight-wheel switching locomotives from
the Lima Locomotive Works.
The Bear Creek Logging Co. has placed an order for one

Mikado type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Standard Oil Company of Xew Jersey has ordered 2

switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Xewburgh & South Shore R. R. has ordered 2 switching

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Delaware & Hudson Co. is inquiring for 10 Consolidation

type locomotives.

The Northern Pacific Railway is inquiring for 6 Mountain type

locomotives.

The Havana Central Railway has ordered 6 Mountain type

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works for use on
the United Railways of Havana.
The Great Xorthern Railway has placed an order with the

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., for 4 electric locomotives, to

be used on the line over the Cascade mountains.
The Missouri & Illinois Railroad is inquiring for 2 Consolida-

tion type locomotives.

The Xew York Central Railroad is inquiring for 20 small Diesel

type locomotives for yard service.

The Mitsui & Co., New York City, have placed orders with the

American Locomotive Company for 6 Pacific type locomotives.

They are acting in behalf of the Imperial Government Railways
of Japan.
The Kansas City Mexico & Orient Railway has placed an order

for 5 Decapod locomotives with the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The New York Rapid Transit Corporation is inquiring for 2

electric locomotives.

The Shamokin Coal Company has ordered one switching loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Donora Southern Railroad has ordered one switching

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Xew York, Xew Haven & Hartford R. R. is inquiring

for 10 locomotive boilers.

The Dickey Clay Manufacturing Co. has ordered one switching

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Maryland & Pennsylvania R. R. has placed an order for

one Con.solidation type locomotive with the Baldwin Locomotive
W'orks.
The Davison Chemical Co. is inquiring for one switching

locomotive of six-wheel type.

The Indianapolis Union Railroad has placed an order for one
eight-wheel switching locomotive with the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

Freight Cars

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway has ordered
500 gondola cars from the Standard Tank Car Company and
SOO flat cars from the Ryan Car Company.
The Great Northern will repair 600 box cars of 50 tons

capacity in its own shops.
The New York Central Railroad has ordered 50 ballast cars

of 50 tons capacity for the Michigan Central from the Roger
Ballast Car Company.
The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway is inquiring

for 5 caboose cars.

The Quaker City Tank Line has ordered lOO tank cars of
8,000 gal. capacity from the Standard Tank Car Company.
The Green Bay & Western Railroad has ordered l.SO box

cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company and 50, 40 ton
automobile cars from the General -American Car Co.
The Fruit Growers Express has placed an order for 500 steel

underframes with the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Long Island Railroad has placed orders for 20, 40 cubic
.vard capacity dump cars with the Goodwin Car Mfg. Co.
The General Sugar Co. has placed an order, 130 cane cars with

the .American Car & Foundry Co.
The Fidelity Sugar Co. has placed an order fur 130 cane cars

with the .American Car & Foinidry Co.
The Chicago Aiilwaukee & St. Paul Ry. has issued inquiries

covering the rebuilding of 1,000 stock cars.

The Great Xorthern Railway has authorized the construction of
600. 50-ton box cars at its own shops at St. Cloud, Minn. It is

reported that this is the forerunner of 3,000 freight cars to be
built at these shops.

The General Equipment Co. has placed orders covering repairs
to 10 box cars with the American Car & Foundry Co.
The Mid-continent Petroleum Corporation has placed an order

for 3, 40-ton two-compartment tank cars with the .American Car
& Foundry Company.
The Xational Refining Co. has placed an order for 2 tank car

underframes with the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Xational .Ammonia Co. has placed an order for 2, 40-

ton tank cars with the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Mobile & Ohio Railroad is inquiring for 6 underframes

for caboose cars.

The Norfolk & Western Railway has placed orders for rebuild-

ing of 1,935 hopper cars as follow: 1,000 which were awarded to

the .^merican Car & Foundry Company and 935 to the Ralston
Car Co.

The General Electric Co. has placed an order for 10, 50-ton
flat cars with the .American Car & Foundry Company.
The Chicago Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway has placed orders

for 5,500 freight cars as follows: 1,000 box cars each to the
Pullman Car & Manufacturing Co., the Bettendorf Co., and the

W'estern Steel Car Co. ; 500 automobile cars to the .American Car
& Foundry Co., and the General .American Car Co. ; SOO stock
cars to the Illinois Car & Mfg. Co.; and 1,000 stock cars to the
Standard -Steel Car Co.
The Delaware, I^ckavvanna & Western Railroad has placed an

order for 300 refrigerator cars from the .American Car & Foundry
Co.
The Chicago & .Alton Railway will rebuild 400 b.ix cars in its

own shops.

The Illinois Traction Co. has placed an order for 50 hopper
cars with the Mt. Vernon Co.

The Woodward Iron Co. has placed an order lor 5 extension
side dump cars with the Clark Car Co.
The Chicago Indianapolis & Louisville R. R. is inquiring for

ten caboose car underframes.
The .American Steel & Wire Co. has placed an order for 10

extension side dump cars with the Clark Car Co.
The Illinois Traction Company has ordered 50 hopper cars from

the Mt. Vernon Car & Manufacturing Co., Inc.

The Delaware I.ackawana & Western R. R. is inquiring for 25
caboose cars.

Passenger Cars

The Soulhern Pacific Co., has ordered 5 combination steel

passenger cars with smoking compartment from the American
Car & Foundry Comiany. They are for service on the Southern
Pacific lines in Texas and Louisiana.

The Pennsylvania Railroad is inquiring for 222 baggage cars,

105 coaches, 15 passenger-baggage cars, 10 baggage-mail cars, and
5 passenger-baggage-mail cars.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Ry., is inquiring for

20 steel underframes for baggage cars.

The Southern Pacific Co. has ordered one dynamometer fmni
the Standard .Steel Car C"o.

The New York Central Railroad has placed an order for 10
combination baggage-mail cars with the American Car & Foundry
Company.
The Florida East Coast Railway has placed orders for 15

coaches and 15 baggage cars with the Pullman Car & Mfg. Co.
The Lehigh Valley Railroad has placed an order for one

combination passenger and baggage mail motor car with J. G.
Brill Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
The Canadian National Railways have placed orders for 2

combination passenger and baggage gasoline rail motor cars wn'lh

the J. G. Brill Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Tlie International Railways of Central American have ordered

6 observation cars from the Wason Manufacturing Company.
The Richmond Fredericksburg & Potomac Railway has

ordered 4 express cars and one postal car from the Bethlclieni

.Shipbuilding Corporation.
The Tennessee .Alabama & Georgia Railroad has ordered

one gas-electric car from the J. G. Brill Company. Philadcl
phia. Pa.
The Lake Eric, Franklin ^t Clarion Railroad has ordered one
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combination passenger and baggage gasoline rail motor car

from the J. G. Brill Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

O. E. Szekely Co., Moline, 111., is inquiring for one dynamo-
meter car.

Building and Structures

The Reading Company has placed contract covering the
construction of a freight repair shop at Reading, Pa.
The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad plans the construction of a

one story addition to its Mount Clare shops at Baltimore, Md.
The Chicago Burlington & Quincy Railroad has placed a con-

tract covering a brick and stone roundhouse at Lincoln, Nebr.
The New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad has been con-

sidering the construction of shops and terminal facilities at Ft.

Wyne, Ind., to cost approximately $2,500,000 but has now de-
ferred the project indefinitely.

The Great Northern Railway has awarded a contract for the

construction of a power house and water tank for the new engine
terminal at Troy, Mont.
The Ann Arbor Railroad has placed a contract covering the

construction of a 400 ton two track automobile simplex roller skip

locomotive coaling plant for installation at Frankfort, Mich.
The Chicago & Alton Railroad plans the construction of a

new grain elevator at Kansas City, Mo. to include hoisting and
conveying machinery and other equipment to cost approximately
$500,000.
The Kansas City Southern Railway is reported to be planning

the construction of a new car and locomotive shops at Port Arthur,

Texas, to cost approximately $500,000 with equipment. It is also

reported to be planning the construction of a power house and
dock and enlargement of its grain elevator at the same point.

The Southern Pacific Company has awarded a contract for the

construction of a rail and ship terminal at Houston, Texas. The
terminal will include wharves, a warehouse and several transfer

sheds.

The Illinois Central Railroad has awarded a contract to Joseph

E. Nelson & Sons, Chicago, 111., for 8,000 tons of structural stee!

for its locomotive and car repair shops at Paducali, Ky.
The Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railway has awarded a con-

tract for the construction of a tender shop at Albuquerque, N. M.
The Virginian Terminal Railway plans the construction of an

office building and oil house at Sewells Point, Va.
The Atlantic Coast Line Railway plans the construction of an

addition to its boiler shop at Fort Wayne, Ind.

The New York Central Railroad has purchased 180 acres of

land at Nitro, West Va., and it is reported that the railway shops

now located at Dickinson, West Va., will be moved to Nitro.

Tlie Norfolk & Western Railway plans the construction of a

new office building and a 24-stall roundhouse and other buildings

.at Portsmouth, Ohio.
The Reading Company has placed a contract covering two

10-ton ore unloading machines at Port Richmond, Pa.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway has placed a con-

tract covering the erection of a two-story recreation building at

the shops at San Bernardino, Calif., to cost approximately $27,000.

The Atlantic Coast Line Railway plans the installation of an

electric turntable at Thomasville, Ga., also plans extensive im-

provements at Savannah, Ga., to include new transfer table and

a scrap reclaiming plant.

The Missouri Pacific Railroad plans the construction of a

10-stall roundhouse at Corning, Ark., to cost approximately

$25,000.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has awarded a contract for

the construction of a locomotive stripping shed at its Mt. Clare

shops to cost approximately $37,000, also for the construction

of five water treating plants at Pittsburgh. Pa.

The Illinois Central Railroad has awarded a contract to Joseph

E. Nelson & Sons, Cliicago, 111., for the construction of a water

treating plant of 30,000 gallons per hour capacity at Sioux City,

Iowa.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway has awarded a contract for

the construction of terminal facilities, including a roundhouse,

machine shop, power hour, and storage house at Russell, Ky.

The San Antonio Uvalde & Gulf Railroad plans to rebuild at

once the car repair sheds at Pleasanton, Texas, which were burned

recently.
, , ,

The Atlantic Coast Line Radw^ay is reported to be plannnig to

enlarge its electric and wheel foundry and wood milling depart-

ments at Waycross, Ga., also to construct a $70,000 pumping sta-

tion at that point.

The Michigan Central Railroad is reported to be considermg

the construction of a machine shop at Lansing. Mich.

The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad is reported to be making

plans for the construction of shop facilities at Minneapolis, Minn.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway has purchased

land adjoining its property at Los .Angeles, Calif., to be used

in the development of a new freight terminal.

The Reading Company has awarded a 'Contract for a 1,000 ton
coaling station and sanding facilities to be erected in its engine
yard at Reading, Pa. Also the company is inquiring for estimates
on a freight station at Lebanon, Pa., and a machine shop at
Reading, Pa.

The Chicago Burlington & Quincy R. R. has awarded a contract
for the construction of grain elevator at St. Jo<;eph, Mo., to cost

approximately $200,000.
The St. Louis-Southwestern Railway are reported to have plans

prepared for the construction of a machine shop addition to the

roundhouse at Shreveport, La.
The Pennsylvania Railroad has awarded a contract for the com-

pletion of the railroad engine house facilities at Stony Creek,
Thurlow, Pa., at an estimated cost of $100,000.

The Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railway plans the construc-

tion of a 12-stall reinforced concrete enginehouse, foreman office

and lavatory building at Hutchinson, Kan., also for the construc-

tion of a 300-ton reinforced concrete coaling station at above
place.

The Maine Central Railroad has awarded a contract for the

reconstruction of a railroad car shops at Waterville, Maine, to

cost approximately $32,000.

The Northern Pacific Railway are making plans for the con-

struction of a commissary building and coach yard facilities at

St. Paul, Minn.

Items of Personal Interest

R. G. Bennett, general superintendent of motive power of

the Southwestern division of the Pennsylvania Railroad has

been transferred to general superintendent of motive power
of the Eastern division, with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa.,

succeeding J. M. Henry, who has been appointed assistant

chief of motive power.

J. C. Torpey has been appointed assistant superintendent of

transportation of the Delaware & Hudson Company, with
headquarters at Albany, New York.
A. C. Davis, formerly assistant chief of motive power of the

Pennsylvania Railroad has been transferred to Altoona, Pa.,

as assistant works manager succeeding T. B. Farrington, who
has been appointed assistant general superintendent of motive
power of the new Western division, with headquarters at

Chicago, 111.

F. L. Carson, formerly mechanical superintendent of the

San Antonio & Aransas Pass Railway, has been appointed
assistant superintendent of motive power and equipment of
the Southern Pacific lines, with headquarters at Yoakum.
Texas.
H. J. McCracken has been appointed assistant master nie-

chanic of the Western division of the Southern Pacific Com-
pany, with headquarters at West Oakland, Calif., succeeding
C. L. Gibson, promoted.
N. P. White, master mechanic of the Minnesota divfeion

of the Northern Pacific Railway, has been transferred to the
Lake Superior division, with headquarters at Duluth, Minn.,
succeeding J. A. Marshall, who has been appointed assistant
master mechanic of the Fargo division, with headquarters at

Staples, Minn.
J. A. Frels, formerly master mechanic of the San Antonio

& Aransas Pass Railway, has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at Yoakum,
Texas.
Ralph Peters, Jr., has resigned as superintendent of the Long

Island Railroad, with headquarters at Jamaica, New York, to
become assistant vice-president of the Corn Exchange Bank.
He will be succeeded by E. B. Kessler, assistant superintend-
ent. Mr. Peters is the son of the late president of the Long
Island Railroad.

J. H. Reisse has been appointed mechanical inspector of
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, with headquar-
ters at Chicago, 111.; E. L. Larson has been appointed chief
draftsman for car department, succeeding Mr. Reisse. and
P. N. Fox has been appointed chief draftsman for locomo-
tive work.

G. A. Wirch has been appointed roundhouse foreman of
the Union Pacific Railroad, with headquarters at Caliente,
Nev., succeeding V. P. Yount, promoted.

L. B. Woodward has been appointed president and general
manager of tlie Buffalo-Union Carolina Railroad, with head-
quarters at Union, So. Car.

C. R. Fitch, roundhouse foreman on the Northwestern Pa-
cific Railroad, with headquarters at Willits, Calif., has been
promoted to a similar position at Sausalito. Calif.

C. O. Jenks, vice-president in charge of operation of the
Great Northern Railway, has been elected also president of
the St. Paul Union Depot Company, succeeding Ralph Budd,
president of the Great Northern Railway, who has resigned.
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F. E. Sumers has been appointed car foreman of the Santa

Fe System, with headquarters at Waynoka, Okla., succeeding

L. R. Tibbs, who has been appointed car foreman, with head-
quarters at Clovis, X. M. F. R. Dobson has been appointed
boiler foreman, with headquarters at Calwa, Calif., and J. F.

Ohlert has been made roundhouse foreman, with headquarters
at Slaton, Texas, succeeding J. F. Foley.
W. H. Tobey has been appointed superintendent of the

Smithers division of the Canadian National Railways, with
headquarters at Prince Rupert, B. C, succeedingg I. A. Mac-
pherson, transferred.

G. D. Hughey has been appointed superintendent of the

Champlain division of the Delaware & Hudson Company,
with headquarters at Plattsburgh, N. Y.

C. W. Buifington has been appointed district boiler in-

spector of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, with headquar-
ters at Clifton Forge, Va.
W. R. Armstrong has been appointed general superinten-

dent of the L'nion Pacific System, with headquarters at Los
Angeles, Calif.

A. C. Harvey is appointed chief engineer of the New York.
Chicago & St. Louis Railroad Company, with headquarters
at Cleveland, Ohio, vice J. K. Connor, deceased; J. C. Wal-
lace is appointed assistant chief engineer, with headquarters
at Cleveland, Ohio, vice A. C. Harvey, promoted; C. R.
Wright is appointed district engineer. Lake Erie and Western
district, with headquarters at Indianapolis, Ind., vice J. C.
Wallace, promoted; W. H. Burrage is appointed division en-
gineer, Cleveland division, with headquarters at Cleveland,
Ohio, vice C. R. Wright, promoted.

Supply Trade Notes

G. H. Webb has been appointed Philadelphia sales manager
of the Central Steel Company, Massillon, Ohio. He succeeds

A. B. Cooper. Mr. Webb has been identified with the Central

Steel Company for more than eleven years.

The Clark Car Co., Pittsburgh, has appointed the Engineer-

ing Products Company as its Pacific Coast representative, with

office in Rialto building, San Francisco, Calif.

William H. Reaves has l)een appointed southwestern sales

agent for the National Lock Washer Company, with head-

quarters at 1169 Arcade building, St. Louis, Mo. Mr. Reaves
was formerly connected with the Rock Island Lines, with
headquarters at Little Rock. Ark.
The Thompson Electric Welding Company, Lynn. Mass..

has removed its Chicago office from 817 West Washington
Boulevard to 549 West Washington street; this office is in

charge of F. H. Leslie.

W. C. Peyton, vice-president of the Standard Stoker Com-
pany, 350 Madison avenue. New York City, has been elected

president to succeed W. A. Lamer, who has resigned as presi-

dent and a director. A. M. Hunt has been elected a director

to succeed Mr. Lamer. H. C. Oviatt, assistant to president,

has also resigned.

The Conveyors Corporation of America has appointed H.
P. Rodgers as their sales representative for the American
Mono-rail Cable Conveyor. Eugene Smith, formerly with
the Gallon Iron Works, will be associated with Mr. Rodgers.
Their headquarters will be located at Leader Building, Cleve-
land, Ohio.
The C. H. Hollup Corporation, located at 327 South La

Salle street, Chicago, took over the sale of welding wire and
accessories of the Transportation Engineering Corporation
for the Chicago territory. The C. II. IIollup Corporation was
formerly known as the International Welding Engineering
Corporation. The sales manager of the C. H. Hollup Cor-
poration is K. R. Hare, who was formerly district mana.i;er
for the Transportation EnRincering Corporation.
The Elwell Parker Electric Company, Cleveland. Ohio,

has appointed the Fuchs Equipment Company, Omaha, Nelir..

as district representative, also The H. C. McNair Company,
St. Paul. Minn,, has been appointed district representative at

St. Paul, Minn.
Walter S. Carr, secretary of the Locomotive Firebox Com-

pany, was elected president to succeed the late John N. Nich-
olson, former president and founder of the company at a
meeting of the board of directors, held at the offices of the
company. 310 South Michigan avenue, Chicago, 111. May 1st
Charles G. Halley was elected secretary.
The Ingersoll Rand Company, Nc-w York, has made ar-

rangements with Carels Brothers, Ghent, Belgium, by which
that ronrern will have the right to m.Tnufacture the Ingersoll
Rand solid injection type of oil engine.
The Austin Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has removed its

New York Cjty office from 217 Broadway to larger quarters

at 120 Broadwa}% J. K. Gannett is district manager of the
New York office; A. D. Engle and D. C. Raymond are his
assistants,

W. C. Miner, genera' sales manager of the Railway Service
& Supply Corporation, has removed his headquarters to In-
dianapolis. Ind„ and the Chicago ol^ice has been closed.
The Brinard Sales & Construction Company, Inc., has re-

cently been formed with offices at 441 Lexington avenue.
New York, N. Y. This company will engage in the con-
struction of railroad devices. The officers are Mark R.
Briney, president; John J. Hubbard, vice-president, and Ed-
ward Shannahan, secretary.

A. M. Ripley has been appointed to the railway signal sales
department of the Electric Storage Battery Company, Phila-
delphia. Pa,, with headquarters at Chicago, 111,

Joseph J. McGarrigle has been appointed eastern manager
of the Clark Car Company, succeeding B. K. Mould, re-
signed. Mr. McGarrigle's headquarters are at i2 Vanderbilt
avenue. New York.
The Eastern Car & Construction Company, Kansas City,

Mo., has been incorporated to build railroad equipment by
Thomas R. Himt and E. S. North, with headquarters at 1127
Scarritt Building. Kansas City. Mo,
The Pennsylvania Car Company plans the construction of

a new structural steel fabricating plant at Beauinont, Texas,
to cost approximately $90,000.

B. H. Sullivan has resigned as chairman of the board of
directors of the Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, Chi-
cago,Ill.. and John A. McCormick has been elected to suc-
ceed him.
W. F. Barrett received the honorary degree of doctor of

science from the University of Pittsburgh recently, in recog-
nition of his achievements in the production and commer-
cialization of industrial gases. Mr. Barrett is vice-president
and a director of the Linde Air Products Company, president
of the Dominion Oxygen Company, Ltd., vice-president and
a director of the Prest-O-Lite Company, Inc., and a director
of the National Carbon Company, Inc., all companies affili-
ated together in the Union Carbide & Carbon Corporation.
He is also vice-president of both the Union Carbide & Carbon
Research Laboratories and the Carbide & Chemicals Corpora-
tions.

The Linde Air Products Company, New York, country-
wide manufacturer and distributor of oxygen for welding and
cutting, has recently opened the following new district sales
offices: 716 First National Soo Line Building. Minneapohs.
Mmn.; C. E. Donegan. district sales manager. 409 Lincoln
Life Building. Birmingham. Ala.; W, A. T. Konp. district
sales manager. 508 Exchange National Bank Building, Tulsa,
Okla.; G. D. Brubb, district sales manager. Local oxygen
sales activity and the extension of Linde Process Service for
Linde Oxygen customers, as well as the sale of Prest-O-Lite
dissolved acetylene will be handled by these offices for their
respective territories.

The Linde Company also announces the appointment of
J-.W. Foster as district sales manager at Baltimore. Prior to
this appointment Mr. Foster was a senior sa-lesman in the
Pittsburgh Linde district.

George T. Willard, formerly connected with The Rail Joint
Company, is now connected with sales force of The Railroad
Supply Company, with headquarters at Chicago. Ill,

The Conley Tank Car Company have moved its general
offices to tlic Olive Building, Pittsburgh, Pa,
The Davis Equipment Company has removed its offices

from 50 Church street. New York, to 80 West 40th street.
New York Cit\-,

The Page Steel & Wire Company announce the appoint-
ment of J. J. Flaherty, formerly in charge of welding for the
Boston Elevated Railway Company, in connection with the
sale of Armco welding wire. It is also reported that a
welding service department has been established to handle
welding problems, %

The Union Simplex Train Control Company, Inc., has been
formed and has recently taken over the entire assets, in-
cluding patents lioth foreign and domestic, of the Simplex
Tram Control Company, Inc., of Rochester. New York.
The Timken Roller Bearing Company, Canton, Ohio, has

luirchascd the Gilliam Manufacturing Company, and the pro-
duction of Timken he.-irings and Gilliam bearings will be
continued in the respective plants.
Jenkins Brothers, 80 White street, New York Citv. has se-

cured the ownership and good will of H. A. Rogers Company
New "S'ork,

i- J'

The Locomotive Stoker Company has acquired the Elvin
Mechanical Stoker Company, the exclu.sive patent rights cov-
ering the Elyin .shovel type stokers heretofore .sold bv that
company. They are now in a position to supply either the
duplex or the shovel type as may be preferred.'
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Obituary

August Kreusi, former engineer of construction of the Gen-

eral Electric Co., died on May 7 at El Paso, Texas. He had

been on leave of absence since 1921, and resigned two years

ago because of ill health. Mr. Kreusi was graduated from

Union College in 1898, and from that time until 1900 was with

the British Thompson-Houston Company in London. During
the next two years he worked on electrical machine design

for the General Electric Co. at Schenectady. From 1902 to

1906 he was engaged in the commercial development of the

Curtis steam turbine, and from then until 1908 was in the rail-

way engineering department, working on powerhouse and sub-

station design. Mr. Kreusi was made head of the construction

engineering department wlien it was established in 1908, and
continued in that position until he obtained a leave of absence

in 1921. When he resigned in 1923, he continued his work
with the company in a consulting capacity. Mr. Kreusi was
a son of John Kreusi. who was manager of what is now the

Schenectady Works of the General Electric Co.

J. K. Conner, chief engineer of the Nickel Plate and the

Lake Erie and Western districts of the New York, Chicago &
St. Louis I\y., with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio, died at

Wabash, Intl., on May 18. Mr. Conner was born on April 12,

1871, at Wabash and graduated from the Rose polytecnic in-

stitute in 1891. He entered railway service on June 15, 1895, as

assistant engineer of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis Railway, being promoted to supervisor of track on Jan-
uary 1, 1899. Mr. Conner was appointed assistant engineer of

the Baltimore & Ohio R. R. on July 26, 1899, and
on April 1, 1900, he was appointed assistant engineer
of the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad. On
April 1, 1901, he was appointed designer and draftsman in the

bridge department of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
Railway, and on February 17, 1903, he was appointed engineer
of the Chicago & Southeastern Railway. On March 28. 1903,

he was appointed division engineer of the Lake Erie Alliance

& Wheeling Railroad, and on September 20, 1905, assistant

engineer of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway.
On April 1, 1906, he was appointed first assistant engineer of

the Lake Erie & Western Railroad, and on February 10, 1924,

he was promoted to chief engineer of that line. In September,
1924, he was appointed chief engineer of the New York, Chi-
cago & St. Louis Railroad, succeeding E. E. Hart, in which
capacity he was serving at the time of his death.

George D. Pugh, superintendent of the Atlantic Coast Line
Railway, with headquarters at Savannah, Ga., died at Jesup,
Ga., from heart failure. Mr. Pugh has been in the service of

the Atlantic Coast Line Railway for Z7 years. He was born
in Wilmington, N. C, in 1863. He formerly was conductor,
trainmaster, and later superintendent of the Columbia division,

with headquarters at Florence, S. C. He was transferred to
Charleston, S. C, as superintendent of tlie Charleston division
and in 1907 he was appointed superintendent of the Savannah

division, with headquarters at Savannah, Ga. in which capacity

he was serving at the time of his death.

William W. Wood died recently at Lafayette, Ind. Mr. Wood
was a well known authority on railway brakes. Mr. Wood was an

air ))rake instructor on the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville

Railroad for many years and was the author of text books on

Locomotive Breakdowns, The Walschaert Locomotive Valve

Gear and Wood's E. T. Air Brake Pocket Book which are all

published by Norman W. Henley PubHshing Co., 2 West 45th

street. New York City.

New Publications
Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, etc.

Railway & Locomotive Historical Society. Another inter-

esting bulletin. No. 9, has been issued by this society. The
feature article deals with the history of the Portland Company,
I'ortland, Maine, which was engaged in locomotive construe--

tion for many years. In 1852 it built the first locomotives for

the Panama Railroad, and while it has built no locomotives

since 1907, it still flourishes in other lines. Much other rail-

way historical information is contained in this and other bul-

letins of the society, and we suggest that those interested in

such matters communicate with the secretary, addressing the

society at 6 Orkney Road, Brookline, Mass.

Auxiliary Locomotives. The Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethle-

Iiem, Pa., has issued catalogue H, descriptive of the operation,

principal details and performance of the Bethlehem auxiliary

locomotive. This is the four-wheeled tender-truck booster

which was developed on the Delaware Si Hudson Co. The
catalog contains illustrations showing the design and construc-
tion of the tender-booster with data in regard to its per-

formance and operation.

The Advantages of Buying Renewal Parts From the Manu-
facturer Most Interested in Their Performance. The West-
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., has reprinted a paper
of the foregoing title, which was presented at the annual meet-
ing of the Pennsylvania Street Railway Association, by H. R.
Meyer.
The purpose of Mr. Meyer's paper was to present some

ideas that would help to further decrease maintenance costs
and at the same time secure more realiable performance as
well as bringing about a general lowering of first cost of re-

newal parts and the original equipments. Throughout the
paper Mr. Meyer has discussed briefly such points as the
economies of the subject involved, quantity manufacture, tool
requirements, engineering research in materials, maintenance
men as manufacturers, machine tolerances and fits, over-
stocking due to internal manufacture and service in their rela-
tion to renewal parts.

Copies may be obtained from any district office or from the
Departtnent of Publicity at East Pittsburgh by asking for
Reprint 221.

For Testing and Washing

Locomotive Boilers
USE THE

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors. Ejectors.
Boiler Washers and Testers. Boiler Checks.

Check Valves.

DIAMOND
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Test of the Missouri Pacific Three-Cylinder Mikado
An Interesting Comparison Between It and a Two-Cylinder Mikado Loeomotive of the Same Weight

Among the three cyHnder engines recently built by the

American Locomotive Company, was a Mikado 2-8-2 type
for the Missouri Pacific Railroad, which upon completion
was sent to the test plant of the Pennsylvania Railroad at

Altoona. Pa., where it was submitted to a thorough test.

In the diagrams that are presented a comparison is

made between the two Mikados, the Pennsylvania two-
cylinder and the ]\Iissouri Pacific three-cylinder engines.

This is done because among the locomotives for which
data have been obtained at the test plant, it most nearly

Three-Cylinder Loco of the Missouri Pacific Railroad on the Tc::'. Plant of the

Since this is the iirst three cylinder loccjinotive to be so

tested, the general results obtained and hjre embodied will

be of interest, especially as the results are compared with
those obtained with the I'ennsvlvania Mikadcj.

The locomotive weighs 34(j',WXJ lb. of which 244,.S00

lb. is on the drivers. The calculated tractive force is

65,700 lb. at starting. The two outside cylinders are 23
in. by 32 in., and the inside cylinder is 23 in. by 28 in.

The boiler ]>ressure is 200 lb. yjer sq. in.

The boiler is fitted with an Elvin stoker, a Nicholson
syphrjn and a Harter circulator.

resembles tliis .Missom-i Pacific locomcitive. In fact, in

several particulars, as will be seen by a reference to the
table the two locomotives are very nearly of the same size

and ca])acity. The weight on drivers of the 1699 is but
4,300 lb. greater than the corresponding weight of the
Lis, and the total heating surface dift'ers by only 50 sq. ft.

The Penn.sylvania Mikado or Class Lis, however, cannot
be considered modern, as it was designed over ten years
ago.

The coal was the same as that generally used at the
test ])lant as a standard for freight loffjniotive tests. It

187
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is a Pennsylvania bituminous coal from the Crows Nest

mine of the Keystone Coal & Coke Company near Harp-

field Station on the main line of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, in the Greensburg district. It is a Pittsburg seam

coal, medium hard and semi-blocky. It was in run of

mine size, and, while about 30 per cent of it will not go

through a screen having 4 in. round openings, it contains

small sizes, so that three per cent of it will go through a

screen having 1/16 in. round openings.

As received at the test plant, the locomotive was diffi-

cult to fire, and appeared to have insufficient draft. From
her similarity to the Pennsylvania Mikado, it was believed

that with proj^er combustion an evajXiration as high as

59,000 lb. of water per hour, or about 12 lb. per sq. ft.

of total heating surface, could be reached. In order to

determine this by actual test, a run was made at 160

r.m.p. and 50 per cent cut-ofif, and wide open throttle, as

soon as the locomotive had l^een operated on the plant

enough to make such a heavy load feasible. The result

was an evaporation of only 48,000 lb. per hour, or about

10 11). per sq. ft. of total heating surface. The draft in

the smokebox was 9 in. of water. Aleasurements of the

velocity head of the smokebox gases at the top of the

stack showed all positive pressures, and as much as ten

or eleven inches of water at the edges.

The stack of No. 1699 has a diameter of about 19 in.

at the top, tai^ering to 18 in. near the top of the smokelinx.

jeo-
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2-10-0 or class lis, with high steam pressure, and large
cylinders, has much less weight than the other two lojo-

motives per unit of power developed.

Locomotive Missouri Pacific P. R. R. P. R. R.

No. 1699 Lis lis

Weight of locomotive in work-
ing order, lb 340,000 320,700 386,100

Maximum indicated horsepower . . 3176 2954 3S63
Maximum drawbar horsepower . . 2863 2700 3334
Wt. of loco, per indicated horse-
power 107.1 108.6 99.9

W t. of loco, per drawbar horse-
power 1 18.8 1 18.8 1 15.8

speeds, the variation in drawbar pull was less for the
three-cylinder engine.

Without an\- very definite infurniation in regard to tht

e.xact speed where vibration bocomes destructive on the

iL'st plant, it appears probable that without special balanc-
ing the two cylinder locomotives can be safely operated
at 180 r.p.in. and the three cylinder at 240 r.p.m., or at a

speed approximately one-third higher.

No measurements were made of the turning moment
or trrque, due to the three cylinder arrangement, as com-
pared with the usual two cylinder arrangement.
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Indicator Diagrams from Three-Cylinder Mikado Type Locomotive of Missouri Pacific Railroad

With two cylinder locomotives, it has been found, on
the test plant, that the fore and aft motion, or vibration

due to unbalanciid reciprocatinq^ parts, becomes so severe

at a speed alxjve 200 r.p.m., that additional balance wei.ghts

are needed in the wheels for test plant operations, and it is

customary to add sufficient weights to completely balance
all of the reciprocating weights.

With this three cylinder locomotive, no additional bal-

ance weights were applied, and a speed of 235 r.]).m., was
reached Ix^fore the fore and aft vibration became violent

enough to enrlanger the mechanisin of the dynamometer.
.A drawbar pull line drawn by the dynamometer open at a

sjK-ed of 200 r.p.m., and increasing up tf) 235 r.p.m., shows
a vibration increasing in range from l)etwcen about 19,000
lbs. and 22,000 lbs. to a range between 16,000 lbs. and
23,000 lbs. or an increase of more than 2 to 1 in the

amplitude of the vibrations. Com])arative drawbar pull

lines for the two cylinder Lis and the three cylinder

locomotive show that, for the same speeds, the vibrations

of the two cylinder locomotive have alxjut twice the am-
plitude of those of the three-cylinder. In fact, at all

Referring to the diagrams that are shown herewith,

there is one showing the percentage of the efficiency of

the machine portion of the locomotive. These efficiencies

increase with the horsepower develojied and the increase

in the length of the cutoff in nearly straight lines and
ranged from about 85 to about 95 per cent.

(Jn the other hand the efficiency of the locomotive as a

whole fell off with the increase in speed and the horse-

power developed.

In the diagram showing the drawbar horsepower on the
basis of revolutions of the driving wheels per minute, the

dotted line shows the development of the two-cylinder lo-

comotive under the same conditions as the upper line of

the three-cylinder machine. .iXccording to these lines the

drawbar pull of the three-cylinder machine was about
5,000 lbs. inore than that of the two-cylinder at all sjieeds.

The indicator cards that have been selected for illustra-

tion are taken from the three-cylinder machine at s]>eeds

of 7.5 and 15 miles per hour and with a cut-off for the

lower speed of 90 per cent and for the other two at 50 and
30 per cent respectively. These show some variation in
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tlie indicati-d Imrsepuwer develoixnl in the different cyl-

inders. 'J"he fulluwiny tabulation shows that variation.

Cylinder Per Cent of Cut-off

90 50 30
Left 479 602 445
Right 475 644 441

Middle 410 617 453

Total 1364 1863 1339

The following table gives the principle dimensions of

the locomotive listed beside two Pennsylvania locomotives

of the 2-8-2 and 2-10-0 types respectively.

GENERAL DIMENSIONS
Tvpe 2-8-2 2-8-2 2-10-0

Class and Railroad Missouri Pacific P R. R. P. R.R.
Number 1699 1752 4358
Year built 1925 1914 1923
Weight in workinij order, lb 340,000 320,700 386,100

Weight on drivers, lb 244,500 240,200 352,500

Weight of engine & tender in

working order, lb 530,100 497,050 590,900

Tractive Force (Calculated) lb. .. 65,700 61,465 90,024

Tractive Force per lb. in. e. p. .

.

386 353 480
Driving Wheels, diameter, in. ... 63 62 62

Wheel Base, driving, ft. & in. ... 17-10 MVz 22-8

Wheel base, total, ft. & in 37-5 36-4^'j 32-2

Wheel base, engine & tender, ft.

& in 72-3K' li-'i'A 73,'/.

Cylinders, outside diain. & stroke

in 23x32 27x30 30><x32

Cylinders, middle diam. & stroke in 23.\28 .... ....

Piston displacement (total) cii. ft. 22.1 19.9 27.1

X'alves (piston ) diam. in .... .... . • •

Valve gear, type Baker Walschaerts Walschaerts

Boiler pressure, lb. per sq. in 200 205 250

Firebox, tvpe Straight top Belpaire Belpaire

Grate area', sq. ft 66.3 70 70

Small flues. No. .^ 199 236 114

Small flues, outside diam. in 2.25 2.25 2.25

Large flues (four superheater) no. 45 40 2(10

Large flues, outside diam. in 5.5 5.5 i.l:)

Flues, length, in 228 228 ll'^

Heating surface, flues (fireside)

sq. ft 3110 illi 4104

Heating surface, firebox (fireside)

(including arch pipes & syphons)

sq. ft. .. 366 305 287

Evaporative heating surface (fire-

side) sq. ft .•: 3476 3678 4391

Superheating surface (fireside)

sq. ft 1367 1215 2410

Heating surface, total (fireside)

sq. ft 4843 4893 6801

Feedwater heater None None Worthington

Stoker Elvin None Duplex

Water space in boiler cu. ft 683 572 601

Steam space in boiler cu. ft 108 127 123

Steam space in percentage of total
^

boiler volume 14 18 L
Ratios

Weight on drivers (5-B) to trac-

tive force (3) 3.7 3.9 3.9

Total heating surface (II) to

grate area (7) 73.0 69.9 97.1

Flue surface (11a) to firebox

surface (lib) 8-5 H-l 14.3

Superheating surface (lie) to

evaporating heating surface 0.39 0.35 O.o3

The diagram showing the steam consumption per indi-

cated hors'epower is particularly interesting as it gives

a comparison between the two and three cylinder engines.

In this diagram the consumption of the three-cylinder is

shown by the full lines and that of the two-cyliiider by

the dotted lines. The speed in revolutions per minute is

shown by a reference arrow leading to each of the full

line curves and the dotted line curves are connected to

their mates by an arrowed dotted line. The figures an-

nexed to the several points indicate the points of cut-off

for the points referred to. The significant point is that,

in every case the steam consumption for the two-cylinder

locomotive is more than for the three. And sometimes

by a very considerable percentage. This advantage of

the three-cylinder machine increases with the increase of

speed.

The conclusion reached Ijv the eiiirincer of tests re-



Mechanical Division Meeting of A. R. A.

Abstracts of Some of the Reports Presented at Chicago Meeting

The annual meeting of the Z^Iechanical Division, Amer-
ican Railway Association, was held at the Hotel Drake,

Chicago, 111., June 16, 17 and 18. J. J. Tatum, super-

intendent, car department. Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,

chairman of the Division, presided.

In accordance with the decision to hold meetings with

exhibits only every other year, the annual meeting this

year was a strictly business meeting without exhibits of

machinery and devices. However, a small exhibit of

equipment was arranged bv the railroads in the yards of

the Illinois Central. This consisted of box cars built to

the design of the Committee on Car Construction, and
including the single sheathed car adopted as recommended
practice, the double sheathed wooden sheathed box car

now being recommended for adoption as recommended
practice by the same committee, and the all steel box car

built to design prepared by the Committee two years ago.

In addition to these cars several modern locomotives
were exhibited by their railroad owners.

R. H. Aishton, president, American Railway Associa-
tion addressed the opening session, following which the
reports of the various committees and individual papers
were dealt with.

The membership of the Division at the present time in-

cludes 208 railways, representing 399 memberships in the
American Railway Association, and in addition thereto,

190 railroads, associate memberg of the American Railway
Association. These railroads, members and associate

memljers of the American Railway Association, have ap-
pointed 999 representatives in the Mechanical Division.

In addition there are 1.065 affiliated members and 142
life members in the Division.

In this and the following pages is presented abstracts
from some of the Committee reports.

Locomotive Design and Construction

This rejxjrt consists of a series of practically inde-

pendent reports on the following subjects

:

Comparative Merits of Hydrostatic and Force Feed
Lubrication for Locomotive Cylinders and Steam Chests

and Uest Methods of Application :

Standardization of Taps and Dies Csed by Railroads,

Bolt and Screw Thread Standardization ;

Definition of an Engine Failure

:

-Standardization of \\'ater Columns

;

Removable Hand Rail Columns

;

Locomotive Development. '

This last was divided into two parts : The Steam
Locomotive and the Internal Combustion Locomotive.

Hydrostatic and Force Feed Lubrication

That there has lx;en considerable interest manifested
in the process of force feed lubrication of locomotive
valves and cylinders is evidenced by the number of roads
that have force feed lubricators in use, either experi-

mentally or established as a practical system. Inqiiirie-

sent to the manufacturers of locomotive force feed luljri-

cators requesting a statement as to the number of lubri-

cators in service or on order as of March 1, 1925,

develojjed that there are now in service, or on order, force

feefl lubricators of the various types, as follows

:

Nathan Mfg. Co .386

United States Metallic Packing Co.? (McCord ) . . 6'M
Formerly Loco. Lubricator Co.^ (Schlacks).. 1.308

Edna Brass Mfg. Co .36

Madison-Kipp Corj). (Information not available)

2,424
These lubricators are distributed over (|uite a wide

range including 76 railroads and 1.3 logging or com-
mercial plants cjwning locomotives.

The expressions received from the various railroads
using force feed lubricators indicate that this method of
lubrication is exciting considerable interest, and is estab-
lishing a favorable impression. Only in a very limited
degree was any expression adverse to force feed lubrica-
tion received.

There is a total of seven roads that co-operated with
your Committee in the pursuit of this subject anrl have

furnished the results of their oliservations. The reports
from these seven roads embrace the comparative pev-

formance of hydrostatic versus force feed lubrication on
a total of 22 locomotives. With the exception of four,
these locomotives were equipped with hydrostatic oil de-
livery to one side and force delivery to the opposite side.

In preparing the table showing the relative results ob-

tained from the two systems of lubrication, the record
as obtained in passenger and freight and locomotive ser-

vice has been separated according to the class of service,

following which a combination of the results, including
both passenger and freight service, is shown. There
were 14 jxissenger locomotives under observation, during
which time 3S valve rings in the hydrostatically lubricated
positions, and 45 in the force feed lubricated positions
were removed on account of being worn, broken or down.
From these valve rings an average service of 13,471 miles
was obtained with hydrostatic" lubrication, and 11,749
miles with force feed lubrication. From these same
locomotives there was a total of 72 and 104 cvlinder
packing rings removed from the hydrostatic and force
feed positions respectively. The average mileage per
cylinder ring was 7,600 for the hydrostatic, and 6,550 for
the force feed. A representative nuinber of rings re-
moved were measured for radial wear at five equally
si)aced points around the ring from the ends, and from
the mileage performance record of these rings the average
rate of wear per 10,000 miles has been determined, which,
for the hydrostatic lubrication, was .027 inches; force
feed lubrication .029 inches, the rate of wear was prac-
tically equal. Comparing the mileage made per pint of
oil there is a marked difference favorable to force feed
lubrication since an average of 50.6 miles per pint of oil

was secured as against 30.5 miles for the hydrostatic.
.Xttentionis called, however, to the wide range in the oil

consumption figures as indicated by the maximum and
minimum results. With hydrostatic lubrication the maxi-
mum and nu'nimiun mileage per pint was 49.1 to 15.9 miles
resi>ectively, while with the force feed lubricator the range
was from 101.8 to 21.4 miles respectively.

In freight service there was a total of eight locomotives
under observation. The performance of the valve packing
rings was not sufficiently complete to enter into the con>

191
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jxirison. Considering the cyliiuler packing rings there was

a total of 22 removed from the hydrostatic and 25 from
the force feed positions. The average mileage made by

these packing rings was 1,954 and 2,600 for the hy-

drostatic and force feed lubricators respectively. Com-
paring the j^erformance on the basis of the average radial

ring wear per 10,000 miles, the record shows a rate of

.239 inches and .197 inches for hydrostatic and force feed

lubrication resjiectively. The mileage per pint of valve

oil in freight service was favorable to the hvdrostatic

sidering the mileage obtained per pint of valve oil, a dif-

ference of 65.9 per cent favorable to force feed lubrication

in passenger service is shown, while in freight service the

difference is 16.6 per cent, favorable to hydrostatic lubri-

cation.

Attention has already been called to the wide range in

the values of the same items obtained from different

roads. To better illustrate this, a graphic chart has been

prepared, identified as Fig. No. 1. On this chart is shown
tlie values of certain items as establislied on the various
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for force feed lubrication. It is necessary to call attention

to these individual values established in the comiJarison

of the two methods of lubrication in order that a com-
prehensive idea of the results of this study as a whole

may be obtained.

In passenger service a difference of 13.8 per cent in

cylinder packing ring service in favor of hydrostatic

lubrication is shown, while in freight service a difference

of 33 per cent favorable to force feed lubrication is

recorded. On the basis of radial cylinder packing ring

wear per 10,000 miles service, the results from the two
systems of lubrication are practically equal in passenger
service, while in freight service a difference of 17.6 per

•cent is shown favorable to force feed lubrication. Con-
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roads contributing to the investigation of this subject.

In the vertical scale are the items under consideration,

while in the horizontal scale the letters indicate the dif-

ferent roads where these values were established. The
results obtained in passenger and freight service are

shown separately.

In the consideration of the performance record to which
reference has just been made, no striking difference be-

tween the two systems of lul)rication from any basis of

comparison carries through both freight and passenger

service. In passenger service a better valve and cylinder

packing ring performance was obtained from hydrostatic

lubrication, while a better mileage performance per pint

of valve oil was secured from force feed system. In

freight service a better cylinder packing ring performance
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was obtained from the force feed system, while a better

mileage performance per pint of valve oil was obtained

from the hydrostatic system. While there may be a

slight ditTerence favorable to force feed lubrication as

against hydrostatic system, the difference is not striking

or particularlv conclusive.

As previouslv mentioned, some very enthusiastic ex-

pressions were received from roads using or experiment-

ing with force feed lubrication, but in the consideration

and analysis of the concrete data furnished your Com-
mittee covering the performance record obtained from the

two systems of lubrication the results obtained from force

feed lubrication do not stand out in strong contrast with

those obtained from the hydrostatic. There may be those

who are strong advocates of either system of lubrication

who may feel disposed to challenge the results presented,

and the position they assume may be the result of ob-

servations of individual comparisons where the dif-

ferences were strikingly established, but considering 22

locomotives operating on seven different roads, the

results obtained do not strongly support one system of

lubrication in preference to another.

There is unquestionably a strong tendency developing

towards force feed lubrication, and it is the opinion of

your Committee that this tendency is in the line

of progress. It may not be amiss in this connection

to mention a few of these more pertinent items that

should be given consideration in the installation of force

feed lubricators

:

The lubricator should be firmly supported by being
bracketed, preferably to the cylinder casting, and should

be located so it will be readily accessible for filling and
for such attention as to adjustment of feeds as may be
necessary. In all installations the piping leading from
the lubricators to the point of delivery should be as

short as possible and secured to some rigid portion of

the locomotive, such as following along the frame con-
struction or bracketed to the cylinder casting. Encasing
the tubing in electric loom provides some protection

against changes in atmospheric temperature.

In order that the oil feed may be in direct proportion
to the piston travel regardless of the position of the

reverse bar it is recommended that the lubricator be
actuated by connection with the valve motion link or

other positive travel location.

It might be well to recognize certain features of the force

feed lubricator that are considered desirable. Suitable
means for controlling the temperature of the oil in the

lubricator should be provided. If the temperature of

the oil is too low, delivery will be retarded. If too
much steam for heating the oil reservoir is turned on,

the oil will eventually boil over with resultant waste.
Provision should be made for individual feed adjust-
ment, since in some installations where oil is delivered to

both valves and cylinders it is desirable to have some
method of adjustment of the oil feed so that each in-

dividual delivery can be adjusted to the amount of oil

required for that particular position.

.After careful consideration of all the information
collected in the study of the subject of hydrostatic and
force feed lubrication of locomotive valves and c\lindcrs
it is the thought of your Committee that this is a sub-
ject for which no general rule or recommendation can
consistently apply. The conclusion therefore reached
is that on account of local influence or existing conditions
on different roads the sfjjution as to whether hydrostatic
or force lubrication will meet conditions to the better
advancement of economy anrl service will have to be
worked out by individual roads having the subject under
consideration.

Standardization of Taps and Dies and Bolt and Screw

Threads

This Committee has no comment or criticism to offer

with respect to the standards, already adopted by the

Association, except to suggest that in view of the dis-

position of the railroads and the Association to adopt

screw threads which do not conform to the Sellers or

U. S. Standard tables, particularly for special purposes,

such as boiler work, pipe work, injector couplings, etc.,

the statement on page L-27 of the Manual, to the effect

that "The Sellers or Franklin Institute System of screw
threads is the standard of the Association" should be

qualified so as to avoid conflict between this statement

and other standards and recommended practices which
have been, or may be adopted.

The Committee feels that in the case of thin castle

nuts, whose use. insofar as locomotives are concerned,

is confined almost exclusively to crank pins, knuckle pins,

crosshead pins, piston rods, etc., the form and number
of threads per inch in the nuts should be governed by
the threading of the parts to which they are applied.

The Committee also feels that the form of threads

to be used for lubricator fittings should be definitely

specified.

Attention has been called by the Committee on Loco-
motive and Car Lighting to the fact that the Associa-
tion has no standards for bolts or machine screws smaller

than H"'"- diameter, which is the smallest size included
in the Sellers or U. S. Standard tables. Tliis Com-
mittee has therefore undertaken the work of ascertaining
the present practices of the various roads with regard
to sizes and threading of machine screws.

Information has been received from twenty roads.

Fifteen rejx^rt having no standards of their own, but
are either following, or recommend following, the

A. S. M. E. standards. Three have adopted as standard
a certain number of sizes which are included in the
A. S. M. E. standards, but liave not adopted the entire

A. S. M. E. table. Two roads report having stand-
ards of their own which do not agree with the sizes

and threading found in the A. S. M. E. tables.

In view of the predominance of the A. S. M. E. sizes,

it seems proper that the sizes and threads that are
adopted for machine screws should be selected from the
A. S. M. E. tables. Attention is called to the fact that

the A. S. M. E. tables include screws up to, and in-

cluding .45 inches diameter, thereby including some sizes

which are practically the same, as regards diameter, as
sizes included in the U. S. Standard table, but in all

cases the A. S. M. E. threading differs from the thread-
ing of corresponding sizes shown in the U. S. S. table.

We therefore recommend adoption of certain A. S INL E.
sizes of machine screws as shown in Table 1.

The A. ,S. M. E. standards include five styles of heads
for machine screws, some of which have obviouslv been
designed to present an elegant appearance. For loco-
motive use, the Committee recommends consideration nf
only three styles of heads, viz.

:

The Flat or countersunk head, Round or button head.
Flat fillister head.

The Flat fillister head, last nienlioned, may be either

round or hexagonal.
The Committee has endeavored to collect information

as to the practices followed by different railroads in the
matter of number of threads per inch, form or profile

of threads and tapers applying to the following screw
threaded parts of locomotives

:

Staybolts, Crosshead pins, Crank pins, Knuckle joint
pins, piston rods. Washout and arch tube plugs.

Information with regard to staybolt threading was
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obtained from fifteen railroads and one locomotive

builder. The replies show that all use twelve threads

\yer inch. Seven use the sharp "V" profile of threads.

Six use the U. S. S. profile. One railroad uses the

\\"lntworth profile and the locomotive builder who re-

ported recommends the W'hitworth profile, but applies

whatever its customers specify.

It ajjpears that eight threads per inch is the accepted

practice on those roads reporting for crosshead pins,

and knuckle pins though ten threads are used on the

latter. And eight threads are used on piston rods re-

TABLE No. I,

Num-
ber

Size
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(j) Delays due to insufficient time having been

allowed in which to make needed repairs or get locomotive

readv for time train is ordered to leave, when Operating
Department was so advised at time locomotive was
ordered.

(k) Broken draft rigging on locomotives and tenders,

caused by bursting hose of train breaking in two.

(1) Delays to fast scheduled trains when weather
conditions are such that it is impossible to make time

;

providing locomotive is working and steaming well.

(m) Delays due to locomotive out of fuel or water,

caused by being held between fuel or water stations an
tinreasonable length of time.

Report on Standardization of Water Columns
The Committee, after giving careful consideration to

this subject, make the following recommendations for

future installations

:

4. Bottom end of column, to provide for vertical

range in location, should be supixarted and connected to

boiler with heavy cross connection and spud with clear

straightway bored jxirt ^-in. diameter, with cleaning

plugs located opposite horizontal and vertical ports.

Spud should be of forged steel or bronze of ample strength

to carry the weight of column and attachments.

5. Bottom water column vertical connection to be not

less than I'i-in. inside diameter, preferably larger.

6. Back head of sloping type may be reinforced with

open hearth steel bevel washer welded in place to pro-

vide horizontal application of bottom spud.

7. Bottom spud must not be located in radius or

knuckle of back head flange or immediately above arch

tube opening.

8. Inner end of bottom spud must extend not less

than lYz-'m. through the back head and beyond any

Tended Practice for Mounting of Standard Wate

1. .Ml water columns and water glasses must stand

vertically.

2. Water column should Ije not less than 3 inches

inside diameter and of sufficient length to accommodate
length of water glass required for the operating con-
ditions and to have a clear o]>ening for top connection of
not less than Ij/S inches inside diameter and be connected
to Ixjiler with not less than Ij/^ inches outside diameter
cof>jjer i>i]X', ta))|)ed into boiler on top center or in a

location not farther to the side than 9 inches and not

nearer than 'J inches to the inside edge of back head seam.
3. Top spud connection standard in boiler to be not

less than l;4-in. inside diameter.

attachments thereon, such as tee, angle iron, boiler braces,

etc., to avoid location within water eddy or pocket where
water may dam up.

'). Inner end of spud must not extend to or be less

than 2y^-'m. from firebox door sheet and be located in

a vertical range between 3-in. below and 3-in. above the
l>ack end of firelxix crown sheet.

10. Water c^'lumn, vertical location, must be at such
a height that tne lowest gage cock attached therein, and
the lowest visible reading of water gage shall be not less

than 3-in. above the highest part of the crown sheet and
may be located higher, to suit the standard practice of
any railroad.
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11. Bottom connection of water column must be

equipped with not less than ^-in. drain pipe and valve

(preferably one-inch), which can be easily opened and

closed by hand, so that the water column and connection

mav be frequently blown out. The drain pipes should

be well braced and extend separately to \\-ithin one inch

of the cab floor or deck, and discharge the waste steam

or water through a hole, slightly larger than the diameter

of the pipe, or an equivalent arrangement whereby the

leakage discharged through these pipes may be observed

above the deck.

12. Water columns should be located well. toward

center of back head of boiler to afford protection and to

avoid violent fluctuation of the water while rounding

curves. Extension handles to be applied to gage cocks

when necessary, so as to bring them within easy reach

of the enginemen.
13. Gage cocks must be not less than ^^-i"- inside

diameter.

14. Top end of water column to be securely braced

to back head with a brace sufficiently heavy to carry the

weight of column and overcome vibration.

15. Water column to be equipped with one water glass

and three gage cocks.

16. Lowest reading of water glass to be on line with

center of lowest gage cock.

17. ^^'ater glass of Klinger or other Reflex type

should have stems not less than ^-in. outside diameter

and Vg-in. inside diameter. ,

18. Tubular glass when used to be ^s"'"- outside

diameter.

19. Top and bottom pipe connection to water column

and water glass must be applied without gaskets.

20. Water glass steam pipe connection not less than

J/2-in. outside diameter, preferably ^s-in. outside diameter.

21. Water glass Klinger or Reflex type top and

bottom valve connection bore ^-in. diameter. And
bottom connection provided with cleaning plug located

opposite vertical port and side outlet for the blow off

pipe connection.

22. Water glass tubular type top and bottom valve

connection bore not less than ^-in., preferably 5/16-in.

And bottom connection provided with cleaning plug

located opposite vertical port and side outlet for the blow

off pipe connection.

23. Water glass vision not less than 6 inches, pref-

erably 8 inches, depending on operating conditions.

24. Tubular type water glass when used must be

equipped with a removable safety shield which will pre-

vent glass from flying in case of breakage.

25. \\'ater glass must be so located and maintained

as to be quickly observable by enginemen.
26. Water glass must be equipi>ed with bottom blow-

out valve and pipe not less than -J-s-in. diameter.

27. Steam pipes to be applied without sharp bends or

pwckets and provided with ball joint connections and
belled at least }i-in. in diameter at end in bracing collar.

28. Application is shown by drawing, figure 1.

Removable Hand Rail Columns

Your Committee has been requested to consider a de-

sign of locomotive hand rail column that will provide
for the ready removal of the hand rail.

The Committee has received prints of a number of

designs of such hand rail columns that are in use or

contemplated for use on various railroads.

Local conditions, position of hand rails and the un-
certainty as to a general demand for such a design
suggest the presentation of several designs that have been
submitted to the Committee as embodying this special

feature of the hand rail column will more proj>erly serve

the immediate requirements without making a definite

recommendation that any particular design be used.

In this connection the Committee presented nine

different designs of removable hand rail columns,

identified as Styles No. 1 to No. 9 inclusive. Individual

railroads considering the use of a removable hand rail

column should be in position to select from these one that

will probabh' meet their requirements.

Locoinotive Development

It must be apparent to most railway men that during

the past few years there has been a remarkable re-

awakening of interest in increasing the efficiency of the

modern locomotive, with two main objects in view—first:

"b'uel Economy,"' and second, "Increasing the utility

of the machine."

While this movement is attributed by some to the de-

mands of the general public, it is our opinion that it has

been brought about by the absolute necessity of im-

proving" the locomotive to meet changing conditions of

traffic and to keep pace with the great improvements in

roadway, terminals and general industrial developments.

Coincident with this, great interest has been aroused in

fuel saving devices due to the great increase in fuel costs,

forcing engineers, particularly in foreign countries, to

investigate the possibilities of the turbine and internal

combustion locomotive. These developments and the

building of very heavy electrical locomotives have served

as a means of advertising the shortcomings of the steam
locomotive, unjustly, thereby preventing to a great ex-

tent, a realization of what is being done to increase the

efficiencv of orthodox types of steam locomotives.

It is mainly for this reason that in the following sub-

divisions of this paper we briefly summarize progress

being made in steam locomotive development along
conservative lines

:

Part I.—The Steam Locomotive

(A) Major Improvements to Ordinary Designs of

Locomotives.
llriefly nsted these are:

1. Increased boiler capacity and pressure, and the

utilization of this capacity by auxiliaries to increase T. P.

2. Regulation of cut-off by positive or other means.
3. The three-cylinder engine.

A (1) Increased Boiler Capacity.
Comparatively few years ago most locomotives built

had boilers which are today termed 85% or 90% using
the simple formula :

Boiler H. P.

Cylinder H. P.

the two factors being determined by emperical tables of

evaporative values of firebox, flues, etc., based on actual

tests.

Today, in the efficient locomotive, all saving in weight
due to improvement in materials is being put into boiler,

with the following direct result :—Development of

maximum power without abnormal rate of fuel consump-
tion. This is only possible by large firebox capacity as

evidenced in recent designs of freight locomotives.

It also seems evident that the use of large diameter
tubes and type "E" Superheaters throughout the entire

gas area, has increased the evaporative value of the boiler

due to improved circulation to a greater extent than
locomotive builders' tables would indicate.

Combining this with moderately high pressure 225-250
lbs. sq. in., and high superheat 250 deg.-300 degrees

—

gives us the possibility of a fuel rate of under 4 lbs. of

coal per drawbar horse power hour from terminal to

terminal.

i
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Basically it is not economic to have boiler power tractive effort will rise to 50,000 lbs., and unless there is
capacity to sustain high speed without being able to sufficient weight on the drivers the engine will slip. In
utilize a greater amount of it for starting and primary the case of the three-cvlinder arrangement with the same
acceleration. This justifies the use of the "Booster" pro- cut-off and mean tractive effort, the increase will only
vided there is boiler capacity to develop maximum power be 42,400 lbs., requiring much less adliesive weight to
up to the limiting speed of the booster—15 m.p.h. prevent slipping than "the corresponding two-cyhnder

This necessity is brought sigfnificantlv to our attention designs.
by the fact that under what^night be termed normal -Jt is thus .een that with the three cvlinders we mayaverage operatnig conditions, the average drawbar horse readily get a very high starting torque uniformly applied,po«er developed ,s about l, ol that maximum. thus reducing the stress on the draft gears, and also thaTo summarize we sug:gest that the trend of modern ^ith the train once in motion, it mav be hauled with asteam locomotive design indicates the following for road much shorter cut-off. Roughly, with a train loaded uplocomotnes:

to the maximum starting capacity in each case, it may
Boiler cai>acity—over 100%. be hauled at a 50% cut-oft" with a tw-cylinder engine,
Grate area— 1 sq. ft. to 50 sq. ft. heating surface. ^"^ ^t two 35% cut-off with a three-cylinder engine',
Boiler Pressure—225 lbs. to 250 lbs. thus promoting the economical use of steam.'"
Superheat—300 degrees. The first modern three-cvlinder locomotive built in
Positive indication of steampipe pressure antl back this country was turned out "late in 1923 and since that

pressure date there have been manv others built for all classes of
Long \ alve Travel. service—most of which are apparentlv in the experimental
A (2) Positive Limited Cut Off. ^^^8'^- '^.^'^ ^'^''3' latest development is the 4-10-2 now
The iKisitive restriction of cut off such as the 50% ^'"^ ^"'^"^ ^°*' ^^^ Southern Pacific.

cut off developed on the Pennsylvania Railroad, is a .

,
\ "^^ criticism directed at the three-cylinder prin-

distinct advance in fuel economy for locomotives in slow
<^'ple "as been from the standpoint of maintenance and

speed freight serv-ice on those' divisions where the full ,

'^ Committee does not feel that this class of power has
power of the locomotive is developed for a laro-e pro-

pee" sufficient service yet to warrant the assumption that

lX)rtion of the time. ^ '^ ^^''1 rei)Iace the two-cylinder locomotive.

On account of the many detailed descriptions of this (B) Changes in Operation Practices and Their
system of steam distribution we merely describe it as Effect on Steam Locomotive Design,
the increase of piston thrust by approximately 25%, so Increased utilization:

as to equalize the limiting of cut off insofar a.s' producing Tl^'s matter is being given most careful study by a
the same average torque and tractive power. This may special committee of the American Railway Association
be obtained primarily by increase of boiler pressure or ^"d it is not intended to enlarge on the subject here
cylinder diameter or both and calls for no additional o*'"'*^'' ^'^an to point out that the general characteristics
parts of any kind, the only changes being in dimensions covered by Summary of "A" are necessary to provide
of combination lever and valve bushings. A small ^'^^ possibility of running freight and passenger power
supplementary .steam port is provided to supply steam at "" sufficiently long runs to make from 9,000 to 18 000
starting through full stroke. miles [xr month.
The proven results of this are :

I" addition to the design of the locomotive itself, the
1. The practical duplication of the uniform tor(|ue tender must lie given serious thought and water and'coal

of the 3-cylinder locomotive. cajincities of a minimum of 15,000 gals., and 20 tons
2. The reduction of peak torque as comjiared with ^oal resjiectively sliould be sujjplied. The' large capacity

the ordinary locomotive from approximately 1589r tank in ad(h'tioii to reducing water slops must have a
normal torque to l.SK; normal torque, thus permitting ^'^'T impf'i'tant bearing on boiler maintenance as a result
a lower factor of adhesion of under 4.0. of the jiossiliility of choosing suitable boiler water in

3. A po.ssil>]e saving in water of 20% in slow sjieed '"'i"y p'aces where smaller tanks necessitate the use of
service with a correspondingly greater saving in ci\-il

''''"^' water.
depending on lioiler capacity and' design. ' (C) Special Design of Steam LocomotiveThe only Csaclyantagc which can be nmned is that <!ue C (1) Condensing Locomotivesto increa-se ot i)iston thrust namely, heavier reciprocating \c f i ,

"'-""'""''^^

parts—a negligible condition in slow sliced freijiht serv"- i''^

t\i)ical e.xample of the condensing locomotive,
ice. We recfmimend that this should be "iven the Z"^ T- r

f"!'owing on the Ljungstrom Condensing
greatest consideration in freight and heavy transfer

' "^ Locomotive.

power where the conditions outlined above prevail. It
Length overall ^2 feet

does not apjiear to have been definitely determined what '^'"!'^1 weight 250,000 lbs
exact cut off is the most economical for general freight J''0>ler pressure 300 lbs
service or that any economy will be shown by a positive '^"'''^.i'T^ U.V. (indicated) 2,000
limited cut off as compared with standard arrangement ^faximum speed 60 m p hand back pressure indication for high speed freight or ^^faxinnim speed (Turbine) 12 000 rom
r>assenger service. Tractive power

'/'(XX)A (3) Three Cylinder. Diameter drivers '......;; " '56 ins. approxSo much descriptive matter lias been published in re- The Turbine wbirh Jc r,f ,i,„ • 1 .

cent years on the three-cylinder locomolive that we do in.ui ted , he -o . I "."T'''" '''""'^'.T
^^P" '"

not feel warranted in adding to what has already been ci er h. t wbnt ,/
"^ ''"' we would call the

done. The principle behind the use of a third cylinder ,1 i
' Pol. I ,:' '" Tf '^- f'^^^"g'"^ end of the

.well described W the following quotation froj!;t; ^..^. :^^™:r r^^i^S^ll^^^lnS jSsS
"In a two-cylinder engine, the arrangement of the Io"Ses''"''''''''

'" "'' ^''"'^ '''''"'' "" ""'"^ ^'^'^"''^

cranks is such that with 85% cut-off, if the mean tractive This fp-,t„rr. .,,,.1 fi .1 . r , • •

.ffor. w 40.000 „„,. „ „„e ,„i„, i„ ,„o „vo„„i,;. ,c [Hz l^Z£f.s^iZHi^^ ^ :^^,^:^.S;
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high turbine speed of 12,000 r.p.m. to driving wheel

speed at 60 m.p.h. of approximately 360 r.p.m.

Other unusual features which sjxice does not permit

us to describe in detail are the use of turbines for all

auxiliary work except air compressing, induced draft

—

the heating- of air to 300 degrees F. before going to

closed pan—radiating type of condenser and heatine of

feedwater to a temperature of about 295 degrees. The
boiler itself is unusual in that tubes are only 10 feet long.

In the design of this locomotive, every effort has been

made to approach modern power house practice where

we are now developing ]X)wer for less than 1 lb. per

K.W.H.
The results at the time of the investigatitm indicated

that from an engineering standjxjint at average capacity,

the best vacuum was approximately 26 inches—this may
fall rapidly as power develojjed increases or at low speed,

until it is less than half that figure. It may be at once

realized that even at its best this cannot approach modern
stationary practices of 29 inch vacuum. It is possible

that this deficiency may be corrected in subsequent de-

signs by increased radiator efficiency.

Such a locomotive would cost at least double the price

of a modern standard type of reciprocating locomotive

which, together with the com])lications of the turbine and

drives, does not appear to be suited to our methods of

operation and we do not feel that the turbine-condens-

ing locomotive can be justified except where good water

and fuel are most difificult to obtain. Developments are

still continuing in this line and should be carefully

followed.

The best overall thermal efficiency we could expect

from such a design would be approximately 14% which
Avould drop rapidly as vacuum decreased. Theoretically

this locomotive should operate on approximately one-

half the fuel of a similar capacity of reciprocating loco-

motive, provided that stated vacuum is maintained and
that boiler pressure and suj>erheat are at maximum
figures shown.
C (2) High Pressure Water Tube Boiler Type.
Experiments are under way on a locomotive of special

design on the Delaware & Hudson, description of which
has appeared in the technical magazines.

Brieflv this engine is a cross comjxiund non-condensing
superheated locomotive, with a water tube boiler carry-

ing 350 lbs. steam pressure.

The Committee was unable to obtain any data of in-

terest with regard to the operation of this locomotive.

The McClellon Water Tube Fire Box Locomotive

The McClellon firebox consists essentially of a hollow

cast steel mud ring connected to a crown sheet composed
of three longitudinal drums by a row of vertical water

tubes which form the sides and back head of the fire-

box. The combustion chamber is formed by a row of

curved tubes connected to the crown sheet drums at the

top and to a trough leading from the third course of

the boiler at the bottom. This trough is connected at the

back end and to a riveted and stayed throat sheet leg

which also forms the front connection and feeder of the

U shaped mud ring.

McClellon water tube fireboxes were placed in service

on the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad in

1916 on two IMikado type locomotives of 45.000 lbs.

tractive eft'ort and are still in service with good operating"

results and low firebox maintenance cost.

Recently a 250 lb. pressure toiler with AlcClellon fire-

box, was applied to a Mountain type locomotive generally

similar in details to the U. S. R. A. light Mountain tyjie

engine. This engine is now undergoing tests and valu-

.able data will be available in a few months. On account

of the heavy maintenance cost of large capacity loco-

motive fireboxes, we recommend that tests of the water
tube fireljo.x be closely folk)wed.

C (3) High Pressure Locomotive.

The use of high pressure steam, 600-1,200 lb. pressure

has been experimented with in Europe in stationary prac-

tice for over ten years with success. It is pictured by
some engineers that this is the only unexplored field of

development for the steam locomotive in order to obtain

greater efficiency than at present being delivered.

The application of 1,000 lbs. ])ressure steam in loco-

motive service must of necessity, introduce serious

changes in boiler construction, as the present design is

entirely unsuited for such pressures and in addition, must
iorce the use of multistage engines of some sort with

re-heating between the stages. Such radical changes and
complications cannot be justified in order to secure a

greater thermal recovery from a pound of steam until

we have exhausted the possibilities of our present loco-

motive design by securing through the medium of ample
boiler and superheater capacity, what we feel is now
]>ossible. It must be appreciated by those who advocate
the application of the only remaining means of increas-

ing the efficiency of stationary power plants to locomotive

service that the locomotive boiler is constantly called on
to produce from 500% to 900% over load as compared
with stationary boilers producing from 200% to 400%
on same evaporative basis. Tests show that at such loads

the efficiency of the locomotive boiler may fall below

50% and without doubt, the efficiency of the superheater

is also seriously affected as at this rate of evaporation, it

is possible that approximately 15% moisture is being

carried over in the saturated steam. The only answer to

such a condition is increase the efficiency and at the same
time, the relative capacity of the boiler and of the super-

heater. The latest designs of boilers with Class "E"
Superheater, increased grate area, and greater relative

firebox heating surface will go a long way towards
attaining this end.-

Part IL—Internal Combustion Locomotive

The steadv development which has taken place in the

Diesel engine has forced a serious consideration of the

application of this or similar types of internal combustion
engines to locomotive service.

Piriefly stated the characteristics of tine heavy oil engine
are

:

b'uel Consunii^tion Ilrake Horse Power Hour. .35 to

.43 lbs. fuel oil (26 deg. to 28 deg. Baume Sg. 9—.88).

\\"eight of conservative tvpes. 50 lb— 100 lbs. 1 H.P.
Thermal Efficiency based on B.H.P. 32%—38%.
Up to the present the 4-cycle type have probably given

the most reliable and efficient results but the two-cycle

ty|Te on account of increase in power per unit of weight

are now being widely advertised and if all difficulties of

scavengering cylinders without too much complication

in air compressors are overcome, it will be the logical

type to use.

The full Diesel cycle calls for air injection but such
progress has been made in direct injection of fuel oil at

high pressure it is reasonable to suppose there will be a

great future in this type.

The most serious part of the api^lication of Diesel

Power to locomotive service is the transmission of the

power from the flv-wheel to the rail. It is not intended

in this i>aper to deal with anv more than two methods,
namely : Electrical and Geared Transmission, as it is felt

that there is nothing as yet to justify hvdraulic or other

complicated methods.

If the application of the gear-driven transmission did
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not offer special difficulties there would be no need of

developing the electric system. Chief of these deficiencies

are

:

First: The changing of gears to harmonize engine

speed and power with locomotive speed and tractive effort.

Secondly : The provision of a system of clutches

which will transmit power efficiently and which will ab-

sorb abnormal shocks without transmitting them to the

engine.

Dealing with the first of these defects, the efficient

range of speed of a Diesel Engine is, we will say, from
140 r.p.m. to 450 r.p.m. For example: at 450 r.p.m.

power developed is 2,000, consequently at 140 r.p.m. we
have available 625. In order to start without undue
shock to equipment, the lowest engine speed must be

matched by a definite locomotive speed of about 21^

M.P.H. and even then slippage must be provided to pre-

vent shaft trouble. In other words, at actual jxiint of

starting the heavily loaded locomotive, there is theoreti-

cally no T.P. available, but actually there is the safe

amount which should be absorbed by slippage of clutches

without reducing engine speed below the ignition jxiint

of say, l-W r.p.m. The other gear changes would follow

in similar manner to changes in auto or truck service.

It is apparent that in going through these changes, there

is a loss of ]X)wer at each change due to reducing the

engine speed at the very time when power is most needed
for acceleration.

.•\s a protection against damage due to slack running
out, buffing shocks, etc.. some protection as outlined under
second defect must re advised.

To counteract tiiese engineering difficulties the geared-
tran.smission offers us the possibilitv of delivering 95%
of B.H.P. to the rail, making an overall possible thermal
efficiency of from 30% to .^5%.

Up to the present time no reallv successful geared
unit has been developed but serious experiments are now
under way at Krupji's, Germany, and imjxirtant devolep-

ments are expected.

The Oil Electric Locomotive

C>n account of the difficulties of the geared trans-

mission practically all real development in the use of the

internal combustion engines for railway work has been
in conjunction with electrical generator and motors. The
disadvantages of electrical equipment are

:

(
1

) First cost.

(2) Loss of power through generator and motors
resulting in ai>proximately 72% of 15.H. P. being delivered

to the rail. This reduces the thermal efficiency to rail

from 92% to 27%.
It is not intended here to cover the detail description

of any particular t\])e of internal combustion locomotive
with electric transmission other than to mention very
briefly two outstanding exi)eriments, the results of which
we will fleal with.

First, there has been tested in a preliminary way, the

Ingersoll-Rand G. E. .-Mco machine in switching service

in the United States and a Krupp machine on testing

plant at Esslingen. ( Jermany.

The general data of the first Rand nnchinc- is:

Weight—60 tons.

Engine—60-cylindcr. .100 H.I', direct injection 4-cycle

engine. Maximum sj^ed, 600 R.P.M.. 10-inch bore,

12-inch stroke.

F.lectrical equiimient—600-volt I). C. Generator—200
K.W.

Control—Throttle control—series and parallel con-
troller.

Maximum Tractive Power—.\t actual time of starting.

36,000 lbs.

This machine has been tested on various railways but
was under the rather serious handicap of insufficient

power. Even with this disadvantage it has demonstrated
in intermittent switching service with a load factor of
only 13% that it could make a remarkable saving in

fuel, its cost of operation ( fuel, lubricating oil, water)
being approximately $0.30 per engine hour."
The other extensive experiment is the 1,200 H.P. Diesel

Electric Locomotive built in Germany for Russia.
Brief description is as follows

:

Weight—250,000 jwunds.
Engine—6-cylinder. 4-cycle, 1,200 B.H.P. Diesel

Engine, 450 R.P.M., bore, 16 inches, stroke, 16^^ inches.

Generator—800-1,200 \'.. D.C.
Maximum Tractive Power—17,000.

The only rejxirts available on this engine are the test-

ing plant reports from Esslingen which indicate a thermal
overall efficiency of between 21% and 28%, the best
readings showing a drawbar pull over 33,000 at approxi-
mately 10 M.P.H. continuous rating.

To summarize the situation with regard to the Diesel
Locomotive.
The present status is entirely experimental insofar as

the geared drive is concerned but the Diesel-Electric is

rapidly passing out of this stage and is now in the stage
of development where operating conditions should be
checked up to determine just what economies might be
obtained. Of particular interest are those branches of
operation such as intermittent switching work, where
stand-by losses are enormous.

It is interesting to note that actual oiierating tests have
shown that whereas a steam locomotive under efficient

operating condition may have a thermal efficiency of 9'Jc.
a switching locomotive on intermittent service in manv
cases, has an efficiency of less than X'^c due to stand-bv
losses.

It is for such reasons that we particularly direct atten-
tion to the possibility of adopting the Diesel Engine to
the locomotive, knowing that it is a thoroughly tried and
tested piece of ec|uipment.

Probably the easiest mistake to make is to get equip-
ment of insufficient power. For road service it is reason-
able to sup]X)se that for main line work powers of less
than 2,000 B.H.P. are not of interest to heavy traffic

road.s—while even for branch line or switching work at

least 600 B.H.P. should be available.

Car Construction

There is a little age-old pleasantry about a woman's
letter, in accordance with which it is claimed that all

the news is to be found in the postscript.

While it is not c|uite true that, in the case of the report
of the committee on car construction, the ap])endices con-
tain it all, still the magnitude of these appendices do make
the report ai)i)ear smaller than it really is, whereas the
combination of the re[>ort itself with it's two appendices
gives us a volunm of valuable material not often to be
found even in the ijroceedings of the Mechanical Division
of the American Railway .Association. I'.rieflv stated
there are fifteen i)ages in the rejwrt itself, one hundred
and four in a]>pendix .-\, and seventy-seven pages of
detail and assembly engravings in appendix \\.

Evidently such a mass of material can only be handled
in resume.
The report oikmis willi a list of the items entering into

the construction of two freight cars, of the .Atchison
Topeka & Santa ]"e and L'nion Pacific railways re-
spectiyely. This gives no description of any of the
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specialties so listed. The report then t^nes on to give

instructions as to the making of tracings for car work
and the cx)nventional symbols to be used. And then par-

tially takes up through the items illustrated in the ap-

pendices.

.Appendix A deals with the Fundamentals of Design,

and starts out with certain retpiirements that the car must
meet. For exam]>le. the floor planking must be capable

of sustaining a concentrated load of 300 lbs. placed any-

where, so as to provide for trucking stresses. The center

sills must be designed to withstand an end load of 250,000
lbs. and so on with the other members of the framing.

In regard to the forces to which a car is subjected

the appendix says

:

Bulging Force : To calculate the bulging force due

to a load of wheat, the Rankine formula, specified in

.Article 12 of the recommended specifications, was se-

lected as representing good practice. There was no
existing data available to obtain directly the bending
moments created by a uniformly increasing load on a

beam having fixed ends and it was necessary to make a

considerable number of tabulations in order tp arrive at

a correct determination of them. Two different methods
were employed namely, the ''Influence Line" method,
which is very laborious, and a comparatively simple

"Formula" method, consisting of a series of formulae

develo]3ed b\' your committee.

Centrifugal Force : It was decided to be impracticable

to arrive at any satisfactory detailed calculations of cen-

trifugal force. On curves with perfect track and with

speed equal to that for which the track is superelevated,

there is no centrifugal force exerted by the lading upon
the side truss -members. When the loaded car is at rest

on a curve, there is a force exerted against the side

towards the inside of the curve and this probably repre-

sents the maximum condition. On a curve having 8

inches of superelevation, the lateral component of the ver-

tical force (w), representing the weight of the lading, is

8w

.56.5

or 14.2 per cent w. If the lading were liquid, 8 inches

of superelevation would cause a lateral thrust of 14.2 per
cent w. For wheat, having an angle of repost of 25°,

this percentage is reduced by the factor

1 — sin 25°

1 -(- sin 25°

which equals 0.41. Multiplying 14.2 per cent by 0.41

gives a centrifugal action equal to 5.8 per cent of the

bulging force. Because of the low value thus obtained,

and considering the fact that this maximum condition

exists with the car at rest on an extremely superelevated

curve, it was decided that centrifugal force could be safe-

ly eliminated from the calculations.

Longitudinal Force : An investigation has also been
made of the stresses caused by longitudinal shifting of

lading, particularly dressed hard wood which probably
produces a maximum strain on the ear due to lengthwise

shifting of the load, but which would not produce
simultaneously as large a bulging pressure on the side

of the car as would be caused by a load of grain. It had
been observed that car ends having a section modulus
of 14.4 had bent in service, the maximum deflection oc-

curring about 36 inches above the floor or about 42
inches above the center line of draft. The longitudinal

force required at this point to bend end framing' having
a total section modulus of 14.4 and assumed to be fixed

at top and bottom was found to be approximately 50,000

lbs. With this force so applied reactions at end sills and
at end plates were calculated. The portion going to the

end sill was assumed to be absorbed entirely by the-

center sill and was therefore neglected, while the portion

going to the end plate, appro.ximately 12,500 lbs., was
assumed to be carried to the ends of the side plates and
distributed over the entire truss in the form of a static

load, being absorbed equally by both center plates.

L'nder this assumption it was found that the resulting

stresses in the side truss members were less than those

caused by bulging from a load of wheat, and- inasmuch
as the two sets of stresses would not occur simultaneous-

ly, it was decided to neglect the effect of longitudinal

shifting of lading ujwn the side truss members.

Eccentricity: The question of bending moment in

side truss columns due to eccentricity of load has received

careful consideration. It is known that only loads which
are applied between the points of fixity of a fixed end
column can cause any bending moment in the unsupixjrt-

ed length of the column. \\'here the ends of columns
are firmly fixed with substantially riveted connections,

such as at the junction of the side sill with the end of

the bolster, it is probable that the bending moment due
to eccentric application is taken care of within the con-

nection and in the bolster rather than in the column itself.

It was decided that eccentricity of load application could

be omitted from stress calculations by inserting a clause

in the specifications to the effect that connections of side

truss members be detailed so as to eliminate as far as

possible, eccentricity effects within the members.
Furthermore, it was felt that the large bending moments
-produced at the ends of the members by assuming fi.xed

end conditions against bulging pressure might tend to

offset the bending moments caused at those points by
eccentricity of load application.

Oscillation : The effect of oscillation on side truss

members was neglected because it was felt that the cross-

bearers and bolsters would absorb the greater portion

of this force and because it is a force which has not been
satisfactorily determined.

Stresses: The unit stresses have been fixed with <lue

regard to the severity of the loads specified. The
Rankine column formula, fixed ends, was selected be-

cause it is widel}' used and will undoubtedly take care
of the design of columns in car construction with safety.

The .American Institute of Steel Construction has recent-

ly adopted a similar formula for general use. which
produces practically the same result as the formula which
your committee has recommended, and so it is felt that-

no great error is introduced by treating compression
members in this manner.

In determining the stresses caused by bulging pressure,

the weakening effect in the compression members due
to a slight deflection caused by the bulging load has been

neglected, but this is offset liy the clause under Article

12 of the recommended s]>ecifications rec|uiring that the

length of the members be considered as the distance be-

tween the neutral axes of side plate and side sill.

Then follows an elaborate analysis of the stresses to

which a car is subjected. A work of such magnitude
that it has probably never been equalled in any previous

report, and one that it is impossible to adequately review.

These calculations which are set forth in complete tabu-

lattions and illustrated by diagrams and stress sheets

cover all parts of the car ; opening with the side truss

members and continuing through the different elements

of the construction to the mills.

Appendix B consists entirely of illustrations and, as

has been already stated, these illustrations include about

every detail entering into the construction of the body
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and trucks of a 40 and 50 ton wood sheathed American
Railway Association box car.

There are 167 of these plates that relate to the body
and 46 relating to the truck. The drawings are re-

produced with all of the dimensions needed for the

production of the several parts. In short it is a complete

treatise on the construction of the car to which it is

devoted.

Tank Cars

This report deals to a great extent in the details of the

tank car, some specific and some general. There is a

general description of seven approved designs intended

for the transportation of ethy! chloride propane, dinitro-

chloro-benzol. sulphur-dioxide, anhydrous ammonia, and
molasses, and some narrow gauge cars.

Arrangements have also been completed whereunder
service trials of appurtenances and appliances not covered

by the specifications may proceed under authority of the

Interstate Commerce Commission pursuant to the regu-
lations for the "Transportation of Explosives and Other
Dangerous Articles by Freight." This contemplates a

limited number of applications of experimental dome
covers, outlet valves and other appliances in order that

developments in design and construction may be advanced
and the perfection of these appliances thereby effected.

There are three apjjendices dealing specifications, dome
covers and safety valves and bottom discharge outlets.

Among the interesting items of the specifications is the
requirement that the calculated busting pressure of the
tank for the I\'-A car shall be 400 lbs. per sq. in.

The report of the sub-committee on bottom discharge
outlets is contained in appendix C, and contains the de-
tailed specifications of the requirements that this outlet

must meet on new cars and replacements after January
1, 1926.

The report closes with a list of forty-five of such out-
lets that have been submitted. Of these, fourteen have
not been approved and four have been abandoned.

Report of Committee on Electric Rolling Stock

When the performance records of steam locomotives

are reviewed over a considerable jieriod of years with

respect to availability for service, there seems to be

indicated a retarding influence contemporary with the

development of refinements and the increase in haulage,

capacity. These performance records fiu-ther indicate

that, whereas, the simple type of steam locomotive, as

used some twenty-five years ago, was available for ser-

vice approximately seventy-five jier cent of the time, the

modern steam locomotive seldom produces an average

greater than forty-five per cent. While obviously the

addition of appurtenances and refinements, all of which

improve the operating performance of the unit, will in-

crease the amount of attention necessary to keep the

locomotive in running order, yet, the decrease in service

rendered cannot all Ije charged against such refinements.

It would seem likely that a large percentage may be due
to neglect in j>roviding shop and temiinal facilities in

keeping with the requirements of the imjiroved and
larger jjow^r. (Jr jjerhaps the high percentage of un-

serviceable time may be due to a deficient understanding

of the possibilities of the modern locomotive with its

larger grate area, boiler dimension, general increase in

proportions, and therefore greater margin of capacity

as cf)mpared with designs of former years.

While it may apjjear inapprojmate for your committee

to dwell on deficiencies of the steam locomotive, never-

theless it is u])on these deficiencies that great stress is

placed by the pro]K)nents of electrification when the lat-

ter is under consideration.

.\n f.utstanding advantage of the electric locomotive

is the high ])ercentage of serviceability as compared with

the steam locomotive. Yet we cannot consistently com-
pare them from this standpoint, unless provision is made
for full utilization of the .serviceability of which the

modern steam locomotive is capable.

The steam locomotive of today is the product of many
years of develojrtnent with the view to simplicity and
reliability with the result that the attainment of efficiency

has been more or less sacrificed to that jxjlicy. Test loco-

motives have been built and successfully operated, under
favorable conditions, whereby, through the utilization of

stationary ]Kjwcr jilant practices, very high efficiencies

have l)een obtained. However, it is (juite df)ubtful that

such types will become commtjn, because the maintenance
problem presented will greatly offset all other advantages.

Generally speaking, the average thermal efficiency ob-

taining from steam locomotives is little greater than one-
half that obtained by the operation of electric locomotives

on power generated at first-class stationary plants, prop-

erl\- operated, and the advancement in this respect is more
pronounced in the latter than in the former, because of

the more favorable conditions. Restrictions as to sj>ace

is not a factor, skilled operators may be employed with
the view to obtaining high thermal and mechanical i)er-

formance, and refinements in equipment may be instituted

since the problem of maintenance does not exist in the

same degree as in the case of the locomotive. The pos-

sibilities for high thermal efficiencies are very much
limited in the case of steam locomotives, the opportuni-

ties in this respect are in nowise restrained when applied

to stationary power ])lants of considerable size. How-
ever, it should be said in passing this point that the pos-

sibilities for sustained service with steam locomotives

have not yet been attained and it can be said further that

were the inauguration of a group of modern engines

within a certain section attended with the same engineer-

ing skill and given the same support as is done when
electrification is set in operation the results obtained

might prove more Cfimpetitive with the electric power.
The trend of development for stationary power plants

in the future undoubtedly will be toward higher initial

pressures and temperatures with the object of obtaining

higher thermal efficiencies. Such a tendency will have
its effect upon electrification projects through a lower
unit cost of power. This gain in efficiency will offset

a part of the transmission losses or for the same overall

efficiency, will permit longer transmission lines and in

turn, the concentration of larger quantities of power in

the individual plants and of course fewer such plants.

As before mentioned, one of the pronounced ad-

vantages from electrification is the peculiar characteristics

of this tyjje of equi])ment which enables it to produce,

under favorable surroundings, almost continuous service.

Therefore, in laying plans for electrification, full recogni-

tion should be given this feature and traffic divisions, for

one thing, should be so arranged as to permit long runs,

or at least, continuity of runs that will make it possible

to gain this advantage. Long mileage of electrified terri-

tory is, of course, favorable, but similar results can be
accomplished by arranging for promj)! return of power
at the end of short runs.
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The estahlishinent nf terminals and shop points has a

great deal to do with making electrical operation eco-

nomical. The terminal should be merely a dispatching

point where but little work is done other than the

ordinary running terminal insi>ection and such minor

adjustment as may be found necessary. There is small

need for machine tool equipment at terminal points, but

it is advisable to have a liberal stock of small parts in

order to make replacements when needed. Trains should

be dispatched promptly with a view of keeping the pwwer
on the road with as little k)st time at the terminal as

possible.

Consideration must be given to the cycle of wear of

the various mechanical parts and electrical equipment

within each unit of motive power with a view of repair-

ing or renewing such items as become necessary, thus

keeping the locotnotive in service for the longest period

practicable. In this connection it is highly to be recom-

mended that extra ]>arts. even to the extent of providing

major units such as complete running gears, traction

motors, truck units, etc., l>e stocked thus reducing the

total of complete units to a minimum.
The same may be said of multiple unit cars as far as

maintaining complete major repair units is concerned.

The situation is different, however, to the extent that

ordinarilv the equipment reaches a repair terminal on

each trip so that the inspection point and repair point in

general coincide.

In the routine care of electric locomotives, a difference

from steam locomotives is distinctly noticeable. A well

designed and operated electric locomotive or multiple

unit car, if properly inspected and repaired at periodic

intervals, mav be run between these intervals without

anv attention, except such inspection as may be necessary

to determine that the car or locomotive is in a safe oper-

ating condition. It is recommended that facilities for

testing and inspection of electric locomotives and mul-

tiple units cars at periodic intei"vals be developed to a

high degree, in order to obtain perfection in the operation,

and thus reduce detention and intermediate inspection to

a minimum.
In a general way, facilities prepared for steam con-

stitute practically or nearly everything needed for electric

—and more. At the general repair shops, the situation

is somewhat modified and controlled by the tyi^e of equip-

ment. In laying out new sjiops for either disi>atching or

general repair work, there may be conditions that might

be re-arranged to considerable advantage to improve the

order of operations and efficiency.

W'ith the change from steam to electric power, it is in

some cases more economical to use multiple imit pas-

senger equipment in place of electric passenger locomo-

tives. When this is the case the passenger car terminal

repair shop should receive careful consideration, and will

probably require a more radical change than that com-
pared with the steam locomotive dispatching terminal.

Multiple Unit Equipment

There are certain tools necessary for the maintenance

of electric multiple unit equipment that must be added

to those usually found in steam road passenger car shops.

One of the most important facilities in a well designed

back shop, is a large crane equipped with special hooks

for lifting car bodies off their trucks and placing them on

temporary or shop trucks. While most any type of car

or locomotive shop would probably be suitable for mul-

tiple unit equipment, the output depends entirely upon
efficient handling of the truck repair work. Therefore,

traveling cranes should be provided with sufficient capa-

city to handle complete trucks. Sufficient floor space

should be provided between truck repair tracks for pihng
of repair material for assembly.

Locomotive Dispatching or Running Repair -Stations

Treating upon the facilities for the terminal handling

of equipment in contra-distinction to repairs in connec-

tion with dispatching and running repairs, steam equip-

ment requires essentially provision for coaling, cleaning

fires and ash pans, supply water, hot and cold water for

boiler washing and filling boilers, steam blower to ac-

celerate fire-building, suitable inspection pits, and a turn-

table or "Y" to handle engines for return trips. Prac-

tically none of these are necessary for the handling of

electric power, except inspection pits, sand supply, water
for rheostats, where used, and provision for fuel oil and
water for passenger locomotives using a steam boiler for

train heating purpKJse. Consequently, in changing facili-

ties for the exclusive handling of electric power, they

may be materially less than for steam. For the handling
of steam equipment, as also applies to electric power,
custom practically establishes one of the terminals reached

in the course of the daily run or trip as the home or

principal dispatching station. At this station, the major
part of the running repairs is made, and in the interest

of handling the work to advantage and economically,

facilities are provided accordingly and in e.xcess of those

provided the other terminals or outlying points. The
facilities needed at outlying points for the handling of

electric locomotives may be little more than inspection

pits, and provision for sand and water supply, depending
upon the type of equipment in use.

One idea of the comparison between the inspection and
running repairs for steam and that needed for electric

locomotives is that the former takes minutes for the in-

spection and hours to make repairs, while with the electric

it takes hours to find the trouble and minutes to make
repairs. These figures may be exaggerated, but serve to

illustrate the reversal of the conditions.

The actual serviceable time of heavier steam power
has been found to be in the neighborhood of 45 per cent

as against 85 per cent for electric locomotives. This
wide difference in serviceable time is no doubt due in

.part to the small amount of time required for the work
on electric locomotives, in that complete units can be re-

newed in a comparatively short time. The longer time
put on the steam locomotive is accounted for largely by
the almost constant attention which must be given to the

firebox, flues, stokers, guides, valve gear, reversing

mechanism, piston and valve packing and periodic boiler

washing and inspection. At outlying points, inspection

pits and means for supplying engines with sand and oil

are all that is necessary, except where passenger loco-

motives are handled means should be provided to supply

oil and water used in connection with train heating
boilers.

For the handling of steam locomotives at the principal

dispatching stations a turntable or "Y" is generally neces-

sary to turn the power for the return run, and an engine
house of the conventional circular form, with its turn-

table, well supplies convenience for the routine inspection

and repair work. Similarly a turntable has been found'

valuable in connection with a rectangular engine house
for the handling of electric locomotives composed of two
or more units, and certain units of other types. By
having a turntable or "Y" time can be saved by with-

drawing for repairs, but one cab or unit of a locomotive,

composed of two or more units, and the substitution of
another cab to make up a complete locomotive, thus keep-

ing the maximum number of complete locomotives in

service, and at the same time, handle the repairs on the-
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out of order cabs to the best advantage. In making such

exchanges, it often times becomes necessary to turn a cab

end for end, also to equalize flange wear.

^^"here electric power has been put in the field replacing

steam either partially or completely, the complements of

tools needed at the principal dispatching stations will be

largely governed b}- the tyf>e of steam and electric loco-

motives used. Different methods of handling the running
repair work at the outlying and principal stations in con-

junction with operating conditions, set up problems that

must be worked out or adjusted by the railroad to best

meet the rec|uirements.

.\ working pit supplied with a suitable drop pij for

wheel and truck work is a convenience that might be

considered common to steam as well as electric power,

and is as convenient at the general repair shops.

An overhead crane of greater capacity perhaps than

used ordinarily at a steam locomotive rotmdhouse is a

convenience and indeed a necessity, in order to lift

motors, transformers, rheostats, air compressors, and
other heav>' parts of the electrical machinery from the

frames, either through the hatch in the cab roof or after

the cab has been removed.
To handle the work on electric equipment at the dis-

patching station comparable with the work that would
ordinarily be necessary on steam equipment the demands
are nevertheless, different, and the conditions might be

better pictured by considering that in place of the loco-

motive boiler, steam cylinders, guides, crossheads and
valve gear on the steam locomotives, the electric locomo-

tive carries motors, phase converters, control apparatus,

rheostats, switches and relays. In place of the steam
locomotive cross head, certain types of electric locomo-
tives have the jack shafts, gears or spring quills, and
through the latter, the power of the motor operates the

locomotive. On an electric locomotive having the same
general type of steam locomotive frame and wheel
arrangement, the driving boxes, shoes and wedges, and
brake rigging are practically the same. The side rods

on an electric locomotive are practically the same as on

the steam locomotive motives.

I'or electric locomotives having gear drive and mutnr
armature mounted on the flriving wheel axle, the main-

tenance work on the gear in a general way takes the place

of operations corresponding to side rod maintenance.

However, the total equipment necessary may be different.

The machine tools required at a steam locomotive dis-

patching .station to maintain such parts would be prac-

tically the same for electric.

General Repair Shops

I-'or the major repair work which must \x: handled at

shops corresponding to what is generally understoorl as

back shops or shops where general repairs are made, some
inexpensive changes might be made in arrangement of

facilities and tools in an existing steam locomotive shop
for the same general character of work on electric loco-

motives, and imprrive the sequence of operations, inas-

much as they differ somewhat between electric and steam

power.
The boiler shop equipment can be eliminated, with the

exception of a few tools for the rebuilding and repairing

of transformers, rheostats, water and oil tanks and small

boilers used on electric locomotives in passenger service.

In most steam locomotive rejair shops, overhead cranes

have been provirk-d of sufficient capacity tf) lift a complete

locomotive. .A crane of sufficient capacity to lift a com-
plete electric locomotive or one cab or unit comjxjsing an
electric locomotive is desirable, where the design permits,

though not always as necessary or as useful as for the

handling of a steam locomotive. A crane, however, is

quite necessary for the lifting of certain electric parts of

electric locomotives, such as motors, transformers, phase

converters, rheostats and other heavy parts from the

frames either through an opening cut in th.^ ,ro9f of the

cab, or after the cab has been removed. Under the crane

should be provided a well lighted working pit, supplied

with a suitable drop pit for driving wheel, removing main
motors, truck, brake rigging work and similar work on
the running gear for which a pit is a great convenience.

There are many tools in use in the steam locomotive

repair shop that might be well utilized in the maintenance
of electric equipment, although on account of some of the

electrical apparatus being rather special, there may be a

demand for a gfreater number of small tools of special

arrangement and design in order to handle small parts of

motors, switches, blowers, etc.

-As a rule, existing steam locomotive shops, with some
slight rearrangement of facilities, are very adaptable for

the care of electric locomotives. There are, however,
great possibilities for economics in laln^r and time where
new shops are designed for the exclusive care of electric

equipment.

Electrification Progi-ess

The activities in electrification during the year 1924
were confined largely to adding rolling stock to existing
projects, or the culmination of projects conceived previous
to 1924.

Of the outstanding developments that have been
brought forth or perfected during the year, those perhaps
deserving of special mention are referred to briefly in the
following paragraphs

:

The development which is perhaps commanding the
greatest interest is that wherein the substation equipment
is carried as part of the locomotive equipment. Under
this heading are locomotives for the Detroit, Toledo and
Ironton and the Xew York, Xew Haven and Hartford.
The D. T. and I. project comprises a 25 cycle, 22,000 volt
single phase A. C. distribution with converting eqiiipment
nn the locomotive to provide 600 volt direct current for
the traction motors. The transformers are so arranged
that the locomotive can be operated from a 11,000 volt
circiiit. The New York, New Haven and Hartford loco-
motives are designed to operate from the 2S cvcle, single
phase, 11,000 volt .-V. C. trolley which will be converted
on the locomotive to direct current.

.\ high speed gearless type electric locomotive was
placed in service on the Paris-Orleans Railwav of P'rance
during the year. This is of the 1,500 volt direct current
type.

.\n exix^rimental 3,000 volt D. C. multiple unit car has
liecn built primarily for terminal operation where the
main line is 3.000 volt D. C. trolley distribution.

.\n ex])erimental OilTilectric locomotive was put into
service on the New York Central that tests indicate has
great possibilities, particularly for switching and branch
line service. However, it is reasonable to assume that,
should the a])])]ication prove successful, its field will not
be confined within these limits. A locomotive of the
Diesel-Electric type has also been built in Germany for
the Russian Government.

.\nticipating the need for equipment to compete with
the auto bus as well as to reduce oi>erating expense on
branch lines, a considerable development has taken place
during the past year on Ga.s-Electric cars and small Gas-
I'.iectric locomotives.

It is the opinion of your committee that the work of
the -Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track will
have great influence in the future development of Electric
Rolling Stock with particular reference to those features
which cause track stresses.
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Then follows a tabulation of the progress of the past

year, which shows that it is world-wide in its scope. It

covers a list of eight new designs for the United States,

one for Canada and fifty-five for the rest of the world.

The rest of the world includes Brazil, Germany, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, Italy, France, Jajxin, Java, New
Zealand, South Africa and Australia. Electrification de-

velopments being reported from these countries.

Report of Committee on Wheeb

The new cast iron wheel specifications adopted in 192v3

are now in general use and appear to be meeting with ap-

proval both from the users and the manufacturers. It

has been found in practice that the extra requirements

in these specifications, as compared with the old, have

not caused the manufacturing difficulties which were an-

ticipated by some makers. There is no questions but

what these six'cifications are jiroving a help in getting

better wheels.

During the year your committee has discussed the

question of still further increasing the requirements of

the sjjecifications, i>articularly as regards thermal test, in

an effort to get further protection against cracked plate

wheels. A considerable number of exper'ments must bt

made before any such reccommendation could be presented

by the committee, and it is planned to go into this question

during the coming year as well as to hold conferences

with the manufacturers in regard to the same. Consider-

ation will also be given to the inclusion in the specifica-

tions of a prescribed method of chemical analysis.

Developments in Cast Iron Wheel Design

During the year your committee has been watching the

developments in the design of cast iron wheels. They
have examined some wheels with a lip chill which had
been in service for a number of years, in order to get an

idea as to the relative merits of these lip chill wheels and

the sand rim type. Wheels of both types were broken

under the drop and examined to determine the nature of

the metal at the rim. The committee came to the con-

clusion that the lip chill wheel is less liable to chipping of

the rim, and that a saving may be accomplished b}' its use

since there are a ver}' large number of wheels removed
from service because of chipped rims.

The re-inforcement ring wheels which are in test on

one road have not been in service a sufficient length of

time to draw any final conclusions. So far as we know
there are no more wheels of this type being tested.

The most interesting development in cast iron wheels

is the single plate design. Tests which are being made
of the 850 lb. single plate wheels in engine tender service

have not progressed sufficiently to warrant the committee

making any report on same, but it is hoped that during

the next year the service of these wheels will demonstrate

their merits. Up to the present time we know of no single

plate wheels of lesser weig'ht which have been put in ser-

vice, but we anticipate that some such wheels will be pro-

duced and are hopeful that they will prove a help in the

reduction of cracked plate wheels, particularly in high

speed freight service, such as in refrigerator cars. There

has undoubtedly been a radical improvement in the

cracked plate wheel situation since the adoption of the

heavier arch plate designs. However, cracked plates are

still a problem.

Grinding of Cast Iron and Steel Wheels

Your committee made a series of tests on a wheel grind-

ing machine in the shops of one of the member railroads

and has the following report to make

:

Grinding Slid Flat Rolled Steel Wheels

A pair of slid flat rolled steel wheels with good flanges

were selected for test and one wheel of the pair was

ground to correct the slid flat spots, the mate wheel later

being turned in a wheel turning lathe. On the first

wheel, one slid flat spot was 3 in. in length and two addi-

tional spots totaled 4 in. in length. The actual grinding time

was 13j4 minutes. The grinding operation resulted in

a loss in wheel diameter of 1/16 in., a reduction in tape

size from 262 to 2601/2 or a loss in service metal of

1/32 in. Mate wheel, with slid flat spot 3^4 in- in

length, was placed in a turning lathe for turning in

accordance with ordinary practice. The turning op>eration

commenced at 4:44 P. M. ; first cut y^ in. deep, was so

close to the hard layer of metal created by the sliding

of the wheel in service that the hardened layer of metal

destroyed the cutting edge of the turning tool. It was
observed that the hardened layer had a tendency to

spring the lathe tool to one side as the wheels revolved

in the turning lathe. This tool was changed and a

second tool was applied, which was also broken, although
the lathe ojierator was able to complete the rough cut

with the second tool. The lathe operator claimed that

it would require one-half hour labor to re-grind the two
tools tested in the attempt to take the cut in turning the J
slid flat rolled steel wheels. Turning of the rolled |
wheel including the rough and finish cut, etc., was com-
pleted at 3 :26 or 42 minutes from the time the wheel
first commenced to turn in the lathe. The tape size

after turning was 250, representing a loss in tape size

of 12 tapes, equal to a reduction in diameter of yi in.,

or a loss in rim thickness of 4/16 in. Actual measure-
,

ment of rim thickness before and after turning indicated

rim thickness befoi'e turning 3 1/32 in. and after turn-

ing 2 13/16 in. or a loss of 7/32 in. in rim thickness,

whicii checks closely the loss as indicated by the re-

duction in tape size. It will be noted in connection with
this test that the grinding operation resulted in a loss

of 1/32 in. service metal, whereas the turning operation

under favorable conditions resulted in a loss of 7/32 in.

or a difference in favor of grinding of 6/32 in. or 3/16
in. service metal. The wheels in question were 36 in.

diameter passenger car wheels rated at $2.03 per 1/16 in.

service metal under A. R. A. Rules of Interchange.

The saving in service metal for the pair of wheels if

groimd instead of turned would amount to 3/16 in. ser-

vice metal per wheel at $2.03 or 6/16 in. for the i^iir

of wheels, which represents a total saving in value oi

service metal of $12.18. It should be noted further that

the labor for the grinding operation was less than one-

quarter hour at 63c per hour for grinding as compared
to a labor item of three-quarters hour at 75c per hour
for turning operation, a saving that will pay a good in-

terest on the cost of the machine.

One of the principal objections which has been raised

against the practice of grinding slid flat wheels has been

based on the fear that a ground wheel would develop a

comby spot at the same location as the original flat spot

due to thermal cracks. The best answer to this conten-

tion is the experience of those roads which have been

following this practice for many years. This shows that

these comby spots do not develop. In fact the records

show that some wheels have been ground three times. It

is important however that the wheels to be ground be
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carefully selected and only those in good condition except

lor the flat spot be ground. Xo shelled, comby or badly

tread worn or flange worn wheels should be con-

sidered.

It is estimated that a grinding machine, completely

installed, will cost SIO.OOO. It is interesting to note that

it has been the experience of one road that a large per-

centage of the cast iron wheels removed on accoimt ot

slid flat spots were new wheels. This is probably due to

the tendency of out of round wheels to be bound in the

trucks b\- the brake shoe application resulting in slid

flat sf)ots in cast iron wheels. It follows naturally that

when new wheels are placed in the machine and ground
after mounting, the number of wheels removed on
account of slid flat spots W'ould be reduced to a con-

apj:>ears that these gages have been used improperly by
some railroads and such use has resulted in the wastage
of serviceable material. This gage provides for a satis-

factory and definite way of classifying second hand cast

iron wheels as between scrap and second hand for billing

purposes. It was never intended for steel wheels, though
some of the roads have been using it in their shops for

this purpose. In order to clarify this matter, the com-
mittee recommends that the title for this gage be changed
to read : "Limited tiages for A. R. A. Biling Classifica-

tion of Second Hand Cast Iron Wheels." The Committee
does not believe that this gage should be used to deter-
mine whether wheels should be re-mounted. There are
many miles of ser\'ice left in wheels which would be
condemned by this gage and it therefore appears that

Fig. 1 Flange and Spacer Gage for Re-Mounting Wheels

siderable extent and that further the loss incident to

.scrapping of new cast iron wheels removed from service

on account of slid flat sfwts is greater than appears to

be the case when considering the difi^erence in value be-

tween new cast iron wheels and second hand cast iron

wheels than scrap cast iron wheels under .\. R. A. Rules

of Interchange. For instance, the A. R. A. price quoted
for 750 lb. cast iron wheels new is $17.40; second hand
value $9.55 ; and scrap $6.30. To reclaim the wheel as

second hand rather than scrap results in a saving of

Si.25 \>er wheel or $(1.50 per pair, but this does not rep-

resent the actual saving for wheels reclaimed after

removal from service on account of slid sjxits on com-
paratively new wheels. Furthermore, these wheels are

better than the average second hand wheel since wheels

with badly worn flanges, brake burns, etc.. are not ground.
Tri the actual saving of $6.50 in value of the wheels
should be added the saving re])resented by cost of dis-

mounting, remounting, boring, etc.

Cost of Grinfling Slid Flat Cast Iron Wheels

Labor ]A hour @ 62c .^Ic ])er pair

Interest and depreciation @ lO^r
,
$10,000

first cost ( 1924 price), 3,000 pairs ground
]>er vear 33c ])er pair

Power' 12 K.W. H.(a lyic 18c per pair

Grinfling \\'heels (a. $55 per pair 37c per pair

150 ]«irs wheels ground per pair grinding

wheels
$1.19 per pair

Saving ])er jwtir based on second hand
values $ 5.31

Saving i>er pair based on new values . . $21.01

Gape for Re-Mounting Wheels

There has been considerable controversy in regard to

the use (jf the cast iron wheel re-mounting gage. It

there would be a saving in wheels if some lower limits

were used to determine the possibility of re-mounting.

A combination flange and spacer gage is shown in

Figure 1. Some roads are using this type of gage on
steel wheels and it has certain advantages which may
warrant its consideration by other roads. The com-
mitee is showing this figure for the information of those

who are interested.

Pressure Gages for Wheel Presses

At last year's tneeting a motion was passed to have
the Wheel Committee make a recommendation as to the

use of recording pressure gages for mounting wheels.

Your committee is very strongly in favor of the use of

recording gages as we feel that many wheels are being
mounted at improper ])rcssures. The larger railroads

are going into the general use of these gages. It does
not appear practical to cover this by any rule of inter-

change. It should be understood that the committee
favors only the recording gage which gives the pressure
over the entire wheel fit and not the maximum alone.

The nature of the fit is just as important as the maximum
pressure.

There is also some (|uestion as to the correctness of

the present standard mounting pressures and some rail-

re jads are using a wider range. Your committee is in-

clined to believe that the range now shown in the Manual
is too restricted and that the ])ressures might very well

be increased on the U]>])cr side. We have not sufficient

data at the present time to warrant our making a

definite recommendation as to .such a change, but will

give the subject further consideration during the coming
year.

The committee wishes to call attention to the imi>ort-

ance of checking the accuracy of gages used on wheel
presses. ( >rdinarily there are no facilities available for
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checking these high pressure gages at local shops and

as a consequence the gages are seldom checked. This

condition leads to bad practice in the mounting of wheels.

All wheel press gages should be checked at regular

intervals and a record kept of such checks.

Mating of Steel Wheels

Your committee has had requests to lessen the require-

ments as to the mating of steel wheels. It was claimed

that it was not possible to turn steel wheels to the same

tape size. However, committee members made tests in

their shops and found that with good shop practice

wheels can be turned to the same tape size and inasmuch

as any greater allowance would tend to produce more

sharp plange wheels, your committee feels that the

present requirements should stand.

Tread Contour of Steel Wheels

The tests which your committee is running on a num-
ber of railroads to gather data as to the relative merits

of the various trend tapers are well under way, but the

year on the wheels has not been sufficient to warrant

making a report at this time. The tests should be com-

pleted during the coming year and final report oh the

subject can then be made at the next convention. In

connection with these tests the committee is also in-

cluding some experiments on the results of running im-

properly mated wheels.

Questionnaire on Steel Wheel Wear and Contour

In accordance with the Committee's 1924 report, a

questionnaire was sent to all railroads to gather informa-

tion as to their i:)ractice regarding tread wear of steel

wheels and also as to the desirability of using a standard

contour for driving tires and all other wheels, partic-

ularly, to determine if a 1 in. flange height for driving

tires' would be satisfactory. This questionnaire de-

veloped the fact that there was a great difference of

opinion on these questions. The vote was approximately

evenlv divided for and against the 1 in. flange on drivers,

though the majority stated that it would be advantageous

from a shop viewpoint. Your Committee is of the

opinion that the 1 in. flange, which incidentally is being

used by a number of roads and is used on engine truck

wheels, should be standardized. However, in view of

the large number of roads opposing such practice, your

Committee will not make such recommendation at the

present time, but will continue its observation of results

secured by those roads who are using this type of flange

on driving tires.

The answers to the question regarding tread wear of

steel wheels showed clearly the necessity for some definite

rule covering this feature. At the present time the re-

moval of steel wheels for tread wear appears to be left

entirely to the judgment of the individual. No gage is

provided for its measurement and no definite limits have

been set. Your committee therefore recommends to the

arbitration committee that Rule 76 be changed to require

the measurement of tread worn hollow steel wheels, to

be based on the height of flange, the limit being IJ/^ in.

and the measurement being taken with a standard steel

wheel gage. Your committee in establishing this limit

took into consideration the answers to the questionnaire

and also contour records which have been maintaned by

some of the members. This ly^ in. liinit will produce

an actual hollow wear of about 3/16 in.

The standard steel wheel gage adopts itself readily to

the measurement of flange height.

Steel Wheel Specifications

During the past year your committee has given a large

portion of its time to the consideration of wrot steel wheel

manufacturing processes. A sub-committee has visited

the plants of most of the manufacturers and studied the

various processes used. We have also held a confer-

ence with the representatives of the diiiferent manufac-
turers and upon our request they have formed a technical

committee to work with your committee in the develop-

ment of the wrot steel wheel. The service to which steel

wheels are Ijeing put is becoming more and more exact-

ing, particularly in locomotive tenders, and improved
processes are necessary to fully meet these requirements.

Limits of Wear on Rolled Steel Wheels

.\t the last meeting the committee recommendation to

reduce the limit of wear for rolled steel wheels in switch

engine tender service was approved. The matter was
referred to Mr. Pack of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and he has issued a ruling permitting this lower

wear limit under the I. C. C. Inspection Rules. The rail-

roads are therefore able to take advantage of this further

saving of wheels.

The Committee was requested to consider reducing the

limit of wear on all tender wheels and also on all pas-

senger wheels. Though all the reports indicate that no
trouble is being experienced with the lower wear limit in

freight cars, your Committee does not feel that sufficient

experience has been had with these lower limits to warrant
their making such recommendation at this time. We
wish to protect passenger car and engine service in every

possible way and it should be remembered that passenger

car wheels worn to 1 in. need not be thrown away as

they can be transferred to freight service.

The rolled steel wheel is not permitted to be worn
under passenger cars or under tenders of road engines

to less than 1 in. rim thickness. It is probaljle that this

amount of dead or unused metal is more than safety re-

quires. This limit was established in the days when steel

wheels were mostly steel-tired with an independent
center. This type of wheel flid not have the strength in

the rim which is possessed by the single plate rolled steel

wheel of today. It seems reasonable that the rim of the

more modern rolled steel wheel can be worn to a thinner

section than can the rim of the steel tired or assembled
wheel. If this is correct, the present standard of 1 in.

thickness at which rolled steel wheels are condemned
from passenger service and road engine tenders, wastes
some metal in each wheel.

Brakes and Brake Equipment

The committee opens its report with a statement as to

the desirability of an adequate brake beam safety support,

and says that there is nothing of the kind in use that is

satisfactory but that it is continuing its efforts to develop
something that is.

It declines to accede to a request for a revision of the

price for brake cylinder packing. It has conducted tests

which are not completed in order to determine if possible

a standard capacity of retaining valve for freight cars.

It also declines to place repaired brake beams in the same
classification as new beams, because the price is already
sufficient to reimburse the railroads for the repairs, and
because of the probability of their needing repairs again
much sooner than new beams.
The subjects of strengthening brake hangers and mak-

ing changes, in the graduating springs of freight triple

valves is also under advisement. Attention is called to

the changes that have been made in the A. R. A. brake
beam gauge, and to the position of the beam, and it is

recommended that the .gauge drawing shown in the

manual be changed to conform to meet these conditions.

The same holds for the brake head gauge drawing.
Attention has been directed to the practice of stretching
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springs in the Spring Type Retaining Valve, presumably
for the purpose of overcoming leakage of valve seats.

This trouble was more prolific when the spring type

retainer first came into general use than is the case at

the present time. The Committee strongly recommends
that each railroad call attention of their repair men to the

practice of stretching these springs and request that such
practice be discontinued. Stretching of the springs in-

creases the brake cylinder pressure retained, reduces the

flexibility of control and may contribute to wheel and
brake shoe troubles.

Your Committee recommends for letter ballot to the

members this year the following

:

The Committee's attention has been called to cases

where there is an appreciable difference in the actual and
nominal diameter of brake cylinders which influences the

life and efficiency of brake cylinder packing on account
of cylinders being considerably larger than the nominal
diameter. Your Committee would, therefore, recommend
for adoption as recommended practice, that the actual

diameter of brake cylinders for freight cars should not

exceed the nominal diameter by more than 1/16 inch.

Advancing to standard the present recommended prac-

tice brake beam having central head hanging onlv.

The Aroo?took Valley New Electric Freight

Locomotive

By R. E. Hodgkiiis. Railway Department, Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company

The Aroostook Valley Railroad, located in the north-

eastern part of Aroostook County, Maine, has headquar-

ters at Presque Isle. The line e.xtends from Washburn
Junction, where it makes connection with the Canadian
Pacific Railroad, to Sweden. Maine. A branch line runs

from Carson to Caribou. This railroad started operation

in 1910 with a 1.200-volt overhead system. The total

electrified trackage is about 27 miles. The road handles

a considerable amount of the freight traffic in and out of

the Aroostook \'alley territory which is famous for its

potato production.

The principal motive power equipment consists of one

40-ton locomotive, one heavy double-truck freight car,

three double-truck interurhan passenger cars and one new
60-ton Class D Baidwin-Westinghouse freight haulage
locomotive. During the year 1923-24. this road handled

3,746 cars of potatoes, averaging 673 bushels per car,

which, at 20 lbs. per bushel, makes the average car weight

20J4 tons. The total car shipment of potatoes out of

Aroostook County was 32,637.

The weather conditions during the larger part of the

year are very severe. There is considerable snow and
cold weather, and temperatures ranging between 2.^ and

35 degrees below zero are not ("xc('[)tinnal. In s]jite of

this weather handicap, the railroad maintains excellent

ser^'ice in handling its freight traffic.

The 60-Ton Class D Baidwin-Westinghouse locomotive

which was recently placed in service is the latest addition

to the motive power equipment. It was designed particu-

larly for this installation.

The mechanical parts are standard for Baidwin-West-
inghouse locomotives having a central compartment hous-

ing the electrical equipment, except the compressors and
blowers which are mounted near the sloping hoods at each
end of the cab.

On account of the severe snows encountered r)n this

road, the headlights are mounted on swivel pivots directly

under the roof overhung at each end of the cab. This

protects the headlights from the weather and also provides
the maximum availaljility under all conditions of weather.
The air brake equipment is of the standard 14-EL type

particularly adapted for operating in multiple with stand-
ard steam railway equipment. The compressors are of
the D-4-P 50-ft. type. The motors are wound for

1,200 volts per comniutator. The blower motor is a
special 1.200-volt motor with ball bearings and this is used
to ventilate the main propulsion motors, one of which is

mounted on each axle. The air is obtained from the in-

side of one of the hoods, which contain louvres. In this
way the maximum protection from weather, snow or dirt,

is afforded in driving motors. The air is conducted
through an air duct formed by closing the space between
the two center channels with a piece of iron sheeting and
led directly to each motor through a flexible air connection.

Electric Freight Locomotive for the Aroostook Valley Railroad

This blower equipment supplies each motor with 800 cu.
ft. of air per minute. This greatly uicreases the continu-
ous capacity of the motors and which is very necessarv
when the locomotive is to do a large amount of switching-
service.

The electrical equipment is mounted on angle iron
framework inside the center portion of the cab and be-
cause of operation on a 1,200-volt system, double insula-
tion is afforded for live parts. A unique feature in con-
nection with this locomotive is that all auxiliary circuits
are fused to a common bus bar. Fuses of the expulsion
type are used. A separate auxiliary control cutout switch
is mounted adjacent to the auxiliary fuses so that by open-
ing this switch the auxiliary fuse bus bar is dead and
fuses may he replaced without danger to the operator.
The unit type of switch, mounted between angle iron

framework, is used for control of the main motors. The
grids are mounted clo.se to the ceiling directlv under venti-
lators with the other main apparatus below and adjacent
thereto. This arrangement, together with solid covers
which enclose the greater portion of the control cabinet,
allows the head of the grids to set up drafts which venti-
late the control compartment.
The locomotive is arranged for double-end operation.

The driver's seat is located conveniently to a side window.
The operator has a clear vision, as there are two windows
and a door across the front of the locomotive. The in-
strument board is of special design so that the top does
not come above the lower frame of the window and the
ammeter and air gauges are illuminated 1)\- a special ar-
rangement of lamps. The whole electrical equipment is

arranged for maximum accessibility and ease of inspection
and maintenance.

With this locomotive added to its i)resent equipment, the
Aroostook Valley line can handle their freight traffic more
expeditiously and efficiently.
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The Superheater and the Throttle

It may not be strictly true that the designer of the

modern locomotive has cut himself entirely free from

precedent, but it is true that he no longer does things

simply because they have been done in the past. If the

methods of his predecessors involve inconvenience or

expense away they go, and the location of the throttle

is a case in ]X)int. In the old locomotives carrying a low

pressure, with which the unbalanced sliding throttle valve

was quite feasible, it was very convenient to have it

located in the dome. There, by simply removing the dome
cap it was accessible for regrinding and rejxiirs. But
with the growth of the machine, the dwarfing of the dome
and the necessity of using a balanced throttle, this loca-

tion did not have the advantages possessed by the earlier

designs. The space in the boiler occupied by the drypipe

became valuable as a steam space, and it was found that

by placing the throttle nearer the cylinders, as in station-

ary practice, made a better handling of the engine pos-

sible. This involves placing the throttle between the

superheater and the cylinders instead of between the

boiler and the superheater as in the earlier practice.

That there is a tendencv to follow this new practice

is shown by a number of locomotives of recent design,

as, for example, in the high pressure compound locomo-

tive for the Delaware & Hudson and the latest design

of the Lima Locomotive Works, illustrated in Railway
AND Locomotive Encineerixc. for Tanuarv and
May 1925.

This arrangement seems to possess many advantages
over the old provided it is properly used.

Parasites are accumulating upon the locomotive and
each of these demands a steam supply that can best be
provided by the use of superheated steam. There is

now the booster, the air pump, the feed water pump, the

lighting turbine, the blower and the whistle, all of which
should use sui>erheated steam.

In fact, with the throttle between the superheater and
the cvlinders il is almost imperative that superheated

steam should be supplied to these auxiliary parasites, in

order that there may be a continuous flow of steam
through the sujierheater units. Standing as they do
constantly under full boiler pressure, it is essential that

they should be protected against overheating, lest the

fittings iDe stretched or burst, and this can only be effected

bv a constant circulation. Besides this, these parasites

are heavy consumers per horsepower or power developyed

and there is a possibility of a considerable saving in the

weight of steam consumed if they are taken in the aggre-

gate. Because it has been found that their total steam
consumption ranges from 10 to 14 per cent of the total

production of the boiler. And the saving to be effected

l>y the substitution of superheated for saturated steam

in from 10 to 14 per cent of an engine's production is

no insignificant item.

The air pump is a notably inefificient machine and the

rate of steam consumption of the lighting turbine per

horsepower would be damning in large units.

Even the work of the whistle is improved by the use

of superheated steam, in that not only is its tone improved
but there is a shorter time interval between the opening
of the valve and the production of the full tone than
when saturated steam is used. This is especially notice-

able in marine work.
The blower, loo. should take superheated steam because

of its extensive use when the throttle is closed to keep
the cab cleared of smoke. This will provide the circula-

tion needed to protect the units, and at the same time cut

down the consumption of steam by the blower itself.

Then, even though this circulation were not required
for the protection of the units, it is reasonable to use a

money-saving device like the suj>erheater as much as

possible. It is there and the more extensively it is used
the better for it and the greater the savings that it will

effect. So why not use its products for everything?
When reviewed in its entirety there seems to be very

many good reasons for placing the throttle between the

sujierheater and the cylinders and very few for retaining

it in its old position in the dome, and putting the super-

heater out of commission whenever the engine is not

using steam and also so making it impossible to take

advantage of its steam saving possibilities in the auxiliary

parasites.

A Wlieel Manual
For a number of years, and that was years ago, the

American Railway Engineering Association, seemed, to

the casual observer, to be devoting the greater portion

of its time, in conventions assembled, to the discussion

of the provisions of a manual that it was preparing, and
which also appeared to that same casual observer to be
intended to form a compendium of all human knowledge
and practice in the matter of railway track and buildings.

Since that time many other associations have followed
and the manual of a technical society is now a matter
of course.

The latest addition to the list is that of the wheel com-
mittee of the Mechanical Division of the American Rail-

way Association.

That it is a valuable addition to wheel literature goes
without saying, when the personel of the wheel committee
is considered. That it is interesting will follow from
the reading thereof, just as the good of the pudding is

best determined by the eating.

I
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It is to be regretted that a complete reproduction of

this manual in these columns is impossible. It contains

so much that so few men know, that its contents should

be sown broadcast in the minds of all who have to do

with wheels under cars, and that includes not only every

railroad man, but a great portion of the public if riding

on a car can be interpreted as "having to do with wheels."

It may not be essential that all having to do with

wheels should know how they are made. But, just the

same, they ought to be interested in the subject, and if

they are their interest and curiosity can be satisfied if

they will but turn to the pages of this manual.

First it takes up the manufacture of wTought steel

wheels, and describes the progress of the steel from its

being poured into the ingot mould, through the pressing

and rolling to the finished product, with very clear

illustrations as to the methods pursued.

Then, after it has described the process of man-
ufacture it deals with the inspection, and defects ; and it

is here that the illustrations come to the front in twenty
excellent reproductions of the various tyf>es of defects

and failures that appear in wrought or rolled steel wheels.

The chapter on cast steel wheels is comparatively short,

the principal elements of which are the chemical analysis,

physical properties and the heat treatment to which they

are subjected.

Then comes our old friend, the great standbv of

American railroads, the cast iron wheel. We reach the

description of the methods of its manufacture as. a woman
reads the description of her party dress in society

columns of her morning paper. Xot that she doesn't

know about the dress, but because she is interested in

the subject.

We have all seen the engraving of the section of a

wheel moulded many times, but it is al.vays interesting.

.And it is interesting, too, to see how carefully that great

piece of metal running less than three to the ton, is

cuddled and cared for and coaxed into a condition of

ma.ximum strength and minimum internal stress. It is

a great game, that taming of the disrupting forces of

cooling cast metal, and well worth knowing about.

Of course, the cast iron wheel has its illnesses and if

we don't know of them it is because we have been deaf

to the discussions on the subject during the past forty

years or more. So the twenty orld illustrations that are

presented come as familiar acquaintances as measles and
croup are familiar to the mothers of large and otherwise

healthy families.

.\nd as the mothers ought to read Dr. Holt as to the

care of their babies so the shop men should read the

manual as to the Ixiring and pressing and gauging of

wheels, for it seems to be all there.

Referring back to the body of this rejxirt, there is one
item of considerable significance, which might lead one
to the use of the advice to refrain from crying until you
are hurt.

It was not so very many years ago that there was a
howl fif anguish and protest over the suggestion that a

chemical refjuirement could be jjrofitably added to cast

iron wheel s]jecifications.

It seems to be a characteristic of railroad men to howl
when anything new or any change of ])ractice is sug-
gested, .And then, having howled, to ])roceed not only
to make the best of the change but to make the change
of the best.

And now. probably referring to these changes, the
committee says: "the e.xtra requirements * * * have
not caused the manufacturing difficulties which were an-
ticipated * * * anrl your committee has discussed the
question of still further increasing the re(|uirements of

the specifications, particularly as regards thermal test."

Certainly wheel manufacturers and the railroads are

actively engaged in the intensive cultivation of this neces-

sarv item of car construction.

Railways in the Northwest

Elsewhere in this issue will be found an article on the

status of certain railways in the northwest, which em-
bodies in tabulated form much statistical data with

respect to

:

(a) Finance: Capitalization—subdivided as to stocks

and bonds, also amount per mile.

(b) Traffic: Tonnage handled—subdivided as to com-
modities, and amount originating on line.

(c) 0'])erating Statistics: including various items

bearing on volume of business, or degree of economy
from operation.

.\ second tabulation shows that the volume of freight

business handled in car loads and total tons carried sub-

divided as between that originated by the carrier and that

secured from other lines, with the average amoimt re-

ceived per ton of freight handled, the average length of

haul in miles, and the average rate per ton mile.

The purpose of this and preceding articles in R.mlw.-w
.\\L Locomotive Engineering on this subject, is to

show that the rate stnictiire had absolutely nothing to do
with the agricultural depression in the northwest, and the

real cause of such things as the St. Paul receivership was
due to :

(a) Lack of sufficient volume of high grade traffic. And
(b) Too great a bonded debt, rather than to the rate

structure itself.

We think a careful study of the article and the two
tabulations alone referred to will serve to confirm this

position, thus making it clear that the financial strticture

of the property must be so reframed as to provide ample
working capital to meet jiresent and future obligations,

so that the company can easily within its income meet all

obligations, and eventually pay a fair margin of profit to

the owners. To do this the holders of bonds and stock
will of necessity be required to participate in providing
the necessary funds.

The railways of the northwest have been pretty hard
hit as the result of the agricultural depression in that

section, and although requests for increased rates are

I>ending before the Interstate Commerce Commission, vet

it is somewhat problematic as to just what they will

finally do in the matter, particularly so in view of the

fact that the worst of this depression now seems to be
behind us, and that to authorize a general increase in that

section or region would no doubt meet with a storm of
protest particularly from shippers along lines that are
now fairly pros])erous on present rates, while if calculated
to aid any ]>articular line, a similar storm of protest would
come from shippers and the more ]3rosperous lines whose
excess pooled earnings were to be so distributed.

A study of table No. 2 will materially aid in making
this feature clearer than it may seem at first blush to
those, if any there be, who may think the Commission can
give immediate and permanent relief to the St. Paul's
financial troubles by simply authorizing a horizontal in-

crease in all rates, when as a matter of fact such is not
the case.

The Chicago & Northwestern, it will be noted, has a
low average revenue per ton and low average length of
haul, but rather high average rate per ton mile.

The low revenue ]ier ton and average length of haul
is no douljt due to tlic fact that they handle a great deal
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of iron ore and coal which only moves a short distance

and yields the lowest income, while the heavy volume of

high' grade tonnage delivered to the Union Pacific at

Omaha and to the Northern Pacific & Great Northern

at St. Paul for ihe Pacific coast or for other western points.

As a result of this reciprocal arrangement the Chicago &
Northwestern does a big business on the Pacific coast

although they haven't a "foot of track within 1770 miles

of the" coast, on this through line. The Union Pacific

which starts from Omaha 488 miles west of Chicago, and

ends at Ogden. 9*^»0 miles west of Omaha and 783 miles

east of San Francisco, also does a big business both out

of Chicago and San Francisco, through the medium of

Chicago "S: Northwestern on the east, and the Central

Pacific on the west.

It is interesting to note that although the Northwestern

handled 52,158,316 tons of freight that only 33,327,579

tons of about 64% of it originated on its own lines, and

that the Union Pacific handling 18,169,301 tons only

originated 10,191.456 tons or about 56%, although each

of these lines received an average revenue per ton mile of

$.01222 or about $.00149 more than the St. Paul.

The Giicago Great Western with only 1496 miles and

average rate ""per ton mile $.00978 not only secures about

659<- ^of its business from ofl:' its owti line, but has an

average length of haul of 292.9 miles, or 60 miles above

the St. Paul.

The results obtained by the four hues mentioned, and

to which may be added the Burlington, show_ the possi-

bilities of a g-ood traffic or selling organization in securing

high grade, long haul tonnage.

The Chicago & Northwestern. Union Pacific and

Central Pacific constitute one transcontinental line be-

tween Chicago and the Pacific coast, of 2261 miles, just

as the St. Paul does over its own rails direct from

Chicago, and while the three former lines were hard hit

by the agricultural depression, particularly the North-

western, vet they met all fixed charges and have regular-

ly paid dividends on both preferred and common shares

of stock.

Though joint ownership of the Burlington, the

Northern Pacific, and Great Northern reach Chicago and

other important traffic centres served by the Northwestern.

Union Pacific combination, and while these three lines

were similarly efl:'ected by the recent agricultural de-

pression, introduction of motor trucks, competition of

Panama Canal, etc., yet these three lines have also met

all fixed charges and regularly ]iaid dividends on stock,

although two of them have a lower average rate per

ton mile than the St. Paul. The Great Northern l)eing

$.01070, while the Burlington is only $.00996.

The fact that the Northwestern and Burlington have

not only met all fixed charges and regularly paid dividends

on their stock during the recent depression in the north-

west was due to the fact that their financial structure

was such that they could meet these adverse conditions,

and remain solvent under the same rate structure of

other lines in that territory.

The capitalization of these two lines is comparatiyely

low, the total for one being $50,358 per mile and the

other only $36,672, while the bonded debt of the North-

western is only $30,558 per mile and the Burlington only

$18,484.

From the foregoing it would appear that the primary

cause of the St. Paul's financial troubles does not reside

in the rate structure—as to the remedy, that is a diiiferent

story.

The St. Paul was for years one of the best railways

in the northwest and its gilt edged securities were much
sought after by careful conservative investors.

The cmnmon and preferred shares were on a 7% basis

until 1911 and sold at $133 and $155 in that year, while

in 1906 the common sold at $199 and the preferred $218

l>er share, but in 1918 both dividends were passed, and

the shares gradually dropped in 1925 to $3.25 for the

common and $7.00 for the preferred.

Many students of transportation conditions in the west,

including bankers and railroad men, at the time the St.

Paul decided to build a new expensive line, crossing two

ranges of mountains, from the Missouri river to Puget

Sound, when the lines already there were at times having

a hard time to make ends meet, thought there was no

need for an additional transcontinental line, and that

there was not and would not be in any reasonable time

sufficient business to support it. and from a financial stand-

]>oint it was entirely too risky. In fact it is related on

good authority that the head of the Northwestern Rail-

road, who was then and is now one of the ablest railway

executives in this country, was strongly urged by some
of his directors and other colleagues to build to the coast, J
with the advice that if he did not the St. Paul would, I
and thus have a decided advantage on coast business.

The advice and ap])eals were respectively listened to. and

his reply was as follows :

"Gentlemen, the lines to the coast now find it hard to

make ends meet in lean years. Most of them have been

through bankruptcy and we are not now sure some may
not again be forced there. We now have a good Pacific

coast connection which we are in no danger of losing, and
that without a dollar invested in it. To build an expensive

line across tvyo mountain ranges thus saddling on our-

selves a huge debt with increased fixed charges, and
antagonizing the present coast lines by fighting for a
division of their business, with little assurance of success,

is entirely too risky a proposition, and I will not jeopard-

ize our financial status by going into it. We will stay

where we are and continue to not only do business on
the coast through interchange connections, but pay our
shareholders a return on their investment.''

Time has shown this gentleman's appraisement of the

situation to have been absolutely correct, but this is now
water over the wheel. The roads of the northwest have
suffered more than in most other sections both from
depression in business, and oppression of the insidious

propaganda so pronounced in that section. Their rates

have not been and are not now as high as they should be
when considered with respect to cost of material labor,

taxes, etc., and there should either be an increase in the

one or a reduction in the other. Relief through this

channel, however, will not provide increased tonnage for

any line or reduce fixed charges on bonded debt, or pro-

vide new capital for rehabilitation purposes, the first of

which the St. Paul needs and the two latter seem absolute-

ly essential to its future e.xistence. It would seem to be
incumbent on the owners of the securities to join in such
financial ]>lan as will make it possilile for the St. Paul to

liz'c within its means under the same rate structure of

other lines in that section of the country, and thereby in-

sure uniformity of rates and fair treatment to all patrons

for the same or similar service in the territory served.

No one knows when there may be a return visitation

of agricultural depression in the northwest, fresh out-

breaks of anti-railway propaganda, or just how fast the

country through which the St. Paul runs may develop
into a traffic producing territory, but regardless of these

factors and the question of increased rates, it would seem
that no financial plan or structure should be adopted that

is not capable of surviving just such adverse conditions

as haye prevailed in the past, and may have to be again
faced in the future.



Some Plain Facts With Respect to Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul Ry. Co.

Bv W. E. SYl^IONS

Holders of securities of the St. Paul Railway have

been advised to not deposit same and thereby participate

in the proposed plan of reorganization, those who oppose
the plan setting forth as a basis of their opposition to the

plan, that

:

1. The poor earnings of the St. Paul are due to the

rate structure.

2. That the St. Paul's troubles are not due to its

financial structure, and
3. That no reorganization should be consummated until

the pending rate applications have been decided and every
effort to obtain fair rates has been made.

Figures are presented to prove that the difficulties of

the St. Paul are not due to its financial structure, but to

inadequate rates.

The figures on which the foregoing is based are of

opposition to the rcDrganization committee's plans will

only tend to prolong and aggravate the case.

Rate Structures or Inadequate Rates

The amount that may be charged by carriers for the

transportation of freight and passengers between certain

specified pwints is determined by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, and may be considered as the rate structure

under which commodity rates are established. These
rates or unit prices multiplied by the quantity or voluine

of the different commodities handled and the distance

hauled govern the income of each carrier, and while rail-

ways in the northwest in particular have suffered from
lack of sufficient income to prof)erly support all lines, vet

the trouble is more due to loss of volume of business than
chargeable to inadequacy of rates, while the St. Paul being
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Value of Freight Tr
for 1924— Revenu

Pacific coast with their own rails, but do business there

through a division of rates and interchange of traffic with

other carriers, while one line, the Southern Pacific, lies

nearest the Panama Canal of any other Pacific Coast line.

This tabulation speaks eloquently on questions of

:

1. Capitalization—amount jier mile, particularly the

funded debt.

2. Traffic—commodities subdivided.

3. Operating statistics, etc.

Comments on Tabulated Comparison

The average of all six lines is ^72fi02 per mile, while

the St. Paul is only $61.34, it will be noted, however, that

the bonded debt of the six lines only averages $37,787

per mile, while the St. Paul is $40,120, an amount entirely

too high, and which will, under the

present plan of reorganization be scaled

down.
The Chicago & Northwestern, one of

the old reliable roads of the northwest

whose securities have been gilt edged
for the past 40 years, not only has a

bonded indeiitedness of $10,000 less per

mile than the St. Paul, but its stock is-

sue is also less, while the comparatively

small local line, Chicago Great Western,
although apparently capitalized too high,

it will he observed the bonded debt is

only $27,141 per mile, or $12,979 less

than the St. Paul. With the exception

of a slight increase in the Southern
Pacific and about $7,000 per mile of the

Northern Pacific, the bonded debt of the

St. Paul is from about $2,000 to $10,000
above all other lines and $3,000 per mile above an aver-

age of all six lines, which, under the surrounding circum-
stances would seem to bear out the claim of the reorgani-
zation committee that the Ijonded debt was too high and
must be scaled down.

Traffic

The Interstate Commerce Commission in 1923 made a

study of the average return per ton on the following com-
modities classified below as follows :

1. Products of agriculture $3.23
2. Animals and products 5.33

3. Products of mines 1.21

4. Products of forests 2.08

5. Manufacturers and miscellaneous 2.70
6. Merchandise all L. C. L 4.40
7. Average of all 4.10
8. Average length of haul 172 miles
9. Average receipts per ton miles c 1.125c

The foregoing is an average for the United States,
but when considered in connection with the percentages
of the different commodities handled by the St. Paul and
the other five lines in comparison, it will at once be quite
clear, that from a traffic standi»int, the St. Paul has been,
and is now, in sore need of a substantial increase of high
grade tonnage, rather than wait for the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to act on a request for increased rates,
which of course might not he granted.
The average revenue per ton mile of the above five

lines with which the St. Paul is in comjjetition is $.01177,
while the St. Paul's average is $.01073 a difference of
$.00104, yet it should be oberved that the Chicago (ireat
Western, with only 1496 miles of line and only 35.1%
of business originating on its lines, and with an' average
rate of only $.00978 gets a haul per ton of 292.9
miles and earns $17,194 per mile, while the St. Paul with

its 10,987 miles and a rate per ton of $.01073 only gets

a haul of 232.2 miles, and earns only $15,406 per mile.

In the matter of passenger rates the average for all

six lines is $.03268 per mile, while the .St. Paul received

.03335 per mile, or about $.00067 more than the other

lines, which again shows that the trouble is not with the

rate structure, but with the volume of business handled.

Cost Per 1,000 Ton Miles

The average cost per 1,000 ton miles for train and
engine service shows favorable to the St. I'aul, although
when the cost of fuel per ton is considered it will be

clear that some of the other lines are doing as well, if not

better, as the cost of fuel and quantity used is the im-
portant or governing factors in this item of e.xjjense.

ROAD
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1924. also the respective volume of business originating on
line to that secured from other lines, while the revenue

per ton handled, the average length of haul in miles, and
the yield per ton mile is for 1923.

From a casual glance at table Xo. 2 it might be inferred

that certain lines were more favored than others in the

matter of rates, while a careful study of the respective

tonnage or volume of the different commodities handled,

however, will provide an answer as to the wide range of

difference in average revenue per ton of freight.

Summary

The St. Paul, although a splendid property, and one
that will in all probability regain its former prestige as

the country through which it runs is developed, and with

a proper financial structure, is noiv bankrupt and the

necessary funds for its rehabilitation cannot be expected

from immediate improvement in net earnings, and to

farther put off the inevitable with the false hope of relief

through favorable action on pending rate questions, is as

futile as to postpone an operation for acute appendicitis

with the hope of surgeon's fees being reduced.

The bonded debt of the road is apparently too high
and must be scaled down.
New money is required to meet present obligations and

for working capital. The security holders must partici-

pate in a plan to meet these ends, and should also provide

means whereby the small, or financially embarrassed
shareholder will not be forced to lose his equity in the

property on account of the assessment.

A New Type Gas-Electric Car for the Reading Company
The car now under construction for the Reading Com-

pany will be of the Brill Company's light-weight type,

approximately 60 ft. over all length. The width over the
posts will be 9 ft. 6 in. The car will be equipped with two
trucks, the center distance being 44 ft. 6 in., and the truck
wheel base 6 ft. 6 in. There will be a baggage com]>art-

ment 11 ft. 3 in. in length, a passenger compartment seat-

ing approximately 50 passengers, and an engine compart-
ment will be provided at one end of the car. The height
from the top of the floor to the top of the roof will be 8
ft. 2li in.

couplers having standard A.R.A. contour, and will be
fitted with a light type of spring draft gear. The rear

end of the car will be provided with a two-stem platform

buffer complete with springs and checkered cover j^late.

The car will be mounted on one Rrill No. 27 motor truck

and one Brill No. 27 trailer truck, both the motor and the

trailer truck to have a wheel base of 6 ft. 6 in. and
equipped with M in. rolled steel wheels having A.R.A.
tread and flange.

The prime mover will be a 2,^0-h.p., 1,100-r.p.m., si.x-

cylinder gasoline engine. It has been designed by the J.

^iU^Ud^y^lU^Ql

t]iinni[iiiFiininminininni
Tzrsz-

side Elevation and Floor Plan of Gas-Electric Car of the Reading Company

The car will have strai.ght sides, rounded end and an

arched type of roof. It will be very similar in construc-

tion to the i^resent standard type of gasoline-rail cars

manufactured by the J. G. Brill Co.

The car will Ik- of all-steel construction. The interior

will follow conventional lines of construction for this tyi>e

of equiimient. The se;its will be reversible, as the car

will be ef|uip[)ed for double-end o])eration. Ample room
will be allowed between .seats. The cushions and backs

will he upholstered in dark brown imitation leather.

This car will be equipped with suitable light-weight

G. Brill Co. and will be built to their specifications. The
medium speed of 1,100 r.p.m. has been selected as this

permits an exce]>tionally sturdy engine of light weight

and does not involve the high maintenance of high speed

engines. It will be built with removable cylinder liners

and dual cylinder head. The valves in the head will be

oj^erated by rocker arms and jnish rods. Four valves will

be provided to insure long valve life.

The cylinder heads will be cast in pairs, and so designed

that any head may be detached without removing the in-

take or exhaust manifold. The water box will be cast in
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one piece, flanged and bolted to the top crank case and
fitted with removable plates on each side to give access

to inspect or remove push rod and guide.

One of the outstanding features of this engine is the

size of the crank shaft which has been built to withstand

exceedingly severe service. It will be supported on seven

main bearings of 4-in. diameter.

The W'estinghouse generating unit will be connected

directly to the engine through a Thermoid type of coupl-

ing. This generator will be of 160-kw. capacity and will

be of the two-bearing tyjx;. An exciter will be mounted
integral with the generator at the commutator end. The
generator design follows the practices and utilizes the

method and material developed by long years of experi-

ence in the construction of rotating apparatus for steam

and electric railroads. It will operate at variable voltages

up to approximately 600 volts.

The current from the generator passes through the elec-

tric traction motors which projxl the car. The two
motors will be mounted on the forward truck. They will

be of the modern tyj:)e of railway motor used universally

for heavy railway service. Each motor will be suspended

between the axles and the truck frame, driving its axle

through a silent helical gear, the gear ratio between the

motor and the axle being 16 to 61. This ratio will permit

the car to operate at approximately 45 m.p.h. on a level

tangent track and is most suitable for hauling extremely

heavy trailing loads. Should a higher operating speed

be found desirable, it can be obtained by changing the

ratio of the motor gearing, so that speeds in excess of 60

m.p.h. may be obtained.

The control of this car will be incorporated in a master

controller, one of which will be mounted at each end of

the car. The control will be of the Westinghouse electric-

pneumatic tyf)e and will embody characteristics which
render it exceedingly flexible. The first position of the

master controller will connect the electric traction motors

to the generator and at the same time will raise the engine

speed slightly in order to provide the power for this opera-

tion. Further advancement of the controller gradually

opens the engine throttle by means of a remote control

device, thus causing the engine speed in increase. The
increased speed of the engine generator set increases the

flow of current to accelerate the traction motors. When
the engine is operating at its maximum governed speed

of 1,100 r.p.m., the maximum jx)wer is being delivered to

the generator ; however, this maximum power does not

mean that the voltage applied to the motors is a maximum,
for the characteristics of the generator are such that the

engine is protected against overloading by means of a

differential field on the exciter. This characteristic pre-

vents the overloading of the engine under any conditions

of operation and permits of the oi>eration of two or more
cars in a train from any master controller in the train.

The compressor is of the electrically driven type, power
for the compressor motor being obtained from the termi-

nals of the main generator. While the engine is idling

the voltage is low so that the compressor cannot operate.

To insure a supply of air at all times, arrangements have

been made so that if the compressor governor cuts in,

while the engine is idling, the speed of the engine genera-

tor set is raised sufficiently to provide the necessary power
for the operation of the compressor. This feature in-

sures a supply of air at all times for the operation of the

braking equipment.

A battery will be provided for energizing the exciter

field and for providing energy for the car illumination.

This battery will be charged through a regulator from the

exciter. Starting of the engine will also be accomplished

by means of this source of power.
It is expected that the car complete will weigh approxi-

mately 70,000 lb., or 82,000 lb. with average load. It

will also be able to pull a 150,000 lb. trailing load at 32
m.p.h. on a level tangent track. This tends towards
standardization for all classes of branch line service, inas-

much as it is seldom desirable to operate at speeds much
higher than 45 m.p.h. and it is often very desirable to

handle an additional car, milk car or freight car. Thus,

a gear ratio of 16 to 61 as mentioned before, satisfies the

average conditions found on branch line roads. However,
speeds of over 60 m.p.h. may be obtained with the car

operating as a single unit with a higher speed gear ratio.

This high speed gear ratio, however, reduces the trailer

capacity of the car.

Handling Trains Carefully

The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac has adopted

the jKilicy of detailing passenger engineers from time to

time, to ride over the road in cars near the rear of the

train so that they might actually experience the results

of rough handling.

In this way the enginemen are impressed by the fact

that the handling of the train, which they ordinarily

thought from their position in the engine cab was per-

formed with due caution, as a matter of fact, when affect-

ed by long trains with the consequent slack between the

cars, was attended with serious discomforts to those far

Ijack in their trains.

Having this fact so impressed upon them they have
redoubled their efforts on subsequent runs to' perfect the

handling of their' trains.

The plan according to the management has worked out

satisfactorily, not only from the standpoint of the actual

physical experience of the enginemen from their observa-

tion runs but from the factor of psychology which entered

into it.

Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives
The Southern Pacific Company will build 10, 6-wheel

switchers and 10 cylindrical tenders, of 5,200 gallon capacity in

their own .shops at Houston, Texas.
The Texas & Pacific Railway is reported to be planning the

purchase of 20 locomotives.
The New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad has placed an

order for 10 additional 8-wheel switching locomotives from the
Lima Locomotive Works.
The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac Railroad is in-

quiring for 2 Mountain type, 2 Pacific type and 2 switching
type locomotives.
The Lake Superior & Ishpeming Railroad is inquiring for

one Consolidation type locomotive.
The Texas Company have placed an order for one 6-wheel

switcher with the Baldwin Locomotive W orks.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad is reported to be planning
the purchase of 5, 80-ton electric locomotives.
The National Tube Company is inquiring for 2, 8-wheel

switching type locomotives.
The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad will ere.ct

10 locomotives in its own shops.
Sao Paulo-Rio Grande Ferrocarril of Brazil has placed

orders for 24 Mikado type locomotives.
The Delaware & Hudson Company is inquiring for 10

Consolidation type locomotives.
The McCloud River Railroad has ordered 2 Prairie type

locomotives from the .American Locomotive Company.
The Paracatu E deF., Brazil, has ordered 2 Mikado type

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Fulton Iron Works Company is inquiring for one

Consolidation type locomotive.
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad has or-

dered 3. 3-cylinder Mountain type locomotives from the
-American Locomotive Co.
The St. Paul Bridge & Terminal Railway is inquiring for

one, 8-wheel switching locomotive.
The New York Central Railroad is inquiring for 10 electric

locomotives for passenger service.
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Freight Cars

The Great Northern Railway is making inquiry for 200
steel underframes for 50-ft. flat cars of 50 tons capacity also

for 1,000 steel underframes for 50-ft. automobile cars of 40-tons
capacity.
The St. Louis Southwestern Railway is inquiring for 10

underframes for box cars.

The Buflfalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh Railway has placed
orders covering the repair of 300 gondola cars with the
Buflfalo Steel Car Company.
The Carnegie Steel Company are making inquiries for the

repair of 400 hopper cars.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad is making
inquiries for 5 drop pit cars.

The Texas & Pacific Railway is inquiring for 500 gondola
cars.

The Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railway will repair between
800 and 900 freight cars in its own shops at Galveston, Texas.
The Virginia Smelting Co. have placed an order for one

tank car with the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway is inquiring

for 400 steel underframes.
The Great Northern Railway is inquiring for 1,000 steel

underframes for box cars and 200 underframes for flat cars.

The Southern Pacific Company will construct in its own
shops 300 box cars and 20 caboose cars.

The Western Paper Maker Chemical Co. have placed an
order for 2, 50-ton tank cars with the Standard Tank Car
Company.
The Live Poultry Transit Co.. has ordered 50 poultry cars

from the Illinois Car & Mfg. Co.
The Cities Service Co. has ordered 75 tank cars from the

Standard Tank Car Company.
The Great Northern Railway is inquiring for 250 general

service cars of 50 tons' capacit)'.

The Mineral Point Zinc Co. has ordered 43 mine cars from
the .American Car & Foundry Company.
The Lehigh & Wyoming V'alley Coal Co. has ordered 25

mine cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.
The Southern Railway has ordered 1,000 steel underframes from

the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company.
The .Ayreshire Coal Co. has ordered 60 mine cars from the

American Car & Foundry Company.
The Maderia Hill & Co. has ordered 25 mine cars from the

-American Car & Foundry Company.
The Cosgrove Meehan Coal Co. has ordered 50 steel mine

cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway has ordered

500 flat cars from the Ryan Car Company, and 500 gondola
cars with the Standard Tank Car Company.
The Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company has ordered

5, 30-yard extension side dump cars from the Clark Car Com-
pany.
The Mathieson .\lkali Works has ordered 10. 50-ton tank

cars, 8.000-gallon capacity, from the American Car & Foundry
Company.
The Fruit Growers Express is inquiring for 700 underframes

for refrigerator cars.

The Shipper Car Line, Inc., has ordered 150 tank cars of
50 tons and 10.000 gallon capacity from the American Car
& Foundry Company.
. The General Electric Co.. has ordered 2, 30-yard extension
side dump cars from the Clark Car Company.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway plans build-

ing 5,000 freight cars in its own shops.
The Fruit Growers Express has ordered materials for build-

ing and for repairing 128 refrigerator cars in their own shops
at Portland, Oregon.

Passenger Cars

The New York Central Railroad has placed an order for
20 suburban coaches with the Standard Steel Car Co.
The Pennsylvania Railroad has placed an order for 3 gas-

electric cars with the J. G. Brill Co., Philadclpliia. Pa.
The Butler County Railroad has ordered one single engine

combination passenger and baggage motor car from the
Edwards Railway Motor Car Co., at Sanford, N. C.
The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Railroad has ordered

3 gasoline motor cars and 2 trailers from the J. G. Brill Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
The Marion & Rye Valley Railroad has' placed an order for

one twin engine gasoline motor car with the Edwards Railway
Motor Car Co., at Sanford, N. C.
The Colorado & Southwestern Railway has placed an order

for one twin engine combination passenger and baggage motor

car with the Edwards Railway Motor Car Co., at Sanford,
N. C.
The Boston & .Albany Railroad has ordered 20 suburban

coaches 70-ft. 4 in. long from the Osgood Bradley Car Com-
pany.
The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad has placed an order

for two passenger baggage cars with the Pressed Steel Car
Company.
The New York, Ontario & Western Railroad has placed an

order for one combination passenger baggage gasoline electric
car with the J. G. Brill Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
The Seaboard Air Line Railway has ordered 12 all-steel

dining cars from the Pullman Car & Manufacturing Corpo-
ration.

The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway has ordered 2 gasoline
motor coaches from Sykes Company.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway plans the con-

struction of 14 dining cars in its own shops.
The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad is reported to be inquiring

for 10 motor cars.

The Alaska Railroad is inquiring for 2 gasoline rail motor
cars.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway has ordered
2 buflfet-baggage cars from the Pullman Car & Manufacturing
Co.
The Maryland & Delaware Coast Railway has placed an

order for one combination gasoline rail car and passenger
trailer, with the J. G. Brill Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
The New^ Y'ork, New Haven & Hartford Railroad contem-

plates buying 35 motor cars.
The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has placed an order for

5 dining cars with the Pullman Car & Manufacturing Co.
The Havana Central Railway is inquiring for 12 second

class passenger cars.

Buildings and Structures

The Illinois Central Railroad is inquiring for bids covering
the construction of a brick and steel roundhouse, a machine
shop and a number of smaller shops at Sioux City, Iowa.
The Atlantic Coast Line Railway has awarded a contract

for the construction of shop buildings at Lxeta, Fla., to cost
approximately $180,000.
The Kansas City Southern Railway plans construction of

a new car and locomotive shops at Port .Arthur, Texas, to
cost approximately $1,250,000.
The Lehigh Valley Railroad plans extensions and improve-

ments to its roundhouse at Lehighton, Pa.
The Missouri Pacific Railroad has plans prepared for the

construction of a 15-stall roundhouse and a car repair shop
at El Dorado, .Ark.

The Baltunort & Ohio Railroad plans the construction at
its Mount Clare shops, Baltimore, Md., a concrete steel shelter
for locomotive repairs, a stripping shed, and work pits.
The Santa Maria Valley Railway is constructing a round-

house and other buildings at Santa Maria, Calif.
The Pittsburh & Lake Erie Railroad has awarded a con-

tract covering the construction of a one and two story addition
to its roundhouse at Newell, Pa.
The Erie Railroad will convert its Monmouth street, Jersey

City, coach yard into a team track yard and will build at
Weehawken, New Jersey, a new coach yard.
The Missouri Pacific Railroad has awarded a contract for

the construction of a 10-stall roundhouse at St. Louis, Mo.,
to cost approximately $90,000.
The .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway has placed a

contract covering the construction of a new employees' hos-
pital to be located on the shop grounds at San Bernardino,
Calif., to cost approximately $10,000.
The Houston & Texas Central Railroad plans the con-

struction of additions to its roundhouse at Flouston, Texas,
including the extension of 18 engine stalls and the installa-
tion of a 100-feet turntable and a general overhauling of the
present facilities.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad has awarded
a contract for the erection of a new 30-stalI roundhouse at
Pig's Eye Lake yards in St. Paul district, to cost approxi-
mately $1,000,000.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway has awarded a

contract for the erection of an addition to the engine house
at the Ewing .Avenue shops at St. Louis, Mo., to cost ap-
proximately $60,000.
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad plans the

construction of a coal storage and distributing plant with
shop facilities at Wyoming, Pa.
The Gulf Coast Line Railroad have awarded a contract

covering the construction of a storehouse, a machine shop, a
power house and an erecting shop, also car repair shed, a
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sand house, a six stall roundhouse, and wheel shop at

DeQuincy, La., by the company's own forces.

The Illinois Central Railroad has awarded a contract for the
construction of a water treating plant and pumping station at

Harvey, 111.

The Monongahela Railroad has awarded a contract for the
erection of a one-story machine and car shop at Browns-
ville, Pa.
The Northern Pacific Railway has awarded a contract for a

new shop and buildings at St. Paul. Minn. This improvement
will cost with equipment approximately $450,000.
The Atlantic Coast Line Railroad plans extensive improve-

ments at its shops at Thomasville, Ga. These include the elec-

tric turntable and track extensions.

Items of Personal Interest

William L. Bean, formerly assistant mechanical manager of
the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, with head-
quarters at New Haven, Conn., has been appointed mechanical
manager, with the same headquarters, succeeding L. M. Reed,
resigned. B. A. Moriarty, mechanical superintendent, with
headquarters at Boston, Mass., has been appointed general
mechanical superintendent, with headquarters at New Haven,
Conn. H. P. Hass' title as special assistant to mechanical
manager has been changed to assistant to mechanical manager.
F. E. Ballda, assistant to mechanical manager, has been ap-
pointed mechanical superintendent of lines east, with head-
quarters at Boston, Mass., succeeding B. A. Moriarty. Ken-
neth Cartwright has been appointed assistant mechanical en-

gineer in charge of specifications, design records, and standards
of equipment.
A. McDonald has been appointed acting superintendent of

shops of central region of the Canadian National Railways,
with headquarters at Montreal, Que., Canada.

I. W. Geer, general manager of the southwestern region of

the Pennsylvania Rilroad, has been transferred to Chicago, 111.,

as assistant general manager of the western region, a consoli-

dation of the former northwestern and southwestern regions.

M. R. Reed, formerly assistant superintendent of motive
power of the northwestern region of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, with headquarters at Chicago, III., has been appointed
master mechanic of the Logansport division with headquarters
at Logansport. Ind., succeeding W. B. Porter, transferred.

G. B. Fravel has been appointed assistant general superin-

tendent of motive power of the new western region, with
headquarters at Columbus. Ohio.
John T. Grow has been appointed district master car builder

of the New York Central Railroad at West Albany, New York,
succeeding G. E. Carson.

J. J. Tatum, superintendent car department of the Baltimore
& Ohio Railroad, has been appointed general superintendent
car department, with headquarters at Baltimore, Md.

Louis Yager has been appointed assistant chief engineer of

the Northern Pacific Railway, with headquarters at St. Paul,

Minn., succeeding S. J. Bratager. Lowry Smith has been ap-
pointed office engineer, with headquarters at St. Paul. Minn.

J. T. Carroll, general superintendent motive power of the

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, has been appointed general super-

intendent of motive power and equipment, with headquarters
at Baltimore. Md.
John H. Turner, master mechanic of the Chicago & North-

western Railway, with headquarters at Spooner, Wise, retired

after 44 years' service. A. E. Johnson has been appointed as-

sistant car foreman, with headquarters at Fremont, Ncbr.
C. C. Ellsworth has been appointed road foreman of engines,

with headquarters at Ashland, Wise, and Hans Anderson has
been appointed night roundhouse foreman, with headquarters
at Pierre, So. Dakota.

C. S. Kirkpatrick has been appointed chief engineer of the

Gulf Coast Lines, International Great Northern Railw'ay, with
headquarters at Houston, Texas.
W. H. Truesdale has resigned as president of the Delaware.

Lackawanna & Western Railroad, and has been elected chair-

man of the board of directors, with headquarters at New
York, N. Y. J. M. Davis, formerly president of the Manning,
Maxwell & Moore Co., New York, N. Y., has been elected

president, succeeding Mr. Truesdale.
Morris Rutherford, formerly vice-president, has been chosen

president of the Lehigh & Hudson River Railway, with head-
quarters at Warwick, New York, succeeding L. A. Riley, de-

ceased.
W. E. Brown has been appointed assistant roundhouse fore-

man of Coast Line of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail-

way, with headquarters at Winslow, Ariz., and R. E. Lane has
been appointed roundhouse foreman, with headquarters at

Ash Fork, Ariz.

P. J. Colligan, superintendent of motive power of the Chi-
cago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, with headquarters at El
Reno, Okla, has been appointed superintendent of shops at
Silvis. 111., succeeding S. W. Mullinix, who died on June 12

in Moline, HI., following a stroke of paralysis. W. B. Embury,
master mechanic at the .\rmourdale shops at Kansas City,

Kans., has been appointed superintendent of motive power,
with headquarters at El Reno, Okla., to succeed Mr. Colligan.

F. N. Melius has been appointed general superintendent of
New York Terminal district of New York Central Railroad
and the Ottawa & New York Railway, with headquarters at

New York city, succeeding F. E. Williamson, resigned.
Frank H. Becherer has been appointed assistant to the

mechanical superintendent of the Boston & Maine Railroad,
with headquarters at Boston, Mass., succeeding Daniel A.
Smith, transferred.

Supply Trade Notes

Emmet K. Connelly, vice president and manager of sales
of the New York Air Brake Company with headquarters at

New York City, has lioen elected also a member of the board
of directors.

The U. S. Light & Heat Corporation, Niagara Falls, New
York, announces the transfer of H. A. Matthews, vice presi-

dent of the railway sales division to resident vice-president
at Detroit. J. A. White, vice president sales manufacturers
division will supervise the storage batteries department with
R. J. Stanton sales engineer in direct charge. J. L. Fosnight,
sales manager arc welder department, will handle the sale of

electric arc welders to railroad companies. A. W. Donop,
district sales manager, Chicago, 111., will have charge of sales

to railroads in the Chicago district, succeeding H. A. Mor-
rison, who has resigned. W. W. Halsey will continue as
district sales manager of the New York City office which
was recentlv removed from the Grand Central Terminal to

161 West 64th Street.

Charles N. Ring, formerly works manager of the Allied
Steel Casting Co., Harvey, 111., has been appointed assistant

director of the Electric Steel Founders' Research Group, with
headquarters at Chicago, 111., succeeding W. J. Corbett, re-

signed to become secretary-manager of the Steel Founders'
Society of America.
Thomas O'Leary, Jr., formerly with the New York Air

Brake Company is now special representative of the general
railroad department, Johns-Manville, Incorporated, with head-
quarters at 4(W Dooly Block, Salt Lake City, Utah.
W. W. Ballew, electric railway specialist of the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Co., has been appointed div-

ision manager for the state of Georgia with headquarters in

the Wcstiugbouse Building, .Atlanta. Ga.
Marshall A. Carlton has been appointed Baltimore repre-

sentative , of the Verona Tool Works, Pittsburgh. Pa., with
lieadquarters at Munsey Building. Baltimore. Md.
The Central Steel Company, Massillon, Ohio, has opened

a brancli office at W. P. Story Building, Los Angeles, Calif.

J. W. Foster lias been appointed sales manager at Baltimore,
Md., for tlie Linde Air Products Co. of New York.
The Timken Roller Bearing Company of Canton. Ohio, an-

nounces the retirement of Heman Ely, vice-president and
treasurer from active connection with tlie company. The
board of directors following the retirement of Mr. Elv will,

consist of H. H. Timken, W. R. Timken, J. G. Obermier,
M. T. Lothrop and

J.
F. Strough with officers as follows:

H. H. Timken, president: M. T. Lothrop, vice-president;

H. J. Porter, vice-president; J. F. Strough. secretary and
treasurer; W. A. Brooks, assistant secretary; L. M. Kline-
dinst, formerly assistant to Mr. Porter becomes general sales

manager of the industrial division.

The Davis Brake Beam Co. announces the appointment of

H. E. Passmore as sales manager, with headquarters at Oliver
liuilding. I'ittslmrh. Pa. Mr. Passmore was formerly con-
nected with the Grip Nut Co.

J. M. Davis, president of Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New
York City, has resigned to become president of the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western Railroad.

Abram F. Huston, president of the Lukens Steel Company,
has tendered his resignation to accept tlie chairmanship of

the board of directors and R. W. Wolcott of New Orleans has
been elected president by the Ijoard of directors.

F. A. Merrick, vice-president and general manager of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company with head-
quarters at East Pittsburgh, Pa., has been elected a director

to succeed A. G. Becker, deceased. Mr. Merrick also was
elected to the board of the Westinghouse Electric Interna-

tional Company.
H. E. Graham, vice-president in charge of sales of the

I
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Illinois Car & Mfg. Company, with headquarters in Chicago,

has resigned to become vice-president in charge of sales and
operation of the Standard Tank Car Company, with head-

quarters at Sharon. Pa.

O. B. Chandler has been appointed sales manager of the

supply distribution branch house of the Western Electric

Company, at Memphis. Tenn., to succeed E. P. McGrath, who
has been transferred to the supply distributing house at New
York.
John W. Hubbard, Pittsburgh. Pa., head of the Standard

Engineering Co., Elwood City. Pa., has acquired the con-

trolling: interest in the Detroit Seamless Tube Co.
E. M. McLean, sales division manager of the Four Wheel

Drive Auto Company, Clintonville. Wise, has been appointed

to general sales manager. S. H. Sanford, formerly sales div-

ision manager, has been appointed assistant sales manager.
C. P. Wright, formerly assistant to the vice-president of the

American Brake Shoe & Foundry Co., Chicago, 111., has been
appointed vice-jTesident of the company.
W. B. McSkimmon, formerly vice-president and assistant

treasurer of the Union Twist Drill Co., has been elected

president to succeed J. A. McGregor, deceased.

J. L. Price, vice-president and treasurer of the Chicago
Pneumatic Tool Co., has been appointed vice-president and
general manager of the newly formed Bendix Corporation of

Chicago, 111.

James P. Groome has been added to the sales force of

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc. He will be attached to

the Chicago office of the company.

Obituary

Warren Stanford Stone, internationally known head of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, died in a hospital in

Cleveland. Ohio, on June 12. from an acute attack of Brights

disease. His death came as a distinct shock as he had only

recently reassumed his duties alter a period of illness of

several weeks.
Mr. Stone was born on a farm near Ainsworth. Iowa,

February 1. 1860. He entered railway service as a fireman

in 1879 on the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, at Eldon. Iowa,

and five years later became a locomotive engineer in which
position he remained until 1903 when he was elected grand
chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers.

.•\t the outset of his career as the leader of a strong labor

organization he immediately began to increase the power and
prestige of his organization and in which he was eminently
successful. During his administration the membersliip in-

creased from 38.000 to 90.000 and the insurance carried by the

members rose from $70,000,000 to over $200,000,000.

He conceived the idea of the new 22-story Brotherhood
Bank Building, which was leased to the Brotherhood of Loco-
motive Co-operative N'ational Mank. It was he who suggested
the building of the 14-story Brotherhood of Engineers" Build-

ing in Cleveland, which paid for itself in 10 years, and which
is valued at $3,000,000.

In 1920 the first engineers' co-operative bank was opened in

Cleveland. Three years later its resources were nearly $25,-

000.000. then followed the establishment of other banks
throughout the country controlled by the Brotherhood. In

addition, large holdings were acquired in the Empire Trust
Company of New York, so that the Brotherhood controls
interest in financial and industrial corporations with assets
of approximately $l.SO.OnO.0fX).

The multiplication of the organization's financial and in-

dustrial undertakings required a reorganization and at the
triennial convention in June. 1924, a new office was created

—

that of president of all of the Brotherhood's activities when
Mr. Stone was elected president for a period of six years.
Mr. Stone has long been recognized as .America's foremost

labor leader. He was active in labor union development
from a period of strife to a period of co-operation with man-
agement. .As all labor leaders, he fought for immediate bene-
fits for his brotherhood, but he also directed his union into
new paths which lead to greater power and permanent pros-
perity for his organization.
Mr, W. B. Prcntcr. who has been grand secretary-treas-

urer of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers since 1904
has been elected to succeed Mr. Stone.

Julius Kruttschnitt, chairman of the executive committee of
the Southern Pacific Company, who retired on June 1st of this
year, died in a New York City hospital on June 15, as the
result of a heart attack which he suffered following a minor
operation. Mr. Kruttschnitt was born in New Orleans, La.,
on July 30, 1854, and graduated from Washington and Lee
University in the class of 1873, as a civil engineer. He entered

railwa}' service in 1878 as engineer of extension on Morgan's
Louisiana c& Texas Railroad and Steamship Company. He
was appointed road master of the Western division in 1880,

and in 1881 assistant chief engineer and general roadmaster.
In 1883 he was appointed chief engineer and superintendent.
In 1885 he was appointed assistant manager of the Atlantic
system of the Southern Pacific Company and four years
later he was appointed general manager and vice-president
of the Galveston. Harrisburg & San Antonio Railway and
the Texas & New Orleans Railroad. In 1895 he was appointed
general manager of all lines of the Southern Pacific Company,
and in 1898 he was also elected vice-president. Mr. Krutt-
schnitt was appointed director of maintenance and operation
of the Union Pacific Railroad and the Oregon Short Line
Railroad, the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Co.,

and the Southern Pacific Company, and in 1913 he was ap-
pointed chairman of the executive committee of the board of

directors and a director of the following lines: Southern
Pacific Company, Arizona Eastern Railroad, Galveston,
Harrisburg & San Antonio Railway, Houston & Shreveport
Railroad, Houston & Texas Central Railroad, Houston, East
& West Texas Railway, Louisiana Western Railroad,
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Railroad. From February, 1913.

he has also been director of the Southern Pacific Terminal
Company; from April 1913, also president and director of
the Sonora Railway; July 1913, also a director of the Northern
Pacific Terminal Company of Oregon; from November, 1913,

ajso president and director Rockaway Pacific Corp.; from
October, 1917. also a director Erie Railroad; July 1919, also
a member of the executive committee of the Erie Railroad;
.April. 1918, also director and member of the executive com-
mittee of the Western Union Telegraph Company.

S. W. Mullinix, superintendent of shops of the Chicago.
Rock Island & Pacific with headquarters at Silvis, III., died on
June 12 in Moline. 111., following a stroke of paralysis.

He was born in Frederick County, Md., in 1859. He served
his apprenticeship in the shops of the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad, and later became machine shop foreman of the

Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad at Huntington. W. Va. From
Huntington he went to Louisville. Ky., and later to Paducah
as master mechanic for the Newport News & Mississippi
Valley Railroad, now part of the Illinois Central Railroad.
.After a brief period with the Louisville & Nashville Railroad
as roundhouse foreman at Louisville, he was appointed gen-
eral foreman of the Central Vermont Railroad with head-
quarters at St. .Albans, Vt. In 1903 he became master
mechanic for the Kansas City Southern Railway at Pittsburg,

Kansas. In 1905 he was made master mechanic of the Atchi-
son, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway at Raton, N. Mex.
He joined the forces of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific Railway in 1906 as district mechanical super-
intendent at Topeka, Kansas. In 1913 he was made super-

intendent of the Silvis shops, in which capacity he was
serving at the time of his death.

H. Englebright, retired master car repairer of the Southern
Pacific Ccimpany, died at his home at Oakland, Cal., on June
5. at the age of 73. Mr. Englebright was born in New
Bedford, Mass., on June 10. 1852. and was taken to California

by his parents at the age of five. He entered the service of

the California Pacific Railroad in 1869, as blacksmith appren-
tice and worked as apprentice and blacksmith at various

points until 1892, when he was appointed roundhouse and
car foreman at Fresno, Cal. In 1898, he was appointed
general car foreman at San Francisco, and, in 1900, he was
promoted to master car repairer at Oakland, Cal., which
position he held until the time of his retirement in August,
1922.

Wayne W. Smith of Schenectady, New York, traveling

engineer fur the .American Locomotive Company, died sud-
denly in Cincinnati. Ohio, on June 13.

New Publications

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, etc.

Flannery Staybolt Catalog. Flannery Bolt Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa. Syi in. by 11 in.; 53 pages.
This is an elaborately illustrated catalog in which the many

designs of the flexible staybolt manufactured by the Flannery
Bolt Company arc set forth. One of the interesting illustra-

tions is that of the application of the Universal Welded type
of sleeve to the wrapper sheet, showing how the bolt may be
set at a very sharp angle with that sheet in order to stand
sciuare with the crownshect. and yet have a normal bearing on
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its own sleeve. This is shown both in hne and half tone

engravings.
. . , ^ , .

The tools to be used in the application ot the bolts, such

as the counterboring reamers, the sheet cleaners, bolt drivers, etc.,

arc also fuUv illustrated and described.

This is followed by three pages of instructions as to the

methods to be followed in installing welded sleeves.

Then there are illustrations of the various types and styles

of bolts, with a rule for obtaining their lengths and instruc-

tions for the selection of Tate parts.

The book ends with bolt illustrations and a description ot

the electric tester for staybolts that was illustrated and

described in Raihvav & Locomotive Enginering for .\ugust,

1923.

Superheat Engineering Data. A handbook on the genera-

tion and use of superheated steam. Si.xth Edition Revised.

(Superseding Data Book for Engineering.) The Superheater

Company, New York and Chicago, 1925, Bound m Keratol,

4>/^ X 7 in., 208 pages, 85 illustrations and diagrams. 69 tables.

Price $1.00.

This handbook contains condensed data for steam power

plant engineers and operators. A feature of the book is the

index consisting of 16 pages, assuring ready reference. Super-

heated steam, its advantages over saturated steam, and the

design and performance of superheaters, are briefly discussed.

It illustrates superheater arrangements in practically all sta-

tionary, marine and locomotive type boilers commonly made

in America. Waste heat, portable and separately tired super-

heaters are also shown. Brief comparative data is given as

to sizes, tube sizes, arrangement of tubes, etc.. for the sta-

tionary- water tube boilers illustrated. The steam tables cover

pressure from below atmospheric to 600 lbs., absolute, and

include properties of superheated steam from 50 to 300 deg. F.

superheat.
. .

The section on piping includes information for figuring

piping for handling water, saturated and superheated steam,

and velocitv and pressure drop of water and steam flowing

through, piping. In this section is included also the proposed

American standards for high pressure. Superheat Engineering

Data also contains engineering data on coal and oil fired

boilers, which include tables of heat values for gaseous, liquid

and solid fuels. Other miscellaneous data include complete

conversion tables and data on bolts and screw threads, with

the recent work of the .American Engineering Standards Com-
mittee, and the National Screw Thread Commission. There

are also many miscellaneous tables frequently used by steam

engineers.

pearance of an elementary treatise on steam production and
its utilization in a locomotive. It carries a lesson that it is

well to drive home again and again as to the inefficiency of

the steam engine, an inefficiency that can only be slightly

decreased in comparison with the inevitable waste.

This inefficiency and its possible reduction by the use of

a feed-water heater is set forth in a series of diagrams that

are worthy of careful attention. One diagram represents two
Mikado locomotives, one with and the other without a feed-

water heater. They each indicate that all the locomotive has

to show for the cost of the coal put into the firebox is $63.00

worth of drawbar pull. In the case of the locomotive without

the feed-water heater it appears that $900.00 worth of coal is

put into the firebox monthly. This is accounted for as

follows:

Air pump, radiation, etc $90.00

Hot gases from stack 225.00

Exhaust steam 522.00

Drawbar pull 63.00

$900.00

The accounting of the locomotive with the feed-water heater

.Air pump, radiation, etc $90.00

Hot gases from stack 207,00

Exhaust steam 432.00

Boiler feed pump 18.00

Drawbar pull 63.00

Locomotive Feed Water Heaters. The Superheater Com-
pany, New York.

This catalogue is a fine example both in matter and ap-

$810.00

Which is to say that a feed-water heater saves $90.00 a

month or 10 per cent of the cost of coal.

-Another diagram shows what this 10 per cent will amount
to in a year, on locomotive burning from 2.500 lbs. to 4.000 lbs.

per hour, and working 250 hours a month, with coal costing
from 50 cents to $5.50 a ton.

Then there are other diagrams that present the same thing
iri^ other ways.
One diagram serves to show very clearly the heat absorb-

tion by the water in its progress from the cold condition to

steam temperature, its conversion into steam and the super-
heating of the steam. All of which is familiar to students but
is not always appreciated by those on whom the operation of
tlie locomotive devolves.
The diagrams are accompanied by explanatory text that is

very readable and simply explicit, so that the whole might well
be used as a text book for the instruction of locomotive en-
gineers and firemen.

Copies of the catalogue may be secured on application to the
Superheater Company, 17 E. 42nd St., New York.

For Testing and Washing

Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors. Ejectors.

BoUer Washers and Testers, Boiler Checks,

Check Valves.

DIAMOND STEEL EMERY
Fop Grinding in Steam and Air Joints

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Necessity

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

WANTED
Locomotive builder's or other lith-

ograph of U. S. locomotives, multi-

colored or one tone for historical

collection. Give name of builder,

type of locomotive, condition of

print, etc.

Also wish to purchase collec-

tions of locomotive photographs,

particularly those of early date, or

will gladly arrange for exchange

with other collectors.

Particularly interested in New
York Central photographs.

Address, HISTORICAL
c/o Railway and L^ocomotive Eogmeerinr

114 Liberty Street, New York
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A New Mountain Type Locomotive for the Baltimore &
Ohio Raihoad

An Interesting Development Using the Santa Fe Type as a Base

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has started on the

execution of a program of reconstruction and conversion

whereby small and partially obsolete locomotives are to

be converted nito types that will meet the demands of

present traffic requirements. In 1924. seven Consolidation

locomotives were converted into eight-wheeled switchers.

executed in accordance with designs worked out imder the

personal supervision of Col. Georoe li. Emerson, chief

of motive power and equipment, and the work was done
in the Alt. Clare shops of the company in Baltimore.

The underlying motive for the design was the demand
fnr a mbre powerful locomotive to haul the heavy pas-

Mountain Type Locomotive of Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Constructed at Mt. Clare Shops of the Railroad Company

and seventeen Mikados were converted intn I'acilics. In

addition to this twenty-nine locomotives were converted

to more powerful engines of the original types, of which
twenty-three were Consolidations, one of which was
changed to a switcher. The total cost of these changes
and conversions was $1,587,954.00. The program that

has been laid down for 1925 is much more elaborate and
involves an expenditure of $7,40,3,830.00, the execution

of which is dependent upon the maintenance of revenue

at the estimated height.

It involves the conversion of one hundred Consolidation

locomotives to switchers, and the change of fifty more
to a heavier class. In addition to this, it is planned to

convert one thousand steel gondolas into flat cars.

To this program has been added the conversion of a

Santa Fe (2-10-2) type freight locomotive into a Moun-
tain ('4-8-2) type ])assenger engine. The conversion,

which amounts to a practically new machine, has been

sengt-r trains over the mountains between Cumberland and
Pittsburgh and Cumberland and (Grafton. On the west-

ward run the maximum grades Ijetween Washington and
Cumlierland do not exceed about 80 feet to the mile, but

between Cumberland and Grafton there is a grade of

about 105 feet to the mile making an increase of nearly

40 p>er cent in gravity resistance, so that the performance
reports on this grade will be watched with considerable in-

terest. The grades west fromi Cumberland are less on
the line to Pittsburgh than to Grafton where for 48 miles

they average nearly 40 feet to the niHe with a run of
aliout 17 miles on a grade of over 100 feet. The time
for the heavy trains consisting of 12 steel cars up this

grade is about seventy minutes for the 48 miles or approx-
imately a little more than 40 miles an hour. And it is ex-

pected that this locomotive will do this work without
helper service.

The new design is iiuilt around the old Santa Fe

M9
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boiler which had a total evaporative and heating surface

of 6,836 sq. ft. and carried a steam pressure of 180 lbs.

The changes made in the boiler consist principally in

lengthening the combustion chamber from' 30 7/16 in.

Table of Weights and Dimensions of Moun-

tain Type Locomotive of Baltimore

& Ohio Railroad

Type 4-8-2

Service Passenger

Fuel Bituin. Coal

Cylinders, diam. and stroke 30 in.by 30 in.

Valve gear Baker
Valves

:

Type Piston

Diameter 14 in.

Maximum Travel 7 in.

Outside Lap 1^4 in.

Lead in Full Gear % m.

Exhaust Clearance 3/16 in.

Cutoff in Full Gear 88%
Clearances

:

Maximum Height IS ft. 5^ in.

Maximum Width 10 ft. 8 in.

Length Overall 100 ft. 6 in.

Wheel Base:
Driving 19 ft. 3 in.

Locomotive 41 ft. 4 ni.

Tender 33 ft. 4 in.

Total Locomotive & Tender 89 ft.

Weights in working order

:

On drivers 275,000 lbs.

On front truck 62,000 lbs.

On trailing truck 63,000 lbs.

Total locomotive 400,000 lbs.

Tender 259,000 lbs.

Total Locomotive & Tender 659,000 lbs.

Wheels—Diameter Outside Tires

:

Engine Truck i^ '"

Driving 74 in.

Trailing truck 46 m.

Journals—Diameter and Length :

Driving—Main 13j4 in. by 15 in.

Driving—others 11 in. by 13 m.

Front truck 7 in. by 12 in.

Trailing truck 8 in. by 14 m.

Boiler

:

Type Wagon Top
Steam Pressure 210 pounds

Diameter—First ring inside. 90 in.

Diameter—Largest course outside 100 in.

Firebox—Length inside sheets 132;'4 m.

Firebox—Width inside sheets 96 in.

Comb. Chamber, Length 48 9/16 in.

Tubes, No. and Diameter 269—2^ m.

Flues, No. and Diameter 48—5^ in.

Length. Tubes and Flues 23 ft.

Grate Area 89.17 sq. ft.

Heating Surfaces

:

Firebox—Arch Tubes, Combustion Chamber 383 sq. ft.

Tubes and Flues 5,208 sq. ft.

Total 5,591 sq. ft.

Superheating 1,305 sq. ft.

Total combined 6,896 sq. ft.

Tender

:

Type Vanderbilt

Coal Capacitv 18 tons

Water 15,100 gals.

Trucks 6-wheel

Wheels—Diameter 33 in.

Journal—Diameter & Length 6 in. x 11 in.

General data

:

Rated Tractive Power 65,000 lbs.

Factor of Adhesion : 4.23

to 48 9/16 in. without any shortening of the tubes, and

increasing the stearn pressure to 210 lbs. per sq. in.

The water capacity of the tender was also increased

from 9,700 gals to 15,100 gals, an increase of about 44,-

800 lb. in the load to be carried, which together with the

additional weight involved in the tender itself required
the use of six-wheeled trucks.

Other changes in the engine were an increase in the

diameter of the driving wheels from 58 in. to 74 in. In
spite of this increase, the dropping of one pair of drivers

r.iade it possible to cut down the driving wheel base from
21 ft. to 19 ft. 3 in., which added materially to the flexi-

bility of the machine, though because of the use of a
four-wheeled leading truck and the increase of the dis-

tance from the rear driver to the trailing truck wheel from
9 ft. 6 in. to 10 ft. 1 in. the total wheel base of the en-

gine was increased from 40 ft. 3 in. to 41 ft. 4 in. which
is an insignificant amount.
The designing of the engine was started in the 'arly

jDart of this year. The construction was started on May
16, and completed on June 30, 1925, or in a total of 30
working days.

The engine is designed to traverse curves of 16 degrees.

It is 100 ft. 6 in. long over all. and has a total wheel base
for the engine and tender of 89 ft.

The locomotive is equipped with the Ragonet reverse

gear, air operated cylinder cocks, pneumatic bell ringer.

Duplex stoker, superheater, low pressure, compound air

pump, cast steel front engine t'.uck, drifting valves, cast

steel tender truck and frame, radial bufifer between the

engine and tender. Unit safety pulling bar and pneu-
matically operated fire door.

Further particulars of this interesting locomotive is

given in the accompanying table of dimensions, weights
and proportions.

New 2-10-4 or "Texas" Type Locomotive

The Texas and Pacific Railway have ordered ten loco-

motives of a new type from the Lima Locomotive Works.
They are practically duplicates, with the addition of

another pair of drivers, of the Lima 2-8-4 two cylinder de-

sign. The new locomotives will have two cylinders and
a 2-10-4 wheel arrangement and will lie known as the

"Texas" type.

The following features of design which have proven so

successful on the 2-S-4 or Al type will be incorporated in

the new locomotives : Articulated four wheel trailing

truck ; Lima design of cast steel cylinders with direct out-

side steam and exhaust passages ; Special Lima design of

rod drive to distribtite piston thrust over four main out-

side crank pins : Limited Cut-Ofif to save fuel : Type "E"
Superheater; Feed Water Heater and Locomotive

Booster.

The new "Texas" Type combines all the proven econo-

mies in locomotive design and represents the high point

in steam locomotive development to date.

Locomotive Inspection in 1925

During the first six months of 1925, 40,321 locomo-

tives were inspected by the Bureau of Locomotive Inspec-

tion of the Interstate Commerce Commission, of which

18,151 were found defective and 1,910 were ordered out

of service, according to the commission's monthly report

to the President on the condition of railroad equipment.

During June 7,381 locomotives were inspected, of which

3,044 were found defective and 292 were ordered out of

service. The Bureau of Safety during the same month
inspected 95,215 freight cars, of which 2.709 were found

defective, and 2,011 passenger cars, of which 23 were

found defective.

During the month 16 cases, involving 32 violations of

the safetv appliance acts, were transmitted to various

United States attornevs for prosecution.



Four-Cvliiider, Compound Superheated Steam Express

Locomotive for the Northern Railroad of Spain

Designed to Operate Passenger Trains of 400 Tons Weight in Mountainous Country—Probably Most

Powerful Locomotive in Europe

Because of the steady yearly growth of the traffic be-

nwen Irun and Madrid, the Xorthern Railroad of Spain
(Cia. de Ids Caminos de Hierro del Xorte de Espafia)

found it necessary, in 1924. to build the heaviest express

passenger locomotive that had. up to that time, been in

use ufwn its lines.

It may be stated here that this line traverses the most
extraordinarily adverse geoijraphical conditioiis to be

found an}^vhere upon the Iberian peninsula. Starting

at the French frontier the Pyrenees must be climbed, that

is the Cantabrian mountains, where an elevation of 3,150
feet must be overcome : and later there are the Guad-

12,600 B.t.u. per pound, but has the disadvantage of con-
taining about 12 per cent of ash. It was further speci-

fied that the axle loads should not exceed 35.200 lbs. and
that the weight of the locomotive and tender including
the impact of the counter-balance, in working order,

should not be more than 4,025 lbs. per running foot, when
measured between the buffers.

After a preliminary examination of the road it was de-

cided that the axle arrangement of the 2 Dl class should
be retained and that a four-cylinder de Glehn compound
should be used.

It happened that the contract for the construction of

4-8-2 Mountain Type Locomotive of the Northern Railway of Spa -From a Drav 'Hanomag-Nachrichte

alajara mountains with a height of 3,985 feet, both lying

on the route to the frontier station of Irun. Tliere .tie

only a ver\' few large cities on this route, so that, as the

express trains .serve, for the most part, the international

traffic only, it would be uneconomical to increase the num-
ber of trains. And so, because of this character of the

traffic it is planned to equip the trains with dining, sleep-

ing and saloon cars. This plan could not be executed be-.

cause the most powerful locomotives that had been built,

that is loconvHives of the 2 CI class were not strong

enough, while the cjriving wheels of the 2 D locomotives

were too small to make the required speed even on the

easiest grades between Burgos and Medina del Campo.
Now while the 2 CI four-cylinder compound locomo-

tives can only haul a train of 170 tons, the Northern Rail-

road Comfjany laid down in their specifications that this

locomotive should haul a train weighing 440 tons (400
metric tons), at the speeds specified, up the following

grades

:

On a .5 per cent grade at a sjieed of 56 miles per hour.

On a 1.1 "per cent grade, at a sf)eed of 40 miles per hour.

On a 1.35 per cent grade at a speed of 34 miles per

hour.

The fuel used is of a good quality and contains about

the locomotive thus specified was awarded to the Hano-
mag Works in Munich, Germany, because of their having
built several of the suggested type of engines. The
2 Dl tyjje was first brought out in the United States in

1911 by the construction, for the Chesapeake & Ohio Ry.,

of what is known as the Mountain type (4-8-2), and
which can now be almost considered to be the standard

type for heavy, high speed passenger service in a moun-
tainous country. .So that it api:)ears that this locomotive

for the Northern Railroad of Spain was the first of its

type to lie l)uilt for service on the continent of Europe,
anticipating those for the Western and Paris. Lyons &
Mediterranean railways of France, that have since been
built.

By referring to the table of principal dimensions given

at the conclusion of this article a clear idea can be ob-

tained of the size of this locomotive, which is claimed to

be the most powerful in Europe. The above-mentioned
I'Yench engines exceed the Spanish locomotive consider-

ably in weight and yet the dimensions of the boiler and
working parts are slightly smaller. If we compare the

tractive effort with the individual weights, we will find

the Spanish to be considerably superior to the French
locomotives.
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In order that a locomotive of the specified tractive

power should not exceed a weight of 204,600 lbs. when
empty, it was necessary that it should be designed with

painstaking care, so that the product should conform
strictly to the requirements laid down.

It is the expectation, later, to be able to publish the de-

tails of the cost of maintenance of the machine as well

as an account of the results of tests to which it will have

been subjected.

It may be stated here that the boiler is of the IJelpaire

type with the flat surfaces of the back head through

stayed. The copjjer firebox has a combustion chamber

35^ in. long, after the American pattern, in order not

only to carry the weight forward so as to secure a proper

distribution of the load upon the axles, but to obtain as

large an amount of direct heating surface as possible. The
staying of the firebox is done partly with rigid staybolts

and partly liy the spherical headed flexible bolts of the

Tate design. The shell of the boiler consists of three

courses, of which the two front ones are cylindrical and
the back one is conical on the under side so as to accom-
modate the combustion chamber. The maximum inside

diameter of the boiler is 76-)4 in.

The Schmidt superheater is carried in 30 flues each

4.9 in. inside diameter and 5/32 in. thick. With the cen-

ter of the boiler set 9 ft. 6 in. above the top of the rail,

there was no room to place the Coale pop safety valves

vertically on the top, so that they were attached radiall}

to the rear dome.
The preference of the Northern of Spain being for

plate frames, they were so made and were formed of

through plates about 55 ft. 9 in. long and 1 3/16 in. thick.

The cross bracing of the two plate frames, by which they

are tied together, aside from the casting of the low pres-

sure cylinders and the front buft'er beam, is effected by

cast steel braces only.

The front four-wheeled truck is attached by a ball and
socket pin that can act as a pendulum, so that the in-

clined position, which it can assume, in passing curves,

automatically provides for the necessary flexibility. The
side play of this truck is 3.9 in. on each side of the cen-

ter. The rear or trailing wheels arc placed in an .Ameri-

can frame truck and the journals run in oil boxes packed

with waste of the "Isothermos" brand. Because of the

load on the rear trailing axle it would be apt to run hot.

to avoid which the journal has been made of very liberal

dimensions. Its length is 14 in. and its diameter 611/16
in. The truck frame has a side play of 2 9/16 in. The
springs of the driving axles are connected together and

with the trailing truck axle by equalizing levers.

Because of the satisfactory experience on the part of the

Northern Railroad of Spain with the de Glelui four-cyl-

inder compound locomotives, these engines were fitted

with separate valve gearings for the high and low pres-

sure cylinders. The two low pressure cylinders which

have a diameter of 27 9/16 in. lie between the frames and
are cast with a saddle to carry the smokebox. The high

pressure cylinders are on the outside of the low pressure

cylinders and are set horizontally. They drive the two
main pins through connecting rods 10 ft. 10 in. long,

while the low-pressure cylinders are set on an incline of

one in 10.6 and drive the front double crank axle through
connecting rods 78^ in. long. The low pressure connect-

ing rod length of 78^ in. gives a ratio of about 5.9 to

one with the radius of the crank.

Air-oi3erated shifting valves are built into the low pres-

sure cylinder casting, by means of which, in case of

necessity, the high or low pressure cylinders can be worked
alone. The four Hensinger valve gears work with a link

coupled on one side. Large air admission and pressure

equalizing valves make a smooth running of the locomo-
tive possible when the throttle is closed.

In order to lessen the weight all axle, crank and coup-
ling pins, valve rods, etc., are made hollow.

The special appliances with which the locomotives are
equipped are as follows :

Worthington feed water heater having a capacity of

()8 gallons per minute ; non-lifting PViedmann injector

with a capacity of 77 gallons per minute ; Smith & Wag-
ner's regulating valve : Equi shaking grates ; finger

grates ; Gresham air sanders connected with the hand
Sanders ; Hardy vacuum brakes with Super-Danton ejec-

tor ; Hasler's speed indicator ; Detroit condensing lubri-

cator with eight outlets ; Baldwin-Sunl^eam electric

lighting equipment with turbo-generator and headlight.

The standard four-axled 6,600 gallon tender of the

Northern of Spain railway is used with these engines.

It may be noted, in conclusion that the total length of

the engine and tender over buiifers is 93 ft. 6 in.

The following are some of the principal dimensions of

these locomotives

:

Gauge of track S ft. 6 in.

Cylinder diameter, H. P ' Tl8% in.

Cylinder diameter, L. P | 27-9/16 in.

Stroke of piston f 26f^ in.

Diameter driving wheels 68^ in.

Diameter front truck 33^ in.

Diameter trailing truck 48^^ in.

Rigid wheel base 18 ft. 2'/. in.

Total wheel base 41 ft. 7 in.

-Steam pressure 244 lbs. per sq. in.

Clrate area 53.8 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 168.6 sq. ft.

Heating surface, combustion chamber 96.9 sq. ft.

Heating surface arch tubes 28.0 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total firebox 293.5 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 1S01.6 sq. ft.

Heating surface, flues 701.5 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total evaporative 2496.6 sq. ft.

Heating surface, superheater 882 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total boiler 3378.6 sq. ft.

Length of tubes, between sheets 18 ft. 8% in.

Diameter superheated flues (inside) 4.9 in.

Diameter tubes (inside) 2 in.

No. of superheater flues 30
No. of tubes 155
Smallest inside diameter of boiler 6S% in.

Largest inside diameter of boiler 76% in.

Height of center of boiler above top of rail 9 ft. 6 in.

\\'ith 5 in. depth of water over crown sheet, water in boiler

2,774 gals.

Steam space 157.2 cu. ft.

Evaporating surface of water 163.9 sq. ft.

Weight, empty ; 204,600 lbs.

Weight on driving wheels 140,800 lbs.

Weight' in working order 226,600 lbs.

Maximum speed 68 m.p.h.

Total length of locomotive without tender, between rubbing plate

and buffers 55 ft. 9 in.

Total length of locomotive and tender between buffers.. 93 ft. 6 in.

Decrease in Stored Locomotives and Those

Needing Repairs

Class 1 railroads on July 15 had 11,224 locomotives

in need of repair. 17.5 per cent of the number on line, ac-

cording to reports filed today by the carriers with the car

service division of the American Railway Association.

This was an increase of 307 over the number in need of

repair on July 1, at which time there were 10,917 or 17.1

per cent. Of tlie total number, 6,101 or 9.5 per cent were
in need of classified repairs, an increase, compared with

July 1 this year, of 269, while 5,123 or 8 per cent were in

need of running repairs, an increase of 38 within the same
period.

.Serviceable locomotives in storage on July 15 totaled

6,531. a decrease of 69 compared with the nn:''^°'- of such

locomotives on Julv 1.



2-8-8-2 Type Locomotives for the Great Northern Railway
The Great Xorthern has recently received, from The

Baldwin Locomotive Works, four high pressure articu-

lated locomotives of the 2-8-8-2 type which are the most
powerful single expansion locomotives thus far com-
pleted by the builders. These locomotives, designated bv
the Railway Company Class R-l-S. are intended for op-
eration between Cut IJank and Whitefish. Montana, a dis-

tance of 128 miles, where the line crosses the Continental

Divide. The ruling grade approaching the summit west-

bound is one per cent, while east-bound it is 0.8 per cent

with a pusher grade of 1.8 per cent, 13.8 miles long. The
elevation at th^ summit is 5,211 ft. The sharpest curves
on tliis section of the line are of ten degrees, although
the locomotives are designed to traverse curves as sharp
as 20 desf.

to burn coal and fitted with arches and mechanical stok-

ers. At present no arch tubes are applied, but a brick
wall is placed across the throat of the combustion cham-
ber.

Flexible staybolts are applied in the breaking zones in

the sides of the firebo.x. Hollow stays are used in the

back head and back of the brick work, and there is a com-
plete installation of flexible bolts in the firebox throat and
the combustion chamber.,
The main dome is on the third Ijoiler ring, and back

of it. on the same ring, is a man-hole opening fitted with
a depressed cover, in which are mounted the whistle and
the four safety valves. This arrangement was necessary
in order to keep within the over-all height limit.

.\ throttle valve of the Baldwin balanced type is placed

2-8-8-2 Type Articulated Single Expansion Locomotive of the Great Northe

Since the latter part of 1923, the heavy freight traffic

on this division has been handled principally by locomo-

tives of the 2-10-2 type, (Class Q-1), which were built

by The Baldwin Locomotive Works. These locomotives

develop a tractive force of 87,100 lbs. Four of them,

which are equipp>ed with boosters, giving a maximum
starting tractive force of nearly 100,000 pounds, are used

as pushers on the L8 per cent grade. .\s compared with

the road engines of the 2-10-2 type, the new articulated

locomotives show an increase in tractive force of nearly

47 per cent.

The largest articulated locomotives heretofore used by
the Great Xorthern are the 25 Mallet Compounds of the

2-8-8-0 tyj>e known as Class N-1, which were built by
The Baldwin Locomotive Works in 1912. During the

past year a numljcr of these locomotives were changed
to use high pressure steam in four equal sized cylinders,

and the design of the new locomotives was determined

after experiments had proved that a material increase in

hauling capacity was thus obtained. Track conditions on
the Great Xorthern have been much improved since the

Class N-1 locomotives were constructed, and with the

wheel loads now permitted it is jMssible to apply a boiler

of sufficient capacity to insure an abundant supply of

steam for the four 28 x 32 in. cylinders used on the

Oass R-l-S.
In accordance with the usual practice on this road, tlie

boiler of Class R-l-S is of the Relpairc type. The barrel

h.is a conical connection, and is 100 in. in diameter at the

front end, the maximum diameter being 109 in. It is fed

by one .Sellers non-lifting injector placed on the left side,

and by one FJesco exhaust steam injector on the right

side. The cnml)ustif)n chamlicr has a length of 72 in. and
the tubes arc 24 ft. long. Tiie locomotives as built are

equipped for oil burning, but the design is so worked
out that they can subsequently, if desired, be equipped

in the main dome, and is connected with the superheater

header in the smoke-box by means of an internal dry pipe.

The steam pipes leading from the superheater header ter-

minate in a second header, placed transversely in the bot-

tom of the smokebo.x and having connections with two
outside steam pipes which lead back to the rear cylinders.

The front cylinders receive their steam supply through a

centrally- located pipe connected to the same header, and
having three ball joints. All slip and ball joints are lu-

bricated. Oil cu])s are used on all packings.

The exhaust from the two front cylinders is conveyed
to the nozzle through a pipe placed on the center line, and
fitted with two ball joints lubricated with oil, and one slip

joint lubricated with grease. The exhaust pipe from the

rear cylinders is placed on the left side, and it terminates

in an annular opening surrounding the exhaust nozzle of

the front cylinders.

The steam supply for the Elesco exhaust steam injector

is taken from the exhausts of both the front and rear cyl-

inders. This injector is placed under the cab, on the

right-hand side.

The frames are six in. wide, spaced 41 in. apart trans-

versely. Special attention has been given to the design
of the articulated framie connection. The vertical hinge
]>in is si.x in. in diameter, and is held rigid in the rear

cylinder saddle, being secured from turning by a tapered
fit and a heavy tapered key. The saddle is bushed and
the pin is case-hardened. By holding the pin rigid, the

wear is taken by the bushed connecting bar, which can be

easily rebushed ; and thus the slack between the two units

can l)e kept at a minimum.
Both the vertical and horizontal hinge ]>ins are internally

lubricated with grease, which is applied from an easily

accessible outside location.

The four cylinders arc cast iron and are interchangea-
ble. ;is are also the fmnt and back pistons, crossheads and

22.?
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connecting rods. Corresponding crank pins, wheels and

axles in the front and rear units interchange also. The

steam distribution is controlled by 14-in. piston valves

which are oiierated by the \Valsc'haerts valve gear. A
Kagonnet type B power reverse mechanism is applied.

The reach rod connecting the front and back reverse

shafts is placed on the center line of the locomotive, with

its joint immediately above the articulated frame connec-

tion. In this way there is practically no distortion to the

miovement of the forwad valves when the locomotive is

traversing a curve. The valves all have IJs in. steam

lap and no exhaust clearance, and are set with a travel

of 6^4 in. and a lead of 3/16 in. The cut-off when work-

ing in full gear, is 65 per cent.

The piston heads are steel of the solid type, fitted with

bull rings and packing rings of B. L. W. special iron.

The main crank pins are of vanadium steel, hollow bored.

With the exception of the front main rod stubs, solid end

stubs with floating bushings are used throughout. All the

pins are lubricated with grease.

The boiler is supported on the front frames by means

of a single bearer, located to give an even weight dis-

tribution and designed to distribute the load on the frames

with a minimum "frame stress. A low bearing pressure

per square inch is assured by the liberal bearing area pro-

vided, and the bearer is designed to permit a rocking

movenijent of the frames without binding. No centering

device is applied, experience having proved that its use

is unnecessarv. The upper castings of the bearer and

of the rear cvlinder saddle are riveted to the boiler, the

liners being placed outside the shell. The forward equal-

ization divides between the second and third pairs of driv-

ers, thus giving. a three-point susi>ension for the front

unit.

The front and rear trucks are in many respects sim-

ilar in construction, and have interchangeable wheels and

axles. The front truck is center bearing and the rear

truck side bearing, the bolsters in each case being sus-

pended on heart "shaped links. The transverse distance

between the inside faces of the truck tires is_ SSJ^ in-,

while for the driving tires it is respectively 53, 53^, 53 >4

and 53}i in. for the first, second, third and fourth pairs

of drivers of each group. Flanged tires are used on all

the wheels.

The cab is located sufficiently far back to place all flex-

ible stay-bolts outside, where they are easily accessible.

To provide clear vision for the enginemen, the front cab

windows are placed in specially designed brass frames

which permit the glass to extend the full width of the

front panels. Steam piping immediately forward of the

cab is placed under the jacket ; and this, together with

the downward trend of the running boards as they ex-

tend forward, and the arrangement of all external fittings,

gives the engine crew as clear a vision as can be obtained

in a locomotive of this size and type.

These locomotives are equipped with force feed lubri-

cators for the front cylinders, and with flange oilers on

the leading drivers of both the front and back units. A
drifting valve with handle conveniently located in the cab,

and having a 2^ in. pipe connection to the steam valve

stand, supplies steami to the cylinders when drifting. The
main steam valve stand is placed on the roof sheet in

front of the cab, and there is also an auxiliary steam man-
ifold on the left side of the back head connected to the

steam valve stand and serving the blower in the smoke-

box, the oil atomizer, tank heater, oil heater, cab heater,

sprinkler, flange lubricator heater and force feed lubrica-

tor heater. On the right side of the back head is an air

manifold, with valves serving the bell ringer, sanders,

cylinder cocks for the front unit and cylinder cocks for

the back unit. This manifold also has plugged connec-

tions for the fire door, tube cleaner, and the whistle.

The oil burning arrangement has a number of interest-

ing features. The damper controlling the intake of air

through the fire jxin is automatic in its action, opening

by draft and closing by gravity. The fire door is pro-

vided with an intake riser through the deck, thus pre-

venting cold air from being drawn into the cab.

The firelxjx has a brick flash wall in the back, and all

firebox seams are protected from the direct action of the

fire by steam fire brick.

In order to prevent the exhaust from the air compres-

sors from drawing on the fire when drifting down long

grades, the compressors discharge into a separate header,

which provides an atmospheric exhaust.

The tender of this locomotive is carried on two Com-
monwealth cast steel trucks of the six-wheeled equalized

t\pe. The frame is a one-piece, commonwealth steel cast-

ing. The tender is built with a stoker conveyor trough,.

in view of possibly changing to coal burning in the fu-

ture. A pilot is placed at the rear end. With capacity

for 16,800 gallons of water and 5,800 gallons of oil. these

tenders rank among the largest thus far built.

These locomotives have a height over all of 16 ft. 1 in.,

and a maximum width of 11 ft. 3 in. The length meas-
ured from the face of the engine front bumper to that

of the tender rear bumper is 104 ft. 4 in. Further par-

ticulars are given in the table of dimensions.

Cylinders (4 ) 28 in. by 32 in.

Valves, piston diam 14 in.

Boiler

:

Type Conical

Diameter 100 in.

Working pressure 210 lb.

Fue! Oil

Firebox :

Material Steel

Staying Belpaire

Length 144 in.

Width 108 in.

Depth, front 93 in.

Depth, back 75]4 in.

Tubes

:

Diameter SYz in.—2^ in.

Number 68—310
Length 24 ft.—24 ft.

Heating Surface

:

Firebox 272 sq. ft.

Combustion chamber 160 sq. ft.

Tubes 6,710 sq. ft.

Total 7,142 sq. ft.

Superheater 1 ,896 sq. ft.

Grate area 108 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels

:

Diameter, outside 63 in.

Diameter, center 56 in.

Journals, main 12^4 in. by 16 in.

Journals, others 11 in. by 14 in.

Engine Truck Wheels

:

Diameter, front 33 in.

Journals tyi in. by 12 in.

Diameter, back 33 in.

Journals 6^ in. by 12 in.

Wheel Base

:

Driving 43 ft. 7 in.

Rigid 16 ft. 6 in.

Total engine 58 ft. 2 in.

Total engine and tender 96 ft. 354 in.

Weight in Working Order

:

On driving wheels 532,800 lb.

On truck, front 37,550 lb.

On truck, back 24,590 lb.

Total engine 594,940 lb.

Total engine and tender 916,500 lb.

Tender

:

Wheels, number 12
Wheels, diameter 33 in.

Journals 6^4 in. by 12 in.

Tank Capacity

:

Water 16,800 U. S. gal.

Oil 5,800 U. S. gal.

Tractive force 127.500 lb.

Service Freight



International Railway Fuel Association Reports

Oil Burning Practice? on Locomotives—Boiler Feed Water Heaters

—

How Fuel Economy Can Be Affected

In the issue for June was published a report of the

meeting and also abstracts of some of the papers pre-

sented at the convention of the International Railway
Fuel Association, which was held ^lav 26-29. In this

and the following pages are presented abstracts of some
of the other important papers presented at the conven-
tion.

In 1S79 it was demonstrated on the Central Pacific,

which was the first unit of the Southern Pacific System
Lines, that oil could be used as a locomotive fuel. In

that year an oil burner was taken from a marine firebox of

a boat in San Francisco Bay, and was applied to an
eight-wheel Rliode Island locomotive called the "Young
America." From this first application, J. X. Clark, Chief

Fuel Supervisor of the Southern Pacific Company, has

presented in his paper the Development of Oil Burning
Practices on Locomotives, the histon,- of the experiences

in burning oil in locomotives and steamships. The fol-

AfCr^'- bft.eef8cx/C8'x(i'

chamber, success is being had with a combination of the

two drafts, using a hooded damper over the opening in

front end of pan. a flash-hole in bottom of pan from
9 to 18 inches in front of flash-wall, and a baffler door
with maximum air opening of about 4 inches by 16 inches.

^\'e corrected a lot of our carbon trouble by moving this

flash-hole far enough away from the flash-wall to avoid
chilhng the refractory below ignition temperature. We
try to admit air to fire-box in such a manner that it must
cross the path of flame on its way to the flue sheet. With
the exception of the small amount of air admitted around
the burner to prevent it from being overheated, all other

air entering the firebox has but one function and that is

to aid combustion. Air, in excess of the amount re-

quired for perfect combustion, wastes fuel at the rate of

1 percent for each 10 percent of excess air. Where
nozzle is Y^ of cylinder diameter, air opening into fire-

pan is figured on basis of seven times the diameter of

A/o. / 0//Bt/rft//tg ArrangcmeMt
(Sacramento Desigrf)

frvfr, Pr^ 9708, Baok(Z z,^c<^'^e</

Sef,t IS,/9M:

Oroft Ti/tcS

Fig. 1—Oil Burning Arranger

lowing is an abstract of that portion of the paper that

deals with the construction of locomotives for burning oil.

Burning Oil on Locomotives
By J. N. Clark, Chief Fnel Supervisor, Southern Pacific Company

.^fter various experiments, two standard drafts were
adopted, the horizontal Fig. 1, with air openings around
burner and through tiaffler door, and the vertical Fig. 2,

with flash-hole or draft opening in front of flash-wall,

with solid door and only enough air around burner to

keep it cool. With the large fire-box and combustion

ZI,3"C>raf^TuL«i

or ItS^ $f. In. Optnms-

ith Horizontal Dran

cylinder. Another rule in general use is to figure the

air opening at approximately 30 per cent of flue openings.

Damper controls of various types have been experi-

mented with since oil burning began. The original

damper control, which came up through the deck, neces-

sitating the fireman getting off his seat to operate it has
been changed to present method which is under the firing

regulator handle and is easily operated from fireman's

seat. The damper control that is simplest, most easy of

access and most accurate, is the one tliat should be worked
out to fit local conditions, and future developments will

no doubt be along- the lines of worm srear, which is the
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Standard on French railways and is coinini; into favor

in our larger power houses.

Firing valve regulating flow of oil to burner was
originally located under burner and was connected to

regulator with a series of rods and pins, but this plan

is now changed and the valve placed directly under the

regulator so that all lost motion is eliminated. Firing

regulator handles, which were formerly of the straight

lever type have been displaced with latch and segment,

which insures a more positive control.

Firebox Refractories

\'ery early in our oil burning experiences we learned

to have a very high regard for fire-box refractories. Oil

is burned in suspension and is a traveling fire. It must
have no hindrances put in its path. Anything that does

interfere with it becomes a potential engine failure. Our
present fire-pan construction makes possible the im-

mediate removal of fallen brick by raking them through

flash-hole or draft-hole beneath burner, but we endeavor

2—Oil Burning Arrangement with Vertical Draft

Steam manifold for piping to different operating vuIvl-!,

has made a marked improvement.
Two steam gauges and two water glasses are used on

each locomotive, so that engineer and fireman have in

front of them at all times accurate steam pressure and

water level.

The use of superheated steam for atomizing oil is sup-

planting the former practice of using saturated steam.

Firebox Volume

The first locomotive in which oil fuel was burned had

boilers with low ratio of heating surface to cylinder

volume. In order to furnish steam it was necessary to

force combustion in the limited space. Hot gases were

drawn from fire-box because the boiler was forced to

such an extent to produce the steam required that much
of the heat that should have been absorbed, passed through

the tubes to atmosphere.

In later years more attention has been given by de-

signers to provide boilers of ample capacity to provide

steam to supply cylinders. It was also found that a large

fire-box volume improved oil burning conditions, and the

combustion chamber has become quite popular. The com-

bustion chaber in addition to increasing fire-box volume,

also increased the flame travel, more heat being trans-

mitted through fire-box sheets and the gases enter the

tubes at a somewhat lower temperature. This reduced

to considerable extent tube sheet troubles and resulted

in lower exhaust gas temperatures in smoke-box. This

reduction of temperature and volume of gases has re-

sulted in a reduction of back pressure in cylinders. The

first oil burning locomotives had fire-box heating surface

only 190 times the cylinder volume ; this factor on modern

oil burning locomotives has been increased to 290 times

the cvlinder volume.

tu prevent brick from falling in flameway by seeing that

they are properly placed, with least possible space be-

tween them, with a bearing against the metallic surface

of pan, so that all air leaks are eliminated around them
and that pan does not vibrate nor strike against engine

frame.

It was our former practice to use two rows of brick

next to side sheets, placing them to protect the three

bottom rows of staybolts. From our experience we have
found it preferable not to heat side sheets too hot near

nuidring in order that space just above mudring will be

utilized for the purpose intended, namely, a settling

chamber where mud and sludge will accumulate and be

washed out, not carried up over crownsheet. Brick ap-

plied in this manner also prevents flame from impinging

on side sheets, which is beneficial to side sheets and stay-

bolts.

It is our present practice to lay brick on edge 4J/2

inches high and 9^2 inches deep to flame, especially the

flash-wall and shelf of pan. These brick are so placed

that any vibration or jar will cause them to move toward

the metal sheets instead of towards the center of fire-box.

Front End Arrangement

In the earliest installations front end nettings, formerly

used on coal burners, were allowed to remain in place

and much trouble was experienced in firing up. This

was caused by moisture on the netting, which greatly

interfered with draft and caused carbon or asphaltum

to form.

Stack covers which were in general use then helj^ed to

cause this sweating. Except in grain growing districts

during harvest time, all nettings are now removed and

the use of stack covers has been discontinued.
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The rule now generally used is to have the nozzle one-
fourth of the cylinder diameter, varying this to suit con-
ditions.

Air leaks must be avoided in front end of smoke-box,
around bottom of stack, steam pipes and smoke-box door.

Latest type locomotives received by the Southern Pacific

Company have smoke-box throttle placed between super-
heater header and cylinders. This eliminates the necessity
of superheater damper and deflecting plates and provides
superheated steam for all auxiliaries, atomizing of oil and
blower.

Eliminating Fire Hazard

One other feature of the development of the oil burn-
ing practices on locomotives has been to reduce, as much
as possible, fire hazard. A review of the records indi-

cates that for the 30 years between 1872 and 1902, dur-
ing which time wood and coal were the prevailing fuel?

over the Sierra Nevada Mountains, there was an average
annual fire loss of 1,770 feet of snow sheds. With the
advent of oil as locomotive fuel, tlris shed loss dropped
to 563 feet per year, and from 1916 to date we have no

record of a fire in snow shed territory caused by sparks
from a locomotive.

On a line traversing an agricultural or grazing country,
fire hazard from locomotives requires very careful super-
vision, and a record maintained from 1907 to 1917 shows
an average of 92 grain fires per year. For the year
1924 there were 35 such fires reported. This improve-
ment has been due, in a large measure, to the study given
to drafting and front end arrangement and to the use
and maintenance of proper sized netting during the dry
season.

Reviewing the development of oil burning practices
on locomotives during the past thirty years brings us
face to face with many exploded theories, high hopes have
been entertained for vast economies and bitter disapjxjint-

ments have been sutfered, when, in actual practice, it was
proven the idea was unworkable.

Every careful student is willing to admit there is much
to be done before we have reached the ultimate in the
burning of oil in a locomotive fire-box. In this willing-
ness, coupled with a desire to contribute something of
lasting good, lies the hope of future development.

Report on Boiler Feed Water Heaters

The committee is able to report a verv substantial

gain in the number of feed water heaters applied and on
order as of May 1, compared with previous vears as

follows

:

Feed \\'ater Exhaust Steam
Year
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tion of the manufacturers to protect all feed water heaters

in this way.

Open Type Feed Water Heaters

There have been purchased to date, by the railroads

of the North American continent, slightly more than
1,400 open type feed water heaters. Operation of these

units has gradually improved through the growing
familiarity of the users with the construction and func-
tioning of the apparatus, with the development of organ-
ized maintenance and with gradual improvement in ma-
terials and construction. The latter have included steps

looking to the perfection of the steam valve gear and the

water valve service and the selection of suitable materials

for gaskets and pump piston and piston rod packings.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has released information

concerning tests made on the locomotive testing plant of

open type feed water heaters applied to their Decapods
or 2-10-0 type locomotives in which they show that within

the capacity of the feed water heater they credit a sav-

ing of 14 per cent as an average throughout its complete

range. This is somewhat higher than has been previously

reported by your committee, but this range could well

be made with a coal burning locomotive where the coal

rate per square foot of grate area is high and sonsequently

reduces the boiler efficiency.

Cleaning of the open type heater, where necessary at

all, and in all but the most exceptional cases, can be de-

ferred to the general shopping date. Methods of clean-

ing, thus far resorted to, consist of scraping, washing,

and the judicious use of the scale solvents on removable

parts. Fully half of the installations thus far made are

characterized by the omission of the oil separator from
the exhaust steam line to the heater this having been

done at the option of the users, thus far, with no results

that prompt them to question the correctness of this line

of procedure.

Scale formation in the heater is confined mostly to the

upper section of the heater, where, between shoppings

scale w^U form to a thickness of between one and two

inches. In the lower sections of the heater, the forma-

tion of scale is not noticeable. These scale formations I'li

the heater, however, do not affect the working or the

temperature of the water delivered. Another trouble-

some scale formation is found in the atmosphere vent pipe

from the heater, which has, at times, been entirely closed

by scale and when in this condition it reduces the tem-

perature of the feed water as much as 15 or 20 deg. on

account of the inability to get rid of the air in the heater.

Exhaust Steam Injectors

In the 1923 and 1924 reports of this committee, brief

mention was made of the exhaust steam injector, and

attention was drawn to some of its more prominent char-

acteristics. The development of this apparatus to meet

American conditions has progressed steadily during the

last three years. The principal attention has been given

to the perfection of an automatic control arrangement,

making unnecessary the manipulation of a number of

levers and valves for the proper operation of the instru-

ment. Many of the older types have now been changed

and all new' ones furnished are equipped with the new

control.

As now arranged the operation of this injector is simple

and requires little attention on the part of the engineman.

To obtain the most economical results it should be op-

erated by adjusting the water regulator so as to meet the

demands with the use of as little supplementary steam as

possible. The amount of this supplementary live steam

when the locomotive is in operation depends largely on

the exhaust steam pressure and the temperature of the
feed water. The injector has been known to work per-
fectly against 200 lb. toiler pressure with the supple-
mentary steam shut off entirely when the back pressure
was about 4 lb. and the feed water temperature was 45
deg. F. Injectors will handle feed water successfuHy up
to 85 deg. F. temperature.

It is very important that the size of the injector be
suited to the size and power of the locomotive.
Some figures are now available in connection with the

cost of maintenance of the exhaust injectors. One road
reports that the cost of maintenance for 12 months, from
April 1, 1924, to .\pril, 1925, on eleven injectors amounted
to a total of $490. Of this amount $265 was for material
and $225 for labor. This amounts to about $45 per injec-

tor per year, or $1.20 per 1.000 miles. These eleven
engines made a total of 407,245 miles during this period.

The following quotations were selected as typical from
various reports received by the committee

:

"This device has given us about Syi per cent reduction
in water consumption with a proportionate saving in fuel

since its installation in July, 1923. It is my opinion that

when the mechanical imperfections we have found in the

injector have been eliminated, it will show a saving of

between 10 and 11 per cent in fuel"—Report dated April

5, 1925.

"Our experiences with this injector have been so satis-

factory that we anticipate a considerable extension in the

use of this device. Results of road tests made with very
meagre test apparatus showed the exhaust steam injector

to save about 7 per cent when compared with a non-lifting

live steam injector.''—Report dated April 10, 1925.

Inasmuch as such test data now available does not point

to any definite conclusions the committee hesitates to give

a general statement as to the savings which may be ex-

]jected of the e.xhaust steam injector. The lack of de-

terminate data can in part be attributed to the number of

variable factors involved such as the use of both exhaust
and live steam and to variations in efficiency which may
occur at the various rates at which the exhaust injector

is operated. It is established, however, that there will be

a noticeable drop in back pressure and that the superheat

will be lowered about 15 deg.

Feed Water Purifier

The Canadian National was experimenting with one

locomotive equipped with a feed water purifier placed on

top of the boiler so that the discharge from the feed water

heater and injectors passed through it to the boiler but

so much trouble was experienced that it was removed and
within the knowledge of the committee there are at this

time none in service in this country. This device is par-

ticularly applicable to waters which contain a great

amount of carlxinates and feel that this is a subject that

should not be dropped by the American railways.

Feed Water Heating at Terminals

Last year the committee referred to the fact, that ap-

proximately 20 per cent of all locomotive fuel is consumed
at terminals, and presented some figures to show the effect

on fuel consumption of supplying hot filling water for

locomotives, where the filling water is heated by blown

oft' water and steam that would otherwise be wasted. It

was estimated that the possible fuel saving from this

source amounted to from 1,500 to 2,000 pounds of coal

for each locomotive filled.

One of the factors in connection with the savings from

boiler feed water heating at terminals is found in the

reduction of steam blower consumption, resulting from the

reduction in time required for firing up locomotives filled
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with hot water over the time required to fire up a locomo-
tive filled with cold water. The test which will be de-

scribed in more detail in subsequent paragraphs indicated
that this saving in time amounted to about five minutes
in the time required to steam up a locomotive for each 10
deg. increase in the temperature at which the boiler was
filled. On this basis, it will require about one hour less

to steam up a locomotive filled with water at 180 deg. F.

than the time required to steam up a locomotive filled with
water at 60 deg. F.

As the saving in blower steam consumption resulting

from a reduction in the time required to steam up a loco-

motive depends upon the rate of steam consumption of the

blower itself, the committee further undertook to inves-

tigate the situation with respect to the quantity of steam
required for blower purposes. It is apparent from the

replies received, that this phase of locomotive terminal

operation has received very little consideration, and that

the quantity of live steam ordinarily required for firing up
locomotives represents a greater fuel loss than is generally

appreciated. While no general conclusion as to steam
consumption required for blower purposes can be drawn
from the above, it is evident that the blower is a fuel con-

sumer of sufficient magnitude to warrant careful attention.

In this connection some very interesting information

was submitted by the Baltimore & Ohio on the use of a

motor driven induced draft fan for steaming up locomo-

tives. The following table shows the results of some
tests comparing steam blower operation and an electrically

operated fan.

These figures show up the cost of operating a steam jet

in a very forceful manner. For practically the same con-

ditions throughout, the fan was able to fire up a loco-

motive for a cost of about 3.7 per cent of the cost when
using the steam blower.

The latest important development in connection with

boiler feed water heating at locomotive terminals is the

direct injection into the locomotive boiler of live steam.

together with hot filling water for the purpose of reducing

the time and fuel required to steam up locomotives. This

method may also be utilized for steaming up locomotives

to a working pressure without lighting the fire, for the

purjxjse of eliminating smoke and blower steam in the

engine house. In addition' to the economy to be .gained

from filling with hot water, the direct injection of live

steam generated in an efficient stationary boiler requires

less fuel than the same amount of steam generated in the

locomotive firebox during the firing up period. The re-

duction in blower steam required with this method repre-

sents a further fuel saving.
Steam Differ-

Items Fan Mower ence

Kind of coal used R.m. gas R.m. gas

Kind of kindlinB used Fuel oil Fuel oil

Average temperature of water at start, deg. F. 72 76 4

Pounds of coal on grates at start 1,212 1,206 6

Pounds of coal fired during test 690 681 9

Total coal used, poimds 1.902 1,887 15

Draft in smoke box, average, in 0.84 0.81 0.03

Kv. hours used • • 4.03 .... ....

Pressure on steam blower line, lb. per sq. in 85.5 ....

Pounds steam u?ed per hour 2,452 ....

Pounds of sleam needed to draft locomotive 2.80O ....

Area of blower nozzle tip. sq. in 0.87

Time to get 1 lb. per sq. in. steam pressure
after light-off. mio 43.0 47,0 4.0

Time to get 65 lb. per sq. in. steam pressure
ifter lightofT. min 66.5 68.0 1.5

Cost to draft locomotive $0,062 $1,682 $1.62

Cost per 1,000 pounds of steam ;

.

0.60

Cost of power per kw.-hr 0154 .... . • .

.

Abstr,ict of Data from Tests of Electric Blowers for Firing Up Locomo-
tii'cs. Teits conducted on a .Mikado tyi« locomotive.

The equipment required for direct steaming is the same
as for blowing of¥ locomotives and for washing and filling

locomotives with water "heated by the blown-off steam and

water, with the addition of a live steam main from the

power plant with connections to each filling drop. With
these connections the usual procerlure would be to attach

the blow-off valve to the combined blow-off and filling
connection as soon as the locomotive is placed in the
engine house. If the boiler is to be washed or water
changed, the contents are blown off through this flexible
connection. When ready to fill, both the filling and live
steam valves are opened. The hot filling water and live
steam combine in a booster connection and enter the loco-
motive boiler at a temperature considerably over 212 deg.
As soon as water shows in the glass, the hot water valve
IS closed and the flow of live steam continued until a work-
ing steam pressure is built up in the boiler.

This practice was referred to in the previous report in
connection with the subject of feed water heating at termi-
nals and several installations of the direct steaming system
are now being made at new terminals so that a study of
this method in regular operation will be available for the
next report. For the current report, the most compre-
hensive data on this subject is found in the results of a
series of tests on steaming up locomotives that was con-
ducted by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe during the
past year at Newton, Kansas.

The following general conclusions may be drawn from
these tests

:

1.—The consideration of steaming up without fire im-
plies the use of high pressure steam in power plants and
consequent changes in order to obtain the desired speed in
building up the steam pressure in the boiler, requiring the
use of steam pressures of about 200 lb. and statio'nary
plants built accordingly ; also a system for filling at 180
deg. F. and above.

2.—A saving of fuel would amount to slightly over
one gallon of oil, or its equivalent in coal, for each
thousand gallons of boiler feed water used in firing up
when heated 10 deg. F. by the utilization of waste heat.

3.—There would be an average saving of time of about
4 to 5 min. for each 10 deg. F. difference of feed water
temperature.

4.—A saving of time would result from the combined
filling, steaming and firing up processes, of 35 min. as
compared with simple firing up with 180 deg. F. initial

temperature. There should be a reduction of stand-by
losses to.gether with some reduction of smoke nuisance
in roundhouses. The latter would, of course, be espe-
cially noticeable in case of coal burning locomotives.

How Can a Chief Mechanical Officer Effect

Fnel Economy?
Hy .loiiii Purccll. Asst. to Vice-Pre.x't. Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe Railway

The cost of fuel has reached a point where it is the

greatest item of expense next to wages. The chief me-
chanical officer is res])onsible for maintaining the loco-

motives in an effiicient condition at a minimum cost, and
with the increased cost of fuel, certain features that have
to do with locomotive maintenance effecting fuel economy
will require particular attention.

For many years the mechanical officer has maintained
his power by doing the work reported l>y the enginemen
and inspectors. .Such appurtenances as cylinder pack-
ing, valve rings, superheater unit, steam pipe and nozzle

stand joints, grates, smoke box air leaks and stopped

up flues were not given attention unless the locomotive

was reported as not performing properly. The waste of

fuel that takes place between the time a locomotive is in

first-class condition and the time it is reported not steam-

ing is of considerable consequence. This has resulted in

many roads restoring to a monthly inspection of these
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features in order to reduce the fuel consumption. This
inspection and the necessary repairs are usually handled
at the time of monthly boiler inspection and, in addition

to the fuel saving, this inspection results in describing
the number of engine failures and in the locomotives
giving better service on the road.

The average life of a locomotive has been approxi-
mately 30 years of service, and on some territories the
modern locomotive consumes $30,000 worth of fuel per
year, or $900,000 worth of fuel in the life of the loco-

motive. From the trend of fuel costs in previous years,

it can be expected that the cost will continue to increase.

The chief mechanical officer is confronted with two im-
portant problems dealing with fuel conservation, one be-

ing to make existing locomotives more efficient, the other

to design locomotives which will render efficient service

on the territories where the locomotives are to operate.

There is a field for reducing the fuel consumption of

existing locomotives by the application of superheaters,

feed water heaters, brick arches, increasing steam pres-

sure, improved front end arrangements, elimination of

smoke box air leaks, closer fitting grates, and by applica-

tion of larger tenders which will reduce the number of

stops on the road and eliminate taking water at some
of the bad water points on the (liA'ision. These features

may be taken care of with a relatively low capital in-

vestment and should be given thorough consideration.

The useful life of existing locomotives may be prolonged

by these additions and betterments, making them useful

and efficient units of increased capacity. The service that

existing locomotives are to perform in future years should

be studied, and where the capital is available, locomotives

should be equipped with fuel saving devices of proved
merit which will give a net saving for the application.

Complications on accotmt of weight distribution on some
of the existing locomotives will be found a limiting factor.

The application of devices on new locomotives is less

complicated. The locomotives being built each year se-

cure a greater efficiency in the use of fuel. The thermal

efficiency of locomotives built in 1900 was approximately

five per cent, while locomotives are being built today

that have a thermal efficiency of eight per cent. These
per cents were secured from test plant results and show
increase in efficiency of 60 per cent in 25 years. Definite

progress is being made to reduce the fuel consumption

of the locomotive, and developments may be expected in

the future that will further improve its efficiency. E,x-

perimental work is being done to reduce fuel consumption

by use of water tube type of fire-boxes, steam pressure

as high as 3.^0 lb., threc-cylincler construction. 50 per

cent cut-off and the Diesel locomotive.

Value of Tests

Anv fuel saving or capacity increasing device wilt

make the locomotives more complicated and increase the

cost of maintenance, which must be ofl:'set by an increase-

in the economic value of the locomotive. The chief me
chanical officer is confronted by claims of low mainten-

ance and high fuel saving for different devices that are

startling. Many railroads do not have equipment ac-

curately to test out these devices, with the result that

reports of tests are being furnished which are not repre-

sentative of the net saving that can be realized from the

different applications. The American Railway Associa-

tion is investigating the advisability of having a centralized

testing plant for securing accurate and unbiased results

for the member roads. Such a plan will be of great

assistance to roads not provided with test equipment and

organization for handling test work, and will have a

far reaching effect in reducing fuel consumption.

Proper maintenance and operation are necessary tn

secure the greatest net saving on investment from fuel
saving or labor saving devices on locomotives. The pur-
pose of these devices is to reduce fuel consumption and
without proper maintenance and operation this purpose
can be entirely defeated and may result in a fuel loss.

The assignment of power suitable for the service to be
perfonned is an important factor in fuel economy, and
is equally important in cost of maintaining locomotives.
The grades, average speed, character of business both
present and future, quantity of fuel and the available
boiler feed water must be considered. A thorough study
of these conditions and careful methods of arriving at

tonnage ratings of new as well as old locomotives is

necessary to assign power intelligently to produce a min-
imum fuel consumption per unit of work.
A uniform quality of fuel should be furnished over the

entire territory to which the locomotive is assigned. Tests
should be made to determine the relative consumption
per unit of work for each different fuel that is available.

Proper Locomotive Utilization Saves Fuel

The utilization of locomotives has, been materially in-

creased in the last ten years by the general pooling of

power, and in more recent years by extending locomotive
runs. It is questionable whether the pooling of power
resulted in any fuel saving, but the extended locomotive
run over several operating districts, or the quick turn-

around on single operating districts without knocking the

fire has resulted in fuel saving as well as decrease in

maintenance cost. The limiting factors on how far the

locomotive can run before requiring roundhouse attention

are the design of locomotive, quality of fuel, quality of

boiler feed water, character of business and facilities for

maintaining the locomotives. It has been found
economical anrl practical to run passenger locomotives

from ten to twelve hundred miles without roundhouse
attention by having turn-around attention at the end of
half of this mileage. Locomotives in through freight

service are being operated for distances from three to

five hundred miles without roundhouse attention, with an
equal measure of economy. This operation eliminates the

fuel consumed at intermediate terminals and greatly re-

duces boiler maintenance costs on account of relieving the

lioiler of the severe strain caused bv expansion and con-

traction in cooling down and firing up.

While the chief mechanical officer can assist materially

in the conservation of fuel by keeping his locomotives in

first class condition, the enginemen and firemen can also

assist very materially in reducing fuel consumption. I

had an opportunity sometime ago to review the per-

formance of 18 passenger locomotives of the same type

and size, running in pool service and handling the dif-

ferent trains on a 200-mile division. The report shows
the performance of each individual engineman and fire-

man, as well as each locomotive. The amount of fuel

consumed varied, on the same locomotive and same train

making the same number of stops, under the same weather

conditions, as miich as 15 per cent. The best performance

was accomplished by the proper operation of the throttle

and reverse lever ; also lubrication, good firing practices,

avoiding waste of steam through pops, and the height the

water was carried in the boiler.

It is possible for the best maintained locomotive and

the best trained engine crew to show a poor fuel per-

formance if the train is not moved at an economical speed,

or if the train furnished by the transportation depart-

ment does not utilize the capacity of the locomotive.

These transportation features are as important in fuel

conservation as the design, maintenance, assignment or

efficient operation of locomotives, which are the direct

duties of the mechanical officer.



New Pacific Type Locomotives of the Reading Company
The Reading Company has recently placed in service five new Pacific type locomotives built to its

specifications by the Baldwin Locomotive Works

The Reading Company has recently placed in service

five new Pacific type passeng^er locomotives constructed

by the Baldwin Locomotive ^V(lrks to designs and specifi-

cations provided by the railroad. The engines have 25 in.

by 27 in. cylinders, 12 in. diameter piston valves, and

7A in. diameter driving wheels. The engine truck wheels

are 36 inches in diameter and the trailer truck is equipped

with 54 in. wheels. The engines have a driving wheel base

of 13 ft. 10. in., and the total wheel base of the engine

is 35 ft. 9 in.

tion. The front section, which is in the form of a slab

5 in. thick and 13 in. deep, fits between the saddle and the

cylinder.

The tender frame is built up with 10 in. and 12 in.

longitudinal channels and steel plate bumpers. The tank

capacity has been increased from 8,000 to 9,000 gallons.

The trucks are of the equalized pedestal type with forged

steel wheels.

The locomotives have a width of 10 ft. 5 in. and a
height of 15 ft.

Pacific or 4.6-2 Typs Locomotive of the Reading Company— Built by Baldv notive Works

These new locomotives which have the class designation

G 1-sb, and the road numbers 200 to 2C4, are a <'irect de-

velopment of Class G 1-sa, twenty-five of which have been
built at the Reading shops and five at Baldwin's, and
have many details in common with the latter engines. The
increase in total weight is about 5J/^ per cent and in trac-

tive force about 8 per cent. The latter increase is due to

the use of 74 in. drivers in place of the 80 in. used on all

previous engines of this tyjX'.

Flanged tires are used on all wheels and are spaced

transversely to allow engine to pass curves cf 16 'leg.

The boiler, which is the same as previous engines, is

of the Wooten ty^ie in three courses, the front course hav-

ing an outside diameter of 72 in. and the rear 80 in.

Center line is 9 ft. 9 in. above the rail. The firebox has

a combustion chamber 48 in. long with a brick wall 24
in. high. The ash pan has a single hopper of large ca-

p)acity with a steam blower pipe for cleaning. A special

feature is the "Kconomy" front end smoke box arrange-
ment and the flange oiler patentetl by I. h. Seiders, Su-
perintendent of Motive Power and Roiling Equipment
of the Reading.

All of the locomotives are equi])]X!d with the .Sellers ex-

haust steam injector.

The cylinders are cast separate from the saddle and
can I)e applied without disturbing the smoke box connec-

tion to saddle.

The valves, 12 in. in diameter, are set with a 7 in.

travel, IJ^ in. lap, 5/16 in. lead. They arc operated by
^\'alschaert gear controlled by Ragonnet power reverse

mechanism. The rods and motion work are of vanadium,

normalized steel. Lubrication is supplied to the cylinders

by Madison-Kipp force feed lubricators mounterl on the

Iwck steam chest cover.

Fifty per cent of the reciprocating weight is balanced

in these engines.

The main frames are cast in one piece and with the

large transverse braces are of most substantial constnic-

Details of the locomotives are given in the accompany-
ing table of weights and dimensions.

Princip.\l Wkichts and Dimensions

Cylinders 25 in. by 28 in.

Valves, pistciii, iliam 12 in.

Boiler

:

Type Conical
Diameter 72 in.

Steam prcss\irc, ponnds 220
Fuel Hard Coal

Firebox

:

Type Wide Radial Stayed
Length 126^ in.

Width lOSH in.

Grate area 95 sq. ft.

Tubes and flues

:

Tubes, number and diam 163 2%-'m.
F'lues, number and diam 30 5^-in.
Length 19 ft.

Heating surface

:

Firebox 214 sq. ft.

Combustion chamber 78 sq. ft.

Tubes and flues 2633 sq. ft.

Total 2925 sq. ft.

Superheating 675 sq. ft.

Wlieels

:

Driving, diam 74-in.
Kiigine truck, diam 36-in.
Trailing truck, diam 54-in.

Wlieel base:

Driving 13 ft. 10 in.

Rigid 13 ft. 10 in.

Total engme 35 ft. 9 in.

Total engine and tender 71 ft. 10.)4 in.

Weight in working order :

On driving wheels 177,210 lbs.

On engine truck 51 ,1 70 lbs.

On trailing truck .• .S9,740 lbs.

Total engine 288^120 lbs.

Total engine and tender 471,600 lbs.

Rated tractive force 44,200 lbs.

Tender

;

Capacity, coal, tons 15
Capacity, water, gallons ').(100

231
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^ The Railroads and Repairs

It is only a short time ago that the railroads thought

that thev had solved, in part at least, the question of the

high cost of repairs. They found that there were plenty

of men and plenty of firms who could and would underbid

their own shops in the cost of repairs. And the officers

"being of a thrifty turn of mind made contracts with

sundry and anon to do this work, complacently conscious

that they were doing a wise and pritdent thing for their

own reputations and one even more wise and prudent for

the stockholders of the property of which they had charge.

But the railroads inust not save or manage well if the

results of that saving and management is to act to the

diversion of work from their real managers, the unions,

however much it may redound to the benefit of such in-

significants as the stockholders and the general public.

So there was a hue and cry that the railroads were unfair,

and that they were not living up to the requirements that

have been put upon them, namely, that they shall buy in

the dearest market, especially if what they buy is labor.

So they were enjoined and forbidden to do this thing and

make this saving, and like good little boys caught in a net

and tied hand and foot they acquiesced.

But those capitalistic concerns who had tasted the blood

of the nearly bloodless are reluctant to give up a prey that

was so willingly theirs, and have come to the front de-

manding that the railroads show cause as to why the

contracts were cancelled. As though the little innocents

did not know the cause, bless their dear little hearts.

So they have come a mighty phalanx and demanded of

the Interstate Commerce Commission that the railways

shall so change their method of accounting that the true

cost of car repairing shall be given ; maintaining that, if

this were to be done such accounts would show that the

costs in the companies' shops were greater than that of

the contract shops. And there were seventeen of these

contracting shops represented. They assert that the full

significance of the order was not appreciated at the time
of its promulgation else they would have presented their

protest at the time.

They protest that the proper function of a railroad is

to furnish transportation and not to compete in manufac-
turing; that the railroads cannot and do not show proper
costs ; that the decision of the commission that the rail-

road in its estimates of cost should disregard overheads,
is without justification in fact or theory; that it is doubtful
whether the commission really had jurisdiction in the

matter, and even if some extravagant contracts were
made, it does not justify the condemnation of the system;
that no conclusion applicable to the car industry as a whole
should be drawn from an isolated instance ; that compari-
sons cannot be made without paying due regard to in-

spection, and that that to which a manufacturer is sub-

jected is quite different from the total lack of it in the

railroad shops ; that speed of delivery should be taken into

account: that the adjudging of labor problems and dis-

putes does not fall within the province of the commission

;

that to force the railroads to provide facilities to care for

peak requirements would unbalance their labor conditions,

and that the entrance of a public service corporation into

the field of private industry is uneconomical and un-
American.

So here we have a pretty how-de-do. The politicians

throwing mud and accusing the railroads of everything
on the calendar and wastefulness in management is not

the least of the alleged crimes ; the car contracting estab-

lishments siding with them so far as the assertion of the

commission of the crime is concerned, but placing the

responsibility on the commission where it probably does

not belong, and quite disregarding that—well call Con-
gress what you will—by whom the commission of the

crime was forced.

The officials would like to show true costs and cut them
down in any legitimate manner, but it is doubtful if they

will be allowed. There are other powers more powerful
than the Interstate Commerce Commission that will have
to be consulted before any cutting of costs will be allowed,

and, after such consultation, it is a safe guess to say that

things will remain about as thev are, unless they get worse.

The Automatic Stop and the Prevention of

Accidents

Few people have much respect for the wisdom of Con-
gress, and in view of the legislation of recent years just

])ast, and the final influence which is said to have influenced

the vote, the disrespect not to say the disrespect verging

on contempt in which that body is held would seem to

lie pretty well justified.

There have been some bitter criticisms made, for ex-

ample on the law and the ruling of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, as a result of which the railroads are

called upon to spend tens of millions of dollars in installing

automatic stops, while other necessary improvements go
begging.

It is contended that the automatic stop is useful in

averting one kind of accident only and that is a collision,

and yet collisions are the cause of far fewer casualities and

fatalities than derailments. For example, four times as

many people were killed in one recent derailment as in all

of the collisions in the United States in a year. The grade

crossing, in combination with the reckless automobile

driver, is responsible for many times the accidents that

collisions are. The only compensation for which is that

for everv such fatalitv one more menace to the public has
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been removed. Yet the automatic stop is useless in this

connection.

Derailments are the main thing to be guarded against,

and the causes of their occurrence are manifold, but for

not a single one of them is the automatic stop an antidote.

There are brakes and wheels and rails and soft spots and
washouts, all thronging in to contribute their quota to

mishaps, but not one influenced in the slightest by the

automatic stop.

Xot but that the automatic stop is an excellent thing in

itself and deserving of all attention and respect, but the

question is whether the money called for, for its installation

might not be better employed in other directions.

If the railroads had unlimited funds, as some of our
Congressmen seem to think, it might be well enough to

order them to install the automatic stop, as well as many
other things. But with altairs as they are. and the rail-

roads put to it to raise the money for crjing demands it

seems a little tough to insist upon this expenditure that

will probably not produce the maximum benefit that such

an expenditure, made in other directions, might be ex-

pected to insure. However, in the language of the

infamous Tweed, '"What are you going to do about it
?"

The Steam Engine

There is probably no branch of engineering in which
greater strides have been made than in the development of

the steam engine as a prime mover. Its value and in-

fluence upon the development of a higher order of civiliza-

tion would be difficult to estimate.

During the period of the wonderful progress made in

steam engineering, and more particularly in the last 30
years there has been repeated efforts to discredit the steam
engine, some even going as far as to make preliminary

arrangements for its "Last Sad Rites."

To those however who have aided in its development,

and look for .still greater things in the way of increased

economies resulting from a still higher degree of refine-

ment in design and operation, it is refreshing to know
that among our English cousins there is a tendency to ac-

cord the steam engines its projier status in the engineering

world.

Those engineers who, for more or less sentimental rea-

.sons, have deplored the supersession of the steam engine

by the internal-combustion engine, may take heart at the

forecast of Dr. John S. Haldane, president of the Institu-

tion of Mining Engineers. At the annual meeting of the

Institute, which was held in Cardiff, Wales, on June 16,

both Dr. Haldane and Sir John Cadman suggested that

the present extensive use of oil fuel was only a passing

stage, and that coal would reconquer many of the fields

of utility which have been invaded by oil. As regards the

relative merits of steam and oil engines. Dr. Haldane said

that he believed steam engines would, in the not very re-

mote future, take the place of internal-combustion engines

in many cases where internal-combustion engines are now
employed. In a steam engine, he said, jackets were used

to conserve heat in the cylinders, but in an oil engine it

was necessary to waste heat to keep the metal of the cyl-

inders at a safe working temii:)erature. The future devel-

opment of the steam engine would be along the lines of

higher pressures, with smaller boilers and lighter engines,

so that in all probability they would be more suitable than

jietrol engines for aeroplanes and motor cars. ?Ie did not

think that steam engines and internal-combustion engines

would ever fight, but believed that the steam engine would
beat its competitor.

Railway & Locomotive E.vginef.ri.vg fully recognizes

the wonderful en.'Hneering field which is open to the ap-

plication of electricity and the internal-combustion engine.

this does not mean however, that the steam engine is ap-
proaching retirement or has even reached the peak of its

fame.

\\'ith a supply of coal in nature's store house, available

for the use of man, estimated at from 540 years to as high
as 2,000 years, there is little cause to feel apprehensive as

to the retirement of the steam engine but we may well
look forward to still greater development in design and
its application as a prime mover.

The 4-6-2 or Pacific Type Locomotive

To THE Editor :

The writer was very much interested indeed upon read-
ing in the June issue of the Railway and Locomotive En-
gineering Magazine, the article by W. E. Symons, on the
early history of the 4-6-2 or Pacific Type Locomotives,
and the writer of this article apparently is quite famaliar
with the history and facts as regards the three locomotives
to which he referred.

This article was of particular interest to the writer from
several angles ; the foremost of which was from the fact

that my father, S. A. Stephens, who at that time was the
Sales Majiager of the Rhode Island Locomotive Works,
was in no small measure responsible for the conception of
these engines, and worked out the details with the late

J. N. Barr, who at that period, was S. M. P. of the C. M.
& St. P. R. R. I was at that time employed as a ma-
chinist in the works of the Rhode Island Plant and helped
in the erection of the engines in question, and later had
charge of the company's exhibition at the World's Fair
in 1893, where one of these engines, No. 830, was ex-
hibited, and where it attracted a very great deal of atten-

tion. The remaining two engines were put in service dur-
ing the Summer of that year on the Milwaukee Road, but
it soon developed that they would not be a success as com-
pound locomotives, as they were originallv built, of the
Batcheldor two cylinder cross compound type, with inter-

cepting valves. As they experienced at the time, and be-
fore the change was made, a great deal of difficulty in

getting these engines to properly steam', due I think in

no small degree to the fact that the number of exhausts
with the two cylinder type of compound being reduced
just one-half, and at that, the exhaust was very low, al-

though var)-ing sizes and types of exhaust nozzles were
tried out, it was found by reducing them to a point where
the fires could be properly worked, that an excessive back
pressure was set up which caused considerable trouble.

The writer had the opportunity of seeing these engines
in service some years later on the Atlantic Coast Line, but
I must say that I would hardly have recognized them
from my recollections of what they originally were built.

The writer read with a great deal of interest, the arti-

cle published aliout a year or more ago in the Baldwin
Quarterly Magazine, that dealt at some length with the
4-6-2 locomotives, which that company built for the New
Zealand Governnijent Railways and which were designated
as Pacific type. Of course, at the time the Rhode Island
engines were conceived, no practice had been adapted
designating particular names to various types of locomo-
tives according to the wheel arrangements as is in vogue
todav.

New York, N. Y. Thos. p. Stephens.

The author of the article to v;hich Mr. Stephens refers

was quite familiar with the history of the locomotives.

About the time that the three engines were returned to

the Rhode Island Locomotive Works by the Chicago, Mil-
waukee tV- St. Paul Railway, the panic of 1893 and 94
was well under wav. I'>anks were closing their doors and
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railways in great number wei'e being forced into receiver-

ships. ]Many industrial concerns, including the Rhode
Island Locomotive V\'orks, were thrown into bankruptcy.

The three locomotives referred to stood idle at the Provi-

dence plant until the International Power Company re-

opened the plant in the late nineties.

After standing several years in a rather frail structure

that did not afford full protection from the elements the

three returned locomotives did not 'look any too inviting

as motive power investment, but, as stated in the article,

the Plant System was badly in need of power and in fact

were in the market for new locomotives. The Interna-

tional Power Company had not only been asked to bid on

25 new ten-wheeled engines, but to name a price on those

engines which the St. Paul Railway had returned some
5 or 6 years before.

Air. S. A. Stephens e.xecuted a contract with the writer

of the article for 12, ten-wheel engines to be built at Rhode
Island, and arranged the sale of the three returned en-

gines at a price aliout 30 per cent less than the cost to

build them. This included that they be put in first class

condition as single expansion 4-6-2 type engines, and de-

livered at Savannah, Ga., where they gave very good ser- .

vice. Mr. Stephens is correct as to the part his father

took in the original design of these engines, and no doubt

there are many who are surprised to know the history of

these locomotives that were so admired in Chicago at the

exposition in 1893, were rejected and then came back, and

now 33 years after construction for the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul Railway are in service on a trunk line

railroad in Florida.

The physical life of a locomotive depends on a number
of factors, principal among which is the standard of main-

tenance. With certain betterments and renewals, any par-

ticular locomotive may be i>erpetuated, as it were, for an

indefinite jjeriod. The present ten-wheel type locomo-

tives referred fo and now in service on the Atlantic Coast

IJne Railway 33 years after their construction for the

Chicago Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway being a striking

example. Ed.

Working Capital Versus Idle Money or Frozen Accounts

It requires working capital to run any kind of business

no matter whether it be a i>eanut stand on the street cor-

ner, a railway system or the United States Government,

for aside from and in addition to the actual investment

in the physical property itself there must be at all times

available for use material, supplies and ready cash with

which to transact business. If any one doubts this, just

let them attempt to run either a peanut stand or a rail-

road. Our railways now have an estimated value of more
than $22,000,000,000 while the millions of money actually

ploughed back into the properties each vear is increasing

their real value.

Large items in the balance sheet of our railways are

materials, supplies and cash.

In 1913 these items amounted to $694,890,485, or about

.0347 per cent of the total assets.

In 1923 or ten vears later these items amounted to

$1,122,205,644 or about .051 ijer cent of the total assets,

the increased amount in dollars being about $427,315,159.

No one with the slightest knowledge of railway matters

will question the necessity of material supplies and cash

in order to oi^erate a railway, and it will also be admitted

that much of the material and supply account is turned

over several times during the year and that the cash or

money is kept pretty well in circulation. Therefore, from

reports and from conversations with those in authority one

might decide that operation could not be safely handled

with any less of the three items. As a matetr of fact,

some of those most liberally supplied actually think and

do not hesitate to say that they should increase their stocks

of both raw and finished material, and supplies.

Some years ago railway men were somewhat startled

by the announcement of a prominent lawyer that if the

railways would practice economy in operation they could

save one million dollars a day. He did not however, pro-

vide a good, clear practicable method or formulae for ef-

fecting this great saving. Other experts, efficiency en-

gineers, sp)ecialists, and just common railway doctors have

come forth from time to time as a modern Moses to lead

the railways out of Egypt, as it were, to the promised land

of prosperity and increased dividends.

A careful analysis of many of these modern Sir Gala-

had's propositions however, reveal the fact that the only

absolutely sure feature of their plan is the amount of di-

rect expense the experiment will cost the company, to

which ma)' be added the increased exi>enses occasioned by
carrying out recommendations, changes, etc., that often

result in a substantial increase in material and supply ac-

count that is already too high and should be reduced
instead of increased.

There are, of course, exceptions in which the special

agent can be of real value to a railway company and on
many of them he could easily effect economies and in-

crease efficiency in a proportion closely approaching the

figure set by our legal critic for the whole country some
years ago.

Most administrative and supervising officers of rail-

ways who have to do with the purchase or use of material

and supplies know, or at least should know, about what
the turn over is in the various materials used and with
this knowledge, together with the distance from source

of supply or market, it is not difficult to so order as to

not have the company's money tied up in material and
supplies for months and years, some of which is never
used for the purpose it was purchased and is eventually

sold for scrap, or a total loss when of a perishable char-

acter.

Just for illustration of potentialities let us take one or

two hypothetical cases and then cite actual facts. We
will assume a large trunk line system has at the close of

business at the end of the fiscal year, material and sup-

])lies to the amount of $20,000,000. If this were reduced

to $18,000,000 the company would either have $2,000,000
more available cash or would save the interest charge on
that amount of capital which at 5 per cent would amount
to $100,000 per vear, while on a smaller system with say

$8,000,000 or $10,000,000 so invested the amount of sav-

ing jxjssible would be about half the amount of $40,000
to $50,000 per year, plus certain related economies that

would follow a good house cleaning, and a general over-

hauling of the machinery that is responsible for this ex-

cess and in most cases unnecessary investment of com-
pany funds.

A certam '"ailwav in the middle west gradually ran
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down until it \va> finally forced to seek the protection of

the court, and receivers were appointed. The owners
then employed special talent to investigate and advise

them as to the cause of their troubles, apply remedies,

and suggest plans for the future. A conference was called

of all heads of departments, and with one accord they

all declared the principal trouble was no material or sup-

plies to maintain or repair the physical proE>erty, particu-

larly cars and locomotives, and as proot of their conten-

tion exhibited a great mass of requisitions approved and
waiting approval, with telegrams and letters galore urg-

ing shipment.

It was also pointed out that the lack of material was
holding up the repairs of both locomotives and cars then

in shops, that if out and in service would add greatly to

the company's income and that bad track conditions were
also due to the same lack of material or supplies.

After about every executive and administrative officer

down to foremen had definitely committed themselves to

the foregoing in writing, so that it was impossible for

them to back out and try to change their stories, and be-

fore ordering any more material, the special agents went
through the whole thing from "stew to gudgeon" and"

here is some. yes. just a few of the things that were found
to exist on a railroad that was top heavy with officers,

most of whom were seeking an increase of salary while

the company's business with which they were charged
was suffering badly from acts of omission and commis-
sion on their part.

On two divisions, track was in jKior condition on ac-

count of lack of cross ties and requisitions were in for

many thousands of new ones, while on another district

there were more cross ties than were needed and some
60 per cent of these had been piled up there from one to

two years. The company's money was invested in them
but was lying idle wliile there was slow orders of train

speeds on other sections of the road. The same was
to some extent also true with resi)ect to bridge timber

;

slow orders over weak bridges on one part of the line with

a surplus of bridge timber nr timber unsuited for use at

other points, but with the ^ame net result; money tied

up in material, requisition for more and little or nothing"

being done in the way of systematic, methodical main-
tenance although mone\ enough had been spent to have
the track in first class condition.

In the niatter of equipment the situation was just as

aggravated. .\ modern passenger engine had collided

head on with :i modern freight engine the resulting dam-
age requiring new cylinders for each. These engines al-

though badly needed on the road had been standing idle

in the shops 6 or 8 weeks awaiting new cylinders from
the builders, while in a small addition to the store room,
nicel_\- white leaded and waiting for the Angel Gabriel

to blow his horn were 6 or 8 sets of locomotive cylinders

bought from the builders and paid for years before. These
would in all probability never be used as they were for

old almost obsolete engines then on branch lines were
collisions, except ivitli a coiv, were almost unheard of,

while there was not in stock an extra set of cylinders for

a modern engine. Net result, not only a frozen account,

or idle money tied up in material, 80 ]>er cent of which
would never Ije used. The cortipany's business was suf-

fering when if one half the amount so tied up had been
properly invested in a live or active account the loss would
have l)een prevented.

The shops were full of passenger and freight equip-

ment much of it being held for certain specific sizes of

timber or lumber while it was found there were many
thousands of dollars worth of lumber in stock, some of

it requiring slight alteration in size which could be done
in the mill at slight expense, and great quantities of this

stock had been on hand so many years that some of it had
to be scrapped. Net result as before ; the company's ex-
penditures by its officers had been far in excess of the
amount necessary to have their equipment in first class

condition, yet it was not only in very bad shape, but an
unusually large percentage of it was out of commission
for repairs. Those in authority were clamoring for new
material while with few exceptions there was not only on
hand more than ample, but great quantities of obsolete

or defective material, supplies, castings, lumber, etc., that

had been purchased on requisitions, that never was needed,
and eventually found its way into scrap.

In this case, which we will say is an exceptional one.

about 50 per cent of the requisitions for new material and
supplies which was being so loudly clamored for was can-
celled and such material and supplies as had not died or

become entirely obsolete fromi old age was at once put to

work. There was a good old-fashioned house cleaning, a
dead or frozen account was well liquidated, and systematic

or methodical plan of purchases was adopted, which was
calculated to and did prevent the investment of a dollar

of the company's funds in any way that was liable to be-

come dead stock or idle money. Neither was anything
bought for any person or any department as long as there

was such material in stock.

The present investment of our railways in material

and supplies plus cash is approximately $1,122,205,644.00.
Of the alxjve amount the material and stipply account
alone is about $433,439,736.00. Just how much of this,

or how many millions is in unnecessary or obsolete ma-
terial that has been on hands from 3 to 5, and some of it

10 years or more and much of which will eventually find

its way into scrap it would not be safe to estimate with
any degree of accuracy. That it would easily run inti

millions is not a wild guess by any means, and that there

is scarcely a line of any imjxjrtance that would not won-
derfully profit by a little house cleaning in this important
matter of idle mone)^ or frozen accounts is a safe predic-

tion for any student of these problems.

Railway Tool Foremen's Convention

The .\merican Railway Tool Foremen's Association will

hold its Thirteenth Annual Convention at the Hotel Sher-
man. Chicago, September 2nd, 3rd and 4th, 1925.

This association is composed of machine shop and tool

foremen who have adopted for their motto "Higher Effi-

ciency in the Railvyay Tool Service." The president of the

Association is Chas. Helm, C. M. & St. P. Ry, and the
secretary is G. G. Macina, C. M. & St. P. Ry.

'

Quite ;n unusual and interesting program has been ar-

ranged, which should prove of great value to the foreman
attending.

Papers have been prepared by various committees on
the following topics, which should bring forth considera-
ble discussion and help to promote efficiency and economv
in the tool service.

"Standardization of tools in the Locomotive and Car
Shops."

"Grinding in the Uailroad Shops."

"Jigs and devices for the Locomotive and Car Shops."
"Forging machine dies."

"Machine too! equipment for the tool rooms."
"Economies possible by Standardized small Tools."
In addition to the above, exhibits of modern machine

and hand tools will be displayed through the courtcsv of
the Railway Supply Association of which C. O. Montague
is President and H. K. Clark is secretarv-treasurer. All
firms desiring space for exhibits should secure details
from Mr. Clark, 51 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wiscon-



Staten Island Railway Electrification Completed

By C. A. Butcher, General Engineer, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company

The Staten Island Rapid Transit Railway Company, a mile of track for each minute during the peak load or

subsidiary of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, operates period of heaviest traffic. From this, detailed load curves

lines extending from St. George to Tottenville along the of each mile of track were plotted. Since the capacity of

south shore of Staten Island in Borough of Richmond, each substation must be based on maximum power re-

New York City, with a short branch from Clifton June- quiremcnts, only the period of maximum demand was in

tion to the residential and summer resort section at South this manner analyzed.

Beach. The line to Tottenville, known as the Perth Am- An economic study was made to determine the load

boy Division, which is 14 miles in length, serves princi- losses in the distribution system, based on a number of

paily residential sections bevond Clifton Junction. Between diiTerent substation spacings. The arrangement best suit-

St. George Terminal and'Oifton Junction the principal ed to the present and future developments was determined

business section of St. George is served. to be that already given.

Ferry service is operated across the river Ijetween Tot- In order to check the calculations made to determine

tenvilie and Perth Amboy, New Jersey. The East Shore average voltage conditions incident to normal and peak

line operating between St. George and South Beach, a dis- load conditions, and to check the distribution of load to

tance of approximately 4 miles serves in addition to its the substations, the complete system was set up on a

normal residential traffic, a heavy summer season resort mimic network in which proportional loads, voltages and

traffic. The N. Y. Municipal Ferry operates between the resistance values were used. From this setup, it was also

Battery in lower Manhattan and St. George, and also be- determined that the 1,000 kw., shunt-wound synchronous

tween 'St. George and 39th St., Brooklyn." A line on the converter was best suited for this application,

north side of the Island known as the North Shore Di- In supplying power to the mimic network at those

vision handles mostlv industrial traffic. Service on these points representing the substation locations, the inherent

lines has been operated bv means of light steami trains voltage drooping characteristic of the shunt-wound con-

made up of from two to six coaches. verter, supplied from power transformers having 8 per

To carry out part of the plan to electrify all railway cent inherent impedance, was assimilated by a series re-

service in the City of New York, the East Shore and sistor. Under various schemes of loading, based on lo-

Perth Ambov Division have been electrified for operation cations of trains at different times during the peak load,

on 600 volts' direct current. The arrangement provides and average load conditions, the voltage at trains and sub-

for an over-running third-rail system, such as is used in stations loads were determined. It was also determined

the subway and on the elevated systems. Trains are of that the operation of the system is protected against the

the multipie-unit type similar to those in subway service, failure of any converting, unit in any of the five substa-

Electric energy for the system will be supplied from tions. A test showed that a concentrated load equivalent

five substations with an aggregate capacity of 10,000 kilo- to 300 per cent rating of the units in o}x;ration in either

watts located as follows :— Old Town or Eltingville substation, when placed at a

point directly in front of the substation, would receive 80
Location No. of Converting Units Capacity per cent of its energy from that substation and 20 per
St. George .. 3—1,000 kw. synchronous converters 3,000 kw. ^ent from the adjacent stations, dividing 10 per cent to
South Beach . 2-1,000 kw. synchronous converters 2,000 kw

j^ ; j^ jj ^j^j^ shifting O^f load is effected
Old Town 2— 1,000 kw. synchronous converters 2,000 kw.

, ^, , . ,^ , . • x- r xu
Eltingville . . . .2—1,000 kw. synchronous converters 2,000 kw. by the droopmg voltage characteristic of the equipment

Atlantic 1—1,000 kw. synchronous converters. ..1,000 kw. only. Similar tests showed conditions of operation inci-

dent to various assumed combinations of substations and
Each of these substations, with the exception of the one train oi:)erations.

at St. George, will be automatically operated, while the

St. George sub-station will be equipped for semi-auto- J^ew Signaling System

matic operation. The old train signaling system which was unsuited for

A complete system of supervisory control, centralized operation on the electrified system, has been replaced by
in the Traffic Operator's office at St. George, places the a complete automatic block signaling system which re-

control of the entire power system in the hands of the ceives energy for its operation from 2,300-volt, single-

Traffic Operator, located at St. George, who will be con- phase, 60-cycle lines. Located at four substations, are

tiiiuously and automatically advised of the status of the transformer banks stepping dovyn the 33.000 volt supply

jxjwer system. to 2,300 volts. Arrangements have been made so that

Primary power at 33.000 volts, 3 phase. 60 cycles will each of a number of sections of the signalling system

be purchased ar;d supplied over two circuits to each sub- niav be supplied noniially from but one source. However,
station from the new Livingston Power Plant of the in the event of failure of the normal source of supply, such

Staten Island Edison Corporation. section may readily be transferred to another circuit, thus

f e 1 •
preventing failure' of the signals involved. The super-

Location and Capacity of Substations visory control system; also places the control of the power

In order to determine the proper locations of substa- supply to the block signal system in the hands of the

tions and the capacity of each, train .sheets were prepared. Traffic Oi>erator at St. George.

showing graphically the operation of all trains according In order to meet a normal increase in demand for elec-

to the present and estimated future schedules. Based on trie power, and to provide sufficient generating capacity

the number of units per train, weight per unit, schedule for the operation of the railway system, the Staten Island

speeds, etc., the momentary energy required for starting Edison Corporation has remodeled and greatly enlarged

and the -energy required at free running of the trains, the generating station at Livingston. The new equipment

composed of from four to six units were calculated. provides a complete new boiler plant from stokers to

Following this, detail loads were calculated for each stack and a new 18,750 kv.-a., 13,800 volt, 3-phase, 60-

236
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cycle, turbine generator with auxiliaries 'operating form
a 2,3(X)-volt, 3-phase bus. Existing generating equipment
generates, for the most part at 660 volts with some smaller

part at 2,300 volts.

In supplying power at 33,000 volts, two new three-

phase. OISC outdoor type transformers have been pro-
vided. One of these transformers is connected to the

6600-volt station bus and the other is connected directly

to the new 18,750 kv-a., 13.800 volt generator. These two
transformers are connected to a new 33.000 volt double
bus system of the outdoor type, through outdoor type
0-331 oil circuit-breakers. These transformers are delta

Located in the terminal yards at St. George and in a posi-

tion which brings the roof of the building almost on the
street level at the junction of a viaduct over the terminal
tracks and an adjacent street, semi-outdoor construction
for accommodation of the 33,000-volt switching equip-
ment was resorted to in order to prevent exposure of the
high-voltage equipment to the public thoroughfare.
The jxjrtion of the Power Company's substation equip-

ment which is indoors includes iron-clad, truck-type
switching for -i 2300-volt, 3-phase, double bus system for
local distribution of light and power. Lxjcated in this

station is also the supervisory equipment for the operation

of St. George Substation

connected on the low side and star connected with ground-
ed neutral on the high-voltage windings. The present

lines, three in number, leave the 33,000 volt bus through
type 0-331 breakers. A two-circuit line runs overhead
across the Island to the Eltingeville substation, the third

is an underground circuit to the St. George substation.

One of the most interesting features of the new power
station is the switching e(|uipment. All oil circuit-break-

ers of the indoor tyix; including those for both the 6,600-

volt and 2,300-volt circuits are steel-clad, truck-type, fac-

tory built and completely assembled before sliipment. The
entire switchboard is made up of all steel, single section

panels. The switching and switchboard equipment were
''Upplied by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Companv.

Substation equipment of Ixith the Railway Company and
the Power Companv has been installed at the St. George
and EltingA'ille locations. .\t Clifton Junction, the Power
Company has erected an outdoor 33,000-volt, double bus

structure from which one circuit runs underground to St.

George. Two circuits run overhead, effecting a parallel

radial supply ti, the South Beach substation. A fourth

circuit overhead froin this station loops through the Old
Town substatioti of the Railway Company and connects

to the bus at Eltingville. thus completing a loop which in-

cludes St. George, Clifton Junction, C)\d Town and Elting-

ville. A double overhead circuit extends from Eltingville

to the .Atlantic substation. All oil circuit-breakers used

on the 33,000-volt .system are Westinghouse type 0-331

and type 0-221. I-lach bus is protected by Westinghouse
type "SV" auto-valve lightning arresters.

The St. George Substation

The .St. George substation building houses, the substa-

tion equipment of both the power and Railway Companies.

of the 33,000-volt switching equipment at the Clifton

Junction station.

Through wall bushings, the 33,000-volt bus in the Rail-

way Company's portion of the structure is connected to
that of the Power Company.
The portion of the building occupied by the Railway

Company provides space for four synchronous converters
together with necessary transformers and switching equip-
ment. Three 1,000 kw., 600-volt, shunt-wound, 60-cycle

converters with auxiliary equipment comprise the present
installation. However, the space available will accommo-
date converters of at least double that rating.

Separated by a wall from the machine room, the trans-

formers which are of the OISC outdoor, 3-phase type and
the high tension switching equipment which includes type
0-331 outdoor type oil circuit breakers, are installed in a

structure, ojjen to the weather on three sides. These
openings are normally screened by grill work which may
be removed to permit the removal of the transformers
which are truck mounted. A railroad siding which ex-
tends to this side of the building, running between the

building wall and the retaining wall below the adjoining
street, facilitates the in.stallation or removal of trans-

formers.

Through conduit layed under the concrete floor, the
secondary leads from the transformers run to the rings
of the converters, and to the manually operated starting

switches mounted on panels adjacent to and facing each
machine. On the starting panel is also mounted the con-
verter shunt field control switch, a polarity indicator and
a control switch for ihe high tension oil circuit-breaker.

With the exception of the manual starting equipment,
the remainder of the switching equipment, which is

mounted on panels installed on the opposite side of the
machine room, is automatic in its operation and duplicate
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of that installed in the automatic substations at South

Beach, Old Town, Eltingville and Atlantic. This equip-

ment is described in the following pages.

Five 2,000 ampere, automatic service restoring panels

supply the feeder circuits to the third-rail system in the

yards' and to the tracks leaving the St. George terminal.

An interesting feature of this station is the method of

ventilation. Two ducts originating in wells outside and

adjacent to the front wall of the substation, run under the

substation floor. Each duct divides into two parts at an

easy angle, with each part terminating in the pit under

eacii converter location. These pits are extended beyond

the machine pedestals to provide grill openings to the

duct just outside of the bedplate, at each end of each

converter. Robertson, 54-inch, ventilators extend well

above the roof on center lines between converters number

1 and 2, and 3 and 4.

A large steel door at the end of the machine room pro-

vides for the installation and removal of any of the equip-

ment.

A small room extending into the high tension room,

and opening from the machine room, accommodates the

power and switching equipment for the 2300-volt supply

to the signal system and to local and station light and

power circuits.

Built into one corner of the machine room on the front

side of the building is a two-story structure, the second

floor of which is occupied by the Chief Traffic Operator.

This room is reached by a flight of stairs leading up from

the machine room. The first story is divided into two

separate parts, one serving as a battery room, and the

other, which is glazed on all exposures to the machine

room is made sound proof. This room is occupied by the

Traffic Operator. and in it are installed the telephone and

supervisory control equipments which respectively put the

oi>eration of all trains and substation equipmient under its

supervision.

The station is well lighted by large windows on the

front side of the building exposed to view from the train

sheds at St. George terminal station.

The building which is constructed of red tapestry brick

is well proportioned and, from an architectural standpoint

it presents a pleasing appearance which contributes well

to its surroundings.

Automatic Substations

Except for slightly different arrangements, the railway

substation installations at South Beach, Old Town, Elting-

ville and Atlantic are the same. The Atlantic substation

is at the present time equipped with only one converter

unit. However provision has been made for the second

so that when it is installed, the station will be practically

a duplicate of the three other automatic stations.

The installation at each of the automatic substations

comprises an outdoor structure, which accommodates two

power transformers, signal transformer and switching

equipment, the high tension switching equipment, light-

ning arresters and outdoor metering equipment, also a

brick building, housing two 1,000 kw., 60-cycle, shunt-

wound synchronous converters together with the auto-

matic switching equipment.

The two power transformers which are of the three

phase OISC outdoor type are installed on concrete founda-

tions adjacent to the substation wall. The secondary leads

from these transformers enter the building through porce-

lain wall bushings and are racked to the inside wall down

to the alternating current starting and running switches

and to the conduit running under the concrete floor to the

synchronous converters.

The starting switches which are direct current, solenoid

operated, are mounted adjacent to the wall where the

transformer leads enter the building and are grouped in

pairs behind and at the ends of the automatic switchboard.

With shafts at right angles and with the alternating

current ends toward the switchboard, the converters set

slightly forward of the center of the room, each to one

side with liberal aisle space between them. This aisle is

entered from a large double door which makes the in-

stallation or removal of large equipment an easy matter.

Above and to the rear of the switchboard, supported

by a steel structure, are mounted two 3,000-ampere, high-

speed, direct-current circuit-breakers, one at each end of

the switchboard, and between these the grid frame re-

sistors, which are used for the automatic adjustment of

overload conditions.

A long narrow room at one side of the building, open-

ing into the mjachine room, contains the storage batteries

for the operation of the substation and supervisory con-

trol equipment.

Ventilation is provided by large louvre openings on

three sides of the building at the floor line and a 54 inch

Robertson type ventilator centered over the machine room
and extending well above the roof line.

Large windows in the walls just below the ceiling line

on three sides of the building provide adequate daylight

illumination.

Similar to the St. George substation, these stations have

lieen designed to accommodate larger machines should

such be required in the future operation of the system.

Automatic Operation—Scheme of Control

The automatic stations, which are unattended except

for periodic inspection, are arranged to start automatically

when the third rail voltage drops to or below some pre-

determined minimum. This is accomplished by means of

a contact-making voltage relay which is connected across

the circuits to the third rail and the running rails.

When the contacts of this voltage relay close, they must
remain closed continuously for a definite length of time,

measured by another relay, before the impulse will be

given to start the first machine in the station. This relay

precludes unnecessary starting.

After the equipment receives the starting impulse,

energy supplied from the storage battery at 125 volts is

supplied through the functioning of a master switch and
auxiliary switches, all electrically operated, to close first,

the large oil circuit-breaker in the outdoor structure to

connect the 33,000-volt supply to the high voltage wind-

ings of the power transformer. This operation is followed

in turn hv the closing of a smaller oil circuit-breaker in-

side of the substation, which connects the alternating-cur-

rent end of the synchronous converter to the starting taps

on the low voltage windings of the power transformer.

By induction motor action, the synchronous converter

reaches synchronous speed. This speed and the polarity

of the direct-current end of the converter are checked by

a small polarized motor relay, which functions to auto-

matically reverse the shunt field windings of the con-

verter, momentarily, to correct the polarity should it be

reversed after starting and while still connected to the

starting voltage, ^^^ith correct voltage established, the

polarized motor caused the starting oil switch to opven

and the running oil switch, which connects full voltage

of the power transformer secondary to the converter to

close.

Following this, the direct-current brushes, which are

raised from the commutator by a motor operated mechan-
ism before the converter is started, are then lowered to

position on the commutator surface.

With the brushes in the running position, the starting

impulse is relayed to the direct current switching equip-

ment. The imptilse is received by the main line breaker
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and tlie high-speed breaker, which, on closing, connect
the machine to the third rail circuits through the feeder

bus to which these third rail feeders are connected through
automatic circuit breakers. This operation, however,
leaves a resistor between the machine and the bus to

guard against picking up too much load. The load is

ineasured by a relay which, if the load is not excessive,

in turn relays the impulse to a circuit-breaker which closes

to shunt out the resistor and thus supply the full voltage
of the converter to the third rail sections. Normal start-

ing time, with the converter from dead rest, is approxi-
mately 30 seconds.

The relay which permitted the resistor

to be shorted, however, continues to stand
guard while the machine is in operation so

as to again put the resistor between the

machine and the feeders to the third rail

should the load become excessive. When
the voltage on the third rail is thus re-

duced by the effect of this resistor,

other stations on the system are forced to

assume a greater share of the load. This
they are in jx)sition to do since in most
cases, an overload is the result of a con-
gestion of trains.

To protect the machine from damage due
to the short circuits between the third rail

and running rail, a 3000-ampere, full auto-

matic, electrically operated high-speed
circuit-breaker is connected in the machine
-circuit between the machine and the direct

current feeder bus. Should an abrupt rise

of current in excess occur, this breaker,

which operates to limit the current in from
lour to seven and one-half thousandths of

a second, opens to insert into the circuit

a resistor which limits, to a safe value, the

amount of current supplied to the fault.

When such a condition arises, an impulse
coil in the third rail feeder circuit, on
which the short circut occurs, will func-

tion to open the circuit-breaker on that feeder and thus

disconnect it from the substation bus. This impulse

coil functions only on an abrupt rise in current

such as that incident to a short circuit and will

not operate on any legitimate overload conditions.

As soon as the feeder breaker opens, the current

is reduced to normal and the high speed circuit breaker

and the resistor shunting breaker close to again restore

full voltage to all feeder sections except the one on which
the trouble occurs. In fact, the operations occur so

quickly that an operator or a passenger on a train on

another section supplied from the same substation would
scarcely be aware that anything at all had hapi>ened. At
night, a momentary blink in the lights would probably be
noticed, that is all.

Each third lail feeder circuit is so arranged that, as

soon as the feeder breaker opens, a testing circuit which
comprises essentially a high resistance circuit and a volt-

age relay, is connected to the circuit. As soon as the

short circuit is removed, the volta.ge relay transmits an
impulse to the closing relays which operate to reclose the

feeder breaker and re-establish the power circuit to that

.section.

The system is double tracked. Old Town, Eltingville

and Atlantic substations, each third rail is sectionalized

at a point immediately in front of the substation. Each
section is supj^lied through an automatic service restoring

feeder equipment, a duplicate of that described above, thus

making a total of four feeder circuit panels at each of

these stations. The South Beach substation is located at

the end of the line and therefore only two feeder circuit

equipments are required.

At Qifton Junction, the third rail is also sectionalized

in all three directions. In a small station erected at this

point there has been installed a tie-bus to which each of
the si.x sections is connected through automatic service
restoring switching equipment duplicate of that used in
the substations.

In each case, the feeder circuit-breaker is electrically

operated from energy supplied by a storage battery. Only
a shunt trip mechanism, for opening the mechanical latch

to effect the opening of the breaker, is provided. These

Map of state Islana Showing Route of Electrified Line of Staten Island Rapid
Transit Company

are unlike similar circuit-breakers used in mlanually op-

erated railway substations since the automatic overload

trip has been omitted. The shunt trip mechanism operates

from energy supplied by the storage battery through the

contacts of the relay operated in turn from the impulse
coil or short circuit detector. Should the feeder cable

heat excessively a thermostat operates to open the feeder

circuit-breaker, which in this case remains open until the

thermostat is reset by an inspector.

Since the breakers are mechanically latched and operated

from an independent source of energy, their operation,

unlike those in most automatic substations, is entirely

independent of the substation bus voltage.

Bringing Into Service the Second Unit

Following the rise in temperature of the machine wind-
ings, which operates at a predetermined point to put the

second converting uin't into serv'ice in parallel with the

first in exactly the samie sequence of operation as that set

into operation by the voltage relay in starting the first

machine.
If the first unit be subjected to such overload as to cause

the load shifting resistor to be cut into the circuit, the

second unit would be automatically started after a brief

lime delay and in advance of any indication by the temper-
ature relay referred to above.

The two units, operating in parallel, function with ref-

erence to the load in identically the same manner as a
single unit. For example, in the event of excessive over-
load, the load shifting resistor shunting breakers open and
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close simultaneously through the functioning of a control

relay common to both circuits.

Should the first unit for any reason fail to respond com-

pletelv to the starting impulse, the second unit will be

automatically brought into service after a brief time delay

slightly longer than that normally required to bring that

unit into service.

Shutting Down on Increased Demand

When the load demand on the substation falls to such

a value that one machine can supply it and remains at or

below this value for a predetermined length of time, the

machine which was the second to be in demtmd, making

unnecessary the operation of the first unit, will result in

it also he'mg taken out of service until further decrease

in third rail voltage demands its operation.

A transfer switch provides for changing the positions

of the machines in their order of operation and also pro-

vides for adding a third unit to the sequence.

Substations Have Large Overload Capacity

Since the svnchronous converters used in these stations

are capable of delivering 50 per cent overload for two

hours after reaching a constant temperature at full load,

and are also capable of operating at 300 per cent of rating

momentarilv, the acceleration and normal operation of

trains during the non-rush hours will require the opera-

tion of only one unit in each substation. Therefore, only

during periods of peak load will the operator of the

second unit in any of the stations be required.

Protective Devices

In addition to the features of high-si^eed circuit-

breaker protection, protection from abnormal overloads,

and the operation of feeder circuits to clear faulty third-

rail feeder sections, there are numerous other features

which protect the substation equipment. Some of these

are as follows

:

Should the load shifting resistors, due to continued

service, heat excessively, a thennostat operates to discon-

nect the machine from the load entirely until the resistor

has cooled to a safe operating temperature, when the

machine is then automatically restored to service.

Excessive temperatures of machine or transformer

windings are prevented by thermal overload relays which,

reduce the temperatures to safe values and then automati-

cally restore them to service.

Temperature relays on the bearings remove and hold

the machines from service until restored manually, should

a machine-bearing heat excessively.

.\ phase balance current relay shuts the machine down
in the event of unbalanced phase conditions which would

prove detrimental to the operation of the equipment. If

the fault is within the substation, the equipment is locked

out of service until the conditions responsible for the un-

balance have been corrected. If the unbalanced condition

is the result of a fault outside of the substation, the equip-

ment is merely taken out of service until the condition is

corrected, when service is automatically restored.

\"oltage conditions, such as excessively low voltage, un-

balanced voltage, or reversed phase, are guarded against

by relays which hold the equipment out of service under

such conditions. These and other devices such as over-

load relays, overspeed devices and reverse current relays,

which are part of ever\' manually operated substation

equipment, provide still further protection.

An interesting feature is an annunciator which shows

by which protective device the relay is ojDerated in each

case. This is of great assistance to the inspector in lo-

cating any case of trouble that may develop. There are

only five conditions which would cause a lock-out. These
are : Overheated bearings, excessive overload on the pri-

mary side of the power transformers, unbalanced phase

conditions within the substation equipment, overspeeding

of the converter armature and failure of the automatic

starting sequence.

l'"or convenient reference, all devices are tagged with a

number, which in any automatic station means that the

device is used for some one purpose. This practice facili-

tates the understanding of the operation and renders the

making and reading of wiring diagrams a simple problem.

It is with the protective device numbers that the annuncia-

tors are labeled.

The Supervisory System Supplements the Automatic

Control of Substations

Experience in the operation of hundreds of automati-

cally controlled substations has demonstrated very well

their superiority of performance over manually operated

equipment, both from the standpoint of continuity of

service and required maintenance and operating costs.

However, automatic equipment set to perform a definite

cvcle of operations under given conditions cannot exercise

judgment as to when it may be desirable to alter its per--

formance. For example, in contemplating an unusual

demand for power, it may be advantageous to have all of

the converting units in a substation in operation in ad-

vance of such time as they would be brought into service

automatically. Also, perhaps, due to an accident to a train

which would make it necessary to discharge passengers at

some point other than at a station platform, it would be

desirable to deeuergize the third rail as a matter of safety.

As a matter of necessity, information as to the status

of the fKDwer system must be had at all times if unneces-

sary failure of power supply is to be avoided. To give

these "human" jxswers of commlunication to the automatic

substations and to provide a means by which a person
intelligentlv informed may exercise his best judgment as

to the best operation of the apparatus, a supervisory con-

trol system has been installed.

From a central point located in the Traffic Operative

office at St. George substation, four wires constituting

two pairs of a telephone cable, radiate to each of the four

automatic substations. This cable is paper-insulated for

1500 volts between conductors and, as a whole, for 3500
volts to ground, thus rendering it safe from breakdown
due to induced voltages from the high-voltage circuits

which it parallels along the railroad right-of-way between
substations. Great care has been exercised to prevent the

grounding of any of the circuits, including those in the

same cable, which are used for telephone and telegraph.

Also, special vacuum tube high-voltage arresters have been

provided for installation at each substation.

The equipment, which is known as the synchronous
relay type provides on the traffic operators control desk,

a control key and indication lamps for each device in each

station for which supervisory control has been provided.

These keys and lamps are of the size and similar to such

devices used on telephone switchboards. .Associated with

these lamps and keys by which their operations are con-

trolled, are groups of small multi-contact control relays

mounted apart from the desk in a steel cabinet. A similar

installation has been made at each substation. At the

substation, however, the small relays in the cabinet, which
are controlled by the operation of those in the cabinet at

the dispatcher's station, are connected through their con-

tacts to energize or deenergize auxiliary relays which in

turn cause the devices in the substations to function in re-

sponse to the ojxrations at the control desk, initiated by

the dispatcher.

The operation of sending a signal to the dispatcher to

indicate the automatic operation of a device at the sub-

station, is duplicate of that initiated by the dispatcher ex-

cept that it is initiated electrically through auxiliary con-

acts on the device itself. In response to such operation.
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the dispatcher in addition to receiving an audible signal,

notes the change in lamp indication that shows which
device on the system operated. If the function were that

of closing a circuit-breaker, the red lamp associated with

that particular breaker would be lighted. Opening of the

breaker would be shown by the lighting of the green lamp.

Since the positions of the keys on the control desk indicate

the previous status of the system, the change is immedi-

ately apparent even though the dispatcher were unaware
of a change in color of the lamp indication.

Essentially the functioning of the system is as follows

:

Two of the four wires in the control circuit provide a step

by step circuit by which similar relays at each end of the

line are operated simultaneously in such a way as to keep

a series of relays, each effecting the operation of the next

relay in the series in absolute synchronism. Each of these

relays, which is provided with a group of contacts, is as-

signed to one particular control circuit in the substation

and to the corresponding lamp and key circuits at the

traffic op)erator's control desk. As each relay operates, a
pair of its contacts are momentarily connected to the other

two wires of the control lines.

If it is desired to operate any one of the circuits, the

change in the postion of the control key arrests the

of)eration of the chain of relays after it has progressed

to that position in the sequence. Thus, the second

pair of wires constitutes, through the contacts of the

relay at each end of the circuit, a direct metallic cir-

cuit by which the au.xiliary relay in the substation is

energized or deenergized to effect the oj^eration intended.

Immediately following the functioning of the device, the

lamp indication is returned through the same circuit after

which the relay chain is released to complete its sequence.

Xormally. all equipment in the su{>ervisory system is at

rest. It functions unly in response to operations initiated

by the traffic operator's or the automatic operations of the

substation equipment.

By means of this system, the traffic operator's may open
or close any of the main power circuits either on the pri-

mary side of the power transformers or on the supply

from the direct-current bus to the third rail sections. Also,

he is able to start or stop any of the machines in the auto-

matic stations. In addition to control over breakers at

various points en the system, through which power is sup-

plied to the signal system, he also has an indication of the

position of oil circuit-breakers on the 33,000-volt system,

which are operated by the power company.

Power for the operation of the supervisory control

equipment is supplied from small 48-volt storage batteries

installed at each substation.

Should the supervisory systen\ for any reason, fail to

function, the stations remain under full automatic control.

In addition to features which insure against faulty

operation of the supervisory system, alarm circuits are

provided to indicate open fuses, open circuits and short

circuits on the line wires.

Similar supervisory control equip places the control of

the fKDwer company's 33,000-volt switching equipment at

Clifton Junction in the hands of their operator at the St.

George substation. Through the Railway Company's
supervisory control system, this same operator has con-

The railway substation equipment and the switching

equipment installed in the generating station and sub-

trol of similar high-voltage circuit breakers at the Elting-

ville substation.

stations of the Power Company were supplied by the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.

Snap Shots—By the Wanderer
You know how it is. An idea takes root in your

brain and sprouts in more directions than one. Some-
times they may even become half mania like the head of

Charles I with Mr. Dick. So here I am back again with

a variant of an idea to which I gave vent a month ago.

There is a weakness in technical literature that could

be readily eliminated and which, if done, would add
tremendously to its value. We all know of the old saying

of the value of the knowledge obtained from failures.

The trouble is that a man's knowledge along these lines

is usually limited to that acquired from his own failures,

with little or no assistance from the failures of others.

Men are not addicted to proclaiming their failures to

the world. They usually shun the light of pulilicity and
are quite content to let the matter drop to the ultimate

cost of the world at large ; and we all have in mind many
cases of this kind.

To take two only as illustrative of the fact. First, it

is not so many years ago that a modification in loco-

motive design was brought out that at first gave promise
of very satisfactory results, but troubles soon developed
that were covered and it was pushed and sold where it

ought never to have been used. I do not think it an
exaggeration to say that millimis of dollars were wasted
in its purchase and use. .Ml of which would have Iwen
saved to the communities and railroads, if the early

failures had been given the publicity they deserved.

.\gain take the roller or ball bearing for railway cars.

It must be all of thirty or forty years since the first at-

tempts to apply them to railway .service was made.
"Wonderful results as to tractive resistances were obtained
-with new bearings and especially prepared rolling stock.

Results that were shouted from the housetops and a
millennium in the form of the disappearance of bearing

troubles proclaimed.

After a time, however, the shouting ceased and the

wonderful bearings disappeared from service and the

railroad world knew them no more.
But of all these devices tliat have flashed like a comet

into the firmament of public attention, to later swing past

the sun of publicity and disappear into the darkness of

oblivion, I have never seen one line as to why they failed

or what happened to them under the merciless pounding
to which they were subjected under a railroad car. We
simply know that they were no good.

The result was that the next adventurer permitting

hope for his own success to triumph over the experience

of a predecessor's failure, has been obliged to traverse

the same dreary road. Perhaps advancing a little farther,

but always handicapped by ignorance of unattainable in-

formation already in existence. The consequence is a

waste of unrecoverable energy that makes the oldtime

wasteful flare of burning natural gas insignificant by
comparison.

We all know, Mr. X., that those roller, ball or ring

bearings which you put under a baggage car on the A.
1!. C. railroad, made that car so movable that a man
leaning against it, when it was standing on a straight

and level track, would put it into motion, and that it

would not stand on ever so slight a grade unless the

brakes were applied. Certainly the reduction of the co-

efficient of axle friction to a virtual zero was worth while.

Now, what happened ? Something. For that one bag-
gage car was, I believe, the sole exeinplar of your years
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of labor and experimentation. It probably didn't stand

up to its work. In short, it failed. At least it has always

been credited with failing, and you, too, are credited with

having failed.

You and a few others know why, how and where it

failed. So why not be perfectly frank and tell the rest

of us all about it ? The dissemination of that information

could not do you any possible harm, because you and

your device are out of the running, and it would do the

rest of us a great deal of good, especially those of us who

are inclined to venture into the same field of endeavor.

We, the deprived ones, have, perhaps, no real ground

for complaint. But your value to the world depends en-

tirely upon what you do for the world that cares for you.

And when you fail to tell the world what you know out

of pure vanity and egotism, you are not treating it fairly

and you ought to be asliamed of yourself.

It so happens that twice within the past few months

I found myself in a far distant city. In purchasing my
home bound ticket I bought it to an intermediate point

and asked the agent, who sold it to me, if he thought

it would be possible to reserve Pullman accommodations

for the balance of the trip. In both cases the agent

oflfered to telegraph for the accommodations, and when
I arrived and asked for them they were awaiting me.

It was a little thing but it left a pleasant impression

even greater, perhaps, than the importance of the favor

demanded. But it is there just the same, and stands

out as a nice little example of that courtesy to the public

which the passenger agents are so strenuously preaching

Again it happened that I was in another section of

the country where I was to take a trip of a few hundred

miles over a line and follow it by an almost immediate

return. Fearing that the actual time at the other end

of the line would be too short to insure the capture of

the accommodations that I wanted for the return, I

asked the agent if he could telegraph for them. He
replied that he could only do so at my expense by way
of the Western Union. I suggested that, under the

circumstances, they were not very accommodating.

"No," he said, ''we are not accommodating at all. You
see we have a complete monopoly with no competition

in our territory, and we don't have to be accommodating.

Of course we, here, feel that it is a mistake, but. as it

is the policy of the management, we are helpless and

I am very sorry that I cannot do you the favor."

All so very courteously and smilingly expressed that

no oflfense could possibly be taken, and yet I could not

help thinking.

I thought of the present situation of that road, striving

as it is to resist and gain public sympathy in its resistance

to the encroachments of buss, jitney and trolley lines

on its revenues. I thought of its past history which

is anything but savory. How once upon a time there

was a notorious character whom for the sake of identifi-

cation we will call "Flashy Jack." How an intimate

friend of his was made president of this road. How,
when the announcement was made, an observer remarked

upon the probable mistake because of the, impossibility

of any friend of Flashy Jack's being either scrupulous

or honest, and that bad times were probably ahead for

the road. And how, within a few years the prophecy,

half jokingly made, came true with a vengeance and the

laying bare of a colossal scandal.

As I thought of these things and the great need of

the road for rehabilitation in the good opinion of men
at large, I wondered whether it were really true that

it could trust to human forget fulness to let the past pass

into oblivion, and that it could build up a sentiment in

its favor as against the invaders of its revenue, by special

puljHt [ileading for a rendering of abstract justice, while

in its daily intercourse with its patrons, the public, it

fails in the little unnecessary courtesies of its inter-

course, and with the disapproval of its own employes

proclaims that because of the monopoly created by its

situation it has no need to be accommodating.
Perhaps not, but it is respectively suggested that one

of the best means of securing a favor is to show not only

a readiness but an eagerness to do one. And one of

the best means of gaining public sympathy is to show
b)' our acts that we are deserving of it.

I have always thought it one of the most personal

questions possible to ask a man as to how the world uses

him. It is but another form of asking "what sort of
a fellow are you anyway, and how do you treat your
fellows?" For a man gets about what he gives, nO'

more. So if a railroad wants the assistance of the com-
munity as a whole, its agents must be taught and per-

mitted to do favors to the individuals of that community,
and not to tell them that they can expect no favors, no^

accommodations, because it is not necessary to give them,
since, if they travel in that territory, they must travel

Ijy the A. B. C. line. Perhaps that is so, and perhaps
too, on the other hand, the road is beset by trolley and
buss and jitney, because the monopoly has failed to grant
little individual favors and public sympathy is not with
it. All of what seems to me to be worthy of considera-
tion by even the most firmly intrenched monopolv.

Pennsylvania s Fuel Conservation Campaign.

.\ concerted effort is now under way on the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad to obtain a wide-spread expression from
firemen, enginemen,, hostlers, coal chute operators and
other employes immediately concerned, of new ideas and
original and helpful suggestions on the problem of saving
coal. Noteworthy reductions have been made on the
railroad in recent months in the number of pounds of coal

consumed by locomotives per 1,000 gross ton miles, and
it is believed that a general discussion of the fundamentals
of coal conservation and the tricks of the trade among the
men on the firing line will estimate to new heights the

interest of employes and quicken their appreciation of the
need for saving coal.

Locomotives on the Penns\'lvania consumed approxi-
mately 15,000,000 tons of coal in 1924. The railroads of

the country in 1923 bought 159,918,000 tons of coal at

a cost of $537,202,000. The cost of coal represents 31

per cent of the total purchases by railroads, and 10 per
cent of the total cost of transportation. Coal is, therefore,

the largest item of exjjense, next to labor, that a railroad

is called upon to meet.

As an important part of the movement, the Pennsyl-

vania management has offered prizes of $50, $25 and $1Q
in the Eastern, Central and Western Regions for the best

three original articles written by firemen and enginemen
on the general subject of saving coal. The contest is

announced in the August 1st Regional editions of "The
Pennsylvania News," the employes' newspaper af the-

Pennsylvania Railroad, which suggests that firemen and
enginemen may contribute most to the movement by dis-

cussing ways and means of saving coal chiefly in the light

of their experience on engines. For the apparent purpose

of getting the discussion focused on the cital elements,

the Regional papers also suggest that articles intended

for the competition may well be based on the writers'

achievements in regard to the economical use of coal on

a specific run or series of runs.

The competition will close September 30. The prize

winners will be announced October 15, and later the prize

articles will be published.



Shop Kinks

Some of the Handy Devices in Use on the Erie Railroad

A Safety Device for Handle Chisels and Punches

When rivet or bolt heads are cut off by means of a

handle chisel and sledge the part cut off invariably flies

off at considerable velocity. And while there is little

danger of the piece striking the chisel holder or the

striker, as they are behind the edge of the chisel, there

is great danger of its striking and injuring some innocent

by-stander.

It is in order to stop this fl)'ing piece at the start that

the guard here illustrated has been designed and used.

It consists of a holder clamped to the handle and to

which a piece of coarse wire netting is fastened. The
clamp itself is in the form of a shoe that is driven
down over the handle, on which it has a bearing 2i4. in.
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When the wheels are in the air they can be turned

with no resistance to be overcome beyond that of the

friction of the leather piston packing against the wall

of the cylinder.

Piston-rod Keyway Cutter

This device is simply a reamer with a cylindrical shank

at each end, one of % in. and the other of ^ in.

diameter. It is not intended to cut the piston-rod key-

way out of the solid though it could be made to do so at

an unwarranted expenditure of time and power.

The keyway should first be roughed out by drilling

a series of holes, of a diameter a little less than the width

of the keyway. This reamer is then fed down through

an end hole. The small shank enters a bearing in the

Piston Rod Keyway Cutter

bed of the machine, and the rod is then fed over it, by

which the metal left by the drilling is cut away, and a

smooth, straight keyway of the desired width formed.

New Landis Pipe Threading Machine

The Landis Machine Company, Waynesboro, Pa., have

placed upon the market a new design of ^ in. single head

threading machine.

This machine has a geared headstock and single pulley

drive. The main spindle has bronze bearings which in-

sure a long life under hard service conditions.

The machine has four speeds, giving an R.P.M. of the

die head of 157; 226; 315 and 441.

The die head is opened and closed automatically at

predetermined limits by the carriage, or by hand. The

vise has a horizontal side-wise as well as a vertical center-

ing adjustment. This feature insures a perfect and per-

manent alignment with the die. This feature is exclusive

with this machine.

A full supply of cooling lubricant at the die head is

maintained by a rotary pump. There is a special control

valve at the die head for shutting oflf the oil supply when
necessary. The frame is cast in one piece with a fluid

tight bottom. The driving pulley is mounted on top of the

machine.

This machine is readily converted to motor drive. The
power is transmitted from the motor shaft to the drive

shaft of the machine bv means of a belt. The motor is

New Landis Threading Machine

mounted on a plate supplied on top of the headstock, so

as to economize floor space, and to prevent dirt and oil

from accumulating on the motor parts.

The floor space occupied is 4ft. V/^ in. x 1 ft. 113-2 in.

The net weight is 950 lb.

This machine employs the Landis All Steel Rotary Die

Head and the Landis Long Life Chaser.

New Freight Cars Placed in Service

A total of 83,291 freight cars was placed in service

during the fir^t six months of 1925 by Class I railroads,

according to a statement issued by the Car Service

Division of the -A.. R. A. This was an increase of 12,417

cars as compared with the number installed in the cor-

responding period of last year and an increase of 4,051

cars as coinpared with 1923. The total included 43,627

l;o.x cars, 29,504 coal cars and 3,382 refrigerator cars.

There was, however, a substantial reduction in the number
of new freight cars on order on July 1, to 28,197. as

compared with 60,315 last year and 96,855 in 1923.
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American Locomotives for Chile

Six lOO-ton locomotives have been ordered from Amer-
ican builders for the Nitrate Railways of Chile, South
America. This is ihe second order for American loco-

motives for this railway, the first six having given such
excellent service that the order was duplicated. These
orders are especially encouraging for American locomo-
tive manufacturers inasmuch as the Nitrate Railways is

a British owned and operated company employing no
Americans.

Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives

The Texas & Pacific Railway have ordered 10 locomotives
of a new t>'pe from the Lima Locomotive Works. They are
practically duplicates, with the addition of another pair of
drivers, of the Lima 2-8-4 two cylinder design. The new loco-
motive will have two cylinders and a 2-10-4 wheel arrange-
ment and will be known as the "Texas" type.

The Richmond. Fredericksburg & Potomac Railroad has
placed orders for 6 locomotives, 2 Mountain type locomotives,
and 2 si.x-wheel switching type locomotives with the American
Locomotive Company and 2 Pacific type locomotives with the
Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway has placed orders for

heavy repairs to 20 Mallet locomotives with the American
Locomotive Company.
The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad is reported to be

inquiring tor 30 Mikado type locomotives.
£. .-Vtkins & Co has ordered 3 locomotives from the

American Locomotive Company.
The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway, it is reported, will

rebuild 10 locomotives in its own shops.
The Texas & Pacific Railway is inquiring for 10 eight-wheel

switching type locomotives, 10 Santa Fe type locomotives
and 5 Mountain type.

The McCloud River Railroad has ordered 2 locomotives
from the .American Locomotive Company.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway is having 10 Mallets

rebuilt by the Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co.
The Central of Georgia Railway is reported to be inquiring

for 10 Santa Fe type locomotives.
The Guantanamo & Western Railroad of Cuba has placed

an order for 2 Consolidation type locomotives with the
.American Locomotive Company.
The Punta .\lcgre Sugar Company of Cuba has ordered

one Consolidation type locomotive from the .\merican Loco-
motive Company.
The New York. New Haven & Hartford Railroad is in-

quiring for 10 to 20 locomotive tender trucks.
The Siamese State Railways has placed an order for 4,

3-cylinder Mikado type locomotives from the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works.
The Norfolk & Western Railway has placed orders for 30

locomotive tenders of 16,000 gallon capacity with the Baldwin
Locomotive Works.
The Nitrate Railways of Chile has ordered 6 Mikado type

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Texas & Pacific Railway have ordered 5 Mountain type

locomotives from the .'\merican Locomotive Company, and 10
eight-wheel switching locomotives from the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works.
The Thunder & Lake Laboratory has ordered one Consoli-

dation type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Hawaiian Sugar Company has ordered one Prairie type

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The St. Paul Bridge & Terminal Company has placed an

order for one eight-wheel switcher with the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works.
The Western Lumber Company has placed an order for one

Mogul type locomotive with the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Central Macarena Railway of Cuba has ordered one

Consolidation type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad has placed an order for

the repairs to 20 Mallet locomotives with the .American Loco-
motive Company.
The Detroit Terminal Railroad has placed an order for 2.

8-wheel switchers with the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
It is reported that the Virginian Railway will place an order

for 36 electric locomotives to cost approximately $4,815,410
with the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co,

Freight Cars

^nI^'^
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad has placed an order for

-UU steel undertrames for box cars with the Pressed Steel
Car Lompanj-.
The Central of Georgia Railway is inquiring for 1,000

ventilated box cars of the 40-ton capacity.
The Texas & Pacific Railway is inqu'iring for 750 gondola

cars.

c ^"Ia
-^"^^^ Copper Mining Companv has placed an order

tor 60, 40-ton ore cars with the Magor Car Company.
The National Railways of Mexico are inquiring for 50

ballast cars.

The Conemaugh & Black Lick Railroad has placed an order
for 15 gondola cars and 30 coke cars with the Bethlehem
Steel Company.
The Iroquois Gas Corporation has placed orders for 2 55-

ton steel hopper cars and 2, 50-ton steel underframe gondola
cars with the .American Car & Foundrv Company
iaJ*^*^

Baltmiore & Ohio Railroad is buifding in its own shops
100 standard eight-wheel caboose cars, with steel underframes
The Great Northern Railway has ordered 1.000 box car

undertrames from the Siems Stembel Company and 1,000 box
cars and 200 fiat car underframes from the Pressed Steel Car
Compan}-.
The Seaboard .Air Line Railway is inquiring for 30 caboose

cars.

The Pacific Fruit Express Co. has placed an order for 138
refrigerator cars with the Pacific Car & Foundrv Company.
The Canadian National Railways will build in it's own shops

25 caboose cars.
The Pittsburgh & West Virginia Railway has placed an

order covering the repairs to 100 gondola cars wMth the Green-
ville Steel Car Company.
The St. Louis-San Francisco Railwav will repair 2,600

freight cars of the various types in its own shops.
The .Andes Copper Mining Companv is inquiring for 66

narrow gauge dump cars for export.
The Great Northern Railway is inquiring for 250 ballast

cars.

The Virginia Smelting Company has placed an order for 2
tank cars with the .American Car & Foundrv Company.
The Carnegie Steel Companv is having 200 hopper cars

repaired in the shops of the Greenville Steel Car Company
and 200 in the shops of the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The White Star Refining Companv. Detroit, Mich, has

placed an order for 53, 50-ton tank cars of 10,050 gallon
capacity with the Standard Tank Car Company.
The Berwind White Coal Companv has placed orders for

1,600 mine cars with the Bethlehem Steel Company and for
o40 mine cars with the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The Pennsylvania Salt Company has placed an order for

2 tank cars with the .American Car & Foundrv Company.
The Phillips Petroleum Compan\- have placed an order for

.300 tank cars with the Standard Tank Car Company.
The Fisher Hard Lumber Companv has ordered 40 logging

cars of 30 tons capacity from the American Car & Foundry
Company.
The Missouri Portland Cement Company, St. Louis, Mo.,

has ordered 10 steel hopper cars of 50 tons capacity from
the American Car & Foundry Company.
The .American Railway of Porto Rico is inquiring for 20

steel gondola cars and 10 steel dump cars of 20 tons capacity.
The Lima Toledo Railroad has placed an order for 10,

40-ton box cars with the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Buffalo & Susquehanna Railroad is making inquiries

for 20O steel box car underframes.
The Missouri Portland Cement Company has -placed an

order for 10. 50-ton steel hoppers with the American Car
& Foundry Company.
The Wabash Railroad has placed an order for 12, 40-ton

box cars with the .American Car & Foundry Company.
The Standard Oil Company is making inquiries for 2 flat

cars and 3 gondola cars of 50-ton capacity.
The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway will repair 2,600

freight cars and ,30 pasenger cars in its own shops.
The Lehigh Valley Coal Co. has placed an order for 25

mine cars with the American Car & Foundrv Companv.

Passenger Cars
The New York Central Railroad has [ilaced orders for 6

combination passenger and baggage gasoline rail motor cars
with the J. G. Brill Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
The Erie Railroad is inquiring for 3 passenger car under-

frames.
The National Railways of Mexico are inquiring for 10 first
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class narrow i;auyc coacla-^ and 21) >ccond class narrow gauge
coaches.
The Seaboard Air Line Railway is inquiring tor 4 liaggage

mail cars.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has placed orders for 357

passenger cars of all steel construction to be delivered as soon

as equipment companies can complete their construction.

The order calls for as follows; 35 coaches and S passenger

bagga.ne-niail cars, from the Pullman Car & Mfg. Co., 70

coaches from the Standard Steel Car Company, 122 baggage
cars and 15 passenger-baggage cars from the American Car

& Foundrv Company, 80 baggage cars and 10 baggage-mail

cars from" the Pressed Steel Car Company and 20 baggage

cars from the St. Louis Car Company.
The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has ordered 5 dining cars

from the Pullman Car & Mfg. Corporation.

The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway has

authorized the construction of a passenger tnotor car and a

trailer in its own shops.

The Costa Rica Railway is inquiring for 4 narrow gauge

coaches.
The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway is to rebuild 30

passenger cars in its own shops.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered one coml)ination

baggage and mail rail motor car with trailer from the J. G.

Brill Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Muscle Shoals, Birmingham & Pensacola Railway^ has

ordered a gasoline rail motor car from the J. G. Brill Com-
panv, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Chicago & Alton Railroad has placed an order for

one accommodation liaggage and passenger car with the

Oneida Mfg. Company.
The Erie Railroad is inquiring for 20 express car under-

frames and 5 express refrigerator car underframes.

The United Fruit Company is inquiring for 4 passenger

cars for export.

The Canadian Pacific Railway has placed an order for 15

express baggage cars with the National Steel Car Company.
The Minnesota, Red Lake & Manitoba Railway has placed

an order for an accommodation baggage and passenger car

w-ith the Oneida Mfg. Company.
The Gulf Coast Lines has placed an order for a number

of all-steel dining- cars with the St. Charles Car Works, St.

Louis, Mo.
The Fruit Growers Express Company has placed an order

for 4(X) underframes wath the Pressed Steel Car Co.

The Boston & Maine Railroad has placed an order for 6

combination passenger and baggage cars with the J. G. Brill

Companv. Philadelphia, Pa.

The Pennsvlvania Railroad has placed an order for 8S

baggage and 10 baggage and mail cars with the Pressed Steel

Car Company, 122 baggage and 15 passenger baggage cars

.with the American Car & Foundry Company; 35 coaches and

5 passenger and baggage mail cars cars to the Pullman Car & Man-

ufacturing Corporation; 70 coaches to the Standard Steel Car

Companv and 20 liaggage cars to the St. Louis Car Company.
The .\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway is making in-

quiries for 4 l)uffet observation cars.

Buildings & Structures

The Missouri Pacific Railroad has awarded a contract cov-

ering the construction of a one-story brick roundhouse at

St. Louis, Mo.
The Moljile & Ohio Railroad has awarded a contract to

Dwight P. Robinson & Co., Inc., for the construction of an

erection shop, heavy and light machine shops, storehouse and

several smaller buildings at Iselin, near Jackson, Tenn. The
total cost is estimated at $1,250,000.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway has awarded
a contract for the construction of a one story repair shop in

Chicago, 111., to cost approximately $52,000.

The Monongahela Railroad has placed a contract covering

a one-story car repair and machine shop at Brownville. Pa.,

to cost approximately $100,000, with the H. K. Ferguson Com-
panv.
The Seaboard .\ir Line Railway has awarded a contract

covering the construction of a car and locomotive shop at

Wildwood, Fla.. to cost approximately $250,000.

The .\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway has awarded
a contract covering a brick roundhouse at Topeka, Kansas,

to cost approximately $150,000.

The Pacific Electric Railway is reported to l^e planning the

construction of a new maintenance shop and yards at River-

side, Calif.

The Missouri Pacific Railroad is planning the erection of

a roundhouse and additional track at El Dorado. Ark.

The Texas & Pacific Railway is asking for bids on a round-

house, repair shop, car shed and otlicr facilities at Shreveport,
La.
The Central Railroad of New Jersey has commenced con-

struction on its shops at Bethlehem, Pa., which will include

a roundhouse, car shop and new freight yards.

The Northern Pacific Railway has placed a contract cover-
ing the construction of car shop, boiler shop, battery liuilding.

store house, commissar)- building, and numerous otlicr liuild-

ings at St. Paul, Minn.
The Southern Pacific Company plans the construction of a

large material yard at Buckeye, .\riz.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has awarded a contract
covering the construction of a water supply reservoir at Lum-
bersport. West \"a., to cost approximately $28,000.

The Norfolk & Western Railway plans the construction of

a roundhouse, machine shop, store house and other shops and
))uildings at Williamson, West \'a., to cost approximatelv
$1,000,000.

The Erie Railroad has purchased the former plant of the
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co. in Jersey City, N. J.,

and it is reported will convert the property into a car repair
shop.
The .-Xtlanta Terminal Company plans the extension of

sheds at the .\tlantic Terminal with other improvements to

cost approximately $75,000.

The Atchison, Topeka Si Santa Fe Railway has awarded
a contract for the erection of a 12-stall reinforced concrete
roiuidhouse at Hutchinson, Kan.
The Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad has secured op-

tions on property on which to construct a roundhouse and
other facilities at Natchez, Miss.
The Pennsvlvania Railroad has purchased the Schoenberger

Mill property in Pittsburgh, Pa., for nearly $5,000,000. The
property is to be used in connection with the Pittsburgh
terminal improvement of the Pennsj'lvania Railroad.

The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway will

enlarge the vards at Superior. Wis., at a cost of approxi-
mately $85,000.
The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered the abandonment

of its heavy repair shop at Logansport, Ind., and will transfer

the heavy repair work to its shops at Columbus, Ohio, and
Fort Wayne, Ind.
The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad has

awarded a contract for the construction of a building for its

shops at Van Nest Station, New York City.

The Pennsylvania Railroad and the city of Philadelphia plan
to commence work in October on the project of removing
the railway terminal to the west liank of the Schuylkill River
in Philadelphia.

Tlie Atlantic Coast Line Railroad has awarded a cnntract

for a 14-stall addition to tlie roundhouse at Florence, So. Car.

The Florida East Coast Railway has awarded a contract
for a repair shop at St. Augustine. Fla.

The Illinois Central Railroad has awarded a contract for

shops and roundhouse at Sioux City. Iowa, to cost approx-
imately $80,000. This road also announces that the contem-
plated improvement at Paducah. Ky., will include three prin-

cipal units; locomotive erection and machine shops with 5

cranes up to 250 tons capacity; blacksmith shop, boiler shop,
paint and tank shop, tin, electric shop, power house, and other
repair car shops.

Items of Personal Interest

H. L. Hanna, mechanical engineer of the New York,
Chicagii & St. Louis Railroad has resigned.

E. Von Bergen has been appointed general air lirake, lu-

bricating and steam heat engineer of the Illinois Central
Railroad with headquarters at Chicago, 111. A. J. Pichetto
has been appointed air brake, lubricating and steam heat in-

spector of the northern and western lines with headquarters
at Chicago, 111., and T. W. Kennedy has been appointed air

brake, lubricating and steam heat inspector of the southern
lines and the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad with head-
quarters at Memphis, Tenn.

E. B. Dailey has been appointed engineer of car construction
of the Southern Pacific Company with headquarters at San
Francisco, Calif., and George B. Hart has lieen appointed
assistant to the .general superintendent of motive power with
headquarters at San Francisco, Calif.

John Roberts has been appointed general shop supervisor
of the Canadian National Railways with headquarters at

Montreal, Que.. Canada.
C. R. Harding has been appointed engineer of standards of

the Southern Pacific Company with headquarters at San
Francisco, Cal.. and will have supervision of all standards,
otlicr than those of motive power department, and will assist
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the president in engineering matters and in such duties as

assigned him from time to time.
R. W. Quigley, apprentice instructor in the motive power

department oi the Southern Pacitic Company has resigned
from the service and has accepted a position as traveling
representative for the International Correspondence Schools.
E. W. Pitt has taken the position vacated by Mr. Quigley.

F. W. Mahl, who has been director of purchases of the
Southern Pacific Company with headquarters at New York,
has been appointed general purchasing agent with headquar-
ters at San Francisco. Calif.

Thomas Carr Powell, for the last five years vice president
in charge of traffic on the Erie Railroad, will become president

of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad on .August 1. to

succeed William J. Jackson who will become chairman of the

E.xecutive Committee.
Mr. Powell's railway career started in 1884 as a traffic mail

clerk with the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific Rail-

road. In 1893 he became assistant general freight manager
of that road and two years later went to the Southern Rail-

way where he saw thirty years service in the freight and
traffic department.
Marvin Hughitt, who for fifteen years has been chairman

of the Board of Directors of the Chicago & Northwestern
Railway and its subsidiary, the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapo-
lis & Omaha, has resigned to become head of the finance

committee of that railroad.

Mr. Hughitt is one of the oldest active railroad men in the

L'nited States. He was born in Genoa, N. Y.. in 1837, and
began his railroad career in Illinois as a telegrapher at the

age of seventeen. In the early days he was with the Chicago
& Alton and later with the Illinois Central on which road
he served as division superintendent and general superin-

tendent. In 1872 he became general superintendent of the
Chicago & Northwestern and five years later was made presi-

dent of the company, a position he held until 1910 when he
became chairman of the Board.
W. H. Finley, president of the two roads, has resigned be-

cause of ill health. F. W. Sargent, vice-president and general
counsel, will succeed Mr. Finley and in addition take up the

duties of chairman of the Board.
T. J. Martin, formerly assistant road foreman of engines,

Monongahela division of the Pennsylvania Railroad has been
promoted to assistant train master Monongahela division with
headquarters at Shire Oaks, Pa.

J. A. Marshall, assistant master mechanic of the Fargo
division of the Northern Pacific Railway with headquarters
at Staples, Minn., has bceen appointed master mechanic of

the Pasco division with headquarters at Pasco. Wash., succeed-
ing C. A. Wirth, deceased. E. H. Carlson has been ap-
pointed assistant master mechanic of the Fargo division suc-
ceeding Mr. Mar>hall.
W. P. Lambert has been appointed special assistant with

duties to be asigned by the superintendent of motive power
and equipment of the Central Railroad of New Jersey.

F. S. Schwinn has been appointed assistant chief engineer
of the Gulf Coast Lines, International Great Northern Rail-

way with headquarters at Houston, Texas.
G. M. Wilson, superintendent of motive power shops of the

Canadian National Railways with headquarters at Montreal,
Que.. Canada, has been transferred to Stratford, Ont., succeed-
ing John Roberts who has licen appointed, general supervisor
of shop methods, with headquarters at Montreal, a newly
created position. A. McDonald succeeded Mr. Wilson at

Montreal.
E. W. Robinson has been appointed division engineer of the

Port .\rthur division of the Canadian National Railways.

G. C. McGorkle has been appointed roadmaster, Indianapo-
lis division. Lake Erie & Western district of the New York,
Chicago & St. Louis Railroad with headquarters at Tipton,
Ind., succeeding W. S. Fife, transferred. J, H, Dunn is ap-
pointed general foreman. Ft. Wayne division witli headquar-
ters at Muncie, Ind., succeeding G. C. McCorkle.

G. A. Haslett has been made general road foreman of en-
gines on the Seaboard Air Line. Southern district with head-
quarters at Tampa, Fla. H. M. Agin becomes road foreman
of engines with headquarters at Tampa, I'la., W. A. King
becomes road foreman of engines with headquarters at Wild-
wood. Fla., R. H. Harris and J. C. Trigg liccome assistant
road foremen of engines with headquarters at Waldo, F'la.

W. L. Kellogg, formerly superintendent of motive power
of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railroad was recently made
secretary of the I'lorida West Coast Development Company
and has moved his headquarters from Chicago to Parry, Fla,

A. R. Cole, master mechanic of the El Paso-.\marillo divi-

sion of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with headquarters
at Dalhart. Tex., has been transferred to the Oklahoma-
Southern division, with headquarters at Chickasha. Okla.

Supply Trade Notes
Duff Manufacturing Co., at a recent meeting of the Board

of Directors of this company, a number of changes in the
officers and organizations were announced. The new officers
are as follows: J. R. McGinley, chairman; Thomas A.
McGinley, president; P. G. O'Hara, vice-president; C. N.
Thulin, vice president; E. M. Webb, general manager; F. O.
Graham, secretary; and D. J. Greiner, assistant treasurer.
Henry S. Mann, formerly district manager of the Cliicaao

oflice and shops of the Metal & Thermit Corporation has
resigned to become district sales manager of the Standard
Stoker Company, with headquarters in the McCormick Build-
ing, Cliicago, III.

Sidney Buckley lias been appointed works manager of the
crane department of the Niles Bement Pond Company, suc-
ceeding V. O. Strobel, resigned. B. A. Tozer has been ap-
pointed sales manager in the New York district, succeeding
H. F. Welch, promoted, and A. E. Turner has been appointe'i
manager at Cleveland, succeeding Mr. Tozer.
John F. Schurch has been elected president of Manning,

Maxwell & Moore, Inc., New York, succeeding John M. Davis,
who has been elected president of the Delaware, Lackawanna
& \\ estern Railroad. Mr. Schurch has been vice-president
and was formerly vice-president of the T. H. Symington Com-
pany,
The Bucyrus Co., South Milwaukee, Wis., has opened a

new sales ofiice at 461 Union Trust building and announces
that it will be in charge of A. R. Hance.

L, J. Ferderber has been appointeil assistant to the first
vice-president of the General American Tank Car Company.
Walter T. Gomley lias been elected viee-iiresident in charge

of service and production of the Franklin Railway Supply
Company, Ltd., of Montreal, and Adam P. Arnold, secretarx-
and treasurer with headquarters at Montreal. Leland Brooks,
vice-president and treasurer, has resigned.
David Ayr has been appointed assistant plant manager of

the Pratt & Whitney Company, Hartford. Conn.
Henrik Owensen has been appointed chief engineer of the

Youngstown Sheet & Tube Company, Youngstown, Ohio,
succeeding Klaus Sollie, deceased. Mr. Owensen was for-
merly assistant chief engineer.

Elliott A. Allen has been appointed New England district
sales manager of the Timken Roller Bearing Company with
headi|uarters at Boston, Mass.

T. V. Buckwalter, chief engineer of the Timken Roller
Bearing Co., has been made vice-president in charge of en-
gineering.

C. W. Marshall has been appointed Eastern sales manager
of The Sunbeam Electric Mfg. Co., of Evansville, Ind., with
headquarters at ('.rand t'entral Terminal building. New York.
Mr. Marshal! was formerly district manager for the American
Arch Company, in the Chicago district.

Jesse C. Bader, formerly representative of the McMyler
Interstate Company, with headquarters at Chicago, has been
appointed wotirn sales manager of the Ohio Locomotive
Crane Company with headquarters at Chicago, 111.

Elmer E. Ross, director of the Positive Lock Washer Com-
pany, .\eH;irk, .\. J., has been elected president to succeed
George Hendricks Denman, Sr., deceased. Mr. Ross is the
son of tlie late John B. Ross, originator of, and former presi-
dent of the Positive Lock Washer Company.
The Waugh Equipment Company, successor to the Waugh

Draft Gear Company, has recently announced additions to its
lines of manufacture, and now announces the addition to its
executi\e siatl of R'chard J. O'Brien, who assumes the nosition
of general manager, and Walter H, Bentley, who becomes
sales manager.
The office of general manager is filled by Richard J.

O'Brien, who has been identified with the railroad field for
many years, coming from the Phillips Exeter Academv and
Brown L'niversity. Mr. O'Brien started bis railroad career
with the Interboro Rapid Transit Company of New York
as assistant to the superintendent of the electrical departments.
He was later connected with the Railway Improvement Com-
pany of New York as sales engineer, with the Eighth I'ield
.\rtillery in France, with the Allied Technical Board in Si-
beria, WMth the Industrial Department of the Citv of Nitro,
West Virginia, as industrial engineer, and with the Waugh
Draft Gear Company, as assistant to the president, from
which position he was promoted to his present position as
general manager of the Waugh Equipment Companv.
Walter Bentley, identified for the past three years with

the Railway Journal, has assumed charge of the Sales De-
partment in the capacity of sales manager of the Waugh
Equipment Company.
Mr. Bentley has spent his entire working life in the rail-

road industry, starting back in 1904 with the Chicago & North
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\Ve<:tern. going in 1909 to the nulmh & Iron Range and back

again with the Chicago & North Western ""til I'Ul when

he was appointed sales representative for the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works and the Standard Steel Works Company. In

1014 he was made Western representative for the Curiam

Supply Co. • u- Tvf

The details of European railroading are also within Mr.

Bentlev's book of knowledge, as he was connected with the

Railway Transportation Corps at St. Nazaire, Montoir, Angers,

Cherbourg and Tours, besides railroading in Italy and Oer-

"l"pon his return to America in the fall of 1919. he served

under the Regional Director U. S. R. A. North West Region,

and later was appointed assistant secretary ot the \\ estern

Societv of Engineers.
r j

These new appointments are ot interest to the many friends

of both men, and to the railroad fraternity at large, for both

are well known among railroad men.

John P Bourke, eastern sales manager of the Ewald Iron

Company, Louisville, Kv., has been elected a vice-president

with headquarters at 33 West 42nd Street, New \ ork City,

Tlie New York Brake Corporation has been incorporated

to manufacture railroad supphes. Headquarters of the new

company will be located at Buffalo, New York.

A E' R Turner has been appointed sales manager ot the

Cleveland office of the Niles-Bement Pond Co. Mr Turner

comes from the John Bertram Co., Ltd., at W alkerville,

Canada.
, i r> -i

L. Klopman, treasurer and general manager ot the Kailway

Storage Battery Car Company, New York, has resigned to

beci.me vice-president and treasurer of the Revivo Battery

Corporation, with factury at Garfield, X. J., and office at

46 West Twentieth St., New York City.

Obituary

Charles T. Westlake, chief mechanical engineer of the

Commonwealth Steel Company, died July 22. Mr. \\ estlake

had been connected with the company since the present man-

agement assumed control of the company in 1904, but he

was connected with the company from its beginning in 1901.

He superintended the erection of the original plant and was

the company's first works manager. He was later transferred

to the St. Louis office as chief mechanical engineer and until

recent years was actively in charge of the company s mechan-

ical department, but his physical condition seemed to require

that he be relieved of all cietails and for the past few years

he has served the company chiefly in a consulting capacity.

Carl A. Methfessel, manager of sales, eastern district, for the

Duff Manufacturing Company, with headquarters at New
York, died on lulv 22nd, at Ridgefield Park, New Jersey.

Mr Methfessel was 48 years of age and had been connected

witli the company for over 15 years. He was formerly con-

nected with the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad.

Peter Walling, formerly organizer and director of the

Laconia Car Company, died July 19 at his liome at Winchester,

Mass. Mr. Walling, who was in his 81st year, was born in

Canton, 111. His early life was spent in the railroad field. He
was connected at different times with railroads of the Middle

West and New England. He was first connected in the east

with the old Eastern Railroad and the Boston & Maine Rail-

road. Later he was division superintendent of the Wisconsin
Centra! Railroad. After this Mr. Walling organized the

Laconia Car Company, which has manufactured freight cars

for many years. He retired from active business life in 1916.

William McConway, president of the McConway & Torley
Company, steel manufacturers, Pittsburgh, Pa., died July 27.

Mr. McConway was a director of the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company, as well as a trustee of the Car-

negie Institute and Carnegie Institute of Technology. He
was 83 years of age.

New Puhlications

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, etc.

A House of Chemical Engineers, is the title of a 42-page
booklet recently issued by the Dearborn Chemical Cornpany,
Chicago, 111. For years tliis company has been furnishing

railways chemicals for water treatment to prevent scale, pit-

ting and corroding conditions in the boilers of locomotives

and power plants. This booklet presents in an attractive form,

photographic views of the extensive laboratories, workshop,
storage, and offices of the company. It shows pictorially the

various steps in the analysis of water, some of the equipment
for mixing formulae, and the packing and shipping of the

finished product. It is a highly interesting little booklet, and
copies may be had on application to tlie Dearborn Chemical
Company.

Locomotive Feed Water Heaters. The Superheater Com-
pany of Xew York and Tliicago have just issued a third edition

of their instruction liook covering instructions for operation

and maintenance of Elesco feed water heaters. Added
features of the present edition are the section giving operation

instructions and the questions and answers regarding opera-

tion at the back of the book. It also gives detailed instruc-

tions covering the principle and description of the equipment,
inspection and test, cleaning the heater, heater and pump
repairs. Tw-o charts at the center of the book illustrate by
means of colors the passage of steam and water through the

different parts of the equipment. 73 pages and cover, 4}/J x 6

inches.

For Testing and Washing

Locomotive Boilers

DIAMOND STEEL EMERT
Fop Grinding In Steam and Air Joints

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Necessity

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.

PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.

228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors. Ejectors.

Boiler Washers and Testers, Boiler Checks.

Check Valves.

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

a
DUNER

CAR CLOSETS
DUNER CO.

WANTED
Locomotive builder's or other lith-

ograph of U. S. locomotives, multi-

colored or one tone for historical

collection. Give name of builder,

type of locomotive, condition of

print, etc.

Also wish to purchase collec-

tions of locomotive photographs,

particularly those of early date, or

will gladly arrange for exchange

with other collectors.

Particularly interested in New
York Central photographs.

Address, HISTORICAL
Railwajr and Locomotive Enrin«eTinf

114 Liberty Street, New York
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The Diesel Oil—Electric Locomotive and Its Performance

in Service

Some Details of Its Design and Operation in Service With Economies Effected.

Early last year an electric locdmotive, driven by an of the exhaust is also mounted on the roof. Sufficient

oil engine, the first of its kind built in America, was fuel can be carried for 48 hours continuous switching
built jointly by the General Electric Company and the service.

Ingersoll-Rand Company. Owing to its high economy it is free from smoke, which
The engine weighs 120.000 pounds and is equipped with renders it particularly suitable for service in cities or in

a 300-h.p. Deisel f>il engine, adapted for burning fuel oil. places where smoke is objectionable.

60-Ton Oil-Electric Locomotive Drilling Cars

manufactured by the Ingersoll-Rand Company, directly

connected to a 200 kilowatt direct current generator built

by the General Electric Company. The direct motive
power consists of four General Electric motors, one of

which is geared to each of the four a.xles.

.\ six-cylinder engine is used and designed to burn
fuel oil according to the principles of the well-known
Price system of direct fuel injection. This system avoids
the use of high pressure injection and also effects a re-

duction in weight, an improvement in mechanical efficiency

and increased simplicity and reliability. The fuel is in-

jected into the various cylinders through a distributor bv
a single acting plunger type pump.

All parts of the cylinders, cylinder heads and com-
bustion chanil>ers are water cooled. The water from the
water jackets passes to a radiator located on the roof and
a thermostat maintains an even temperature irrespective
of weather conditions. The muffler for reducing the noise

The unusual fcatm-c of the design of this locomotive
is the use of a direct current generator supplying cur-
rent to the motors without intervening accelerating re-

sistances. This is accomplished by using a differential

series field on the generator, which automatically reduces
the generator voltage with the increase in the amount of
current drawn by the motors.
The engine frames and running gear were built by the

American Locomotive Company. The tractive effort is

])laced at 36,000 pounds or 30% of the weight of the
engine, all of which, as previously indicated, is upon the
driving wheels.

The engine has now been in service on a number of
roads for something more than a year and the data ob-
tained during that time give a clear idea of the economical
working of the machine. In this period it has been in
service for ai)i)roximately 2,225 hours and has run about
5,220 miles. This low mileage for the total time that the

249
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engine has been in service is explained by the fact tliat

the service has been ahnost exclusively in switching.work

upon which comment is made in another column.

In presenting the data pertaining to the performance of

the locomotive, the low percentage of the load factor is

emphasized, in order to show what the locomotive was

capable of doing, had it been worked to its full capacity.

In making this calculatii.m it is assunieil that the machine

Total cost of oil and gasoline

Cost per hour of oil engine operation .

.

" " " " locomotive service...
" " kilowatt hour generated. . . .

" 1,000 ton miles

.86

.427

.297

.01645

.67

.162

During the period of its operation on the New York

Central Uie engine hauled 400,000 ton miles and ran a

total of 1,531 miles. This gives an engine mileage of

about 1.84 miles an hour for the time that the engine was

in service or about 2.64 miles per hour for the 579.33

hours during which the oil engine was in operation.

Out of the 2,227.5 hours that the engine was in service

the oil engine was in operation for 1,743.13 hours or

78.2 per cent, of the time, and even during that time the

engine was rarely working to its full capacity, any more
than the ordinary switching engine would have been.

Among the roads on which the total mileage was more
than 300 the average mileage was highest on the New
York, New Plaven and Hartford. Here the engine was
in service for 271 hours, with the oil engine in operation

for 222.75 hours of that time and the total mileage was
917 or an average of 3.3 miles per hour for the time that

the engine was in service and 4.12 for the period of oil

engine operation. The costs here were as follows

:

eO-Ton Oil-Electric Locomotive Showing Cooling Apparatus on Roof

is capable of developing its full rated capacity of 200 kilo-

watts per houi- for every hour that it is credited with

having been in operating service. So that, taking

the service on the New York Central as an example, the

engine was in service for 833 hours, with the oil engine

in operation for 579.33 hours of that time, which, with a

rating of 200 kilowatts per hour would have given 115,866

kilowatt hours available ; whereas as a matter of fact, only

15,063 kilowatt hours were generated, or 13 per cent, of

the available amount. This is here called the load factor.

This load factor was only 16.6 per cent, for the whole

of the time during which the locomotive has been m
service and is accounted for as already stated by that

service having been in switching, where the engine is

standing for "a large portion of the time. In this case

where the standing time amounted to or was more than

ten consecutive minutes, the engine was stopped, and

this, in turn, accounts for the 253.66 hours that the engine

was idle out of the 833 hours that it was in service on the

New York Central.

This is one of the economical advantages of the type

of engine, that, when there is to be an idle or standing

interval, the engine can be stopped and with it all con-

sumption of fuel.

As the work on the New York Central involved the

greatest number of hours of service and the greatest

mileage made in any of the tests, it may be taken as a

basis of probable costs.

In this test and in all of the others the prices charged

for supplies are as follows

:

Fuel oil, per gallon $.05

Lubricating oil per gallon 50

Water per 1,000 cubic feet 1.00

Gasoline, per gallon 11

On this basis the costs for the operation of the engine

on the New York Central were as follows

:

Total cost of fuel and water $247.00

Total cost of fuel and water
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The second test was one of two weeks" duration and

gave the following results

:

- Oil-Electric Shay

Hours of locomotive

service 280 288

Fuel consumed 673.7 gals, oil 45.56 tons coal

Lubricating oil used . . 80. " 3.31 gals.

Total cost of fuel and
water $73.00 $462.00

Cost per hour of loco-

motive service $.263 1.605

Miles run 466 445.6

Cost per mile $.158 $1.04

Some of the economic results of the experimental

ser\-ice are significant. The locomotive was in switching

service from June 9th to August 23d,. 1924, part of the

time in twenty-four hour ser\-ice handling three shifts per

day with only such inspection as was possible at the time

of changing crews. During this time the engine used

2.400 gallons of fuel oil equivalent to 4. 1 5 gallons per hour
of engine operation. The tonnage moved in this, time was
400.000 ton miles or 166 ton miles per gallon of fuel.

With a load factor of 13 per cent the engine produced
6.3 kw. hr. per gallons of fuel. At full load it is capable

of developing about ten (10) kw. hr. per gallon.

The following table has been compiled to show in

greater detail than above, the performance of the engine
under various conditions :

"A" "B" "C" "D"
1. Total hours of loco-

tive service 833 280 10 35

2. Total hours of oil en-

gine operation 579.33 164 9.24 28.66

3. Total KW. hours

generated 15,063 4098 520 499
4. Percent load factor.. 13^0 12.05% 28.2% 8.7%
5. Total gallons fuel

consumed 2400 672 54.5 80.75

6. Total gallons lubri-

cating oil consumed. 249 80 4 12

7. Total cu. ft. cooling

water consumed. ... 67 neg. neg. neg.

8. Total gallons gaso-

line consumed 30 neg. neg. neg.

9. Cost of operation

(Fuel plus lubricat-

ing oil plus water
plus gasoline) $247.86 $73.60 $4.72 $10.37

10. Cost of operating per

hour of locomotive

service $ 0.297 $0,265 $0,472 $0,297
11. Cost of operation per

kilowatt hour gen-
erated 1.645c 1.8c 0.91c 2.08c

12. Total ton miles 400,000 112,930 16,615
13. Cost of operation per

•1,000 ton miles $0.67 $0,652 $0,284
14. Miles traveled 1531 466 47 42
"A"—Switching service. June 9th to August 23rd in-

clusive.

"B"—Two weeks switching service test July 24th to

August 7th inclusive. Twenty-four hours per
day service.

"C"—Main line local freight service.

"D"—Light Yard Drilling. S€pteml>er 5th to .Septem-
ber 9th, inclusive.

Note—Cost of operation shown above based on the fol-

lowing prices

:

Fuel oil at 5 cents per gallon.

Lubricating oil at 50 cents per gallon.

Cooling water at $1.00 per 1,000 cubic feet.

Gasoline at 11 cents per gallon.

In order to determine the amount of wear in the various

parts of the oil engine a system of regular inspections has
been maintained. The first inspection was conducted on
February 12, 1924, and six months later, on September
12th of the same year, the second inspection was held at

the Ingersoll-Rand Company Shops, Phillipsburg, New
Jersey. The result of this inspection showed practically

no wear in the six months service. The maximum wear
on the wrist pins amounted to .008 of an inch.

After the crank pin, wrist pin and main bearings were
set up to standard clearances, the engine was closed ex-
actly as it was taken apart as it was found unnecessary to

remove any parts.

The characteristics of this type of locomotive for vari-
ous services as thus far developed are

:

(A) Locomotive for slozu speed szvifchittg senicc—

•

Weight of locomotive 60 tons.

Capacity of oil engine 300 h.p.

Maximum speed 30 mi. per hr.

Rated tractive effort 36.000 lbs.

Tractive effort at 14 m.p.h 6.300 lbs.

(B) Locomotive for road service—
Weight of locomotive 60 tons.

Capacity of oil engine 300 h.p.

Maximum speed 45 mi. per hr.

Rated tractive effort 23,000 lbs.

Tractive effort at 21 m.p.h 4,000 lbs.

(C) Locomotive for stoic speed s-u-itcliing sendee—
Weight of locomotive foO tons.

Capacity of oil engine 600 h.p.

Alaximum speed 30 mi. per hr.

Rated tractive effort 60,000 lbs.

Tractive effort, at 10 mi. per hour 15,500 lbs.

(D) Locomotive for road service—
Weight of locomotive 85 tons.
Capacity of oil engine 600 h.p.

Maximum speed 55 mi. per hr.

Rated tractive effort 54,000 lbs.

Tractive effort at 25 m.p.h 6,200 lbs.

The_ general data for this 60-t(jn locomotive for slow
switching service are

:

Engine—
Type of engine Ingersoll-Rand, 4 cycle, ver-

tical.

No. of cylinders 6
Cylinder dimensions.... 10-in. bore by 12-in. stroke.
Speed 600 r.p.m.

Capacity 300 h.p.

Fuel Fuel oil.

" injection Direct injection.

distribution Rotating distributing valve.
Lubrication Forced feed with filtration.

Lubricating pumps Pressure pump and filter in

crank case.

Cooling Water cooled.

Radiator Fin tube roof type 1,200 sq.

ft. surface.

Temperature control Thermostat and by-pass.
Fuel consumption 0.43 lbs. per b.h.p. hr.

Pi.ston speed 1.200 ft. per min.

Generator—

•

Type TDC-6-200 KW., 600 r.p.m.

600 volts.

Exciter 6 kw. direct connected, 60
volt.
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Shunt windings. .. Separately excited.

Series winding. . . . DiiTerential compuund.

Voltage variation.. 200 to 750 volts.

Motors—
Xo. of motors

4— Type RM-840, nominal

rating 95 h.p., each 600

volts.

Connection .2 in. parallel. Series and

parallel grouping.

Gearing .... 14 tooth pinion, 82 tooth

gear.

Control—
Method of control. ...

Bv throttle lever—Automatic
control of voltage 2-C-

173-A controllers with

electro-magnetic contrac-

tors and reverscr.

Battery (for lighting and control)

16 cells MV-7 Exide Iron-

clad.

Compressors—
1-Type CP-26-600 volt with

a piston displacement of

100 cu. ft. per minute for

air brakes.

1-Mechanically driven ijump
mounted on engine fur-

nished air for starting.

L-Auxiliary engine driven

compressor to furnish air

for starting the oil engine.

Locoiiiotk'c—
Length inside knuckles 32 feet 6 inches.

Width of cab 9 feet 4 inches.

Trucks 2 axle swivel type.

Width overall 10 feet inch.

Rigid wheel base 7 feet 2 inches.

Wt. complete 120,000 pounds.

Wt. on drivers 120,000 pounds.

Wt. on each axle 30,000 pounds.
Tractive effort 36,000 pounds at 30% factor
of adhesion maintained to LO M.P.H. (approx.)

The data on the 60 ton locomotive for road service are
practically the same as above excepting for the necessary
modifications in type of motors and gearing.

Like the steam locomotive, the tractive effort available

falls with the increase of speed, but this drop is more rapid

with the oil-electric locomotive than with the steam en-

gine. The accompanying curve of tractive effort has been
worked out for the power plant portion of the machine
and shows this drop very effectively.

With the assumption that the maximum tractive effort

that it is possible to exert is 30 per cent, of the weight of
the locomotive, we find that this is available only at speeds
of 0.8 mile an hour or less. As the speed increases it

falls very rapidly and at a speed of 2 miles an hour it has
fallen from the 30 per cent, or 36,000 pounds to 26,000
pounds. At four miles per hour it has fallen to 18,400
pounds. This on a one hour's rating. The fall from this

point on is less rapid and at ten miles an hour it is 8,000
pounds. .And then as the speed is still further increased
it falls to 2,000 pounds at 27 miles per hour.

_
It is reijorted that larger oil-electric locomotives of

similar design are now under development bv the same
interests. These will be equipped with oil engines of
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Showing Fall In Tract! Effort as Speed Inc

Locomotive
eases With 60-Ton Oil-Electric

greater horsepower rating, resulting in higher tractive

eff'ort and increased sjieed. It is claimed that these pro-

posed larger units will compare favorably with branch
line and main line steam locomotive performance.

Market for American Locomotives in South

Africa

For the first time since the post war slump American
locomotives have been delivered for use on the express
mail trains between Cape Town and Johannesburg. Com-
petition for the order of these locomotives was keen.
British prices were considerably above the American,
but German quotations were approximately 50 per cent
lower. An order for four special type locomotives was
placed with an American manufacturer and 21 with F. A.
Maffei of Munich. Bavaria. The delivery of the Ameri-
can locomotives was on the stipulated date, but the Ger-
man manufacturer has not been able to fulfill the agree-
ment. A forfeiture of 10 per cent furnished by the Ger-
man firm and a further forfeiture of 2 per cent per week
are being incurred. In view of the extremely low quo-
tation made by the German firm the completion of the
contract will probably involve a heavy loss.



The New 4-10-2 Type Three-Cylinder Locomotive for the

Southern Pacific Railroad

The Most Powerful Non-Articulated Locomotive Ever Built

The first of the lot of 16 three-cylinder locomotives

of the 4-10-2 type under construction by the American

Locomotive Company for the Southern Pacific were de-

livered in June, and the others are being delivered as com-

pleted. As this is the introduction of the 4-10-2 type

wheel arrangement, these locomotives are known as the

"Southern Pacific" type, and particularly on that road.

They will be used for hauling passenger and freight trains

over the Sierra Nevada mountains where the maximum
grade is 2.2 per cent.

The locomotive weighs 442.000 lb. of which 316.000

lb. is on the drivers ; 65.500 lb. on the front truck, and

60,500 on the rear truck. They carry 225 lb. boiler pres-

sure. The cylinders are 25 in. in diameter : the strokes

of the outside cylinders being 32 in., and the inside

pair of drivers, is divided into three jxirts. It contains

four rows of 5/16 in. holes, 12 holes in each row, alter-

natelv spaced. The holes are countersunk 34 in. on the

outside. This arrangement provides for equal distri-

Inition of the lubricant as the bushing moves in its fit

around the pin. The strap dovetails on the body of the

rod and is held in place by three Ifi in. bolts tapered 1/16

in. in 12 in. Two nuts are put on the end of each bolt

which are prevented from coming off by Xo. 4 taper pins,

2^2 in. long. The weight of the rod is reduced by an

opening through back end of the rod.

The cvlindrical type of tender used is mounted on a

Commonwealth one-piece cast steel frame, which is sup-

ported bv 2 si.K-wheeled trucks, which are also made by

the Commonwealth Steel Company. The capacity of the
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Healing surface :

Firebox, comb. Chamber and arch
tubes 390 sq. ft.

Tubes 3,600 sq. ft.

Flues 1,686 sq. ft.

Total evaporative 5,676 sq. ft.

Superheating 1,500 sq. ft.

Comb, evaporative aiitl superheat-

ing 7,176 sq. ft.

Tender

:

Style Cylindrical

Water capacity 12,000 gal.

Fuel capacity 4,400 gal.

General data estimated

:

Rated tractive force, 70 per cent. 83,500 lb.

Comb, heat surface ^ arate area.... 79.9

(oil)

Weight proportions ;

Weight on drivers -^ total weight
engine per cent 71.6

Weight on drivers -i- tractive force . . 3.61

Total weight engine ^ comb, heat
surface 61.5

Boiler proportions :

Tractive force -^ comb, heat surface. 11.63

Tractive force X dia. drivers -i-

comb. heat surface 7.38

Firebox heat surface -H grate

area 4.35

Firebox heat, surface, per cent of

evap. heat surface 6.87

Superheater surface per cent of

evap. heat surface 26.41

Consolidation Type Locomotives for the

Lehigh & Hudson River Ry.

The Lehigh & Hudson River Ry., a road operating

nearly 100 miles of line in northern New Jersey and
south-eastern New York, has recently received, from
The Baldwin Locomotive Works, four Consolidation type

locomotives which are notable because of their weight and
hauling capacity. This line has connection with the Le-
high Valley R. R. and the Central R. R. of New Jersey,

and the traffic which it handles consists largely of hard
coal. Heretofore, this traffic has been hauled chiefly by
Consolidation type locomotives having a total weight of

erted, are less than in the jMikado, but this is no special

handicap in vievv of the slow-speed drag service in which
the Consolidations are used.

The boilers of the new Consolidations are of the

straight top type, with tubes 15 ft. 6 in. long. A super-

heater of 50 elements is applied. The firebox contains

a brick arch supported on six 3-inch tubes, and there

is a full installation of flexible stay-bolts in the water

spaces. The boiler is fired by a Duplex stoker.

The steam distribution is controlled by 14-inch piston

Consolidation or 2-8-0 Type Locomotive of the Lehigh & Hudson River Railway

about 190,000 pounds, and by two classes of Mikado type

locomotives ; the first built by The Baldwin Locomotive
Works in 1916, and the second by the same builders, to

United States Railroad Administration designs, in 1918.

The principal dimensions of these two Mikados, and of

the new Consolidations, are given in the following ta-

ble:—
Water Super-
heat- heat-
ing ing Weight Weight Trac-

Driv- Steam Grate sur- sur- on total tive

Type Date Cylinders ers press area face face drivers engine force
2-8-2 1916 25"x30" 56" 190 100 4,155 964 212,700 285,400 54,200
U.S.R.A.
2-8-2 1918 26"x30" 63" 200 66.7 3,777 945 221,500 290,800 54,800
2-8-0 1925 27"x32" 61" 220 100 3,607 924 283,800 309,700 71,500

The earlier Mikados and the new Consolidations were
designed to burn a mixture of buckwheat anthracite and
soft coal, hence their large grate areas as compared with
the U. S. R. A. Mikados, which were designed for soft

coal only. The boilers of the 1916 and 1925 designs both
have fireboxes of the modified Wootten type, without

combustion chambers. The grates are of the same length

and width in the two types, and the grate castings inter-

change. The heating surface and grate area of the Con-
solidation type, in proportion to the tractive force ex-

valves, which are set with a travel of 6^ inches and a

lead of 3/16 in. The steam lap is one inch, and the ex-

haust clearance in. The Walschaerts valve gear is ap-

plied, and is controlled by a Ragonnet type "B" power
reverse.

These locomotives, although designed to traverse curves

as sharp as 18 degrees, have flanged tires on all the

wheels. The leading truck is of the constant resistance

type, with rolled steel wheels. Tlie locomotives are

equipped with two 8j/$ in. cross-compound pumps and air

brakes are on all driving and tender wheels.

The tender is long, with a low center of gravity, and

a rectangular tank having capacity for 15,000 gallons of

water and 16 tons of coal. The trucks are of the six-

wheeled type, and the frame is a Commonwealth steel

casting in one piece.

This is an interesting application of the Consolidation

type to special service conditions where the 2-8-0 wheel

arrangement can be efficiently used. The locomotives

represent, in weight and hauling capacity, the maximum
permitted by the clearance and wheel load limitations on

this road. Further particulars are given in the table of

dimensions.
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Principal Weights and Dimensions.
Gauge 4 ft. 85/2 in.

Cylinders 27 in. by 32 in.

Valves Piston—14 in. diameter
Boiler

:

T>-pe Straight top
Diameter 88 in.

Steam pressure 220 lbs.

Fuel Hard and soft coal mixed
Firebox

:

Material Steel

Staying Radial
Length 126}'s in.

Width 114J4 in.

Depth, front 84J4 in.

Depth, back 65 in.

Grate area 100 sq. ft.

Tubes and flues

:

Tubes
Number 240
Diameter 2^4 in.

Length 15 ft. 6 in.

Flues
Number SO
Diameter 5^ in.

Length IS ft. 6 in.

Heating surface

:

Firebox 272 sq. ft.

Tubes * 3,289 sq. ft.

Firebrick tubes 46 sq. ft.

Total 3,607 sq. in.

Superheater 924 sq. ft.

Driving wheels :

Diameter, outside 61 in.

Diameter, center 54 in.

Journals, main 12 in. by 13 in.

Journals, others 11 in. by 13 in.

Engine truck wheels

:

Diameter 33 in.

Journals 6]/^ in. by 12 in.

Wheel base

:

Driving 17 ft. 6 in

Rigid 17 ft. 6 in.

Total engine 27 ft. 6 in.

Total engine and tender 74 ft. 1034 in.

Weight in working order

:

On driving wheels 283,000 lbs.

On truck 25,900 lbs.

Total engine 309,700 lbs.

Total engine and tender 576,200 lbs.

Tender

:

Wheels, number 12
Wheels, diameter 33 in.

Journals 6 in. by 11 in.

Water 15.000 U. S. gallons

Fuel 16 tons

Tractive force 71,500 lbs.

Service Freight

Repairing Locomotive Frames

In a paper reafl before the convention of The Inter-

national Railroad Master Blacksmith's .\ssociation, which
was held in Qeveland, Ohio, August 18, 19 and 20, P. T.

-Lavinder of the Norfolk & W'estern Railroad, Roanoke,
Va., presented a paper on the repair of locomotive frames,

in which he referred to the various methods used in makint^

the repairs and pointing out the ones that have pruved

most successful on the road with which he is connected.

The following is an abstract from AJr. Lavinder's paper

:

We formerly used the electric welding process ex-

clusively in repairing broken locomotive frames, with the

exception of the Smith Shop forge welds, but the electric

welding process has been replaced by the oxy-acety-

lene welding process, when welding frames in positions

on the engine, due to the fact that better results have been

obtained by the latter process.

When a frame is removed from the engine and weld-

ing is necessary we would recommend that it l)c forge

welded in the Smith .Shop.

The following is a complete record of the results ob-

tained on our railroad during the past seventeen ( \7)

months by the various welding processes.

No. \\'elds No.Failed Percent
Kind of Weld Made. Welds. Failures.
Oxy-Acetylene 757 28 3-7/10%
Smith Shop P'orge 12
Electric 58 > 14 24

Tiitals 827 42 5

In making oxy-acetylene welds on locomotive frames
we proceed as follows

:

(1) Remove all parts necessary to provide expansion
and to allow free access to both sides of the frame.

(2) Make sure frame is in line and properly blocked
so that it wall stay in perfect alignment during welding.

(3) Tram frame (using one piece tram) and have
tram marks (if possible) not closer than 12 in. to break.

(4) V out frame all the way through from both sides
at 45 degree angles using the oxy-acetylene cutting
process.

(5) Spread the frame for expansion allowing % in. to

^^ in. according to size of frame.

(6) The scarfs of the V must be chipped or brought
to a red heat and cleaned off with the welding torch to

remove all burnt metal before starting the weld.

(7) Use a plate under all vertical welds, the plate should
stand away from the frame y^ in. to allow perfect fusion
at bottom of weld. \\'hen weld is completed remove plate

and finish smoothly on bottom with welding torch.

(8) \^'hen broken in weld always cut out all of old

weld and make new weld on good sound metal.

(9) If this makes a gap over 2 in. in center of V cut
out section of frame not shorter than 6 in. and weld in

new piece.

(10) In some locations where old welds have been made
or where flaws are found a new section is welded in.

(11) On frames 5 in. x 6 in. or larger a preheating
furnace is used and a charcoal or coke fire is carried

around the frame at point of weld during the welding and
when the weld is completed the furnace is removed and
the weld is wrapped with asbestos to permit slow cooling.

('12) On smaller frames the frame is wrapped with
asbestos for a distance of 12 in. on each side of the weld
to hold the heat during the operation, and when the weld is

finished the weld is wrapped with asbestos to permit slow
cooling.

(13) W'hen a weld is started it must be continued and
never allowed to cool down until finished, and must be
welded from both sides at the same time.

(14) .\11 welds are reinforced not less than 20 per cent

when clearance will permit.

("15) The spreader is generally removed immediately
after completing the weld, but good judgment must be
used in this matter as there is sometimes danger of up-
setting if the spreader is removed too soon.

(\6) Successful frame welding will depend upon two
main factors, namely: proper preparation and competent
welders.

We attach a record plate to all frame welds showing the

engine niunbcr, name of welders, kind of weld, place and
date welded. The plate is numbered .showing the number
of times the frame has been welded in the same location.

A report is then made to the office of Superintendent
Motive Power giving the same information, and in case a

weld fails the record plate is removed and sent to the office

of Superintendent Motive Power. This making it possible

to keep a complete record of all frame welding.

.Ml w'elding operations are followed up by a competent
welding supervisor whose duty it is to keep a very close

check as to the cost of the different operations, and by
which process or methods they can be done the cheapest.



Locomotive Roundhouses and Terminals

Report to the International Railway Congress, London, England, on Question VI "Locomotive Sheds'

Bv R. W. BELL, Gen. Supt. Motive Power, Illinois Central Railroad

A locomotive terminal designed for the prompt and

economical handling of engines must necessarily be laid

out with a view of locating all facilities in such a manner

as to provide convenient movement of engines from facil-

ity to facility without delay or conflicting movements.

Most locomotive terminals have rush periods during

twenty-four hours, during which a large number of

engines either arrive or depart within a short space of

time and all facilities must be of ample capacity to handle

engines promptly during these congested periods. This

is particularly true on railroads located in territory where

long and severe winters are experienced and where engines

must be placed in the roundhouse as quickly as possible

after arriving at terminals to receive the necessary atten-

tion and preparation for the ne.xt trip.

The main particulars of a busy locomotive terminal

consist of an enginehouse of ample capacity to house

all engines during their lay-over period ; a strong, sub-

stantial turntable, operated by power, preferably motor

drive ; cinder pits : coaling station ; sand drying house

with sand bin storage : w^ater cranes or pen stocks : ma-
chine shop ; blacksmith shop ; office ; storehouse and oil

house : engine men's tool equipment building ; power
house, and necessary wash rooms ; locker rooms and toilet

facilities. Sleeping quarters and rest rooms should be

provided where necessary to take care of engine men
during their lay-off period when away from their home
terminal. Separate inbound and outbound engine tracks

from turntable to train \'ard lead are essential and pro-

vision should be made for storage of both inbound and
outbound engines, with the greater parking space on the

inbound track.

Inbound Storage at Entrance

Practices and opinions differ somewhat as to the rela-

tive location to each other of the various facilities

mentioned above, but the arrangement most generally

followed provides for inbound storage at the entrance to

the locomotive terminal.

From this parking space the engines pass to the coaling

station for coal where provision is also made for sanding
the engines at the same time. Engines are then moved
to the cinder pits for cleaning fires and ash pans, and
from there to the turntable and into the engine house.

Outbound engines after leaving the turntable pass the

engine men's tool equipment building where they receive

the engine men's tool kits, oil cans, pick, shovel and
supplies which have previously been removed from the

engine when on the inbound track, and thence to the

pen stock, coaling station and outbound storage space.

.Ml engine moves from the inbound storage to the
outbound storage are made liy hostlers, the engine men
leaving the engines on arrival at the inbound storage and
receiving them at the outbound storage, fully equipped
and prepared for service.

Pen stocks should lie located near the entrance to the
inbound storage and the exit of the outbound storage.
Additional pen stocks should also be provided on both
the inliiiund and outbound engine leads near the round-
house. At large engine terminals two or more inbound
and outbound tracks are required to facilitate the han-
dling of engines.

Should Handle Day's Supply

The coaling station should have storage capacity to

meet the requirements of the terminal for twenty-four

hours if necessary, without elevating coal, and should

serve all tracks both inbound and outbound. The cinder

pits should have sufficient capacity to accommodate all

cinders received for a twenty-four-hour period if neces-

sary, in case of emergency.

In some cases, additional facilities such as inspection

pits, located in the vicinity of the inbound storage space,

and mechanical engine washing apparatus, located be-

tween the cinder pit and turntable, are installed.

The inspection pit is for the purpose of making pre-

liminary inspection of the engine both outside and under-

neath, to determine the nature of the repair work required,

in which case work slips are forwarded to the roundhouse

foreman prior to the engine arriving in the house, thereby

allowing the roundhouse organization advance notice of

the work to be done and giving them an opportunity to

prepare for handling the work. At times minor repairs

are made to the engines while on inspection pit.

Roundhouses should have a sufficient number of stalls

to accommodate all engines from the time they leave the

cinder pits until they are ready for service or called ; they

should also be of sufficient depth as to allow ample truck-

ing space between the front of the engine and the outer

wall, and good working space between the rear of the

tender and the inner wall when doors are closed.

Drop pits or drop tables are recognized as essential

in all roundhouses, in order to perform the necessary
work on wheels and journal bearings.

Roundhouses should also have paved floors, being well
heated and ventilated and designed to obtain a maximum
amount of natural light.

A Measure That Saves Time

As a measure toward reducing the time required in

handling an engine at the terminal and also to effect a
saving in fuel, water and boiler repairs, a hot water
boiler washing and refilling system should be installed

in conjunction with the roundhouse.

The ratio of the number of stalls required to the
number of engines handled in twenty-four hours is in-

fliienced greatly by various conditions, such as the class
of power handled, the kind of work to be done, climate,
uniformity during the twenty-four hours of receiving
and dispatching power, and location with respect as to
whether the terminal is at the end of the line or situated
at an intermediate point. A ratio of two engines to one
stall has been found to be a good working basis in most
cases; however, the above conditions result in ratios as
low as 1^ to 1, and as high as 5 to 1.

Shop buildings, supply buildings and miscellaneous
buildings should be grouped in as close proximit\- to the
roundhouse as possiljle without hampering freedom of
intercommunication and handling of material. The size
of various shop buildings and equipment to be provided
is entirely dependent on the number of engines to be
handled, the class of power and the class of repairs to
be made.

Round or part roundhouses are used almost exclusively,
except m cases of very small terminals handling onlv'a
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lew engines in twenty-four hours, in which cases long

rectangular houses, with rails and pits placed parallel

to the long side of the building are constructed. Xo
short houses with rails and pits placed parallel with the

short sides of the building are used.

Monitor Type Roof Favored

The prevailing type of roundhouse roof is the mill

construction or slow burning roof, with beams of twelve

inches by sixteen inches supporting lyi to 2-inch matched

boards six to eight inches wide, which in turn are covered

by prepared rooting paper, tar and gravel. The design

is usually of the ninnitor type with side lights in the

vertical portion. In some cases these side lights are con-

tinuous sash around the house, while in others, windows
and louvres alternate. Windows are of the pivoted type,

operated from the floor. In order to provide the maxi-

mum natural lighting in roundhouses. 58 per cent of the

outer wall area should be of glass and where design of

doors on the inner circle permit, windows should be in-

stalled in the upper portion of the door.

Roundhouses of reinforced concrete construction, or

brick and concrete construction, have ribbed concrete

slabs with terra cotta tile between the ribs to eliminate

condensation. These concrete slabs are covered with

five-ply water-proof roofing paper.

Smoke jacks constructed of cast iron, transite, wood
and wood lined with transite are all in use, with cast iron

and transite jacks predominating. Cast iron jacks indi-

cate the longest life, but are heavier, requiring stronger

roof construction ti) support them. Smoke jack stacks

range in sizes from thirty-si.x; inches square to forty-two

inches square, thirty-six inches round to forty inches

round and twenty- four by forty-seven inches oval, the

variation Ijeing due to the size of engines handled. The
size of smoke jack hoods is uniformly four feet wide,

but lengths vary from nine feet to fourteen feet. The
use of dampers in smoke jacks is very limited, the only
installations noted being in territory having very severe
winter weather.

Ventilation in roundhouses is generally obtained by
means of louvres and swinging window sash in the sides

of the roof m(jnitc)r. Other methods of ventilation com-
prise of square louvre monitors built around each smoke
jack and round ventilators |)]aced at the high ])oint of
the roof over each stall.

Doors Are in Four Groups

Doors on roundhnuses may be divided into four general

groups and described as the double swinging door, sliding

folding door, rolling shutter door and the pneumatic lift

door, but the double swinging door is the one most widely
usee!. This type uf door is cr)nstructed in some cases

entirely of wood and in other cases of steel frame and
wood, being apjjruximately seven feet wide and sixteen

feet high, with windows in the upper panels. They are
hung on heavy jjintles fastened to the building column,
two rlonrs being provided on each stall. The types of
floor in most general use are

:

First—Wood block floor :

Second—Concrete ;

Third—Vitrified brick
Fourth—iMastic or asphalt.

The wood block floor has gained in general favor in

late years on accuimt of the ease on the feet of the work-
men, the k)W cost of maintenance, the smooth trucking

surface it affords, its ability to withstanfl shocks due to

heavy pieces falling on it. and the less liability of damage
to the pieces themselves. The inaterial used is yellow
pine, thoroughly impregnated with creosote and laid with

the grain vertical on a 4-inch concrete base with pitch

filler between the blocks and concrete. After blocks are

laid they are flushed with hot pitch to fill all joints and
cracks and make the floor waterproof.

Both the concrete and brick floors, while presenting

good trucking surface, have the disadvantage of being

cold and hard on the feet of the workmen, of easily

chipping and cracking and wearing unevenly.

The mastic and asphalt floor laid on a concrete base

is a satisfactory floor as it is less tiresome to work on

than the hard concrete and brick floors and does not chip,

crack or spawl oft". The principal objection to this type

of floor is due to the fact that it is difficult to repair on

account of the special machinery necessary to mix and

lav it properly. The initial cost is also higher than the

other types of floors.

Engine Pits Are of Concrete

The present day practice in engine pit construction is

til Iniild them of concrete with side walls of sufficient

thickness to give proper bearing for hydraulic jacks, used

in jacking up engines. In some cases these walls are

built the full thickness the entire length of pit, while in

other cases the increased thickness for jacking purposes

extends only a distance of from ten to twelve feet in

length at each end of the pit. If there is considerable

dift'erence in the size of power handled, it is advisable

to maintain the full thickness required for jacking the

entire length of the pit. The floor of the engine pit

should be crowned from center to sides and have a gentle

slope from the front to the rear.

A small drainage pit covered by an iron grating is

located at the low end. These drainage pits in each

engine pit are connected together by 6 or 8-inch tile and

at suitable intervals of seven or eight stalls drains are

run to catch Iiasins outside of the house, which in turn

drain to the main sewer .system.

Engine pits generally adhere very closely to the fol-

lowing dimensions : Width, four feet ; depth, high end,

two feet six inches ; low end, three feet ; length to suit

depth of roundhouse.

At practically all terminals of importance artificial

lighting is obtained by means of electricity, and for the

general inspection of the outside of engines in the round-

house the general house illuinination augmented by the

use of extension cord lights and hand flash lights is suffi-

cient. Lamps on extension cord lights are protected by
a substantial wire guard.

Lighting at Inspection Pits

For the ins|)cction of engines are inspection pits

located outside cif the house a good arrangement consists

of a row of five 200-watt lamps spaced twelve feet apart
on each side of the pit and placed about 15 feet high with
shallow dome reflectors ; also two 50-walt flood lights, one
at each end of the pit under the engine.

Illumination for repairs to engines is also taken care

of by the general house illumination and the use of exten-

sion cord lights, flash lights and oil torches for cab, fire

box, pit and l)oiler work. General house and yard light-

ing furnishes sufficient illumination for cleaning engines.

The latest systems for general illumination in engine
houses consist of rows of drop lights in shallow dome
reflectors between each stall, or flood lights placed on
outer end near walls, or a combination of both. Where
drop lights are used, a 500-watt lamp is located half way
between the outer wall and the first building column or
post, 250-watt lamps spaced centrally between the inter-

mediate cohunns and a 150-watt lamp between the inner
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wall and the last column. In cases where flood lights

are used, two lights are usually placed on the outer wall

between each pit and one on the inner wall. Lamps vary-

ing in size from 100 watts to 300 watts are used in the

flood lights, which are mounted eight to ten feet above

the floor. In some instances drop lights are placed be-

tween the intermediate columns in addition to the flood

lights, while in other instances angle metal enameled re-

flectors are placed on intermediate columns sixteen to

twenty feet above the floor, with the light directed down-

ward at an angle of 45 degrees.

The latest method of yard lighting at terminals is

almost entirely by the use of flood Hghts placed on the

coaling station, roundhouse roof, water tanks, or on steel

columns. Flood lights in terminal yards should be located

so as to obtain light from two directions or opposite

directions, in order that clouds of steam or smoke will

not shut oflf the illumination from any portion of the

yard. Thousand watt lamps are generally used in yard

flood lights and the number of lights required is depen-

dent on the density of light desired on the area to be

covered.
Heating by Direct Radiation

The most satisfactory method of heating roundhouses

is by means of the hot air blast system, but for economy

in first cost, houses of five stalls or less are usually

heated by means of direct radiation. In the latter case,

radiators are placed on the outer wall and on the sides

of the engine pits. Cast iron radiation is usually used

on the walls and either cast iron or pipe coils in the pits.

The use of pipe coils in the pits meets with considerable

favor on account of being able to withstand greater shocks

and rougher usage than cast iron.

Hot blast installations in larger engine houses consist

of the heater and blower fan equipment usually located

in a separate room built on the outer circle of the engine

house, a main concrete duct extending around the outer

circle of the house, branch ducts of tile running to the

engine pits and cast iron outlets along the outer wall con-

nected direct to the main duct. The heater unit consists

of a bank of cast iron radiation encased in a sheet steel

house, so arranged as to take air either from the inside

of the engine house or from the outside of the house.

The fan is generally of the steel plate type, steel encased

and driven by simple horizontal steam engine. The outlet

of ducts to the engine pits are twelve inches in diameter,

there being three outlets to each pit. In modern practice,

the engine house is divided by fire walls, into sections of

about twelve stalls to a section, with a separate heating

unit for each section.

The advantage of the hot blast system are improved

ventilation, occasioned by complete changes of air, uni-

form heat, low maintenance cost, ease of control and

accessibility of locating leaks and making repairs.

The form of dispatch board most generally used in

roundhouses is the plain black board, ruled horizontally

and vertically. The vertical columns show the train num-
ber, date, engine number, engineer's name, fireman's name
and time of departure. All information is written on the

board with chalk.

Other appurtenances of a similar nature used in round-

houses are work report boards, engine condition boards,

inspection boards and ready track boards.

Material Handled by Machines

Various mechanical devices are used in roundhouses

for handling material or heavy parts of engines such as

:

First—Electric crane trucks
;

Second—Overhead traveling cranes
;

Third—Monorail trollevs

;

Fourth—Jib and bracket cranes

;

Fifth— Power trucks;

Sixth—Portable hand-operated cranes.

The electric crane truck is the most flexible device

obtainable for roundhouse use and one that is capable of

a wide range of work. Trucks of this nature have four

rubber tired wheels, a platform for transporting material

and a crane boom for handhng the material on and off

of the truck platform. The trucks are self-propelled by

means of an electric motor, current being supplied by

storage batteries mounted on the truck. The crane or

boom is of sufficient length to reach to the center of the

top of an engine, by means of which such parts as front

end rings, front end doors, smoke stacks, bell and frame,

dome caps, throttle boxes and stand pipes, turbo genera-

tors, etc., can be removed and applied ; also such parts as

steain chests, valves and covers, air pumps, air reservoirs,

cross heads, guides, pistons, main and side rods and other

similar heavy parts can be handled with ease for removal

and replacement. The boom can be swung 90 degrees

each way from its central position, or through an entire

circle if so desired. Both the load and the boom are

raised and lowered by power and the boom may be slewed

by either hand or by power.

The fact that these cranes can pick up its load, trans-

port the load on the platforin to any part of the round-

house or shops, and unload or place the parts carried

direct in a machine, make this device particularly adapt-

able to roundhouse use. These cranes are usually rated

with a hoisting capacity of 3.000 pounds' at six to seven

feet radius, with a platform carrying capacity also at

3,000 pounds.
Some roundhouses are designed with a long center bay

in which an overhead traveling crane operates, usuallv of
10 ton capacity. Such installations are not very extensive.

Monorail trolleys equipped with 2 to 5-ton hoist are
used to some extent. The trolley rail is located around
the outer circle of the house with branches leading from
it between the pits.

Bracket Cranes Are Used

Jib or bracket cranes attached to the building columns
between pits are used to considerable extent ; these cranes
carry chain hoist from 500 to 2,000-lb. capacity and are
of sufficient length to handle smoke stacks and other
parts located near the front end of the engine.

Portable cranes are usually of the 3-wheel type, having
a short crane boom mounted on a steel frame work for
raising and lowering heavy parts, which is done bv hand
with a geared windlass.

The machine tool equipment installed in the terminal
described, is as follows

:

Machine Shop
1—90-inch driving wheel lathe.
1—54-inch truck wheel lathe.
1—600-ton driving wheel press.
1—Driving wheel axle journal truing lathe.
2—36-inch draw cut shapers.
1—54-inch vertical lathe.
1—36-inch vertical lathe.
1—36-inch driving box boring lathe.
1—84-guide bar grinder.
1—30-inch by 18-foot engine lathe.
1—24-inch by 10-foot engine lathe.
1— 18-inch by 8-foot engine lathe.
2—11-inch by 6- foot bolt lathes.
1— 18-inch turret brass lathe.
1—2',.^-inch by 24-inch turret latlie.

1—3-inch by 36-inch turret lathe.
1—100-ton forcing press.
2—60-inch radial drill presses.
1—36-inch vertical drill press.

1—20-inch vertical drill press.
1—24-inch crank shaper.
1—No. 5 Knee type horizontal milling machine.
1—Combination link grinder.
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1— 1 J 2-inch double bolt cutter.
1—2}4-inch double bolt cutter.

6—18-inch bj- 3-inch double floor grinders ; from four to be lo-

cated in roundhouse, one in each section and two in machine shop.

7*00/ Rnom
1—18-inch by 10-foot tool lathe.

1—20-inch crank shaper.
1—20-inch vertical drill.

1—Universal cutter and re?mer g'inder.
1—Twist drill grinder.
1—Floor stand tool grinder.

Boiler Shop
1—Heavy double end punch and shear.

1—60-inch radial drill

1— Stavbolt threading machine.
1—Staybolt drilling machine.
1—7-foot by ^/^-inch bending rolls.

1—Flanging machine.
1—Flange clamp

Blacksmilh Shof
1—2.500-pound steam hammer and furnace.

1—500-poimd power hammer.
1—t-iiich bar shear.

3—Forges.
1—1-tool furnace.

This equipment to be arranged for individual motor

drive and is for tlie purpose of handlinc^ heavy running

repairs.

At terminals where it is not desired to perform work
of this heavy nature, the machine tool equipment recom-

mended is as follows

:

1—36-inch by 12-foot engine lathe.

1—24-inch by 10-foot engine lathe.

1—16-inch by 8-foot engine lathe.

1—14-inch portable engine lathe.

1—18-inch by 3-inch double floor .srinder.

1—36-inch draw cut shaper.
1—IVj-inch double Ixjlt cutter.

1—100-ton forcing press.

1—42-inch boring mill.

1— 16-inch upright drill.

1—36-inch upright drill.

1—60-inch radial drill.

]_?4-inch by 36- inch double end punch and shear.

1— 100-pound steam hammer.
2—Blacksmith forges.

1—.\cetylene welding and cutting outlit.

1—Electric welding outfit.

The pro.ximitv nf a locomotive terminal to large repair

shops would have considerable bearing on the equipment

to be provided.

In regard to the handling df oils and lubricants at

mechanical terminals, it is recommended practice to store

these in the general storehouse, either in a fireproof room

or in a separate building.

How Oil Is Uaiidl<Ml

Oil storage tanks are ])laced in a concrete basement and

are filled by gravity flow from oil tank cars located on a

track adjacent to the building by means of pipe lines

extentling from the oil tanks to the outside of the building.

Oil is elevated from storage tanks to delivery room
floor by means of self-measuring oil pumps. Oil is de-

livered to engine men's supply building by Store Depart-

ment on requisili(jn made out by roundhouse foreman.

Oil and lubricants are disbursed to engines by attendant

in supply building and placed on engine by special attend-

ant. Oil is measured either by self-measuring pumps
or with stanflard measures and record maintained of all

oil. Itibricants rir fither supplies placed on each engine.

-\ separate building usually placed adjacent to the

outbound track is provided for storing engine men's tool

boxes, picks, shovels, oil cans. lanterns, torches and any
other equipment or supplies engine men may carry on the

engine. These lords and equijjment are assigned to engine
crews and are removerl from engine on arrival at the

terminal and placed on engine before departure from the
terminal by engine hostler. A special attendant is in

charge of this building at all times, who cleans and fills

oil cans, lanterns and torches, and issues the oil, lubri-
cants and supplies.

Provision is made at all terminals for wash, locker,
toilet and rest room facilities for engine men. Separate
buildings are soinetimes constructed for this purpose,
while at other times space is allotted in other buildings.
Locker rooms are equipped with individual steel lockers,
which are supplied with locks and keys, each man being
assigned a locker. No particular arrangement is ever
made for drying clothes.

For Comfort of Employes

^^'ash rooms are equipped with individual wash basins
of sufficient number to accommodate the ma.ximuiu num-
ber of men congregating at any one time: this is also
true of the toilet facilities installed. Shower baths are
also provided and hot and cold water is supplied, as well
as ice water for drinking purposes.

.\t all terminals where engine men lay over, rest rooms
containing sanitary steel bunks and mattresses are pro-
vided, but engine men furnish their own bed clothing.
.\t large terminals, a room containing a long table and
chairs for lounging and reading purposes are available,
which constitutes the extent of recreation conveniences.

Xo provisions are made by the railroads for eating
rooms or for cooking meals. At points where hotels or
eating rooms are operated by railroad companies, or
where railroad clubs or organizations are maintained,
special rates are made to railroad men. whereby they
obtain meals and sleeping accommodations at a nominal
or actual cost charge.

Only a few roads in this country have adopted the
practice of providing outside inspection pits at locomo-
tive terminals, but where they are used, are so located
on the inbound tracks as to be the first engine house
f.-icility reached by the engine on entering the terminal.
I'.ngineers leave engines at this point after making in-

sjjection. The roundhouse inspector makes a thorough
inspection of engine while on the inspection pit and
prepares work report. Engineer's and inspector's re-
ports are given to roundhouse foreman, who arranges
for the necessary work to be done on the engine when
it arrives in the house. Tools and supplies are removed
from the engine while at the inspection pit. Limited
repairs are sometimes made, such as renewing minor
parts, tightening loose bolts. ap])lying keys or pins and
such work or tests as will not hinfler the prompt handling
of other engines.

The hostler takes the engine from the inspection pit

and after ];roviding it with water, coal and sand, moves
it to the cinder pit where fires are cleaned and ash pans
ein])tied. When further inspection of engine is necessary,
it is done while engine is at the cinder pit.

.'\t terminals not having inspection pits, the handling
of engines is practically the same, except the work and
inspection at the ins])cction pit are omitted and inspection
is either made in the yard or after the engine reaches
the roundhouse. Inasmuch as all rotmdhouses are
equipped with insjiection pits, better iiisjiection can be
made in the house, as better protection from the weather
is afforded.

Drop Pit Jacks Widely Used

Installations of both drop pit jacks and drop pit tables
are prevalent throughout the country, aitlidugh the former
is used more extensively. The ram drop pit jacks arc
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of the hydraulic, hydro-pneumatic and pneumatic types,

the former being most favored, while the others follow in

the order named. The ram type drop pit jack consists
of a cylinder and ram mounted vertically on a four-wheel
carriage and running on a narrow gauge track in a pit

underneath the engine tracks. There is also mounted
on the carriage or truck, a reservoir and force pump
which can be operated by hand or by air motor, which
furnishes the pressure for operating the ram. The ram
is equipped with a "V shaped block on the upper end.
which engages the axle at its middle point. The pit in

which the jack operates extends radially around the house,
serving as many engine pits or stalls as desired. A pair
of mounted wheels may be lowered from under an engine
by the jack, and wheels moved to an adjacent track and
raised to the floor level for repairs.

Drop tables or platforms are operated both by means
of hydraulic jacks and by screws. Where screws are
used, electric motors supply the power. The handling of
the wheels is the same as with the jack ; drop tables can
be made into various sizes and do not rec|uire the careful
spotting of the engine as is required with a ram jack;
also tables can be made of such a size as to accommodate
a four-wheel engine truck or a trailer truck.

The use of electricity is so extensive that the majority
of engine houses are now equipped with electric lights

and the extension cord light, supplemented by the pocket
flash light, is used for inspection and examination of
engines and boilers. The wick torch burning kerosene,
is used where electricity is not available and hv those who
jjrefer it.

How Boilers Are Washed

The practice of washing boilers with hot water is used
almost exclusively in this country in some form or other.
The system designed for this purpose and used most
generally consists of two large storage tanks of either

steel or wood construction and ranging in capacitv from
10.000 to 25.000 gallons each. One tank is known as
the "Washout Tank" and the other as the "Refill Tank."
Two pumps are provided, one drawing water from the

washout tank and one from the refill tank. Pumps dis-

charge into separate mains which are carried overhead
throughout the entire length of the roundhouse. Branch
lines or drops are run down the building columns be-
tween pits, provision being made on these drops for valves
and connections for attaching hose used in washing out
and fining up boilers.

A third overhead main with drops between the stalls

also extends around the full length of the house, through
which the blown-oflF water and steam is carried from the
boiler when connection is made between the drop and
the blow-off cock on the engine. This main leads to the
storage tanks, first passing through a sludge tank where
the sediment in the water is deposited. The blown-off
water and steam then passes through a separator where
the steam disengages from the water, the steam passing
into the refill tank where it heats clean, fresh water for

refilling the Ijoiler, while the blown-off water flows into

the washout tank for use in washing out the boiler blown
down.

The pressure used in washing out and refilling is 100
pounds per square inch. The temperature of the wash-
out water is automatically maintained at approximately
130 degrees by tempering with cold water controlled by
a thermostatic valve. The temperature of the refill water
ranges from 180 to 200 degrees. The entire time con-
sumed in blowing down, washing out and refilling a
boiler averages from three and one-half to four hours.

Advantages of Hot Water
The advantages derived from the use of hot water for

washing boilers, are as follows

:

First—Elimination of the danger of damage to sheets of the
boiler and iire box, as the use of cold water for this purpose re-

suhs in cracked sheets due to sudden contraction

;

Second-^Reduction in time required for turning engines;
Third—.Saving in fuel in tiring up engines

;

Fourth—Saving in water by conserving blown-off water from
the boiler and re-using it for washing out the boiler.

In regard to removing scale not removed by washing

out. the only mechanical method employed is by ham-
mering or vibrating sheets by means of an air hammer
equipped with a blunt nose tool. Also, when fire boxes

are equipped with circulating tubes, turbine cleaners are

employed for the purpose of removing scale.

The general practice of reiiioving scale from f]ues is

to do this work when engines are in the shop for general

repairs, which work is done by flue cleaners. This opera-

tion consists of placing flues in a steel plate cylinder

which is slowly revolved, causing flues to roll over and
drop on each other until the scale is hammered loose and
knocked ofl".

In removing soot from flues, compressed air at 100-

pound pressure is generally used by attaching an air hose
to a long piece of ^ or ^-inch pipe having one end
tapered to form a nozzle ; this pipe is run through the

flues from the fire box and forces the soot out ahead of

it into the smoke box.

tJn superheater tubes and flues which have become
honeycombed or clogged with cinders, iron rods having
a honk on the end are first used to loosen the clinker

deposit before flues are blown. In some cases steam
jets are used instead of compressed air.

Firing Up and Avoiding Smoke

The most general method of firing up engines is by
means of wood and coal. Scrap wood from car repair

tracks and slab wood and refuse frotn lumber iriills are

used : shavings from the car department wood mill are

also used when available. A bed of wood is first placed

over the grates and a thin layer of coal placed over the

wood. Wood is ignited by pieces of oil soaked waste
thrown in the fire box and additional coal is added as

needed.

Another method employed is to place a bed of coal

from two to four inches deep over the grates and then
spray it with crude oil by means of air or steam jets,

after which it is ignited by means of lighted waste. A
few cases are reported where a crude oil burner is used
to play a flame over the coal until it ignites. In all cases
steam pressure from the roundhouse blower line is used
to create draft in the fire box until sufficient steam pres-
sure is available in the boiler to use the engine blower.

There are very few installations in this country for

collecting smoke emitted from smoke stacks by mechani-
cal means, and these only occur where roundhouses are
located in thickly populated districts and nuuiicipal ordi-

nances require such a device.

Smoke Collectors

A typical installation of this kind consists in providing
upright standpipes between alternate stalls, with a wye
branch connection at the top. extending to each side of
the adjacent track. The ends of the branch pipes are
fitted with a flexible telescopic connection which fits over
the smoke stack ; the stand pipes are connected to an
underground concrete duct running around the circle of
the house. The sirioke and gases are drawn ofif by means
of a large exhaust fan, which in turn discharges into a
brick chimney

: the smoke thus drawn off becomes diluted
with air and when it emerges from the stack, has a
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grayish color, which is not ottensive to the immediate

community. This arrangement is varied in some cases

by placing the duct overhead and using straight telescopic

jacks to connect to the locomotive stacks. When smoke
ducts are placed overhead, transite board is used in the

construction. Another installation on record consists in

collecting the smoke through jacks and ducts as described

above, but instead of discharging gases direct into a

chimne\'. they are passed through a body of water and
washed, removing the fine particles of carbon. This par-

ticular installation serves a 30-stall roundhouse, the main
duct being three feet in diameter at the small end and
six feet in diameter at the fan inlet. The discharge is

through three branch ducts, each leading to a separate

water compartment and so designed that smoke enters

the water at a low velocity. The water compartments

are eight feet wide by twenty feet long and the depth of

water through which the smoke passes is about fourteen

inches. Each compartment has a canopy over it. which

in turn is connected to one common stack. A 78-inch

steel plate fan driven by 300 horse power electric motor,

capable of handling 68.000 cubic feet of gas per minute,

at a temperature of 500 degrees and at a static pressure

of fourteen inches of water at the fan inlet, is used.

All modern coaling stations are of the mechanical type,

constructed of reinforced concrete. In this type of coal-

ing station coal is dropped from dump Ixjttom or hopper

bottom coal cars into an underground concrete hopper,

from which it is fed through a coal crushei to the elevat-

ing machinery, which consists of either a continuous

bucket conveyor or skip hoist buckets, so arranged that

one ascends as the other descends. Coal is discharged

from the conveyors into overhead storage bins, from
which it flows by gravity through spouts or aprons to

the locomotive tenders. Coaling stations of this type can
be equipped with an automatic weighing device if so

desired.

Coaling Facilities

The capacity of a coaling station is determined by the

number of engines handled in twenty-four hours, the

practice being to provide overhead bin storage capacity

that sufficient coal may be elevated in eight hours to last

the balance of the 24-hour period.

.\t .small terminals, locomotive cranes equipped with

clam shell buckets are used very extensively, loading coal

directly on engine tender from coal cars or from coal

storage docks.

Some coaling stations are equipped with automatic
weighing devices for ascertaining the amount of coal

placed on the locomotive tender, but the application is

not general. The most common method employed is to

estimate the amount of coal taken, based on the known
capacity of the tender. Coal slii>s are issued against each
individual engine and record kept of the amount of coal

each engine uses. .At regular interv'als a check is made
of the total amount of coal disbursed as against the total

amount received at the coaling station and proper adjust-

ment made in the records. These records are used in

determining the engine men's fuel performance ; are fur-

nished fuel supervisors in each district to find cause of
irregularities in fuel performance and make necessary
corrections; and for various statistical purposes, such as
tons used per locomotive mile, tons used per 100 pas-
senger car miles and tons used per 1.000 gross ton miles.

Coal for Firing by Stoker

Various practices prevail in regard to the preparation
of coal for striker fired engines. A great many roads use
the regular run of mine grade of coal on the tender and

depend on the crusher on the tender to crush coal to

proper size for the stoker. In other cases breaker bars

are placed over the coal hopper at the coaling station by
means of which the larger lumps are broken up. In a
great many instances crushers are installed in the coal-

ing stations, while a still different method provides for

the installation of screens in the top of the coaling sta-

tion which separate the smaller size lumps of coal from
the large lumps, and by means of chutes, divert the coal

passing through the screens to a bin for serving stoker

fire engines, and the coal passing over the screens to a bin

for serving the hand fired engines. Another practice

adopted is to purchase coal properly prepared direct from
the coal mines.

•Ashes are removed from fire boxes by shaking the

grates either by hand or by power grate shakers when
engines are so equipped. A number of railroads make
use of a dump grate to permit easier handling of clinkers,

but when all grates are of the rocking type a slash bar

is used to break up the clinkers and force them through
the grates. In cases where very bad clinkers are en-

countered which cannot be broken in this manner, they

are drawn through the fire door with a hook. All

engines are equipped with a self-cleaning type of ash pan
which relieve themselves of most of the accumulation of

ash and clinkers when the hopper door or slide is open.

The sides and corners of ash pans where ashes are likely

to lodge are washed down with water, or are cleaned by
means of a steam or air jet. Ashes from ash pans are

dropped direct into cinder pits or into cinder handling
apparatus.

Types of Cinder Pits

The most general type of cinder pit is the deep water

pit. These pits usuall\' average eight feet deep by four-

teen feet wide and range in length from forty-five feet,

for serving one engine, to 300 feet, capable of accom-
modating four engines at a time. Cinders are removed
from the short ash pit by locomotive cranes equipped

with clam shell buckets and in the case of long pits by
either overhead traveling cranes or gantry cranes,

equipped with clam shell buckets. These cranes load the

cinders direct into cinder cars which are placed on an
adjacent track. At locomotive terminals having two in-

bound tracks, these pits are inade double and cinder

car track is placed between the inbound leads. The long

deep water pit provides large storage capacity, which is

a decided advantage, especially at terminals where there

are periods during the day when a large number of

engines arrive in a siiort period of time and must be

handled rapidly.

.At small terminals, patented mechanical devices are

(juite extensively used to advantage. Such devices con-

sist generally of a sheet iron bugg\- of approximately one

yard capacity mounted on flange wheels and operating on

an incline track to a suflkient height to unload its con-

tents by dumping into a cinder car. A concrete pit open
on one side is built under the inbound engine lead and
a cinder buggy stands in this pit to receive ashes from the

locomotive ash pan. When buggy is filled it is drawn up
the incline track by means of a steel cable, attached in

some cases to an air hoist and in others tf) a cable drum
operated by an electric motor. When it reaches the

highest position on the incline, the buggy automatically
stops, trips and discharges its load, after which it re-

turns to its normal position in the pit.

All railroads dispose of their cinders for fi!ling-in pur-
poses, or for surfacing yards and tracks.

Locomotive design in this country provides for self-

cleaning front ends, the arrangement in the smoke box
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being such that the draft created by the exhaust from the

c\linders carries cinders up and discharges them from the

smoke stack. With the old style cinder hopper located

on the bottom of the smoke liox. which is now practically

obsolete, the front ends were usually cleaned when en-

gines were on the cinder pit by operating the slide in the

cinder hopper and using the cleanoiit hole in the side of

the smoke box for the purpose of pushing cinders down
through the cinder chute.

There is no svstem in use in this country for the recov-

ery of coal or coke from cinders and no railroad making

a practice of separating ashes from the smoke fox, from

those from the fire box.

Storing and Supplying Sand

Sanding facilities are usually provided in connection

with the coaling station and consist of an overhead dry

sand storage bin located in the coaling station structure.

a sand drving house and equipment, and a wet sand stor-

age bin : the two latter facilities located on the ground m
close proximity to the coaling station.

Two general methods of drying sand are in etTect, viz.

:

the coal burning stove and the steam coil.

In the first case, a pot or egg shaped stove is used

around which is placed a sheet steel hopper having an

opening around the stove at the bottom. This hopper is

filled with wet sand which falls to the floor through the

lx)ttom opening as it dries. In the case of steam coil, the

arrangement usuallv consists of a sheet steel box, open

on the top and bottom. On the bottom side are placed

two rows of steam pipes which are staggered to preveiit

a direct vertical opening between the pipes. The box is

filled with wet sand which passes lietween the pipes as it

dries, dropping to the floor. Incline screens of 3-inch

by 4-inch mesh with gravel box at the bottom are used

for screening the sand, which is shoveled from the floor

around the sand dryer on to the screen. The dry

screened sand falls into a drum, from which it is forced

bv air to the elevated storage bin in the coaling station,

from where it is delivered to engines by gravity through

suitalile spouts. A wet sand storage bin is always pro-

vided in connection with a sand drying house and in cold

climates these bins are usually covered and of sufficient

capacity- to store a winter's supply.

Installations for Water Supply

Very few instances are encountered where cold water

lines are installed in roundhouses for filling tenders, the

general practice being that in cases of emergency, tenders

are filled through the manhole from the fire lines.

The treatment of water for locomotive boiler use is con-

tinually becoming more general and at the present time

is quite extensive through bad water districts in the

countrv. The most general method used consists of the

installation of water treating or water softening plants,

using the soda-ash and lime treatment. These plants

are of the intermittent and continuous type ; the former

being used where the consumption of water is not very

great. This type consists generally of two vertical tanks

in which chemicals are introduced to the water, which is

agitated by mechanical means for a certain length of time

to insure complete mixture and then allowed to settle until

precipitation has been completed. The treated water is

then drawn ofl^ as needed and the sludge and sediment

collected, blown oft". Tanks are operated alternately, the

water being treated in one while the treated water is

being drawn ofif in the other. In the continuous type,

which is used where there is a large demand for water,

the water being treated flows continuously through the

svstem. These installations in addition to having two

large vertical tanks, are equipped with filters, using either

sand and gravel, or excelsior. The first tank is divided

into two compartments with an opening in the dividing

partition at the bottom. The chemicals are supplied to

the incoming water through the mixing box located at the

top of the first water compartment: this water passes

downward through the first chamber through the opening

in the partition at the bottom, and upward through the

second chamber, from which it passes to the second

vertical or storage tank. The movement of this water is

verv slow and a large portion of the precipitation caused

bv the injection of the chemicals settles to the bottom of

the first tank. Additional collection of sediment is accom-

plished in the storage tank and in the filters, from which

the treated water is pumped to the wayside tanks for

use of the locomotives.

Where installations of this extensive nature are not

used, a supply of prepared boiler compounds is carried on

the engine and at the roundhouse, and the required

amount placed in the cistern of the tank at each filling.

The amount of compound required being previously de-

termined by analysis of the water used.

The general practice is to install facilities which will

enable treating of water used to the extent that the

amount of incrusting solids remaining in the water after

treatment will range from two and one-half to four grains

per gallon.

A typical analysis of water treated in this manner, is

as follows

:

Raw Treated

0.\id of iron 0.05 O.OQ

Calcium carbonate 20.60 1 .40

Magnesium carbonate 0.34 Trace
Magnesium sulphate 13.00 0.00

Incrusting solids 33.99 3.00

Sodium hydroxide OOO 1.30

Alkali carbonates 0.00 l.OO

Alkali sulphates 0.00 14.70

Alkali chlorides 4.80 4.80

Organics undetermined 0.21 4.80

Non-incrusting solids 5.01 21.80

Total solids 39.00 24.80

The two practices in eft'ect for cleaning engines are

the hand wiping method and that of cleaning by mechani-

cal means. The first or hand wiping method whereby all

parts of the engine, except the front end or smoke box

and the outside casing sheets below the running board,

are wiped by hand with waste and oil, is the one most

generally employed. This also includes the tender cis-

tern. The second method consists of washing the engine

with a mixture of hot water and oil applied with air

pressure at about 100 pounds.

A combination of the above two methods has been

adopted by some roads, which consists of washing all

parts below the running board and hand wiping with

waste and oil those parts above the running board.

Installation for Turning Engines

The deck girder balanced type turntable with deep pit

is the installation most frequently encountered in this

country on account of being more rigid. Where tide

water or poor drainage conditions exist, the through

girder balanced type with shallow pit is used.

In recent years a design of turntable has been devel-

oped which is known as the three-point twin span table.

This type of table is so designed that a portion of the

weight of the engine is distributed to the end bearings so

that the total weight is distributed over three points. This

table is used to some e.xtent, particularly where engines

of extreme lengths are handled. Tables for handling

modern engines range in length from eighty-five to 120

feet and are turned by power driven tractors.



Ten-Coupled Switching Locomotive for the Newburgh &
South Shore Ry.

The Xewburgh & South Shore Ry. operates a gen-
eral switching and transfer service in the industrial sec-

tion of the Cleveland district. The road has in operation,
Baldwin locomotives of the 0-6-0, 2-6-0 and 0-8-0 types,

design, cunl in service is giving most satisfactory re-

sults.

Further particulars of this locomotive is given in the
accompanying table showing its weights and dimensions.

Ten-Coupled Switching Locomotive for the Newburgh & South Shore Railway

which are equipped with superheaters and have an aver- Principal Weights and Dimensions.

age load of 55,000 to 60.000 pounds per pair of driving Type 10 coupled (0-10-0)

wheels. The latest addition to the motive power equip- Gauge 4 ft. syi in.

ment is a ten-coupled (0-10-0 type) switching and trans- Cylinders 27 in. by 30 in.

fer locomotive, which has an average load per pair of Valves Piston 14 in. diam.

drivers of 58,6(X) pounds and exerts a tractive force of Boiler:

68.850 pounds. .\ comparison of the principal dimen- Type Straight top

sions of this locomotive with those of the heavv 0-6-0 Diameter 86 in.

and 0-8-0 tvpes previouslv built, is of interest, ' and is ^^Z""
P"""'"""^ ^200 lbs

• ^u c u ^ v' ^"'^' Soft coal
given in the following tabiC : Firebox •

Water Super- Weight, Material Steel
Steam Grate heating heating total Tractive Type .Stayed radial

Type Cylinders Drivers pressure area surface surface engine force Lenffth 120 1/1 A in
0-6-0 22"x28" 52" 190 38.9 2,196 505 178,000 42,090 Width a/i/ :„'
0- 8-0 24"x30" 54" 180 62.7 2.843 614 221.700 49,000 f, V i" \ Xl^*, !

0-10-u 27"x30" 54" 200 70.2 4,08-1 993 293,000 68,850 Uepth, tront 79ii m.
Depth, back 65j^ in.

As compared with the 0-6-0 and 0-8-0 types, the 0-10-0 Grate area 70.2 sq. ft.

type locomotive shows an increase in weight of 64 and ^"''^? F"^ flues:

32 per cent, and in tractive force of 63 and 40 per cent,
^

" dlamcTr'"'' 2^frf
respectively. ... .

length ...'.'...'................,..........
,..'.19' ft.' in!

The new locomotive is designed for service on curves 1- lues, number 45
of 20 degrees, and grades of 60 feet per mile. It has diameter 5j^ in.

a rigid wheel base of 20 feet, with all tires flanged ex- .
'^"^'^ 19 ft. in.

cept those of tlie middle (mainj pair of drivers. The
^^F"febox 236 f

driving tires are of vanadium steel, a material which is Tubes 38^1 sq ft

used for the spring hangers also. -All holes in the spring Firebrick tubes .'.27 sq! ft.

rigging subject to wear, are fitted with hardened bush- Total 4,084 sq. ft.

jngs. Superheater 993 sq. ft.

The valve gear is of the Walschaert tvpe, and the valves
rivmg wheels

:

^,'' ^ 1 c ^ r / • 1 J 1 J Diameter, outside 54 m
are set with a maximum travel of 6^4 inches and a lead Diameter center 46 in
of Yn in. They have a steam lap of one inch, but no Journals, main !i2J/^ by 13 in.

exhaust lap or clearance. A Ragonnet type "P." power Journals, others 10 in. by 13 in.

reverse gear is applied. Wheel base

:

The boiler is of the straight top ty]>e and it contains Rigld"!^. 20 ft 'n
a brick arch and a superheater having 45 elements. There Total engine .20 ft. in,

is a complete installation of flexible stay-bolts, with the Total engine and tender 65 ft. 8yi in

exception of the ten central rows of crown stavs. The Weight in working order:

throttle valve is equipjxid with an auxiliarv drifting valve. O" driving wheels 293,000 lbs.

The tender has capacity for 9,000 gallons of water and ?°fj ^^ and'tende;
".'.'.'.

•.:'.;•.

i

.•.::: ::: ::::'.ifeS Ib^
16 tons or coal. The frame is built-up with 12 inch chan- Tender-
nels for the longitudinal sills ; and the trucks are of the Wheels, number Eight
arch-bar type, with cast steel bolsters. Wheels, diameter 33 in

The purchase of this large locomotive is in line with the w"w ''
o nnn A"' c''^ ^n

'"•

,. r ^u XT 1, 1 o 1- .1 fi -, • ^ J Water 9,000 U. S. gallons
poMcy of the Newburgh & South Shore to introduce Fuel 16 tons
heavier power as traffic requirements become more se- Tractive force 68,850 lbs.

rere. The locomotive is an excellent example of modern Service Switching

263
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Comfort in the Roundhouse
An idea once extensively held was that a cold, uncom-

fortable shop in the winter was an incentive to extra
exertion on the part of the men, in order to keep warm
and so do more work. So that all fuel burned for warm-
ing purposes involved a double loss : the cost of the fuel
and the labor lost because of the lack of the cold's incen-
tive to endeavor. This discarded idea has been super-
seded by the one that advocates comfort as an incentive
to endeavor.

If comfort is an incentive to endeavor then there is

much room for the development of that incentive in the
average roundhouse. And it is not so many years since
the first steps .vere taken in that direction. The old cast
iron stove, heated to redness and sending out its volumes
of heat to be dissipated through the ventilators into the
atmosphere, served as a gathering point for the men,
while the surrounding chill and smoke made roundhouse
work a job to be dreaded and avoided. The smokejack
never carried off all the smoke and the noise of the blow-
ers^ made shouting a necessary concomitant of conver-
sation.

These conditions were accepted as inevitable and un-
avoidable so that they were accepted as a matter of
course and complaints were few.

It seems strange, however, that with the example of
the city fire engine before them wherein a steam pressure
was maintained day and night by an attachment to a
stationary boiler, should have failed to have attracted the
attention of railroad men as a means of lessening the
smoke nuisance in the roundhouse by making it possible
to_ do away with fires, and increasing the temperature in
winter to the point of comfort by making it possible to
close the ventilators and smokejacks. And, by so doing,
incidentally increase the efficiency of the house forces.

It is possible too that this efficiency might be still fur-

ther increased l)y the elimination of the noise of the stack
blowers, but of this more in another place at another
time. It suffices for the present to present the desira-
bility of increasing the comfort by increasing the tempera-
ture in cold weather and decreasing or doing away alto-

gether with the smoke.
In a report before the recent Smoke Prevention Asso-

ciation Mr. L. G. Plant presented a paper on a fireless

steaming system for engine terminals, which is based on
essentially the o!d method of fireless steaming of fire en-
gines that so effectively avoided the generation of smok.>
in their houses, though somewhat dift'erent in the details

of the appliances used for its application.

But while Mr. Plant stresses the desirability of elimin-

ating the smokejack, escaping steam, and loss of heat

through the roof openings be is strangely silent upon the

direct gain due to a probable increase in the efficiency of

the roundhouse forces, a gain which would probably more
than equal the heat losses avoided and thus more than

double the tangible and visible economies.

The proposition would seem to be too self evident tO'

be worth advocating, and yet it is difficult sometimes tn-

impress men with the costliness of discomfort.

The Mileage of Switching Locomotives

A good many years ago, longer than most of us can

remember, someone made a guess that a switching loco-

motive would average about six miles an hour for the

period that it was in service. This seemed such a reason-

able figure and so much below what the engines were

probably making that it was considered a conservative

basis for the erection of statistics of locomotive costs and
was adopted. Some master mechanics, for they were all

master mechanics who had charge of the locomotives in

those days, were rather dissatisfied with this speed as not

giving the switching locomotive credit for all of the

mileage that it was actually making. But they had no
figures on which to base a demand for a higher rating

and so the guess that the switching locomotive traveled

throughout the day at a pace about equal to that of old

Dobbin jogging along a country road, stood and still

stands.

And if long establisltment is any argument for the con-

tinuance of a practice, then certainly this rating of sixL

miles an hour as the credit for switching service, should
be allowed to remain undisturbed, for we have based our
statistics upon it now for pretty close on to fifty years.

It seems to be a replica of the laws of the Medes and
Persians that were reputed to be without change.

It must have been about twenty years ago that the
first rude shock was delivered to this comfortable guess.
A committee was appointed by the Master Mechanics'
Association to consider and report on the mileage of
switching engines and their ratings.

At the first meeting of that committee, one skeptical
member asked as to what mileage the switching locomo-
tives really made and there was no one there who could
answer the question. He then proposed to find out and
was detailed to do it. So arrangements were made to

attach revolution counters to the driving wheels of a
number of switching locomotives and find out as to ex-
actly what they did do. The first engine equipped was in

the Norwich yards of the New York, Ontario and West-
ern and the recording of the revolutions was placed in the
care of a responsible man ; but when he reported an aver-
age speed of less than two and a half miles an hour on a
two week's service, the record was suppressed for the time
being, as being absurdly low. Then the committee
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member took charge of the matter in person, and to his

astonishment he failed in every case to get a speed of

three miles an hour. In one case it dropped as low and

about two and one-eighth miles.

Of course there was nothing to do but report the facts,

and recommend that the rating of switching locomotives

be lowered.

Then there happed a curious thing. The ostrich has

been erroneously reported as being so foolish that it will

hide its head in the sand in order to conceal its body. And
so the Master Mechanics' Association, in emulation of

the reputedly foolish ostrich, proceeded to do that very

thing. The report was received with evident disapproval

and. in the discussion of it. it was urged that it would

never do to accept the recommendation of the committee

because it would show the executive officers that the mem-
bers did not know what they were doing and besides it

would so jump up the mileage cost of repairing switching

locomotives, that it would be impossible to make an ade-

quate explanation. And so the information that switching

engines were not even keeping up with old Dobbin, or

even with a brisk walker, was allowed to die and we have

continued to use the six mile basis for our statistics.

It does not seem that at this day, when it is well known
that switching serv'ice is the hardest to which a locomo-

tive can be subjected, that there ought to be any hesita-

tion about adopting a mileage rating that is more in

accordance with what is being attained. There is no

good reason why. because our predecessors stuck their

heads in the sand, we should continue to do so. with

everybody, who knows anything of the subject, laughing

at us.

Naturally that old report aroused a good deal of skep-

ticism, and several members went home and tried the

thing for themselves. .\s far as published and private

information goes, not one of them succeeded in getting

as much as three miles an hour for their switching loco-

motives. So why call it six when we know that it is less

than three?

It is all very well, that prohibition against removing of

ancient landmarks, but when those landmarks are false

guides and point away from the truth, it would seem to be
just as well if they were to be removed and the guess of

fifty years ago on which they were established forgotten.

A number of years ago in The Belle of Xcw York,
Dan Daly had a song that he sung as the leader of the
cohorts from Cohoes. The refrain was : "Of course you
can never be like us, but try to be as like us as you can."
So now, though it may be quite impossible to adopt a
mileage rating that will fit every case, or perhaps any
case, we can, at least, follow Daly's injunction and adopt
something that will be as near the truth as we can.

In another column attention is called to the low, or
rather seemingly low mileage that has been made by the
oil-electric locomotive, fathered by the Ingersoll-Rand,
General Electric and American Locomotive companies.
As a matter of fact it is not all low but quite up to the
average, and in some cases, notably that of its work on
the New Haven, it is well above that average.

Baiting the Railways

Notwithstanding the long deferred but much merited
rebuke the anti-railway propagandists received at the polls
last Fall, there are those in high office and others seeking
election to the halls of Congress on a platform which in
substance, if enforced, would seriously cripple, if not
practically destroy the splendid transportation system on
which this nation depends.

After the miserable failure of Government control to
properly operate, organize or maintain our railways dur-
ing the war, thus turning them back to their owners in a
miserably run down, disorganized condition, it was doubt-
ful if any one cither in or seeking public office would have
the temerity to advocate government ownership of rail-

wa\s.

It seems, however, that many who are clamoring the
loudest for what they term reforms for the benefit of the
"dear peepul," possess none of the essential elementj
of true statesmanship and care little or nothing for the
people (except their vote) and are in fact politicians

trying to either secure or hold on to a job supported by
taxation. As one of the most successful means of vote
getting has been baiting the railways, there are now and
probably will continue to be in future a few who will

continue to misrepresent matters and tn- to delude the
people.

In all the public utterances of the anti-railway propa-
gandist we never hear them even admit that in just a
little over two \ears of Government control, many of our
best railway systems were so shamefully mismanaged that
now after about five years they have just about recov-
ered the lost ground.

It is worthy of note that one of the largest transporta-
tion systems in the world with an operating ratio yield-
ing a good surplus after all fixed charges, dividends, etc.,

was returned to its owners in a badly run down, disor-
ganized condition and with an operating ratio of about
103 per cent.

Any one with just ordinary judgment well knows that
even a rich corjTOration with millions of surplus, is, un-
der the above conditions only a short distance from bank-
riiptcy, yet there are those who clamor for the repeal of
the Esch-Cummins Law and for Government ownership.

Since the return of our railways to their more than
800,000 owners, the officers have not only given the pub-
lic far superior service but have rehabilitated both the
physical properties and organization. Then again the
American Railway .Association through its wise policy
and able officers, particularly its princijxil spokesman and
president Mr. Aishton, have accomplished wonders, as it

were, in the way of repairing past damage and bringing
about a better understanding of the whole railway prob-
lem, particularly its relation to the welfare and prosperity
of the country at large.

During the past 30 years the railways have no doubt
made mistakes, but they have not only been pretty thor-
oughly regulated, but have also not been overlooked by
the assessor as the accompanying lists of the costs of
regulation and taxes paid bear most eloquent testimony.

In the first column below is shown, by years, what
railway regulation has cost the people, while in the sec-
ond column is shown by years what taxation has cost the
railways.

Annual Expend!- Taxes P^id
Year tures, I.C.C. By Railways

1888 $97,867
1889 149,453 $27,590,394
1890 180,440 31.207,469
1891 214,844 33.280,095
1892 221,745 34.053,495
1893 217.792 36,514.689
1894 209.250 .S8,125,274
1895 216,206 .39.832.433
1 896 234.941 39.970.791
1897 234.909 43,137.844
1898 237,358 43.828.224
1899 238.125 46..337.632
1900 243.624 48.332,273
1901 255,979 50,944,372
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Year Annual Expendi- Taxes Paid

tures, I.C.C. By Railways

1902 271,728 54,465,437

1903 298,842 57,849,569

1904 321,533 b\,(A9,474

1905 330,739 03,474,679

1906 382,141 74,785,615

1907 538,827 80,312,375

1908 736,530 84,312,375

1909 988,936 90,529,014

1910 1,165,336 103,795,701

1911 1,290,978 108,309,512

1912 1,469,689 120,091,534

1913 1,560,404 127,331,960

1914 2,094,583 140,531,575

1915 3,933,926 139,298,167

1916 4,834,098 151,599,841

1917 5,182,169 219,973,127

1918 5,721,680 192,119,090

1919 198,567,954

1920 5,542,373 276,933,596

1921 6,193,714 286,213,871

1922 5,242,596 309,478,764

1923 5,295,444 340,632,054

Total $61,817,324 $3,793,583,033

From the foregoing it will be noted that the cost of

regulation to 1924 was $61,817,324 to which may be

added about $98,775,522 expended by the railways and

the Government on valuation work during the years 1913

to 1923 inclusive or a total of $160,592,846.

The amount of taxes paid by the railways 1889-1923

inclusive runs into the stupendous sum of $3,793,583,033

which amount at $80,000 per mile would build more than

47,000 miles of railway.

Railway & Locomotive Engineering holds no brief

for the railways. The American Railway Association or

others interested in this great problem, aside from our de-

clared purpose to aid at all times in constructive and not

destructive plans, schemes, or other untried, doubtful, or

fallacious theories.

The railways of this countr>' represent property assets

of upwards of $22,000,000,000 and had a gross in-

come in 1923 of over $6,413,000,000 of which they

paid out in expenses more than $5,391,000,000,

$3,043,161,163 of this enormous sum went to 1,879,773

employees.

A business of such magnitude, supported by the people

in the form of passenger and freight rates, calls for the

hio-hest grade of experienced men in its management and

regulation. Those who may, as the result of political

preferment, have a voice in either making laws or shap-

ing the policy or interpretation of existing laws in deal-

ing with this problem, will do well to heed the advice of

those who have played prominent parts in the rehabili-

tation work of our railways, and turn a deaf ear to those

who would jeopardize the interests of more than 850,000

shareholders and about 900,000 bondholders, or about

1,700,000 security holders, through a Government own-

ership scheme.

In addition to the foregoing evils such schemes would

automaticallv transfer about 1,879,773 employees into

some sort of a political machine where they would con-

tinually be subject to the entreaties, wiles or coercion of

crafty political "vote getters" which alone would be de-

structive to the morale of any such organization.

There are now something like 20,000 miles of railways

in the hands of our courts, and had it not been for the

retention of the Esch-Cummins Law, and the defeat of

the anti-railway propagandist, it is safe to predict that

more than twice that amount of mileage would now be

in the hands of receivers.

There are still better days ahead for our railways if

regulation is on some equitable lines, administered as a

successful business proposition should be, by experienced

men of known integrity and not tinked with by profes-

.sional politicians.

Economies Saved Two Million Tons of Fuel

More than ,$21,500,000 was saved by the Class I rail-

roads on their fuel bill in the first five months of this

vear compared with the first five months of last year, ac-

cording to official figures just made public by the Bureau

of Statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The total cost of coal and fuel oil for the five months

ending with May, 1924. was $160,251,665 as against a

cost of $138,683,648 for the first five months of this

year.

This saving resulted partly from a decrease in the price

of coal and partly from savings effected by the railroad

managements.
Owing to these economies the railroads consumed 14

less pounds of coal (including the equivalent coal ton-

nage for fuel oil used) per 1,000 gross freight ton-miles

in the first five months of this year than in the correspond-

ing period last year. In other words, this year the rail-

roads were able to haul 1,000 tons of freight one mile on

only 147 pounds of fuel compared with the 161 pounds

needed during the same period last year. In this way
they saved 2,003,841 tons of fuel.

$65,500,000 Saved Since 1920

This saving in tonnage is in addition to the 14,400,000

tons saved bv the railroads between 1920 and 1924 inclu-

sive. The $21,568,017 saved on the fuel bill of the first

five months of this year is in addition to about $44,-

•000,000 saved in the last four years. In other words,

since 1920 the railroads have saved 16^/2 million tons of

•coal and over 65^ million dollars on their fuel bill. At
the present rare of saving of this year it is probable that

the roads will reach new marks in the economy of fuel.

In the Eastern District 959,236 tons of fuel were saved

and 12 less pounds were consumed per 1,000 gross ton-

miles.

In the Southern District 217,876 tons of fuel were
saved and 15 less jxjunds were consumed per 1,000 gross

ton-miles.

In the Western District 826,729 tons of fuel were saved

and 14 less pounds were consumed per 1,000 gross ton-

miles.

Notwithstanding this saving, the railroads increased

the average number of cars per freight train from 40.4

in the first five months of 1924 to 42.6 in the first five

months of this year and the net tons per train from 692
to 723. In spite of the heavier and longer trains the

freight traffic of the country moved 0.5 of a mile faster

this year than last.

In passenger service the saving of fuel consumed this

year was 744,384 tons. This reflects a decrease of 1.1

pounds of fuel per passenger-train car-mile. Along with

this went an increase in passenger-train car-miles of 10,-

532,000.

No business venture no matter whether it be a fruit

stand on the street corner or a railway system can long

endure, unless the income is sufficient to properly main-

tain the business in a good healthy condition as a going

concern, and yield a reasonably fair profit to the investor.

Many of our railways, particularly in the northwest,

have as the result of reduced income, barely escaped re-

ceivership. This condition it is hoped those in authority

will extend adequate relief.



^\ orking Capital Versus Idle Money or Frozen Accounts
Second Article

In the August issue we presented an article under the

above title, in which attention was directed to a very im-
jMDrtant item of expense in railway operation, and which
was calculated tc effect a very substantial saving in the

amount of capital tied up in material and supplies, and
indirectly to improve the efficiency of the whole trans-

portation unit.

We have received quite a number of responses to the

article, both verbally and in writing, and while most of

these are highly complimentary, even to the point of

soliciting MORE LIGHT on this matter, the tenor of

some would indicate that there are \-et some doubting
Thomases whose eyes or ears may have to be pried open
with a crowbar before they will enjoy the effulgent rays

of economic sunshine in which others are now basking.

To those who either doubt the possibilities of effecting

gfreat savings in this particular field, or who may think

after gathering up one or two car loads of obsolete ma-
terial that the job is complete, we wish to remind them
of the fact that when Alexander the Great sat down and

depots and office buildings and all other places where com-
pany property is kept, concealed and hidden, and where it

rots, rusts or just dies (financially) of old age, we find so

much of the company's funds tied up in this old junk that

we are actually ashamed to admit it.

"A good old-fashioned house cleaning, however, will

not only thaw out some frozen accounts and put a bit of
idle money to work, but with certain articles or materials,

no new purchases will be necessary for some time, and of

course a no small amount of material and supplies, bought
at market prices will find its way into scrap at so much
per ton or, if possible, be written off the books as a total

loss."

Another reader of good literature seemed a little doubt-
ful as to any railway conipan}- having on hand as much
as $20,000,000 of material and supplies, and suggested
that $10,000,000 in material and supplies and $2,000,000
to $3,000,000 in cash was not only a whole lot of capital

to have tied up, but approached pretty closely to the value
of a medium sized railway, and was far in excess of the
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(e) Material and supply accounts.
(f) Total cash and material and supiily accounts and

operating ratios.

From these items, the average amount of material and
supplies, and cash per mile of line has been worked out
and the percent of these two items to investment in the
railway itself, that is, the fixed physical property is also
shown.
A study of this to be of interest and value should onlv

be rnade vnth a full knowledge of all related facts and
conditions, otherwise erroneous conclusions and unfair
comparisons might l>e made.

First we wish to invite attention to the fact that 30
out of 183 of our class 1 railwavs have a mileage of
150,316 out of a total of about 250,000 miles, and an in-
vestment of fourteen and almost one half liillion dollars
out of a grand total of more than twentv-twu billion for
all lines.

In the items of cash, material and supplies, we wish to
iiivite attention to the fact that 30 railways have almost
$500,000,000 tied up in material and supitlies, and to our
friend who intimated that $12,000,000 to $13,000,000 was
a whole lot of money to be tied up in cash, material and
supplies by a railway company we invite attention to the
fact that of the 30 railways shown above. 23 of them have
more than $13,000,000 so employed but one has more than
$60,000,000, while another shows more than $105,000,000.
Wrong conclusions, however, should not be drawn from

the fact that a certain road shows more per mile of line
than another as this calculation is intended to prevent un-
fair criticism, rather than to be made the base of it.

Some lines, notably the Pennsylvania, build much of
their equipment, locomotive and' freight cars and do
heavy betterment work on the line, including new
bridges, expensive tunnel work, etc., and the material and
supplies necessary for this kind of work does not appear
in the reports of other companies that buy all their equip-
ment outside and only carry the usual maintenance of way
material.

Again, the New Haven and Philadelphia & Reading
show what might be considered a high amount of stock
on hand, but on analysis this proves to be on account of
their doing a wonderful volume of business on a compara-

tively short railroad. As an illustration, the Rock Island
has 3 million more tied up in these items than the New
Haven but owing to its being spread over more than 3
times the milea.^c it only shows about $3,266 per mile.
TIk relation between the investment in road and equip-

ment (book value) and the amount of money, material
and supplies employed in the o{>eration of the' properties
as going concerns is not only interesting, but is not a
bad yard stick to measure efficient operation, taking of
course as heretofore cautioned into account all conditions,
particularly the distance from market or base of supplies.

It will be observed that the average of the 30 lines is

.05357 per cent of the book value of the roads and is also
employed in their operations, the lowest being .0292 per
cent, while the highest is .0949 per cent. Application of
this method of comparison reveals the fact that such lines
as the New Haven and Pennsylvania are in relation to
the magnitude of the business involved very close to the
average of all lines, and much below quite a few well
mana,ged trunk lines that run from 6 per cent to as high
as 9.49 per cent.

It is impossible for any one to say with any degree of
accuracy just how many millions now in frozen accounts
might be thawed out and put to work, as a personal sur-
vey by some one competent to consider the matter from
all angles would be necessary in order to make a reason-
ably fair estimate of the whole, but the subject requires
no special treatment for one at all familiar with these
questions to see at a glance that if those in authority de-
termine upon a systematic and thorough house cleaning
they may be assured of the following results

:

1-—Those who have already put their house in order
will stand endorsed.

2.—Those who through acts of omission or commis-
sion, are responsible for the investment of large sums of
their employing company's funds in material or supplies
that were either not needed or that will be a partial or total
loss may meet with a mild rebuke, but the readjustment
should not be longer delayed.

3.—The release of this idle money will not only
strengthen the financial position of such companies as are
the greatest beneficiaries, but at the same time aid in pre-
serving the integrity of the company's capital account.

Mountain Type Locomotives for the Canadian National

Railways

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have recently built five

locomotives of the Mountain (4-8-2) type for'the Cana-
dian National Railways. These locomotives are for use
on the Grand Trunk Western Lines in the L^nited States,
and are therefore designed and equipped throu,ghout to
conform to I. C. C. requirements. They are built to
traverse curves of 18 degrees, and while not exception-
ally heavy locomotives of their type, are notable exam-
ples of this class of jxjwer.

The locomotives ai'e to be used on the through pas-
senger trains of the Canadian National between Chicago
and Port Huron where the trains will be handled with
other locomotives of the same type between Port Huron,
Montreal and points east.

The engines have 26-in. by 30 in. cylinders, 73 in. driv-
ing wheels, and a tractive effort of 49,600 lbs. with a fac-
tor of adhesion of 4.57. The engines have a total weight
in working order of 354,110 lbs. of which 231,370 lbs.
is carried on the driving wheels, 61,590 lbs. on the lead-
ing truck, and 61,150 lbs. on the traiHng truck.

Ihe boiler has a straight top, with a maximum diam-
eter, at the rear end of the barrel, of 90 inches. The
firebox has a combustion chamber 36>4 inches long, and
contains a brick arch which is supported on four tubes.
Flexible stay-bolts are applied in the breaking zone, with
a complete installation in the combustion chamber

;

'while
four transverse rows of flexible stays support the front end
of the crown. The large flues are electrically welded at
the firebox end. The boiler accessories include a Duplex
stoker and Elesco feed-water heater.
The steam distribution is controlled by 14-inch piston

valves operated by Walschaerts gear. The valves are set
with a lead of %-inch, and a power reverse mechanism
IS applied. The piston heads are of rolled steel, and the
main and side rods of open hearth hammered steel, the
main rods having solid back ends with floating bushings.
The driving axles and main crank pins are hollow bored.
The main frames are of vanadium cast steel with single

front sections, and the Commonwealth rear frame cradle
IS applied. Self-adjusting driving box wedges are used
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throughout, and the front driving boxes are of the lateral The cab is designed in accordance with Canadian Na-
motion t\'pe. tional standards. It is built of steel, is wood lined and

Mountain or 4-8-2 Type Locomotive of tlie Canadian National Railways

Weights, Proportions and Dimensions of New Mountain
Type Locomotives for Grand Trunk Western

Type 4-8-2

Service Passenger
Fuel Bitum. Coal

Builder Baldwin Locomotive Works
Cylinder, diam. and stroke 26 in. by 30 in.

Valve gear Walschaert
Valves, piston, diara 14 in.

Oearances

:

Maximum height 15 ft. 3 in.

Maximum width 10 ft. 8 in.

Length, overall 90 ft. 10 in.

Wheel basis:

Driving 19 ft. 6 in.

Rigid 12 ft. 8 in.

Total engine 41 ft. 9 in.

Total engine and tender 80 ft. 3}i in.

Weights in working order :

On drivers 231,370 lbs.

On leading truck 61,590 lbs.

On trailing trunk 61,150 lbs.

Total engine 354,100 lbs.

Tender 250,490 lbs.

Total engine and tender 604,600 lbs.

Wheels—diameter outside tires :

Leading truck 33 in.

Driving 73 in.

Trailing truck 43 in.

Journals, diam. and length

:

Driving, main 12 in. by 13 in.

Driving, others 10 in. by 13 in.

Leading truck r 6J4 in. by 12 in.

Trailing truck 9 in. by 14 in.

Boiler

:

Type Straight top

Diameter 82 7/16 in.

Working pressure 210 lbs.

Firebox length 1 14^^ in.

Firebox width M% in.

Staying Radical

Grate area 66.7

Combustion chamber, length 36!/2 in.

Tubes, number and diam 188 2% jn.

Flues, number and diam 40 5^ in.

Length tubes and flues 22 ft.3 in.

Heating surfaces

:

Firebox 206 sq. ft.

Combustion chamber 74 sq. ft.

Tubes and flues 3,731 sq. ft.

Arch tubes 27 sq. ft.

Total 4,0.38 sq.ft.

Superheating 1 ,048 sq. ft.

Combined •. 5,086 sq. ft.

Tender

:

Type Vandcrhilt

Wheels, number and diam 12 33 in.

Journals, diam. and length 5^ in. by 10 in.

Capacity, coal 18 tons

Capacity, water 13,500 U. S. gal.

General data :

Tractive power 49,600 lbs.

r'.ictor of adhesion 4.57

asbestos insulated, and has a vestibule connection with
the tender, so that it can be entirely closed in. It is en-
tered through side doors. Special attention has been
given the arrangement of all fittings and piping, and the
comfort and convenience of the crew have been carefully
looked after.

The tender is of the Vanderbilt type, with cast steel

frame and six-wheeled trucks. It has capacity for 18 tons
of coal and 11,300 Imperial gallons of water (approx-
imately 13,500 U. S. gallons).

These locomotives were built throughout to rigid speci-
fications furnished by the Railway Company, and they
jiresent an exceedingly neat appearance, the workinanship
and finish being most excellent throughout. Further par-
ticulars are given in the table of dimensions.

The Whaley Constant Pressure Oil Engine
The .American Locomotive Company has acquired the

exclusive license to use the Whaley constant pressure oil

engine on railroads in North and South America. This
type of engine differs from present internal combustion
engines in that a piston valve driven by the valve motion
(if the tyi^e commonly used in steam engineering practices
ojjens the cylinder clearance into communication with a
receiver of large capacity relative to the clearance, the
valve opening synchronizing with the period of the fuel

injection. Through this feature it is claimed that the
combustion pressure does not rise above the compression
pressure and that an indicator card similar to that of a
steam engine is produced. The limiting of the maximum
pressure is expected to make possible the production of
an engine which will weigh less than 100 lb. per horse-
power.

An engine of this type has recently been constructed
at the Sun Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company at Chester,
Pa., and was exhibited to a party of oil engine manu-
facturers, interested engineers and shipping men running
on compressed air. This is a single acting, four-cylinder,
two cycle machine designed to develop 750 hp. It weighs
only 68,000 lb. or about 00 lb. per hp., a figure which
would rejjresent a substantial improvement over current
practice. In marine work such a reduction in weight
would have obvious advantages and as manufacturing
costs are often found to be proportional to the weight of

the engine produced, there is also considerable economic
advantage to be gainctl for land engines by the elimina-

tion of su[>erfluous metal.

The engineering firm of Parish & Tewksbury, Inc.,

New York, has had executive charge of this development
since Februarv of 1024.



The New Versare-Westinghouse Development in Eight

Wheel Gas Electric Coach

Can Turn Around in Aisle the Diameter of Which is Only

5 Ft. Greater Than Its Total Length of 38 Ft.

The eight-wheel gas electric coach built by the Ver-
sare Corporation of Albany, N. Y., and equipped electri-

cally by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, has been officially demonstrated and tested be-

fore a group, ii'cluding traction and municipal officials,

engineers, and some representatives of the railway, auto-

motive and daily press.

How the Steering Is Accomphshed

The swivel-ty]De trucks, which are in reality small

chassis in themselves, turn about a king pin placed slightly

in the rear of the front axle of each bogie. The driver
controls the front wheels of the forward bogie by means
of a steering vvheel in much the same manner as an ordi-

nary self-propelled vehicle. The steering column is con-

Left Side of Versare Coach Showing Position of Wheels

The fact that this coach, which is 38 feet in overall
length, can turn around in an aisle the diameter of which
is only 5 feet greater than the length of the coach, is not
the least of th'.i amazing features. This is accomplished
by means of a patented steering system that permits each
wheel to run on a true circle, and the wheels of the rear
truck follow ;ilmost identically in line with those of the
forward truck. The new coach was constructed after
exhaustive tests on an experimental chassis had conclu-
sively proven the practicability of the streering
mechanism.
The increased number of wheels, as compared with the

ordinary coach, makes possible very much heavier loads
in either ptassenger or freight service with even reduced
loads per inch of tire cross section. For truck applica-
tions, which are also being developed, a capacity of 15
tons can be carried without exceeding the legal load
allowed on 8 in. solid tires. With eight springs absorb-
ing the road shocks not onl)- is the pounding effect on the
road reduced but also the shocks to the Iwdy and chassis.
This reduced pounding means longer life for all parts.
The eight wheel vehicle has not made its appearance
sooner because there was not a type of steering mechan-
ism that would permit the operation of such a vehicle on
narrow city streets and crooked roads. This was one of
the first difficulties overcome by the Versare Corporation.
The new coach is mounted on 30-inch wheels that are
provided with rubber cushion tires. The framing is

mounted on two bogies, one in front and one in the rear,

that have a wheel base of 54 inches. The distance from
center to center of bogies is 29 feet. The tread is 69
inches and the body width 8 feet. The coach is capable
of seating 44 persons with room for 52 standing. The
total unloaded weight of these vehicles, with seats pro-
vided for 44 passengers, approximates 18.000 pounds.

nected through gears and levers to a quadrant to which
the tie rods to the front wheels are fastened. The use
of this quadrant causes the travel of the tie rods to be
such as to kee]> the bogie wheels tangent to their own
circle of turning. The two front bogie wheels are, there-
fore, only parallel when the coach is running on a straight

road. The two front wheels of the bogie are turned in

the desired direction by the driver and their pull causes
the bogie to turn in the proper direction. The action of
the bogie, therefore, is very similar to the action of the
ordinary four-wheel vehicle.

The turning action of the rear bogie is very similar to

this. Its two front wheels are controlled by an automatic
steering device that permits articulated steering. Tie
rods to the front wheels of the rear bogie are attached to

a quadrant mounted slightly in the rear of and at the

center of the axle. Control for this quadrant is provided
by a telescoping rod attached to a point on the frame
alx)ut 3 feet in front of the axle. In operation, the rod
is turned by the body and actuates the quadrant to which
are attached the tie rods. This automatic control func-
tions in such ;i manner as to cause the delay which in

practice causes the wheels of the rear bogie to track al-

most identical with the wheels of the front one.

The steering mechanism is very novel in design and
efficient in operation, and eliminates the necessity of a

rear steering wiieel and operator, or the skidding of the
rear wheels that would otherwise occur. It makes pos-
sible safe and efficient control of large vehicles.

Large vehicles require very high horsepower engine
units that make necessary mechanical transmission of
great strength snd resulting great weight. Such trans-

missions impose unusual hardships on an operator in

ordinary service and are almost physically impossible to

operate if the vehicle is used in frequent stop service.

270
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Electric drive or transmission has proven to be advan-

tageous over mechanical drive for such service. On eight-

wheel vehicles it has the added advantage of providing

traction on four or more vi^heels, eliminating at the same
time the use of many differentials and universal joints.

This is a very imjxyrtant point when considering the fact

that heavy vehicles in frequent stop service requiring

such shifting of gears are apt to be laid up frequently

unless the transmission systems are very rugged and well

maintained. Eliminating the clutch and gear shifting.

lengthens the life of the engine and mechanical parts of

the vehicle. Smooth acceleration is also a very important

advantage obtained with electric transmission.

The swivel-iype trucks, the weight and size of the

vehicle and its simplicity, therefore, made it very desir-

able to provide electric transmission on this coach. An
engine-driven generator, two motors, one on each bogie,

and suitable control apparatus are, therefore, used instead

of mechanical transmission.

The Electrical Equipment

The coach is equipped with a 110-hp., six cylinder

engine recently developed by the Waukesha Engine Com-
pany. This engine is a model 6-A with 41.-2 in bore and

5}i inch strok?, constructed with the Ricardo head. The
engine is connected to a Westinghouse generator by
means of a flexible coupling and the two are mounted as

a unit in the body, on channels lengthwise of the car

oyer the front bogie. The driver's seat is located at the

left of the generator which is connected to the rear of the

engine.

IfiMAAj'ip/ir''"^-^'

l,tk,><J

e-Electric

The generator has a continuous rating of 40-kw.at 1200

r.p.m., and is a specially designed machine provided with

a field winding arranged for supplying a small amount of

separate excitation to assure a positive pick up and stable

operation under all load conditions.

No series field winding is provided on the generator.

A resistance is inserted in the generator field to permit

varying of the field strength. This arrangement makes
it possible to get a high engine speed in a minimum of

time under abnormal load conditions, or whenever desir-

able. It also prevents overloading the engine when its

pulling capacity ha.s been impaired. During normal op-

eration the field resistance is at a minimum.

This scheme provides a very flexible overall reduction

between the engine and the wheels of the coach, making

the speed of the engine practically independent of that of

the coach, and, therefore, permitting the engine to be run

at high speed with low coach speed. This is a very de-
sirable feature as it gives maximum power at the most
needed period ;if operation. A marked advantage in this

scheme of control is its simplicity, giving as it does flexi-

bility with few pieces of electrical apparatus.
The generator is capable of utilizing the full output

of the engine and is able without overheating to supply
full power to the two Westinghouse traction motors
which are mounted on the bogies. The motors are of the
vehicle type and have a nominal rating of 28 hp. at 175
volts. They are so constructed as to protect the commu-
tator against dirt and water. This type of construction
was necessary on account of the wheel splash and dirt

encountered under a truck.

One motor is suspended between the axles on each bogie
and is mounted on trunnions carried in links suspended
from the truck frame. They are provided with a splined

shaft for connection through a splicer joint to a standard
Eaton axle. A universal joint is located between the

motor and the axle encased in an oil tight ball and socket

casing to permit the motor to adjust itself to the variations

caused by an imeven roadway. Weight distribution on
the axle of the bogies is taken care of by an equalizer

connection between the springs of each bogie in such a
manner that the axle loading is uniform for various axle

settings. The overall reduction from the motor of the

wheel is 10.5 to 1. This ratio and the 30 inch wheels
iiermits the use of a high speed motor, and hence pro-
vides good space economy and gives good coach accelera-

ting rates with fairly low values of current.

The master controller and braking controller form the

principal parts of the control apparatus. The master
controller has three operating positions, series and
parallel, forward, and parallel reverse. The parallel op-
erating position forward is the first position from the

"oflf" as it is used more frequently than the series. The
master controller is mounted directly under the driver's

seat and a lever for positioning the controller is located

at the left of the driver. A special notching arrangement
is provided on the lever, which protects the control from
rough handling by the driver. The master controller is

ruggedly constructed and provided with blowout coils for

handling the heavy current. Contacts are arranged for

parallel operation in reverse, in order that traction may
be obtained independently on either truck. Wheel slip-

page with series o]ieration would practically stall the

coach.

Braking by Electric Motors

One of the very interesting features of the Versare

coach is the arrangement for electrical braking by means
of the traction n;otors. The braking controller is mounted
back of the driver's seat. The positioning of this con-

troller is conveniently accomplished by a foot operated

pedal. The connections between the braking controller

and the master controller are such that the braking con-

troller can be operated with the master controller in the

normal operating p>osition. This is a very desirable fea-

ture as it makes it unnecessary for the operator to place

the master controller in the "off" position, and can, there-

fore, obtain electric braking with minimum effort and

delay.

The braking controller has five positions :

—
"off." and

four braking I'ositinns. The braking scheme is very

simple and is ,uTi)ni])lished by cross-connecting the motor

field and shuntirg resistance across the two motors. The
braking is intended merely to hold the coach at some con-

.stant balancing speed on grade and to adjust the speed

to fairly reasonable values on the level. Blowout coils

are placed on the braking controller, as very large cur-
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rents may have to be interrupted in going from one posi-

tion to another.

Standard automotive Westinghouse air brakes are used

with a two-cylinder compressor drive off the engine. The
valve handle is placed under the steering wheel. Brake

chambers are mounted on 4, 6 or 8 wheels as desired.

In addition ta the electrical and air brakes a hand brake

is incorporated. This lever is mounted at the left of the

driver.

for by .standard cross seats and the remainder by a rotun-

da seat extending along the sides and around the rear

end. This leaves a standing space of 1^ sq. ft. each for

52 passengers. Lighting is furnished by 24, 15-watt, 32

volt bulbs in open shade fixtures. Ventilation is obtained

hv pure air entering through adjustable louvers in the

sides and back, air being exhausted through monitor

windows.
The air storage tanks, the electrical braking resistance

structural Details of Versare Body Fr

How the Coach Operates

The type of control is very simple in operation and

can be mastered easily in a few minutes. The engine is

first started, of course, as in ordinary practice. The
driver then throws the motor control lever into one of

the oj>erating positions. He is then ready to go. The
engine throttle is practically the only control regularly

used, the variations in engine speed being sufficient to

produce the desired voltages and, hence, coach operating

speeds. The lield resistor unit is used only when climb-

ing very steep hills or under abnormal load conditions,

as the drooping characteristic of the generator is great

enough to prevent overloading the engme during normal

operation.

The master controller, connecting the motors to the

generator, corresponds to the gear shifting device on the

ordinary automobile, but has to be moved less frequently.

In normal operation, the parallel position may be used

entirely. The controller does not have to be moved to the

off position at e.ich step.

A schematic diagram of the control is shown and illus-

trates very clearly the method of connections used. The
battery, which supplies excitation to the special portion

of the generator field, is connected by separate contacts

on the engine ignition switch.

The pick-up or acceleration with this equipment is very

satisfactory on all starts, whether made on the level or on

steep hills. The equipment is designed for a maximum
spveed of 30 miles an hour at 1200 r.p.m. of the engine.

The balancing speed on the level is approximately 25
miles an hour with a reasonable engine speed.

Other Interesting Features

The floor of the coach is built up of two sheets of steel

separated by V-shaped steel pieces laid across the full

length of the body. This gives stiffness and strength.

The window and door pillars are wood braced by longitu-

dinal steel members and the roof is monitor type sup-

ported by V-shaped carlins giving 6 ft. 4 in. headroom.
Seamless tubing diagonal braces are placed at, and oppo-
site, each door, as shown in the illustrations.

The seating capacity is 44. Of these, 32 are provided

and a 40 gallon gasoline tank are all mounted under the

center of the coach.

Advantages of Gas Electric Drive

It may be well to point out here in brief some of the

advantages that are leading to the adoption of gas-electric

drive on road vehicles of all designs.

Elimination of the clutch and gear set.

Elimination of costly wearing parts, such as gear box
and transmission systems.

Elimination of jar to the body and the improper use

of the engine, thus increasing the life of both.

Smoother acceleration—decreasing breakage on freight

vehicles and increasing the patronage of passenger

coaches.

Flexibility of control, permitting the maximum engine

power to be used at very low vehicle si>eeds.

Practically an indefinite number of speeds.

More economical- use of the engine.

Application of power to two, four, six or eight wheels

(on six or eight-wheelers) without getting into serious

mechanical difficulties.

General Data

Passenger Capacity—44 seated, 52 standing.

Total Approximate Weight—18,000 lb.

Total Wheelbase—29 ft.

Bogie Wheelbase—54 in.

Length Overall—38 ft.

Width Overall—8 ft.

Height Overall—8 ft. 8 in.

Track—69 in.

Interior Height—6 ft. 4 in.

Height of Steps— 13^2 in. and 14J.4 in.

\Mdth of Doors—24 in. and 42 in.

Normal Speed—25 m.p.h.

Engine Rating—110 hp. at 2000 r.p.m.

Generator Rating, Continuous—40 kw.
Motor Rating, Nominal—28 hp. each.

Number of Motors—2.

Diameter of Turning Circle—43 ft.

Wheel Diameter—30 in.

Gear Ratio—10.5 to 1.



Snap Shots—By the Wanderer

It has been my lot recently to be domiciled in a hotel

from whose windows one looks out over a large passenger

station and a yard devoted to freight and passenger storage.

The main tracks as they leave the station, sweep through

a curve of about ninety degrees in length, but with, I

believe, a slight descending grade for outbound trains, but

not enough of one to so compensate for the curve that

trains can negotiate it without the use of steam and

plent}- of it.

The result is that every engine as it passes sends a

direct message to those in the hotel of its valvular con-

dition, and also a good deal of information as to the way
in which it is being handled by the engineer.

I don't know that any investigations have ever been

made as to the ditterence in steam consiunption and actual

efficiency of a locomotive working with a good square

cutoflf and exhaust and one with an uneven cutoff and an

exhaust of the mama-papa variety. But, I believe that

it is generally considered that the square exhaust and cut-

off has the advantage so far as economy in the use of

steam is concerned per power developed.

I also believe that it is generally conceded that the slip-

ping of driving wheels does not conduce to the longevity

of the locomotive or to the prolonging of the period be-

tween shoppings.

Both of these remarks were induced by an observation

of the performance of the engines leaving the station

above referred to.

Now the road is a big one, and well known throughout

the country, and yet I can say that, as far as my observa-

tion goes, more than half of the engines, that are making
the welkin ring with their exhausts, are doing it with
puffs or the mama-papa variety. .\nd some of them are

so lame that one wonders how it is possible for any valve
gear to be so out of square. And when the magnitude
of the road is considered, one wonders what the traveling

engineers are thinking of that they do not report this

state of affairs and use some influence to have it cor-
rected. It may not mean so very much in steam and
coal consumption but it makes a verv bad impression on
the stranger wIk) happens to know anything alxiut loco-

motive performance, and is a direct reflection on the
ability of the man at the head of the mechanical depart-
ment.

I have not had a chance before, for manv vears to

notice the slipping of driving wheels at anv one stated

place and so my remarks here may l>e hypercritical, but
it looks as though again the traveling engineers were not
doing their whole duty, or else there is a devil-may-care
attitude on the part of the engine drivers, when the
supervising eye is removed. At any rate the slipping of
drivers at this particular point seems to me to be out of
all proportion to what should occur with careful handling.

As I said before, the exhaust tells a pretty good story
of what is happening on the engine, and these exhausts
on the passing and starting of outgoing trains tell a
story something like this

:

The engineer opens the throttle carefully and admits
steam to the cylinder slowly, and the engine moves and
starts its train. The driving wheels will make from six
to a dozen revolutions and the train will be under wav.
Then, before the reverse lever is drawn back the throttle
is given a sudden opening, and the additional steam ad-
mitted, puts such an impulse on the pistons that
the wheels start to spin. Then the throttle is

closed, the wheels stop in their mad career, and the

process is repeated once or twice. Then, as the train

has picked up speed, and the reverse lever is drawn back,

the throttle is opened again, but without the accompany-
ing slipping that happened when the cut-off was longer.

Occasionally on a long drag of a freight train, where
the engine like a willing draft horse is pulling all that

it can, the engineer, to hurry matters, opens the throttle

too much, and away go the wheels again, and on several
occasions, I have seen a perfectly good engine stalled by
the repeated openings of the throttle with the resultant
slipping, where speed was successively lost until there
was no more to lose, and all by trying for the impossible.

Did you ever see a poor and heartless driver lash a
willing horse that was pulling all that he could and at

as high a speed as he could attain, until the horse lost all

heart in his work and simply balked and would not pull

at all? Well, it seems to me that these engineers are
acting for all the world like that driver. Why when the
engine is doing its best can't they let that throttle alone?
And if their own common sense does not tell them to do
it why don't the traveling engineers drive it into their
consciousness? All of which reflects on the head of the
department.

I did not think that it could be done, but I find it can

be and that in the simplest manner conceivable. All of

which goes to show how easil}' one may be mistaken. In

order that you may not be in the dark as to what I am
writing about, I will say that I am referring to that

long-established nuisance of the smoking or dressing room
of the sleeping car—the man or men who sit around there

in the morning, smoking or doing nothing, while the

other passengers are making their very uncomfortable
toilets.

A few years ago the Pullman Company came to a
realization of this nuisance and tried to abolish it by the
posting of a very small and courteous notice requesting
that passengers refrain from using the smoking room
as a place of loitering until all the other passengers had
completed their toilets. It was wasted effort and expense.
It had no eft'ect whatever on that type of mind that pays
no attention to any request whatever, unless backed up
by a strong and vigorous arm, a backing that the com-
pany naturally felt a little delicacy in applying. So the
nuisance continued unabated, until now the simple remedy
has been discovered and applied, and the remedy consists
of nothing more than a slight modification in the fittings
of the smoking room.

The modification that has been made is to fit the
windows with the same type of corrugated glass that is

used in the toilet rooms, and which though translucent is

not transparent, and there can be no sight of the passing
scenery through them. Then the long lounge is made so
that it is not quite as comfortable as the common lounge
and there you have it.

Presto. The thing is done. Not that the lounger
wishes to really look out and see the passing scenery, for
to that he must be quite indifferent, as witness his conduct
throughout the day, when he rarely looks out of the
window. But I suppose he wants to see something in
case he does tm-n his head away from the entrancing
sight of three or four half naked men making their
toilets, with different degrees of thoroughness. Then he
is not quite as comfortable as he has been accustomed
to be, and the trick is done.
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The porters report that the scheme works to a charm

and that there is no loitering at all in those particular cars.

Of course there has to be a fly in the ointnient_ and

that is that these new arrangements, instead of driving

the loiterers back into the body of the car in which they

have their berths, sends them to the adjoining cars that

are not fitted with the new windows and lounges. So

that the last condition of those cars is worse than the

first because they are cursed not only with their own
quota of loungers, possibly I might, without impropriety

call them loafers, but with those that are driven by the

new windows from their natural habitat.

This makes a glorious state of afifairs for the passen-

gers who happen to have been lucky enough to draw
berths in the new type of cars, but must cause some
added indignation in the minds of those less fortunate

who are treated to this extra dose of loafers.

The point in doubt is whether this new arrangement
is a permanent cure for the evil, or merely a palliative

that will simply serve as a protection to the individual

car so long as it alone, in a train, is possessed of it, and
that when all cars have been so treated will fail as the

notice failed, because the loafer has no other and pleas-

anter place to go to. But whether this may be the ulti-

mate fate of the scheme or not, it is well worth trying,
and be blessed with the prayers of all dressing room
sufferers that it may prove to be finally and thoroughly
efficacious.

Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives
The Central of Georgia Railway has placed an order for 10

Santa Fe locomotives with the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Florida East Coast Railway has placed an order for 10

Mountain type locomotives with the American Locomotive Com-
pany. These locomotives will have 26 in. by 28 in. cylinders and a

total weight in working order of 318,000 lbs.

The Savannah & .Atlantic Railway has ordered one Mikado type

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Commonwealth Steel Company has ordered one switching

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Union Pacific Railroad is preparing specifications covering

the purchase of 10 locomotives.

The Harteson Lumber Company has placed an order for one

Prairie type locomotive from the Baldwin Locoinotive Works.
The Alabama, Tennessee & Northern Railway has placed an

order for one consolidation type locomotive with the Lima Loco-

motive Works.
The Hobi Timber Company has ordered one Mikado type loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Sierra Railway is inquiring for one locomotive.

The South African Railways & Harbours have ordered 5 Pacific

type locomotives and 10 Mountain type locomotives from the Bald-

win Locomotive Works.
The .Alton & Southern Railway has ordered one Mikado type

locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.
The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad is inquiring

for 3 electric switching locomotives.

The Sierra Railway ordered one Mikado type locomotive from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The New York Central Railroad is inquiring for 25 2-8-2 type,

25 2-8-4 type, 25 4-8-2 tvpe and 25 locomotives of the 2,700 class.

New Union Station in Chicago

_
The formal opening of the new Chiacgo Union Sta-

tion marked the completion of a project initiated fifteen

years ago when plans were made to replace the old struc-
ture by one equal to the demands of the city's traffic.

The new station is owned jointly by the Pennsylvania,
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, and the Chicago, Mil-
waukee & St. Paul Railroads. The Chicago & Alton i^

a tenant.

The new station was built at the cost of $60,000,000 and
covers an operating area of 1,200,000 square feet. At
present 300 trains are accommodated daily and there is

space for further expansion.

The station building itself covers an area of about 3
acres. It is handling daily over 50,000 passengers and
400 tons of baggage. In connection with it is an office

building which will eventually rise to 21 stories only 8 of
which are now completed.

A further idea of the station may be gained from the

following facts

:

In point of I'.umber of station tracks it ranks fifth in

the United States.

It is the only station of first magnitude in which bag-
gage and passengers are handled entirely on separate plat-

forms.

It is one of the first great passenger stations in which
platforms, concourse and waiting room are on the same
level.

It has a system of interior driveways and vehicle plat-

forms that practically eliminate the use of street curb
space by street vehicles bringing either passengers, mail
or baggage.
Among other features of the station may be mentioned

the absence of a men's smoking room. A study made of

the large stations throughout the country showed that a

smoking room served no essential need.

The station has four complete bathrooms and four

complete shower baths for the use of patrons. There
is also a conference room which will accommodate 125

people and which is available, without charge, to users

of the lines.

Freight Cars
The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has placed an order for 100

caboose car bodies with the Pressed Steel Car Company and SO

with the Youngstown Steel Car Company.
The Central of Georgia Railway has placed orders for 1,000

ventilated box cars with the Chickasaw plant of the Tennessee Coal,

Iron & Railroad Company.
The Illinois Central Railroad is inquiring for 1,000 40-ton single-

sheathed box cars.

The Anglo Me.xican Petroleum Company has ordered 17 tank

cars from the Middletown Car Company.
The New York Central Railroad has placed orders for 500 re-

frigerator cars, 500 gondola cars and 500 express cars with the

Merchants Despatch Transportation Company.
The Sierra Railway is inquiring for 60 50-ton hopper cars.

The Texas & Pacific Railroad has placed orders for 750 gon-

dola cars with the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The Oliver Iron & Mining Company is inquiring for 200 ore

cars.

The Missouri, Kansas, Texas Lines Railroad have placed orders

for 1,000 50-ton single sheathed box cars with the Mt. Vernon
Car & Mfg. Company.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours Company is inquiring for 22 tank

cars.

The Seaboard Air Line Railway has ordered 30 caboose cars

from the Newport News Shipbuilding & Drydock Company.
M. K. Northan Company has ordered 5 40-ton tank cars from

the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Glen Nina Tank Line has ordered 2 triple compartment,

40-ton tank cars, 6,000 gallons capacity, from the Standard Tank
Car Company.
The Lower Vein Coal Company has placed orders for 25 mine

cars with the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Consolidated Lumber & Supply Company has ordered 250

mine cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Wabash Railroad has placed an order for 12 40-ton box

cars with the .American Car & Foundry Company.
The Mathieson Alkali Company has placed orders for 20 tank

cars with the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Lehigh & New England Railroad contemplates having

repairs made to 600 hopper cars.

The Cuba Cane Sugar Corporation has ordered 50 cane cars of

30 tons capacity from the .American Car & Foundry Company.
The Canadian National Railway has placed orders for the con-

struction of a number of special cars for the transportation of

silk with the National Steel Car Company.
The New York Central Railroad is inquiring for 1,000 70-ton

gondola cars.

The Lehigh &' New England Railroad has placed a contract

covering repairs to 300 hopper cars with the American Car &
Foundry Company.
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The Ferguson Coal Company has placed orders for 50 mine
cars with the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Mid-Continent Petroleum Company has placed orders for

5 tank cars two-compartment 40-lon, 6,000 gallon, and for 3 tank
cars three-compartment 400 ton, 8,000 gallon, with the American
Car & Foundrj- Company.
The H. H. Howard Coal Company has ordered 30 wooden mine

cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The \\ arner Sugar Corporation has ordered 75 cane cars from

the Magor Car Company.
The Havana Central Railroad contemplates buying about 200

box cars of 30-ton capacity.

The Madeira Hill Coal Company has placed orders for 50 mine
cars with the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Chicago & Northwestern Railway is inquiring for 25 under-

frames for cabooses.

E. Atkins & Company, Cuba, has ordered 10 sugar can car

bodies of 30 tons capacity from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
Wesselhoeft & Poor. New York city, has ordered 3 flat cars

and 3 gondola cars for export from the Magor Car Corporation.

Passenger Cars

The South Australian Railways have placed orders for 25 com-
bination passenger-baggage gasoline motor cars with the J. G.
Brill Company, Philadelphia. Pa.
The Seaboard Air Line Railway has placed an order for 4

baggage-mail cars with the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad is inquiring

for 15 all-steel through line coaches.
The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad is inquiring

for 35 multiple unit passenger cars.

The Columbus. Delaware & Marion Railway has placed an
order for 2 steel parlor cars with the American Car & Foundry
Company.
The Lehigh & New England Railroad has placed an order for

one gas-electric straight passenger coach with the J. G. Brill

Company.
The L'nited Railways of Havana have placed orders for 7 first-

class coaches and 12 third-class coaches with the American Car &
Foundry Company.
The New York, Ontario & Western Railroad has placed orders

for one passenger and baggage gas-electric car and one combina-
tion passenger baggage and mail cars.

The Boston & Albany Railroad has placed an order for 3 all-

steel dining cars with the Pullman Car Manufacturing Corporation.
The Pennsylvania Railroad is inquiring for 12 passenger coaches

for use in the Manhattan tube.

The Chicago & Northwestern Railway is inquiring for repairs
to 25 baggage cars.

The Chicago, Lake Shore & South Bend Railway is inquiring
for 10 baggage smoking passenger cars and IS smoking passenger
cars.

The Southern Railway has ordered 4 dining cars from the Piill-

itian Car Manufacuring Corporation.
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad has ordered 6 com-

bination baggage passenger cars and 4 combination baggage mail
passenger cars from the Edwards Railway Motor Car Company.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fc Railway has ordered 3

15 passenger buses from the Studebaker Sales Corporation.
The Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway has ordered 3

15 passenger buses from the Studebaker Sales Corporation.
The Union Pacific Railroad is inquiring for two business cars.

Building and Structures

The Missouri Pacific Railroad has awarded contracts covering
a roundhouse and machine shop at Bush, III.

The Pennsylvania Railroad plans the construction of a new
engine house, with facilities for repairing locomotives at Fast
Altoona. Pa.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway plan the recon-
struction of a grain elevator at Milwaukee, Wis., which was de-

stroyed by fire last year. The cost of reconstruction is estimated

at $300,000.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad plans the con-
struction of steel coal trestle at Buffalo, N. Y., to cost approxi-
mately $40,000.

The Atlantic Coast Line Railroad has awarded contract for a

14-stall addition to the roundhouse at Florence, S. C.

The Gulf Coast Line plans the construction of a car repair shop,

a metal shop, a machine shop and other building at DeQueen, La.

The Boston & Maine Railroad plans the construction of a gen-
eral office building in Boston, Mass., seven or eight stories high.

The Florida East Coast Railway has awarded a contract for the
first unit repair shops at St. .Augustine, Fla.

The Norfolk & Western Railway has awarded a contract for an
extension to its engine house at Williamson, W. Va., to cost
approximately $30,000.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway plans the con-
^truction of a one-story power plant at St. Paul, Minn., to cost
appro.\imately $oO,00O.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad has awarded
a contract for shop additions at the Van Nest station. New York,
N. Y.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway will construct a

roundhouse at Sioux City, Iowa, to replace a 15 stall roundhouse
recently destroyed by fire.

The New York Central Railroad plans the extensions and im-
provements of its locomotive shops at Avis, Pa.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway plans additions to

its engine house at Winslow, Ariz.
The Mobile & Ohio Railroad is reported to be planning the

construction of machine shops, boiler shop, blacksmith shop, flue
shop, paint shop and wheel shop at Iselin, Tenn., to cost approxi-
mately $1,000,000.

The Boston & Maine Railroad has placed a general contract with
the Scully Company, East Cambridge, Mas., covering the con-
struction of a seven-story steel and concrete office building in Cam-
bridge, Mass.
The Southern Railway shops at Knoxville, Tenn., were badly

destroyed by fire on August 22. The fire started in the freight
car repair shed and destroyed it. together with the coach shop and
the paint shop, with a loss estimated at $250,000.
The Pennsylvania Railroad announces that it will receive bids

covering the construction of a 14-story oflfice building in Phila-
delphia, Pa., which is to be the first unit of the new West Phila-
delphia terminal. The building will have a frontage of 150 ft.

on Thirty-second street, with a depth of 250 ft. It will be con-
structed of steel, with brick walls and stone and terra cotta trim-
mings. It will furnish working quarters for over 5,000 employees.
The Wabash Railway has awarded a contract for the construc-

tion of a one-story, 60 ft. by 120 ft. brick and steel machine shop
liuilding at Decatur, 111.

Items of Personal Interest

H. C. Venter has been appointed superintendent of the
Sacramento shops of the Southern Pacific Company, succeed-
ing D. S. Watkins, retired, and W. J. Taylor has been ap-
pointed general foreman of the locomotive department, with
headquarters at Sacramento, Calif., succeeding Mr. Venter.
M. E. Pangle has been appointed assistant general superin-

tendent of the Chicago & North Western Railway, with head-
quarters at Norfolk, Nebr., succeeding C. H. Rejmolds, de-
ceased.
H. A. Bliss, master mechanic of the Southern division of

the Boston & Maine Railroad, has been transferred in a
similar capacity to the Fitchburg-Berkshire division, with
headquarters at East Dearfield, Mass.
A. R. Cole, master mechanic of the El Paso-.Amarillo divi-

sion of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, with
headquarters at Dalhart, Texas, has been transferred to the
Oklahoma Southern division, with headquarters at Chickasha,
Okla., succeeding A. R. Ruiter, who has been transferred, to
shops at Armourdale, Kan. A. Hambleton, general foreman
of the locomotive shops at Shawnee. Okla., has been pro-
moted to master mechanic of the El Paso-Armarillo division
in place of Mr. Cole.
W. H. Prindall, master mechanic of the Connecticut river

division of the Boston & Maine Railroad, has been trans-
ferred to the Southern division, with headquarters at Concord,
N. H., and D. J. Ayers, master mechanic of the White Moun-
tain division, has been extended to include also the Connecti-
cut river division.

J. E. Slater, assistant to the general manager of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, has accepted the
chair of transportation at the University of Illinois,
Urbana. 111.

W. P. Lambert has been appointed special assistant of the
Central Railroad of New Jersey, with duties to be assigned
by the superintendent of motive power and equipment.

J. P. Roquemore, sui)crintendcnt of motive power of the
International Great Northern Railroad, with headquarters at
Palestine, Tex., has been promoted to mechanical assistant,
with headiniarters at Houston, Tex., a newly created position.
S. T. Armstrong, master mechanic of the San Antonio divi-
sion, with headquarters at San Antonio, Tex., has been pro-
moted to position superintendent of motive poyor, with head-
quarters at Palestone, Tex., succeeding Mr. Roquemore.
V. R. Hasty has been a|>pointed electrical engineer of the

ITnion Pacific Railroad, with headquarters at Omaha, Nebr.,
to succeed E. H. Hagensick, who has resigned to become
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representative for the Oliver Electric Company and the Pyle
National Company, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.

A. W. White has been appointed assistant division engineer

of the Big Sandy division of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway,

with licadquarters at Shelby, Ky.
Charles W. Extrand has been appointed road foreman of

engines of the St. Paul division of the Northern Pacific Rail-

way, with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn.
A. O. Ridgway has been appointed chief engineer of the

Denver L'nion Terminal Company. Mr. Ridgway is also chief

engineer of the Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad.

John C. McClure, assistant president of the Arizona and
Mexican subsidiary roads of the Southern Pacific Company,
with headquarters at Tucson, Ariz., has retired.

C. W. Breed, office engineer of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Railroad, with headquarters at Chicago, has been pro-

moted' to engineer of standards, with headquarters at Chicago,

111., a newly created position.

E. J. Owens has been appointed chief engineer of the St.

John Quebec Railway, with headquarters at St. John, N. B.,

Canada.
A. G. Smart, general superintendent of the Wyoming dis-

trict of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, with
headquarters at Alliance, Nebr., has retired.

O. M. Stevens, superintendent of the Illinois division of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railw-ay, with headquarters

at Savanna, III., has been promoted assistant to the receiver,

with headquarters at Chicago, 111., Mr. Stevens will have
charge of the installation of inotor bus service on the high-

ways supplementary to the railway service.

Supply Trade Notes

John L. Crouse formerly manager of the Development and
Supply Division of the Railway Sales Department of the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, has been
appointed as Assistant Manager of the Railway Department,
and A. B. Gibson, for the past six years manager of the West-
inghouse Technical Night School, has been appointed to suc-

ceed Mr. Crouse as Manager of the Development and Supply
Division.
Mr. Crouse has served with the Westinghouse Company for

the past 32 years, first coming to the Company in 1893, when
he entered the apprenticeship course. After completing this

course, he served in the Test and Inspection Department for

four years, and then became connected with the early field de-

velopment work in connection with the electrifying of the

Brooklyn Elevated roads. He also made some of the early

tests on the Manhattan Elevated and the Interborough Rapid
Transit subways. He has been prominent in the development
and revamping of the single phase electric locomotives of the

New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad, and at one

time was Superintendent of Electric Shops for this road. He
served in the Executive Department of the Westinghouse
Company for three years, and has held his previous position

as manager of Development and Supply Division, Railway
Sales Department, for five years.

Mr. Gibson is a graduate of Clarkson College, Potsdam,
N. Y., from which institution he obtained his bachelor of

science degree in electrical engineering in 1916. He came to

the Westinghouse Company itnmediately after graduation, and
served for one year on the Graduate Student .\pprejitice course.

He was a sales correspondent for two years in the Railway
Sales Department before assuming his position as manager of

the Westinghouse Technical Night School.

Mr. Gibson has been particularly interested in personnel

problems, and has written a number of articles on this subject

for such magazines as Industrial Management, Vocational

Education, Bulletin of the American Management Association,

and numerous college publications.

G. H. Bucher, Assistant General Manager of Westinghouse
Electric International Company, left New York on July 13

for Seattle, Washington, on his way to Japan, where he will

assist in the organization of the newly formed Westinghouse
Electric of Japan. Mr. Bucher will said from Seattle for

Japan on the Dollar Line steamer President Grant. While in

the Orient he will also visit China, the Philippine Islands and
other Far East countries to make an investigation into the

electrical business outlook in those countries.

The Dearborn Chemical Company is making extensions to

its plant at 1029-1037 West 3Sth Street, Chicago.

The company, established in 1887 and well known for its

scientific sen'ice in treatment of boiler feed waters, used during

its earlier vears a leased factory at 23rd and LaSalle Streets,

Chicago, in 1904 a favorably located tract of land was pur-

chased on 35th Street in the central manufacturing district, and

a new plant constructed, with provision for future growth.
However, in 1921 it became necessary to make important addi-
tions to the plant, which have served to the present time.
The work now under construction will add lO.OtX) square

feet of floor space. The building is of concrete and brick.
New power plant equipment will consist of two 72 x 18 return
tubular boilers with a ratni.g of 185 h.p. each, equipped with
automatic feed stokers, overhead concrete coal bunkers of 150
tons capacity, to be filled by conveyor which will also handle
the ashes. The 150 foot stack will be of brick and concrete
and capable of handling 700 h.p., providing for further ex-
pansion in the future. A new 16 x 36 Corliss engine will be in-

stalled, direct connected to 150 K.W. D.C. 200 volt generator,
capable of carrying 25% overload continuous operation.
There will be the necessary pumps and open feed water

heater, together with draft gauges, fiow meter and CO; re-

corder, and all modern appliances. The cost will be in the
neighborhood of $150,000.00. James L. Fyfe, Chicago, is the
architect, and Neiler, Rich & Company, engineers.
The company has another factory in Toronto, Canada, and

selling branches and warehouses in important cities of the
United States and abroad. Products dealt in are Dearborn
scientific water treating preparations. Dearborn lubricating
oils for all purposes, NO-OX-ID Rust Preventive, and Dear-
born Cleaners..
The Locomotive Terminal Improvement Company, with

offices in the Railway Exchange, Chicago, and factory at

Barrington, Illinois, has taken over the manufacturing de-

partment of the National Boiler Washing Company. This in-

cludes the manufacture of Leadized Pipe, Leadized Boiler

Tubes, both for locomotive and stationary use, post and pillar

cranes and other locomotive terminal facilities.

The company will specialize on Leadized Pipe with welded
angle flanges and connections and is equipped to supply com-
pletely fabricated pipe installations particularly adapted to

locomotive terminal requirements. This company will also
promote the Direct Steaming System for locomotive terminals
and has under development a number of other improvements
in locomotive terminal design and construction.

Spencer Otis is president of The Locomotive Terminal Im-
provement Company, John S. Maurer, secretary and treasurer,

F. S. Wichman, chief engineer, and W. J. Wignall, sales en-
gineer.

F. S. Wichman, whose appointment as chief engineer of the
Locomotive Terminal Improvement Company, as above noted,
has been chief engineer of the National Boiler Washing Co.
for a period of eight years. He studied engineering at Armour
Institute and was subsequently employed in the engineering
department of the American Steel Foundries, the Leonard En-
gineering Company, H. M. Byllesby Engineering Company,
and the Isthmian Canal. Mr. VVichman will retain his position

as chief engineer of the National Boiler Washing Company in

addition to his connection with the Locomotive Terminal Im-
provernent Company, with office in the Railway Exchange,
Chicago.

The Railway Car Manufacturers' Association, an organiza-

tion of car building coii^panies which has served the industry

since 1915, has been succeeded by The American Railway Car
Institute, an organization of individuals interested in railway

car manufacturing and repairing. The new organization suc-

ceeds to all the assets and certain other activities of the old

association. W. F. M. Goss, who was president of the Rail-

way Car Manufacturers' Association, has retired. J. M. Han-
sen, chairman of the board of the Standard Steel Car Com-
pany, has been elected president of the new .American Railway
Car Institute. W. C. Tabbert, secretary of the Railway Cat

Manufacturers' Association, occupies the same position with

the new insttute. The offices of the new organization are at

61 Broadway, New York City.

The Landis Machine Company, Victor plant, Waynesboro,
Pa., manufacturers of Victor coUapsilile taps, solid adjustable

taps and receding chaser taps, announce the appointment of

the following agents: The Chadwick Company, 549 West
Washington Boulevard, Chicago. 111., for the States of Illi-

nois. Wisconsin, Iowa and Northern Indiana; A. J. Vaughn,
machinery expedition and sales department. Bourse, Philadel-

phia, Pa., for eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Dela-

ware; William H. Harvey, 225 Dennison Building, Syracuse,

N. Y., for Syracuse, Rochester and Central New York.

L. G. Plant has resigned as assistant to the president of the

National Boiler Washing Company to engage in selling aiid

financing locomotive terminal utilities, with offices in the Rail-

way Exchange, Chicago. He represents the T. W. Snow Con-
struction Company as general railway sales agent for this

company's unit system locomotive coaling stations, and will

also represent the Locomotive Terminal Improvement Com-
pany as general sales agent for the direct steaming system.
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Mr. Plant was formerly an associate editor on the staff of

the Railway Age and editor of the Railway Reznew. He is a
graduate of Stevens Institute and entered the employ of the
Southern Pacific as a student of operation. In 1913 he was
appointed superintendent of fuel service on the Southern Pa-
cific Lines East of El Paso and was appointed Fuel Engineer
on the Seaboard Air Line in 1914. During the Railroad Ad-
ministration he was progress engineer for the procurement
section of the division of finance and purchases.

W. J. Wignall, sales engineer of The Locomotive Terminal
Improvement Company, was connected with the engineering
and purchasing departments of the National Boiler Washing
Company for a period of three years. He is a civil engineer
graduate of the Armour Institute of Technologj- and was resi-

dent engineer lor G. L. Clausen, consulting engineer of Chi-
cago.

Benjamin C. Graves has been elected vice-president in

charge of car service of the Union Tank Car Company and the
office of superintendent of car service has been abolished.
Joseph V. Miller, western sales representative of the Prime

Manufactiuing Company, has resigned to become assistant
general storekeeper of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway. C. Arthur Dunn has been promoted to sales man-
ager of the railway division, with headquarters at Milwaukee,
Wise. Mr. Dunn was formerly eastern sales representative,
with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa.

Percy M. Brotherhood, formerly first vice-president of
Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., has opened an office at 25
Church Street, New York, N. Y., specializing in machine tools
and specialties.

H. G. Mastin has been appointed representative in the sales
department of the Locomotive Stoker Company, eastern dis-

trict, with headquarters at New York, N. Y.
The General American Tank Car Corporation has made the

following appointments in its tank care sales department:
R. J. Sharpe, general western sales manager, with headquar-
ters at Tulsa, Okla.; M. A. Sticelber, sales representative, with
headquarters at Tulsa. (Jkla.; Bennett Epstein, general eastern
sales manager, with headquarters at New York, N. Y.; R. T.
Musser, Pacific coast sales manager, with headquarters at Los
.\ngeles, Calif., and Z. R. Simon, southern sales manager, with
headquarters at New Orleans, La.

J. C. O'Connor, assistant secretary and advertising manager
of the Galena Signal Oil Company, Franklin, Pa., has been
appointed manager of the railway accounting department, suc-
ceeding D. J. Hart, deceased. Mr. O'Connor will retain
supervision of the company's advertising.

R. B. Hosken has been appointed general sales manager of
the Sullivan Machinery Company, with headquarters at Chi-
cago, 111.

E. J. Tiemey, formerly in the mechanical engineer's office

of the Missouri Pacific Railroad, has resigned to accept the
position as district sales manager of the Grip Nut Company,
with headquarters at Chicago, III. George P. Hoffman, for-

merly general car foreman of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,

has resigned to become a district sales manager of the Grip
Nut Company, and will be located in the East.

The Weir Frog Company and the Kilby Frog & Switch
Company have been consolidated through the purchase of the

stork of W. W. Stringfellow, president of the Kilby Frog &
Switch Company by the Weir Frog Company.
Edgar J. Correll, formerly division engineer of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad, with headquarters at .'Xkron, Ohio, has
been appointed vice-president of the Anchor Company, with
headquarters at Chicago, III.

E. B. Harkness, assistant secretary and assistant treasurer of

the Illinois Steel Company, has been promoted to secretary;

A. W. Carlisle has been promoted to treasurer, and H. Morri-
son has been appointed auditor and a director of the company.
The Ohio Locomotive Crane Company, P.ucyrus, CJhio. has

purchased the Buryrus plant of the Ohio Steel Foundries,
Lima, Ohio, for the production of gray iron castings.

The Dearborn Chemical Company is constructing a concrete

and brick building as an extension to its plant, which will add
10,000 sq. ft. of floor space. The cost of the new plant will

be approximately $150,000.

Harold Bates has joined the sales department nf the Bridge-

port Brass Company at Bridgeport, Conn. He will be ent'aL'cd

with matters pertaining particularly to sales organization and
research.
The Air Reduction Sales Company has purch.ised the assets

ind assumed the liabilities -of the Gas Tank Recharging Com-
pany. The Gas Tank Recharging Company owned and op-

erated acetylene plants at Milwaukee, Wis., Bettendorf, and
Keokuk, Iowa.

B. H. Elliott has been appointed district manager of sales of

the Union Drawn Steel Company, to succeed A. D. Dorman,
deceased.

E. E. Goodwillie, district sales agent of the Bethlehem Steel
Company, with headquarters at Chicago, III., has been ap-
pointed steel sales representative on the Pacific Coast, with
headquarters at San F>ancisco, Cal., to succeed Leigh B. Mor-
ris, resigned. John F. Hennessy, district sales agent, with
headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio, has succeeded Mr. Goodwillie
at Chicago.

Charles E. Pynchon, machinery department manager of
Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Inc., with headquarters at Chicago,
111., has resigned.

E. E. Silk, district sales manager of the Morgan Engineering
Company, with headquarters in Chicago. 111., has resigned.

The American Car & Foundry Company plans to expand its
plant at Berwick, Pa., by the erection of a new pattern shop, a
passenger car shop and also a two storv office building. The
entire cost is estimated at $232,000.

The Thomson Rail Corporation has been incorporated in
.\'ew York City to manufacture a patented rail and tie plate.
McLeod Thomson of I'hiladelphia is president ...f the company.
The American Locomotive Company has obtained rights to

construct a new typ.,' of engine, the patents for which are held
by the Whaley Engine Patents, Inc., 17 Batterv Place, New
York.

L. M. Zimmer lias been appointed general sales manager of
the Linde Air Products Company, 30 East 42nd Street, New
York City, succeeding L. M. Moyer, who has resigned as vice-
president in charge of sales.

E. H. Hagensick has been appointed sales engineer for the
northwestern territory for the Pyle National Company, Chi-
cago, 111., and the Oliver Electric Company, St. Louis, Mo.,
with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn. Mr. Hagensick was
formerly electrical engineer for the Union Pacific Railroad.

Obituary

Walter Mason Camp, editor in chief of the Raihcay Rnnezv.
Chicago, died suddenly in an hospital at Kankakee, 111., on
.\ugust 3 of Brights disease. Mr. Camp was born on April 31st,
1867 at Campstown, Pa. He entered railway service with the
Lehigh Valley in 1883 as a track walker, and was later a chainman
and rodman in the office of the division engineer. In 1887 he left

railway work to resume his education at Pennsylvania State
College, from which he graduated in 1891. He was then employed
as a surveyor on the Southern Pacific. Mr, Camp was placed in

charge of construction of the Rainier Avenue Electric Railway
in Seattle, Wash., in 1892, and was later promoted to superin-
tendent in charge of operation and maintenance. In 1894 and
1895 he was employed as a work train foreman, surveyor and
section foreman on the Seattle, Lake Shore & Eastern, but he left

that company in 1895 to take a post graduate course in electrical

and steam engineering at the University of Wisconsin. For a
short time in 1896, Mr. Camp was an instructor in electricity in

the National School of Electricity, Chicago. Later in the same
year he was appointed inspector of track construction of the Engle-
wood and Chicago Electric Railway, later being promoted to
superintendent of track construction. During this time he had
charge of the construction of a counter weight system at Morgan
Park, Chicago. Mr. Camp was first employed on the Railway and
Engineering Review, the predecessor of tlie Railway Reznew, in

1897, as engineering cditcir. He was later promoted to managing
editor and then to editor in chief. Mr. Camp was known as an
authority on railway track. His book "Notes on Track" has been
a standard textbook on' the subject for many years. He was also

HUthor of "Railroad Transportation at the International Exposi-
tion, St. Louis 1904," as well as numerous papers published by
railway, engineering and historical associations.

New Publications

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, etc.

Westinghouse Company New 1925-27 Catalogue. The
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company is 'Ha-

tributing its new 1925-27 Catalogue of Electrical Supplies.
The catalogue presents a complete representation of the ap-
paratus manufactured by the Westinghouse Company, or

obtainable through its district offices or agent jobbers, and
gives detailed information on electrical supplies.

The publication, which contains 1,200 pages and is profusely
illustrated with 4,500 engravings, lists all new apparatus
designed and manufactured in the past two years, as well as
all the previous established types. Included in the new ap-
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paratui lor the various industries are the following;

Central stations—Asymmetric Retractors, Station Type
Autovalve lightning arresters, OB watthour meter, fittings for

pipe structures, Klydonograph, LY switchboard instruments,

truck type switchboards, Kilovolt-ampere Hour Meter, Multi-

lux streothoods, Hollowspun lighting standards, combination
disconnecting switches, fuses and choke coils, carrier current

equipment, Inertaire transformer, Osiso, transformer thermal
indicator. Sharpies oil purifier, type N metering equipment.

Factories and Mines—SG Vertical Motor, low voltage static

condensers, fittings for pipe structures, 200-Amp. Single-

operator portable welder, furnace heating elements, electric

tachometers, PX-4 portable instruments, lyi Kw. turbine

generator set, clutch type synchronous motors, CF trolley

frog for mines.
Architects and builders—Truck type switchboards, orna-

mental wall brackets, safety switches, fittings for pipe struc-

tures, steel switchboards, Sol-Lux luminaires. Junior Cabinet
Electric Range, University and Jefferson Newels, Paragon
and Octagonal pendants. Solar Glow heaters.

Electric railways—200Amp. Single-operator portable welder,

Hollowspun trolley poles. Sharpies oil purifier carrier-current

equipment, type CL splicer, type BT metallic crossing, Duro
molded insulators, railroad type refiectors. double gap section

insulator,',, type CF trolley frog, type SL splicer, Winslow
trolley base, electric speed indicator, PX-4 portable instru-

ments. PY-4 portable instruments, automatic melting pots,

detachable box brush holders.

A brief description of the company's industrial motors and
controllers, power and marine equipment, large switchboards

and oil circuit breakers, and railway supplies is also included.

Four indexes for the convenience of the user have been
included in the catalogue. A very complete subject index in

the front of the book is printed on blue paper so that it can be

quickly located, and a style number index for checking in-

voices is located in the back of the book. A classified index
under such classifications as central stations, electric railways,

industrial plants, mines, etc.. gives a complete list of apparatus
applicable to each of these groups of industries, and the thumb
index enables the user to locate any section of the catalogue
with the least inconvenience.
Some interesting facts about the 1925-27 catalogue, show-

ing the immensity of th« task of publication, are that it re-

quired more than a ton of ink for printing, 10 tons of type
to set up the text, 12,000 yards of cloth and 15 tons of binding
to make the covers, and 4,500 engravings for the reproduction
of photographs and diagrams. To paste the thumb index
tabs in the notches, a feature designed to assure convenient
reference, required the labor of 29 operators for 45 days, and
the paper used to print the complete edition, if spread out flat,

would cover an area of 25.000,000 square feet.

device in power factor correction on electric generating and
distribution systems and for direct installation at motor
terminals on low voltage circuits. Details are given as to

operation, location, etc. Illustrations in the form of charts,

diagrams, tables and photographs are used. The bulletin

bears the designation GEA-77.

Superpower and the Railways. The Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company has just issued as Reprint 224
an address presented before the Central Electric Railway As-
sociation by Mr. E. H. Sniffin, manager of the Power Depart-
ment on the subject of Superpower and the Railways.

This publication contains some interesting information not
only for electric railway companies but also for steam rail-

road officials interested in electrification. Copies may be
obtained from any Westinghouse District office or from the
Publicity Department at East Pittsburgh.

The Model Maker, a magazine for those interested in mak-
ing working models or model engineering, is being published by
Messrs. Spon & Chamberlain, 120 Liberty St., New York, N.Y.
This highly interesting little publication publishes articles

dealing with the reproduction in miniature of all kinds of

mechanical contrivances. Aeroplanes, automobiles, steam
engines, gas engines and steam locomotives have been dealt

with in recent issues. The current issue contains illustrated

articles on the Model Makers' Lathe, Locomotive Valve Gears,
and a Four-Cycle Gas Engine; all highly interesting and of

real educational and recreative value. In addition, a question
and answer department is a regular feature, and the sale and
exchange columns contain many offerings of value to those
interested in model engineering. It is published monthly and
ihc annual subscription price of t;he publication is .$1.00.

Cranes and Foundry Equipment. The Whiting Corporation,
Harvey. III., has issued a little binder containing individual

catalogs of information on cranes, cupolas, ladles, tumbling
mills, core oven equipment, steel converters and brass foun-

dry equipinent. These catalogs are S'/i x 11 in., and thumb
index cards are inserted between the various sections.

Capacitors is the title of a 24-page bulletin just issued by
the General Electric Company, describing the value of this

Westinghouse New Locomotive Data Pages. .\s an addi-

tion to the loose leaf set of Electric Locomotive Data pub-
lished by the W"estinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany, this company has now issued six additional pages de-

voted to the Baldwin-Westinghouse locomotives recently
furnished to the Chilean State Railways and the Paulista Rail-

ways of Brazil. There is one page devoted to each the

express passenger, local passenger, road freight and switching
locomotives for the Chilean State Railways, and the passenger
and freight locomotives for the Paulista Railways. These may
be obtained by requesting Leaflet 20190 Sheets IS to 20 re-

spectively from any Westinghouse District Office or from the

Publicity Department at East Pittsburgh.

For Testing and Washing

Locomotive Boilers
USE THE

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cberry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors, Ejectors.
Boiler Washers and Testers, Boiler Checks.

Check Valves.

DIAMOND STEEL EMERY
For Grinding In Steam and Air Joints

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Necessity

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

WANTED
Locomotive builder's or other lith-

ograph of U. S. locomotives, multi-

colored or one tone for historical

collection. Give name of builder,

type of locomotive, condition of

print, etc.

Also wish to purchase collec-

tions of locomotive photographs,

particularly those of early date, or

will gladly arrange for exchange

with other collectors.

Particularly interested in New
York Central photographs.

Address, HISTORICAL
J Railway and Locomotive Enfinaerfaf

114 Uhmrty Street, New Yorii
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Service Tests of the lima 2-8-4 Locomotive
Interesting Results Obtained on the Boston & Albany Railroad With This New Type of Locomotive

An article was published in the June, 1925, issue of

Railway and Locomotive Engineering, giving a de-

scription of the new type of 2-8-4 locomotive that had

been built by the Lima Locomotive Works and put at

work on the Boston & Albany Railroad between Selkirk,

New York and Springfield, Massachusetts. a distance of

about 100 miles.

miles south of Albany and near the western end of the
new Castleton bridge over the Hudson River.
As will be seen from the accompanying condensed

])rofile of the road, it is laid on ascending grade easterly

from Selkirk to Washington, which is about 60 miles dis-

tant and at the top of the hill down which the road runs
into Springfield, Massachusetts. It is over this 60 miles
of track in which there are but three slight dips that the

Lima Locomotive Works 2-8-4 Type Locomotive With Test Train on the Boston & Albany Railroad

Through the courtesy of Mr. F. A. Butler superin-

tendent of motive power and rolling stock we are enabled
to present a preliminary report of the performance of this

locomotive in freight service over this part of the line.

Selkirk is situated on the West Shore Ry. about ten

test runs were made with trains in freight service.

The figures indicating the grades on the profile are the
feet of rise per mile. From which it will be seen that the
maximum grade in approaching the summit is nearly
one and a half per cent.

279
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The locomotive was received last February and two

days later was placed in regular freight service on the

Albany division of the Boston & Albany and after a short

period of breaking in, it was fitted with the test apparatus

/fM7 of/^pr///4. /9.?S.

Profile of Portion of Albany C

Made and Comparative Test
'ision of Boston
.in of Locomoti

'and the first test trip with the dynanionieter car was run

in March.
The test equipment was complete in every particular.

There were indicators on the cylinders ; and pressure

gauges were applied at the dome, and on both the sat-

urated steam side and the superheated steam side of the

superheater header, as well as on the steam chest, the

e.Khaust passage, the steam space of the feed water heater,

the feed water line at the boiler check, and on the steam

and exhaust lines to and from the booster.

Gauge glasses were applied on the corners of the tender

tank to indicate the amount of water consumed, the tank

having been previously calibrated by weighing the water

with which it was filled. Platform scales were also fur-

nished for weighing the coal.

Thermometers were applied to both steam pipes close

to the steam chest and to the exhaust passage on the left

side. They were also used in the tender tank, in the water

line from the feed water heater, in the exhaust steam line

to the feedwater heater and in the condensate line from

the same.

Pyrometers were applied to the superheated side of the

superheater header and draft gauges at both the front and

back of the diaphragm.
Nine reliable tests were made between March 28 and

April 18. During this period the weather conditions were

variable and at times, the conditions of the rail was poor,

as light snows were encountered. The average atmos-

pheric temperature for one complete test was 43° Fahren-

heit.

The tests were run under normal operating conditions

and the results therefore reflect the performance of the

locomotive in regular service.

All figures are given as average over the test division

and hence are valuable as data which can be used to make
comparisons and predictions in regular train operation.

For this reason no attempt was made to correct for

grades and curves where these factors might enter into the

final results. The various

features of the operation of

the engine are develojied in

the several accompanying dia-

grams.

The efficiency of the boiler

varied from 72.75 per cent to

89.51 per cent with a differ-

ence of but 5 pounds of dry

coal fired per square foot of

grate per hour. These, how-
ever, were extremes, for the

majority of the runs showed
the general efficiency to be

fairly represented by a straight

line, running from an effi-

ciency of about 86 per cent

with a rate of firing of 35

pounds per square foot of

grate per hour, and dropping

to 72> per cent when the rate

of firing was increased to 70

pounds per hour.

The average efficiency of all

runs was 80.5 per cent and

this high average was due

primarily to the large grate

area to which especial atten-

tion was called in the pre-

vious article describing the

locomotive. This large grate

area gave an average coal rate

of 52.66 pounds per square

foot per hour for all of the runs.

Then there was the large volume of the firebox and

the type E superheater which provided for a maximum

Railroad Where Tests Were
a Mikado Type Locomotive
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18.5 pounds or 2.375 pounds and 2.4 pounds of coal re-

spectively.

In the final analysis, however, it is the horsepower de-

veloped at the drawbar that is the reason for an engine's

existence.

Dynamometer Horsepower Coal

In this case the dry coal burned per dynamometer
horsepower averaged 3.13 pounds. The dry coal per

dvnamometer horsejxiwer hour averaged 3.13 pounds.

(Maximum 3.41—Alinimum 2.83.) The maximum draw-

bar pull was 76,800 pounds of which the

booster produced 11,800 pounds. The
maximum sustained drawbar horsepower

recorded was 3,240.

The range of steam consumed by the

engine itself ranged from about 25.2

pounds with a development of about 1,700

horsepower to 27.2 pounds at 1,310 horse-

power. Expressed in pounds of coal this

was 2.87 pounds and 3.3 pounds respec-

tively.

Unfortunately as everyone knows, the

thermal efficiency of the steam engine is

low, and necessarily so. The diagram

showing the thermal efficiency of this

locomotive as laid down by the average

line indicates that a little less than 5.25

per cent may be expected in regular ser-

vice, though on one test, where the engine

was developing nearly 1,700 dynamometer
horsepower, an efficiency of nearly 6 per

cent was attained. This coupled with the

low steam consumption per indicated

horsepower, which, in these road tests, is

crowding very closely upon testing plant

figures, leads to the belief that, if the

engine is put on a testing plant, some
really phenomenal figures will be obtained.

Two tables are appended in which the

figures obtained in the tests are given and

on which the accompanying diagrams are

based. The advantage that will be ob-

tained by the use of this locomotive is an

increase in the size of the train unit. Un-
der normal conditions the volume of

freight and passenger traffic closely ap-

proaches the capacity of the track on this

division of the Boston & Albany. There-
fore any increase which can be effected in

the size of the train unit and the speed of

operation relieves this condition.

To effect this requires an increase in

gross ton mile hours per locomotive which
in turn means a corresponding increase

in d y n a m u m e t e r horsepower per locomotive.

A good comparison between the work of the 2-8-4 tyi>e

engine and the Mikado type now used on the Albany
division was the test run of April 14, 1925. This com-
parison is shown in diagram form in the illustration of

the two engines and the profile of the

road.

On this day Mikado engine No. 190
started from Selkirk with a manifest train

of 46 cars, 1,691 tons, 47 minutes ahead
of the 2-8-4 type class A-1 which had 54
cars, 2,296 tons. Both trains ran without
delays, the A-1 overtaking the No. 190
at the point shown on the diagram. At
Chatham No. 190 took the outside track

'^o that at the time of passing the two
trains were running side by side on paral-

lel tracks under exactly the same condi-

tions. Between East Chatham and Canaan
is a difficult part of the line, with many
curves and a heavy grade.

This run may be taken as a fair com-
parison of the relative ability of the two

engines to inove freight over the line. The uniform
speed of the 2-8-4 type locomotive over the test division

is noteworthy as indicated by the uniform slope of the

time curve.

If
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As set forth in the previous article descriptive of this

locomotive many new features of construction have been

incorporated into the design of the Class A-1 Locomotives.

As these are vital elements in the economic performance

of the engine, their operation was noted with special care

to determine their adaptability and usefulness under ser-

vice condition. The principal new features are : com-
pensated limited cut off in cylinders ; cast steel cylinders

;

the rod drive by which the load of the rear pair of drivers

is taken off from the main crank pin; articulated trailing

truck and a very large grate area.

In order to establish the best point of limited cut-off

trials were run in order to determine one that should be

consistent with prompt starting under the worst condi-

tions of rail, grade and jxjsition of cranks. It was foimd
that 60 per cent maximum cut oft' best met this condition.

^^'ith this cut oft' an indicated tractive power of 69,400
jxjunds was obtained at slow speeds. The indicator cards

gave a very even turning moment with the result that

with this tractive power, given a factor of adhesion of

3.58 there was not any more tendency to slip, than there

would be with a full stroke cut off engine, having the

same driving wheel load and with 63,500 pounds tractive

power. Prompt starting was secured under all conditions.

The only comment that can be made after the limited

time that the cast steel cylinders have been in operation is

that thev show no signs of weakness and that all the
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The Traveling Engineers' Association

Reports Presented at the Thirty-Third Annual Convention.

The Traveling Engineers' Association held its thirty-

third annual convention at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
on Septeml>er 15-18 inclusive. There was an unusually
large attendance and it was estimated that over 1,000

members and guests attended the opening session. The
of)ening address was made by the president of the Asso-
ciation, W. J. Fee, road foreman of engines of the Can-
adian National Railways at Lindsay, Ontario. C. G.

Bowker, general manager of the Grand Trunk Western
Railway also addressed the Association. In his remarks,

Mr. Bowker called attention to the opportunity which
the Traveling Engineers' Association has in improving
locomotive service through the papers and discussions at

their annual conventions.

President Fee in his address drew attention to the

fact that it was to the interest of all railwavs to send

their traveling engineers to the conventions of the asso-

ciation. The education and experience obtained from an

exchange of views would promote efficiency in railroad

work and keep the traveling engineer informed as to the

latest developments in locomotive equipment and op)era-

tion. The locomotive being the prime factor in railway

operation, the history of its development is a romance
which has no parallel in the records of human achieve-

ment. Too much credit cannot be given the men whose
labors brought into practical form such devices as the air

brake, superheater, stoker, booster, power reverse gears,

feed water heater, the different valve gears and other

numerous devices that are now applied to the modern
locomotive.

On this and the following pages is presented some of

the reports presented at the convention.

Loss, Damage and Discomfort Due to Improper Handling

of Locomotive and Air Brakes
Laws as well as rules govern the operation and main-

tenance as well as the building of power brakes.

Assuming that good judgment and sound principles

have been considered in making rules and laws governing
the building as well as operation of brakes on trains, the

first thing to consider is the maintenance of this equip-

ment so that it will respond when desired according to

laws and rules that were made to work with the builder,

as well as to the operator's ideas and instructions.

If this is done, the next thing to consider is the good
judgment of the engineer in the operation of the locomo-

tive and brakes to avoid violent slack action in applying

or releasing the brakes when slowing or stopping a train.

Consideration of the loose slack, which invariably exists

in freight trains and at times in passenger trains, should

be one of the important items to be given serious thought.

The control of this condition, considering other defects,

can best be secured by keeping the slack stretched to con-

trol the speed or stopping of trains. It is a well-known

fact that no jerking or surging of a train will occur if the

slack is all stretched, even if a defective triple exists in the

train, which is known as a "grabber" or "kicker," causing

brakes to apply in emergency when a service reduction is

made and intended to be made by the engineer in handling

the brake valve.

Defective triples have existed and will continue to exist

in the future as in the past. They "dynamite without

warning," although a more rigid inspection and repairs

would eliminate this trouble to a great extent. After a

"grabber" shows up, it should either be located by the

train crew and cut out, or if it cannot be located or time

will not permit, then control the train l)y drifting stops or

slow-downs and report the trouble on arrival at the ter-

minal. (In handling the train for a drifting stop or slow-

down, if the character of the road and other conditions will

permit, the engine brake may be used alone, but in such

a manner that there will and can be no undue heating of

driving tires.)

It should be an unbreakable rule that the engineer be

informed by some responsible person before he leaves the

terminal, stating the number of empties and loads in his

train and as near as possible their location in the train,

also the number of brakes operative and otherwise. If

this is done and coupled with good judgment on the part

of the engineer, a far better job of handling the trains

could and should be done.

For example : If a train of one hundred or more cars

has alxjut 15 per cent of the loads on the rear and the en-

gineer is not aware of this condition, the adjustment of

slack either in or out in using the brakes would be a mere
game of chance in avoiding shocks and damage to the

draft gear and lading. The ideal way of building up
freight trains for brake control as well as hauling would
be to alternate the loads and empties in their position in

the train ; but due to excessive switching this would not

work for time and economy on a busy railroad.

It is the opinion of the committee that with long freight

trains many draw-bars and draft riggings are damaged
and severe shocks in slack action (damaging the lading)

result from closing the throttle abruptly, applying the

brakes on the engine at the same time as on the train

before the slack has had time to adjust or bunch, and re-

leasing the brakes while the train is in motion with the

head end moving faster than the rear—than any other

method combined.

It is far from the intention of the committee to suggest

or recommend how the different railroads should handle

their trains or instruct the men in the operation of freight

trains. However, it is our opinion that the best way to

reduce the damage to equipment and lading is that the

engineer set the brakes while the slack is stretched, then

gradually close the throttle until the train comes to a rest

with no steam in the cylinders. Further, since we have

a constant!V varving piston travel, the engineer is never

sure when the brakes will take effect after any certain

brake pipe reduction; therefore, with the slack stretched,

these conditions will not be so likely to do damage when

controlling the train with the brakes as it would if the

slack were bunched.

284
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In connection with the piston travel, the committee
wishes to call your attention to Table No. 1, which shows
the difference in cylinder pressure and effective braking
power with piston travel of various lengths, as compared
with that of eight-inch travel. Table No. 2 shows the

equalization pressure in brake cylinders from four to

twelve-inch travel with the respective brake pipe re-

ductions.

The committee feels safe in saying that the fundamen-
tal enemies of the modern air brake are uneven piston

travel and leaks. Uneven piston travel causes a variation

in every operation of the air brake system so far as the

development of power is concerned.

The variation of time required to obtain the braking
power expected to be developed from a given brake pipe

reduction makes it possible to obtain several times the

braking power on one car as compared with another car,

or the percentage of braking power to be developed from
the design for a given brake pipe reduction, and causes

too much braking power on some cars and too little power
on other cars, which will cause shocks and jars that will

damage the equipment and lading.

In studying the effects of piston travel it must be re-

membered that in any application of the brakes the brake
cylinder pressure obtained depends on two things : the

ratio between the volumes of the cylinder and au.xiliary

reservoir, and the amount of brake pii>e reduction. If the

brake pipe pressure is reduced ten pounds, the auxiliar\'

reservoir will be reduced slightly over ten pounds.
the auxiliary reservoir going into the brake cyl-

inder will create there a pressure depending on the

volume of the cylinder and its connecting passages

as compared with that of the auxiliary reservoir. But
as the auxiliary reservoir volume does not change,

we may say that of the two the brake cylinder volume
alone is respxansible for the pressure obtained. Now the

volume dejjends uixni the amount of piston travel : if the

latter is short and the volume is small, the ten pt)unds

auxiliary reservoir pressure will create a higher brake
cylinder jjressure than if the piston travel were longer and
the cylinder volume thereby greater.

For example : With a six-inch piston travel a ten-

])ound reduction gives thirty-four pounds cylinder pres-

sure : while with an eight-inch piston travel you only get

twenty-three pounds, and for a ten-inch piston travel only

sixteen pounds cylinder pressure is obtained. There is

difference enough, it will be seen, to make men take notice

who are handling the equipment and brakes on long trains.

For example, with a ten-])ound reduction the braking
power developed with a si.x-inch travel is 45 per cent

greater than with eight-inch travel ; also a ten-inch piston

travel gives .38 per cent less braking power than an eight-

inch piston travel.

Table 1 gives the results of tests made to show what is

flone in a service application with a ten-pound reduction

of brake pifje pressure. As a matter of fact, the results

actually obtained in service will be from two to three

|X)unds lower than shown in the table on account of leak-

age, etc. (When the above tests were run there was no

leakage and everything was air tight.) The effective

l)raking power is that which would be delivered to the

iirake shoes for the cylinder pressure given, .\ssuming

that the leverage is designed for 60 per cent liraking

]X)wer at fifty ^wunds pressure, this ])ercentagc being now
recommendefl in freight service for steel' cars or wooden
cars with steel underframe. In practice ciefht-inch piston

travel is usuallv taken as standard for freight service.

P.rake cylinder pressure and braking pfiwer develo]>ed

with an 8"xl2" cylinder, and having 50 cubic inches

clearance, and standard cast iron auxiliary reservoir, with

a ten-pound brake pipe reduction, and different iiiston

travel, no losses whatever being considered, nominal brak-
ing power being 60% on fifty pounds cylinder pressure.
Tables similar to the above can be made from any other
brake pipe reduction, showing a variation similar in char-
acter, but different in amount, the latter being greatest for
small brake pipe reductions. As a result it will be readily
seen that if in a train some brake cylinders have long

Table No. 1

Cylinder presi

Effective
braking power

4-inch 52' J pounds 63% 130% greater
5-inch 41 pounds 49% 78% greater
6-inch 34ji pounds 39% 44% greater
7-inch 27] '. pounds ZZ% 20% greater
8-inch 12i pounds 27^%
9-inch 19 pounds 23% 16>^% less

10-inch 16 pounds 19% 31 % less

11-inch 13 pounds 15>4%). . . 44% less

12-inch 11 pounds 13^0 53% less

piston travel and some short, a very uneven braking
]X)wer will be developed from any brake pipe reductions.
This will cause some cars to be retarded more than others,
from which shocks and unnecessary strains on draw-bars
will result.

The proi>er i>iston travel is that which will develop
approximately fifty pounds cylinder pressure when the
auxiliary and brake cylinder pressures become equalized
from an initial brake pij^e r.nd auxiliary reservoir pres-
sure of seventy pounds when a twenty-pound brake pipe
reduction is made. This fifty-pound cylinder pressure
will then be the limit of a full service application, and
should be obtained simultaneously on all cars. Table No.
2 shows approximately the pressure at which the cylinder
and auxiliary reservoir above mentioned will become
e(|ualized for different piston travels, and the brake pipe
reductions required to give this equalization.

Table No. 2

Piston I-Lqualization IJrake pipe
travel pressure reduction

4-inch 59 pounds 11 pounds
5-inch ^7 pounds 13 ])ounds
6-inch 55 pounds 15 pounds
7-inch y:^ pounds 16>^ pounds
8-inch 511/, pounds V^Y^ pounds
9-inch 50 ]xiunds 20 pounds
10-inch 49 jrounds 21^/2 pounds
1 1 -inch 47 pounds 23 pounds
12-inch 46 pounds 24 pounds

Particular attention should be given in this table to the

large variation in brake pipe reduction, the short pi.ston

travel requiring a smaller reduction and equalizing at a

higher pressure than in the case of longer travel. To il-

lustrate the detrimental effects of having such a condi-

tion in a train, let us supjiose that two freight cars are

coupled together, each having a light weight of 35,000
])ounds and each being efiuipix-d with an eight-inch brake

cylinder and cast iron auxiliary reservoir, the first car

having a piston travel of eleven inches and the second

car a travel of five inches. It is very plain that if the

brakes are apjilied with a twenty-pound brake pipe reduc-

tion the pressure in the brake having the eleven-inch

travel would not Ik- er|iialized. Therefore it would be

necessar\- to make the reduction twcnty-tliree pounds in-
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stead of twenty. At the same time a tliirteen-pound re-

duction was enough to equahze the pressure in the cyhn-

der with the five-inch travel. Consequently ten pounds

of brake pipe air was wasted from the second car, and it

obtains a cylinder pressure of fifty-seven pounds, while

the first car only obtains a cylinder pressure of forty-seven

pounds. Moreover the higher pressure on the second car is

obtained in less than si.x-tcnths of the time it takes to get

the lower pressure on the first car. That is, there were

fifty-seven pounds in the cylinder of the second car men-

tioned at the time that only twenty pounds were in the cyl-

inder of the first car. Let us suppose that these two cars

be arranged to deliver 60% braking power with 50 pounds

cylinder pressure, then fifty-seven pounds represents

68y>fo braking power, and forty-seven pounds represents

56J^%; SSyifo of 35,000 pounds is 24,000 pounds, and

56y2% is 20,000 pounds. As a result, the stopping power

of the second car is 4,000 pounds greater than the first

car. Assuming that we run at a speed of twenty miles

pev hour and a co-efficient of friction of 20% (this will

be a fair average for this condition), a draw-bar pull

of about 800 pounds is maintained between the two cars

throughout the stop or until the release of the brakes.

If the release is made before coming to a stop, the

brake pipe pressure need only be raised one and one-half

pounds to start the first car to release. The first car hav-

ing a low cylinder pressure would fully release before

the second car begins to release, resulting in a draw-bar

pull for a short time proportional to the entire braking

power of the second car, or in this case of about 4,000

pounds. Biit still another condition might arise. Suppose

a fourteen-pound brake pipe reduction should be made,

the second car would equalize at fifty-seven pounds, or

68y>% 24,000 pounds braking power, while the first car

would only have a cylinder pressure of twenty-four

pounds, the latter representing 29% braking power or

10,000 pounds retarding effect. In this case the draw-bar

pull between the two cars during the application of the

brakes would be about 2,800 pounds, an amount that

would be sufficient for the first car to bring the second

car loaded with 100,000 pounds of freight from a

standard still up to 25 miles per hour in one

minute.

It is clear that uniform piston travel is most

desirable. If the piston travel is unnecessarily

long, the brake cylinder pressure is thereby re-

duced and the efficiency of the brake is corre-

spondingly impaired. In addition, a greater quan-

tity of compressed air is consumed in brake

application than would be otherwise necessary,

thereby entailing greater demands upon the com-

pressor and causing excessive fuel consumption.

If the piston travel is too short, it is apt to cause

a constant dragging of the brakes against the

wheels while the brakes are released and cause

too high a brake cylinder pressure when applied

with an accompanying liability of sliding wheels

and rough and sudden stops. Besides, with a

constantly varying piston travel the engineer is

never sure what retarding effect will follow any

certain brake pipe reduction, and he will lose

confidence in the brake.

It has been said, and truthfully so, that 85% of

damage to lading and equipment is done in the yard

proof of this, the committee calls your attention to Table

No. 3 A. R. A. Circular No. 31. This chart shows the

weight of impact between cars at different speeds. It is no

unusual thing to see cars come together in yards at speed

five, eight and even ten miles per hour. Diagram "A"
is a record of the impact between two loaded cars, weigh-

ing 132,000 pounds each, without any draft gears, and

shows the striking speed in miles per hour, plotted against
the force in pounds. Xote that striking at just a little

more than one-half mile per hour brings the forces of
reaction at the point of contact up to the weight of the
car, 132,000 pounds. Striking at one mile per hour brings
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Table No. 3—Chart Showing Weights of Impacts Between Cars at
Different Speeds

the forces up to about 270,000 pounds. Striking at one
and one-half miles per hour brings the force up to 455,000
pounds ; and if the striking is done at the speed of two
miles per hour the force will be 730,000 pounds, pro-

vided the car is not already overstrained and given away
imder the f(irce thus developed.

Diagram "!'." represents the force when two loaded
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)le No. 4—Chart Showing That Spring Draft Gear Closes at

Speed of 1.93 IVI. P. H. and Car Stops

40-ton cars weighing 132,000 pounds, having tandem
spring draft gears, are run together. This type car with

tandem draft gear was selected because so many box cars

of that capacity are in use.

Diagram "B" shows that the draft gear goes solid at

a speed of 1.93 iniles per hour. .'\t this point the force

of reaction between the cars is only about one-half the

weight of the car, or 62,000 pounds, a very small force
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fur the car to stand. After the draft gear goes soHd, the

force rises very rapidly with the increase in the striking-

speeds. Even as low a striking speed as two miles per
hour, an increase of only seven one hundredths miles per

per hour (7/100), the force of reaction has increased to

about 375,000 pounds. Another quarter-mile-per-hour in-

crease, bringing the speed up to 2.25 miles per hour,

brings the force up to about 635.000 pounds.
Now let us refer to Table No. 4 A. R. A. Circular No.

35. This chart shows that with the spring draft gear the

gear closes at the speed of 1.93 miles per hour and the

car stops. The car would have traveled sixty-five feet if

no other cars were encountered (on level track). With
low friction draft gear at a speed of four miles per
hour the gear closes and the car stops. The car would
have traveled 276 feet if no other cars were encountered.
With high capacity friction draft gear it closes at a speed
of 5.25 miles per hour and the car stops. On level track

the car would have traveled 480 feet if no other cars were
encountered.

That is what is taking place almost daily in some yards
and out on the line of road. You can imagine what is

happening to the equipment and lading in 90 and 100-car

trains when the engineer closes the throttle suddenly or

shoots the independent brake valve to the quick applica-

tion position.

In proof of the committee's contention that 85% of
rough handling is done in yards, they had placed a
machine in a 62-car train. The impact machine was
placed in the tenth car from the engine and it shows that
2.1 miles per hour was the greatest impact on the line of
road, except once when the engine brakes were used pur-
posely to see just what the impact would be with a speed
of twenty miles per hour and the slack gently bunched.
Even with this light handling of the independent brake
valve, the impact was 4.9 miles per hour, while the

machine showed that the car was rough handled in both
terminals.

Too much stress cannot be laid on the handling of pas-
senger trains. It is here that the public lets out its loudest
cry, and justly so. There can be no more disgraceful
performance on a railroad than for the engineer to set

every one on their heads in stopping and starting a pas-

senger train.

The report was submitted by a committee, the mem-
bers of which were James Fahey, traveling engineer,

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis; N. Suhrie, road
foreman of engines, Pennsylvania ; R. Hammond, travel-

ing engineer, New York, New Haven & Hartford; C.
Bellinger, New York Central and F. W. Sefton, super-
visor of locomotive and fuel performance, Cleveland, Cin-
cinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.

Drafting Locomotives for Efficiency and Economy
in Fuels

The committee appointed to report on the subject,

"What progress has been made in drafting of locomotives,

with a view of increased eflficiency and economy in coal

and oil fuels ?" submits the following for consideration,

not with the idea that we have done justice to the subject

or even partially covered it. We feel that it is perhaps
one of the most important questions connected with trans-

portation and fuel economy, and that it has not been as

thoroughly tried out by the railroads as the subject

deserv-es. With this in view, we offer this paper, hoping
to provoke such discussion as will bring out valuable in-

formation on engine drafting that these proceedings will

be worthy of consideration by the railroads. Believing

that there is no class of men who are better qualified by
long experience, to pass on this subject, we are placing it

before you.

As the subject covers both coal and oil-burning locomo-
tive, we will first deal with the coal burners.

The term "draft" as applied to combustion means "a
current of air," so as your committee understands the

subject, the predominating feature connected with it is

air. Those of you who years ago were locomotive fire-

men and engineers can vividly recall that, as a rule, your
greatest trouble was lack of steam, and much depended
on how the firemen fired the locomotive and how the en-

gineer handled it in order to pull the train and make the

schedule. You will remember that the locomotive of those

days had the ash-pan fastened tight to the mud-ring and
all the air admitted came through two small dampers, one

in either end.

Those conditions were changed with the advent of the

large locomotive with superheater and brick arch. Ad-
ditional air openings were placed between the mud-ring
and the top of the ash-pan on wide fire-l>oxes, and with

these improved methods of drafting, regardless of the
size of the train or the schedule, the question of steam
became the least of the engineers' troubles. Even the

student fireman of today knows, or soon learns, what suf-

ficient air means to the steaming qualities of the engines

;

he therefore carries the fire as light as it is- consistent

with the work the engine has to do, in order that the
air can pass freely through the fire-bed and properly sup-
port combustion.

The importance of air in relation to the subject has
been stated and how to regulate its admission to the
fire in order to burn the fuel most economically is the

next step. Before discussing the question from a practical

standpoint, let us briefly see what the scientific man has
to say about air and its relation to combustion. He tells

us that a good grade of coal has about 14,000 heat units

in each pound, and in burning coal in a locomotive it re-

qtiires about nineteen pounds of air to burn each pound
of coal to carbon-dioxide gas, which must be done in

order to extract these heat units from the coal. He also

tells us that where sufficient air is not furnished, a gas
known as carbon-monoxide is formed, which produces
but 4,400 heat units, so we can readily see what the fur-

nishing of a proper amount of air means to the fire to

support combustion and to burn coal most economically.

He further tells us that one pound of air at atmospheric
pressure equals about twelve cubic feet, and it takes ap-
proximately 250 cubic feet of air to support the combus-
tion of one pound of coal in a locomotive fire-box. Ac-
cording to these figures, it will take about 3,750 cubic
feet of air to support the coinbustion of one scoopful or
fifteen pounds of coal, and as a box car thirty-six feet

long, eight feet wide and eight feet high hold but 2,300
cubic feet of air, its volume is not sufficient to rightfully
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burn one scoopful of coal, giving us an idea of the vast
amount of air that must pass through a tire to make the
heat units available that are in the coal ; and, considering
the fact that air costs nothing, we believe the question
to be in order to inquire, '"Are our engines getting suf-

ficient air through the fire, and how many roads have
used vacuuin gauges in ash-pans to determine this?"

S««~iftni Noxt.l« 54, 000

draft, save fuel and make much longer runs without
cleaning fires. We have not been furnished with figures

to show the amount saved, although we have been given
examples of remarkably long runs being made by heavy
passenger trains on mine-run coal without cleaning the
fires.

A nozzle tip that was described by Mr. Woodbridge

Standard Noxz(e

« chest pressure. lb. - 180
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1824- 200, Drawbar pud
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Typical Indicator Cards—Standard and Double Ported Nozzle
Standard Card Back Pressure Card

How are we going to regulate air openings into the

ash-pan through the grates and fire-bed to admit the
proper amount of air? Or, in other words, the problem
is how to draft the engine to burn fuel effectively and
economically and produce a sufficient amount of steam
to handle the trains and make the schedules. To state it

differently, it is a mechanical problem of pounds of air

per pounds of coal, and pounds of coal per units of heat.

Our experience has been that, as a rule, few changes
have been made in recent years in the form of finger or

table grates with a view of finding the proper amount of
air of>enings they should contain, and we wonder how
many companies have estimated how many square feet

of air openings should be made in the ash-pans as com-
pared to the air openings in the grates, the area of the

flue openings, and the size that the smoke-box and stack

should be in relation to the total grate area. Locomotives
being force drafted by e.xhaust steam from the cylinders,

it follows that the larger the nozzle tip that can be used
to make the necessary steam, the lower will be the back
pressure in the cylinders, consequently the more freely

the engine will work and the more easily and effectively it

will handle its load.

Now let us see what is being done by some of the roads
in drafting their engines. One of the large roads has
installed a table grate with 18% of air openings, which
they claim is giving them ample air for good combustion
and materially reduces fuel losses through the grates

when firing up in terminals and in service on the line.

In connection with this, they are using on all their large

power double ported nozzles, which have separate cavities

for the exhaust of each cylinder ; the exhaust from one
side comes through the dumbbell-shaped opening from one
nozzle stand, while the exhaust from the other sides

comes out of the two holes on each side of the dumbbell
opening. Indicator cards taken show a reduction of back
pressure by use of this type of nozzle as compared to the

standard one they had formerly used.

Other companies are adopting grates with as high as

55% air openings and claim by doing so they are able to

increase the size of their nozzle tips and get a better

M t P 141 3 M E P ]](, S
I H P 474 1 I H P 44fc 5

e chest pressure, lb - I79
rse lever notches - 8

Typical Indicator Cards—Standard and Double Ported Nozzle
Standard Card Back Pressure Card

in his paper at the 1920 convention, in which he stated
that after returning from this convention they took one
of their standard passenger engines, applied a back pres-
sure gauge, also a "U"-shaped water vacuum gauge con-
nected to the smoke-bo.x, with a view of showing the

actual results obtained under similar conditions in actual

service from nozzles of dififerent sizes at the same speed
with the same throttle openings and full boiler pressure.

Drawbar Horse Powe

Standard Nozzle
Pbesslb ,

1748 200, Speed.

M E P Ulve chest pressure, lb. - 175
Reysrj. |e,er notches - J

n t f 94 O M E P 92 I

I HP 574 3 IMP 53tO ""•-» le«r notches

Typical Indicator Cards—Standard and Double Ported Nozzle
Standard Card Back Pressure Card

Tests with a standard nozzle of S'/i in. diameter with a

y»ths round bridge inserted just Ijelow the opening of

the nozzle at a speed of sixty-four miles an hour showed
a Syi in. vacuum with twelve pounds back pressure. Then
dififerent sizes of nozzles were tried and it was finally

found that a nozzle of 6% in. diameter developed a 6 in.

vacuum with six pounds back pressure, or increased the

vacuum from 5y2 in. to 6 in. and decreased the back
pressure 50%, which greatly increased the efficiency of

the locomotive and reduced the fuel consumption. , We
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were not given fignres as to just what was the amount
of decrease in fuel consumption. In considering these

changes \ou will note that the nozzle opening was in-

creased approximately 21% and. as stated above, this

reduced the back pressure 50%. By this means the velo-

city of the jet of steam was reduced. Consequently it

did not travel at as high a rate of speed as when escaping

from the 5y2 in. round nozzle.

The question naturally follows : \Miat caused this

greater vacuum in the front end with the increased si^e

of the nozzle tip? Our theory is that since it is an estab-

lished fact that a circle is the shortest possible bcundarv
of any area if an engine is equipped with a round nozzle

the column of e.xhaust steam will have less surface area

for entrainment than it would if its cross section were

25 in. in diameter, and. under the same conditions, showed
a vacuum of 4.5 in., indicating that the velocity of the

exhaust bad been retarded by coming in contact with
the inner surface of the smaller stack and that the en-

trainment of the gases had been facilitated by the use
of the larger stack, thus increasing the vacuum and mak-
ing the use of a larger nozzle possible with a decreased
back pressure in the cylinders.

It has been stated at previous conventions that the

petticoat or lift pipe was more economical on fuel than
the extension stack. .\s both serve the same purpose,
that is, to line the exhaust steam with the stack and
carry the gases out of the smoke-box. \\'e can see nothing
in favor of the former over the latter in the way of sav-

ing fuel, Init there is this in favor of the extension .stack

Exhaust Go -Design for Matlet Type Locomotive

of any other form. It therefore naturally f( Hows that a

nozzle of any other shaj)e or any device that will siilit

this jet of exhaust steam, will increase its surface or ex-

posed area of the exhaust jet of steam for entrainment

and that a greater vacuum will be produced in the smoke-
bo.x. This in turn allows for an increase in the openings

of the nozzle over that of the round nozzle and brings

about a reduced back pressure in the cylinders, which

results in greater locomotive efficiency.

The size and length of the stack is often mentioned in

connection with the draft of a locomotive. .\t the pres-

ent time, however, the length of the stack is governed

largely by the height of the overhead liridges, tunnels,

etc. ; thereft)re this feature cannot be considered, and it

is the opinion of your committee that by increasing the

diameter of the smoke-stack good results will be ob-

tained. .'\s a rule, it is understood by locomotive men that

in order to get liest results in drafting locomotives the

exhaust must fill the stack, and if this does not occur

there will be a down draft. We do not believe this to be

the case, for the reason that we woukl not get the results

we do by means of the blower in creating draft on the

fire : therefore your committee thinks that by the use of

a larger size stack the retarding or slowing u\> of the

exhaust by coming in contact with the inner sides of the

stack is reduced and consequently a lietter draft will re-

sult. Tests made on a large passenger engine with a 20

in. stack at a speed of sixty miles an hour with 200

pounds pressure showed a 4 in. vacuum in the smoke-

Ixix. This same engine had the stack changed to one of

that there is not the trouble with its coming loose and
causing steam failures, and if it is adjusted correctly and
of the proper size we believe that its use is an advantage
over that of the petticoat or lift pii^e.

We are also showing a drawing of the Lewis E.xhaust

( l(<vernor as applied to a Alallet engine, .\fter the applica-

tion of this device on Alallet engines there was a remark-
able reduction of the fuel consumption aiid the tonnage
over the ruling grade of 1.55% was increased 285 tons;

however, when the appliance was installed on the en-

gines referred to, they had l)een practically rebuilt and
a number of changes made on the locomotives in addi-

tion to the a]>p]ication of this draft device, therefore it

cannot be determined just how much this draft device

contributed to the increased tonnage and decrease in fuel.

The engines were originally equipi>ed with piston valves

on the high-pressure cylinders and slide valves on the

low-pressure cylinders. Both engines were controlled by
W'alschaert valve gear cou]>Ied together with one [lower

reverse gear.

Ijcfore rebuilding these engines, indicator cards taken

showed that the low-pressure engine, while performing
with fair results up to a sj^eed of fifteen miles an hour,

was not doing well at higher speeds. In fact, at thirty

miles ])er hour and with a cut-ofi' of alKiut 30%, the low-

jjressure engine was not developing sufficient power to

l)ull the locomotive, while the high-])ressure engine was
doing all the work. At these higlier speeds the low-pres-

sure engine was working at the same cut-ofif as the high-

pressure. On the low-])ressure engine the exhaust pres-
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sure was fifteen tu twenty iKiiinds. resulting in high

conipressimi. This hi_i;h ctmiprcssion was hard on the

machinery, and rod maintenance was heavy, the cylin-

ders became Ibose and frames were broken.

When rebuildiiiiJ- the engines, 14 in. piston valves were

applied on the low-pressure cylinders with a special air

reverse cylinder installed, by which was maintained a

constant long cut-off, even though the high-pressure en-

gine was hooked up to a short cut-oft'. With the addition

of the Lewis draft arrangement the combination of these

changes relieved the high back pressure on Ixjth engines.

The low-pressure cylinders now e.xhaust at from six to

eight pounds and perform useful work up to a si^eed of

thirty-five miles per hour. These engines have excep-

tionally long flues and very shallow fire-lwxes. The
Lewis draft arrangement provides a large receiver for

the exhaust steam of the low-pressure engine, which is

fed through the exhaust nozzle at a more constant pres-

sure than by the direct emission of the exhaust steam

through the nozzle. This more uniform draft is especially-

desirable when it is necessary to furnish a large quantity

of steam at low speeds when the exhaust would other-

wise cause a more jerky action on the fire. Before re-

-biiilding these engines, they were used almost exclusively

in coal traffic, but since they were rebuilt and changed,

as quoted above, they are taking their turn with Santa

Fe type engines in all classes of through freight service.

'J'here have been a number of good papers on the sub-

ject of drafting oil-burning locomotives heretofore offered

bv members of the association that were connected with

oil-burning railroads, and there is very little, if anything,

that can be added in the way of information on the

subject.

\Vhile there are many individual ideas as to the most

successful methods of draft arrangements in use in loco-

motives burning oil, all agree that in order to successfully

and economically burn it, it is necessary that a sufficient

amount of air be admitted and air leaks in the fire-pan

must not exist.

Xow the question is : ^^'hat amount of air should be

admitted and in what way in order to burn the oil and

get the best results, or how to draft the engine in such

a wax- that will extract the greatest possible number of

heat units from the oil? The oil is admitted to the fire-box

by means of a burner placed in the front eiid of the fire-

pan near the front end of the fire-box. This burner has

two chambers or passages through it, one above the

other, the oil flowing by gravity through the upper cham-

l)er and steain admitted through the low^er. This steam is

used for two purposes, one of which is to force the oil

to the rear end of the fire-box against the flash-wall, the

other is to atomize or break it up so as that it will fill

the fire-box and mix the air that is mostly admitted in

the rear of the box just in front of the flash-wall. This

flash-wall is built up in front of the door and door-sheet

to a height about even with the bottom of the fire-door.

.-\.s to the proper amount of air openings, it is under-

stood that this depends on the size of the locomotive

(that is, the fire-box area), and is determined in dift'erent

wa\s. Some figure it accor<fing to the area of flue open-

ings, making the air intake to the fire-pan equal to 40%
or 45% of flue openings; and in other ways by the area

hv volume of cylinders, the figure .027 times the volume

of one cylinder is used ; as an illustration, for a 25 x 28 in.

cvlinder Pacific type passenger engine this amounts to

370 sq. in. It lias been found, however, that engines

cquipi>ed with this amount of air openings in the fire-pan

made considerable gas and sinoke if an excess of oil was

used by the slightest opening of the firing valve, and in

order to avoid this and produce better combustion the air

openings were increased by cutting an oi^ening on each

side of the fire-pan 5 in. wide and 10 in. long near the

bottom of the hre-pan, just forward of the regular air

opening in the rear of the pan. This made an addition

of alx)ut 100 sq. in. added to the rule for proper air

openings on the size of engines referred to, or increased

tiiis air opening from 370 to 470 sq. in. Ily using this

addition of air openings on larger engines in proportion

to what they formerly had, as figured by this rule, it not

only increased the steaming qualities of the engine, but

decreased the fuel consumption. Still another formula is

to take the volume of one cylinder (thas is, its diameter

midtiplied by the stroke), then use 2.7% of the total for

the air oi^enings in the fire-pan, dividing this in the pro-

portion of 15% around the burner and 85% in bottom
of the rear end of the fire-pan.

The air openings around the l)urncr vary in size ; how-
ever, we find openings of 6 in. x 8 in. x 10 in. give very

satisfactory results, and the burner should fit in the middle

of the opening, so that the bottom of the burner will be

about 4 in. above the floor of the fire-pan and lined so it

w'ill be perfectly straight and the oil will not strike either

the floor or sides of the fire-pan. This opening around
the burner not only serves the purpose of admitting air

around to keep it from overheating, but it assists in fur-

nishing some of the air to support combustion. The regu-

lar or standard air opening is placed in the rear and bot-

tom of the fire-pan so that the back edge of it will be some
six to eight inches in front of the flash-wall and the size

of this opening is worked out as previously mentioned. It

is understood, there is no netting or baflle plates applied

in the smoke-arches of oil-burning engines, and from what
we can learn, about the same sized nozzle is used in an oil-

burner that would be used in the same class of engine

burning a good grade of bituminous coal.

In oil-burning locomotives the utmost care must be

given to the brick work, for the reason that the least

obstacle in the fire-pan often causes a restricted spread of

the flame, which also causes a formation of carbon on the

floor of the fire-pan. This deposit will iitcrease in size in

a short space of time, making a very hard-steaming en-

gine and one that is wasteful of fuel, and in many cases

this carbon has to be reinoved while on the road by the

aid of a slash bar. Tests deirionstrated that the use of

interlocking brick has practically eliminated troubles of

this kind caused l)y falling bricks. Another feature is that

the fire-pan must be absolutely air-tight, that is, it must
fit up so tight around the bottom of the mud-ring that

there can be no possible chance for an air leak around

it that can pass up between the fire-brick and the side-

sheets, as this not only has a cooling eft'ect on the side-

sheets, but is detrimental to the brick work.

It is just as important that the proper amount of air

be admitted in the right way to an oil-burning locomotive

as it is to a coal-burning locomotive, and as formerly

stated in this paper, draft means a current of air, and as

air is the only thing connected with the operation of a

locomotive that costs nothing and is the blood stream and

I'fe-giving element of combustion, your committee firmly

believes the judicious use and control of it is essential

and of the most iinportance in drafting locomotives to in-

crease their efficiency and economy in coal and oil fuels.

The report was rendered by a committee consisting of

T. D. Heyburn, master mechanic, St. Louis-San Fran-

cisco; T- S. Simino, road foreman of engines. Southern

Pacific^ E. A. Boa, road foreman of engines. New York
Central; G. W. Coyle, Baltimore & Ohio, and D. Mea-
dows, assistant division master mechanic. Michigan

Central.

1

Traveling Engineers' Association reports continued on

page 301.



Estimated Cost of Stopping and Starting Trains

By 0. O. CARR, Statistician, Illinois Central R.R.

A study showing the cost of stopping and starting trains starting point before a constant speed of 25 miles per
should be useful information for all emploj-ees, from hour was attained. If the stop had not been made, the

the section foreman to those directly or indirectly respon- 3.4 miles would have been covered in 489 seconds at 25
si))le for economical operation. Such a study will supply miles per hour, or a loss of 411 seconds, a total loss of

a basis for constructive suggestions whereby train stop- 9 minutes, by reason of making the stop. The time re-

pages may be avoided by various improvements in operat- quired to make this stop represents average anticipated

mg facilities. A section foreman who knows these costs stops; train control test stops, or emergency stops may
can better appreciate the real loss to the company as a show less.

result of stopping or slowing down trains on account of Tests were made on a passenger train of eleven cars,

track work or other reasons. The cost of a lO-mile-per- handled by a Pacific type locomotive, running 50 miles
hour slow down is almost equal to that uf a stop. Like- per hour. From the time the locomotive was shut ofT.

wise signalmen would l^e more impressed with the matter stops were made on an average in 2,344 feet, approxi-
of avoiding stopping of trains, operators in delivering mately IS telegraph poles, of 0.44 mile in one minute.
19 orders, and those authorized to stop heavy through If stop had not been made, the same distance at 50 miles
passenger trains to let off or take on passengers. The per hour would have been covered in 32 seconds, a loss

gross revenue from a 20-mile passenger fare is required of 28 seconds. Calculations assume that one minute was
to equal the cost of the stop. lost standing loading passengers and baggage. The tra'n

.\ studv of stopping costs will also show the advisabilitv '"an an average of two miles in four minutes from starting

of curtailing flag stops, and making flag stops out of as point before a constant speed of 50 miles per hour was

manv regular timetable stops as possible. attained. If the stop had not been made, this two miles

.\rriving at the cost to stop and start trains the usual '7"l^
'^'"^'"^ '^^^"

T'^'^'l t '^^
^^f

o"^'^' 2-4 minutes

~. lected accounts, or unit of train costs per mile or minute, J'jf
'^ represents a loss of 96 seconds, or a total loss of

and applying to the actual time lost by reason of making ^^"^ seconds, approximately three mmutes by reason o\ the

the stop, is not representative, as there is no additional S.'. ,,,
, , . ,

expense created for wages of crew unless thev be on ^he additional coaj consumed was arrived at by scoop

overtime, neither would there be anv additional' expense I'"""*" ''^,^^^, °" ^"^-^^ P^.'' *"" delivered on tender, which

for roundhouse supplies, roundhouse- men, or train sup-
"^ludes both transportation and coal chute costs. Addi-

plies. There may be a small additional cost for locom,,- ''""^1 water costs are apportioned on the same ratio as

live and car repairs, over and above brake shoe wear, but ^,, ^, ^'^^ increased.

under ordinary conditions this expense wuild lie verv
,

yi^ locomotive and car brake shoe wear was based on

small and difficult to determine definitely. '
'^^a 'orate tests made to ascertain the life of a brake shoe,

_, . ^ . ' . ,. ^ and apphed to locomotives and car costs accordinsi to the
The cost to stop and start trains varies according to

„^,,^^^^ ^^ ,,^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^-^^ Experiments have
whether the start is made on heavy grade, curve or level

^,,„^^ ^j^^^ ^,^^^ ,_,,^ j,^^ ^1^^^, -^^^^^ under action of most
track, and upon weather conditions, size of locomo ives.

^^ ,^^^1^^ ^,^^^^ j^ exceedingly small, and would not
number ol cars and tons in the train, price of fuel de-

,„^teriallv aft'ect these costs. ^
'

livered on tender, and other items the determination ot
guperheat oil was based on cost per minute, from the

which would require a large number ot tests to cover
average cost and consumption over a train district. It was

each condition. It is not infrequent for a freight tram
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ superheat oil is feeding during a short time

to meet with an unexpected stop, where the loss of nine
^.,^5,^ ^,^^. ,„,,„J^„ti,.^ ;, standing,' the same as when

minutes may be the direct cause of one to two hours
riinnino-

delay further down the line, because by reason of this
-phe'cost for per diem on foreign cars was based on

stop It IS not able tr. make the meeting and passing pom s g,^ ^,^^. ^^^^, ^,^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ,j^^ ^^ ^^,^^^,
med up for it, in which event the cost of the stop woul.l

^^^^ ^^ ^j^^ ^^^ ^,^^,^j^^ ^^ ^ ^^^ ^{^, ^ ^^^i^^ates
be much more.

^l^j^ f^

A cost which covers operation under favorable con- The accompanving tables have been made up bv using
dit.ons would seen, to be representative for general

^,^^ .^^^^^^ ^f\.^^^ -^ explained above and include onlv
requirements. For this purpose a series of tests and checks

„^^, -^^^^^ mentioned. As previouslv stated, it is not
were made with the dynamometer car in connection with

|^^,j^^^^, „^_^j -^ -^ ^^ i,^^I^,^,^ ,^^:^,^^. j^^,^^^ ordinarilv
other tests being made at the time, lests were made on ,

• „ • • „' ..' ^^. r ^,.,^„„;„„,.,.„,- ,,

, T , • , , 1 , r .1 used in arriving at the cost ot stopping trains,
approximatelv level straight track and under favorable '^

weather conditions. Calculations were made of time lost Estimated Additionai. Costs to Stop and Start Trains

taken from the time the locomotive was shut off to make Mikado p.icifictype

. . . .
f. . iocomotive locomotive

the stop, to the time a speed was regained, after starting, with .ivg. he.ivy through

equal to what the speed would have been had the stop not . 9 m'in.'hist. """Sb'st'.'"
been made, plus the standing time it would have taken to Coal (.•543 ad'll. lbs. frt—296 passgr) $0,696 $0,602

have covered the entire distance if stop had not been made. Water 046 .034

. .
Brake shoe wear locomotive 0049 .003/

Tests were mafle with a freight tram of the average Brake shoe wear on 50 cars and tender.. .0.S2 .0192

train load, and a 2-8-2 tvpe locomotive running at a speed Superheat oil 0029 .0023

of 23 miles per hour. 'The average stop was made in Per diem or net earning capacity of 50 cars .31

1.980 ft., approximately 15 telegraph poles, in 114 seconds. „ Jrcl^^rSmea'dd 9- minutes
""' ''''

If a stop had not been made this 0.3/5 mile would have overtime wages at $0.0855 per minute . 769
been covered in 54 seconds, making a loss of 60 seconds. Total cost overtime train 1.8808

The calculations assume that G9 seconds is lost at the _., ,
• t ,,',-,, • ,

^ , r it. 1 1 /-^ .lu ... i.
' ne tests havniR been made willi a 2-8-2 locomotive, they are not

stopping point releasing air for the start. On these tests ^ representative cost for a larger locomotive and train, but on
it required 1 5 minutes and a run of 3.4 miles from the basis of above costs applied to a 2-10-2 class locomotive

291
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handling tht- average train load, the cost would be approximately

as follows

:

2-10-2 type
locomotive with
:ivg. train lo.i:l.

9 mill. lost.

l-'uel ( 550 additional pounds l $1.1 16

Water 073

Brake shoe wear locomotive .(K)62

Brake shoe wear, 80 cars and tender 0832

Superheat oil .(X)46

Per diem or earning capacity on 80 cars .50

Total cost non-overtime train 1.783

If train and engine crew are on overtime add 9 minutes

o\ ertime wages at $0.0857 per minute 7713

Total cost of overtime train ^2.5543

of si.x hours each; Cincinnati to [.ouisville liy hoat. twelve
hours ; Louisville to Natchez by boat, one hundred and
forty-nine hours ; Natchez to New Orleans by boat, thirty

hours.

Traveling in the Forties

.\n article in the Satunlay Hz'ciiiiig Post on the "l'"ahu-

lous Forties" devotes a few paragraphs to a description of

the methods of traveling that would have been followed

bv a bride on her honeymoon trip in the forties of the last

centurv. Had Niagara Falls !)een her destination the

published instructions were

:

"Proceed direct, after you arrive at Albany, to Syracuse

Ijy railroad. This will occupy but eight hours. At Syra-

cuse take the packet boats—by way of relief from car

travel—from Syracuse to Oswego ; the most beautiful

scenery will reward your selection, and in five hours you
are at Oswego. Here embark on board of one of the

splendid steamboats. United States or St. Lawrence

—

floating palaces, .\fter a plentiful repast and a sound

sleep, at seven in the morning you will find yourself, re-

freshed, at Lewiston on the Niagara River, where there

is a railroad and commodious cars waiting to convey you

to Niagara I-"alls to breakfast. Thus, without trouble,

delay, or any of the usual perplexities incident to travel.

you arrive at the Falls in twenty-four hours after you

leave Albany—and without the least fatigue."

And from New York to Albany she might, in sunmier.

go up the Hudson by boat, and then travel by the Red
Bird Line of coaches. Or she might go by boat to New^
Haven, then by rail to Hartford, then by stage to Spring-

field, then by rail again to Greenbush. and finally ferry

across to .\lbany. Or she might prefer to take the boat

to l^.ridgeport. and then proceed to Greenbush by the

New 'S'ork and Housatonic Railroad—in cars that re-

sembled small omnibuses, separate ones for the ladies and
gentlemen, with crosswise seats and a narrow corridor

up the center, in the tniddle of which they kept the stove

in winter—trundling along the single track, crossing turn-

pikes under wooden arches on which was painted "When
the bell rings look out for locomotives." In 1843 the re-

mainder of the journey to Buffalo was easier already, as

it was possible to go all the way by rail for ten dollars,

with only six changes of cars in twenty-five hours.

If she went visiting, in the very early 40"s, to Boston,

for instance, she traveled by boat, rail and stage from
New York to Springiield, and thence by rail to her des-

tination, or by boat and rail via Providence. A journey
from New York to Philadelphia by rail and over two fer-

ries required six hours. In fourteen hours, with a two-
hour wait in Philadelphia, she could reach Baltimore.

Richmond was thirty-six hours, Charleston eighty-eight

hours and Mobile one hundred and sixty-three hours dis-

tant from New York. .\ trip to New Orleans by way of

the "West" consumed twelve days and twenty hours

—

New York to Baltimore by rail, fourteen hours ; Baltimore
to Columbus by rail, and Columbus to Wheeling by mail

chariot over the Cumberland Road, forty-four hours.

Wheeling to the Ohio side by ferry, and thence to Cincin-

nati via Columbus, fifty-nine hours, including two stops

One could ride in the great Mississippi River steam-
boats, which were at the height of their prosperity in this

decade—four hundred and fifty of them in 1842. repre-

senting a value of more than seven inillion dollars. In the

Yorktown, perhaps, with her twenty-eight-foot wheels,

her fotir boilers and her forty private cabins. Or in the

]. Al. White with her wheel beams set back and her

record-breaking run of three days, twenty-three hours
and nine minutes from New Orleans to St. Louis—tear-

ing along the river with the boilers at white heat froin the

pine and resin fuel, to beat another packet to the landing.

( )r. on the Ohio River, in the Messenger, in a tiny state-

room opening onto the ladies' cabin, if ])ossible at the stern

"because the steamboats generally lilew up forward."

"Nothing but a long, black, ugly roof," as Mr. Dickens
saw it, "covered with burnt-out feathery sparks, above
which tower two iron chimneys and a hoarse escape valve,

and a glass steerage house. . . . Within there is one long,

narrow cabin the whole length of the boat, from which
the staterooms open on Ixith sides. A small portion of it

at the stern is partitioned ofl: for the ladies, and the bar is

at the opposite extreme. There is a long table down the

center and at either end a stove. The washing apparatus
is forward on the deck. ... At each"—of the ineals

—

"there are a great many small dishes and plates upon the

table with very little in them ; so there is seldom really

more than a joint, except for those who fancy slices of

beet root, shreds of dried beef, complicated entanglements
of yellow pickle, maize. Indian corn, apple sauce and
pumpkin."

If she had occasion to go from Harrisburg to Pitts-

burgh, she traveled in a canal lx)at, "a barge," according

to Mr. Dickens, "with a little house in it, viewed from the

outside, and a caravan at a fair, viewed from within—the

gentlemen being accommodated as the spectators usually

are in one of those locomotive museums, and the ladies

being partitioned off by a red curtain." There were three

horses to draw the barge, and a very small deck space in

which everyone contrived to "lie down nearly flat" when
the helmman cried "Low bridge !" The lowceilinged

cabin contained a stove, a row of little tables down both

sides, and some thirty male passengers. On either side of

the cabin there were three long tiers of suspended shelves,

with a sheet and a blanket apiece, for which the occupants

drew lots at nightfall. ".\s to the ladies, they were already

abed, behind the red curtain, though as every cough or

sneeze or whisper behind the curtain was jTerfectly audible

before it. we had still a lively consciousness of their so-

ciety. . . . All night long, and every night, on this canal,

there was a jierfect storm and tempest of spitting."

There was a tin ladle chained to the deck, with which

"those who cared about washing" fished water out of the

canal and poured it into a similarly captive tin basin.

There was also a jack towel, and in the bar a mirror

and a public comb and brush. For breakfast, dinner

and supper there were tea, coffee, bread, butter, salmon,

shad, liver, steak, potatoes, pickles, ham, chops, black

pudding and sausages.

.\t the foot of the mountains the canal stopped and

passengers were conveyed across by "land carriage," on

the Portage Railway. "There are ten inclined planes,"

'Sir. Dickens found ; "five ascending and five descending

:

the carriages are dragged up the former, and let slowly

down the latter, by means of stationary engines; the com-

parativelv level spaces between being traversed sometimes

i)v horse and sometimes by engine jxjwer. . . . Occasion-
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ally the rail are laid upon the extreme verge of a giddy
precipice."

And they were enormously and justly proud of it,

and traveled by the thousand over it.

Cost of Rolling Equipment Now Double That

of 1914
If a dollar bill would have paid for a complete locomo-

tive in any of the years between 1910 and 1914, that same
locomotive during the year 1924 would have cost $2.16.

If that same dollar bill would have paid for a steel freight

car during the period 1910 to 1914. that car in 1924
would have cost $1.96. A composite wood and steel

freight car which would have cost a dollar in the normal
years between 1910 and 1914 would also have cost $1.96
in the year 1924.

These are some of the contrasts in railroad equipment
costs revealed in a report issued by the Presidents' Con-
ference Committee of the Eastern Railroads.

The report, which also deals woth wood freight cars

and all steel passenger trains, shows the following

:

Assuming that an all wood freight car in the 1910-1914
period cost one dollar, in 1924 the cost to the railroads

for that same car was $1.82 and an all steel passenger
train car which under the same comparison would have
cost $1.00 in the 1910-1914 period, cost $1.94 in 1924.

The report discloses that these figures on rolling

equipment are based on the total selling price of the entire

output of two large locomotive and seven large car com-
panies with locomotives and cars sold to foreign countries

excluded.

More Equipment Being Ordered

An idea of what this means in increased costs to the

railroads is gained by a further examination of the report

which shows that these same plants, which during the

1910-1914 period delivered 10.383 locomotives, increased

their deliveries to the railroads during the ten-year period

following to more than 13,000 additional locomotives.

Pekcentace of Increase in Cost of Railway Equipment Over 1910-1914

FrciRht Cars
Composite All Steel

Locomotives AM Steel Wood and All Wooil Passenger
Steel Train Cars

1915 .. same 2 1 D7 Dll
1916 .. 43 56 46 41 5

1917 .. 110 99 69 101 35
1918 .. 106 147 153 153 69

1919 .. 112 165 182 182 105

1920 .. 158 174 198 198 131

1921 ..116 75 97 97 63
1922 .. 102 56 75 75 60
1923 . . 124 103 109 101 94
1024 .. 116 96 96 82 94

D—decrease.
Note;—This data is based on the total selling price of the entire output

of two large locomotive and seven targe car companies with certain sales

excluded such as the Pershing locomotives and locomotives and cars sold to

foreign countries.

And the railroads which purchased 71,108 all steel freight

cars from these same plants in the years 1910 to 1914,

placed orders for 167,659 cars of this type during the

ten years following.

What this means in dollars and cents is illustrated by
some average costs for 1924. The average locomotive

cost $65,000. an average steel freight car cost $2,100,

and an all steel passenger train car cost $25,000.

Use of .MI Wood Freight Cars Declining

The decline in the use of all wood freight cars is best

indicated by the same report which shows deliveries to

the railroads by these plants of 53,349 cars of this type
during the first period, 1910 to 1914, and only 28,541
during 1915 to 1924.

Railroads, in common with other industries, as these
figures show, have had to carry and are carrying their
share of the increased costs in labor and material which
are the large factors in these costs. Although the figures

for 1925 are not yet complete there is the indication that

they may show a slight decline in costs of rolling stock
as compared to 1924.

The following table shows the percentage of increase

in the cost of locomotives and cars over the average price

of the period 1910-1914. This period is considered as

normal and the average price has been put at 100.

Electrification Saves Double Tracking of

African Railroad

The largest automatically equipped railroad electrifica-

tion in the world has been installed on the Natal main
line of the South African Railways. The road ex-

perienced such an increase in business that extensions of

facilities became imperative. There was a choice between
double tracking or electrification, and the engineers de-

cided to electrify for a distance of 171 miles, between
Glencoe Junction and Pietermaritzburg. This is the first

railway electrification in South .Africa, and is being fol-

lowed by the electrification of the Capetown Suburban
lines.

Twelve 3000-volt automatic substations were required

in electrifying the railroad. Standard three-unit sets of

2000-kw. capacity are used in all stations ; four stations

being equipped with one machine each, seven with two
machines, and one with three machines. The power is

generated at Colenso, 112 miles from Pietermaritzburg.
The station equipment includes five turbo-generator sets,

each with a continuous rated output of 12,000 kw. at

6600 volts, three phase. 50 cycles. Transmission is at

88.000 volts. At the substations the power is reduced to

6600 volts and converted to v3000 volts direct current by
the synchronous motor-generators. Provision is made
for the operation of all these sets inverted, in case the

regenerated current from the locomotives exceeds the

requirements of other trains taking power. The average
sutjstation spacing is 15jX miles, and there is practically

no stub-end feed since a substation is located at both
Glencoe and Pietermaritzburg. The substation was
furnished jointly by the British Thomson-Houston Com-
pany and the International General Electric Company.
Each of the automatic equipments is designed for local

and remote control.

The reports of Merz & McLellan, the consulting en-
gineers who recommended electrification rather than
double tracking the Natal lines, emphasized several ad-
vantages to be gained thereby, as follows

:

Electrification required no more time than would have
double tracking.

The net capital outlay was small when compared with
the annual saving in working expenses resulting from
electrification.

There are several tunnels, some very long and one or
more through which it would not be feasible to double
head steam trains.

Electrification eliminated the danger ©f grass fires and
the expenses thereby entailed in applying fire breaks out-
side the fence.

Short adjoining lines can be electrified at comparatively
small ex])cnse. ATany of these branch lines have severe
grades and are difficult to operate with steam equipment.
Fewer trains and more uniform speeds are possible.
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Voluntary or Compulsory Railway Mergers?

During- the past year or two we have heard much of

railway mergers and the great economies that are claimed

will result therefrom. In fact, some advocates have gone

so far as to claim that the merging of all our railway

transportation lines into a very limited number of big

systems would automatically effect such wonderful econ-

oiuies in the cost of transportation that there could at once

be made a drastic reduction in both passenger and freight

rates, and a wonderful increase in net profits for distribu-

tion among shareholders. Therefore, if those in positions

of authority do not act voluntarily, then compulsory

measures should be invoked without further delay. To
those who hold such views and are more or less active in

its dissemination, we beg to intrude the suggestion that

they lack knowledge of the fundamental principles in-

volved, or are personally interested in certain merger

deals, the successful consummation of which would

operate to their benefit in a financial way.

There are certain features in regard to railway mergers

that have been grossly misrepresented to the masses by

those who are ignorant of the real facts or are actuated

by wholly personal interests of a financial character.

One of the fundamental features involved in this

inerger question, which is overlooked or ignored by many
who so strongly urge quick action, is the universally

recognized principle in all honorable business transactions

of propertv value, and its protection under our Con-
stitution by the "Due Process of Law'' provision, which

is adhered to by .all those who stand committed to the

square deal principle in business transactions, but which

is almost invariably evaded, if possible, by those who have

a financial ax to grind.

Our courts of last resort have long ago wisely ruled,

that it be set down as a fixed principle recognized by law,

that : "a fair price for anything is a price agreed upon
bctzveen a wUling seller and a willing buyer."

Any forced sale, merger or exchange of property under

conditions other than the foregoing, should be, and in all

probability would be held by our courts as having violated

the Constitutional rights of either party objecting to the

conditions imposed, and it is therefore very welcome and

refreshing news to those railway executives and owners
who arc opposed to undesirable mergers, that would in all

probability have an adverse effect on their property and

result in no benefit to the public, to learn through press

dispatches that President Coolidge (if correctly quoted)

is favorable to making all haste possible 'in the directions

of voluntary groupings, as more preferable to compulsory

mergers.

There are now about 22,000 miles of railway in the

hands of the courts that will be finally auctioned off to

the highest bidder at receivership sale, while there are

thousands more that are not much better situated.

Not all, but some of this mileage was originally built

for the sole purpose of eventual sale to some one of the

financially stronger and more prosperous lines in the

territory served, and it is worthy of note that owners of

these weak lines are strong for compulsory mergers with

the stronger lines. In fact, as a result of operating de-

ficits and failure to find a willing buyer for some of these

properties, at most any price, has prompted the owners to

request the Interstate Commerce Commission for author-

ity to surrender their charter, abandon their line, and

junk or salvage such integral parts as may have a scrap

value. These stronger lines in many cases do not want

to risk iinpairment of their financial structure by taking

over what some have termed "weak sisters," which might

under certain general adverse railway conditions be too

great a burden for them to carry. Such mergers would

work great hardship on the stronger line and not benefit

the public, except those who as individuals would profit

financially through their consuiumation, quite a few of

which are now being strongly urged.

Many of those advocating consolidations as the solution

for reduction in the cost of transportation have overlooked

or ignored the controlling factors that regulate railway

rates.

The principal expenses of transportation are labor, fuel,

material, supplies, and taxes, which mergers will not re-

dtice. No one with even an elementary knowledge of the

subject will contend for one minute that consolidations or

mergers will effect any reduction in these items, except
possibly in a few instances where the salary of one or two
executives might be slightly reduced by the substitution of

a vice-president at a few thousand dollars per year less.

Even such saving as may be eff'ected in this manner would
be hard to find with a highly magnifying glass, when re-

duced to or allocated with the unit cost per ton of freight

or passenger handled.

To be more specific and as a hypothetical case let us

assume that the following lines were merged ; Chicago &
Northwestern, Union Pacific, and Central Pacific, thus

making an unbroken line under one president from Chi-

cago to San Francisco, 2,261 miles, and a total inileage

of'about 13,000.

It is sa.fe to say that a ton of freight or a passenger
could not be transported for any less expense, or more
exijeditiously than at present under three presidents.

There are other instances wherein consolidations or

mergers would make it possible to save inuch time and
some expense in the maintenance of equipment or rerout-

ing of tonnage over shorter or lighter grade lines. But,
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in some of tJiese cases diverting the bulk of traffic from

an established line may have the effect of depreciating

the value of its securities and thereby endanger the finan-

cial structure of an otherwise financially sound and well

managed property, the shareholders of which are not only

entitled to consideration, but will no doubt, if forced into

a compulson.- merger, invoke the protection of our courts

in properly safeguarding the property entrusted to their

care and keeping.

There are about 850,000 shareholders

And 900.000 Ixjndholders

A total number of railway-

security holders of 1,750,000

Savings banks have invested in raihvav

securities about 51,000,000,000.00

Life insurance companies 1,900,000,000.00

A total of approximately $2,900,000,000.00

From the foregoing it must be clear to any fair minded
person that all those who wish to aid in strengthening

the stability of our institutions will bend their energies

toward effecting voluntary consolidations of demonstrated

far as possible, compulsor\- mergers.

The Whistle

Dr. A. L. Foley of the University of Indiana has

recently made some interesting investigations as to the

etificiency and cost of operation of the locomotive whistle.

This question of "how much does it cost to blow the

whistle," is not a new one. It must have Ixien twenty-

five years ago that Angus Sinclair, editor of this paper,

made a crude investigation of the subject, and reached

the conclusion that it was a rather expensive luxury.

The immediate cause of Dr. Foley's investigation was

a crossing accident on the Pennsylvania Railroad where

an omnibus filled with school children was struck in a

dense fog, although the driver had stopped and gone

upon the track to look and listen and yet had not heard

the usual crossing signal that had been sounded. The
general results have been simply confirmatory' of what

every observer has known for years, and that is that

the sounds made by a moving train are much more

audible and are louder, ofT at the sides than they are

immediately in front or behind. The rule of using the

left hand truck so as to be able to see an approaching

train instead of having it sneak down upon one from

Ixihind is based ufxin this fact. This can Ix; tested by

facing an approaching train on a long tangent track and

noting how near it can come before its noise is appre-

ciable, while at a half mile or more distance at the side,

its rriar can be heard for a long distance on either side

of the obser^-er. .'\nd this holds true of the sound of the

whistle, bell and ring of the side rods of a drifting loco-

motive as well as of the general rumble produced by the

action of the wheels on the rails.

Prof. Foley attributes this in the case of the whistle

to the interference of the dome and the smoke-stack,

which of course does have its effect. Perhaps the wheels

in front interfere with the transmission of the sound

made by the wheels at the back. But whatever the cause

the well-known fact remains that the appreciable noise

of an approaching train is at its minimum directly in

front of it.

To remedy this condition, it is purposed to place the

whistle in front of a parabolic reflector, that shall have

the combined effect of a sounding board and a mega-
phone, whereby the sound vibrations shall be intensified

and projected to the front. This might be of assistance

to those directly in front of the train but might easily be

so concentrated as to render the blast inaudible to one
approaching the track from the side, and who was out-

side the cone of projection at the moment a crossing

signal was sounded. The suggestion is, however, well

worth a trial because it is certainly desirable that some
of the noise which is now dissipated over the countryside

should be thrown to the front where it can serve as a

useful warning of approaching danger.

Another interesting feature of the investigation is the

cost of whistling that it developed. It appears that the

particular whistle that was used required the steam gen-

erated from 8,000 lbs. of water, to keep it in operation

for an hour, and an estimate has been made that,

scattered over the railroads of the country, we are paying
eight million dollars a year to blow our horn.

The investigator suggests the standardization of the

pitch of the locomotive whistle of the country several

octaves higher than the pitch in common use, because the

human ear is more sensitive to a higher frequency of

vibration than to a lower. More sensitive yes, because the

higher frequency calls for a more rapid response by the

auditory ner\es, which in the case of a file or very highly

pitched whistle may grate upon the nerves. But it must
also be Ixirne in mind that these high frequency vibra-

tions have less penetrating qualities and die out long

before their lower toned brethren. This is recognized by
the lighthouse lx)ard by its adoption of low pitches for

its sirens whose blasts must be made audible at max-
imum distances, and by the invariable use of low toned

whistles on steam vessels for the same reason. It is

improbable that the blast of a steam whistle "several

octaves higher'' than that of the average whistle could

lie heard at a crossing 800 or 1,000 feet away, while for

a station signal it would probably be quite useless. But
if anything can be done either in the way of a reflector-

megaphone or other means, to cut off the noise of a

whistle from those points of the compass where it is a

nuisance and place it where it is needed, it will receive

a hearty good speed from all.

Traveling Engineers' Association

The thirty-third annual convention of the Traveling
Engineers' Association, which was held in Chicago last

month, was the most successful meeting held by that

highly useful organization.

The duty and purjxjse of the Association is, "to im-

prove the locomotive engine service of American rail-

roads," and the excellent work the organization is doing
every year is reflected in the committee reports and the

practical ideas they bring forth in the discussions and
introduce in railway service.

Elsewhere in the present issue of this paper we publish

some of the papers presented at the last convention.

Handling Locomotive and Air Brakes

In the paper "Loss, Damage and Discomfit Due to Im-
proper Handling of Air Brakes," the committee has

considered questions involving the design, maintenance
and operation of brakes. Too much stress cannot be laid

on the importance of proi:)er maintenance and lubrication

of triple valves. If the triples are properly cleaned and
maintained they do not dynamite, kick or grab and
trouble in their operation is generally due to lack of

proper maintenance or failure to clean and oil rather

than anv defect in the valves themselves.
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Piston Travel and Leaky Pistons

The Committee has stated in the fewest words possible

the fundamental facts and principles that should form the
basis for removal of complaints on this score by pro-
viding proper maintenance of this most important part
of jxjwer brakes. A railway mechanical officer who paid
as little attention to leaky pistons and piston travel in

locomotives as is accorded air brake cylinders would be
considered incompetent or crazy if not both, yet the
principle involved is the same, although the apparent re-

sults are more pronounced in the former.
The campaign on this question of maintenance should

not even let up, until uneven piston travel, leaky pistons

and faulty triple valves, will through lack of proper
cleaning, repair or adjustment be as rare as similar

defects in the best passenger engines.

Damage from Rough Handling

The report also deals with the damage from rough
handling which aside from the question of brakes, their

condition and handling introduces a subject in which a
very broad question of operating policy is encountered
and on which volumes have been written and spoken by
technical and practical students and is still far from
solution.

The statement has been made by experts that 80 per
cent of the cost of repairs and maintenance of freight

cars is due to rough handling and 20 per cent to actual

wear from servise. Rough handling or abuse is the cause

of much of the cost of car repairs, and shortening their

otherwise normal life. We are inclined to think, however,
that 80 per cent is too high and that 50 per cent would
be a safer and more conservative figure, and based on this

estimate the possible saving may be computed.
The complete maintenance of freight equipment for the

year 1923 which includes depreciation and retirement

charges was $596,391,610.
If 80 per cent of this was due to rough handling or

abuse then the excess expense over normal wear would be

$477,117,288. If 50 per cent is due to rough handling
or abuse then the excess expense over normal wear and
tear would be about $298,195,805. If all railways would
handle their freight equipment as carefully as they now
handle their passenger equipment it would, we think,

be within the bounds of conservation to estimate the sav-

ing at 50 per cent over the present cost.

Such a radical change as suggested is improbable and
to some extent impossible and therefore cannot be ex-

pected. It has been conservatively estimated, however,
that without interfering with prompt movement of traffic

that one half or SO per cent of this expense could be

saved by a more careful handling of freight equipment

both in yards, terminals and on line of road, and in the

latter branch of service the traveling engineer is an im-

portant factor.

On the latter estimate the amount of possible saving

would be 50 per cent of $298,195,805 or $149,097,902.

In addition to the foregoing our railways have paid

out during the past six years on loss and damage claims

$517,680,277, and while these claims liave been reduced

to less than $50,000,000 per year, it is an expense closely

related to rough handling and any reforms or improve-

ment in the latter will automatically serve to reduce the

former.

Draft Gear as a Factor

That section of the report dealing with the measured
impact of equipment coming in contact at various speeds,

together with graphic charts of impacts, are very interest-

ing. Traveling engineers are of course more interested

in the question of train brakes and their operation than

in draft gears, although the latter plays a much more
important part in train operation than most people think.

As an example, consider a freight train of 100 cars in

good average condition. Draft gears are designed for

2-9/16 in. to 2^ in. travel; there is always }i in. or
more lost motion, play or tolerance in draft lug spacing,

knuckle pins, knuckle faces, etc., so that 3 in. travel or
play may be figured as the minimum or 6 in. Ijetween

cars, so at the 80th car we have 40 ft. of slack and at
rear of 100th car SO ft. of slack, so that 80 per cent of

a train is under way before the 81st car moves, then is

it any wonder that the rear end of heavy tonnage train,

loaded to full engine capacity, have the rear ends snapped
off in starting? It is surprising that there are not more
accidents of this kind, and through no fault of the en-

gineer.

There are also other conditions which tend to ag-
gravate the above situation and there is very little effort

being made to remedy the trouble. Among the different

types of draft gears in use, particularly friction gears,

in many of them lost motion increases rapidly with serv-

ice, so that in a short time a gear with no broken or lost

parts will travel ^ to 1 in. and in many cases 1^4 ins.

before it begins to function at all, so that there are

hundreds of thousands of cars with gears that have only

1^ in. in which to absorb the shock, jerk, or blow which
is frequently in excess of the capacity of the gear if it

had the full 2}^ in. travel in which to function. Gears
in this latter condition would afford very little if any
protection to the draft line of cars at a speed of 2 miles

per hour.

Then again there are some friction gears that when
struck a hard blow are driven home solidly locked, and
do not release, thus leaving the car with no gear of any
kind, but 2>)4 in. or 3 in. play, or lost motion. In most
trains of 100 cars or more, there will be some cars of

the two latter descriptions that will aggravate the con-

ditions first described in that the slack of 40 and 50 ft.

will be increased, and the defective gears instead being
an aid in starting the train, contribute to its failure.

Friction gears are theoretically intended to protect

both cars and contents from the adverse eft'ects or recoil

action of stored up energy in compression spring when
in release action, and while all of them do this in labora-

tory tests, they must be made so as to function at all

times in the release movement in actual operating service.

There is a wonderful field for missionary work among
those who through acts of omission or commission are

responsible for the excessive expenses resulting from
rough handling and destructive abuse of freight equip-

ment and contents, and in this work the traveling en-

gineer will, as in the past, play a most conspicuous part.

Carbonization of Lubricants

Since the superheater has been with us, we have been
told so many tinies by traveling engineers and others in

authority that when we close the throttle on a locomotive

equipped with a superheater, at the time the cylinder tem-

perature is higher than the "flash point" of the lubricant,

that when the air is drawn into the cylinders the oil flashes

and the result is carbon deposits. The last discussion

the writer listened to prompted him in making a labora-

tory test to prove to all concerned that this is a mislead-

ing theory and contrary to the laws of combustion.

The test proves that it is not the air which destroys the

lubrication but the partial-vacuum which is created by the

receding pistons at the time the cylinder temperature is

above the "flash point" of lubricant used. It was proved

that a very rapid state of distillation or vaporization takes
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place, and all the vaporous constituents contained in the

oil are distilled off, and, the carbon being the solid in the

oil remains.

The thick gum often found on piston-rods is the result

of distillation, the locomotive having been brought to a

stop too soon to reduce oil to carbon; the blue vapor
often seen expelled from the stack instantly after the

throttle is closed is the result of distillation and not com-
bustion. That blue-vapor indicates that the oil is being

destroyed by the partial-vacuum and temf)eratures higher

than its "flash point."

It requires a flame or spark with a temjjerature of 1100
to 1200 degress F., to burn the vapor created in the cylin-

ders of a locomotive, and then only in the presence of

atmospheric-oxygen.

Oil does not bum as oil, and gasoline, as inflammable

as it is. does not bum as gasoline; both the oil and the

gasoline must be vaporized and mixed with oxygen of

suitable proportions. Liquids do not burn as liquids nor
does coal burn as coal.

Cold water will boil under the influence of a complete
vacuum, so one can readily see what the effect of a partial-

vacuum will have on a lubricant when subjected to tem-
p)eratures higher than its "flash point."

We have been told to use the "drifting throttle," to

prevent the admission of air to the cylinders at the time

cylinder-temperature is higher than the "flash point" of

lubricant as the air flashes the oil and causes carbon. This

's a misleading theorv' and demonstrates the fact that it

has been accepted because somebody started it who was
supposed to know ; we too often accept the arguments of

some men without thinking, and too many men take ad-

vantage of the ignorance of their listeners.

Any one who will study combustion or understand it,

will find that the lubrication is destroyed before the air

gets into the cylinders though a flash did take place.

The writer found that the purpose of the "drifting

throttle" is to fill the vacuum and assist in cooling the

cylinders. A great many engineers do not use the "drift-

ing throttle" because they do not believe that the air

flashes the oil ; but they d6 know that by all indications

that something is destroying the lubrication and causing

carbon, yet they do not reason the thing out.

We should go into this matter deeper than has been

customary, as this theory has been the cause of a direct

loss of millions of dollars to the railroads throughout

the United States, by fuel losses due to blows and to

delays to power held in for cylinder-packing because the

"drifting throttle" had not been used ; not used because

our engineers had been mislead.

Where there is an effect such as we have been contend-

ing with for so many years, which results in serious dam-
age and delay to power, we should not accept some worn-

out theory someone hands down, but we should broaden

out and search out the real cause of our difficulties and call

things by the right name, and give our engineers the right

information to work on, then we can expect co-operation.

My former Superintendent of Motive Power, who was
with the railroad for over half a century told the writer a

theory had been reversed, and he did not accept my find-

ings until after he had referred them to the company's

CTiief Engineer of Tests. The Chief Engineer's report

was in accord with my report and many more points of

interest were brought out.

One of the hardest things to get the majority of men to

do is LISTEN AND THINK.'
In conclusion, the writer feels he has reversed a theory

of long standing, and one which has been given but little

thought. If any of my readers feel in doubt as to what

has been written the writer asks that they go to their

laboratories and test it out.

In closing, will say with Demosthenes, "I BEG OF
YOU TO THINK."

Fresno, Calif. H. J. Ogilvie.

\\'e are pleased to serve as a medium through which
students of the multiplicity of problems involved in the

design, construction and operation of locomotives may
exchange ideas. On the subject of lubrication, the authoi
of the foregoing has as a result of his study of the mat-
ter reached conclusions not entirely in harmony with the

more generally accepted beliefs and on account of the

importance of the questions involved, we hope there may
be a very free and frank response by those qualified to

speak on the question, and to this end we invite contribu-

tions for presentation in the columns of Railway and
Locomotive Engineering.—Ed.

Corrections

An error in the use of the words "per cent" appeared
in the articles on "Working Capital Versus Idle Money
or Frozen Accounts" in both the August and September
issues.

On page 234 of August in the third and fourth para-

graphs of the article referred to the ".0347" and the ".051

per cent" should have been "3.47" and "5.1 per cent" re-

spectively.

On page 267 of the September issue, the decimal point

in the column of the table headed "Per cent of Investm't"

should be moved two points to the right in every case so

that the figures should read 6.57, etc.

There is also a mistake in the total M. & S. & Cash for

the C. R. I. & P. which should have been 14,948,243 in-

stead of 24,948,243.

Increased Railway Efficiency

Operating efficiency of railroads in the United States

has increased 25 per cent in the past five years, accord-
ing to the Trade and Transportation Bulletin of LaSalle
Extension University.

Freight traffic has increased 36.8 per cent and pas-

senger traffic 4.5 per cent in that period, while operat-

ing expenses have been reduced more than $1,300,000,000
a year, the bulletin states. According to the National
Industrial Conference Board the total operating expenses
for Class I railroads in 1920 were $5,828,000,000 and in

1924 had been reduced to $4,509,000,000.
Outstanding instances of economy include coal effi-

ciency, which has been increased 13.7 per cent. In 1920,
197 pounds of coal were required for each 1,000 gross
freight ton miles. In 1924 the same result was accom-
plished with 170 pounds of coal. Loss and damage on
Class I roads were reduced from $119,833,127 in 1920
to $41,380,000 in 1924.

These economies were not effected at the expense of
the shipper, it is pointed out, as freight charges in the

period from 1921 to 1924 were reduced to an extent sav-

ing .shippers a total of $1,611,000,000 of the amount they
would have had to pay had the 1921 freight rates re-

mained in operation.

Coal Strike Costs Roads $3,500,000 a Week
Estimate of the loss of revenue, due to the coal strike,

of the nine railroads engaged in handling anthracite coal

has been placed at $3,500,000 a week. The carriers re-

ferred to are the Delaware & Hudson, Lehigh Valley.

Lackawanna, Reading, Central R. R. of New Jersey, Le-
high 8i Hudson, Lehigh & New England and the Penn-
-sylvania. The volume of traffic has been decreased 40,000
cars weekly.



The Virginian Begins Electric Operation

Ceremonies in Connection With Official Inauguration of Electric Service

Electric operation on the Virginian Railway was in-

augurated on September 21. Four triple-motive power

unit locomotives, comprising twelve of the 36 units in-

cluded in the original order are now on the s\'stem and

on ]\Iondav, September 21. the first official run was made.

This electrification was briefly referred to and a descrip-

The electric locomotives were able to get away to a

flying start without difficulty and to bring the speed up to

14 miles an hour well within the predetermined period

of 3 minutes.

Signals for stopping and starting were transmitted

from one locomotive to the other by radio and this proved

Heavy Coal Train Drawn by Electric Locon Passing Similar Heavy Train Drawn tiy Ste Locomotives on the Virginian Railway

tiou of the electric locomotives was published in the June,

1925, issue of Railway and Locomotive Engineering.

Tonnage trains are now operated from Alullens, \\ .

Va., up the 2.07 per cent grade to Clark's Gap, W. Va.,

a distance of about 15 miles. At present four electric

locomotives are Ijeing used on this grade. The overhead

construction is compteted for several miles beyond Prince-

ton, W. Va., which is 36 miles from Mullens. When
completed the electrified division will extend to Roanoke.

As a preliminary to placing the electric locomotives

officiallv in revenue service a steam train of approxi-

mately '6,000 tons trailing load was hauled up the 2.07

per cent grade between Elmore and Clark's Gap on Sep-

tember 20th. In this operation the 2-8-8-2 road locomo-

tive and two 2-10-10-2 pusher locomotives were used as

in the regular service. The pusher locomotives are the

heaviest ever built, and weigh 8')8,300 lb. The weight

of the road engine is 740,100 lb. The run between the

two points mentioned is made at the rate of about 7

miles an hour. An electric train with a similar trailing

load was drawn by one of the electric locomotives of

three-motive power units and pushed by a similar locomo-

tive. The steam train was given a 15 minute start on

the heavy grade but the electric locomotive train easilv

overtook the steam train long before the summit had

been reached, a distance of alxiut 15 miles. The electric

locomotive operated at a uniform speed of 14 miles an

hour.

On September 21st the final test run of the electric

locomotives was made, also in competition with a steam

propelled train, and included tests of stopping and start-

ing this enormous train weight on the 2.07 per cent sec-

tions of the grade.

to be a great convenience. < )ften a 6,000-ton train on the

Virginian, when not comprised entirely of the 120-ton

capacity cars, is nearly a mile long. As there is prac-

tically no point on the 2 per cent grade section where an

W. A. Gore, General Manager and J. W. Sasser, Superintendent of

Motive Pcwer of tlie Virginian Railway and Miss Nancy Sasser,

Who Christened the Electric Locomotive and F. H. Sheperd, Di-

rector of Heavy Traction of the Westinghouse Electric & Man-
ufacturing Co.

entire train is on tangent track and but very few points

where the two engines are in sight of each other, it is

always difficult, and often impossible, for whistle signals

to be heard. At one point there are two tunnels and a
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long cune between the front and rear engines. Also, with

trains including from 70 to 100 cars, depending upon car

capacity, the '"bump-back" system is not very satisfactory

because of the gfreat amount of slack in such a long train.

It is believed, therefore, that the transmission of the

signals by radio will prove to be of immense benefit.

When the test train reached Clark's Gap, at the top of

the "hill,"' the leading locomotive was officially christened

by Miss Xancy Sasser. daughter of J. W. Sasser, Super-
intendent of ^lotive Power of the \'irginian, and was
"turned over" by F. H. Shepard. Director of Heav\'

Traction of the \\'estinghouse Electric & Alanufacturing

Company to W. A. Gore. General ^lanager of the Vir-

srinian. Mr. Gore in turn "delivered" the locomotive to

Mr. Sasser and on signal from the latter the train pro-
ceeded on its way, being started in "official'' service by J. E.
Sharpley, Electrical Engineer of the Virginian. A con-
siderable number of visiting railroad men, newspaper,
technical and radio editors and newspaper and weekly
news reel moving picture operators were present to wit-
ness the placing in service of the mightiest locomotives
in the world.

All of the heavy tonnage movement on the Virginian
is east bound coal, and from the eastern end of the elec-

trified section trains will be hauled to tidewater by steam
locomotives in accordance with present practice. The
grade favors practically the entire way and electric oper-
ation on this section is at present unnecessary.

Working Capital vs. Idle Money or Frozen Accounts
Third Article

Bv W. E. SYMONS

Among those who have read the two previous articles

in R.AiLWAY ^^su Locomotive Engineering under the

above caption and have favored us with comments of

endorsement or criticism is one rather appreciative

reader who disclaims any desire to be classed as "one of

the doubting Thomas type" or to be considered so blind

or deaf to good business methods or railway economics
as to be a subject for the use of an official crowbar in

order to pry open either his ears or eyes, but asks

for more light on the subject.

The article in September issue of this paper," after

condemning the waste or misuse of companies' fimds by
the unnecessary purchase of material and supplies, and
preaching a strong sermon on the Gospel of Economy in

railway management in general, it was predicted in con-

clusion that those who accepted the proposition in prin-

ciple and acted thereon, might safely be assured of the

following results

:

1. Those who have already put their house in order

will stand endorsed.

2. Those who through acts of omission or commission

are responsible for the investment of large sums of their

employing company's funds in material or supplies that

were either not needed or that will be a partial or total

loss may meet with a mild rebuke, but the readjustment

should not be longer delayed.

.^. The release of this iclle money will not only

strengthen the financial position of such companies as

are the greatest beneficiaries, but at the same time aid

in preserving the integrity of the com])any's capital

account.

This correspondent in making particular reference to

the last or closing paragraph above quoted, asks how the

suggested economy could strengthen the financial position

of a railway company, and finally with almost brutal frank-

ness asks : "what in the Dcz'il and Sam WaJkrr has this

pot to do with the integrity of the company's capital

account ?"

Both of these questions are quite easy to answer. Tn

the first place, any corporation no matter if it be a rail-

way or industrial concern that has several, or even ovc

million dollars tied up idle that is not necessarily essen-

tial to the safe and economical operating of the companv's

business, is not in a strictly first class condition financially.

and in case of lean years, or a marked reduction in volume

of business or net income, a company so circumstanced

would find difficulty in securing funds to tide over a periorl

of depression, while others, in the same or similar line of

industry but with no dead stocks, frozen accounts or

idle money, would experience little or no embarrassment
in financing their requirements.

Second : All material, supplies and other physical prop-
ert}-, represents money or capital of the corporation which
its officers have invested in material things, and if money
so invested lies idle in a frozen account, unnecessarily de-

precfates in value—becoming a partial or total loss, or is

not employed to yield a proper return on the original in-

vestment, then, and to the extent of such failure, depre-

ciation or loss, the integrity of company's capital account
lias been impaired.

By way of illustration a few examples with a hypotheti-

cal case or two might serve to both clarify and emphasize
the more salient points involved.

In the previous article on the subject there was cast up
i". tabulated form the operating mileage, investment in

road and equipment (book value) cash on hand, material

and sui)plies, average per mile of line, per cent of cash,

material and supplies to investment in road and equip-

ment, and operating ratio of 40 class 1 railways, with a

total of 150.,316 miles, and an investment in road and
(•(|uipment of $14,482,230,418.00.

Employed in the operation of this property there was
on hand at the time of filing report the following:

Cash on hand $276,954,144
:\Iaterial and supplies 498,873,451

Total $775,827,595

Xo one except certain officers of these companies or an

expert who has made a careful study of the subject can

say just how much these accounts mi^ht and should be

reduced. An}' one however, who has had the experience

and made a careful unbiased study of the subject knows
full well that, a good healthy housecleaning would yield

many millions from the ledger account, without getting

on what may be termefl thin ice, in so far as having ample

cash, material and supplies, is concerned.

In order to be on the side of conservatism let us

assume that the cash account could safely be reduced 10

per cent or $27,605,414, and material and supplies 15

per cent or $74,831,017, a total of $102,526,431. This

sum capitalized at 5 per cent would yield $5,126,321.00

]K-v vear on nnlv 40 class 1 railways out of 183.
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That this sum would aid materially in strengthening

the carriers financial position and in the preservation of

the integrity of their capital account cannot be denied.

In checking up supplies or excess material and supplies,

also the fixed property account some rather strange and
amusing conditions are found, the explanations oiifered

at times leaving one somewhat in doubt as to a fair

division of responsibility among individuals and the

customs, rules or habits, the combination of which operate

to cause great loss in these items of expense.

Integrity of Capital Account

The rank and file of railway men are as a rule of the

opinion that no matter what may happen to the company
in a financial way, there is only about three men or officers

who could by any stretch of imagination be in any way
responsible for it, namely. President, Treasurer and
Comptroller, and while it is true these three executives

in co-operation with the board of directors shape the

financial policy of the company, yet as a matter of fact

the greatest wastes of funds through investment in ma-
terial and supplies does not, as a rule, originate with any

of these officers and in few cases do they either see or

personally approve requisitions for purchases.

To better illustrate this feature, actual cases may be

cited wherein failure to properly conserve investments in

material and supplies or some integral part of the physical

property effected to some degree the integrity of the com-
pany's capital account.

A certain railway became so badly run down physically

and financially that it was forced into bankruptcy and
the owners employed outside talent to investigate and
report on its true condition, the causes responsible there-

for, and make, recommendations as to plans of rehabili-

tation.

The condition of equipment, permanent way, bridges,

buildings, shops, round houses, depots and stations all

indicated poverty and with one accord most every one

simply said : "We have neither material or supplies, nor

money or credit with which to stock up, and while this

was true with respect to certain specific items, it was
not true as to the property as a whole, nor of any one

entire department.

At a fairly good sized and very busy interchange point,

located some distance from a division terminal with round

house, shops and division storekeeper, the car repair fore-

man who was also chief joint inspector had on hand more
material and supplies than could be used in 25 years, while

quite a fairly good percentage of it was for cars or parts

that were obsolete and would never be used. Of the

excess material that was usable large quantities were lying

idle, rotting or rusting away, although engines and cars

were held in shops at the division point less than 100

miles away awaiting for duplicates of this same material

to be purchased and rushed by special fast freight or

express.

It developed that there was excess material and supplies

carried on the company's books for this point amounting

to about $50,000. Much of it had been on hand 5 to 10

years, some of it could not be found, and that which

could be checked up and identified, had an estimated value

to the company of about $5,000. The company's ledger

account of material and supplies at this comparatively

small station had shrunk 90%, yet was still carried at

its original or cost price—and now as to the cause of this

condition.

The foreman at this heavy interchange point had been

there many years and was a good man. but when first

stationed there and while short of certain material there

were several delays to important freight trains, the man
was reprimanded several times on this account by both the

transportation and mechanical departments, and finally

told that he must have on hand enough material and
supplies of every kind that might be used in any emer-
gency, and if there were any more such delays to traffic

he would be dismissed. He, at once, proceeded to protect

his job by ordering and keeping on hand thousands of

dollars' worth of material that would not in all probability

be used inside of 5 to 10 years, and some of it probably
never. As no one ever checked up his stock or ordered
any of it shipped to other points, this comparatively small

drain on the company's assets went on unchecked for

years, although the purchasing agent was in no wise at

fault, for he had bought on duly approved requisitions

such quantities and kinds as were specified.

The foregoing is a review of conditions at only one
comparatively small point on a not very large railway in

which the mechanical department was principally inter-

ested and really responsible, although the transportation

department was not blameless, but from this, one may
visualize as to possible and some actual conditions on
man\' large systems, which report having on hand from
$5,000,000 to as much as $50,000,000 invested in material

and supplies, for the entire transportation unit.

Responsibility

There are on our railways in round numbers about

1,904,000 officers and employees, classified from No. 1

to 148, the number under each ranging from 72 under
class 121, to 218,772 under class 52. Under class 1 and

2, executives, general and division officers, there are

17,314. Of other officers, foremen and agents, there

are 99,000, making the total of all those who have to do

with ordering material and supplies about 116,000, and

this is rather below the real figure as there are several

thousand chief clerks, supervisors, sub-foremen, etc., who
also have to do with making requisitions for, distributing

when received, and either conserving or wasting material

and supplies for about 1,904,000 officers and employees

on our railways.

If any one doubts the potential influence of these

116,000 men either on (a) current expenditures, (b)

conservation of property or funds entrusted to their care,

and finally (c) to preserve the integrity of the company's

capital account and thereby save millions of dollars to

the carriers of this country, they are not well informed

on the subject.

It is fair to assume that no specification, prescription,

formulae or set of rules, can be laid down that would fit

all or even a majority of cases. Manifestly, the eradica-

tion of customs, habits and practices so long followed and

thoroughly entrenched in our railway organization will

not yield without determined leadership of strong men,

whose methods of procedure will of necessity be

iconoclastic in character.

It is a most interesting, inviting and fertile field for

the railwav economist.

Cost of Locomotive Fuel

The average cost per ton of coal used as fuel for road

locomotives in freight and passenger train service for

Class I roads in July was $2.68, as compared with $2.98

in July last year, and for the seven months of 1925, in-

cluding July', the average was $2.77 as compared with

$3.15 last year, according to the monthly bulletin of fuel

costs compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

This covers only' fuel charged to operating expenses and

does not include switching and terminal companies or fuel

for switching locomotives. While the cost of coal shows

a reduction the average cost of fuel oil per gallon in-

creased, from 2.75 to 3.18 cents for the seven months

f>eriod.



Mechanical Appliances for Lubricating Locomotives

Continuation of Reports to Traveling Engineers' Convention

There are varying conditions under which locomotives

are operated, such as the difference existing in the locomo-

tive with properly fitted pistons and rings and one which

has nearly completed its mileage ; also, the difference ex-

isting in lubricating the saturated and the superheated

locomotives, as the superheated locomotive with a higher

degree of heat breaks down the oil film so much more
rapidly; again, the difference existing in operating an

engine in good water territory^ as compared with the

alkali waters of the West and Southwest ; also, the loco-

motive of medium steam pressure as compared with loco-

motives of higher pressure. Again, we have locomotives

operating in through service, which require different

handling of lubrication features as compared with engines

in local service.

These points are mentioned in order to draw attention

to the difficulty in recommending a definite amount of oil

to be used per mile. In arranging for the proper lubrica-

tion of an engine, the above mentioned different features

must necessarily be taken into consideration. Before the

advent of the superheated engines, the question of lubri-

cating valves and cylinders did not present a verv- serious

problem, but the introduction of the superheater with its

high degree of superheated steam and fast and heavy
service made it necessary to provide a means of furnish-

ing a constant and uniform supply of oil to the valves

and cylinders.

Until recently the hydrostatic lubricator of various

designs had been the only medium used for applying oil,

but with the advent of larger locomotives it has been felt

that a device should be produced which would fulfill these

functions more efficiently. With this end in view, the

mechanical or force feed lubricators of various designs

have been placed on the market, and have been applied

to a considerable extent. The committee sent out a

questionnaire to the membership with a view of securing

information as to the degree of success secured from the

application of the force feed lubricators : also, how their

operation compares with the hydrostatic lubricators. The
replies received would indicate that while a great number
of those lubricators have been applied, they have not been
in service long enough to secure definite data as to their

efficiency as compared with the hydrostatic lubricators.

Each of the two types of lubricators has its separate

merits and defects. For instance, by applying the

hydrostatic lubricators to the large modern engines, it has
been felt by some that due to the great length of the

oil delivery pipes serious difficulties were being introduced

in delivering the oil successfully to the valves and
cylinders.

Also, in long passenger runs great difficulty has arisen

through engineers covering the first divisions using the

greater portion of the oil supply and, in many cases, leav-

ing the man covering the last lap of the run short of oil.

This feature would by the mechanical or force feed lubri-

cator be taken out of the control of the engineer, thus
insuring a continuous and constant supply of oil covering
the entire trip. The amount to be supplied can be reg-
ulated to cover the requirements demanded by the class

of service in which the engine is working.

Not being able to secure any definite data as regards
to the comparison of the hydrostatic and mechanical

lubricators, the chairman of this committee will give his
personal observation. We have applied mechanical force
feed lubricators to our mountain type locomotives oper-
ating in heavy fast passenger service and have secured
very satisfactory results. Certain defects were encoun-
tered, but with the experience we have gained these are
readily overcome. The chief defect was choke valves
leaking, which allowed steam to back up in the oil pipes
and condense in the oil chamber. This condensation
settled to the bottom and in some cases was of such a
volume as to float the oil above the intake of the pump.
This defect can be easily detected and remedied by the
simple practice of opening the drain valve at the bottom
of the lubricator and if water appears, this is an indication
that a leaky choke valve exists and requires attention.

Our staff' has now been instructed and trained to watch
this feature. The result is that this defect has now been
practically eliminated. There are also instances where the
lubricator apparently did not feed on one side. The cause
of this was found to be choke fittings corroded and
seized.

I would like to call attention to a point which came
under my personal observation. We had two 34% engines
of the Pacific type in heavy local passenger service. One
of the engines was apparently not getting sufficient oil

in one side. A test showed that the lubricator was de-
livering the oil all right. Further examination disclosed

that the piston rings on this side were worn, causing a
blow, but it was not sufficient to be detected out of the

stack. The rings were changed and no further trouble
was experienced in regard to the lubricator. I wish to

bring out this fact that the oil supplied by the mechanical
lubricator had been adjusted to a nicety and was sufficient

so long as the rings were tight, but as soon as the rings
started to blow there was not then sufficient lubrication,

and I became convinced that the properly adjusted ine-

chanical lubricator would immediately show up the defect
when the engine started to blow. I do not doubt but
that had this engine been equipped with a hydrostatic

lubricator the engineer would simply have adjusted the

lubricator to get more oil to that side and the blow would
have continued with the consequent loss of fuel until suf-

ficient steam would be escaping to be detected through the

stack.

Some authorities claim that a lubricator should feed an
amount of oil corresponding to the speed of the loco-

motive. This is not good reasoning, because the volume
of oil required for lubrication is not always in proportion
to the velocity, or to the area rubbed over, and especially

is this so when the temperature of the rubbing surfaces is

increased by some other agent than friction, which greatly
reduces the viscosity of the lubricant and destroys the oil

film in a very short time.

On this account the volume of cylinder lubrication
would be regulated more by the cylinder temperature
than by the area rubbed over. Assuming, then, that on
account of occasional high water or bad water the oil

film on the cylinder walls has been destroyed, how is this

lubricating film to he restored if the volume of lubricant
cannot be immediately increased? I might sav that this

film can be restored with the mechanical lubricator by
lengthening the cut-off, which most generally would come
in line when a condition of this kind arises. With a
hydrostatic lubricator it would be necessary for the loco-
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motive engineer to readjust the lubricator feeds.

The cylinder walls on a 28 x 30 in. engine have an area

of about 6,000 square inches and it would require ap-

proximately 150^4 drops of oil to restore the oil film on
this area, which could not be accomplished with a device

that was set to supply only the necessary amount of
lubricant to meet perfect runninii' conditions. On locomo-
tives it is considered good practice to either start the

lubricator at the ordinary rate of feed some minutes be-

fore the engine leaves the initial terminal, or feed fast

for a short time, after leaving. The reason for this prac-

tice is simply to establish an initial oil film that had been
destroyed on account of the engine iieing idle at the

terminal and this same condition takes place when the

engine is delayed for any length of time on the line of

road.

On heavy freight hauls the temperature of the cylinders

becomes very high on account of the long cut-ofif, and
although the surface rubbed over per minute may be

low, the temperature of the oil film will be high, and it is

the temperature that reduces the life of the oil film rather

than the number of times it is rubbed over, and the

amount of oil required will have a closer relation to tem-

perature than to area rubbed over when the temperature
is due to a foreign agent.

The oil film is also often destroyed by the admission

of front end gases to the cylinders when they are at

high temperatures, and it must again be built up by the

admission of a little excess oil. because the regular feed

only supplies the necessary amount to replace the regular

wear of the film, and cannot be expected to build up a

new film. The lubricator must be equipped so its capacity

can readily and quickly be adjusted to meet requirements.

Force feed lubricators have their drive rod connected

by two methods : to the Walschaert link, giving it a uni-

form movement, or to the valve cross-head, giving it a

variable movement corresponding to the cut-off. In some
cases it has l>een connected to the top of the Walschaert
combination lever, Init at short cut-off this f>oint becomes
almost a stationary fulcum point, so that very little move-
ment is imparted to the lubricator lever. The method of

connecting it to the valve cross-head is undoubtedly the

best, because even at the shortest cut-off it always has the

lap and lead movement, hut this leads to abuses, as engi-

neers will then rim with longer cut-oft" so as to increase

the oil feed.

Some disadvantages to be noticed with the hydrostatic

lubricator are that on account of the height of modern
cylinders and valves and the limited height of the cab

it is difficult to get the necessary slope for the oil pipes,

and because of congestion in the cab and limited height

it is difficult to place the lubricator so that it can be oper-

ated and filled efficiently. The increased length of the

oil pipes on modern power has also increased the frictional

resistance of the steam flow and thereby decreased some-
what the volume flowing through them.

With respect to the question of separate oil feed to the

cylinders, it is evident that such is an improvement in

cylinder lubrication. It has been rendered necessary due
to the increased length of the oil pipes to the valves

greatly increasing the friction and diminishing the flow

of steam through them and thereby making another set

of pipes necessary.

Among the replies received to the questionnaire sent out

was one from the London Alidland and Scottish Railway
Company, stating that this railway has 513 locomotives

equipped with mechanical lubricators. They have no
locomotives equipped with either the two- feed or the

four-feed lubricators for oiling valves and cylinders, hut

a large number of their engines are fitted with eight-

feed mechanical lubricators, and they also have three-

cylinder compound passenger engines fitted with twelve-
feed mechanical lubricators. In regard to the type used,
they state that the mechanical lubricator used is of their

own design, each oil supply being fed by its own pump
unit. Regarding tests conducted between mechanical force
feed and hydrostatic lubricators, they state that they have
fitted some engines with hydrostatic lubricators, but
])refer the mechanical lubricator.

To the si.xth question, how they compare in efficiency

and what were the comparative results in regard to con-
sumption of oil, the reply is as follows : "From our ex-
])erience, the mechanical lubricator has proved very effi-

cient and lends itself to adjustment and a constant feed,

which permits of the most economical working condi-
tions. The adjustment of the oil feed is not under the

control of the enginemen. The hydrostatic lubricator

adjustment is under the control of the enginemen and,
lieing very sensitive, it is difficult to obtain economical
results."

In answer to the seventh question they state that "the

condition of the working surfaces of the cylinders and
packing rings with mechanical lubrication is quite satis-

factory, no undue wear being noticeable." As to their

experience in regard to maintenance, they reply that it is

very rarely necessary to interfere with the mechanical

lubricator between the shopping periods of a locomotive.

-\lso, that they have no particular data of mileage per

lubricator failure, as such failures are very rare.

The talk on lubrication of valves and cylinders so far

has had to do with valve oil and of different methods of

supplying it to valves and cylinders, but at least one large

s\stem has secured some very good results from the use

of day graphite for lubricating valves and cylinders. This

graphite is prepared in the form of solidified cakes and is

fed bA- what is known as a pendulum graphite lubricator,

'i'he magazine containing the graphite is situated on top

of the boiler and back of the smoke-stack. The natural

side motion of the locomotive while running causes the

u-.<.

cj •iovsia

u
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iiig over the same territor)- and lubricated by oil supplied

direct to the valves and cylinders.

I

It also developed that engines lubricated by graphite

would stand a shot or two of water without losing all

their lubrication. While there are no figures to demons-
trate it, nevertheless it is the opinion of those in touch

with this means of lubrication that less wear was ex-

jjerienced on the cylinder and valve packing rings and
valve and cylinder bushings. They also claim that the

graphite would stand a greater degree of heat than oil

without having its lubricating qualities affected.

While the drv method of lubricatins: valves and cvlin-

ders has not been brought into use to any considerable
extent, it is nevertheless the opinion of the Committee
that it offers certain advantages, and we would strongly
recommend that this feature of lubrication of valves and
cylinders be gone into as thoroughlv as possible.

The report was made by a committee consisting of A.
X. Boyd, road foreman of engines, Canadian National

;

W. E. O'Brien, Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh; C. H.
Holdredge, dist. road foreman of engines, Southern
Pacific ; J. W. Wells, road foreman of engines, New
York, Chicago & St. Louis, and G. C. Jones, div. road
foreman of engines, Atlantic Coast IJne.

Progress Made in Mechanical Stokers and Effect on

Cost of Maintenance and Operation
The commercial application of mechanical types of

stokers to locomotives began in the year 1910. However,
committees of the Railway Master Mechanics' Associa-

tion have been reporting on the development of stokers

since 1904.

In May, 1909, a locomotive on the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern Railroad was equipped with the first

e.xperimental stoker of the Street design. In 1910 five

more of these stokers were put in service, three of which
were placed on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.

where the first stoker-equipped locomotive was being

operated. In 1911 seven more locomotives on four dif-

ferent railroads were equipped. All of the last seven,

with hut one exception, were provided with coal crushers

on the tanks and handled run-of-mine coal. All machines

were in service at the time of the committee's report in

the year of 1915.

In 1911 the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy designed a

M-2 Santa Fe type of locomotive with tractive effort of

72.800 pounds, weight on drivers 301,000 pounds and
grate area of 88 square feet, calling for fuel consumption
required to develop maximum tractive effort which was
consiflered beyond the possibilities fif hand-firing methods.
Five of these locomotives were built in 1911, and were
equipped with the Barnum underfeed type of stoker. This

type of stoker was removed, due to apparent inadequate

capacity for requirements, also because of trouble ex-

perienced with design of mechanism of conveyor. Trouble
was also caused by the filling up of the fire-box due to

high ash contents of coal fired, with resultant delays in

cleaning of fires. Mention is made, however, that with

this type of stoker no trouble was experienced in the

distribution of fuel over the grate area as a whole.

Records available are not clear as to the exact condition

responsible for removal of the stokers. The above loco-

motives were later assigned to districts where they could

be hand fired, which. hr)wever. was not successful until

experiments had rietermined that the grate area would
necessarily have to be reduced approximately 25% by
blocking the grate area in the fire-box with fire-brick.

This particular type of locomotive was later equipped
with a mechanical stoker which enabled the engine to be

operated successfully to its maximum capacity.

In 1912 there were placed in service 165 machines of

the screw conveyor type, being applied on four different

railroads. In January, 191.3, seven more were placed in

service with orders for fiftv more, and an additional order

of 170. We find there have been 189 Street stokers
applied to locomotives in service, with 173 on others.

Up to 1913 approximately 446 stokers were applied or
under order for installation to locomotives. It is inter-

esting to note that of the twelve types of different designs
of stokers originally up to 1913 but two distinct types
of the above stokers were reported by the committee of

the Railway Master Mechanics' Association as being
capable of successfully firing locomotives, so far as the

approval of the above committee was concerned. These
two were the Crawford stoker of the under-feed type and
the Street stoker with the scatter feed. Others were
mentioned at that time as undergoing experimental tests.

The 1913 period seemed to have resulted in eliminating
many stoker designs, reducing their number, namely to

the more prominent Crawford and Street types of stokers.

However, the twenty other stokers undergoing develop-
ment brought the Gee and Hanna out as stokers in which
favorable improvements were looked for. L^p to April 1,

1915. 1,006 stokers had been applied to locomotives, rep-

resenting five different manufacturers, four bringing out
the over-feed type and one the under-feed stoker. In the
intervening years, both from a theoretical and practical

standpoint, the mechanical stoker has developed to a state

of perfection in advance of the commercial stage, it being
gratifying to note that the changes in these designs of

stokers since the year of 1917 have through reinforcement
in parts as a whole developed a strong and rugged type
of machine, with resultant elimination of stoker failures

and decreased cost of maintenance.
Up to June 1, 1924, 8,989 mechanical stokers had been

a]5plicd to locomotives.

Improvements in the design of modern locomotives with
heavier capacity are not withheld pending decision as to

whether or not human physical effort can supply the nec-
essary pounds of fuel to be consumed per square foot of

grate area per hour in advance of maximum of 5,000
pounds to that necessary for consumption to develop
maximum tractive effort of a locomotive, more especially

through sustained i)eriods of operation where speed is

desired, with a resultant constant maximum piston thrust

and uniform tractive effort being maintained as desired.

From information obtainable and from personal obser-

vation it should be possible for a mechanical stoker of the

present-day t)pe to operate approximately 90,000 miles

on the locomotive before receiving a general overhauling;

however, at the time the locomotive is receiving classified
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repairs the stoker should receive a thorough inspection and

the necessary hght repairs be made. It is presumed with

reference to the above that the stoker and parts received

proper hibrication and correct operation.

From information available, at sources where inquiries

were made, as to actual differential covering cost and

maintenance of past types of stokers over that of the

prescnt-dav type, no figures were to be had ;
however,

the standard type of stoker in operation today can be

maintained at approximately from one-tenth of one cent

to one and one-half mills per locomotive mile. This in-

cludes the cost of all stoker parts used at overhauHng;

however, minus cost of labor.

In the past many charts have been submitted to the

various railroad associations, furnishing data of tests

made as between hand and mechanical fired locomotives,

bearing out the fact that with the application of the

mechanical stoker a degree of economy can be effected

from various angles, chiefly in decreased transportation

and fuel cost, as well as reducing the time element in

moving of trains between terminals.

There is no question but what the modern stoker-fired

locomotives of today are serving their purpose thoroughly

in the prompt and economical movement of heavy tonnage

trains over that of the train tonnage hauled prior to stoker

development. It is essential that the degree of economy

aflfected through the assignment of stoker-equipped loco-

motives, usually with higher capacity of tractive effort

to territory on which hand-fired locomotives were for-

merly operated, and with main and yard track facilities

unsuitable for the economical operation and movement of

longer and heavier tonnage trains handled by stoker-fired

locomotives, should be given due consideration, especially

when placed on a comparative fuel basis with a lighter

hand fired locomotive.

Attention is called to the committee report at the con-

vention of the Traveling Engineers' Association in 1920

on the subject: "Operation and Maintenance of Locomo-

tive Mechanical Stokers in the Viewpoint of Efficiency

and Economy," by I. P. Burney as chairman of the com-

mittee. Your present committee feels that the report

referred to covered so well the practice in effect at present

governing the economy of maintenance and operation, as

being a dependable factor in low cost of maintenance and

operation, that little can be added to it. It was thought,

however, that with the present-day roundhouse standard

of organization coupled with the effort of the stoker com-

panies to assist such forces in proper maintenance methods,

that this has brought about a further degree of efficiency

with a resultant and desirable low cost of maintenance.

Due consideration should be given to the construction

of locomotive tenders to provide fuel supply for the use

of the fireman who either through lack of knowledge in

the operation of the stoker or by a clog occurring may
be required to revert to hand firing. As a rule in case

of stoker trouble a fireman will make added efforts to

hand fire the locomotive if fuel is available without restric-

tion. This will also increase the tendency of firemen to

give proper consideration to the use of the scoop during

standby and other delays, at which time the temperature

of the fire-bed may become low, and if without fore-

thought extreme care is not taken banks may form over

the fire-bed through the use of the stoker.

On territory where the application of mechanical stokers

is being considered it is important to establish the prac-

tice of removing all foreign and non-combustible material

at fuel stations and coal mines. Delays will be eliminated

by the establishing of this practice and continuity of oper-

ation assured to stokers, thus preventing interruption of

service at critical periods of operation during sustained

maximum efforts on the part of the locomotive engine.

The inclination of individuals to study and qualify for

promotion has through the application of the stoker shown
itself on the increase. The present progressive examina-

tion is of such a nature that earnest study must be applied

for an individual to qualify from the position of fireman

to that of a locomotive engineer.

Education, with supervision properly exercised, is the

keynote for success of engine crevis. In handling modern
locomotives with their increased capacity and appurte-

nances, the mind of the individual must be trained to

comply with the recommended practice, in order that the

certain physical action necessary will be the expected per-

formance, instead of practices formed through habits,

based mainly upon past physical efforts.

Supervision of the above nature will attain a larger

degree of efficiency in general. One of the most desirable

economies effected is that the reduction of physical effort

to psychic action on the part of engine crews to properly

operate mechanical devices will conserve future engine-

men's years of activity in service to their respective rail-

roads. In the successful operation of mechanical stokers

particular stress has been given to the fact that stokers

are not automatic and that hvunan intelligence must be

the guide for their successful and economical operation.

Even distribution of steam with air reverse gears,

positive in being able to control such, are essential factors

in expected performance of stoker or hand-fired locomo-

tives.

Valve and cylinder packing blows should be observed

with extreme care. Engine crews should be instructed

in the art of testing for same. As the mechanical stoker

can and will deliver the required fuel before the weakening
of the locomotive due to loss of power is discernible,

certain engine crews are not entirely familiar with the

proper method of discerning and testing, especially so

in the case of superheated locomotives.

Special attention should be given to replacement of

stoker parts, as well as maintaining the openings in the

firing nozzles, distributing arrangement and true align-

ment of such parts by the roundhouse forces.

Operation of stokers on inbound or terminal tracks,

prior to the arrival or after leaving of crews, except by

inspectors, should not be permissible.

It is important to the point of insistance that fire-beds

are built up at terminal points and delivered to the crews

in a light and level condition and free from clinkers.

Prior to leaving the outbound track the whole stoker

should receive close observation of the engine crew, in

order to know that the same is in serviceable condition

and that the flow of fuel is available. Firebeds should be

built up by hand-firing and a proper degree of heat ob-

tained. The thickness of the fire-bed is to be in propor-

tion to the degree the locomotive will be worked and

according to characteristics of the fuel used. Engineers

should gradually work their locomotives up to the max-
imum working capacity needed, rather than in a sudden

manner allowing the firemen to bring the fire up to the

proper degree of heat, depth and division of fuel over the

grate area as a whole, so that forcing of the fire may not

be required. This will insure getting the fire-bed at

what we term a light, bright and level condition, which is

necessary for securing the most economical results in con-

suming the volatile gases of the fuel with resuhant

barometer of efficiency at the stack—a clean one.

Railroad companies, under present legislative require-

ments governing the sale of their business product and

with only a comparatively small per cent of control over

their earnings, necessarily are required to deliver their

product regardless of revenue earned in a prompt, safe
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and at the same time an economical manner.
Realizing that the sale of transportation offered by

railroads is of a highly competitive nature, the movement
of freight traffic, especially manifest business, which in-

cludes practically all commodities offered, must be facili-

tated. This necessitates a varied reduction in the per-

centage between a minimum and maximum tonnage rating

handled, so that the required schedules may be maintained
and service delivered. This requirement, due to above
causes, brings about a resultant increase in transportation

cost, as well as increased number of pounds of fuel con-

simied per thousand ton gross miles. Because of this

fact we are unable, to give the locomotive the tonnage
rating with which it could make an economical fuel per-

formance with reduced transportation cost.

The schedule of the time table makers and tentatively

expected performance of the extra as well as the regular

trains by the dispatcher is based upon the even, steady

and continuously normal performance of the locomotive.

By no other presumption can the plans of the dispatcher

become definite. Dispatchers must have certain con-
fidence in locomotives as well as in engine crews to per-
form certain tasks. These tasks, regardless of weather
conditions, the modern locomotives will do, even though
called upon to develop in comparatively short time rates of

horsepower from zero to a total maximum effort. With
the mechanical stoker, dispatchers feel assured that they
have a locomotive with which there is no doubt of failure

resulting from the physical effort on the part of the fire-

man in being unable to maintain constant pressure under
sustained effort.

In conclusion, the fact is realized that there are many
points that enter into the application of as well as the

efficient and economical operation of mechanical stokers,

with resultant low cost of maintenance and operation.

Some of these points have been ably covered and dis-

cussed at former conventions of the Traveling Engineers'

Association.

Your present committee has endeavored to outline

prevalent ideas, which it is hoped will foster discussion

to the extent of bringing about recommended practices,

insuring more efficient result in the operation of the

modern mechanical-fired locomotives of today.

The report was made by a Committee consisting of

D. I. Bergin, road foreman of engines. Wabash; J. P.

Britton, road foreman of engines, Baltimore & Ohio ; J. H.
De Salis, master mechanic. New York Central ; M. A.
Daly, fuel supervisor. Northern Pacific and Henry H.
Wilson, general road foreman of engines, Baltimore &
Ohio.

Snap Shots— By the Wanderer
I do not know whether I am right or not, but it seetns

to me that there are indications that railroad men show
signs of getting away from the finicky notion that they

can not publicly recommend an article that is patented or

of e.xclusive manufacture. It was a curious attitude,

when existing conditions were taken into consideration.

There was a time when it was quite common to distribute

stock of a company, that had a commodity to sell the rail-

roads, among those officials who were in a position to

have a favorable influence upon the sales. The recipients

of such stock gratuities were expected to and did speak
very openly regarding the merits of those commodities to

their own official colleagues, and were an important factor

in their introduction on their own particular roads. But,

if there was a public meeting in which those commodities
might be endorsed to the benefit of the manufacturer, they

were as dumb as oysters and opjxjsed any suggestion that

their association should recommend a patented device.

There are some that have come into general use, since

the patent expired, that could not get a recognition dur-

ing their lifetime. Take for example, the Christie brake
head. It is doubtful whether the majority of railroad

men today ever heard of the Christie brake head, and yet

it is the standard of all American cars, having lost its

original name when it became the M. C. B. standard.

Now comparatively few of those heads were in use

before the expiration of the patent. It received no en-

dorsement from the association during its life, but just

before it expired and the adoption of a standard head
was up for consideration, one of the most prominent
members of the Master Car Builders' Association, in dis-

cussing it, said, in substance : "It is the best and most
feasible method of attaching the shoe to the head, and
as soon as the patent expires, which will be in a few
weeks, it ought to be adopted as a standard by the as-

sociation."

Another patent that met with a similar fate was that

of the Forney locomotive. No one would recommend it,

and few would use it during the life of the patent, but

no sooner had it run its prescribed life of seventeen years

than Forney engines became very common, the elevated

railroads of New York City using them by the

hundreds.

In other words, it is or was bad fomi to endorse pul>

licly a device that is protected by a patent because, as has

been stated on the floor of more than one convention,

it v.ould accrue to the profit of some individual. Yet,

when a device has forced its way upon the roads by its

own intrinsic merits, it is accepted and discussed as a

matter of course ; and then there is apt to occur this strange

paradox that the railroad men seem to resent any effort

to replace it by its equivalent of something better. It

would not be difficult to pick out more than one instance

of this kind. So much are we the creatures of habit,

that we forget and accept as a matter of course that which

we have had forced upon us, and change our attitude of

fear lest we should say a good word for the man who is

struggling for a recogliition. W'e recognize it when it

is too late to be of benefit to him.

A few years ago one of the art associations conferred
an honor upon an old man whose life work was nearly

completed and who had forced his way to the front in

spite of the opposition of this same society. He accepted

the honor, but in his speech of acceptance he reminded
the members that such an honor came too late to be of

any material service to him and that if it had been con-

ferred twenty years before, when he was doing his best

work, it would have been of a great advantage to him.

Whether we approve the courtesy of such a plain talk

or not, the fact remains that it is a fact.

However, as I stated at the start, it seems to me that

there is a tendency to ignore the old traditions in his re-

spect and to at least tell the facts in regard to a device,

even though there may be a reluctance to adopt it. This
appeared first in some of the minor associations, where
the members had no traditions of silence to uphold, and
like other leavens, there is a hope that it may leaven the
whole loaf.
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A few months ago I recorded with some regret that

the sanctity of the railway passenger car had been in-

vaded by the street car advertising card, and in that

particular instance had displaced the more or less com-

modious parcel rack with which the car had previously

been equipped.

Evidently the infection is taking and we may look for

its growth to an almost if not universal application in the

not distant future. For, within the past few days, I have

seen another application on a different road where there

was a disinclination to remove the parcel racks. In this

instance the cards were placed on the underside of the

long rack that I have called the New Haven rack because

it was iirst introduced on that road.

So there we are, I do not think that any one will main-

tain that the cards are an improvement to the appearance

of the car, but as they probably improve the revenue of

the road, we will have to forego our esthetic tastes in

deference to the utilitarian age in which we are living, or

perhaps it would be better to say, "spinning along.''

It is. of course, the part of an old fogy to decry innova-

tions and improvements, especially when there is a reve-

nue connected with the same. But there are some things_

that indicate a cheapening of surroundings regardless of

what they may really be worth in dollars and cents. For

example, a cheap, or low grade restaurant have its walls

placarded with all sorts of advertisements of the prepared

food that it serves, lauding the A. B. C. hams and the

X. Y. Z. frankfurters. One never sees anything of the

sort in a restaurant of the better class. So while the dis-

play of advertisements in passenger cars will probably

not decrease the volume of travel or the class of travel

it will undoubtedly give a road the reputation of being

of an inferior grade, whether it is or not. At least until

our eyes have become accustomed to the innovation and

we accept it as a matter of course, as we are sure to do

in time.

Several railroads of the country are making more or

less systematic efforts to train men for various positions

of responsibility and are giving considerable publicity to

the fact.

While they are alxiut it, why would it not be a good

idea to train some men for the position of train an-

nouncers? For usually the articulation of the men oc-

occupving these positions is worse than that of the average

singer, and that is bad enough. Heaven knows. There

is no reasonable excuse for either speaking or singing so

that no one who hears can understand what is uttered.

Anyone, without an actual impediment can be taught to

speak distinctly, but the average man is careless, with

the result that, when he attempts to make a public an-

nouncement, he mouths his words worse than usual and

becomes quite unintelligible. Then matters are made

worse by putting such a man at the speaking end of a

telephonic megaphone, when a mere gibberish roar is

what the public hears. This is particularly exasperating

because the speaker is inaccessible and cannot be asked

what he has been saying.

When the ordinarj' announcer has shouted : "Tra nar

red f'r Br-sh-ky, Pro-ha enma puh, tra ten." You go to

him and ask if he has been talking about Peoria and find

out. But when one stands on a platform where trains are

passing at a few second intervals, and when there is no

one available from whom questions can be asked ;
things

are apt to be confusing when reliance must be placed on

a telephonic megaphone, and the wonder is that, in such

places, more people do not board the wrong train than

they do.

Annual Meeting of the A. S. M. E.

The Pennsylvania Railroad was host on October 5th,

()th and 7th to tlie American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers, which held its regional meeting at Altoona, Pa.

It has been forty-two years since the Society met in

Altoona. Its membership now includes 18,000 engineers

organized into 67 local sections throughout the country.

.Many of the most distinguished engineers attended the

Altoona sessions.

In addition to important technical discussions and ad-

dresses of general interest, one of the features of the

meeting was an operating demonstration of a large elec-

tric locomotive at the Pennsylvania "Railroad's test plant

in the Altoona Shops, the largest railroad shops in the

world. This locomotive is the first of its kind to be so

tested. The visiting engineers thus had an opportunity to

observe the methods of measuring and operating char-

acteristics of one of the newest of railroad engines. The
test plant at Altoona has been one of the important fac-

tors in the development of steam and electric locomotives

nn the Pennsylvania Railroad System.

The formal program of the meeting opened on Mon-
day, October 5th, at the Penn-Alto Hotel. The members
of the Society and their guests were welcomed by Elisha

Lee, Vice President in Charge of Operation of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad. At this meeting, too, honorary mem-
l)ership in the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

was conferred on General William Wallace Atterbury,

President of the Pennsylvania Railroad. General Atter-

bury was presented to the Society by Charles Day, of

Day & Zimmerman, Philadelphia, and the certificate of

honorary membership was bestowed by William F.

Durand, President of the Society.

The session on Tuesday was opened by an address by

Samuel Rea, Retired President of the Pennsylvania, who-
discussed transportation in its physical, economic, financial

and legislative phases and gave his views on the future

of railroad transportation in this country. A paper on
the Locomotive Testing Plant and its Influence on Steam
Locomotive Design was read by Lawford H. Fry, which
dealt with the history of locomotive testing plants and the

progress in locomotive design which they have made
possible. Mr. Fry's paper will be published in an early

issue of Railway and Locomotive Engi.n'eering.

Samuel P. Bush, President of the Buckeye Steel Cast-

ings Company, addressed the meeting on Tuesday on
The Transportation Industry and The Engineer. On
Wednesday, there were addresses by Albert J. Comity,

\ice-President in Charge of Treasury, Accounting and

Corporate Work of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and by
Dr. M. E. McDonnell, the Railroad's Chief Chemist, who
presented a paper on Rust-Proofing of Metals.

The petition to the counsel of the Society nominating

General Atterbury for honorary membership says of his

qualifications for this honor

:

"Upon no other agency in modern life is American
industry and the prosperity of the nation more dependent

than upon railroad transportation. General Atterbury is

one of the recognized leaders in that field. The high

service he has rendered, both in the field of mechanical

engineering and in the field of railroad management, con-

stitutes a basis for 'acknowledged professional eminence'

as required by our Constitution."

The program for the meeting included social activities,

and inspection of the Altoona Shops, a trip by special

train to the site of the inclined planes of the Old Portage

Railway, the original means of transportation over the

Alleghany Mountains, now crossed on the famous

Horseshoe Curve of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
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New Lanco Die Head
The Landis Machine Company, Waynesboro. Pa., has

placed upon the market a new series of Landis thread
cutting die heads. This new head is known as the Lanco
head.

The Lanco head has the chasers supported on the front

face of the head. This permits of easy access to the

chasers when it is necessary to remove them for grinding
and when changing from one pitch to another.

This new head is made entirely of high carbon steel

Lanco Die Head

and it is heat treated throughout, and ground. This con-

struction together with the compact design of the head
reduces the wear to a minimum and prolongs the life.

The head is adjusted to size by means of an adjusting

worm. The adjusting worm is under the proper turning

tension at all times, thereby eliminating the necessity of

locking it for each adjustment of the die head for size.

The graduated dial at the end of the adjusting worm
gives a variation in adjustment of approximately .005"

for each graduation. The head, when threading, is locked

within itself by the engagement of two closing pins in

hardened bushings. It is opened and closed automatically.

The head is graduated for all sizes of bolts, both right

and left hand, and right hand pipe within its range. All

passages and openings into the interior of the head are

entirely covered under service conditions, making it im-

IK)ssible for dirt and chips to enter.

The Lanco head is made in the •>^", 9/16", m", 1" and

IJ/2" sizes. It is a])plicable to all makes of automatic,

semi-automatic and hand operated threading machines.

The Lanco head employs the Landis long life chaser.

Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway has ordered 20 heavy .Mallet

type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, to cost ap-
proximately $2,250,000.

The Chicago South Shore & South Bend Railway has ordered
4 electric freight locomotives from the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, to cost approximately $225,000.

The Tennessee Copper Company has ordered one six-wheel
switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Atlanta & West Point Railway is inquiring for 4 Mikadn

type locomotives.
The Tennessee Central Railroad is inquiring for 4 Mountain type

locomotives.

The Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad contemplates buying
10 heavy locomotives.
The Central Railroad of New Jersey has purcha.sed the first oil-

electric locomotive to be purchased by a railroad in the United

States, from tlie IngersoU-Rand Company, the Central Electric

Company, and the .American Locomotive Company.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway has placed a contract with

the American Locomotive Company covering the building of 50
heavy Mikado locomotives at a cost of approximately $3,500,000.
According to the contract the locomotives are to be built at the

Richmond, Va. plant of the American Locomotive Company and
delivery will begin early in December.
The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad is reported

to be inquiring for 10 Mountain type locomotives.
The H. L. Bruce Company has ordered one Prairie type loco-

motive from the American Locomotive Company.
The Louisville & Nashville Railway is inquiring for 8 Mountain

type and 24 Mikado type locomotives.
The Louisville & Nashville Railroad has placed orders with

the .American Locomotive Company for 24 heavy Mikado type
locomotives, 165 tons, and will have 27 in. by 32 in. cylinders,

which are to be built at the Brooks plant of the American Loco-
motive Company, located at Dunkirk, N. Y.
The Seaboard Air Line Railway has placed orders for 6

Mountain type locomotives and 4 Mikados with the Baldwin
Locomotive Works.
The Pintados Iquique Railway, Santiago, Chile, plans to pur-

chase 23 locomotives within the next few months including Santa
Fe, Mikado, Garrett and Mallet types.

The Sorocabana Railway of Brazil has ordered 11 locomotives
from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The Richmond Car Works has ordered one six-wheel switching

t\pe locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway is inquiring for 110 loco-

motives as follows : 20 simple Mallets, 75 heavy Mikados, 5

heavy Pacifies, 10 heavy switchers.

The Chicago, Lake Shore & South Bend Railroad is inquiring

fur 3 electric locomotives.

Freight Cars
'1 Ik- .\rmoui' & Company, Chicago, 111., has ordered 300 steel

underframes for refrigerator cars from The Bettendorf Company.
The Equitable Equipment Company, New Orleans, is inquiring

for 50 flat cars for export.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has placed orders for 1,000 all

steel box cars with the Bethlehem Steel Company, and also for 500
with the Standard Steel Car Company.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway lias ordered 100 steel under-

frames for caboose cars from the Standard Tank Car Company
to cost approximately $250,000.
The Palace Poultry Company. Chicago, 111., has placed an order

for 150 poultry cars with the Illinois Car & Mfg. Company.
The Illinois Central Railroad has ordered 500 single sheathed

box automobile cars from the American Car & Foundry Com-
pany and 500 from the Pullman Car & Manufacturing Company.
The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway is inquiring for 3,000

SO-ton single sheathed box cars.

The Louisville & Nashville Railroad has ordered 500 box cars
from the Standard Tank Car Company; 500 coal cars from the
Pressed .Steel Car Company and 250 flat cars from the Bethlehem
Steel Company, to cost approximately $2,500,000.
The Montour Railroad is inquiring for 500 gondola cars.

The Nainesport' Mining Transportation Company has placed
orders for 6, 50-ton hopper cars with the American Car & Foundry
Company.
The Armour & Company of Chicago, 111., are inquiring for

300 steel underframes for freight cars.

The Fruit Growers Association is inquiring for 300 underframes
for refrigerator cars.

The Illinois Central Railroad is inquiring for 800 box cars,

200 automobile cars, 200 stock cars and 100 flat cars.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad is inquiring for 100 box car
bodies.

The E. I. DuPont de Nemours Company has placed an order
for 22 anhydrous ammonia tank cars with the Central American
Tank Car Company.
The Chicago & Northwestern Railway has ordered 25 caboose

car underframes from the Illinois Car & Mfg. Company.
The Southern Railway has placed an order for 10 horse cars

with the Bethlehem Steel Company.
The Illinois Traction Company has placed an order for SO

hopper cars with the Mt. Vernon Car & Mfg. Company.
The Pennsylvania Coal Company has placed an order for 15

mine car bodies with the American Car & Foundry Company.
The New York Central Railroad has placed the following

orders : 500 hopper cars with the Pressed Steel Car Company,
and 500 with the Standard Steel Car Company, and 1,000 re-
frigerator cars with the Merchants Despatch Transportation
Company.
The Georgia, Florida 81 Alabama Railway is reported to be

int|uiring for 250 box cars.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh Railway has ordered re-
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pairs to 200 hopper cars from the Bethlehem Steel Company.

The General Fuel Corporation has placed an order for 50 mine

cars with the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Georgia Pine Turpentine Company, New York City, has

ordered one tank car from the General American Car Company.

The Cambria & Indiana Railroad has placed an order for repairs.

to 200 hopper cars with the Bethlehem Steel Company.

The Pine Hill Coal Company has placed an order for 50 mine

cars with the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Mathieson Alkali Company is inquiring for 68 quarry cars.

The Spokane International Railway is inquiring for 3 refrigera-

tor cars.

The Haynesworth Mining & Transportation Company has or-

dered 6 steel hopper cars of 50 tons capacity from the American

Car & Foundry Company.
The Palace Poultry Car Company, Chicago, 111., is inquirmg

for 200 poultry cars.

The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Railway has placed an order

for 50 hopper cars with the Mt. Vernon Car & Manufacturing

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has placed orders for 1,000

hopper cars with the Standard Steel Car Company.

The Fruit Growers Express has ordered 387 steel underframes

from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The Gulf, Florida & Alabama Railroad has placed an order

for 250 box cars with the General American Car Company.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad is inquiring for

500 center sills for freight cars.

The Babcock & Wilcox Company has ordered one SO-ton gon-

dola car from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Great Northern Railway has ordered 500 50-ton general

service cars from the Bethlehem Steel Company.

Passenger Cars

The Louisville & Nashville Railroad has ordered 4 steel coaches,

8 middle smoking room coaches, 4 end smoking room coaches, 2

combination passenger and baggage car, 2 postal cars, 4 baggage

horse cars and 2 dining car shells from the American Car & Foun-

dry Company, also 10 baggage cars and 4 combination baggage

and mail cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad has placed

orders for 35 multiple-unit passenger cars with the Osgood-Bradley

Company.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway has ordered 10 combmation

passenger and baggage cars from the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Com-
pany.

The Southern Railway has ordered 10 express cars from the

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation.

The Louisville & Nashville Railway is inquirmg for 38 mis-

cellaneous passenger cars and 2 steel dining car shells.

The Georgia, Florida & Alabama Railway has placed orders

covering 2 combination baggage-express cars, 3 mail-express cars

and 3 coaches with the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Company.

The Southern Railway has placed an order for 4 all steel diners

with the Pullman Car & Mfg. Corporation.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad is ne-

gotiating for the purchase of 5 gas-electric cars and 20 steel

underframes for baggage and express cars.

The Delaware & Northern Railroad has placed an order for

one combination pas.senger-baggage-mail gasoline car with the

J. G. Brill Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway is inquiring for 10 steel

passenger cars and 3 all steel mail cars.

The Key System Transit Company, Oakland, Calif., is inquiring

for 40 multiple unit passenger cars.

The Chicago, South Shore & South Bend Railway is inquiring

for 10 combination smoking passenger and baggage cars and 15

combination smoking and passenger cars.

The Great Northern Railway is inquiring for one passenger

car underfrarae.

The Illinois Central Railroad is inquiring for 4 gasoline motor

The Louisville & Nashville Railroad is inquiring for the follow-

ing passenger cars: 4, 61 ft. coaches; 4, 61 ft. vestibule par-

titioned coaches; 2, 70 ft. passenger-baggage cars; 4, 70-ft.

smoking cars ; 10, 70-ft. baggage-mail cars, with 15-ft. mail com-

partment ; 2, 70-ft. baggage-mail cars, with 30-ft. compartment

;

2, 60-ft. mail cars; 2 dining car shells and 4, 70-ft. coaches with

middle smoking room.
The Louisville & Nashville Railway has ordered 3 combination

passenger and baggage gasoline rail motor cars and one straight

passenger gasoline rail motor car from the J. G. Brill Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad has ordered

IS wide vestibule standard coaches from the Pullman Car & Mfg
Company.

Building & Structures

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad plans the con-

struction of a bus terminal at Danbury, Conn., including a machine
and repair shop, an ofhce building for the New England Transpor-
tation Company, a subsidiary.

The Missouri Pacific Railroad has awarded a contract for the

construction of a seven-stall roundhouse at Arkansas City, Kan.,

to cost appro.ximately $32,500.

The Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railway is re-

ported to have placed a contract for the construction of a round-

house and machine shop at Spooner, Wise, to cost approximately

150,000.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad has awarded a con-

tract covering the construction of a four-stall roundhouse at

Hannibal, Mo., to cost approximately $25,000.

The Kentucky & Indiana Terminal Railroad contemplates the

construction of a shop building, a storehouse and an office building

at Louisville, Ky., to cost approximately f75,000.
The Virginian Railway has awarded a contract for the con-

struction of a fire-proof sand handling plant for sanding their

electric locomotives at Mullens, West Va.
The Canadian National Railways is building an addition to the

shops at Limoilou, Que., to cost approximately $500,000.

The Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic Railway is reported to

be planning improvements to its shops at Manchester, Ga.
The New York Central Railroad has awarded a contract for

the construction of a machine shop, 60 ft. by 80 ft. at Airline

Junction, near Toledo, Ohio.

The Southern Pacific Company are preparing plans for the

construction of a terminal at Klamath, Oregon.
The Wabash Railway contemplates the construction of a one-

story machine shop, 60 ft. by 120 ft. at Decatur, 111.

The Pennsylvania Railroad is inquiring for bids on a group of

shop buildings which will be located at 50th and Merion Streets,

Philadelphia, Pa., to cost approximately $75,000.

The Texas & Pacific Railway has placed a contract covering

new terminal buildings at Shreveport, La., which will include an
eight-stall roundhouse, car repair shed, machine and blacksmith

shops, power house, yard office and numerous other buildings, to

cost approximately $925,000.

The Southern Railway is reported to be planning new locomo-
tive car repair shops at Chattanooga, Tenn., to cost approximately

$750,000.

The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway will improve and enlarge

its passenger facilities and yards at Springfield, Mo., at a cost of

approximately $300,000.

The Jefferson & Northwestern Railway is rebuilding the por-

tions of its machine shops and locomotive repair shop which was
recently destroyed by fire at Jefferson, Texas.
The Reading Company plans the construction of a new power

house at Birdsboro, Pa.
The Norfolk & Western Railway plans the construction of a

water softening plant at Richlands, West Va.
The Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Railroad has placed a

contract covering the construction of a power house at North
Bay, Ont., Canada.
The Clinchfield Railroad plans shop improvements including a

ten-stall roundhouse, a new coaling station and additions to the

machine shop and paint shop at Erwin, Tenn.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway has awarded a contract for

the erection of a new boiler shop at Huntington, West Va. The
building with equipment is estimated to cost approximately $575,-

000,

The Pennsylvania Railroad has installed a 100 ft. turntable at

S5th street, Chicago, 111., instead of 85 ft. turntable as reported.

The Illinois Central Railroad has closed bids for the construc-

tion of the superstructures of the buildings in the locomotive and
car repair terminal which are located at Paducah, Ky. The
buildings to be constructed include a locomotive erecting shop,

locomotive repair shop, car repair shop, carpenter shop, wood
mill and store room, foundry, boiler shop, blacksmith shop, power
house, tank shop, and air brake shop.

The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railroad has

placed a contract covering a brick station at Cass Lake, Minn.

Items of Personal Interest

William Wallace Atterbury was elected President of the

Pennsylvania Railroad on September 30. Mr. Atterbury succeeds

Samuel Rea who retired on the same day under the pension regu-

lations of the railroad.

Mr. Atterbury was born at New Albany, Indiana, January 31,

1866.

.After receiving a liberal preparatory education, Mr. Atterbury

was graduated from Yale University in 1886 with the degree of

Bachelor of Philosophy. He entered the service of The Pennsyl-
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vania Railroad on October 11, 1886, as an apprentice in the Altoona
shops. He received many promotions, and in 1903 he was made
general manager of the lines east of Pittsburgh, becoming a vice-
president six years later.

On May 17. 1916, Mr. Atterbury was elected President of the
American Railway Association. As the head of this Association,
he rendered invaluable service to the L^nited States Government in

connection with the transportation of troops and war supplies to

the Mexican Border, as well as to the Atlantic Seaboard.
Shortly after the United States entered the war against Ger-

many, Mr. Atterbury was requested by the Secretary of War to

go to France and assume charge, as Director General of Transpor-
tation of the American Expeditionary Forces, of the details of or-
ganization for the construction and operation of the United States
transportation requirements in France, as well as the harmonizing
of them with those of our Allies in France. He held the rank of
brigadier general.

L'pon the termination of Federal control of the railroads, and
the restoration of the railroad properties to their owners on March
1, 1920, General .Atterbury resumed his active duties as Vice-Presi-
dent in Charge of Operation of the entire Pennsylvania Railroad
System. He continued in this capacity until November 15, 1924,

when he was appointed Vice-President of the Company, without
designation, in order that he might act in a more general executive
capacity, aiding the President in his administrative duties and
acting for the President in his absence.

F. R. Butts has been appointed acting master mechanic of

the Brookfield division of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Railroad with headquarters at Brookfield. Mo., to succeed
H. H. Urbach, who has been assigned to other duties.

P. C. Morales has been appointed superintendent of
machinery and motive power of the National Railways of

Mexico, succeeding S. A. Alzati, resigned.
E. W. Beatty, president of the Canadian Pacific Railway

has been chosen chairman of the Canadian Steamships, Ltd.,

succeeding G. M. Bosworth, deceased.
E. J. Cole, superintendent of shops of the Union Pacific

Railroad with headquarters at Cheyenne, Wyo., has been
transferred to Omaha, Nebr., succeeding J. W. Highleyman,
acting superintendent of shops, who has resumed his duties
as assistant superintendent of motive power and machinery.

O. C. Sandberg has been appointed superintendent of the
Peru division of the Wabash Railway with headquarters at

Peru, Ind.. succeeding W. H. Eckard, deceased.
B. Koontz has been appointed supervisor of passenger

locomotive operation on the Virginia & North Carolina
division of the Seabord .Xir Line with headquarters at Raleigh,
N. C. W. C. Rogers has been appointed supervisor of
passenger locomotive operation on the South Carolina
division with headquarters at Savannah, Ga.

F. A. Starr has been appointed supervisor of reclamation of

the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad with headquarters at Rich-
mond. \'a.

Dwight S. Brigham has been appointed assistant general
manager of the Boston & Maine Railroad with headquarters
at Boston, Mass.

J. G. F. Moale has received promotion from the position of
chief clerk to the superintendent of transportation of the
Southern Pacific Company to that of car service agent with
headquarters at .San Francisco. Calif.

J. W. Fox, formcrlj- right of way engineer of the Florida
East Coast has been promoted to the position of assistant to

the vice-president in charge of valuations, with headquarters
at St. .Augustine, Fla.

J. D. Walker has been promoted to superintendent of the
Southern division of the Colorado & Southern Railways with
headquarters at Trinidad, Colo.

John Rourke has been njade general superintendent of the
Boston & Maine Railroad and F. H. Flynn has been made
superintendent with headquarters at Concord, N. H., succeed-
ing S. E. Miller, who was made general superintendent of

transportation; John A. Ahearn becomes superintendent with
headquarters at Greenfield, Mass. F. C. Mayo becomes super-
intendent with headquarters at Woodsville, N. M., and W. H. .

Towne becomes assistant to the general superintendent with
headquarters at Boston. Mass.; H. E. Folsom retired as gen-
eral superintendent of the second district.

A. W. Ames has been appointed roundhouse foreman of the
coast line of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway with
headquarters at Seligman. Ariz., succeeding F. H. Truxler
who has been made division foreman with head(|uarters at

Ashfork, Ariz. Harry Whitman has licen appointed division

foreman of the Santa Fe shops at National City, Calif., suc-

ceeding Edward Leonard, who has been made general foreman
with headquarters at Prescott, Ariz., succeeding Harry Whit-
man, transferred.

Ralph E. Dowdell has been made superintendent of the

Boston & Maine Transportation Company, operating the bus

division of the Boston & Maine Railroad, Portsmouth, Mass.,
succeeding his father, W. E. Dowdell, who died recently.

Daniel J. McBride has been made boiler shop foreman of
the Coast Line division of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway, with headquarters at Prescott, Ariz., succeeding
Harrison Brown, transferred to Winslow, Ariz.

Supply Trade Notes
H. G. Mastin has l.icen appointed representative in the sales

department of the Locomotive Stoker Company, Eastern dis-
trict, with headquarters in New York City.

Mr. Mastin was born on December 23, 1887, in Millbrook,
Dutchess County, New York, and received his education in
Millbrook High School. He entered the employ of the New
York, Ontario & Western Railroad as locomotive fireman in
1906 and remained in that service until 1908, when he was
promoted to traveling fireman and assistant road foreman of
engines on the southern division.

Mr. Mastin remained with the New York, Ontario & West-
ern until entering the service of the Locomotive Stoker Com-
pany m October, 1918, as mechanical expert, which position
he occupied at tlie time of receiving his present appointment.

V. B. Emrick has been appointed a representative of the
Locomotive Stoker Company, with headquarters in Chicago,
Mr. Emrick was born at Delphi, Ind., on August 3, 1889, and
received his early education in the public schools in Delphi.
He later took a course in engineering, after which he entered
the employ of the Albuquerque Eastern, at Albuquerque,
N. Mex., doing locating work in connection with the building
of that road out of Albuquerque. He then went to the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Coast lines, as a fireman and
later served as an engincman. In December, 1920, he was
appointed mechanical expert of the Locomotive Stoker Com-
pany, working out of the Chicago office, which position he
held at the time of his present appointment in the commercial
department.

L. C. Sparks, formerly in the engineering and sales depart-
ments of the American Car & Foundry Company, with head-

• quarters in New York, has opened an office in 1005 Federal
Commercial Trust building, St. Louis, Mo., to handle railway
and industrial supplies.
The Railroad Supply Company, Chicago, 111., announces the

purchase of the Bryant Zinc Company., E. H. Bell will con-
tinue as president of the Railroad Supply Company and the
official personnel will remain the same.
Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Chicago, have taken over the

1 /'n- ^""^'^''"K ^^""^ manufacturing and sale of the horizon-
tal drilling and boring machine manufactured bv the Hamisch-
feger Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.
The General American Tank Car Corporation, Chicago 111

has established s.nitbern sales office at 1022 Union Indenmity
building, New Orleans. Z. R. Simon will be in charge as
southern sales manager.

til^i^^'^^^°,
'^^'^^ 9f^ Company has been incorporated with

$100000 capital to build tank cars, and will have headquarters
in the Railway Exchange building, Chicago, 111. The organi-
zer^ include G. L. Weaver, M. C. Putnam and J. J. SherlockThe American Car & Foundry Company has acquired con-
trol of the Hall-Scott Motor Company plant, which is located
at Oakland, Calif., and which manufactures motors for the
Fageol Motor Company.

E. E. Cullison has been appointed special representative of
Pratt & Whitney Company, with headquarters at Altoona, Pa.
The National Lock Washer Company has moved its Chicago

offices from the I.ytUm building to 1103 Straus building.
Victor W. EUet has been appointed sales manager of Hunt-

Spiller Manufacturing Corporation, with headquarters at Bos-
ton, Mass., lo succeed John C. Piatt, whose jurisdiction as
vue-president has been extended to cover operation as well as

'

sales.

James E. Key, formerly superintendent of the Westinghouse
Air Brake Company, has become an instructor in the industrial
engineering department of the Pennsylvania State College.
The General Electric Co. plans the construction of a large

warehouse and office building in Los Angeles, Calif., to cost
approximately $1,000,000, and to be located at Santa Fe Avenue
and 52nd Street.

John T. Llewellyn has been elected president of the Chicago
Malleable Castings Company, succeeding S. J. Llewellyn, who
died al his hoiiie in ICvanston, 111., on Septemlicr 3. Paul
Llewellyn has licin cKcted vice-president-secretary.
Nathan L. Miller lias been appointed general counsel and a

director (if llu- United States Steel Corporation, and Myron C.
Taylor has been eKeled a director of that corporation.
The General American Tank Car Corporation, Chirngo, III,

has purchased the jiroperlies of the Lone Star Tank Company
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at Fort Worth and Wichita Falls, Texas, and will use the

facilities acquired for the manufacture and repair of tank cars.

The Cummings Car & Coach Company has been incorpo-

rated in Chicago, 111., with $20O,U00 capital, to manufacture

railway appliances. • ,.,„,,
L. D. Brown, treasurer of the B. F. Goodrich Co., has been

elected \icc-presidcnt and treasurer of that company. H.

Hough, controller, has been named vice-president and control-

ler. Both men have been connected with the Goodrich organi-

zation for a number of years.

J. G. Foote has been appointed acting sales agent of the

Bethlehem Steel Company in the Cincinnati district. F. A.

Scammell has been appointed assistant general manager of the

Cambria Steel Works, succeeding R. J. Wysor.

E. H. Wood, former master car builder on the Michigan

Central Railroad, has joined the sales forces of the Grip Nut

Company in the capacity of district sales manager, and will

have his headquarters in Chicago, 111.

Carl S. Jordon, who has been serving as assistant to the

manager of railroad sales of the Wyoming Shovel Works, has

been transferred to San I<>ancisco, Calif., where he will have

charge of the California territory as district sales manager.

He will be succeeded by M. S. Hendrickson, who will be

located at Chicago.
The Linde Air Product Company has placed a contract cov-

ering a ons-story liraiich plant at Roanoke, Va., with J. P.

Pettyjohn & Company, Lvnchburg. Va.

G. H. Woodroffe has been appointed metallurgical engineer.

a newly created position of the Reading Iron Company, boiler

tube department, at Reading, Ta. Mr. Woodroffe has been

closely associated with the iron and steel industry over a period

of many vears, serving as engineer of tests during the last five

years of a nine years' service with the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, and since 1917 he has been mechanical and metallur-

gical engineer for the Parkersburg Iron Company. Mr. Wood-
roffe is serving in an important capacity with the American

Society for Testing Materials as secretary of Committee on

Steel and is also a member of the Anftrican Society of Mechan-

ical Engineers.
The Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa., an

nounces that it has acquired the assets of the Hall Switch.

& Signal Company. The manufacture of the apparatus here-

tofore furnished bv the Hall Company will be continued by

the Union Switch' & Signal Company. The Hall Switch &
Signal Company organization will be continued for the

present without change.

John L. Crouse, formerly manager of the development and
supply division of the railway sales department of Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company, has been appointed

as assistant to the manager of the railway department. He
has served the Westinghouse company for the past 32 years.

A. B. Gibson, for the past six years manager of the Westing-
house Technical Night School, has been appointed to succeed

Mr. Crouse as manager of the development and supply
division.

Obituary

Edwin H. Baker, who retired as second vice-president of the

Galena-Signal Oil Company in 1916, after having been engaged

for 43 vears in the manufacturing and supply of lubricating

oils, died in Brooklyn on September 15. In 1873 Mr. Baker

entered the employ of S. T. Baker & Company. New York,

a concern manufacturing lubricating oils which had been

founded by his father in"l849. S. T. Baker & Company was
later incorporated and became a department of the Galena

Company, and in 1894 Mr. Baker entered the services of the

latter company, continuing at the same time as president of

S. T. Baker & Company. In 1912 the Baker Company was
consolidated with the Galena and Mr. Baker became second

vice-president of the Galena-Signal Oil Company. He con-

tinued in this capacity until the time of his retirement in 1916.

John J. Hannahan, assistant to the president of the Loco-
motive Stoker Company, died at his home in Merriam Park,

Minn., on September 4, after a brief illness. He had been an

employe of the Stoker company since its inception, having
entered the service in 1912. He was well known throughout
the railway world on account of his long connection with the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen. Mr.
ffannahan was past grand master of tliis organization at the

time of his death.

Wm. H. Heulings, Jr., vice-president and general manager
of sales for the J. G. Brill Company, died September 14, in

Philadelphia, Pa., after a brief illness. Mr. Heulings has been
identified with the Brill company since boyhood, starting in

February, 1885, as a stenographer. He was transferred to the

sales branch of the business at the age of twenty. He became
assistant secretary of the company in 1901, and in 1903, as-

sumed in addition the duties of general manager of sales. In

June, 1914, he was also elected vice-president and held this

joint responsibility at the time of his death. Mr. Heulings
was born November 17, 1869, in Philadelphia, and received his

education in the public schools of that city. He was deieply

interested in the work of the .American Electric Railway
-Association, and was a past president of the .American Elec-

tric Railway Manufacturers' Association.

John H. Ohlsson, assistant general manager of sales of

the J. G. Brill Company, died suddenly Thursday, September,
3, at his home in Philadelphia. Mr. (Jhlsson was born in

Brooklyn, N. Y., October 4, 1880. He started with the Brill

company as an office boy. Through his diligence and perse-

verance he rose steadily in the Brill organization until finally

he was appointed to the executive position which he held at

the time of his death. From 1907 to 1912 he was secretary

to the vice-president and general manager and then acting
assistant to the general manager of sales from 1912 to 1919.

In 1919 he was appointed assistant general manager of sales.

He was a member of the various organizations related to the
railwav industry.

For Testing and Washing

Locomotive Boilers

DIAMOND STEEL EMERY
For Grinding In Steam and Air Joints

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Necessity

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SENT> FOR CATALOGtJE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors, Ejectors.

Boiler Washers and Testers, Boiler Checks.
Check Valves.

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

WANTED
Locomotive biulder's or other lith-

ograph of U. S. locomotives, multi-

colored or one tone for historical

collection. Give name of builder,

type of locomotive, condition of

print, etc.

Also wish to purchase collec-

tions of locomotive photographs,

particularly those of early date, or

will gladly arrange for exchange
with other collectors.

Particularly interested in New
York Central photographs.

Address, HISTORICAL
c / o Railway and Locomotive Engrineerinff

114 Liberty Street, New Yortc
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A Diesel Electrie Locomotive
Details of the Construction and Operation of an Oil-Electric Locomotive Built by the

Baldwin Locomotive Works and Equipped with Westinghonse Apparatus

The Baldwin Locomotive \\'orks has recently completed

an oil-electric locomotive for experimental and demon-
stration purposes, using a Diesel type of internal com-
bustion engine as a prime mover and employing electric

equipment manufactured by Westinghouse Electric IManu-
facturing Co. Like other locomotives of its class the

engine turns continuously in one direction and drives a

above the rails and 10 ft. 5 in. wide. The total \veia;ht

is 275,000 lb. of which 180,000 lb. or a little less than
two-thirds is upon the driving wheels. The capacity
of the fuel tank is 750 gallons, and the equipment in-

cludes air brakes, air Sanders, electric headlights and
automatic couplers.

The starting tractive force is 52,200, which gives a

1
m
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The center lines of the cylin-

ders incline outwardly from the

top down at an angle of about 16

degrees with the vertical. The
two shafts driven by the engine

turn in the same direction and
carry gears 29^4 in. in diameter

that mesh with a pinion 11)4 ii^-

in diameter on the generator

shaft, so that the ratio of revo-

lution of the two is as 1 to 2.6.

Hence with the engine shaft run-

ning at a minimum of 480 revo-

lutions per minute the generator

shaft will be driven at a speed

of nearly 1150.

The engine is a two-cycle ma-
chine, and the two cranks of each
pair of cylinders are so set that

one piston (that on the left in

the illustration) is slightly in ad-

vance of the other. This is for

the purpose of elifecting a com-
plete scavenging of the products

of combustion.

The air for scavenging and
compression is delivered through
the pipe 18 under a gauge pres-

sure of about 3 lb. per sq, in. As
the left hand piston moves down,
during the expansion it uncovers
the ports at 19 and the scaveng-
ing air rushes in and sweeps
across through and to the cor-

responding ports in the right hand cylinder and out
at the exhaust pipe 20. Then, as the left hand
piston is slightly in advance of the right hand one in its

stroke, it closes the ports 19 before the corresponding
ones are closed by the right hand piston. This causes
the air to sweep over the top of the partition separating
the two cylinders down through the right hand cylinder
and out at the exhaust, thus thoroughly cleaning the con-
tained air before the right hand piston closes the ports

corresponding to 19.

Both pistons then compress the air above them, and at

the upper end of the stroke the injection takes place

with the consequent explosion. The injection is what
is known as a solid fuel injection and takes place at

21 through four holes made with a No. 70 drill. Their
lines of direction are in pairs directed outwardly towards
the heads of the pistons.

The engines are started bv means of compressed air

furnished by a special compressor and admitted by a

cam operated valve at 22. This air passes down and
opens the valve 23 against the tension of the spiral spring
that holds it against its seat. As this valve is normally
held closed by the spring as well as by the pressure devel-

oped by combustion in the cylinder the starting effect

of the compressed air is automatically cut off immediately
there is an explosion in the cylinder.

The speed of the engine is varied according to the re-

quirements of the work that is demanded of the motors.

This is accomplished by the manipulation of the throttle

which is made independently of the movement of the

controller handle. Smooth acceleration is thus obtained

and the maximum tractive effort developed up to the

slipping point of the drivers.

The method of delivering the oil to the cylinders in

varying proportions dependent upon the speed of the

engine and the work which it is called upon to perform
is interesting and unique.

Cross Section of Diesel Engine of Baidwin Oil-Electric Locomotive

Front View of Baldv -Electric Locomotive
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The speed of the engine with the resultant current

development is controlled by a governor of the ordinary

centrifugal ball type, whose balls are made to act against

a helical spring whose tension can be varied. The greater

is pivoted at D and, as the lower end is moved to the

left its upper end compresses the governor spring E. It

is evident, then, that the greater this compression, the

higher must be the rate of revolution of the shaft G in

Diesel Engine of Baldv Locomotive

higher wil

e a cuttinu

hv the en-

the tension that is put ujxju the siiring the

be the velocity (if rotation of the balls befo

off of the oil sui^ply will take place.

The arrangement is shown diagramaticallx

graving of the control arrangement.

In this there is an oil pump A de-

riving its supply fnini the tank B
and delivering it, under pressure,

through the central pipe of the sys-

tem to the needle valves at either

end of the car. The needle valve is

adjusted so that a pro])er pressure

will be maintained in or against the

contrf)l valve.

In the diagrammatic arrangement

the control valve is shown in the

holding position at the right hand
end of the engine. That is to say

the entrance of the delivery pipe is

blanked and no oil can enter the

valve.

At the left hand enrl of the en-

gine, the control valve is shown as

connecting the deliverv pipe with
.1 . 1 - 1 • 1 f 1 1 Diagrammatic Represent
the central pipe which has a branch
leading from it to the end of the control cylinder. It wi

be seen that the corres]><)nding pipe leading from the con-

trol valve at the other end of the engine is blanked.

With pressure admitted to the right hand end of the

control cylinrler, the piston is moved to the left, and

carries the lower end of the lever C with it. This lever

order that the governor lialls /' may move oiitwanlly,

and by a further compression of the spring so move the

lever H as to alifect the fuel delivery apparatus at /.

If the handle of the control valve is moved to the de-

crease iX)sition, as indicated by the dotted lines, the cavity

of the valve will connect the pipe leading to the control

cylinder with the one entering the valve at the left, per-

mitting the oil to flow back through the lower pipe to the

supply tank B.

The construction of the control valve is shown in
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vertical section and also with its valve face in the three

positions of "increase," "holding" and "off."

To all intents and purposes it is merely a balanced disc

valve operating as a three-way cock.

graving of a vertical section of the same; the actual con-
struction being somewhat different in detail though not in

principle from that of the diagram.
Instead of a direct connection between the lever at

Oil Control Valve of the Governor

The delivery or supply pipe is connected at K. the ex-
haust pipe at L and the pipe to the control cylinder at

M (not shown in the vertical section.)

Oil entering under pressure at K flows through the

small hole A', in the seat up through the center of the

valve to the space in the casing above it. Here, acting"

upon the whole area of the disc of the valve, it holds it

firmly to its seat.

The three main positions of the valve are clearly shown.
In the increase position the oil enters at K, flows through
the cavity of the valve and out at L, thence to the control

cylinder. In the hold position, both the supply and ex-

haust openings are blanked, and the piston of the control

cylinder is held in place. With the valve in the "off"

position, the oil flows back through M to the exhaust

opening L and the tension on the governor spring is re-

Increase Position Hold Position Off Position

Seat of Oil Control Valve of Governor

laxed, so that it can resume its normal position and the

governor effect reduction of the oil feed to the cylinders

at the minimum speed of rotation.

The fuel pump indicated at / in the diagram of the

control arrangement is shown in detail by a special en-

Fuel Pumps for Oil-Electric Locomotive

the right of / and the slide 1, the attachment is made
at 2, at the lower end of the lever 3, which is fastened to

the same shaft as the miter gear 4. The mate of this

gear is keyed to the shaft 5, and as it turns the arm 6

is moved to and fro and, with it, the

slide 1.

This slide moves back and forth on the

cam arm 7 which is raised and lowered

at the proper moment by the rotating

cam 8. As the cam arm is raised it lifts

the arm 9 and, with it, the plunger 10

of the pump. The latter is held down
against the arm 9 by the helical spring

as shown.
With the governor balls retracted the

slide is directly beneath the center of

the pump plunger and the latter is

given its maximum stroke. As the speed of the engine

increases the governor balls fly outward and the slide is

drawn to the right thus decreasing the stroke of the

pump plunger, and forcing less oil into the cylinders.

The oil is delivered to the pump under pressure through
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the pipe 11 and enters the casing below the lowest of

the three ball valves. These balls are held against their

seats bj- light springs that yield before the pressure of

the oil and permit it to pass upward to the chamber 12,

and thence it flows laterally through the passage 13 to

the space 14 above the pump plunger. From the chamber
12, it also rises against the bottom of the upper ball

valve 15, which is held against its seat by a spring having

sufficient tension to prevent any further upward flow

sudden stresses being placed upon the shaft by the start-

ing or rapid changes in the rate of rotation. This
coupling consists of two flanges attached to the two
lengths of shaft and connected to each other by flat plates

of spring steel that have sufficient combined stiffness to

drive the generator but which yield under the imposition
of a suddenly applied load.

The cooling water for the cylinder is itself cooled by
a centrifugal air cooler set at the ends of the locomo-

Slde Elevation of 1000-Horsepower Diesel Oil- Electric Locomotive

of oil at the pressure under which it is delivered. The
whole space above the plunger is thus filled with oil and
when the plunger is lifted by the cam an amount of

oil corresponding to that lift, is forced past the ball 15 and
up through the pipe and into the cylinder.

As a protection against the development of an ex-

cessively high pressure above the pump plimger a second

plunger is placed in the cylinder above it, which is held

down with a stiff spring 17, exerting a sufficient pressure

to withstand that needed to deliver, the oil into the

cylinder.

The method of lubricating the journals of the engine

Xi

tives, as shown by the illustration of the end view. This
cooler is formed of a series of cells whose sides are

farmed of thin water passages through which the water
is made to circulate, thus exposing a maximum surface to

the cooling action of the air that is drawn through the

open spaces of the cells. In order to obtain the maximum
cooling effect of the air, the cells contain strips of thin

metal twisted into the form of a helix, so that, as it

passes through, it is given a whirling motion by which all

of its particles are brought into contact with the coohng
plates back of which the water is circulating.

This engine has, thus far, been engaged in switching

service on the Reading and Pennsylvania railroads and

is expected to be put at work on a number of other roads

in the course of the next few months. A record of its

performance will be published in a future issue.

Connecting Rod of Diesel Engine

is simple and bold. Oil is delivered to the main bearing

under a pressure of 7 lb. per sq. in. Thence it flows

through the hollow shaft to the crank. Following a hole

through the crank it reaches the hollow crank pin, the

surface of which it lubricates through oil holes drilled

in the same. After doing its work here a part of it

enters the oil holes 24 in. the rod brass of the pin and is

forced up through the whole length of the hollow con-

necting rod where it escapes at the oil hole 25 to lubricate

the wrist pin.

Another item is the connection between the two sec-

tions of the generator shaft. The section carrying the

driven pinion is connected to the generator portion by a

I'alk-I'.ibby spring coupling. This is in order to prevent

A.R.A. Adopts 39-Foot Rail Standard

As a further step to bring about increased economy in

the operation f)f the railroads of this country, the Ameri-

can Railway Association has announced that new specifi-

cations have been approved by the organization by which

the length of rails used by the railroads of this country

is to be increased to 39 feet. This means an increase of

six feet over the rail in present use although the weight

per yard will continue to be the same.

By making an increase in the length of the rail, there

willbe a marked saving to the railroads in not only the

cost of installation of new rail but also in the mainte-

nance of the railroad track.

This increase in the length of the rail from 33 to 39

feet means a reduction of 16 per cent in the number of

rail joints while it also will mean a saving of about one-

sixth of the total amount of expenditure required for

bolts, nuts, joint bars and spring washers used in con-

necting rails together.

It is estimated that 5c out of each dollar spent for

track maintenance goes for maintenance of joints, ties

and ballast under the point where two rails are joined

together. This increase in the length of the rail, there-

fore, will mean a saving of about 16 per cent in such

expenditures as there will be fewer joints.



The Locomotive Testing Plant and Its Influence on Steam
Locomotive Design*

By Lawford H. Fry

No study of locoiiiotive clt'vclopnient and operation can
be complete without consideration of the work done by
the locomotive testing plant at Altoona, as the results of

this work have materially influenced locomotive design
not only in this country, but abroad. Rowland is design-

ing locomotive boilers in England according to formulas
developed largely from test data from the Altoona plant,

and his formula for efficiency of combustion had l)een

adopted by the Railway Board of India as a basis for

their official method of estimating boiler capacity.

The locomotive testing plant is purely of American
origin, and no real plant of the kind has been built out-

side of the United States.

Of the six plants that have been built, the two of the

Chicago & Northwestern Ry. and that of Columbia Uni-
versity have been abandoned and the original one at

Purdue University was destroyed by fire, leaving the

present Purdue University plant and those of the Penn-
sylvania R. R. and of the University of Illinois.

The widest range of work has been done on the Penn-
sylvania and Purdue plants.

Writing in 1904 of the information contributed Ijy the

Purdue plant. Dr. Goss pointed out that the plant had
thrown light on the factors limiting indicated horsepower
and rates of combustion which were previously imper-

fectly understood ; that it had shown how the relation be-

tween cut-off and steam consumption varied with the

speed : and that it had been used to study the action of

the e.xhaust in producing draft and had thus assisted in

determining the best proportions for locomotive front

ends.

The early work done at the plant consisted in operating

the 4-4-0 tyi)e locomotive under varying conditions of

speed and load. The information obtained was general

in character and Ixire chiefly on variations in tractive

force and steam consumption as affected by changes in

speed and cut-oft'. The effect of rate of operation on
boiler efficiency was also studied, but as smokebox-gas
analyses were not made, no great progress resulted in this

direction. A considerable body of definite information

was made available, which was undoubtedly of general

value to locomotive designers in determining correct size

for locomotives to perform a given service, and in secur-

ing a proper balance between cylinder power and boiler

capacity, but such information was merely supplemental
to much of a similar nature that had been secured by
road tests and no basically new information was brought
to light. The front-end and stack tests, however, covered

research work which could not have been carried out ex-

cept at a locomotive testing plant. Certain principles

previously unknown were brought to light and American
locomotive design was definitely affected. It was shown
that a tapered stack was preferable to a straight one, and
that while a draft pipe would improve the action of a

stack which was too small, no combination of draft pipe

and stack would give better results than a properly pro-

portioned stack without a draft pipe. It was also shown
that the draft-producing action of the exhaust steam was
independent of the intermittency of the exhaust, the es-

sential factor in the suction produced being the quantitv

of steam exhausted. This last fact has been confirmed

*Abstract of paper read befor
Engineers, October, 1925.

Society of Mechanical

h\ all later test-plant results but is often overlooked,

particularly when the claim is made that a multi-cylinder

locomotive gives a more efficient exhaust action. The
results of the various front-end tests were embodied in

a series of equations indicating the best proportions for

stack and front ends. These equations, while largely

empirical, provided a logical basis for the design of the

front end and had a considerable influence on American
locomotive practice.

In the series of tests made on the Pennsylvania plant,

when it was installed at the St. Louis Exposition in

1*304. far more complete data was obtained than any
jireviously available. They furnished for the first time,

sufficient information to enable heat balances to be drawn
up for a locomotive boiler, and gave, for the first time,

exact knowledge as to the relative importance of the

various losses which determine its efficiency.

Among the definite contributions made by this plant

since its transference to Altoona, are

:

The development of a self-cleaning front end, with a
nozzle, diaphragm and stack arrangement which gives

better results than that of the Master Alechanics' Asso-

ciation.

The determination that with an underfeed stoker a

free air space of one scjuare foot should be allowed for

each 1900 lb. of water evaporated per hour.

That a short tube gives free steaming" or rapidity of

evaporation at the expense of efficiency, so that the most
desirable tube length is found by practical considerations

as a result of balancing steam production against boiler

efficiency. On thi? basis and taking into account details

of construction the Pennsylvania Railroad adopted as

standard for 2-in. tubes a length of 15 ft. or 102 inside

diameters, and for 2^-in. tubes a length of 19 ft. or 113
inside diameters. The conclusions arrived at were
checked against and found to be substantially in accord

with those derived from the early experiments made by
M. A. Henry on the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean Ry.
with much lower rates of evaporation. It was also estab-

lished that the rate of evaporation is determined by the

weight of gases passed over the heating surface and is

limited by conditions of combustion and not by a failure

of the heating surface to absorb heat.

The maximum rate of evaporation was established as

7000 lb. of water per hour per square foot of fire area

of the tubes.

It was shown that for ]iiston valves a diameter of 12

in. was sufficient for cylinders up to 27 in. in diameter

when using superheated steam, and subsequent tests

showed that valves of this diameter could be used with

30-in. cylinders with cut-off limited to half-stroke. Meas-
urements of the stresses in the valve stems gave definite

figures showing the great advantage in lightened valve

gear to be secured by using valves of the minimum size.

An extensive series of experiments on superheaters

produced data which are summed up in Fig. 1, which

shows engine steam consumption for varying conditions

of sujierheat, cut-off and speed.

In the case of one type of engine it was recommended :

that a change from the circular form be made in the ex-

haust nozzle ; that a screw reversing gear be used ; that

the cylindei's be so enlarged that the maximum horse-

power could be developed at a cut-off not exceeding 30

3\6
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per cent of the stroke : that the tube lengths be increased ;

that 12-in. diameter piston valves be used and that the

width of the center grate bearer be reduced.

Tests of a locomotive redesigned along these lines gave

an increase of 15 per cent in the maximum evaporation,

combined with a boiler efficiency 9 per cent better than

per I Hp- hr. Lb.

Fig. 1 Effect of Superheat on Steam Consumption at Various
Speeds and Cut-Offs

that of the original engine. At the same time the engine

performance was generally better, so that a higher draw-

bar pull was developed at all speeds and the maximum
drawbar horsepower was increased over 20 per cent.

These advantages were secured with an increase in total

weight of only 2.5 per cent. Careful design of the re-

ciprocating parts enabled them to be kept down in weight

so that the dynamic augment at 70 m.p.h. was less than

30 per cent of the static load on the drivers.

Tests were made with a Pacific-type locomotive Iniilt

in 1914 in accordance with recommendations and experi-

ence obtained with locmnotives of earlier designs on the

testing^ plant. The coal and water rates and the high

thermal efficiency showed this to l)e the most economical

passenger locomotive tested up to that time.

Tests .showing the great difference in steam consumiv
tion between locomotives operated at full and half stroke

cut-off, led to the design of a class of locomotives having

a boiler pressure of 250 lbs. per sq. in. instead of 205

lbs. and with cylinders so enlarged as to enable full

power to be develofK-d with a cut-off of not more than

50 per cent.

Compared with the ]>revious standard freight locomo-

tive the new engine, with an increase of 16 per cent in

weight gave an increase of 25 per cent in power, and

in full gear, at low si)eed showed a reduction of 38 per

cent in steam used jK-r indicated horsepower. This type

of locomotive with feedwater heater added, which gave a

further increase of 10 per cent in indicated horsepower,

it now the standard freight engine on the Pennsylvania

System.
While a majority of the tests have been made for the

purpose of obtaining information to Ije used in the im-

provement of the design tested, many have been analyzed

and correlated so as to enable general conclusions to be

drawn. Among these is the establishment of a rate of

evaporation of 7,000 lbs. of water per hour per sq. foot

of fire area in the tul)es. If the size and style of flue

are unchanged, the relations between fire area, heating

surface, evafmration, and boiler efficiency may be summed
up as follows

:

a .An increase in heating surface without an increase

in fire area means an increase in tube length. This will

give a slightly greater boiler efficiency, but the evapora-
tion will be increased only very slightly, if at all, as ow-
ing to the greater resistance which the longer tubes oft'er

to the gases it will not be jxjssible to increase the amount
of gas taken through the boiler.

b An increase in fire area without an increase in

heating surface means an increase in the number of

tubes with a proportionate reduction in tube length. Any
considerable change in this direction will give a consid-
erable increase in evaporative capacity, because the in-

creased fire area and reduced resistance in length will en-
able a considerably greater weight of air to pass through
under the same draft. At the same time the shortening
of the tubes will entail a slight reduction in efficiency.

c If a boiler working below its maximum capacity is

considered, the fire area may prove to be less important
than is indicated above. Take, for example, a boiler fired

at the rate of 80 lb. of coal per sq. ft. of grate while the
maximum capacity is not reached with less than 120 lb.

per sq. ft. of grate area. With an efficient front end it

would probably be possible to block up 20 per cent of the
flues and still to draw the same amount of air through
the boiler. The fire area would be reduced 20 per cent,
but combustion would be at the same rate and the effi-

ciency of heat absorption in the flues would be aft'ected

only to the extent of 1 or 2 per cent. The number of
tubes being reduced, the amount of gas passing through
each tube is increased. The increase in the rate of flow
increases the rate of heat transfer so that the heat taken
up by each flue is increased, and the total amount taken
up is practically the same in spite of the reduction in
the number of flues acting.

As to the increase in the size of locomotive the stand-
ard passenger hx-omotive of 1904 was a 4-4-2 weighing
185,000 lbs. with a maximum indicated horsepower of
1200 burning 6.000 lbs. of coal per hour. In 1914 the
4-6-2 locomotive weighed 309,000 lbs., developed 3300
horsepower and liurned 10,000 lbs. of coal per hour, with
an increase of 65 per cent in the indicated horsepower
per hour, and a decrease from 5 to 3 lbs. of coal burned
I^er indicated horsepower per hour.

For freight locomotives the improvements made from
1904 to 1923 was first a change from the 2-8-0 to the
2-10-0 type, an increase in weight from 175.000 lbs, to

386,000 lbs. : an increase from 1,000 to 3,530 horsepower;
an increase in the amount of coal fired per hour from
4,500 lbs. to 12.800 lbs. per hour; an increase of 60 per
cent in the horsepower developed per 1,000 lbs. of weight
and a reduction in coal burned per indicated horsepower
per hour from 4.5 to 3.6 lbs.

As an illustration of the information which can be
derived from test plant data by further analysis there is

given a brief account of some work which the author has
undertaken recently in connection with a study of loco-

motive boiler efficiency.

In all tests of locomotive boilers in which the boiler

efficiency is measured over a considerable range of rates

of firing it has Ijeen found that as the rate of firing in-

creases there is a drop in boiler efficiency which can be

represented best by a straight-line law. In Fig. 2-C the

lines found for the Pennsylvania Railroad 4-6-2 passenger

and the 2-10-0 freight locomotive are shown. The boiler

efficiency here is the heat taken up by the boiler in evapo-

ration and superheating expressed as a percentage of

the heating value of the coal fired. The value found for

this efficiency at any given rate of firing is dependent on
three factors

:

1. The efficiency of combustion, which is the efficiency

with which the coal is burned in the firebox. In other
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words, the amount of heat actually produced in the fire-

box expressed as a percentage of the heating value of the

coal fired.

2. The efficiency with which the heat produced is

taken up by the boiler.

3. The amount of heat taken up by the boiler which
is lost by e.xternal radiation. In the absence of exact in-

formation the author assumes this external loss to be 5

per cent of the heat utilized in evaporation. This assump-
tion has been justified by the results obtained.

Now from the data secured at the locomotive testing

plant it is possible to separate the overall boiler efficiency
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as yet no testing-plant analysis of performance is avail-

able.

In this connection the author calls attention to the fact

that in the discussion of boiler efficiency in relation to

rate of operation it is usual, as has been done above, to

measure the rate of firing in terms of coal per square foot

of grate per hour. This assumes that the grate area is the

controlling factor in determining the efficiency of combus-

tion. Grate area is an important factor, but not the only

one. Firebox volume must also be considered. The test-

plant data are not yet sufficiently complete to permit a de-

termination of the relative values of grate area and firebox

volume, but one series of tests with high-volatile coal

suggests that with this fuel the volume is the more im-

portant. The point deserves more study and it may be

found that combustion efficiency can be best improved by

a slight increase in grate and a considerable increase in

firebox volume with appropriate arrangement for giving

a long flame-way.

The question is extremely complex and can be most

adequately answered by further test-plant work. Doubt-

less this is but one of many problems by the solution of

which the locomotive testing plant will advance still fur-

ther the development of the steam locomotive.

For the future we look with confidence for a continued

growth in the use of the locomotive testing plant. The
great increase in locomotive efficiency which has been
seen to have taken place in the last twenty years makes
further advance more difficult, and makes exact knowl-
edge a necessary condition for such advance. As it is the

function of the locomotive testing plant to provide exact

knowledge, it is not surprising that new plants are under
consideration by railroads and by locomotive builders. A
very great step forward could be made if the American
Railway Association were to construct or to take over a

locomotive testing plant to be devoted to the scientific and
impartial study of locomotive designs and devices, and
to undertake research work concerned with the basic

scientific laws governing locomotive operation. Correct

locomotive design is based on definite natural laws, knowl-

edge of which can be obtained only by accurate experi-

ment. The great influence which the locomotive testing

plant has had on locomotive design is due to the oppor-

tunity it has given for thorough and accurate study of

the fundamental laws governing locomotive operation. It

it evident that the wider and the more accurate the knowl-

edge a designer has regarding the laws governing the

operation of his product, the more confidently and the

more successfully can he proceed with improvements in

desien.

Integrity of Capital Accounts
Effected by Depreciation Charges—Salvage and Scrap Credits

FOURTH ARTICLE

Bv W. E. SYMONS

In the three previous articles in Railway and Loco-
motive Engineering under the caption of: "Working
Capital vs. Idle Money or Frozen Accounts," the

items of Material, Supplies and Cash on hand, have
been under special consideration and attention directed

to the possibilities of eflfecting great economies
through a more judicious use or handling of these

particular items, and while it is true that a dollar lost

or saved, no matter whether stolen from the cash

drawer or wasted in unnecessary material investments,

or dissipated or lost through gradual service or wear
of a unit of physical property without making proper
depreciation charges to operating expenses, the net

result in either case is, 100 cents of the shareholders'

money is gone, and to that extent the integrity of the

company's capital account has been impaired.

Depreciation Charges—Salvage and Scrap Credits to

Equipment Accounts

As a general rule or fundamental principle it may
be stated that m order to properly protect and pre-

serve the integrity of the shareliolders' investment in

locomotives and cars, they should be kept in good
physical condition at all times available for service

except when in shops undergoing such repairs as made
necessary by service rendered, and in addition to the

cost or expense of maintenance there should be set up
a depreciation fund against the purchase price or

ledger value to which should be credited each month
and charged to operating expenses, an amount equal
to one twelfth of the annual rate of depreciation based
on the estimated normal life of the equipment.
The Transportation Act of 1920 directed the Inter-

state Commerce Commission to fix uniform rates of

equipment depreciation to be used by carriers, and
while much progress was made in this direction, yet

since Federal control ended on March 1st, 1920, the

carriers employ difi'erent rates, as will be seen by the

following table which is used by certain of our lead-

ing trunk lines.

Work
Loco- Passeii- Freight Equip-
tives ger Cars cars merit

Name of Company Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent

Atlantic Coast Line 3 2 3 2

*Erie R. R 3 3 4 4

#Del. & Hudson Co 2 2 2 2
Illinois Central 4.11 4,10 4.62 4.21

«Great Northern 2 2 2 2

Northern Pacific 4 4 4 4
New Haven S'A 3'^ 4 4
JtN. Y. Central R. R 2j4 2^ 2^ Z'A
(a) Pennsylvania 4 4 4 4

Seaboard Air Line 2 2 2 2
Southern Pacific 3 4 4 5

SUnion Pacific 3.44 3.73 4 4.20

*Roughly, basis is cost less salvage value.

JOriginal cost and 4^% from 1918.

Table Showing Rates of Depreciation Cnarged by Various Carriers

While the wide range of average normal life of

equipment as shown in the above table is noteworthy,
running as it docs from 20 to 50 years, yet, three of

the roads with lowest depreciation charges have in-

creased the amount on new equipment to 4^4 per cent

since 1918, which plan, if adhered to, would autu-

matically raise their rate of charges to this accoinit.

Depreciation charges on equipment should cease
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when the difference between the ledger vakie and the

estimated scrap value shall have been credited to the

accrued depreciation account. When this has been

done the shareholders' dollar is absdlutely preserved

intact.

In order to m<)re clearly bring out the essential

features of this question, and make it more thoroughly

practical to the student as well as those more versed

in statistical or accounting matters, a tabulation has

been prepared on 1(S units of equipment, representing

as it diies a variet\- in age, cost, capacity and scrap

account to oft'set the loss. To make this clear one

])articular case may be cited.

A certain railway enjoyed prosperity for quite a

period of years, at least the holders of two issues of

stock were led to so believe, by the dividends actually

paid, also promises of increased distribution, melon

cutting, etc. In a rather short period of time, the

road's apparent prosperity changed to that of ad-

versitv, and in a few months it was forced to seek

protection of our Federal courts through a receiver-

ship.

CLASS
DiiSIONATION
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these three locomotives was located of an estimated

value of about two per cent of their original or first

cost, which as previously stated, was still carried on
the company's books of assets at its full amount, for

some two years after the money had been actually

dissipated to the vanishing point.

If the shareholders' certificates of stock or evidence

of ownership in the physical property of a railway

were classified to correspond with the different in-

tegral parts embraced in the complete physical operat-

ing unit, rather than being purely corporate in char-

acter as at present, then the particular shareholder

whose money v^-^as invested in these locomotives, and
against which shares of stock up to their ledger value

had been issued would have all at once discovered

their stock had no \alue. The reason being that the

physical property back of their shares, the only thing

that gave them value, had been dissipated and ceased

to exist. There had been no method or plan in effect

by the company, whereby the integrity of their in-

vestment was protected.

It matters not whether the property investment is

in a completed unit, forming an integral part of a

transportation system, or whether it be in smaller

items of value invested in material and supplies. The
principle is the same, and the security holders' loss is

just the same on S50,0CX) worth of lumber, metal,

paint, oflice supplies, miscellaneous stores, etc., as it

would be on an equal loss on locomotives, cars or

other equipment.
In justice to those who are responsible for the pur-

chase, care and distribution of material and supplies,

it is safe to say, that, the purchasing and stores de-

partments as a rule, replenish supply or stock ma-
terial on hand, on approved requisition of heads of

departments and others who are authorized to request
its purchase, therefore the fault or blame for unneces-
sary or excess quantities on hand, and losses to the
company on this account, generally speaking, resides

with the latter, and not with the former.
As implied in the foot note at bottom of the table,

the items of betterment and salvage both are to be
considered, and then in the final disposition of loco-

motives and cars, the question of their sale price when
disposed of as second hand equipment for future use
must also be held in mind.
The salvage in some instances amounts to as much

and in exceptional cases, more than the scrap value
of what remains, depending of course on the amount,
character and period when betterments were made,
but in all cases the amount received for

:

(a) The complete unit, as second hand for future

use.

(b) Either salvage, scrap or both.

(c) Plus accrued depreciation, taken up in operat-
ing expenses.
Must equal in amount

:

1 : Purchase price, plus betterments applied.

2: Cost to dismantle, or otherwise dispose of.

This phase of the general question of conservation
of property or capital accounts, is so clearly related
to, and inseparably interwoven with that of material,
supplies and idle cash on hand, as to demand the
attention of all those charged with its safe keeping.

Mechanical Couplers in India

By Our Foreign Correspondent

Many of those conversant with the delicacies of the

standard coupler in use in India will be interested to

read of the efforts being made to modify or '"improve"
it into a "cross-breed" device which will satisfactorily

interchange or iiitercouple with the Tun-opean system of

draw-hook, .screw-coupling, and sirle-buffers, in use there.

The difficulties which beset this problem are well-known to

coupler experts, and much brain and money have been
spent in attempts to find a really satisfactory transition

arrangement which will enable a car fitted with A, R. A.
type couplers to be easily attached to one having the

coupling appliances mentioned. At the Paris Exposition
of 1900 .several schemes for meeting the case were ex-

hibited ; many were tried in service, but eventually, we
believe, all were turned down as more or less impractic-

able. Since that date innumerable suggestions have been
made, but so far no real practical and acceptable device

has been developed.

In this matter, little benefit accrues from experimental

equipment of models which can be easily manipulated
with a twist of the finger ; only actual operation under
service conditions will help the inventor, and any device

to prevail must successfully meet these conditions.

Perhaps the most daring attempt in recent times is

that which has been undertaken by the Ilenricot Co., of

Belgium. They have boldly tackled the coupler itself,

and have re-designed it in such drastic manner that the

modification almost amounts to a new coupler only pos-
sessing the fundamental detail of a revolving knuckle,

common to the standard. The means adopted for clearing

the centre of the head, of the locking devices and re-

locating and housing them at the side, entail such serious

re-arrangement of parts that one hesitates to pass any
opinion or predict the troubles that may arise.

Those connected with the special work of designing
the couplers know full well how a trifling departure of

form in one detail from the accepted may adversely af-

fect other details ; the A. R. A. coupler, as we see it to-

day, embodies fifty years of experience and thought.
In this new "Henricot" coupler, the knuckle has had

a third member, or "tail", added to it. It still retains

one at right angles to the knuckle to receive the impact of

the operating face of an engaging coupler ; this is much
reduced in vertical depth, to permit of the third arm
being provided at 180 degrees, or in line with the knuckle
to pass behind and engage with the locking pin, which
falls vertically. This latter is housed in an aperture

provided in an additional pocket at the side of the coupler.

The illustration. Fig. I shows the distorted outline of

the coupler, head and the position of the locking pin.

After the coupler head has been "cleared out," as .shown in

Fig. 2 it is possible for it to receive a pin from which
a link or special screw coupling can be suspended about
the centre line of draft—within, perhaps, one inch. The
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special screw coupling" as shuwn in the illustration l'"ig.

3. It has a forged block, or nut, so formed that, at

the closed extremity, it receives the pin from which it is

hung in the coupler. The resultant head is heavy, ex-

pensive, and appears -to possess many objectional>le fea-

tures in its design, apart from the fact that in service

it has been found hopelessly deficient in meeting service

conditions, such as vehicles of different draw-bar height.

These cannot lie successfully negotiated with the knuckle

out as shown.

The above describes the most impurlant modification

Fig. 1—Altered Head of A. R. A. Coupler. Lock Removed to Side

to Enable Screw Coupling to be Hung in Centre

of the Standard coupler, proposed 1)V I'.uropean com-
petitors to date. ( )thers have cimtenced themselves with

providing "bollards"' or "trunnions" to receive pendant

links, etc., or have pivoted the coupler heads vertically or

horizontally, to allow the ordinary draw-hook to be avail-

able when required.

In the more numert)us category of loose and separate

transition links, bolts, pins, etc., the drawing. Fig. 4,

shows one which has been tried on some of the .State

Fig. 2—Coupler Head With Knuckle and Locking Details Adrift-

Screw Coupling is Pin Hanging From Centre

Railways' cars. It consists of a "T''-headed casting,

suspended from a couple of links, which are portable and

carried on the adjacent car to be attached. To function

with this arrangement, the end link must first be dropped

over the hook of the unfitted vehicle, then the T-piece is

taken in hand liy tlie operator and held inside the coupler-

head of the fitted car, whilst the knuckle is closed and
locked. The latter has a slot similar to that used in the

United States during the transition stage. To uncouple
the knuckle of the coupler of the fitted wagon, it can be

opened in the ordinary manner, and the T-piece will fall

out, to be picked up by trainmen, (if they will) and hung
on one side of the vehicle until wanted again. For con-

venience in handling, hand-holds are provided.

Apart from only a slack connection being secured be-

tween two vehicles, there are difficulties of hand manipula-
tion, and the necessity to provide all cars in service with

at least one of the special transition devices before a

single A. R. A. fitted car can be sent out into interchange.

This latter is very serious, seeing that some 120,000
freight cars alone would have to be equipped in prepara-

-Modified Screw Coupling Ready to be Mounted
Head

tion for the change-over ; all these additional links to

go to scrap as soon as the operation of fitment of the

mechanical couplers is complete.

The Japanese Railways have carried through their

change in a much more practical manner. They first

modified all vehicles as they passed through the shops,

to enable A. R. .A. couplers to be easily installed. The
coupler itself, with draft-gear complete, was then sus-

pended below the under-frame at each end of the wagon
ready to be put into its place at the specified time. Then
a rapid change-over was undertaken. Trains in transit

drew up at prepared depot stations, and a force of some
12,000 trained men proceeded to strip ofif the side buffers,

draw-bars, couplings, etc., and installed the new central

mechanical couplers. The operation was comjileted in

one day—a holiday—and approximately 42,000 freight

vehicles w-ere dealt with. All the railways of Japan being

under one administration, such a procedure as that out-

lined was possible, and the fact that all the stock on
one island was already equipped and could be used to

hel]> tide-over any teinporary slip in program.

The Indian situation is so different that any effort in

the direction of the Japanese method cannot be enter-

tained. There are ten different administrations—five

under State control, and five under companies—all, it

is true, under the central authority of a Government De-

partment—the Railway Board—but each functioning with

a certain amount of independence. Eight of the ten are

experimenting with couplers at present. Then there are

over 150,000 vehicles to be dealt with, distributed over

some 18.000 miles of very widely dispersed track: the

staff, too, is verv different from the Japanese.
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A much more promisini;- solution of the difficulty will

probably be found in the adoption of a revised coupler.

operating as the A. R. A. does, in the vertical plane, and
whilst possessing all the capabilities and advantages of

this, will be devoid of many of the shortcomings which
the members of the Indian staff as the largest users are

together, well and good the connection was made as it

is now. If two cars were to be coupled, one fitted with
the automatic and the other with the link-and-pin couple,

the knuckle of the automatic was set in its locked position

and the coupling was effected in the same way as with

the link-and-pin. The only objection to the arrangement

^UNca/yofTajmAoof/ cai/i/aireD mao/v
M>/>IML POSIT/0/l/

rrr

mCO/H'£/fTCD HMGON COWe/fKO ty/IGO/V

A/iVtMAL'mS/r/OA/

F'fl- 4—Arrangement of Devices Used in Transition Fromm Linl< to Automatic Couplings on State Railways of Indi

ciigiiizant of incorixirated in this a facile means of

transition or change over can be provided.

That such a desideratum is possible is made a]iparcnl

by the fact that some 130 vehicles are at the present

time in .service on the diflferent railways, efjuipped with
UKKlified vertical ])lane cou])Iers. introduced by one of

the largest manufacturers.

It is not out of place to recall, in this connection the

transition jieriod in the L'nited States, from the old

link-and-])in coupler, to the ])resent M. C. 1>. or .\. R. .\.

coupler. It is thirty years ago that the railroads here

were in the throes of the changes. l-'ortunately the

]>roblem was not as serious as it is in India. The link

was su])ported in a ])osition a])pro\imating that rer|uired

to enter the coupler mi the oi)posing car and necdefl only

to be lifted slightly in order to slip into place. This could

be done directly by hand or by the use of a stick. The
latter was the safe method but the former was the com-
mon methfxl that resulted in a corres]K)nding loss of

fingers and hands by the brakemen.

When the |>resent standard automatic cou])ler was

adopted a slot was cut in the lijj of the knuckle and a

vertical hole cored through it as shown in the accom])any-

ing illustration, l-'ig. .r With this arrangement no extra

])arts, to be scrapjK'rl later were required. If two cars,

each equii>ped with the automatic cou])lcr were brought

was that the slot and pin IkjIc weakened the knuckle

somewhat and made breaka.ge quite common. But, when
all cars had been equi]j])ed. the slot and pin hole were
omitted from new construction and the knuckle a^'sunied

the form that it has to-da\

.

Decrease in Casualties from Traiii-Service

Acridents

Casualties resulting from train and train-service

accidents on the steam railways of the United States for

the first seven months of this year, as reported by the

Bureau of Statistics of the Interstate Commerce Com-
luission, show a decrease of 1,685 compared with the first

seven months of last year. There were 359 less passenger

casualties and 1 ,047 less casualties to employees on duty.

Under train accidents are classed those resulting from
collisions, derailments, locomotive boiler and other loco-

motive accidents, 'i'rain-servicc accidents include acci-

dents from coupling or uncoupling trains, operating

locomotives, hand brakes and switches : gettin.g on and
ofl' locomotives; and accidents at railway crossings, etc.

The total number of casualties resulting from these two
classes of accidents amounted to 29,140 for the first seven

luonths of this year and 30.S25 for the first seven months
of last year.

Increased efficiency of railroad maintenance work and
the more careful management of trains were responsible

for the decrease of 1.7,^6 in the number of train accidents

for the first seven months of this year uiider the same
])eriod last year. The total casualties per million loco-

motive miles decreased from 31.04 in the first seven

months of last year to 29.35 in the corresponding period

this year. The passenger casualties per one million

locomotive miles decreased from 3.07 to 2.70. Casualties

to employees on dutv, [kt million man hours, decreased

from 28.27 in 1924 'to 26.98 in 1925.
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The High Capacity Car

It is a long stride from the standard car capacity of

fifty years ago, where tare and load weights were the

same and both were fixed at ten tons, to the monster
cars of today with their capacities of from one hundred to

one hundred and twenty tons, and a tare of from one-third

to about one-quarter of the load.

We have been rather disposed to pat ourselves com-
placently upon the back and point with pride to this

great achievement in car construction and wonder as

to where we will eventually stop in this capacity growth,

with the general idea that there was no upper limit.

There seems to be indications, however, that we have

not only reached a desired upper limit but have gone

somewhat beyond it for some classes of freight. And one

of those classes is coal. Consumers are beginning to

complain that coal transported in these exceedingly high

or in even moderately high capacity cars, is in such a

highly pulverized condition when delivered that it is greatly

depreciated in value. We did not think of that when we
were raising the sides of our hopper bottom cars to the

height of box cars ; but, now, that our attention is called

to the results it is very easy, with the usual efficiency

of hind-sight to see and give a reason therefore.

Coal, like everything else, has a crushing load under

which it will break and pulverize. If the load is applied

slowly and N-fithout jar the depth of the superincumbent

burden can be much greater than if there is a constant

jar or than if it were to be suddenly applied. Also coal

in a bin will arch over, like wheat in an elevator bin,

and the whole weight of the coal will not be carried liy

the bottom, but a large portion, by the side walls due

to the friction against them, as developed by that arch-

ing. If, however, the bin is subjected to a constant
jarring or vibration, the arch will be broken and a greater
and greater load be put upon the bottom and the lower
strata of the material which it contains.

Xow, we know that, owing to the vibration of the
springs, the static load on the car bolsters is increased
from twenty-five to fifty per cent, and that the imposi-
tion of this excess load occurs at an average rate of
about three times to the second. It is not strange, then,

that with the heavy load the lower portions of the coal

are called upon to carry in a deep hopper car, that they
should be crushed and reach destination in a depreciated
condition.

This experience is not althogether new, for a number
of years ago it was found that coal would be pulverized

in deep coal bins, that were placed in buildings sub-
jected to vibration by moving machinery. It is not

strange, then, that the experience should be repeated and
exaggerated in hopper cars with their rapid vibrations

of considerable amplitude.

Hovvbeit, we are beginning to realize this and there ap-

pears to be a tendency to limit the capacity of hopper
bottomed coal cars to something less than sixty tons.

It has l:)een found by calculation and experience that the

axle designed for a fifty-ton car would carry one of fifty-

seven and one-half tons' capacity with safety and allow

for the usual ten per cent, overload. With the result

that the trend of popularity seems to be in that direction.

Of course the excessive depth could be avoided by the

use of a longer car. But there the difficulty of installed

unloading apparatus and chute spacing will be en-

counterecl, which would make such a solution undesirable.

So possibly, in view of the eff^ect on the loading, we
have reached the upper limit of coal carrying car capacities.

Probably the experience and practice of the next few

vears will decide the matter.

Car Coupler Development Abroad

Elsewhere in the pages of this issue will be found a

very interesting article from one of our foreign corre-

spondents on "Mechanical Couplers in India.'' During
the past few years we have published in these pages valu-

able articles from this same correspondent jjertaining to

different phases of equipment and its development, par-

ticularly in the I"ar East. In the December, 1922, issue of

Railway & Locomotive Exgineerixg, his contribution

dealt with the proposed introduction of "Mechanical

Couplers on the Railways in India." The one in the pres-

ent issue takes us back to the most interesting, and we
mav say hectic days, when we in this country were wrest-

ling with the problem of developing an automatic freight

car coupler to take the place of the generally used link and

pin.

Such of the present generation as had to do with the

solution of the ntuuerous phases of the problems then to

be solved, no doubt, not only know how we wrestled with

them but were also compelled to fight with the promoters

of half-baked, untried devices, that we were constantly

imjwrtuned to adopt and were threatened with all kinds

of dire results if we did not acquiesce to their plans. We
are, therefore, in position to not only appreciate fully the

situation outlined by our correspondent, but to also sym-

pathize with those who are striving to pass through the

transition stage he refers to with the least expense ?on-

sistent with safe operation of train movement and safetv

to life and limb.

Much credit is due the Japanese railways for the very

systematic and successful manner in which they solved the

problem, regardless of conditions. The change over from
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one type of coupling to another on 42,000 cars in a single

day is a highly commendable operation.

From 1877 through the years of 1879 there were
90,000 installations of the SafTord draw bar (link and pin)

on 167 railways in this country. This arrangement had
been endorsed by the Association of Yard Masters con-

vention in 1877. These were years of toil, strife and agi-

tation of the coupling arrangement used on cars. In 1882
the late ^^'illiam McConway began manufacture of the

Janney vertical plane coupler. Following the master car

builders' action in 1888, there were during the j'ears of

transition numerous makes or tyf>es of couplers. Some
were good, some poor, some decidedly bad and some pure

freaks. But, out of this whole aggregation we emerged
with the present M. C. B. or more correct, A. R. A.
standard coupler, \\hen we look at, what apfjears to us,

as the rather crude, expensive, and dangerous device used
abroad, we are constrained to ask our friends in the Far
East why they did not benefit by our experience, and in-

stead of putting off the evil day by temporizing with an

e.xpensive makeshift, why not work out a suitable M. C B.

or A. R. A. type of coupler that is practicable in applica-

tion and operation?

Emulate the example of our Japanese friends, set apart

a day, make the change and thus have the matter not only

ended but at once begin to enjo}' the full benefits result-

ing from this improvement.

Railway Equipment

During the early part of the present year there was a

disheartening dullness in the railway equipment field that

seems to have cleared away, and given place to brighter

prospects. Starting in September there was a decided

reawakening, and orders have been placed for locomotives,

cars, rails and miscellaneous equipment that aggregates

between eighty and ninety million dollars.

The orders placed are for nearly 300 locomotives,

nearly 12,000 freight cars and over 770,000 tons of rails.

All of these involve the purchase of many specialties

so that the outlay will filter out into many channels and

there will be a wide distribution of the moneys expended.

In addition to the items quoted above there has been an

extensive inquiry for shop tools and special machinery

such as locomotive cranes, steam shovels and the like.

With the orders in hand the locomotive works will be

kept busy until at least the end of the year. This is an

encouraging approach to 1926, and it is to be hoped that

the business will not only continue to be good but be

free from the spasmodic alternations between feast and

famine.

Comfort in the Roundhouse and the Direct

Steaming System
To the Editor

:

The leading editorial in your September issue states

that it seems strange that the example of the city fire

engine, wherein a steam pressure was maintained day

and night by an attachment to a stationary boiler, has

failed to attract the attention of railroad men as a means

of lessening the smoke nuisance in the roundhouse by

making it possible to do away with fires, and increasing

the temperature in winter to the point of comfort by mak-

ing it possible to close the ventilators and smokejacks.

The lack of efficient stationary lx)ilers, having sufficient

capacity and working pressure, together with an ample

roundhouse stc-am main, properly lagged, is one reason

why railroad men have not adopted the practice of holding

locomotives under steam by connection to a stationary

boiler. There is no mechanical facility of which the rail-

ways are generally in greater need of today than efficient

stationary boilers of sufficient capacity. Another reason
why this practice lias not been developed is the frequent
water change and boiler washouts necessitating the re-

lease of all steam from the boiler and refilling with water
considerably below steam temperature.
The Direct Steaming System to which your editorial

refers, requires adequate stationary- boilers and provides
direct connections to locomotive boilers at each stall so

that it may be utilized for the purpose of holding locomo-
tives under steam in the manner above referred to. There
is no novelty in this other than the improved stationary
boiler equipment required, but the Direct Steaming Sys-
tem can also be utilized for filling locomotive boilers and
generating a working steam pressure in locomotive boilers

with a fire on the grates.

With the Direct Steam System, the locomotive is first

filled with a mixture of live steam and hot water that

enters the boiler at a temperature above 212 degrees F.

until the desired water level is reached. The hot water
valve is then closed and the flow of live steam continued
until a working pressure is established in the boiler. In
this respect, the Direct Steaming System represents a
development over the old practice of holding fire engines
under steam which only required a live steam connection

to the boiler and made no provision for injecting mixtures
of live steam and hot water for the purpose of steaming up
the boiler.

The method of first filling with a mixture of steam
and hot water at a temperature above 212 degrees F.

is essential to subsequently establishing a working pres-

sure in the bt)iler by the continued injection of live steam
for the simple reason that if the preliminary filling tem-

perature is below 212 degrees F. the sub,sequent inflow

of steam will merely condense and build up the water level

in place of building up a working steam pressure with
corresponding water temperature throughout the boiler.

The Direct Steaming System not only provides a means
for steaming up locomotives without a fire on the grates,

but accomplishes a considerable reduction in the time

required to fill and steam up a locomotive. Furthermore,
the Direct Steaming System tends to equalize the tem-
peratures rise throughout a boiler as it is filled for the

reason that with the filling temperatures above 212 degrees

F. some steam is liberated within the boiler as it starts

to fill and condenses upon the upper shell of the boiler

so that the upper portion of the boiler shell expands
evenly with the lower ])(irtioii which is covered with hot

filling water.

Where the ordinary hot filling water method is em-
ployed without the introduction of steam, the lower shell

of the boiler becomes relatively hotter than the upper

portion during the filling up stage ; while, with cold water

the lower shell is relatively colder so that in either case

the unequal expansion of the shell places the boiler

under a strain. .Another aspect of the Direct Steaming

System is that water temperatures throughout the boiler

correspond more nearly to the steam temperature when
steamed up in this manner than when steamed up entirely

by means of a fire on the grates, in which case the water

temperatures surrounding the firebox are considerably

higher than in the forward end of the boiler owing to

inadequate circulation.

It is not true therefore, that the Direct .Steaming Sys-

tem is essentially an old method, as might be inferred from

the editorial above referred to, in wliich you imply that

the practice described in my recent paper before the

Smoke Prevention Association differs from earlier practice

only in the details of appliances used for its application.
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luirthcrniore, you have placed your readers as well

as the writer, at some disadvantage in commenting upon
the proceedings of the Smoke Prevention Association,

without publishing at least an abstract of tliat portion

of the proceedings to which you have referred so

.generously in your editorial.

The emphasis which your editorial places upon the

direct gain from improved efficiency due to better work-

ing conditions at the locomotive terminal is commendable
although the writer cannot fairly be accused of being

"strangely silent" on this feature of the Direct Steaming
System, in view of the following ])aragraph from his re-

port before the Smoke Prevention Association:

'AVhere the enginehouse is designed for flreless opera-

tion, no smoke jacks arc required and an effective ar-

rangement of overhead lighting and ventilation may be

employed. This, combined with the entire elimination

of smoke and noise of escaping blower steam makes it

possible to duplicate back shop working conditions in the

enginehouse. This will have an obviously beneficial eflfect

on the character and cost of locomotive maintenance at

the terminal since the dingy and noisy conditions com-
monly found in enginehouses today are undoubtedly re-

six)nsible for much faulty and negligent attention to the

current maintenance of locomotives."

L. G. Plant.

Treated Water Increases Locomotive Efficiency^

By R. C. Bardwell, Superintendent of Water Supply Chesapeake & Ohio Raihoad

The i_iualitv of water supply is connected closely with

the operating efficiency of a railroad : its effect is of vital

interest to the management, as well as all departments.

Of the 350 billion gallons of water used annually for

steam consumption on American railroads, it is estimated

that .^0 billion gallons or about 15 per cent, are receiving

treatment in some form, at an average cost of four cents

a 1,000 gallons for treatment, the yearly expense involved

is about>2,500,000.
There are approximately 1,200 water stations in a total

<ii ITi.OlK) where chemicals are added. The total invest-

ment in softening plants, including the inexpensive as

well as the complete type, is at least $10,000,000. It is

estimated these plants are removing annually 100,0(10,000

pounds of scale forming solids which, if allowed to enter

the locomotive boilers would represent an additional ex-

pense in locomotive operation and maintenance of approxi-

mately $13,000,000.

Quality

.\ recent pulilication of the United States geological

survey, classifying 307 water supplies from the principal

cities' of the United States, indicates that 234 were re-

ceived from surface waters, and 7i from wells. This

ratio will hold true probably in railroad service.

i '.oth the quality and quantity of water in streams, ponds

and small lakes, is subject to seasonal fluctuation. During

wet or stormy periods the heavy mud and sediment car-

ried indicate, from visual inspection the need for improve-

ment. During the dry season and low water stages the

water mav clear, but the influence of the dissolved min-

erals is much more severe. As a rule, well waters are

clear, but frequently are hard. This is not objectionable

for drinking purposes but requires treatment for eco-

nomical use in locomotive toilers.

The question of quality is more or less complex. When
water comes down as rain, it is fairly pure. It saturates

the ground and absorbs minerals. In some soils it ab-

sorbs these minerals faster than in others. The soil will

take up onl\- so much water and the remainder runs down
into the creeks. During dry seasons, such as were ex-

perienced universally throughout the country during the

past summer, there is little pure rain water in the streams

;

what water is available is largely that which has soaked

through the ground and dissolved the various minerals.

There are two general classes of minerals which water

picks up: First those which cause scale and pitting,

including solids ; the other is the alkali salts, such as com-

mon table salt. It must lie understood the minerals re-

*A paper read bef.oi
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ferred to are those in sulutiim which cannot be seen and
do not settle out. The mud and sediment occasionally

washed down into the creeks, is a temporary condition

only and settles gradually. The soluble minerals remain
in the water until forced out b>- chemical action. When

solulile minerals are present it is necessary to make a

chemical test to determine the amounts of damage they

will cause, but the mud and sediment can be seen without

testing.

When water is tal:en into the boiler, steam, which is

pure water in the form of gas is generated. The pure
water goes of¥ through the exhaust and the mineral con-

tent is left behind. At high boiler temperatures the scal-

ing solids are not soluble, but crystallize as a hard coating

on the tubes and sheets. If acid is present the heat helps

it to act rapidly on the tubes and sheets and start pitting.

The alkali salts do not cause scale or pitting necessarily.

They are very soluble and accumulate as sludge until

water gets sticky and has to be blown out.

Taken as a typical example water containing 21 grains

cif dissolved solids; this means three pounds of solids in

1,000 gallons. A consolidation type locomotive boiler will

hold approximately 3,000 gallons, ^^'hen the boiler is

first filled, the water contains nine pounds of solids. As
the water evaporates these solids are left behind, and for

each 1,000 gallons additional three pounds more are ac-

cumulated. Such an engine will use about 15,000 gallons

on a trip which means that 45 pounds of these solids are

deposited in the boiler. If pure water was used and 45

poimds of dry chemicals dumped into the engine tank on

each trip, it would look i)ad. but the results are the same.

Scale

Scale forming salts are divided into two geneial classes.

The most important, and the type which causes the most
damage, is the sulphate or "gyp" scale. These are min-

erals soluble at ordinary temperatures but which reach

their saturation jx)int early at the high boiler tempera-

tures, and crystallize out as a hard, flint like scale. The
"lime" or carbonate scales frequently present in large

amounts are of the softer variety. If the sulphate scale

is absent or eliminated so the hard binder effect is re-

moved, the lime scales do not cause serious damage to the

equipment. They do, however, clog up the water space

gradually, or make the water dirty. This sometimes re-

sults in a"mud burn" which requires, for prevention, fre-

quent washing or blowing down.

Pitting and Foaniiiiij

The most 'oninion form of boiler pitting results from
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die presence of sulphuric acid in the water, due to polhi-

tion by coal mine drainage. The sulphur present in coal

seams oxidizes. frequentl_v to the point where sulphuric

acid in quantity is formed. The action of this acid on
iron and steel is well known. .Another,form of pitting is

due to mechanical defects such as sheets with non-uniform
tension, matched improper!}-. Again it may result from
using materials which have been cared for in.properly,

such as steel which has been i:)ermitted to lie out in the

weather without protection, on which atmospheric cor-

rosion lias already started. In the western sections of

the country where it is necessary to use waters containing

large amounts of alkali salts, serious pitting has been ex-

perienced from the increased electrolytic conductivity or

action of such waters.

Doiler foaming is one of the most aggravating problems
in railroad water supply. This results from a condition

of the water surface in the boiler which prevents the steam
bubble from breaking free. When the bubbles build up to

the throttle opening, water is carried over with the steam.

The situation is analogous to the boiling over of a coffee

pot. Locomotive cylinders are designed to operate by
steam pressure and their efficiency is destroyed immedi-
ately by the presence of water.

Foaming is caused by a combination of two things

:

First, heavy accumulation of the soluble alkali salts-; sec-

ond, the presence of mud and other matter in suspen-

sion, such as loosened scale. The situation can be con-
trolled largely by conditioning and clearing the water
properly before it is given to the locomotives, by regu-

lating washouts or water changes, or by occasional use

of the blowofT cocks. The last two actions remove the

suspended matter and reduce the alkali salt concentration.

\\ here foaining exists it is an indication that the situation

is not being handled properly.

Water treatment probably is as old as steam boilers.

It has developed from the primitive stage of adding some
material directly into the boiler, to the present refine-

ment of complete softening and final filtration before the

clear, safe water is given to the locomotives.

Boiler Compounds

The oldest, best advertised form of water treatment

probably is the addition of boiler compound or chemicals,

such as soda ash. directly into the locomotive boiler or

tank. This process has been improved since it was
used first, and in those cases where the material is added,

cither in the l>oiler through washout holes or in t,he en-

gine tanks, or in some cases in road.side tank or pump
discharge in solidified form which dissolves slowly, good
results on waters of moderate hardness have been secured.

The disadvantage ni the system is its lack of dependable

checking, regularity, and properly proportioning the treat-

ment.

Soda Ash Treatment

I-rom a first cost standpoint, the addition of the soda

ash to the water in roadside tanks to .soften all the sul-

]>hate, or hard scale forming water, is the least expensive

form of systematic treatment. This .system is used ex-

tensively on sf)me roads. With close sujjervision and close

systematic checking it can be made to give satisfactory

results. Where the concentration in the boiler is not

maintained within working limits by frequent blowing

down, this system has the disadvantage of producing acute

foaming conditions with conse()uent interference to train

movements.
There are several means used to proportion properly

the soda ash to the sulphate, or hard scale, content in the

raw matter. At places where the consumption and treat-

ment is light, results may l>e secured by hanging a burlap

l)ag, holding the 24-hour requirement of soda ash from
the rafters of the roadside tank. Another scheme is to
place a small box at the top of the tank and. spray a part
of the water discharge on a 24-hour charge of soda ash
contained in the box. \\'here larger amounts are re-
(|uired, various proportioning schemes are in service. One
of the most popular is a divided drum with a flexible
diaphragm partition. In this method the dissolved soda
ash on one side of the partition is forced into the tank ap-
prox:imately in the ratio of the water pressure on the op-
posite side of the diaphragm by a small inlet of raw
water taken from the back of a partly closed valve on
the pump discharge line. Water motors and small steam
pumps also are used sometimes. The success of any such
system lies entirely in close supervision and check, to as-
sure neither too little nor too much soda ash being used.
It is necessar\- also to follow the l(x-omotive boiler opera-
tion in order that the boiler concentration may be held
within workable limits to prevent loss and d'elav from
foaming.

Zeolite

Some experiments with zeolite are under way at pres-
ent. This system provides that the raw water be run
through a filtering medium which has an interchangeable
liase. That is. the filter replaces the scale forming ele-

ments with non-scale forming alkali salts. At specified
intervals the filter is regenerated by soaking in a strong
solution of common salt. Experience in this section has
shown this system to give ideal service for laundries and
similar industries, but the excessive alkalinity produced
results in foaming, and the high cost for prefiltration and
salt regeneration, have retarded its use for steam boiler
service.

Lime-Soda Plant

The standard method of complete water softening re-
quires predetermined amounts of lime and soda ash to be
added to the water at wayside settling tanks. Its object
not only is to soften the water, but to remove the pre-
cipitated sludge with other suspended matter, so as to
deliver the soft, clear water to the boilers. Common lime
and soda ash are used, because they are the lowest priced
chemicals which can be obtained to do the work efficiently

and satisfactorily. The types of the plants vary with
the ])atented proportioning equipment on the market, and
with the designs prepared to handle best the local and
individual conditions. Experience has shown that, with
proper attention and supervision, .satisfactory results can
be secured in the matter of eliminating scale and pitting.

L'sually, the economies eft'ected far exceed the estimate.

There are two general types of lime and soda ash
plant.s—the intermittent, and the continuous. The inter-

mittent type consists of one or more tanks filled with
water to which chemicals are added and the mixture
stirred, .\fter a period of sedimentation the water is

clear and ready for use. .\t points where an additional

roadside tank can l>e erected and agitation produced by
means of perforated air pipes, this makes an adaptable

installation. The old and new tank can be used alter-

nately for delivery to locomotives by manipulating of

valves. Such a system will soften the water and give the

station the advantage of duplicate tank facilities.

Other intermittent systems have the treating and set-

tling tanks at ground level, and pump the clear, softened

water to elevated tanks for delivery to locomotives. Such
])lants vary in treating capacity from 10,000 gallons to

.lOO.OOO gallons, but the governing principle is the same,

and similar satisfactory results can be secured.

Continuous Systems

Plants of the ctmtinuous type consist of large tanks,
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usually of steel, with inside tubes of sufficient size to re-

tain the water 30 to 45 minutes, while mixing. The
water and chemicals are mixed in these tubes in con-

tinuous proportion. The water flows from the mixing
tube to the Ixjttom of the sedimentation tank from which

it rises to a predetermined pwint before the clear water

is drawn ofT for service. The specific gravity of the pre-

cipitated sludge is high enough to give complete clarifi-

cation in five hours if the upward velocity of the treated

water does not exceed six feet an hour.

If clarification troubles are experienced, filters are used

sometimes. Matted excelsior is placed at the top of the

settling tank, although there are plants having rapid

sand or pressure filters. Either of the latter requires

transfer pumps which are unnecessary where matted ex-

celsior is employed.
Experiments are under way to eliminate the down take

tube and merely run the chemicals and water together

without special mixing or agitation at the bottom of the

sedimentation tank. Experience with this system some
3'ears ago was not altogether satisfactory. Types of sedi-

mentation tanks vary. Some have a preference for cone

bottoms, while the flat bottom tanks with sludge systems

meet with favor in other localities. A complete discus-

sion of the relative merits is not possible in a general

pajjer of this type.

There are a number of ingenious proportioning devices

on the market. Some consist of flow control and constant

feed ; some have wier or orifice proportioning with variable

feed ; others have a tipping bucket and constant head ori-

fice control : still others have a water motor dependent

upon comparative cylinder displacement ratio. Any of

these types can be made to give satisfactory results with

proper sup)ervision and a good check and follow-up sys-

tem.

It seems needless to say that any of the various im-

purities in water will cause trouble, contingent upon the

amount of type. Removal of such impurities is certain

to show improved results, depending on the amount re-

moved. The American Railway Engineering Association

presented figtires in 1914 to show the cost of each pound
of incrusting matter entering the locomotive boiler was
seven cents. This was based only on the effect on fuel

consumption, boiler and roundhouse repairs and engine

time for same. Transposed to present day prices, this

figure is 13 cents. Study for the past four years by a

special committee of the American Railway Engineering
Association, based on statistics which have been gathered,

indicate this figure is conservative. XA'ith propter treat-

ment of the water, scale and pitting conditions, with

their incidental boiler maintenance expense, can be elimi-

nated very largely. Fuel consumption in clean, tight

boilers is less than those leaky or sadly scaled. The large

intangible benefits, such as elimination of engine failures

on the road, and the reduction in delays to traffic and
train movement, exceed usually the tangible savings in

fuel consumption and boiler repairs. The savings which
can be made depend largely upon the trouble caused by
the natural adverse conditions, and is measurable by the

amount of impurities present. However, each individual

situation is a problem in itself and requires special study

to secure best results.

Oil-Electric Switching Locomotive of 100 Tons ^ eight

Developed for Long Island Railroad

The Long Island Railroad is obtaining for switching

service in its Bushwick Terminal, Brooklyn, an oil-

electric locomotive of 100 tons weight. A similar locomo-

tive of 60 tons weight was introduced by the General

Electric, Ingersoll-Rand and xA.merican Locomotive

Companies, and demonstrated on various eastern rail-

roads. This was described in detail in the September,

1925, issue of this publication.

The locomotive for the Long Island Railroad will

differ not only in being larger, but also in having two
oil-engine driven generator sets to furnish the power to

the four direct current, geared traction motors.

The 100-ton locomotive has a steel, box-type cab with

platform carried on two four-wheel swivel trucks.

The cab is of J^-inch blue annealed steel, riveted to

a framework of steel angles and channels. It is divided

into three compartinents, the central compartment con-

taining the power plant and control apparatus. The two
end compartments are reserved for the operator. Doors
are located so as to give access to each operator's com-
partment from the outside and to the central compart-

ment from the operator's compartments. A hatch is

provided in the roof of the central compartment directly

above the oil engines to permit their removal. A smaller

hatch in the main hatch facilitates inspection.

Engine Equipment

The oil engines, manufactured by the Ingersoll-Rand

Company, are six cylinder, vertical units of the four

cycle type, with pistons of 10-inch diameter and 12-inch

stroke. Each develops 300 horsepower at 600 r.p.m.

With suitable oil, fuel consumption does not exceed .43

pounds per engine b.h.p. at rated load and speed. This
figure is based on oil containing 19,000 B.T.U. per pound.
Each engine is equipped with a self-contained, complete

lubricating oil system, with direct attached circulating

pump. A water circulating pump is direct connected to

each engine for circulating cooling water to cylinders

and heads, and an air compressor is direct connected to

each engine to automatically keep the starting air bottles

charged.

Electrical Equipment

Direct connected to each oil-engine is a six pole, 600
r.p.m. direct current, compound wound, commuting pole.

General Electric generator. A 4 pole. 60 volt generator

is mounted on the same shaft as each main generator,

and serves to excite the field windings of the main genera-

tors. A 32-volt storage battery is su]:iplied for the exciter

fields at low speeds. The main generators are differently

compounded so that the voltage is approximately inversely

proportional to the tractive effort.

There are four direct current, series motors of the

single geared, box frame, railway type, classified as

GE-69-C. Each motor is supported on its axle by axle

brackets and bearings, and by the motor nose on the truck

transom. The gearing is selected to give maximum
allowable locomotive speeds of 30 m.p.h.

Control and Auxiliary Equipment

One of the distinctive features of the locomotive is its

control svstem. This is the automatic control which has
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been used on a number of equipments furnished by the

General Electric Company for self-propelled cars and
locomotives. With the differential winding of the gen-

erator the output in amperes and volts automatically

adjusts itself to meet the requirements of the service and

the power delivered by the engine. The only operating

handle is the throttle handle that controls the output of

the engine. An electric switch handle determines the

connection of the motors in series or in parallel and for

forward or reverse movement. No rheostats are used and

the loss of power in the electric circuits is reduced to

a minimum.
After the series parallel switch has been set for either

forward or backward movement, the throttle handle

determines the power delivered b}- the engine. The

100-Ton Oil-Electric Switching Locomotive

generators and motors transmit that power to the driving

wheels automatically adjusting the proportion of tractive

effort and speed to the load on the locomotive and auto-

matically changing these proportions to suit the varying
requirements of acceleration or grade.

Nieans are provided for starting and stopping the

engine from both operating positions. Non inductive

motor field shunts give higher running speeds at light

loads.

Auxiliary equipment includes a gasoline-engine driven

air compressor ; three high pressure air storage tanks to

be used for starting the oil-engines ; a water heater and

expansion chamber to keep the cooling water from freez-

ing when the engines are not operating and for heating

the operator's compartments ; four fin type radiators of

2,400 square feet total surface on the roof for cooling

water from the engine ; exhaust pipes and mufflers on

each oil engine ; and water tanks in the cab into which

the water may be drained in the winter when the loco-

motive is idle.

A 60-ton switching locomotive to he supplied to the

Central Railroad of New Jersey is similar to the 100-ton

engine of the Long Island Railroad, described above,

except that one .S()()-horse]:)ower oil engine, one generator,

and four type MM-840-G motors arc used.

Some details of the 100-ton oil electric locomotive are

as follows

:

General Specifications 100-ton 60-ton

Length inside knuckles. . .45 ft. 10 in. 32 ft. 6 in.

Length over cab 40 ft. in. 28 ft. in.

Height over radiator 13 ft. 9>4 in. 13 ft. 9>4 in.

Width overall 10 ft. in. 10 ft. in.

Width of cab 9 ft. 4 in. 9 ft. 4 in.

Total wheel base .36 ft. 2 in. 24 ft. 2 in.

Rigid wheel base 7 ft. 2 in. 7 ft. 2 in.

Track gage 4 ft. 8>4 in. 4 ft. SJ^ in.

Minimum radius of curve

ralone) 90 ft. 90 ft.

Total weight fall on

drivers) 200,000 lbs. 120,000 lbs.

Weight per driving axle.. SO.OTX) lbs. 30,000 lbs.

Crown Sheet Failures

Crown sheet failures are usually regarded as a man
failure, though it is probable that this was formerly
frequently unjust. Low water is the almost invariable

cause; but the investigations of Mr. Pack as to the
reliability of the water level indicators as they were ap-
plied, has taken the burden of the responsibility for the
earlier failures from the shoulders of the engineer and
placed it upon the faulty application of the apparatus.

And, proper inspection and repair of all parts and ap-
pliances of the locomotive are essential if accident, injury
and delay to traffic are to be avoided.

The accompan}ing table shows the total number of
crown sheet failures that have occurred from the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1912. to March 31. 1925.

It would appear from this table that the supervisory
inspection of the Bureau of Safety had an important
influence on the decrease of crown sheet failures ; but
that even its inspection and supervision was helpless in

the face of the incompetency of government control.

Starting out with the peak record of 92 failures, in

connection with which 50 men were killed and 167 in-

jured, the number rapidly decreased until 1915 when the

record for minimum in failures and casualties was
attained. Then, with the war, they increased rapidly

until, in 1918, in the peak of government control, the

number of failures had risen to nearly the peak record

of 1912.

Since then the number has steadily fallen except for

the sudden jump in 1923. This decline has continued

until the present when it has almost touched the low
record of 1916, with the prospect that in the current year

it may even drop below those figures.

The number of locomoitives inspected annually has

Year



Classifying Repairs of Freight Equipment

A Paper Read at the Annual Convention of Chief Interchange Car Inspectors and Foremen's

Association

By F. A. Starr, Gen. Car Inspector Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad

Many forms of scheduling and routing have been

<leveloped and successful!}^ installed in locomotive and

passenger car repair shops. Only in the last few years

has any degree of success been reached in the scheduling

of freight cars. Fundamentally, the systems are similar

in principle and application, and there is no reason for

assuming that a system which has greatly benefited loco-

motive and passenger car repairs will not produce satis-

factory results in freight car repairs.

The great number of freight cars automatically induces

systematic shop methods. Ijut scheduling and routing

freight cars through a shop is more difficult on account

of the many types of cars and the extensive area over

which they are used as compared with either locomotive

ganizing properly shop forces, systematic delivery of

material at designated points and at defined intervals. It

is conducive to specialization of the work by groups and
individuals. It lessens the number of tools and equip-

ment. It simplifies supervision, as the men become
familiar with and more efficient in the execution of the

particular operations for which they are responsible. They
are induced to devise plans and means, and to provide

themselves with suitable tools adapted to their portion of

the work which will contribute to increase and improve
the output, and reduce labor costs.

The only objection to the adoption of this system is

the efl:"ort necessary to collect cars of the same series, at

the same shop in sufficient number to make the operation
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or passenger car^. The most successful freight car

scheduling is dependent upon large operation, and the

number of cars in a series, sufficient material and sup-

plies and a complete organization which will enable men
to be highly classified into special gangs. It is not diffi-

cult to handle scheduling and routing methods in freight

car repair shops, but it may be necessary to rearrange or

relocate repair tracks completely, material, storage and
associated shop facilities.

It has been demonstated that with the progressive

s\stem greater economies can be effected than with any
other method yet devised. This S3'stem permits of or-

a success. The work on another series of cars might
retard the production. It is, however, possible to over-

come this difficulty if a schedule of classified repairs is

arranged to extend over a period of from two to ten

years. In such a program cars in certain series can be

shipped to the shop to which particular series have been

allotted. The practicability of shopping cars by series or

classes is recognized. Many difficulties have been over-

come to the extent that the method has become quite

general in its application to heavy and classified freight

car repairs.

Proper shop facilities and tool equipment are essential

330
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for successful and economical operation of anv produc-
tion plan. Punches, shears, presses, furnaces, cranes.
tractors or electrical trucks, and a sufficient supply of

pneumatic tools are indispensable in a modern car shop.
For repairs of steel cars, electric power generators and
equipment for hurninii rivets, straightening frames, oil

or gas heaters, and acetylene cutting and welding appa-
ratus are some of the more essential machines. Wood
working machinery, which eliminates all possible work
by hand is another important item in repairing wooden
cars.

Proper facilities should be provided to handle all scrap
parts that accumulate. Shop premises should be kept
clean at all times. This may not seem important, but it

has a mural effect on the workmen which should not i)e

overestimated, and will contribute greatly in lowering
the hazanl of personal injuries. Other facilities such as

storehouse, paint shop, air brake shop, oil house, and
good pavements should be provided and placed as near
as possible to the repair tracks. Tractor service for quick
and economical transportation of material shoukl be
introduced.

Sufficient intelligent supervision must be given or the

(|uantily and qualitx' of the outjjut will suffer. The gang
foreman who comes in daily contact with everv man
imder him. is the most important factor in the organiza-
tion. He forms the contract between the management and
the men. and if this contact is broken, efficiencx' suffers.

While a thorough knowledge of how to perform the work
is neces.sary. the ability to handle men is the first

requisite, and stands above any other qualification.

The foremen should be intelligent and fairly well edu-
cated, so that they may l)e able to read the rules, blue-

])rints and instructions, and apply them correctly. They
should be eligible for promotion to positions of greater

responsibilities, and their .salaries should be sufficiently

attractive to create an incentive to fit themselves for

higher position-. Workmen are quick to detect indiffer-

ence on the part of those above them, and an unfavorable

attitude resulting in discernment often produces a power-
ful influence a.gainst the efficiency of the organization as

a whole. Xo man can be a success in anything wilhnut

]nitting into it something of himself.

.\n important item is the prompt delivery of material.

This should be <l<ine by tractors or electrically driven

trucks with trailers, imless the shop is equipi)ed with

overhead cranes. Xo work should be started on a repair

schedule until all material necessary to complete tlie work
is on hand in sufficient quantities to carry on the work
until the remainder required can be procured. There
shr)uld be no hold-u]) in ])roduction on account of shorta.ye

of material.

The ])urchasing of luaterial has its individual problems.

Close co-o]jeration with the local and general offices of the

stores and purchasing deiJartments in the ordering and

the handling nf material under centralized control is

essential.

In actual repairs work it is suggested that draft gears.

attachments and center sill constructions be strengthened

sufficiently so that vshocks incident to modern service will

be absorbed and distributed throughout the car without

cau>ing excessive damage to the su])erstructin-e. .\

commr)n cause of failine in steel cars is due to the btjdies

of hopper cars not being securely fastened to the center

sills. A few rivets are driven in the hopper sheets to

hold the bofly to the center sills. The rivet heads corrode

or wear off. allowing the rivets to pull through the sheets

This result- in the whole strain being thrown on the body

Ijolsters which can nf)t .stand up under the laid. The sills

are moving back and forth tmder the car body which

soon gets in such a condition that ijcrmanent or thorough

repan-s become a rather expensive operation. These
conditions must be overcome as far as possible when a
car receives heavy repairs.

The sides and ends of steel equipment should be prop-
erly reinforced to prevent bulging or buckling. Doors
and door equipment and appliances should be kept in
l)roper working order to facilitate unloading. Care
should be taken in repairing trucks on all cars to provide
proper side bearing clearance and to see that air brakes
and running gears are kept in good condition.
A well defined program of reinforcement should be

outlmed and put into practice on all roads. The cost of
such additions and betterments usuallv is insignificant
when the further life and productive service of the car
is considered. Money appropriated for such features is a
good sound investment when judicioush- used and should
pay large dividends. Many roads make the mistake of
not repairing old equipment in time. Poor equipment
should be either reinforced or kept on home line, and
not be offered in interchange. There is the possibility of
its getting into large industrial centers and into heavy
tonnage trains, and it is almost impossible to keep it off
the repair tracks. .\n unnecessary burden of expense
is thus placed on both the owner and the handling line.

As cars go into the shop for general repairs, a careful
inspection should be made. If a car has deteriorated it

should be repaired in accordance with a well defined
reenforcement program. If this is not done, it will soon
again come back to the rejwir track.

Classified Repairs on the Chesapeake »& Ohio

Three or inuv months before the close of a vear, a
general meeting of district and divisional car department
ofticers is called, and a shopping schedule is discussed
thoroughly. ,\ chart which has been prepared previouslv,
.showing cars due for classified repairs or rebuilding dur-
ing the coming year is carefully considered, and cars
allotted to individual shops. Cars in one series are
seldom allowed to go to one shop but to at least two shops
at op])osite ends of the road. All cars which must be
rebuilt are selected by their general condition. The age
is an im])ortant factor in determining just what parts of
the cars must be renewed.

Past experience, tests and service conditions, and re-

quirements under which steel equipment is used, have
shown that floor and hopper sheets should be renewed
after 10 or 12 years, while the side and end sheets will

run for approximately 16 years, if 'j-in. thick. .\ definite

program of reinforcement is outlined and closelv

followed.

.\t leasl 00 (lays is allowed before any repair work is

started. This enables the jnirchasing and stores depart-
ments to procure and deliver necessary materials. Imme-
fliately following the allotment of cars to be rebuilt every
shop ])articipaling in the repair schedule places a requisi-

tion for 50 per cent of the material it requires. This
material should be placed on the ground in time promptly
before the work is started. The other 50 per cent is

requisitioned so that it will be delivered in time to prevent
any cessation of the work.

If more than one series of cars is allotted to one shop,
the order in which the series is to be routed through the

shop is determine' I at the general meeting. Material is

ordered accordinL;l\ . and the same advance information
is given to the stores department as mentioned previouslv.

'J"he entire ])rogram is laid down on a schedule or

performance sheet which permits the recording of all

performances, starting and completion dates in proper
sequence. A close co-operation between the car and
stores de|)artnicn1s is absoUilclv necessar\'. not onlv to
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prevent shortage of material but also to avoid surplus

material being left on hand, when the program is finished.

Classified Repairs of Steel Cars

Cars in same series are placed on bonded tracks and
inspected by a competent inspector or gang foreman. All

sheets which must be removed and replaced are marked
with yellow crayon. All sheets and other parts which
must be removed, repaired and replaced are marked with
red crayon. All rivets, not in sheets and other parts

marked for removal, which must be burned oft, are also

marked by the inspector.

.Ml scrap steel is picked up daily by a locomotive

magnet crane and loaded directly into cars on scrap sales

order previously obtained by the purchasing department.
This method eliminates unnecessary handling and neces-

sity of providing storage space to accumulate the scrap

while awaiting sale. Parts to be repaired are replaced

and pooled at the straightening shop. This shop is

equipped with furnace, face plate, presses and necessary

tools to restore parts to their original shape. The dis-

manteling of the car constitutes the first operation, and

the skeleton of the car is moved to the heavy repair

tracks.

The second operation is performed by the truck gang.

The cars are jacked up and placed on tripods ; the trucks

are dismantled, and all broken or defective parts removed.

This gang repairs all trucks and placed the cars on the

trucks at the proper stage in the schedule. JKW arch bars

are removed and taken to the blacksmith shop where they

are annealed and reset. Cracks and fractures are easily

detected by this process.

In the following operation couplers, draft gears, cylin-

ders, reservoirs, bolsters, tie plates, space blocks, center

plates, draft gear castings, and other parts to be removed
from the car are dropped. Following the dismantling,

gang 4, or the straightening gang, straightens all parts

that are marked to remain on the car. In this operation

the car is prepared for the fitters.

The first fitters, constituting gang 5, follow and fit up
all underframe parts including end sills, tie plates, splice

plates, space blocks, corner posts, side sills and center

plates. Gang 6 is the first reaming gang. The under-

frame is reamed and made ready for the first riveters.

The first riveters in gang 7 drive all rivets under the car

body and all additional rivets which must be driven before

the car is fitted with side and floor sheets. Gang 8 is

designated as the bench gang. When entire sides are

renewed, the side sheets, stakes, top and bottom angles

are assembled on the bench in jigs. The complete side is

applied liy means of a locomotive crane by the ninth or

second fitting gang. Gang 10 removes the entire body

and prepares the car for the riveting gang.

The body riveters in gang 11 drive all rivets in the

body of the car, in grab irons, sill steps, brake shafts,

platform brackets and door attachments. One gang fits

up all door locks for final riveting. Gang 12, the coupler

gang, works at any time after the bottom of the car has

been riveted. This gang applies all couplers, uncoupling

levers, card holders, brake mast, brake rods and levers,

center pins, and greases center plates and side bearings.

It places the car on the trucks and gauges couplers and

adjusts side bearing clearances. In the following position,

riveters drive all rivets in door locks, front carrier irons,

and any rivets overlooked by the regular riveters in

previous positions.

Laborers and helpers form a material delivery gang

with two or more men for every electric truck. They

handle all couplers, arch bars, truck side frames and

similar material to and from the blacksmith shop. One
man keeps the rivet heating furnaces in good condition

and looks after the oil supply for the furnaces and heating
torches.

Material racks with bins are placed conveniently to
the shop tracks, in which are kept bolts, nuts, washers,
cotters, devices, knuckle pins, nut locks and similar ma-
terial, used in small quantities. One man is in charge
of these racks, replenishing the stock daily. He picks up
usable material left on the ground by the car men, return-
ing it to the proper bins in the nearest rack. A standard
list of material carried in each rack is posted. Every
forenoon the attendant makes a check of the material on
hand. Any shortage is ordered at one time and replaced
in proper bins.

Cars ready to be painted are moved to the shipping
track where air brake men, two car repairers and one
apprentice apply brake cylinders, reservoirs and other air

brake parts. All parts are cleaned and repaired in ac-

cordance with the A.R.A. rules governing the maintenance
of brake, train and air signal equipment.
The cars are painted on the shipping track with paint

spray. The painters work from push cars running on
service tracks. When the paint is dry, the stenciling is

done from scaffolds erected on a push car on which all

supplies and stencils are carried. The painter moves
himself on this push car by taking hold of the side of

the car, pulling the scaffold and pushing the car with
him to desired location.

A final inspection is made of the cars on the shipping
track. Any work marked by the inspector is corrected

if possible before the paint gang has left the car. Cars
are then reported ready to be pulled and weighed. An
individual car record of all sheets removed is kept on
special forms as shown in the accompanying illustration.

These forms are filed numerically. A record is available

at all times in the general office, so that the general con-

dition of the individual car or series can be determined.

Classified Repairs to Box Cars

After cars of one series have been spotted and properly

spaced, a careful inspection is made by a gang foreman
accompanied by a stock clerk. All parts to be renewed
are repaired and marked, and a check made of material

available.

Gang 1, known as the truck gang, jacks up all cars

in the setting. The trucks are run out and the cars let

down on trestles or tripods. The trucks are dismantled

and all defective or broken parts removed. All arch

bars are taken to the blacksmith shop where they are

annealed and reset. By this process any cracks or frac-

tures are easily detected. The work of the gang is so

regulated, that the trucks are rebuilt, when the car is

ready to be let down.
The stripping gang, or gang 2, consists of two car

repairers and a sufficient number of laborers to keep the

vard clean of scrap lumber. This gang removes all

trimmings, defective or broken siding, flooring, lining and

roofine. and drops couplers and draft gears. The sill and

frame gang follows, removing defective or broken sills,

posts, braces, side and end plates, belt rails and other

parts of' the frame. This gang replaces all parts in the

car framing and applies couplers and draft gears.

The fourth operation is performed by the siding gang
which pnnlies all siding, side and end fasciae, door tracks

and top corner bands. The roofing gang, 5, patches or

applies complete roofs with running boards. Gang 6, or

the flooring gang, patches or applies new floor boards.

This gang is ifollowed by gang 7, which applies or patches

end and side lining and grain strips.

The safety appliance gang applies all grab irons, sill

steps, lift levers, center corner bands, brake shafts, front

and back door stops, and hangs the doors. The doors are
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repaired or made new and trimmed in the door shop and
delivered to the car ready to be hung.

The following gang, consisting of two or more car
repairers and apprentices, may be termed a floating gang,
doing any steel work required such as straightening and
riveting. It works with the sill and framing gang. Gang
10, or the acetylene gang, works wherever needed and
has no regular routing to follow.

The air brake men finish the repair work. They apph-
train line, brake cylinders, reservoirs, and other air brake
parts. Where a shipping track is provided, the cars are
pulled from the shop track and spotted on the shipping
track, where the painters and the air brake men perform
their part of the work.
The painters follow closely behind all wood car gangs,

painting sills, belt rails and plates ahead of siding, roof-

ing and flooring. The cars are painted and stenciled

when the air brakes are tested. After final inspection
the cars are ready to be pulled out, and the yardmaster
is notified.

Conclusion

^^ hat is needed more than anything else is a systematic
program for making heavy repairs to freight' cars, so
that a certain percentage of the equipment will have
proper repairs ever\- year. This percentage must be
based on the number of years the car can run safely
between heavy repairs. Locomotives are chopped on a
mileage basis. Why not establish a reasonable and scien-
tific basis upon which to shop freight cars? This will
keep the equipment in first class condition at a minimum
expense after the program has been once established.

Proper sho]) facilities should be provided at points
where heavy repair work is performed. Overhead crane
service is desirable, and will eliminate bv proper arrange-
ment the service of materialt rucks between the working
tracks. Small wall or jib cranes should be installed for
handling heavy parts. The money expended for such
facilities will repay the investment nianv times in a few
vears.

Snap Shots by the ^ anderer

I believe that it was Sydney Smith, who, many years

ago suggested that a complete and satisfactory solution

of the Irish question would be obtained by a submergence
of the Island for twenty-four hours. Drastic but effec-

tive, I am not altogether sure, however, that there are

not some of us walking about that would be quite willing

to advocate a similar treatment tor certain incorrigibles

whom we run across from time to time. For example. I

was talking recently with a couple of engineers who had
just returned from the United States of Colombia, where
they had been engaged on railroad survey. In siieaking

of the natives, their worthlessness and unreliability, they

proposed a slight modification of Sydney Smith's drastic

suggestion, by having the I'nited States of .\merica and
England combine and form a military cordon across one
end of the country and, with it. sweep every man, wo-
man and child into the ocean. They acknowledged that it

would not be a very humane proceeding, but maintained

that it would Ix; a grand good thing for the world.

So when I hear of or run across some of the scamp
work that is perpetrated I am inclined to think that a

prompt lynching of the offending party would be a good
thing for the country. Scamping may be the result of

one of three things : laziness, dishonesty or cussedness.

And I am rather inclined to think that it ought to be

made a criminal offense e.xce])t that we already have too

many unenforced laws. But when a man puttys out the

lap of a l)oiler seam, or fills in a nut to make it appear
that the bolt extends all of the way through, or fills in'

the babbitt cavities of a main rod brass with rough steel

plates, all of which have been done, thereby endangering
lives ; well, lynching in the form oi drawing and quarter-

ing would seem a mild punishment therefor. .V boiler

explosion or a derailment is no child's play, and some
kinds of devilish scamping are almost if not quite im-

possible for inspection to detect. .An insjjector's hammer
cannot penetrate into every cranny of a boiler and its

fixtures, nor can his eyes look through a veneer of babbitt.

To require that they did remind one of the celebrated

reply of .Sam Wellcr who after having testified that he

had not seen Pickwick's arms about Mrs. F>ardell, and.

being asked if he had eyes, replied : "Yes, I have a pair

of eyes, and that's just it. If they wos a pair o' patent

double million magnifyin' gas microscopes of hextra

power, p'rhaps I might he able to see through a flight o'
stairs and a deal door : but bein' only eyes you see, my
wisioy's limited."

So an inspector cannot see everything and I sometimes
wonder that he can see much of anything. Certainly he
i.s more than astute if a clever scamper cannot deceive
him.

Then there are those insidious fractures bv detail that
cannot be seen or reached, such as the breakage of driv-
ing axles just inside the wheel seat. Or this; I was on
a steam boat once, that, on making a landing, struck the
wharf rather hard and Ijroke the flange from a valve in
the feed pipe. There was a liberal escape of water and
steam, and a small panic but no one was hurt. When
the valve was removed it was found that there had been
an old crack extending half way around its body. It
had not leaked but was so weak that the jar caused by
the lhum|> against the wharf completed the fracture. No
amount of ordinary insjjection would have detected that
crack.

So there we are, with difficulty upon difiiculty staring
us in the face when we try to achieve safety bv thorough-
ness of inspection. .\nd when these difiiculties are in-
creased by cunning scamping, it Iwiks to even a mild ob-
server like myself as though some form of lynching might
be properly used as an antidote.

I believe that I have taken occasion before to remark
on the changed attitude of shop owners and managers
that has taken place within my memory in regard to
shop comforts, and the realization that has come to them
that a man will do more and better work in comfortable
than in uncomfortable surroundings.

It seems to me that nowhere is this more manifest than
in the blacksmith shop. It is not so many years since
the blacksmith shop was a most disagreeable place. Cold
and suffocating in winter. Hot and stifling in summer.
.\nd mostly because of the open fires with their produc-
tion of smoke and sulphur fumes. As to the amount
of harmfulness those accompaniments of forge work
possessed for the acclimated workman, I am not prepared
to say, but all will admit that they are not the equiva-
lent of good, pure, fresh air.

First we had the open fire, either without a hood or
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only the chimney at the side, that might carry ofif a part

of the fumes. I'hen gradually improvements appeared.

In the ordinary open fire, smoke can he cared for by

sheltering the hack and side of the forge with a sheet

iron screen and using a flaring bonnet overhead, to guide

the smoke to the stack. This can he done without, in

any way, impeding the workmen. The lx)nnet may be

telesco^x^d into the stack so as to he raised or lowered

and the two sides of the screen can he cur\'ed so as to

slide in behind the central portion. Then came fans with

sufficient capacity to carry off all fumes and create a

draft over the fire when it was lighted, sufficient to draw
smoke and fumes into the proper channels. This was im-

proved upon liy the down draft forges, until now there

is no reason why the blacksmith shop should not be as

clear and as free from fumes as the machine sho]3. It

has taken many, many years to bring this almut, just as

it has taken many years to bring alx)ut a proper lighting.

Many of us can remember the old roundhouse with a few

oil lamps and a smoking torch in the hands of every

man. Where blinding blackness was everywhere, and

the roundhouse was not alone, I remember well working

in a car repair shop of a well-known railroad, for more

than one long winter evening where the only light came

from a multitude of these same smoky torches. Inefficient

work was the order of the day. And though wages were

much less than they are today when measured by the

hour, I doubt not that the cost per unit of work done was

nearlv if not quite as much as they are now with the

hourly wage trebled. All of which is merely one more

slight comment on the economic value of comfort.

It is said that- a fine actor is one who is so imbued

with his art, that that art is concealed. How easily the

accomplished acrobat turns a back handspring. Every

hov thinks that he can do it, until he tries. With what

apparent ease a good workman does his work. It is

.said, vou know, that it takes a good workman to work

with poor tools, to which the supplementary observation

has been added that a good workman won't work with

poor tools.

I stood watching a man the other day and there was

something invigorating in the bustle and go, and hurrah

boys that filled the air with life and ozone; it was the

spirit that makes the fast horse popular, or the seeming

vim that the quick-time air of a circus band seems to

])ut into the steady, reliable rhythmic motion of the horse

in the ring. But, as I looked, I was reminded of a cer-

tain race recorded by one Aesop a few centuries ago, in

which a tortoise is said to have beaten a hare. .\s a

race-horse is rarely a good roadster, so the workman,

who is always on the jump, rarely outstrips his seemingly

slower companion, at the end of the month. It is not

necessar)- to be in an apparent hurry in order to be

quick. Hurry means fatigue, for when a man or horse

is urged beyond his pace, he soon becomes tired, fretted

and exhausted. So when you are dancing in your boots

because William is so slow with that rush job, just ret-

rospect a little and remember the last time you were in

the same predicament. You were wearing your nerves

out with impatience ; but, when you did, at last get the

work, you were deli.ghted with its accuracy and neatness.

So as I have sometimes preached before, the race is not

alwavs to the swift, or at least to those who seem swift.

Extensive Use of Telephone in Train

Operation

Train orders are now being transmitted by telephone on

more than ?4 per cent of the railroad mileage of this coun-

try, the Telephone and Telegraph Section of the .American

Railway Association was told at its convention which
opened in New Orleans, October 27. On January 1,

1919, reports showed that the telephone was used for

train orders on only 46 per cent of the railroad mileage.

The more extensive use of the telephone in place of the

telegraph has been due to the increase in traffic, both
freight and passenger, on the railroads of this country diu'-

ing the past five years. This has necessitated more
prompt, accurate and complete information concerning
many matters pertaining to operation and inanagement.

Telegraph Still Being Used

In spite of the widespread use of the telephone, the tele-

graph is being used for certain purposes, particularly for

the transmission of voluminous reports of freight and
passenger operation, which ser\'es to relieve the telephone

lines of the heavy bulk traffic.

Telephone stations are being installed on many roads at

each signal bridge and siding and are connected with

adjacent interlocking or block station, so that almost con-

stant communication can be had by train crews with head-

c|uarters. In addition, work trains aiid wrecking trains

are also being equipped with portable telephones.

In order to permit signalmen to handle different switch

levers without being handicapped by a head telephone,

loud speakers connected by wire with the dispatcher's

office have l)een installed bv manv railroads in signal

towers.

Many railroads have alst) proxided means whereby ob-

servation cars on certain limited trains are connected by

telephone with the city telephone service so that a pas-

senger, up to the time the train departs from the station,

can communicate with any ])oint in the city.

The Radio in Railroading

The interest of the carriers in radio communication,

it was brought out at the convention, has been intensified

by the development of railroad transportation in recent

vears. In the case of a hundred car freight train, for

instance, communication at present can only be had by

hand signals between the enginemen and the caboose.

This method of signaling is especially difficult at night or

where the track curves. Comnuinication between each

end of a passenger train is now carrieid on by means of

valve signals. In each instance, the operation of long

trains would be greatly facilitated were both ends of the

train in constant communication by means of radio.

A series of practical tests in the use of radio have

already been made on the electrified section of several

roads with success but these tests are being continued

to see how the system works imder varving conditions.

Freight Car Performance

I!y bringing about the heavier loading of freight cars

as well as by expediting their movement, the railroads

of this country in August this year showed a marked
increase, compared with one year ago, in the efficiency

with which freight traffic is being handled, according to

reports filed by the carriers with the I'.ureau of Rail\va\-

Economics.
The daily average movement per freight car in .August

was 29.5 miles per day, the highest average ever attained

in any .August on record. Compared with August last

year, this was an increase of 2.9 miles while it also was

an increase of 1.2 miles over the average for 1923.

In computing the average movement per day, account

is taken of all freight cars in service including cars in

transit, cars in process of being loaded and unloaded.
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cars undergoing or awaiting repairs and also cars on
side tracks for which no load is immediatel}' available.

The average load per freight car in August was 27.8
tons, an increase of seven-tenths of a ton compared with
August last year. It was. however, a decrease of seven-

tenths of a ton below August, 1923.

Considering the heavier loading of freight cars and
their faster movement, it is estimated that the shippers

of this country received approximately 12 per cent better

service during August this year than they did during the

same month one year ago. This increased ef&ciencv made
it possible for the railways to handle the traffic with 300,-

000 fewer freight cars than would otherwise have been
needed and which would have called for a large additional

capital investment on which the public would have paid

a return through freight rates.

Fuel Bill Savdng in 1925
Class I railroads saved over $23,000,000 on their fuel

bill during the first eight months of this year compared
with the first eight months of last year, according to fig-

ures just compiled by the Bureau of Statistics of the In-

terstate Commerce Commission.
The total cost of coal and fuel oil for the first eight

months of this year was $214,736,375 as against $237,-
750,593 for the first eight months of last year. This sav-

ing of 823.014,218 resulted partly from the decrease in

the price of coal and partly from economies effected bv
the railroad management.
Owing to these economies the railroads moved everv

1,000 tons of freight one mile during the first eight

months of this year on 12 less tons of fuel than was used
in the first eight months of 1924. They also moved every
car in a passenger train one mile on 1.0 less pound of

fuel in the first eight months of this year than in the same
period of last year. In this way, 1.726,018 tons of fuel

were saved under the total used in the first eight montlis

of 1924. This represents 859,499 tons saved in freight

service and 866,519 tons saved in passenger service.

In the Eastern District 397.3.36 tons of fuel were saved

in freight service, and the railroads consumed 11 less

pounds of fuel per 1,000 gross ton-miles of freight.

In the Southern District 139,027 more tons were used
in freight service, but 14 less pounds were consumed jier

1,000 gross ton-miles.

In the Western District 601,190 tons of fuel were saved
in freight service and 12 less pounds were consumed per

1 ,000 gross ton-miles.

Notwithstanding this saving the railroads increased the

average number of cars per freight train from 41.2 in

the first eight months of 1924 to 43.5 in the first eight

months of this year, and the net tons per train frotn

702 to 740. In spite of the heavier and longer trains the

freight traffic of the country moved 0.4 of a mile faster

this year than last. In passenger service the saving of
fuel and costs was effected although there was an in-

crease in passenger-train car-miles of 35,884,000 over the

total for the first ei.ght months of 1924.

Fifty-One Railroads Using Motor Trucks

Fifty-one steam railroads are listed using motor trucks
to handle freight as compared with thirty-three a year
ago, according to a survey just comi)leted by the Motor
Truck Department of the National Autonifiliile Cham-
ber of Commerce. Twenty steam railroads, or their sub-
sidiaries, are now using over 219 motor buses, it is stated.

Details of the .survey are given in the following state-

ment :

"Of the railroads using trucks, thirty are doing so un-
der contracts with terminal companies at either Cincin-

nati or St. Louis by which less than carload freight is in-
terchanged. Thirteen other roads use trucks at other
temiinals. Twenty-two railroads supply truck service at
other points, eight to replace trains carn-ing package
freight, and ten to give store-door delivery in some form.
"Ten of the railroads using motor buses have estab-

lished routes parallel to some of their rail lines, five have
substituted bus for rail service on branch lines, while
two are using buses as feeders through territory not pre-
viously served by rail. Three railroads are making use
of buses through arrangements made with bus operators
as to ticket interchangeability or as to service in place of
discontinued local trains.

'.More extensive use of trucks in the future is indicated
In- repHes showing that fifteen roads are studying the
possibilities of transporting freight by truck, contemplat-
ing either installing them for the first time or adding to
their present truck services.

"That buses will also be used in increasing numbers
in the near future is forecast by the fact that eighteen
railroads not now using them are contemplating the aux-
iliary use of buses. Of these, twelve may substitute them
for branch line trains, seven consider using them on new
feeder routes, and seven are studying the advisability of
operating buses on roads paralleling some of their rail
lines.

"More than 496 gasoline or gas-electric rail motor
coaches are being operated by 190 steam and electric
railroads. In the survey made by the same organization
one year ago 483 rail motor vehicles were shown to be in
use on 174 rail lines.

"Twenty-six of these roads are considering additions
to this type of service, having ordered thirty-eight more
units. Twenty roads were considering additional rail
motor equipment at this time la.st year.'^ Eighteen other
rail lines not now using such vehicles are considering in-
itial installations.

"These figures were taken {mm data supplied by 201
officials representing 174 railroads and from gther sources
lielieved to be reliable. In the survev made a year ago
140 officials representing 125 roads supplied information."

Casualties Decreased in First Half Year
Casualties resulting from train and train-service acci-

(lents on the steam railways of the United States for the
first half of this year, as reported by the Bureau of
Statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission, .show
a decrease of 1,925. compared with the first half of last
.\ear. There were 362 less passenger casualties and 1.283
less casualties to employes on dutv.
Under train accidents are classed those resulting from

collisions, derailments, locomotive boiler and other loco-
motive accidents. Train-service accidents include acci-
dents from cou|)ling or uncoupling trains; operating loco-
motives, hand brakes and switches; .getting on and off
locomotives

; and accidents at highway crossings, etc.
The total number of casualties resulting from" these two

classes of accidents amounted to 26,316 for the first half
i)f last year and 24,391 for the first half of this year.

Increased efficiency fif railroad maintenance work and
the more careful management of trains were responsible
for a decrease of 1,720 in the number of train accidents
for the first six months of this year under the same period
last year.

The total casualties jier millidii locomotive miles de-
creased from 30.84 in the first six months of last year to
28.85 in the first six months of this year. The passenger
casualties per one million locomotive miles decreased from
2.98 to 2.58. The casualties to employes on duty per
million man hours decreased from 28.15 in 1924 to 26.69
in 1925.
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Campaign to Reduce Freight Damage

An intensive campaign with a view of bringing about

still further reductions in loss and damage to freight

shipments resulting from rough handling of freight cars,

has been inaugurated by the District Freight Claim Con-

ferences comprising the Freight Claim Division of the

American Railway Association, according to a recent an-

nouncement.
In view of the fact that a majority of the claims ai-e

due to rough handling at terminal points, it is the plan

of the Claim Conferences to have surveys made at vari-

ous terminals by a Committee on Rough Handling ap-

pointed by each District Claim Conference in cooperation

with the railroads entering terminals within their districts.

As soon as the surveys have been completed the Commit-

tee will make recommendations to suit conditions in those

terminals in an effort to bring about a reduction in loss

and damage claims growing out of the rough handling

of freight cars at those points.

Rough handling of freight cars not only causes dam-

age to freight in transit but it also causes considerable

damage to railroad equipment so that the members of the

Committee hope not only to bring about a saving to

shippers but also to the railroads as well.

A survey of various terminals in the Southern Atlantic

States is already under way.

In connection with the situation at St. Louis and East

St. Louis the Local Committee has recommended that

steps be taken to reduce to a minimum the amount of

switching in that terminal and that, where switching is

necessary, it be done under certain restrictions to mini-

mize the opportunities for damage. The Committee has

also recommended that closer attention be given by train-

men to the transmission of signals to the enginemen and

that, where there is a space between cars on a siding, it

be closed by shoving rather than by having the engine

"kick" a car.

It is hoped to begin surveys at various other large ter-

minals in the near future.

Note.s on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives

The New York Central Railroad has ordered for Boston &
Albany Railroad, 25 heavy freight 2-8-4 type locomotives from the

Lima Locomotive Works.

The Union Pacific Railroad contemplates ordering one new
3-cylinder locomotive with a 4-12-2 wheel arrangement.

The Central of Georgia Railway is inquiring for 5 Muuntain

type locomotives.

The L'len & Co., Colombia, South America, has ordered 6

Mikado type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Hocking \'alley Railway has ordered 10 switching 0-8-0

type locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Works.

The Tennessee Central Railroad has ordered 4 Mountain type

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. These

locomotives will have 23 in. by 28 in. cylinders and a total

weight in working order of 264.000 lb.

The Coste de Minas E. de F., Brazil, has ordered 7 Pacific

type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Chilean State Railways has placed orders for 12 Mikado
type locomotives with the American Locomotive Company.

The Atlanta & West Point Railway is inquiring for 4 Mikado
type locomotives.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway has placed an order for 5

16S-ton Pacific type locomotives with the American Locomotive
Company. These locomotives will have 27 in. by 28 in. cylinders

and total weight in working order of 336,000 lb.

The Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation has placed orders for

12 Mikado type locomotives with the American Locomotive Com-
pany.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad has ordered

10 Mountain type locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company.

The New York Central Railroad has ordere'd 100 182-ton
Mohawk type locomotives from the American Locomotive Com-
pany. These locomotives will have 27 in. by 30 in. cylinders, and
a total weight in working order of 368,000 lb.

The Missouri Pacific Railroad is inquiring for 10 heavy Santa
Fe type locomotives.

The JeiTrey Manufacturing Company, Columbus, Ohio, is in-

quiring for one electric locomotive.

The Central Cuba Sugar Company has ordered 3 Mogul type
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Long Island Railroad has placed an order for one of the

new type of oil electric locomotives being built jointly by the
-American Locomotive Company, the General Electric Co., and
the Ingersoll-Rand Company. The locomotive is to be placed
in service at the Bushwick terminal.

The Central Railroad of New Jersey has purchased one, 60-ton
oil electric locomotive being built jointly by the American Loco-
motive Company, the General Electric Co., and the Ingersoll-Rand
Company. The locomotive is to be placed in service within a few
weeks' time and will be used in the New York district.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway has ordered 20 heavy Mallet
type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, to cost

approximately $2,250,000.

The Louisville & Nashville Railroad has ordered 8 Mountain
type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
The American Railway of Porto Rico has ordered one Con-

solidation type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad contemplates
buying 10 locomotives.

The Chicago South Shore & South Bend Railway has ordered
4 electric locomotives from the Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Com-
pany to cost $55,000 each.

Passenger Cars

The Chicago South Shore & South Bend Railway has placed
orders for 15 smoking-passenger cars and 10 smoking-passenger
baggage cars from the Pullman Car & Mfg. Company.

The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway is inquiring for 12 stand-

ard steel coaches.

The Missouri Pacific Railroad is inquiring for 5 standard steel

dining cars.

The Louisville & Nashville Railroad has placed an order for
14 passenger cars with the Pressed Steel Car Company, 22 pas-
senger cars with the .American Car & Foundry Company.

The Cuba Railroad Company is inquiring for some first-class

and second-class passenger cars.

The Missouri Pacific Railroad has ordered IS all-steel baggage
cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad has placed
an order for 35 multiple-unit passenger cars with Osgood-Bradley
Company.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway has placed orders for 10 pas-

senger baggage cars with the Bethlehem Steel Company.

The Long Island Railroad is inquiring for 20 steel coaches for

steam line service.

Freight Cars

The .\tlantic Coast Line Railway has ordered 750 low side gon-

dola cars of 50-ton capacity from the American Car & Foundry
Company.

The Central of Georgia Railway has ordered 2,000 ventilated

box cars from the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

The Illinois Central Railroad is inquiring for 200 double-deck

stock cars.

The Sinclair Refining Company is inquiring for 50 tank cars of

10,000-gallon capacity.

The Missouri Pacific Railroad is inquiring for 250 stock cars

and 500 box cars of 50-ton capacity.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway has ordered 4 air dump cars

from the Case Crane & Engineering Company.

The Wabash Railway has placed an order for 12 automobile

box cars with the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Armour & Company, Chicago, III., is inquiring for 50 steel

underframes for tank cars.

The New York Central Railroad is inquiring for 1,000 box cars.

The Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis Railway is inquiring

for 4 caboose cars.
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The Missouri Pacific Railroad is inquiring for 1,000 automobile
box, stock and coal cars.

The Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad is inquiring for

JOO 50-ton box cars and 500 50-ton general service gondola cars.

The Montour Railroad has ordered 500 hopper cars from the

Standard Steel Car Company.
The Missouri Pacific Railroad is inquiring for 1,500 40-ton

box cars and 500 automobile cars and 250 50-ton hopper cars.

The Louisville & Nashville Railroad has placed an order for

1.000 additional gondola cars with the Pressed Steel Car Com-
pany.

The Atlantic Coast Line Railway is inquiring for 500 com-
posite bo.x cars.

The International Great Northern Railway is inquiring for 1,900

automobile and box cars.

The Jackson Hill Coal & Coke Company has ordered 20 mine
cars from the .\merican Car & Foundry Company.
The St. Louis- San Francisco Railway is inquiring for SOO

composite gondola cars and 500 automobile box cars.

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railway is inquiring for

100 steel underframes for box cars.

The Canadian Pacific Railway is inquiring for 100 dump cars

for handling rock and ore.

The United Alloy Steel Company is inquiring for 15 50-ton

gondola cars.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway has placed an order with the

Hocking \'alley Railway for the construction of 25 steel under-

frame cabooses to be built at Logan, Ohio.

The Illinois Central Railroad has placed orders for 200 flat cars

with the Standard Steel Car Company.
The \'alvoline Oil Company, Butler, Pa., has placed an order

for 10 40-ton tank cars of 8,000-gallon capacity with the Standard
Tank Car Company.
The Canadian Pacific Railway has placed an order for 100

box cars with the Canadian Car & Foundry Company.
The National Tube Company is inquiring for 50, 70-ton hopper

bodies.

The Indian Refining Company has placed an order for 10 triple-

compartment 8,000-gallon tank cars with the Standard Tank Car
Company.
The Hymera Coal Company has ordered 50 wooden mine cars

from the .\merican Car & Foundry Company.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway is inquiring for

2 special flat cars and 2 Well-type cars.

The Richmond Dale Cnal Company has ordered 25 mine cars

from the .American Car & Foundry Company.
The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Railway is inquiring for

50 single-sheathed automobile box cars.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has placed orders for. 1,000

box cars with the Bethlehem Steel Company and 500 box cars

with the Standard Steel Car Company.
The .-\rmour &• Company, Chicago, 111., has placed orders for

300 steel underframes with the Bettendorf Company.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway has placed an order for 100

steel underframe caboose cars with the Standard Tank Car Com-
pany.

The Palace Poultry Company, Chicago, III., has placed an order

for ISO poultry cars with the Illinois Car & Mfg. Company.

Buildings and Structures

The Texas & Pacific Railway has placed a contract covering
the construction of a seven-stall roundhouse, a machine shop, a

car repair shed and other buildings at Dallas, Texas, to cost ap-

proximately $135,OfX).

The Virginian Railway has placed a contract covering the

erection of equipment at the sand handling plant at Mullens,
W. \'a. The equipmcpt to be furnished by Roberts & Schaefer
• ompany. Chicago, III.

The Illinois Central Railroad has placed a contract covering the

erection of an office building and an extension to its blacksmith
shop at Paducah, Ky.
The Southern Pacific Company has ordered one N. & W. type

cinder plant fnr erection at Globe, Ariz., from the Roberts &
Schaefer Company. Chicago, III.

The Pennsylvania Railroad plans extensions and improvements
at Weirton junction, W. Va., including a new roundhouse and
machine shop.

The Wabash Railway plans the construction of new yards at

Decatur. 111.

The Chesapeake Sr Ohio Railway plans the construction of a

".aling station at Olive Hill, Ky.
The Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific Railway has placed an

nler covering two junior cinder plants for installation at Shaw-
rirc Okla.. with the Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, III.

The New York Central Railroad has placed contracts covering
the construction of circuit breaker houses at Port Morris, Luzerne
and Melrose. N. Y.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has placed a contract covering tlie

construction of a reinforced concrete automatic electric simplex
roller skip locomotive coaling plant for installation at Phillipsburg,

N. J., with the Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, 111.

The Kentucky & Indiana Terminal Railroad is reported to be

planning the construction of a new office building and a machine
shop at Louisville, Ky., to cost approximately $82,000.

The Southern Pacific Company plans for the construction of a

roundhouse at Santa Barbara, Calif., to replace a building which
was recently destroyed by an earthquake.

The Jacksonville Terminal Company has placed an order for

one standard N. & W. type cinder plant for installation at Jack-

sonville, Fla., with the Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago. III.

The New York Central Railroad has placed a general contract

covering the construction of a machine shop at .-\ir Line Junction,

Ohio, with the K. Ferguson Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

The LInion Pacific Railroad has placed a contract covering the

erection of a new house with repair facilities at Marysville, Kans.,

to cost approximately $75,000 with equipment.

The Central of Georgia Railway has awarded a contract to the

Roberts & Schaefer Company for two N. & W. type junior elec-

tric cinder plants at Albany, Ga.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway plans the con-

struction of an additional 14 stalls for its roundhouse at Silvis,

111., which, with the extension of the pits is estimated will cost

approximatelv $75,000.

The Los Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad is installing a 100 ft.

pony truss turntable equipped with an electric tractor at Milford,

L'tah, at an estimated cost of $44,000 with company forces.

Item of Personal Interest

W. E. Wooden has been appointed general foreman of

freight car department of the Southern Railway, with head-

quarters at Hayne, S. C, succeeding C. H. Bradley, resigned.

C. W. Creger was appointed assistant foreman, and H. D.

Snyder was appointed assistant foreman of the air brake shops

at Havne, S. C.

F. M. Reed has been made motive power inspector of the

Pcnnsvhania Railroad, with headquarters at New York, N. Y.

O. C. Branch has been appointed road foreman of engines

on the Seaboard .Air Line, with headquarters at Hamlet, X. C,
succeeding O. D. Blackwell, transferred. George B. Riddle

was appointed assistant road foreman of engines at Hamlet,

N. C.
Charles W. Extrand has been appointed road foreman of

engines on the Northern Pacific Railway, with headquarters

at Minneapolis. Minn.
George H. Massy has been appointed roundhouse foreman

of the Central Railroad of New Jersey, with headquarters at

Elizabethport, N. J., and J. J. Martin has been appointed round-
house foreman at Phillipsburg, Pa.

F. W. Foltz has been appointed inspector of transportation

on the Missouri Pacific Railroad, with headquarters at St.

Louis. Mo., succeeding T. A. Stainthrop.

G. T. Patten has been appointed car foreman of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad shops, freight car department, at Balti-

more, Md.
S. J. Starke has been appointed general forem.an of the

International Great Northern Railway, with headquarters at

Mart. Tex., succeeding V. N. Potts.

James W. Gibbons has been appointed general foreman of

the passenger car shop of the Santa Fe Railway at Topeka,
Kans.. succeeding H. J. Neiswinter, retired.

H. M. Warden has been made mechanical superintendent
of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad, with headquarters at

Parsons. Kans., succeeding C. M. Hatch, resigned.
A. H. Keys has been made general car foreman of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad shops at Baltimore Terminals.
W. J. Siilin was appointed general foreman, Ft. Wayne

division. Lake Eric & Western district of the New Y'ork,
Chicago & St. Louis Railroad, with headquarters at Muncie,
Inc., vice J. H. Dunn, promoted to roadmaster. Middle divi-
sion. Lake Erie & Western district, with headquarters at
Tipton. Ind., succeeding W. S. Fife, transferred as supervisor
of track. Ft. Wayne division, with headquarters at Billevillc,
Ohio, succeeding G. Blair, resigned.
H. Y. Harris has been appointed master mechanic of tlie

Seaboard Air
_
Line Railway, with headquarters at Tampa,

Fla. W. A. King has been appointed road foreman of engines
with hcacbuiarUM-s at Wildwood, Fla.

F. B. Moss has been appointed master mechanic of the
Richmond division of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, with
hcadniiartcrs at Richmond. Va., succeeding M. Flanagan.

F. M. Darden, assistant car foreman of the St. Louis-San
Francisco Railway, with headquarters at Springfield, Mo., has
been appointed general car foreman of the west Iri-icht shop,
with the same headquarters to succeed G. W. Thomas.
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Leslie H. Tyler, special representative, public relations de-

partment, of New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad,

witli beadquarters at New York, has been transferred to New
Haven, Conn., in the same position. The .Xew York office

will be in charge of George S. Wheat.
R. G. McKee has-been appointed master mechanic of the

Chicago division of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, witli

headquarters at Peru, Ind., succeeding E. R. Woody.
M. H. Gold, has been appointed superintendent of the East

Florida, division of the Seaboard Air Line, with headquarters

at West Palm Beach. Fla.

H. D. PoUand, general manager of the Central of Georgia,

with lieadquarters at Savannah, Ga., has been given the title

of vice-president and general manager, with the same head-
quarters.

F. J. Swentzel and Arnold Lawson have been appointed
superintendents of the New England Transportation Com-
pany, a subsidiary of the New York, New Haven & Hartford
Railroad.
Frank R. Pechin, formerly general superintendent of the

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railway, with head-
quarters at St. Paul. Minn., has been appointed to general

manager, to succeed J. J. O'Neil.
William H. Farrell has been appointed assistant to vice-

president of the Canadian National Railways, witli head-
quarters at Montreal, Canada.
George E. Bonner has been appointed superintendent of

the Xortliern Iowa division of the Chicago & Northwetsern
Railway, with headquarters at Mason City, Iowa.

J. A. Small, formerly superintendent of the Southern Pacific

Railroad Co. of Mexico, has been appointed general manager,
witli headquarters at Mazatlan, Sinaloa, Mexico.

F. D. Davis has been appointed acting general superintend-
ent of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with headquarters at New
York, N. Y.. with jurisdiction over tlie New Jersey division,

pending the recovery of William B. Wood.

Supply Trade Notes

The Davis Boring Tool Company, St. Louis. Mo., has made
the following changes in its sales department: Will'am Mor-
gan, formerly special representative in New York, I'liilatlel-

phia and Baltimore for the past nine years, has been appointed
representative, with headquarters at New York City. M. S.

Hatch, formerly supervisor of machinery of the Missouri-Kan-
sas-Texas Railroad, has been appointed representative in the
New England district and W. E. Moberly, formerly of the
American Car & Foundry Company, lias been appointed special
railroad sales representative, with headquarters at St. Louis,
Mo.
The Standard Steel Car Company has awarded a general

contract to the .\ustin Company, Chicago, 111., covering a one-
story addition to its shops at Hammond, Ind.

D. K. Chadbourne has been appointed general manager of

the \\'e«tinghouse Electric International Company, succeed-
ing E. D. Kilburn, who has been elected vice-president of the
\\'e^till.L;hou^e Electric & Manufacturing Company.

R. A. McHenry has Ijeen appointed purchasing agent for the
Gould Coiipler Co., with headquarters at Depew, New York,
Mr. Henry was formerly purchasing agent for The Symington
Company.
W. N. Agnew has been appointed general traffic manager of

the Worthington Pump & Machinery Corporation, with head-
quarte^^ at Xew York City.

R. R. Davis has been appointed assistant manager of the
publicity department of the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company.

F. S. Hartwell has been appointed western New York sales

representative for the Davis Boring Tool Company, St. Louis,
Mo., with headquarters at Rochester. N. Y. Mr. Hartwell was
formerly general tool foreman of the Texas & Pacific Railway.
W. H. Finley, former president of the Chicago & North-

western Railway, has opened an office for practice as consult-

ing engineer at 1102 Chamber of Commerce Building, Chicago,
111.

John W. White has been appointed general manager of the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company of Japan.
He was formerly manager of the Havana office of the West-
inghouse International Company.
John B. Emerson has been elected vice-president of the

R. H. Laverie & Sons, Inc., inspection engineers, and w'ill be
in charge of the Chicago office of that company. Mr. Emerson
was formerly engineer of tests of the rail committee of the
.\merican Railway .\ssociation.

J. E. Tarleton representative of the Union Draft Gear Com-
pany has been promoted to assistant to L. T. Canfield. vice-

president in charge of sales.

The Railway Motor Car Co., Waycross, Ga., has been in-

corporated «itli $50,000 capital to manufacture railway motor
cars.

The General American Tank Car Corporation has organized

a subsidiary to be known as tlie General American Tank &
Storage & Terminal Co., whicli will engage in the storage and
tran>.|)ortation of oil.

J. P. Carney, formerly general car inspector of the Michigan
Central Railroad, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., has
joined the sales force of the Grip Nut Company.

H. B. Green has been appointed Pacific coast representative

of the Graham Bolt & Nut Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., with head-

quarters in the Moiiadnock lUiilding, San Francisco, Calif.

E. C. Hallquist has lieen appointed chief mechanical engi-

neer of the plant of the Commonwealth Steel Co., at Granite
City, 111.

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Chicago, have taken over the

line (il hnriziintal drilling .ind boring machines manufactiiring

by the Harnischfeger Corp., t<i Milwaukee, Wise.
E. D. Kilburn and W. S. Rugg have been elected vice-piesi-

deiit> of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., and Richard B.

Mellon has been elected a director, tci succeed William Mc-
Conway, of the McConway & Torley Co., deceased.

A. E. Kistner ha-- l)een appointed manager of the Cincin-
nati office of the Truscon Steel Co., succeeding A. Levinson.
Robert W. Hunt Co., inspecting and testing engineers, have

opened a liranch office and cement laboratory at Birmingham,
.\la., in charge of T. C. Peace as manager.

G. R. Ingersoll, of the Associated Materials Company, Cleve-
land, ()liio, has been appointed exclusive representative of the
Morten Manufacturing Co. for the sale of its Acme line of

railway appliances in the Cleveland district.

The General American Tank Car Corporation has estab-
lished southern sales offices at LTnioii Indemnity Building,
New C)rleans, La., which will be in charge of Z. R. Simon as

sales manager.
The Southern Wheel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is con-

templating the construction of a plant in St. Louis, Mo.
A. A. Helwig, superintendent of car department of the

Kansas City Terminal, has joined the sales organization of
the Bradford Corporation, New Y^'ork. He will have his head-
quarters at St. Louis, Mo.
The Standard Steel Car Company has awarded a general

contract for the construction of a one-story addition and im-
provement to its present shop at Hammond, Ind.. to cost ap-
proximately $200,000 with equipment.

L. M. Zimmer has been appointed general sales manager
of the Linde Air Products Company, manufacturers of o.xygen,
and of the welding gas division of the Prest-O-Lite Company,
Inc., manufacturers of dissolved acetylene, succeeding L. M.
Moyer, who resigned .August 1, 1925. Mr. Zimmer entered
the employ of the Linde Company nine years ago as junior
salesman, and has steadily risen in rank. Most of the time
he has represented the company in the Central West, going
to New York early in 1924 to act as assistant general sales
manager.

Obituary

George M. Basford, railroad pulilicist and engineer and head
of the G. M. Basford Company, and consulting engineer of the
Lima Locomotive Works, Inc., 17 East 42nd Street, New York,
dropped dead in the Jerome .Avenue subway station in New
York on Monday evening, October 26. Mr. Basford was rec-
ognized as a strong and constructive leader in several phases
of railroad activity. He was, for instan'-e. one of the organ-
izers and has been familiarly called the father of the Railway
Signal .Association, which now includes in its meinbership
signal oflScers of all the important railroads in North America.
While he was enthusiastic about railway signaling from the
safety standpoint, he early recognized its tremendous possi-
bilities in increasing the capacity of the plant and thus provid-
ing more efficient ?nd economical operation.

Possibly Mr. Basford was better known, however, because of

the pronounced influence which he had on the improvement
of steam locomotive design and utilization. His keen vision
enabled him to see the possibilities of growth and improve-
ment of the steam locomotive and for at least three decades
he was far in the vanguard in this respect. Mr. Basford also

must be credited with having been among the first in the

mechanical engineering fraternity to recognize the importance
of the human element as contrasted to materials and methods.
He was constantly on the lookout for promising young men
who could be encouraged to train themselves for positions of

leadership. .After all that can be said regarding his accom-
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plishments, the highest thing that can be said about him was
his willingness and abihty to help others. There are hun-
dreds of men occupying, many of them through his help, prom-
inent positions who in times of stress have turned to him for
guidance and who will learn with the deepest regtet of his
death. The gratitude and love of these men is one of the
highest tributes thai can be paid to a fellowman. While he
was rnost widely known in this respect because of his leader-
ship in introducing modern apprenticeship methods in the
mechanical department on the railroads, this was only one of
several ways in which he exerted a real influence in helping
to raise the stan-

dards and provide
bigger and better

men for future
leadership. Mr. Bas
ford"s entrance into

the field of technical

advertising brought
to bear a larger em-
phasis on certain im-
portant features of

advertising w h i c h
had been laraely

neglected up to that

time. As a specialist

in that field in recent

years he has been a

large factor in rais-

ing the standards and
making the advertis-

ing pages more effec-

tive.

Mr. Basford was
born in Boston in

1865, where he at-

tended the public

schools. He was
graduated from the

Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology in George M. Basford

1889, after which he
entered the Charlestown shops of the Boston & Maine, later

going to the Qiicago, Burlington & Quincy as a draftsman

at Aurora, 111. He left the Burlington to takj a p.isicion in

the motive i)Ower department of the Union Pacific, and was con-

nected with the test department of that road for som." tim.-, after

which he entered the service of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul

as signal engineer. Later he was superintendent of construc-

tion of the Johnson Railway Signal Company, was with the

L'nion Switch & Signal Company for a short time, and then

became signal engineer of the Hall Signal Company. In 1895

he became mechanical department editor of the Railway and
Engineering Review, and in 1897 was made editor of the

.American Engineer and Railroad Journal, now the Railway
Mechanical Engineer. In September, 1905, he was made assist-

ant to the president of the .American Locomotive Company,
and in March, 1913. became chief engineer of the railroad

department of Joseph T. Ryerson & Son. Mr. Basford or-

ganized the G. M. Basford Company to handle technical adver-
tising in March, 1916. .At about this time he was also made
president of the newly o'^inizcd Locomotive Feedwater
Heater Company and headed it for several years until it was
taken over by the Superheater Company.
Mr. Basford, when he was w'ith the .American Locomotive

Company, was called upon to give part of his time to help build
the Railway Business Association, and rendered splendid serv-
ive in helping to start the association oflf right. He has always
been keenly interested in strengthening and improving the
work and programs of various railroad associations and other
organizations with which he has been connected. His paper
presented before the 1905 convention of the .American Railw-ay
Master Mechanics' Association on "The Technical Education
of Railway Employees—the Men of the Future," is typical of
the care and thought that he put into the addresses which
he made before different railroad associations ?n:! chibs.

In addition to the Railway Signal .Association, of which Mr.
Basford was a charter member, he was a member of the New
York Yacht Club, Lotus Club, Engineers' Club, New York
.Athletic Club, New Rochellc Yacht Club, American Society of
Mechanical Engineers and the New York Railroad Clul), and
other railroad clubs in various parts of the countrv.

Mr. Basford lived at 134 Primrose Avenue, Mount Vernon,
X. Y. He is survived by his wife, Grace Barker Basford, and
by two daughters, Mrs. Roger L. Wensley, who lives in
Brooklyn, X. Y., and by Miss Jean Basford, who is now in
Paris.

George Adams Post, president of the George A. Post Com-
pany, manufacturers of railroad supplies and chairman of the
Railroad Committee of the United States Chamber of Com-
merce, died on October 31, of a sudden attack of heart disease
at his home at Somerville, New Jersey.

Mr. Post was born at Cuba, Xew A'ork, September 1, 1854,
rnd spent most of his youth at Owego, Xew A'ork. He was
educated in the public school there. His father, Ira A. Post
had been connected with the Erie Railroad for over fifty years.
When 18 years old Mr. Post entered the service of the Erie
road m the freight department and remained there until he
was advanced to assistant to the superintendent of motive
power.
He w-as elected Mayor of Susquehanna, Pa., at the age of 22

and si.x years later he went to Congress as the voungest mem-
ber on Its roster. He had studied for the bar while employed
HI the freight department of the Erie Railroad, and was ad-
mitted to practice in Pennsylvania.
He moved to Xew York City in 1889 and became the editor

ot the Xew York World until 1892, when he entered the rail-
road supply business as vice-president of the Standard Coupler
Company assuming the presidency in 1894.
As chairman of the e-xecutive' committee of the Railway

Supply Manufacturers' Association in 1904 in connection with
the convention of Master Car Builders and the Master
Mechanics he helped eflfect the permanent Railwav Supply
Manufacturers Association. He was chairman of the American
Railway .Appliance E.xhibition at Washington, D. C. in 1905
and became the first president of the Railwav Business Asso-
ciation in 1909, holding office for nine years.

Mr. Post was ex-president of the Machinery Club and also
a member ol the Lotos and Railroad Clubs.

George E. Crisp, treasurer of the Superheater Company,
died alter a prolonged illness at his home in East Orange,
.\ew Jersey, on October 11, 1925. Mr. Crisp was born Feb-
ruary 16. lS/0, and received his education at Albert Memorial
College, London, England. He traveled extensively in the
L nited States .ind Canada, and after being identified with the
early development of the Canadian Northwest, started railroad-
ing on the Chicago & Great Western Railwav. Mr Crisp
had been associated with the Superheater Company for ten
years. Prior to coming with this companv lie had been asso-
ciated with other railroad supply companies and was wellknown in that field.

Fred Zimmerman, president of the Cincinnati. Indianapolis
& V\ estern Railroad, died suddenly on October 5. at a sani-
tarium at Battle Creek, Mich., after a prolnngc-l illness He
wa.s born on July 26, 1866, at Portland, Maine, and educated
'"

'lolo^" TT f'^'??°'s in Chicago. He entered railwav service
in 18»<i. He held various positions in freight departments of
several roads in and about Chicago. In 1897 he entered the
.service of the Michigan Central Railroad in the (General freight
department, and in 1897 was promoted t-. assistant general
freight agent, with headquarters at Buffalo X Y He was
traiisferred to Chicago the following year where he remained
until 1909, when he was appointed general freight agent of
tlie Indian Harbor Belt Railroad of Chica.go. In March 1914
he became general freight agent of the Lake Shore & Michigati
.Southern Railway at Cleveland, Ohio. He was elected vice-
president in charge of traffic of the Chicago. Indianaoolis &
Louisvile Railway, with headquarters at Chicago, in 1914
and in 1923 he was elected president of the Cincinnati In-
dianapolis & Western Railroad, in which capacity he was
serving at the time of his death.

C. E. James, president of the Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia
Railway, with headquarters at Chattanooga, Tenn., died in
Chattanooga on October 2, after several weeks' illness.

\yilliam H Scriven, superintendent of the Chicago terminal
division rf the 'enn.sylvania Railroad, was killed in an auto-mohi e in which he was riding when it left the mad and
rolled down an embankment near Carbondale. Ind MrScnyen was born on March 18, 1860. and entered r'ailway
service in 1881 with the Mexican National Railroad, becoming

ill?" t" t^'i'i'
,"'" Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburgh in

i»«.i. In 1«H6 he was appointed assistant engineer of main-

a{Z"!l\"(\u''W""\
'"1880 he became engineer mauitenanceof vyay of the Cleveland & Pittsburgh division of the Pennsyl-vania Railroad and was transferred to eastern division in thesame capacity in 1895. In 1896 he was appointed superin-tendent of the division and in 1903 he was appointed .super-

I I h n v""
f^^''^"' agent of the Chicago terminal division,uhich position he held until his death.
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New Publications

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, etc.

Locomotive Superheaters: The Superheater Company of

New York and Chicago have just issued a fourth edition, re-

vised, of their Instruction book on the locomotive superheater,

giving instructions for installation, operation, maintenance and

repairs. This edition supersedes the edition issued in 1917.

It has been completelv revised and gives latest recommenda-

tions relative to the Elesco Type "A" Superheater. Questions

and answers are given in the back of the book covering the

principle of superheating generally. 87 pages and cover, 4^x6
inches.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Electrification. The progress

in electrification accomplished by the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway is described in the 44-page bulletin, GE.^
150, just issued by the General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

The profusely illustrated book takes up in detail all of the

equipment, including locomotives, substations, power supply,

and transmission and overhead construction. In addition to

photographs of equipment, there are numerous maps, dia-

grams and tables of specifications. Figures are presented to

show the comparative cost of electric and steam operation.

Copies of the bulletin may be secured by addressing the News
Bureau, General Electric Co., Schenectady, New York.

The Austin Book of Buildings. The Austin Company, Cleve-

land, Ohio, has recently issued the eighth edition of its gen-

eral catalog which contains illustrations and specifications of

Austin standard multi-story and single-story buildings. It

contains charts and tables showing the trend of building costs

and comparative insurance rates and the technical descrip-

tion and costs of various types of floors, walls, roof structures

and various other items pertaining to building cost. Copies

of the catalog may be secured by addressing the Austin

Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

The Railway of Mexico. This volume has just been issued

by the Department of Commerce. It is the second of a series

of which the first was on the Railway of Central America and
islands of the West Indies, covering all the countries of South
America. The one on .Argentina is now on the press and
should be available for distribution shortly. This volume on
Mexico contains technical, financial and historical information

on all railways operated in these countries. This volume was
prepared from a great variety of sources by W. Rodney Long,
of the transportation division of this bureau. The monograph
presents very detailed information on all the railways in this

territory, covering such phases as the development of the

line, the mileage, operating officials, method of purchases,

I'mances, traffic statistics, characteristics of the right of way,

number of employees, motive power and rolling stock, repair

shops and equipment.
The volume was prepared through co-operation between the

transportation division and various locomotive and car-build-

ing companies, manufacturers of railway equipment, exporters

of cross-ties and other interested companies, together with the

machinery division and the iron and steel division of the

bureau.
Request for copies of this volume should be addressed to

the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department
of Commerce, Washington, D. C.

Electric Railways and the American Public. This is a bulle-

tin issued by the General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. It

is a collection of recent and forthcoming odvertisements which
explains the electric railways and their functions, and is pre-

sented in pamphlet form. It shows methods by which rail-

way companies can tie in with national advertising as out-

lined in the introduction. Copies can be obtained by address-
ing \-our nearest General Electric office.

The Standard Milburn Regulators. The Alexander Mil-
liurn Company of Baltimore, Md., have recently published a

l)ullctin pertaining to Standard Milburn Regulators. This
Ijulletin illustrates oxygen, acetylene and hydrogen regula-

tors, gauges, adaptors, etc., and standard manifolds for oxygen,
acetylene and other gases. It shows the detail construction
of Milburn regulators and fully describes all of this equipment.
Copies of tliis circular may be had by addressing the Alex-
ander Milburn Company, 1416-1428 West Baltimore street,

Baltimore, Md.

Railway Accounting Officers' Association, Forty-first Re-
port. Published by the Railway Accounting Officers' Asso-
ciation, Washington. D. C. It contains in full all addresses
delivered, paper read and committee reports and discussions
held in connection with its thirty-seventh annual session, which
was held at Atlantic City on June 10 to 12, 1925. Request for
copies <if this report should be addressed to the above address.

Elesco Non-Contact Type Feed-water Heater. The Super-
heater Company. 17 East 42nd street, New York. N. Y., has
just issued a new catalog describing and illustrating the theory,
construction and application of Flesfo Non-Contact type of
locomotive feed-water heater. This catalog is a treatise on
steam production and its utilization in locomotives. The dia-
grams accompanied by text, show the increase in efficiency
of the locomotive through the application of a feed-water
heater, and the savings under varying conditions are shown.
The latest designs are illustrated and a number of installations
are shown. Copies may be secured on application to the Super-
heater Company.

For Testing and Washing

Locomotive Boilers
USE THE

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors, Ejectors
Boiler Washers and Testers, Boiler Checks.

Check Valves.

DIAMOND STEEL EMERY
For Grinding In Steam and Alp Joints

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Necessity

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

WANTED
Locomotive builder's or other lith-

ograph of U. S. locomotives, multi-

colored or one tone for historical

collection. Give name of builder,

type of locomotive, condition of

print, etc.

Also wish to purchase collec-

tions of locomotive photographs,

particularly those of early date, or

wiU gladly arrange for exchange
with other collectors.

Particularly interested in New
York Central photographs.

Address, HISTORICAL
c/c Rculway and Locomotive Engineering

114 Uberlv Street, New York
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A Siimmarv of Tests Obtained with Lima Locomotives

Interesting Results of Five Years of Experimental Work

It is not often that the economic results of five years

of intensive experimental work and the expenditure of

many thousands of dollars can be summed up and set forth

on a sinarle sheet of paper. Such results, however, are

given in the accompanying diagram of the successive in-

of No. 4008, was considered as fine an example
of locomotive construction as was then in existence.

It had cylinders 27 in. in diameter with a piston

stroke of 30 in. ; a weight of 246,000 lbs. upon the

drivers. 4,650 sq. ft. of evaporative heating surface and a

orA/AMOMcrtL/f MMQAr/i

4000 iooo eooo 7ooa
fiOUA/MS Of CO/fl P/i/f f^OUH

" ii/t/vr/16 e-ce.ooo/.^s.

M/L CS P£/f HOUJi

Diagram of Results of Tests of a Representati' Mikado Type Locoi

New 2-8-4 Type
lotive of 1522 and Lima Locomotives, the 8000 and the

vestigations that have lx;en made by the I.ima Locomotive

Works upon three locomotives that represent the three

stages of the development under consideration.

In 1922 the Mikado (2-8-2) locomotive represented

on the diagram by a reproductii)n nf a photograph

tractive force of 59,0(X) lbs. which developed a drawbar
I)ull of 51,150 lbs, that still held up to nearly 30,000 lbs. at

25 miles an hour. It was efficient and economical in the
production of its power, and was regarded as an entirely

satisfactorv freight locomotive.

.341
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Shortly after that time a rumor was circulatt-d that the

officials of the Lima Locomotive Works were engaged in

the designing of a locomotive, which was exjiected to be

a good deal superior to the locomotive under considera-

tion. And in August 1922 a description of the new machine

was published in Railway & Locomotive ENr.ixEiiRixG.

This was the much-heralded No. 8000.

The designers had put 2,000 lbs. more upon the driving

wheels and had increased the cylinder diameters to 28 in.

The fire box had been widened 9 in. and the total com-

bined evaporative and superheating surface had been in-

creased bv a little more than 500 sq. ft. ; though the actual

evaporative heating surface had been decreased. The

steam pressure, however, had only been raised 10 lbs._ per

sq. in. ; but this, with the 1 in. increase in cylinder diam-

eter, raised the tractive force to 66,700 lbs. which was

raised to 77,700 lbs. by the addition of a booster. This

increase raised the starting drawbar pull of the engine to

61,000 lbs. vvhich rose to 70,700 lbs, when the booster was

in operation. The booster could be kept in effective and

satisfactory operation up to a little more than 10 miles an

hour, at which speed the engine draw bar pull was about

53,000 lbs. which became about 58,400 with the booster

added. This was an increase from about 48,000 lbs. with

the representative Mikado of 1922, or 10.4 and 21.7

p)er cent, respectively.

It was at about fifteen miles per hour that the differ-

ence in the drawbar pull of the two engines was at its min-

imum. At higher speeds the lines separated until at 30

miles an hour the figures stood at about 24.450 lbs. and

31,100 lbs. respectively, or an increase in drawbar pull of

27.2 per cent or more than the balance at 10 miles an hour

with the booster in operation. To put it in another way

the drawbar pull of the new design at 30 miles an hour

was as much as that of the old one at less than 24 miles

an hour.

And all this was accomplished by an increase in total

weight of but 7,000 lbs. of which 2,000 lbs. were upon the

driving wheels.

Not only was the superiority shown in the drawbar pull

but it was emphasized by the horse-power developed per

pound of coal burned.

In these several test runs average results over the

division shows that when burning 5.000 lbs of coal per

hour the representative 1922 jMikado developed about 970

horse-power which was increased to about 1,000 horse-

power, by raising the coal consumption to 6.000 lbs. per

hour. In other words an increase of coal consumption of

20 per cent, increased the drawbar horse-power about 3.1

per cent.

On the other hand, a consumption of 5,000 lbs. of coal

per hour in the firebox of the 8000 developed about

1,225 drawbar horsepower, which rose to about 1,320

when the coal consumption was increased to 6,000 lbs. or

an increase of nearly 8 per cent, for the extra expenditure

in coal.

Such advantages as these were not to be ignored and

the demonstration of the efficiency of this locomotive was

followed bv orders for several hundred of the same.

Not being convinced that the last word in locomotive

design had been said in the production of the 8000, the

builders turned their attention to further improvements,

and three years later, in the spring of 1925, produced an-

other nove'ltv in the form of the Lima 2-8-4, which was il-

lustrated and described in Railway & Locomotive En-

gineering for ^lay 1925.

The most striking novelty about this engine was the in-

troduction of a four-wheeled trailer truck for carrying the

firebox. The fact that it had four wheels was not the

only novellx- abciut it. fur it introduced a truck whose

frame was made to serve as a connecting drawbar link be-

tween the main frames of the locomotive and the tender.

This made it possible to increase the width of the firebox

by a foot and its length by 3 ft. With this added grate

area the eva]x)rative heating surface was raised to 5,110

sq. ft. or nearly 10 per cent, above the representative

Mikado and nearly 12 above the preceding 8000. At
the same time the suj^erheating surface was raised to 2,111

sq. ft. or 81.5 per cent, above the representative Mikado
and 18.59 per cent, above the 8000. At the same
time the steam pressure was raised to 240 lbs. per sq. in.,

and the diameter of the boiler shell was increased to 88

in. or 2 in. more than the 8000. although it was. even then,

1 7/16 in. less than that of the representative Mikado.

This slight increase in the diameter of the boiler shell with

the great increase in the size of the firebox, with the ad-

dition of the four-wheeled truck, is responsible for

the greater part of the 50,000 lbs. of additional weight

that was put into the locomotive as compared with

the 8000, although . only 200 lbs. of the whole was

added to the adhesive weight on the driving wheels. An-
other addition that has helped in the efficiency of the op-

eration is the increase in the tender capacity from 10,000

to 15,000 gallons of water and from 16 to 18 tons of coal.

Like the 8000 the new locomotive is fitted with a

booster.

These are the apparent changes, but another one was
made that had a vital effect upon the coal economy to

be taken up presently, and that was in the introduction of

the limited maximum cut-off. In the two earlier loco-

motives, the usual arrangement of valve gear was used

whereby, when the reverse lever was in full gear, the cut-

off occurred at about 85 i^er cent, of the stroke. On this

locomotive the limited maximum cut-off was introduced,

with that point fixed at 60 per cent, of the stroke thus in-

suring an economical use of the steam expansively at all

times.

It is to be noted that with an initial pressure of 240 lbs.

per sq. in. and a cut-off at 60 per cent of the stroke, the

mean effective pressure is almost exactly the same as that

obtaining with an initial pressure of 210 lbs. per sq. in. and

a cut-of¥ at 85 per cent, of the stroke.

The effect of these improvements is shown by the table

and the diagram. The tractive force of the engine was

raised to 69,350 lbs. and, with the booster added, it was
82,800 lbs. or 3.97 and 6.56 per cent, above the corre-

sponding conditions with the 8000. This gave an even

greater and more favorable difference in drawbar pull,

which was raised, at starting to 65,000 lbs. without and

76,850 lbs. with the booster's assistance. This amounted to

6.56 and 8.70 per cent, respectively over the correspond-

ing conditions with the 8000.

These advantages are clearly shown by the lines of the

diagram. Taking the indications at 10 miles an hour, as

with the other engines, there was an engine drawbar pull

of about 61.600 lbs. which became about 71,300 lbs, with

the booster in operation or about 16.2 and 22.1 per cent,

above the similar operating conditions of the No. 8000;

while, when compared with the representative Mikado,

the increases were 28.3 and 48.5 per cent, respectively

;

it being understood that the representative Mikado had

no booster.

The booster was worked up to about 18 miles an hour,

but with a decrease in output, as the speed increased that

was more rapid than that of the locomotive.

At thirtv miles an hour the drawbar pull was 40,000

lbs. or an increase of 28.6 and 63.6 per cent, over the 8000

and the representative Mikado respectively. While at

a speed of 40 miles an hour the drawbar pull was the
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same as the representative Mikado at 25 and the 8000 at

about 32 miles per hour.

As shown by the small diagram in the upper right hand

corner the fuel economy kept pace with the other items.



The Influence of the Locomotive Upon
the Unity of Our Country

Charles T. Main Prize Award Paper Presented to the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers

By Clement R. Brown, Washington, D. C.

There are three things which make a nation great and prosperoits:

a fertile soil, busy workshops, and easy conveyance of men and commodities
from place to place.

—

Lord Bacon.

Ever since the day of the Stourbridge Lion, the first loco-

motive to run in America, the locomotive has been one of

the greatest factors in establishing unity in the United

States. It is not necessary to recount here the quite

familiar, yet very interesting, story of the invention and
development of the locomotive. As to its introduction into

America, however, it is well to remember the date, 1829,

and the fact that the first locomotives built in America were
not dominated by English ideas, as is often supposed.

They were purely original developments of characteristic

American ingenuity, and it was these locomotives that

blazed the trail of civilization across the continent.

A study of the influence of the locomotive upon the unity

of America can be conveniently divided according to three

principal types of national unity. First, the locomotive

has had a tremendous effect upon the history, political

thought, and government of the United States. Second,

its influence upon the industrial, commercial, and financial

life of the nation is very great. Third, the social relations

and ideas of the" people and their language have been af-

fected to a large extent by the locomotive. This paper will

therefore be developed under the three types of unity,

namely, political, economic, and social, all of which
together constitute the unity of our country.

The influence of the locomotive in our national develop-

ment can best be understood after a short outline of the

development of the railroad system in America has been

presented. The principal periods in American railroad

history are

:

1. Experimental Period (1830-1850). Railroads short

and disconnected. Served principally as connec-

tions between waterways with no apparent ob-

jective.

2. Trunk-Line Period (a) From 1850 to Civil War.
Trunk lines created, connecting Chicago and Mis-
sissippi with Atlantic. Much construction in old

Northwest Territory and consequent network
effect, f??) From Civil War to 1890. Transconti-

nental lines built, uniting East and West. Im-
provement of old lines.

3. Period of Combination (1890- ). Great combi-
nations formed. Government regulation. Great
development. Better cooperation and organiza-

tion.

In this manner the "railroad system" of the United States

has been formed and unity has been developed in the

railroad itself.

The Westward Progress of the Railroad

Buffalo from Albany 1842
Cincinnati from Lake Erie 1851

Chicago 1854
Mississippi River 1859
Missouri River 1859
Pacific Ocean 1869

Political Unity

'ihe political unity of a nation is best measured by its

transportation facilities. Its expansion, development, and

its organization into a united nation depend to a large

extent upon the ease of communication within its borders.

Especially has this been true in America, for the locomo-

tive has been the greatest single factor in shaping the his-

tory of this great nation. It first developed the settled sea-

board and Middle West, then pushed the frontier west-

ward to open up new territory and to add new states to

the Union which it had preserved in its hour of need. The
locomotive has influenced the shaping of national political

thought and the formation of a strong national govern-

ment, while it has been continuing its work so that now
every community is united to every other community with

ever-increasing bonds.

At the close of the first quarter of the nineteenth cen-

tury there was no country in the world where the oppor-

tunity for benefits from transportation was so great as in

America. The growing commercial cities of New England
and the Atlantic States needed better transportation facili-

ties. New states had been formed west of the mountains

which demanded communication with the East. Beyond
them stretched the vast Louisiana Territory of untold re-

sources. The South, too, was expanding, and wanted in-

land connections with New England and the West. There
was much enthusiasm for the building of canals and turn-

pikes, but withal, transportation facilities were very poor.

Indeed, the East, South, and West threatened to be de-

veloped individually as separate national states. Such was
the situation when the locomotive suddenly appeared on
the horizon to solve the problem.

The first function of the locomotive in America was to

provide easy and cheap transportation in territory already

well settled. It united inland cities and towns with the

seaports and brought the products of the fertile Ohio Val-

ley across the mountains to the Elast, bringing manufac-
tured goods in return. In performing this work the loco-

motive has further developed and organized the country.

Especially was this true in the "Old Northwest" where
the opportunity was greatest. Development of this nature

was but little shared by the South until after 1880. With
the formation of new states in the West this function has

continued to be performed admirably by the railroads in

developing national unity.

Gain in Population, East and West,

FROM 1815 TO 1860

1815 1860

East 5.800,000 15,806,000

West 1,500,000 15,484,000

Railro.\d Mileage by 1860, East and Sol'th,

and Northwest
East and South 19,506

"Old Northwest" 9,413

Note.—Mileage in the South increased from 20,600 in

1880 to over 50,000 in 1900.—Alexander Helper, op. cit.

A more important function of the locomotive, however,

and one which is peculiar to America, is that of advancing
the frontier and developing new territory into new states.

This has been the chief task of the locomotive beyond the

Mississippi. Here it is noticeable that the locomotive pre-

344
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ceded the pioneer, as the piotieer preceded the immigrant.

Lines of travel were "destined to be along parallels of

latitude," and under the influence of the locomotive the

frontier moved rapidly westward until, with the comple-

tion of the last transcontinental railroad in 1884, it sud-

denly disappeared forever. The tremendous resources of

the Great Plains and the Far \\'est had been opened up to

the world, but the task of the locomotive was not finished.

It now transformed this vast territory from a wilderness

into a thriving land of cities, towns, and farms within less

than a cenUiry. Its objective in this work has been the

formation of new states. Probably the formation of none

of the states east of the Mississippi can be accredited to

the locomotive since most of them had been formed prior

to its importance : but certainly many of the states west of

the river owe their present existence directly to the locomo-

tive.

R.\iLR0-U5 Mileage by Sections of the Country,

1860-1890

Section 1860 1870 1880 1890

New England 3660 4494 5977 6832

Middle Atlantic 6353 10577 15147 20038

Central Northern 9583 14701 25109 36926

South Atlantic 5463 6481 8474 17301

Gulf and Mississippi States 3727 5106 6995 13343

Southwest 1 162 4625 14085 32888

Northwest 655 50O4 12347 27294

Pacitic 23 1934 5128 12031

The influence of the locomotive upon the Civil War
cannot be overlooked. It is no exaggeration to say that the

locomotive preserved the I"nion. There was twice as much
mileage of better-organized and better-equipped railroads

in the North than in the South, which was of importance

in the moving of troops, ammunition, and food. The fac-

tor of most importance, however, was completed before'

the war. During the decade preceding the struggle the

locomotive had united the people of the Ohio \'alley with

those along the Great Lakes, and these in turn with those

of the East, an accomplishment destined to be the deciding

factor in the coming crisis. Thus the locomotive was of

great aid in winning the war and in preserving that Union

to which it has since added many states.

Not only has the locomotive created a large and populous

nation, but it has united the people of that nation with

ever-increasing bonds. It is eradicating sectionalism in

political thought and is making Americans of all. It has

been'very influential in making our government national in

character. In fact, it makes representative government

successful because it permits extensive personal political

campaigns and easy communication between the represen-

tative and his constituents.

P0PUL.\TI0N AND RAILWAY MiLEAGE IN 1860

Population Mileage

North 20,310,000 20.274

South 11,133,000 10,352

The locomotive has had a tremendous influence upon the

political unity of America. It has been seen how the loco-

motive has developed .Xmerica into a united nation, an ac-

complishment which would have required centuries without

its influence, and which never could have been accom-

plishefl ^o thoroughly. The test of its work came with

the World War, which found America united and "ready,

and its railroads able to play an imi>ortant part

when acting as a single unit. The locomotive was un-

questionably proven, but its work was not finished, for it

is still continuing to establish further unity in our country.

Economic Unity

The locoinotive has brought economic unity to the

United States. The nation is not made up of many iso-

lated areas, with no economic connections between them.

Instead, under the influence of the locomotive, America's
great natural resources have been developed and her prod-

ucts have been distributed over the entire land, so that a

well-organized economic system now exists.

The presence of remarkable natural resources in

America is well known and transportation facilities have
formed the basis of their development. "This is preemi-

nently and primarily an agricultural country." In the de-

velopment of its agricultural resources the locomotive has

played an important part, especially in the opening up
of the grain lands of the Ohio and the Mississippi and the

grazing lands of the Great Plains and the Southwest.

America has rich mineral deposits, but it is the locomotive

that makes their extraction profitable. The enormous
production of the ores of Lake Superior and the Rockies,

the coal of the Alleghanies, and the oil of Oklahoma is

due in a large measure to cheap transportation. Timber
is another important resource of the United States, and
the locomotive has been a vital factor in developing the

lumber industry of both the Old Northwest and the New
Northwest, as well as that of the South. These are but a

few of the many natural resources of America, all of which
owe much of their development to the locomotive.

It is in the field of transportation that the locomotive

has had its greatest influence upon the economic unity of

our country. Easy and cheap transportation has increased

the area of production of every commodity so that it can

now be produced profitably at a great distance from the

market as well as near-by. It facilitates the gathering
together of the raw materials from all parts of the country

to the centers of distribution and manufacture. Modern
transportation permits the localization of industry near
the source of supply or at points best suited for the manu^
facture of a particular article. The locomotive has wid-
ened the market of every commodity produced in the land,

and serves, by encouraging competition, to distribute the

products to every community of the nation.

In the development of our natural resources and the

creation of industry, the locomotive has created commerce
in the United States. Commercial centers have been

created and developed at centers of distribution, such as

railroad centers, and at ])oints of change from one means
of transportation to another, such as seaports. By its very

nature, railroad development encourages development in

other means of transportation. Thus the commerce of

America has been built up until it has reached tremendous
proportions, and the locomotive has been one of the great-

est factors in its development.

Labor is needed in commerce and industry and the

locomotive is a vital factor in supplying the demand for

it. It permits a wide distribution of labor and supplies

easy and quick transportation of labor from place to place

as needed. It also supplies a market for various kinds of

labor. The locomotive has facilitated immigration by
transporting the immigrant to new lands where his labor

is most needed. It is noticeable that the number of immi-
grants increased tremendously with the advent of the

railroad. The locomotive has helped to make the stand-

ards and conditions of labor uniform throughout the coun-

try. In this manner labor has become a united force to

serve the nation's industries.

Another field of economic importance in which the in-

fluence of the locomotive has been felt is that of finance.

The locomotive has not only created and developed wealth,

but it has also influenced its distribution. The develop-

ment of corporations for financing large-scale oiK-ratinns
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came with the locomotive. It also aids in the distribution

of money and facilitates its movement from place to place,

thus tending to prevent panics. It enables business enter-

prises to operate over a vast territory virith ease. The
railroads themselves form a very significant part of the

total wealth of the nation, of which the locomotive has

been an important factor in developing.

"The effects of railroad construction are far-reachmg."

It is hard to overestimate the influence of the locomotive

ujxtn the development of our natural resources, industry,

commerce, labor, and finances into a well-organized eco-

nomic system. Certainly it may be said that this, the

economic unity of America, owes much to the locomotive.

Social Unity

The locomotive has been very influential in the develop-

ment of social unity in America. In fact, the history of

the locomotive is closely allied with the modern develop-

ment of civilization. Better communication has brought

iietter understanding and knowledge between peoples and

is doing away with sectionalism in social thought and

placing "national social unity in its stead. The loconiotive

is of great aid in relieving suffering in, time of distress.

Modern travel has become a pleasure in itself. All these

tend toward national peace, prosperity, and happiness,

and in this the locomotive is an imiMrtant factor.

Alodern civilization has advanced farthest in those places

where the locomotive is seen most often. The locomotive

is its keynote, for it introduces modern art into the com-

munity. It encourages religion, education, and good gov-

ernment, while it is noticeable that bigotry, illiteracy, and

lawlessness are found where railroads are not. The loco-

motive promotes progress in civilization among the people.

Better communication as afforded by the locomotive has

several eft'ects beneficial to a greater social unity in our

countrv. The locomotive enables peoples of different com-

munities to become better acquainted with one another.

The customs and manners of one become better known and

understood by the other. One of the greatest means of ac-

complishing this end is the "convention," which itself has

been made possible to a great extent by the locomotive.

Every year thousands of people are gathered together

from all parts of the country in various places. .Although

various fields of endeavor are represented and many ideas

are exchanged, it is the social contact at these conventions

that does the most to promote a better understanding be-

tween peoples and communities.

Not only does better communication encourage better

knowledge of society, but it tends to unite society in

.America with national bonds. Through better acquaint-

ance, ideas, customs and manners, and views on common
problems are exchanged, with the result that national

ideas, national customs and manners, and national views

are developed. Religion, education, and government be-

come national in character. The locomotive is preventing

and eradicating the growth of dialects in America and is

thus establishing a common language. Because it is the

mail carrier of the nation and sends and brings the mes-

sages of the people, the locomotive provides a cheap form

of communication which is an important factor in the de-

velopment of social unity. The nation is united even in

its emotions, for the mourning of the death of a president

is as spontaneous as the celebration of the announcement

of peace.

The locomotive is of great aid in times of distress. A
flood on the Ohio, a tornado in Kansas, a fire in Chicago,

or an earthquake in San Francisco, and the loconiotive im-

mediatelv rushes aid from all parts of the country to the

distressed sufferers. .A famine in any locality is nowadays

almost impossible, for the locomotive soon relieves a short-

age in any commodity, no matter what the season may be.

Modern conveniences have added to the work of the

locomotive to make modern travel a pleasure. One is

now able to visit all parts of the country with ease and
comfort, and at little expense. By this means the locomo-

tive enables the citizen to obtain a broader knowledge of

his native land and at the same time to enjoy her beauties.

Thus the locomotive is not only able to relieve man of his

sorrow, but it has added new pleasures to increase his con-

tentments in America.
N'o country in the world is as prosperous as America.

Its people have an abundance of food, clothes, and wealth,

and comfortable homes in which to live. They are happy
and peace reigns among them. The locomotive has had
a tremendous influence in bringing prosperity and content-

ment to America. Truly, as James J. Hill has said, "The
railway, next after the Christian religion and the public

school, has been the largest single contributing factor to

the welfare and happiness of the i>eople."

Modern transportation is a great benefit to society. It

develops its civilization, increases its scope, knits it to-

gether more firmly, relieves its sorrows, and adds new
pleasures for its enjoyment. It promotes prosperity and
contentment among its members. The locomotive, which
has made cheap and easy communication possible, has thus

been a vital factor in establishing social unity in .America.

Conclusion

It is a century and a half since the Union had its

humble, yet determined beginning. With less than a cen-

tury of existence the locomytive has had a tremendous
influence in the accomplishment of a great and unparalleled

achievement. Not only has the Union been increased, the

national domain extended, and the population multiplied

many times, but the nation has wealth and her people are

prosperous and contented. But above all, the locomotive

has given political, economic, and social unity to America.
It is recognized, however, that these three types of unity

are by no means entirely separable. In fact, they are quite

inseparable, for each one is involved in the other two to a

great extent, and it is only when taken together that they

make up the unity of our country.

Today a network of railroads covers the I'nited States.

Every community is united to every other community with

bonds of steel. .As to the future, the locomotive can be

confident of more than holding its place in transportation.

No other means of transportation can compare with the

locomotive in efficiently supplying cheap and quick trans-

portation of goods and men wherever needed. Just as past

experience has shown the locomotive to exceed all expecta-

tions, so for the future it is safe to say that the

locomotive will continue to be of the greatest influence in

preserving the unity of our country.
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Heavy Electric Traction

At the recent meeting of the American Flectric Railway

Association a committee report was presented whose spe-

cial interest lay in a series of tables illustrating and de-

scribing the heavy traction locomotives in use throughout

the world.

In discussing the branch line operation of steam rail-

roads, some data were given regarding the efficiency and

cost of operation of motor cars. It said that in genera!

the cost of operation of motor cars is below that of steam

engine trains in branch line service, and both the character

of the service and the running time may be improved. The
cost of repairs of gas motor cars may be open to some
question owing to the small mileage made thus far with

such equipment. In this connection, it is instructive to

note the record of nine gas-electric cars making a total of

566,508 miles in twenty-four months' operation (July 1.

1922. to June 30. 1924). on the St. Louis & San Francisco

Ry., prior to which time the cars had been in regular serv-

ice for several years. This is an average of 2.623 miles

per month for each car for the whole period.

The following table shows the comparative operating

data of gas-electric cars operated by a crew of two men on

the St. Louis & San Francisco with similar data upon a

typical branch line operated by steam engines, hauling

trains of two and three passenger cars and manned by

the usual complement of engineer, fireman, conductor,

baggageman and brakeman. This gives a general per-

spective of the field of usefulness of the gas-electric car

in this class of service.

St. Lol'IS and San Francisco Railway
Ophrating K.NPE.VSES, 9 Gas Electric Cars

July 1, 1922—June 30, 1924

(Cars built in 1911)

Gas
Elec.

Total motor car miles 566,S08

Total trailer car mile.s 256,018

Total car miles 822,526

Typical
Steam
Train

Wages per train mile 17.67c. 28.80c.

Fuel and lubricants 8.78c. 18.60c.

Running repairs 3.01c. }

Oassified repairs 4.68c. ) 31.40c.

Miscellaneous and supplies .67c. 4.50c.

Total expense per train mile 34.81c. 83.30c.

Total expense per car mile 24.00c

The gas-electric cars operating upon the St. Louis &
San Francisco Railway have a weight of 104,000 lb., 70-ft.

body, 11-ft. baggage space, 8 cylinder gas engine, 8 in. x

10 in., running at 550 r.p.m., and two 110 h.p. motors.

Approximately 100 of these cars have been built and pul

into operation on various lines, but manufacture was dis-

continued during the war due to expediency and also the

high weight and ])rice of the equipfx;d car. While the

lighter and less expensive cars now sold are expected to

supersede the heavier gas-electric cars previously built, it

is in tructive, nevertheless, to note the reasonable cost of

operating the older equipment after it had been in opera-

tion a sufficient term of years to reach what might be

accepted as stable maintenance expense.

Motor cars which will be equipped with semi-Diesel oil

engines are now in construction, but no adequate operating

data is available.

The electric storage battery motor car has a field of use-

fulness under certain conditions which must include the

acceptance of excess car weight, an electric power supply,

and a high maintenance and de])reciation expense due to

the limitations of the storage battery.

.\n interesting diagram is given in the appendix, which
is here reproduced, showing the steam railroad mileage
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The electric locomotive tonnage has followed the same
general upward trend, but with more variations in rate.

For example, it was stationary from 1920 to 1923, but

during the past two years it has been rising rapidly.

As already stated, the outstanding feature of the report,

and the portion involving a great amount of work is that

COllfTRY
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locomotives in use elsewhere than in the United States,

Canada and on tlie continent of Europe. In Mexico and
South i\merica there are 82 direct current locomotives.
In Europe there are 428 and in the rest of the world 143,
making a grand total of 1,591 alternating current and
1,355 direct current or 2,946 electric locomotives in the
world.

The weights of these locomo-
tives range from a total of 44,100
lb. with the whole weight on the

drivers of the ]\Iurnan Ry. of

Austria to a total of 680.000 lb.

with 520,000 lb. on the drivers

of the Great Northern. The
nearest approach to this is that

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul locomotive having a total

weight of 600,000 lb., of which
378,000 lb. are upon the driving

wheels. No report is given of

any multiple unit trains outside

of the United States and Canada.
In Canada there is but one road,

the Canadian National, operating
multiple unit trains. This road
has but eight cars in service, and
these are on the Mt. Royal line

out of Montreal. Outside of this

one example the remainder re-

ported upon are in the United States. Here there

are 9,662 cars, scattered over seventeen roads with the

Interborough leading with 3,093 cars. Of these roads

six are strictly urban roads. These are those of Boston.

Brooklyn, Chicago, Hudson & Manhattan, Interborough
of New York, and Philadelphia, the rest are engaged in

interurban work. This may also include the Hudson &
Manhattan.
The seating capacity ranges from 116 on the Southern

Pacific to 38 on the Chicago Rapid Transit, though for

purely interurban work the smallest cars are those of the

New York Central, which seat 42 passengers. The

have just placed with the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company orders totalling 23 industrial

electric locomotives for the purpose of inaugurating the
electrification of the haulage systems at these two mining
properties.

The order received from the Andes Copper Company
calls for eight 10-ton trolley type locomotives and two

MUUIIPLE UMT I'HAINS OK hOBTH AMtRIC*



I. C. C. Issues Annual Report for the Year 1925

'I'lip Interstate Commerce Commission has iust issued

its thirty-ninth annual report to Congress, covering the

period from November 1, 1924, to October 31, 1925. All

])hases of the Commission's activities and transi>ortation

developments of the past year are described in detail.

Among the major subjects dealt with in the report are

earnings, consolidation of railroads, valuation, recovery

of excess earnings, freight congestion in Florida, freight

movement, and casualties. In reporting on these subjects

the Commission says, in pai"t

:

The volume of passenger traffic expressed in the num-
ber of passengers carried 1 mile in 1924 was 36.375 mil-

lions, compared with 38,294 millions in 1923, a reduction

of 5.01 per cent.

There has been a gradual increase in the average jour-

ney per passenger since 1915, which in that year was
32'.95 miles: in 1917 it was 36.13 miles: in 1920, 37.30

miles : in 1923, 37.97 miles ; and in 1924, 38.25. The great

increase in travel by automobile, especially for short dis-

tances, doubtless accounts for this to a large extent.

The number of Pullman passengers was 39.2 millions

in 1920 and 34.1 millions in 1924, a decline of 13.2 per

cent. In 1920 Pullman revenues were equal to 5.68 per

cent of the railroad passenger revenue, as compared with

6.87 per cent in 1924.

In the year 1923 the highest record of freight traffic

volume for anv one year thus far was made. 1,387,754,966

tons of freight having originated on steam railways in the

United States, In the year 1924. the corresponding record

shows a decrease of over 99 millions of tons, or 7.16 per

cent, the amount for the latter year being 1,288,357,339

tons. Expressed in ton-miles, the revenue freight traffic

volume in 1923 amounted to 416,256 millions, and in

1924 to 391,981 millions, a decrease of 5.83 per cent.

In the first seven months of 1925 the number of tons

of freight carried on Class I steam railways exceeded

that for the corresponding period of 1924 by 5.75 per cent, •

but was less than the tonnage carried during the corres-

ponding period of 1923 by 5.24 per cent.

The average length of haul of a ton of freight in 1924,

treating all of the roads of the United States as one sys-

tem, was 304.25 miles, as against 299.94 miles in 1923,

and 308.60 miles in 1919, the last-mentioned average be-

ing the highest on record. For the fiscal year 1915 the

average haul was only 270.69 miles. These variations re-

flect effects of changes in the course of productive and

commercial activities.

Earnings

The total railway 0]>erating revenues of Class I steam

railwavs, excluding switching and terminal companies,

for the calendar vear 1924 amounted to $5,921,490,100 as

against $6,289,580,027 for 1923. a decrease of more than

$368,000,000, or 5.85 per cent, in 1924 compared with

the preceding vear. Operating expenses for 1924 amounted
to $4,507,845'.037 as against $4,895,166,819 for 1923. a

decrease of 7.91 per cent. Net railway operating income

in 1924 was $973,870,978 and in 1923 $961,955,457, an

increase of 1.24 per cent. The operating ratio for 1924

was 76.13, which was 1.70 less than for 1923.

The largest amount of net railway operating income

ever earned by our steam railways in a calendar year was
in 1916, when, for tlie class above stated, the amount
was $1,040,084,517. This was $66,213,539 more than in

1924, a difference of 6.37 j>er cent in favor of the record

\ear. The operating ratio in 1916 was 65.54 as against
'76.13 in 1924.

-A. partial explanation of these different results nearly

a decade ajxirt is tliat in 1916 the projxirtion of revenues
going into the pay roll of these roads was 40.8 per cent

whereas in 1924 it was 47.7 i>er cent. The increase in

costs of material and supplies and other expenses, and an
increase of taxes, generally account for the remainder.

Under "Fair Return"

Railway tax accruals, in 1924, amounted to $342,459,-

598, an increase of 2.83 per cent over 1923. In 1916
they amounted to $163,450,852. The steam railway tax

];ill in 1924 was thus 109.52 per cent higher than in 1916.

In our last report we said of the preceding calendar

year

:

"As the annual net railvvav operating income has been
recently less than $ 1,000,000,'00O it is safe to say that the

return of 5}^ per cent upon fair value is not being re-

ceived by the carriers."

Large additions have been made to capital account for

improved facilities and equipment since that report was
written, and the net railway operating income for 1924

was $973,870,978, or onlv 1.24 per cent more than for

1923.

The net railway operating income for the eight months
ended with August, 1925, was $651,883,260: that for

the corresponding period of 1924 was $554,886,471, while

for a like period in 1923, the calendar year of largest total

revenues and heaviest volume of traffic, this item was
$618,964,978.

Therefore, for that part of the current calendar year

for which data are available at the time this report is

written, increases of 17.48 per cent over the correspond-

ing period of 1924 and of 5.32 j>er cent over the same for

1923 are shown. These better results have been largely

accomplished by the lowering of the operating ratio,

which for the eight months' period of 1925 was 75.81 as

compared with 78.12 for 1924 and 78.38 for 1923.

Recapture of Excess

During the year 33 carriers paid to us the total sum of

$732,448.34 on account of one-half of their excess in-

comes as preliminarily computed for the various recap-

ture periods. This sum added to the $4,955,197.27 paid

prior to November 1, 1924, makes the total of such pay-

ments $5,687,645.61. As the bulk of these payments
has been made under formal protests and reservations, the

general railroad contingent fund, composed principally

of such payments, has not been available for the purposes

contemplated by the statute.

The present status of the fund is as follows

:

Payments by carriers of excess income. . . . $5,687,645.61

Payments by carriers of interest on overdue
payments 19,879.47

Interest from bank balances 2,062.30

Interest from investments in obligations of

the United States
'.

231,751.76

Total credits to the general railroad

contingent fund . .

." $5,941,339.14

Consolidations

In our last report it was noted that the work of pre-

paring the complete plan of consolidation was progres-

350
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sing. On February 4, 1925, we addressed a letter to the

chairman of the Senate Committee on Interstate Com-
merce, in which the majority of the Commission ex-

pressed doubt as to the wisdom of the provisions of the

law which now require us to adopt a complete plan to

which all future consolidations must conform. They
further stated that they had been impelled to the belief

that results as good, and perhaps better, are likely to be

accomplished with less loss of time if the process of con-

solidation is permitted to develop, under the guidance of

the Commission, in a more normal way. A proposed

amendment to section 5 of the interstate commerce act

was attached to the letter.

The following explanation of the proposed amendment
is quoted from the letter:

Briefly the amendment would accomplish the following

results

:

(1) Relieve the Commission from its present duty, of

adopting a complete plan of consolidation.

(2) Make unlawful any consolidation or acquisition of

the control of one carrier by another in any manner
whatsoever, except with the sf)ecific approval and authori-

zation of the Commission. . . .

Employment

The average number of persons employed by Class I

steam railways, excluding switching and terminal com-
panies, during the year 1924 was 1.751.324. and the total

compensation amounted to $2,826,025,230. which was
62.69 per cent of the total railway operating expenses of

that class of roads for the year. The total number of em-
ployes of such roads at the middle of July, 1925, was
1,795,669. ...

Accidents

The statements tabulated from monthly reports of rail-

way accidents, submitted by carriers in compliance with

the accident reports act of May A, 1910, indicate that in

the year 1924 there were 6,617 persons killed and 14.1,7.^1

injured in re]x>rtable accidents of all kinds on steam rail-

ways. These figures include 402 fatal and 95,368 non-fatal

injuries resulting from non-train and industrial railway

accidents. The number of locomotive-miles run in H'24
was 4.8 per cent less than in 1923, while the numljer of

casualties resulting from train operation was 13.9 per cent

less.

Fatalities in grade-crossing accidents in 1924 were 2.149

or 119 less than in the previous year. There were, how-
ever 6,525 non-fatal injuries in accidents of this kind or

211 more than in 1923.

In both years automobiles were involved in accidents

that caused 84 per cent of the total casualties at crossings.

Automobile registration for 1924. 17,591,981. was 2,499,-

804 more than in 1923. .Accident statistics have been
furnished railway officials, insurance companies, manufac-
turing concerns, the National .Safety Coimcil, and other

organizations interested in accident prevention.

Casualties Decrease

Tlie casualties on steam railroads in connection with the

Of>eration of trains during the calendar year 1924 are

summarized as follows : ^r^^^ber of persons

Qass of persons Killed Injured

Trespassers 2,556 2.853

Employes 1,246 32,401

Passengers 149 5,354

Persons carried under contract, such

as mail clerks, Pullman conductors,

etc 20 557
Other non-trespassers 2,244 7.206

Total 6,215 48..^71

The corresponding totals for the calendar year 1923
were 6,922 persons killed and 56,464 persons injured.

In addition, there were 402 persons killed and 95,368
injured in non-train accidents in comparison with 463
killed and 115,248 injured in such accidents during the
preceding calendar \ear.

There were 72 employes killed and 1,592 injured in

coupling or uncoupling locomotives and cars as compared
with 103 killed and 1,954 injured during 1923. Casual-
ties to employes due to coming into contact with fixed

structures resulted in 36 killed and 733 injured. There
were 67 employes killed and 6,625 injured in getting on
or off cars and locomotives.

Tain-Control Devices

As stated in our last report we adopted in June, 1922,
si^ecifications and requirements for the installation ot au-
tomatic train-stop or train-control devices, and by order
served on 49 carriers directed each to install by January
1, 1925, upon a full ixissenger-locomotive division, in-

cluded within a designated portion of its lines, a device in

accordance with these requirements. This order of June,
1922, is commonly referred to as the first order.
In January, 1924, we adopted and served a second order

requiring 47 of the original 49 carriers each to install

such a device upon a second full passenger-locomotive di-

vision, and each of 45 additional carriers to install such
a device on one full passenger-locomotive division within
designated limits upon its lines by February 1, 1926.
Under the order of Tune. 1922, all carriers to Novem-

ber 1, 1925:

Total road miles to be equipped 4,449.6
Total road miles equipped 2,617.4

Balance to be equipped, road miles 1,832.2

Total number of locos, to be equipped 3,858
Total number of locos, equipped 1,323

Balance of locos, to be equipped 2,535

Per cent of total road miles equipped 58.8
Per cent of total locos, equipped 34.3

Valuation

Tentative valuation reports have been issued on more
than half of the carriers and mileage. Work on the re-

maining carriers and mileage is well advanced.
Hearings on protests against tentative valuations were

concluded during the year in 62 cases, embracing 25,784
miles of road, or 10,6 per cent of the total mileage, bring-
ing the total number of cases in which hearings have been
completed up to 212, covering 43.600 miles or 17.9 per
cent of the total. Sixty-four cases representing 26,469
miles, have been partly heard.

During the year 53 final value reports, covering 4,929
miles of road, were issued, the total number of reports and
miles being thus brought to 88 and 9,325 or 3.8 per cent
of the total mileage. In addition, 86 tentative valuation
reports covering 1,733 miles of road have become final

through lack of protest. The total number of such cases
is now 225 and the mileage 5.379, being 2.2 per cent of the
total mileage. In 30 such cases, covering 1,282 miles of
road, we have issued formal refxirts declaring the valua-
tions final by operation of law, and these are included in

the 88 cases above shown. Reports are now final on 5.5
per cent of the entire mileage of the country.

Congestion in Florida

This is the most serious situation with respect to con-
gested traffic that has confronted us durin- the \ear. The
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line principally involved is the Florida East Coast Rail-

way. Complaints from many sources, including the Gov-
ernor of Florida and the Florida Railroad Commission,

were received by us with resjiect to the failure of carriers

to accept and move traffic currently.

The unprecedented activity in Florida has rendered in-

adequate the facilities of the carriers in that State and the

continuously increasing amount of business throughout the

summer, which under normal conditions is the period of

business inactivity, seriously interfered with the double

tracking, yard, and terminal extensions, and other im-

provement programs which the Florida East Coast Railway

has under way.

Service agents were sent to Florida to keep in touch

with the situation, to work cooperatively with carriers and

shippers, and to devise ways and means for minimizing

particular hardships. The reduced operating efficiency

due to the clogged condition of terminals and sidings was
attributable in part to the failure of consignees to unload

cars promptly. W'e solicited the support of municipal au-

thorities and civic organizations, with the result that many
of the communities made concerted drives to release cars.

We also urged the carriers connecting with the Florida

East Coast to pre-classify cars in so far as possible prior to

delivery to it, so as to avoid delays at terminals and facili-

tate the movement. Splendid cooperation was afforded,

but we can not look for material improvement in the situ-

ation until the extensive program for double tracking the

line of the Florida East Coast between Jacksonville and

Miami and the enlargement of terminal facilities now well

under way are completed.

The aggregate number of cars loaded with revenue
freight during the year ended October 31, 1925, is esti-

mated as 50,934,000, which sur|>asses all previous high
records. In that jjeriod the carriers reported on line,

available for service, a daily average of 245,000 railroad-

owned serviceable freight cars which were idle because
the supply exceeded the demand. The minimum number
of such idle cars was 111.619 on October 31. 1925, and the

maximum number 344,959 on March 31, 1925. For the 12

months ended October 31, 1924, 1923, and 1922, the total

loading approximated 48,374,000, 49,794,614, and 41,868,-

771 cars, respectively.

In the week ended August 29, 1925, there were loaded

1,124,436 cars of revenue freight. This established a new
high record for one week, and exceeded by 11,383 the

preceding peak of 1.113,053 cars loaded during the week
ended October 25, 1924.

The increase in freight traffic has been due principally to

greater movement of miscellaneous carload freight and
less-than-carload shipments. Miscellaneous carload

freight, which includes iron and steel, cotton, road and
other building materials, petroleum, produce, pvacking-

house products, perishable commodities, vehicles and other

manufactured articles, and many miscellaneous items, ap-

proximated 18,629,000 carloads in the vear ended October
31, 1925, compared with 17,212,000, 17,206,938, 14,361,-

511, and 13,140.666 cars in the 12 months ended October
31. 1924. 1923, 1022, and 1921, respectively. Less-than-

carload shipments of merchandise and other items ag-

gregated 13.113,000, 12,487,000, 12,054,289, and 11,841,-

641 cars in same periods of 1925. 1024, 1923, and 1922,

resjicctively.

Employment of Blind War Veterans in Germany
Through the courtesy of the Siemens-Schuckert Works,

Berlin, and one of its directors, Herr Paul H. Perls, we
are able to show the progress Germany is making in em-

ploying her blind war veterans. Heretofore the theory

has been maintained that with the technical development

of the machine industry, crowding out, as it does, hand-

work to a large degree, blind handworkers had no place.

Before the war employment of the blind was principally

confined to basket making, weaving of chair bottoms brusli

making and similar occupations. This work is even today

still accomplished in homes and institutions for the blind.

Since the war various German industries have volun-

tarily taken a deeper interest in the country's blind be-

lieving that every human being, including the bhnd, has

a right to live and to work, and in an increasing degree

the blind in Germany are being placed at the work bench

of the "seeing," from which they have heretofore been

excluded.

Handwork, which is still an important phase in all in-

dustrial activity, is not sufficiently remunerative for either

the blind or the seeing. For this reason efforts were be-

gun even during the war in 1915, with the assistance of

capable technical leaders, to employ the blind in serving

machines. The accompanying illustrations show how the

intelligent blind are maintaining their positions in the

large industiral concern of Siemens-Schuckert, Berlin.

It has been satisfactorily demonstrated that the blind

are fully capable of executing especially difficult work ; for

instance, the boring of a series of holes in metal with the

aid of a pattern. The efficiency of the blind is further

shown by their ability to serve simultaneously two and

three semi-automatic drilling machines.

Experience has shown that machine-work is best adapted

as it restores self-confidence and encourages the blind to

further efforts.

C 1 i^^'
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Lectures have been held and photographs distributed

showing how successfully the blind are being employed in

the Siemens Works, with the result that numerous other

concerns have decided to follow their example ; even for-

eign representatives of industry have shown their interest

by visiting the works.

A deputation consisting of an eye specialist, a director

of a home for the blind, a manufacturer, a factory in-

spector and a blind man visited several works in order to

consider the possibilities of occupation for the blind ; it

was shown that there are over 100 possibilities of occupa-

tion in workshops. Even in commercial life their useful-

ness has been proved by successful work in correspond-

ence, taking down notes on their machines and afterwards

transferring them to the typewriter.

working hours the dog"s place is under the work-bench.
As far as possible the blind, who are mostly married,

receive lodgings in Siemens Town so that it is not neces-

sary for them to take the train or street car. Additional

buildings are being erected and it will be so arranged that

one blind man will be domiciled in each set of flats, so'

that here also he will live among people who are able to

see. The blitid in the hospitals who complained of con-

tinual headaches, report that they feel much better now
that they have an occupation, and are able to drown their

troubles in work. Those who were formerly used to heavy
work stand at their machines so that they have an oppor-
tunity of using their strength, while the weaker ones
should be provided with chairs.

Vertical Thread Cuttirg Machine. Operated by Blind Man With

Amputated Lower Arm. Artificial Arm is Supported From Above

'Jhe German law provirling that at least 2 per cent of

the workers employed in any factory must be cripples has

been a great help ; men crippled by accident and those

born blind are included in this law. which must be strictly

adhered to. The City of Berlin has a special labor ex-

change through the efforts of which 114 blind men found

occupation in the first half year of its existence.

Correct handling of the 1>lind is of great importance, as

they are very often extremely depressed over the calamity

which has befallen them. Their work-benches have been

placed alongside with men able to see, which has done a

lot towards regaining their courage. They should be
dealt with individually, however, and foremen and those

in authority pay special attention to this feature.

The street cars provide free passage to and from the

place of work on presentation of a certificate. The so-

called Germany shepherd dog is very useful in guiding
the blind and often proves to be his best friend ; during

Vertical Thread Cutting Machine, Operated by Blind Worker With
One Arm and Paralyzed Right Hand. Knee of Right Leg is Used to

Prepare Part to be Threaded

The .Siemens convalescence home on the Baltic coast

provides a four weeks' holiday yearly, the journey going
and coming, as well as assistance for the family being

free of charge.

The following blind are employed in the Siemens
Works

:

Factory for small parts, Siemens town, near Berlin. . 46
Factory for small parts, Sonnenberg, Thuringen .... 2

Factory for electric motors, Siemens Town 2

Factory for switchers, Charlottenburg 4

Factory for cables, Gartenfeld, North Berlin 1

Factory for meters, Nurenberg 25

Factory for porcelain, Neuhaus 1

Wernerwcrk. Siemens Town 14

Telephone works, Charlottenberg 7

Austrian .S. S. W. Vietyia 2

Siemens & Halske, Vienna 6

110



Statistics and Their Value in All Phases of

Railway Economics

By W. E. Symons

Statistics are employed as a means of placing before

the human eye for transmission to the mind, through the

science of numbers and the art of computation by figures,

a true picture qr actual display of facts, conditions, etc.

It therefore follows, that as everything is relative, and

justice itself is the result of study and comparison, that

statistical tabulations are the foundation of knowledge,

and in this day of human progress, those who fail to ap-

preciate the great value of statistical comparisons are

So here we have aside from, and in addition to, three

pages in elite type of explanatory matter and one full

index page, a statistical tabulation with the same item

for four different years for each carrier, and three carriers'

reports placed side by side giving at a glance twelve figures,

from which to absorlj information, make comparisons and
reach conclusions.

On each page appears at a casual glance of the eye

1,603 items, while on the two opposite pages combined

I T B » S
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Nine Years Record of Class 1 Railways

" As a further illustration of the great value of com-

parative statistics in all phases of railway ownership and

operation attention is invited to the next following table

with 22 lines or items over a period of nine yea.Ts for all

class 1 railways which embraces about 90'y'c of all mileage

and 96'/c of all revenues.

This table is so full of valuable items for comparison

that it w-ould be difficult to give preference to any

particular one, suffice to say that any one seeking knowl-

edge on any of the items here classified, cannot give this

table much thought without deriving great benefit there-

from.

Reports Made by Class 1 Railways

One of our leading railway presidents recently gave

out some interesting data on the heavy tax imposed on
class 1 railways in the matter of making reports for

municipal, state, government, and other regulatory bodies,

etc.

The actual number of reports required is in round num-
bers 2.000.000, and as there are numerous duplications,

corrections and additions, it seems safe to place the total

at 3.000.000 per year. .

On a basis of 3,000,000 reports the average per day

would be 10,000 or 1,250 each hour.

In this calculation it is assumed the clerical or office

forces, after deducting all holiday and short Saturdays,

work 300 days of 8 hours, or 2.400 hours per annum.
If these 3,000,000 reports have an average of 134 items

each, then the total number of items to be prepared from
numerous docurrlents, way bills, supplementary reports,

time slips, invoices, and other sources, would be about

402,000,000.

In many of these reports the preliminary work, together

with rechecking all elements entering into the complete

or final figures, is far in excess of the time, effort and
expense in the report itself, so that from a standpoint of

a fair measure of the extent to which this constitutes a

burden on the carriers' facilities and treasury, it may safe-

ly be said that the case is understated, rather than fairly

appraised.

In the face of the foregoing and the well known fact

that the leading railway officers, financiers, engineers and
experts of the world, actually look to such displays as an

inspiration and guide, there are those who scoff at tigi;ers.

and sav thev are of little or no value.

Wrench Head Bolts and Nuts and Wrench
Openings

A sectional committee under the sponsorship of the

Society of Automotive Engineers, and the American So-
ciety of Mechanical Engineers was organized in March.
1922, to prepare specifications for wrench head bolts and
nuts and wrench openings for the .American Engineering
Standards Committee. The subcommittee No. 2 has com-
pleted the tentative specifications for submission for

approval. This sub-committee consists of forty-nine

members representing twenty national organizations.

These proposed standards are intended for general use
by all industries and the consequent replacement of the

various existing standards now in use in these industries.

Publicity has been given to the work of the Sub-Com-
mittee on Wrench Head Bolts and Nuts and comments
have been received from users and manufacturers. Tables
have been circulated and studied both from the point of

view of the existing stocks and tools on hand and from
the point of view of the theoretically ideal product. As
is generally known, the Sub-Committee found a large

number of standards in use in various sections of the

coimtry and wide variations in practice by both makers
and users. The work of foreign standardization com-
mittees has been considered and analyzed but it has been

thought by the Committee that the reduced costs of the

product as set forth in these tables should outweigh any
consideration of increasing bolt head and nut sizes simply

to agree to foreign practice.

The Sub-Committee has analyzed existing practice in

this country and has attempted to work out tables of

dimensions which will be acceptable to various industries

and which will cause least disturbance of present practice.

\M-ierever possible the U. S. standard sizes of bolt heads

and nuts have been reduced to some existing shop standard

after giving consideration to theoretical analysis of stresses

in bolts and nuts and making tests of samples. Devia-
tions from theoretical sizes have been made in order to

keep the number of wrench openings small and to con-

form to certain manufacturing processes. In fixing toler-

ances it has been difficult to obtain information from
manufacturers. Some manufacturers take tolerance from
basic size in a plus direction, some in a minus direction,

others in both drections. The greatest possible toler-

ances have been allowed with the realization that they
will seldom be found in the product and that the manu-
facturer will set up his working gages in such a way
as to rob the workmen of part of the tolerance, thus in-

suring that all the product which is accepted by working
gages will easily pass the inspection gage.

It has seemed desirable to reduce the number of wrench
openings required, through simplification of outside di-

mensions of bolt heads and nuts and elimination of sizes

little used. This action tends to reduce the number of
sizes of stock for manufacturing which are carried by
manufacturers. This has caused deviations from results

calculated by formulas for sizes of bolt heads and nuts
due to eliminating the thirty-seconds fro.m all sizes. The
S. A. E. standards had already been published, showing
a similar practice.

The shes of bolt lirads and nuts are intended to super-
sede all existing standards which have grotvn up for
commercial standard bolt heads and nuts. Special con-
siderations may indicate the need of other sizes and in

the practice of certain users there will be specifications
for U. S. standard sizes. It is not expected that these
will be carried in stock as a commercial standard but must
be specially ordered.

It will be noted that the maximum sizes oi both finished
and rough products are the same so that wrenches are
applicable interchangeably to either class of bolt head or
nut.

In all cases the nominal or basic widths across flats of
bolt heads and nuts have been taken as maximum sizes
and the tolerances on bolt heads and nuts are minus only.
The minimum wrench openings have been made to

provide a positive clearance between maximum nut and
minimum wrench and the tolerances on zvrench openings
are plus only. This insures a fit of the wrench to the bolt
head and nut. The tolerance allowed the wrench manu-
factiirer has been made as great as is possible without
causing the deformation of the corners of bolt heads or
nuts.

The report contains ten tallies, each giving the detailed
dimensions that are proposed, and criticisms are requested.
As the matter is of great interest to all railroad men it

is suggested that it would be well for them tn obtain
copies of these detail tables. This may be done by ap-
plying to C. B. Le Page, assistant secretary of the Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers, 29'West 39th St.,
New York.
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Locomotive Development

It is very interesting to watch the development of the

locomotive in its gradual approach to a theoretically perfect

ei^ciency, which it can, of course, never reach. Then, too,

with each advance that is made the next step becomes in-

creasingly difficult.

It is not so very many years ago that the locomotive with

its cold feed water pumps and slide valves, with slide valve

throttles was well on in the lead of steam engines of low

efficiency. We knew this from even the sparing use of the

indicator and the still rarer performance tests that were

made. In those days to equal the performance of a con-

densing engine of the same period with a locomotive was

considered such an impossibility as to be beyond the wildest

of dreams. Yet the locomotive has been brought to such

a condition of efficiency as to surpass the performances of

even the compound condensing stationary engines of a few

decades ago.

There is no one thing that can be held responsible for

the difference l^etween then and now. The first advances

were made by an increase in boiler pressure, rising slowly

from 120 lbs. per sq. in. At a pressure of 125 lbs. there

was a long pause then a sudden jump to 140 lbs., and there-

after a slow but fairly steady increase extending over a

period of twenty years or so to 200 lbs. and each advance

accompanied by a corresponding increase of efficiency.

Then there were the auxiliaries. Among the first of

which was the injector, about as unreliable method of put-

ting water into a boiler as can well be imagined, and it was
several years before the crosshead pump was discarded and

we dared trust to the injector alone.

The brick arch came and went and finally came to stay.

Our front ends have been subjected to every conceivable

modification before reaching their present stage of devel-

opment ; while it took twenty odd years of constant experi-

mentation and refinement to make the mechanical stoker

the successful rival of expert hand firing as a method of

putting coal into the firebox.

The old Steplienson valve gear was grossly abused in its

designing and often failed to make a proper steam distribu-.

tion because of the ignorance or carelessness of its de-

signer. The Walschaerts was adopted here after a half

century's life abroad, more in order to get an outside gear

leaving the space between the frames clear for bracing and
to cut down the weight, than for any thought of securing

a more economical steam distribution. Piston valves came
^

in order to secure better balancing and avoid the weight of

the cumbersome slide valves. So that as far as our actual

knowledge was concerned we had made but little advance

in si.xty years. We had become more careful in our de-

signing to be sure, but that is all.

We had a struggle with our superheater, but it was
short, sharp and decisive, and that device soon became as

much a part of a locomotive as its wheels, and great have
been the economies resulting therefrom.

About six years ago the Pennsylvania built a locomo-

tive for pushing service in which the maximum cut-off at

half stroke was incorporated. At the time the engine was
designed, it was not expected that it would be used for

other than a pushing service where it was desired to use the

maximum tractive eft'ort at all times. But the engine was
so sticcessful and economical in this work that a large num-
ber were soon built and put into regular road service. For
some reason the idea was not widely adopted and compara-

tively few have been built for other railroads.

And now we have this latest development of the locomo-

tive, whose performances are recorded in another column
of this issue. In this engine there is incorporated about

every device that makes for economy of operation, and the

results more than warrant the painstaking care of the de-

signers. Not only have they availed themselves of every-

thing of value that has gone before, but they have incor-

[lorated others that are both original and bold ; not the least

of which is the four-wheeled trailer truck. This is not only

a truck, in that it serves to carry the rear end of the loco-

motive, but it is a separate vehicle for the transmission of

the pull of the engine frame to the train, just as the tender

has always served a similar purpose.

It is known that the stresses imposed upon the track by

the trailing trucks of Mikado, Pacific and Mountain type

locomotives are high, even higher than that imposed by

some of the driving wheels, so that it is a safe guess to as-

sume that the stresses imposed by this guided truck will

be materially less than those imposed by the ordinary

trailing truck.

What the next advance will be it is difficult to say. We
have so often thought that we had touched the ultimate

and been mistaken, that we can only accept this latest de-

velopuent as an accomplished fact and look forward with

wonderment as to what the morrow will bring forth.

As to Car Designing

Oue who has had extensive experience in the designing

and operation of steam railway freight cars has set forth a

few suggestions, which, as he expresses it, are not found in

books. He suggests that, in starting to lay out the design

of a car, the draft gear should be laid down first. In doing

this sufficient room should be allowed for draft gear back

stop, seimrate from the center brace, with ample riveting,

paying particular attention to having the rivets easily ac-

cessible for good driving.

Having located the center brace, free from contact with
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the draft gear hack stop, the end of the hody can l>e located

and decision made as to whether an inside or outside end
sill is to be used. Then, having the end of the body located

in relation to the center of the truck, and knowing the

length of the body needed, the distance from center to cen-

ter of the trucks is determined.

Gn the other hand, if we go about it the other way and
first locate the distance from center to center of the trucks

and the length of the body, a certain space will be left for

the draft gear. Then on attempting to lay it out, it will

usually be found that there is not enough space to secure

sufficient draft gear riveting, with the result that it is some-
times necessary to combine the back stop and the center

brace in one casting, which is very objectionable, as the

casting must then take half the load of the car, besides

sustaining the shock of the truck blows in switching, as

well as those of the draft gear.

This riveting of the back draft gear stops is a most im-

portant matter and should be so designed that the rivets

should not be stressed, in shear, more than 50,000 lb. per

sq. in. of rivet section when the end shock amounts to as

much as 800,000 lb.

In the matter of determining the distance from center

to center of the trucks of hopper coal cars, the bottom slope

sheet should be, first, so located as to give the wheels a

clearance on the ma.ximum curvature. This done calculate

the volume of the wedge-shaped space above the slope

sheet. Then make the length of the car enough to carry

the load and the distance from center to center of the trucks

will be automatically determined.

In this case the draft gear layout can then be made, or, if

previously made, applied, and this will then determine the

length of the car.

In this connection it is impossible to overemphasize the

desirability or even the necessity for using a better de-

sign of center brace for freight cars than that which is usu-

allv found : especially in heavy capacity cars such as coal

anrl ore cars. The ordinary design can be greatly im-
jjrijved by lengthening the casting, planing it and provid-

ing ample space for the riveting. The planing may at first

ai)pear to involve a refinement that is unnecessary, but

when the probable stresses to which the casting is to be

subjected are taken into consideration, desirability of hav-
ing as perfect a fit and bearing as it is possible to secure,

will be recognized. Few men realize the avoidable expense
now incurred in the maintenance of new cars, because of a

poor center brace construction. So that when a poor con-

struction means expense and a good one a saving of that

expense, it is the part of folly to go blindly along in the old

rut when a good construction is so readily available.

In considering the fifty-ton box car, a strong preference

is expressed in favor of an all steel, double sheathed car,

floored and lined with wood. That is, steel outside sheath-

ing and wood inside sheathing, such as the type X-29 built

for the Penn.sylvania system.

The truck side frames of some of these cars have the

journal boxes cast integral with the frame while others

have the Andrews side frame, with separable oil boxes.

The latter are to be preferred, principally because it costs

much less to replace worn wheels, and because the truck

can be more easily repaired in case it is damaged by acci-

dent.

.\s very few .50-ton box cars are loaded to full capacity,

it does not seem that the time has yet come, when even a

large percentage of the box car equipment of the country
should be made up of cars of 50 tons capacity, as a 40-ton

box car is a better average moneymaker for the railroads

than one of 10 tons greater capacity.

The 50-ton box car built for the Philadelphia & Reading
in 1919 is also one of the best of its kind. It has a steel

underframe. a steel su[>erstructure and steel roof. It is

single sheathed with tongue and groove siding ; that is, it

is what is known as a single sheathed box car.

The objection to the single sheathed car is that it has a
tendency to leak.

As for steel ends, experience seems to show, that though
they are pretty generally used they are not a necessity, and
that a much lighter end, weighing probably as much as
2,000 lb. per car less can be made up of Z or U bar con-
struction, which will not only answer every purpose but
whose first cost as well as that of maintenance is much less.

New Valve Gears

It has often been said that everything is worth trying
once, and perhaps it is so. At any rate there have been
a wide variety of things tried and even extensively used
that have not survived the hard knocks of practical service.

This has been especially true of the various types of re-

versing valve gears for locomotives. Many have been
called but few chosen.

The Stephenson gear that held its own in this country
for so many years, was really nothing more than a growth
of development of the original drop hook motion. Turn
one of the hooks upside down, join their wide, flaring

points, and then draw these points in towards each other
until the sides are always in contract with the block, and
you have the link in its crude form. Refine this by a
proper location of the eccentric rods and saddle pin and
give the faces of the hooks a suitable curvature and there

is a valve motion whose sensitiveness can only be appreci-

ated by those who have studied .\uchincloss and worked
over a proper adjustment of the gear itself.

So with the Walschaerts. He took the old single eccen-
tric set nearly at right angles to the crank and attached
it to a lever pivoted at the center with a block sliding

along its surface, so that as it passed the pivotal point, the

movement of the valve is reversed. It then remained to

refine it ; curve the lever, attach the eccentric rod in the

proper place and so adjust the several parts as to make a

workable gear. In like manner it took something more
than a hundred years to so develop the Hackworth gear
that it would give satisfactory results on a locomotive.

But in all of these widely adopted gears and in their de-

velopment, the whole tendency has been towards simplic-

ity of construction and oi>eration. In the Stephenson gear
there were but four separated moving parts between the

eccentric and the valve stem. In the Walschaerts gear
there are but si.x, including the union bar, and all are

rugged pieces, readily accessible and not likely to get out
of order.

No one claims that absolute perfection has been reached

by any of these gears. Like the poor, the angularity of

the rods and connections is always with us and this angu-
larity is responsible for many of the irregularities that

everyone recognizes. It is these irregularities of action

that the valve motion perfectionists are trying to remedy.
Take the case of the Caprotti valve gear illustrated in

the February, 1925, issue of Railway & Locomotive En-
GINEERINC. It is a device that is interesting because of

the extensive application that it has received on the Italian

State Railways as well as the wide publicity that it has re-

ceived in the foreign press. It does away with the angu-
larity of the connections, the slip of blocks and by the use
of cams ought to be able to obtain such an equalization of

valve events as to do away with the irregularities in the

gears which we are using. But like many other gears

that have gone before it, it is made up of a large number
of moving parts, many of which are so inaccessible that in-

spection, under running conditions would be next to im-
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possible, and it is to be feared that maintenance custs would

be prohibitive.

It is very desirable that a locomotive should work even-

ly and smoothly, but more desirable than that it should

work smoothly is that it should always be ready to work.

It profits little to save a dollar in fuel consumption if

it costs two dollars to make the saving.

It is, therefore with much interest that railway men
will watch, not the action of the Caprotti valve gear as it

works on short runs with light loads, such as those thus

far reported, and in a new condition, but how it will stand

up to serve punishment and the stresses of long runs with

heavy trains moving at high speeds, kept up day after

day.

To put it mildly it is another case where one is justified

in having his doubts.

Consistency in Railway Economics

When Measured by Operating, Engineering or Financial

Yardsticks.

Great credit is due statesmen, scholars, engineers, in-

ventors and financiers for the wonderful progress made in

all branches of the arts, sciences, industry and transporta-

tion, which have materially added to the wealth, prosperity

and happiness of civilized people.

Both in retrospect, and by present day survey, however,

we can, without being unmindful of past achievement, ob-

serve many great improvements or inventions that were

unnecessarilv delaved in development, while there are cer-

tain features of otherwise highly developed units that have

received little or no attention wliatever, when compared to

the completed unit of which they are an integral part.

In order to more forcibly illustrate this latter point, the

inconsistency of millions of our best people in their private

life and personal habits will serve as a good example.

These splendid people who are models of integrity, cul-

ture, refinement, and all that embodies the highest type of

our citizenship, but who not only condemn the use of al-

coholic liquors, but abhor all who may use it in moderation,

are as a matter of fact very often notoriously intemperate

in matters of food, dress and personal habits. In other

words they are not "consistently temperate."

In applying this principle to railway economics, there

seems to be more than one feature or part of certain units

which it would appear have been more or less neglected,

when measured by other features or the completed units

that have been so wonderfully improved, particularly in

recent years.

The American Locomotive

Almost any student of the development of the steam
locomotive here and abroad, will not hesitate to admit that

American railways have the equal if not the most efficient

engines. While many hold that the limit of size and effi-

ciency has been reached, there are those who feel that in

the matter of efficiency, or consistency in refinement of all

integral parts, there is not only room, but a crying need

for improvements that have been neglected if not ignored.

Some years ago there was much said about the damag-
ing effects on track, bridges, etc., and to the engine itself,

by the unbalanced portion of the revolving and reciprocat-

ing parts of our standard engine, with two cranks at 90
degree angles and 270 degree dead zone. The dynamic
augment, or as it is more commonly called the "hammer
blow." delivered to the rail each revolution of the engine,

was both injurious and expensive to the track and the en-

gine, and means was sought for its reduction or elimina-

lion. The four-cylinder balanced compound engine, with

four cranks at 90 degree angles and almost a constant turn-

ing torque was hailed as the medium through which these

ills would be remedied.

No one who had given the subject careful thought ques-

tioned the superior merits of the four cylinder four crank

engine, in so far as track maintenance was concerned, but

there was decided objection to a two crank axle, and as

superheating was at that time being successfully employed
as a means of increasing efficiency and saving fuel, we
rushed to the superheater, and delayed an effort to solve

the hammer blow or dynamic augment problem.

The rolling and pitching of the locomotive when under
way, the extent of which is of course largely, if not wholly,

governed by design, size, track conditions and speed, is

another feature that in its effect on permanent way and
the locomotive itself is rather closely related to dynamic
augment.

That particular part of the physical anatomy of steani

locomotive most directly involved in this matter has re-

mained practically unchanged, in principle, since the con-

struction of the first locomotive. In view of the great ex-

pense involved in the maintenance of way and motive
power it would seem not inappropriate to suggest that this

particular feature be taken in hand with a view to making
such improvements as have already been made in most
other integral parts of the finished unit.

Cost of Maintenance

The cost of maintenance of way and structures and
equipment of class 1 railways is as follows

:

Maintenance of way and structures. $ 803.598,961.00

Maintenance of equipment 1,462,222,167.00

Total $2,265,821,128.00

This is subdivided into 137 items and aHiounts to

46.28% of the entire operating expense.

As the entire expense of maintenance of way and struc-

tures is not affected by, or chargeable to the feature of

locomotive design in mind it is proper to make such sub-

division as will eliminate items of expense that should not

be included.

Maintenance of way and structures which are affected

and should be included

:

Roadway maintenance $ 75,972,234.

Bridges, trestles and culverts 41,762,083.

Ties 102,196.062.

Rails 31,622,243.

Other track material 32,528,643.

Track laying and surfacing :

$185,169,404, 10% of this item 18,516,940.

Total $302,598,205.
Locomotive repairs 559,280,737.

$861,878,942.

In order to be on the side of consen'atism. let us assume
that a better behaved, or thoroughly stabilized en-

gine, particularly at high speeds on track with the

usual imperfections as to surface and ahgnment, would
result in a saving on these items of five per cent which
would amount to $43,093,947.00. There are other advant-

ages, not computable in dollars and cents, but so far in ex-

cess of the estimated money saving on maintenance

charges, that some students of this feature of locomotive

design, wonder why it has not received long ago the atten-

tion it deserved.
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Fuel Economy As Affected by FronI E:id Arrangements

Another most important feature of locomotive design

that has been badiv neglected, is the front end arrange-

ments of locomotives, particularly the exhaust nozzle and
other parts that have to do with proper drafting of loco-

motives, and back pressure on pistons.

For the past 25 to 30 years almost a constant protest has

been made against the great waste in locomotive efficiency

and fuel due to negative action as to these particular fea-

tures. While the locomotive as a whole has been wonder-
fully improved in most all other respects, yet failure to

consistently bring these features up to the general high
standard of other parts, has in a great measure negatived

the value of the improved parts, and of course efficiency of

the completed unit.

Aside from the efforts to arouse some degree of enthusi-

asm on this question of excessive back pressure on pistons,

there has appeared in the columns of Railway and Loco-
motive ExGiXEERixG during the past two or three years a

series of articles in which the scientific, praclical, and eco-

nomical features of the question have been clearly ex-
plained. While these are defects that can easily be over-
come, it seems almost impossible to get those in authority

to see the point, and move as eiiectively as they have al-

ready done with respect to other features of design, some
of which are of less importance.

It has been pointed out that the saving in fuel alone on
about one-half of the locomotives in this country, resulting

from eliminating unnecessary excess back pressure on pis-

tons, would amount to more than $25,000,000.00 annually,

and to this should be added the money value of the in-

creased efficiency of the locomotive as an integral part of

a complete transportation unit.

Now that such wonderfully big things have been accom-
plished in the design of our ultra-modern locomotives, why
not be consistent and advance or raise this average high
standard of efficiency, by improving some of the features

which have been neglected.

Santa Fe Type Locomotives for the Atlantic Coast Line R. R.

Develop 75.700 Pounds Tractive Force and Are the Heaviest

Locomotives Used on This Road

The Atlantic Coast Line has recenth- received, from
The Baldwin Locomotive Works, 15 locomotives of the

Santa Fe (2-10-2) type, which exceed in weight and haul-

ing capacity any locomotives previously built for this road.

The new engines, designated Class Q-1, are operating in

the Montgomery, Alabama, district, on grades of 1.65 per

cent and curves of 12 degrees. Their dimensions, as com-
pared with those of the Mikado (2-8-2) type locomotives
formerly used in this district, are given in the following-

table :

gS.
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far built for the Coast Line, as they have capacity for

12,000 gallons of water and 16 tons of coal. These are

also the first Vanderbilt type tenders to be used on Ihis

road. The frames are in one piece, of cast steel.

Further particulars of these interesting locomotives are

given in the table of dimensions.

Weights, Proportions and Dimensions of New
Mountain Type Locomotives for

Grand Trunk Western

Type 2-10-2

Service Freight

Fuel Soft Coal

Builder Baldwin Locomotive Works
Cylinder, diam. and stroke 30 in. by 32 in.

Valve gear Walschaert

Valves, piston, diam 14 in.

Wheel basis

;

Driving 22 ft. 10 in.

Rigid 22 ft. 10 in.

To'tal engine 42 ft. 9 in.

Total engine and tender 83 ft. Oj^ in.

Weights in working order

:

On drivers 303,060 lbs.

On leading truck 27,120 lbs.

On trailing trunk 61,800 lbs.

Total engine 391,980 lbs.

Total engine and tender 613,000 lbs.

\Mieels—diameter outside tires :

Leading truck 31^ in.

Driving 63 in.

Trailing truck '. 43 in.

Journals, diam. and length:

Driving, main 12j4 in. by 13 in.

Driving, others 10 in. by 13 in.

Leading truck 6^ in. by 12 in.

Trailing truck 9 in. by 14 in.

Boiler

:

Type Conical

Diameter 88 in.

Working pressure 195 lbs.

Firebox length 132^ in.

Firebox width 94^ in.

Staying Radial

Grate area 88.2 sq. ft.

Combustion chamber, length 132i/^ in.

Tubes, number and diam 256, 2j4 in.

Flues, number and diam 50, 5}4 in.

Length tubes and flues 20 ft. 6 in.

Heating surfaces

:

Firebox 267 sq. ft.

Combustion chamber 120 sq. ft.

Tubes and flues 4,549 sq. ft.

Arch tubes 39 sq. ft.

Total 4,975 sq. ft.

Superheating 1,230 sq. ft.

Tender

:

Type Vanderbilt
Wheels, number and diam 8, 36 in.

Journals, diam. and length 6J/2 in. by 12 in.

Capacity, coal 16 tons

Capacity, water 12,000 LI. S. gal.

General data

:

Tractive power 49,600 lbs.

Industry Needs Reduced Taxation

Reduced taxes and a standardized and simplified method
of assessing taxes, not only by the state but also the local

governments, are the crying needs of agriculture, the rail-

roads and all other classes of industry in this country,

R. H. Aishton, President of the American Railway As-

sociation, told the joint conference between industry, agri-

culture and transportation which convened November 19,

1925, in New York under the auspices of the National

Founders Association.

Referring specifically to the importance of a reduction

in railway taxation, Mr. Aishton in a speech said in part:

"The present taxes on the railroads of this country

are a burden and a growing burden. In view of the fact

that the return realized by the railways of the country

under the level of rates determined by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission has fallen materially below the stand-

ard of a fair return set up in the Transportation Act of

1920, this low level of return makes the increasing burden

of taxes increasingly hard to bear. . . .

"There is an added burden in the fact that railways

especially are subjected to a great variety of forms of

taxation. . . .

"Not only does this multiplicity of the taxes levied on
the railways create confusion, duplication and many in-

equalities as between corporations and regions, but adds

another important element to the cost of railway operation

in the expenditures required for the preparation of special

reports, the filing of countless forms with governmental
tax and other agencies, and the cost of the accounting for

such reports.

Railway Taxes More Than Doubled in Eight Years

"Railway taxes more than doul^led from 1916 to 1924

while in 1925 they are averaging almost exactly one million

dollars a day or approximately $42,000 per hour. Taxes
paid in 1925 are an increase of nearly six per cent over

the amount paid in 1924 in which year they totaled $340,-

000,000. The amount paid in 1924 was an increase of

$84,000,000 or thirty per cent over 1921.

"While railway taxes have been constantly increasing,

there has been a reduction in freight rates during the

four years since 1921 that has averaged more than thir-

teen per cent. During the year 1924 alone, and based
upon the freight traffic handled in that year, the shippers

of the United States paid a total freight bill smaller by
more than $600,000,000 than they would have paid had
the freight rates of 1921 remained in effect without re-

duction. This reduction has been made possible through
large additions in capital investment, which have resulted

in increased efficiency and economy in operation.

"The decline of thirteen per cent in the average freight

rates, compared with the increase of thirty per cent in

total taxes paid by the railways since 1921, furnishes a
significant commentary on the increasingly cumulative
burden of expense of government to the railways, as

compared with the constantly decreasing expense to the

public of transportation furnished by the railways.

"Railway taxes are a charge against public service cor-

porations, that is, private property devoted to public

service. In order to succeed in performing their duty
of public service, the railways must be able to pay their

operating costs out of revenues and be able to retain a

sufficient margin in order to pay a reasonable return on
investment, maintain sound credit and attract the neces-

sary capital to make the required improvements and ex-

tensions which a growing demand for transportation

service calls for. Adequate transportation service is of
universal interest and adequate service cannot be secured
nor maintained unless operating revenues exceed operat-
ing expenses, including taxes, and leave a fair margin
of return on investment. As the matter now stands, the
returns to the railways are too low and the burden of
taxes too great.



Journal Lubricating Material Needs'
By L. R. Christy, Geu. Car Inspector, Missouri Pacific Railroad

There are no factors entering into the problem of car

journal lubrication more important than the selection of

proper materials, which means the procuring of the right

grade of waste, oils of proper viscosity and refinement and
suitable bearing metal. It is essential that the waste is

free from rags, knotted fibres, particles of metal, grit

and other foreign substances. The strands should be of

proper lengths. The waste should be bought on speci-

fications sufficiently rigid to permit of rejection of

material which does not meet the requirements. The
waste must have properties that give the necessary degree
of resiliency to insure proper contact with the journal at

all times, and must convey the oil to the journal with
sufficient rapidity to maintain the lubricating film without
breakage. There seems to be a fairly unanimous agree-

ment that the two standard types of waste are preferable,

one for use on locomotives and passenger cars, con-

sisting chiefly of wool strands, another composed entirely

of cotton strands for freight cars.

Numerous experiments have been made to obtain a

bearing metal that will cause the least amount of friction,

and j'et be sufficiently strong to withstand pressure with-

out crushing. Our standard lining metal is a tri-metal

alloy, consisting of 85 per cent lead. 10 per cent antimony
and 5 per cent tin. This closely follows the recognized

standards of many of the principal railroads and is a

satisfactory formula.

.\ lining metal of this kind with the great amount of

lead will conform to the contour of the journal within a

short time and reduce the unit pressure to a minimum.
In the purchase of new journal bearings, and when old

bearings are relined by outside companies, it is advan-
tageous to have the test department of the railroads make
periodical inspections at such plants to determine if

proper compositions are used.

The subject of lubrication can not be discussed without

considering the laws of friction. It is apparent that, were
there no friction, there would be no necessity for inter-

posing a lubricant between the journal and the bearing.

The primary object of bearing lubrication is to provide

a lubricating film between the rubbing surfaces, and
thereby replace the metallic friction with fluid friction so

far as possible, and then to minimize the fluid friction in

the oil itself. Fluid friction is independent of the pressure

on the surfaces in contact, but is directly proportional to

the area of the rubbing surfaces.

If we will give but a moment's thought to this state-

ment, we will realize that it is true, because any
infinitesimal particle of oil will retard the movement of

the entire body of oil, and as the viscosity of the oil

increases the fluid friction increases. Compare the flow

of oil from a receptacle, first using a li.ght car oil and
then a heavy valve oil. The light car oil will flow more
readily because its fluid friction is lower than that of the

valve oil. It must be remembered, however, that as the

temperature of the bearing increases, the viscosity of the

oil decreases. The body of the oil must be made to

maintain the film without breakage at the normal running
temperature of the journal. Experiments conducted to

determine the relative teni])erature of journal, hearing

and lubricant have indicated that the temperature of the

lubricating film is higher than that of either the journal

or the bearing. It, therefore, follows that the least

•From a paper read at the annual meeting of the
^
Chief Interchange

Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association of America, at Hotel Sher-
man, Chicago, September 23 to 24.

viscous lubricant, not unduly influenced by great varia-
tions in temperature, is the most desirable car oil. The
oils which best satisfy these requirements are mixtures
of mineral oil and suitable fixed oils.

The Missouri Pacific installed during the current vear
waste renovating plants of modern design at two of its

principal shops. r\ll journal packing removed from loco-
motives, passenger and freight cars, in addition to waste
used in shops is forwarded to these plants for renovation.
The reclaimed journal packing is reimpregnated at these
plants. New waste is saturated and prepared for immedi-
ate use.

The packing removed from journal boxes, and the
discarded waste in shops is collected in specially con-
structed metal containers of approximately 300 lbs.

capacity, marked to distinguish between packing removed
from locomotives, passenger cars, freight cars and shops.
As soon as sufficient quantities are accumulated at any
point, shipment is made to the nearest renovating plant.
These same containers are used in forwarding packing
to the various locations and in this manner a sufficient

number of containers are available always at both the
plants and the outlying points on the railroad.

The waste is placed first in metal trays, where pieces
of babbit, cinders, small stones and similar foreign sub-
stance are removed. This requires only a few minutes to
each container of packing. The next operation consists
of placing the waste in a heating tank, where it remains
approximately 20 minutes, immersed in oil at a tempera-
ture of 130 to 140 degrees F. It is then forked up on a
drain board and drained for a period of from three to
five minutes. Then, the waste is removed to a motor
driven centrifugal extractor, which equipped with a filter-

ing arrangement is rotated for five minutes at the rate
of approximately 1,200 revolutions a minute. At this
stage of the process most of the oil has been removed,
filtered and drained into an underground storage tank.

After this operation the waste is conveyed to a motor
driven cleaning and drying machine, where the dirt is

thoroughly removed and the waste is dried within 12
rninutes. This machine is equipped with steam coils and
air intake fan and operates under air blast at a tempera-
ture of 180 degrees F. The cylindrical container
oscillates after making two and one-half revolutions in
either direction. When the waste is removed from this

machine, it has been thoroughly renovated and is ready
for the saturation in the waste impregnator. This device
by the combined use of a vacuum pump and compression
head, actually accomplishes the complete saturation of
the waste in less than five minutes.

In preparing packing from the renovated waste only
reclaimed, filtered oil is used, which is pumped from the
underground storage tank to the impregnator. Past
experience has shown that one gallon of surplus oil accrues
to every one hundred pounds of waste renovated. In
other words, slightly more oil is recovered from this

amount of renovated waste than is consumed when it is

again saturated. It has been demonstrated that oil does
not wear out in service, but simply becomes contaminated
with foreign matter and after proper reclamation is as

good as new oil. New oil is used with new waste in

preparing new packing. In no case is new packing mixed
with renovated packing.

An electrically operated machine for making packing
rolls is also contained in this system. The capacity of

361
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each plant is two and one-half million pounds of reno-

vated packing a year, which, reduced to an average clail\'

production amounts to 9,000 lbs. The services of five

men are required in connection with the operation of each

plant.

This system has many advantages over the ordinary

methods of reclaiming and saturating packing. The entire

operation of renovating and saturating packing requires

le.ss than one hour, as compared within 48 hours, which

is the usual time waste is subjected to immersion, not

to mention the labor incident to cleaning waste by hand.

Without doubt, the packing is decidedly cleaner and the

oil penetration is better. By concentrating this work into

fewer plants of greater capacity a large number of sinall

obsolescent plants were abandoned. Aside from the im-

])roved mechanical features mentioned, this concentration

alone insures both econoiny and uniformity of practice.

A substantial saving is possible due to the greater per-

centage of oil and waste reclaimed. The extravagant

use of material is minimized if not entirely eliminated by

this procedure. Wasteful practices are more difficult

to correct, where packing is prepared at numerous points.

It is evident that packing indiscriminately made is not

always properly drained nor is all old packing accounted

for. It is often left in train yards, thrown in outbound

cars, used in firing locomotives or otherwise discarded.

This process also precludes the use of free oil which is

an expensive factor in lubrication.

Considerable discussion has ensued with respect to con-

ditions contributing to hot boxes and the proper method

of packing boxes. The causes are generally understood,

and there is but a slight divergence of opinion concern-

ing the packing of boxes. This is largely restricted to the

advisability of applying a filler or plug at the front of the

journal box. Reasoning on this basis, it is apparent we
should then determine whether the correct practices are

followed. Have we assured ourselves that inspection

forces are sufficiently alert in their efiforts to discern the

various defects that result in hot boxes? Are we certain

that oiling forces in train yards are giving necessary serv-

ice treatment to cars, and that sufficient dexterity is shown

with the packing iron.

Considering the importance of the proper use of pack-

ing iron, it is surprising how frequently this attention is

neglected. I am inclined to believe that few railroads

have standard packing irons and packing hooks, as is

evidenced by the miscellaneous assortment in use. Many
of these are of such dimensions and construction as to

prevent oilers from obtaining best results. A satisfac-

tory means of fixing individual responsibility for im-

properly packed boxes is to assign to each oiler a symbol

number with alphabetical prefix to designate terminal or

division and require him to mark this symbol on both

sides of the car when he has given service treatment or

repacked boxes. If trouble subsequently develops at any

point on the railroad, it is possible to place responsibility

with the oiler at fault.

It is conceded that cars ordinarily do not remain in

train yards for a period sufficient to make a thorough in-

spectiiDn of the packing in all boxes. In view of this

condition, it behooves us to give thorough attention to

cars when on repair tracks where facilities are available.

In such instances, the packing should be entirely removed

and all boxes repacked at designated intervals. The
necessity of complying with the practice cannot be too

forcibly emphasized, and if the railroads will actively

pursue a program of this kind an appreciable reduction

in the number of hot boxes will be made.

During the time the car is on the repair track, rea-

sonable measures should be taken with respect to the

mechanical conditions that contribute to hot boxes.

Trucks should be in proper alignment, journal boxes
parallel and not unduly worn, tops of boxes free from
irregular surfaces, dirt and grit, broken or missing truck
springs should be replaced and wedges should not be
distorted or otherwise defective. When wheels are ex-
changed compound should be removed thoroughly from
all journals and the boxes cleaned carefully. Due care

should also be exercised in removing worn truck pedestals

on passenger cars.

The best results are not obtainable when relined journal

bearings are used on passenger cars. The periodical

jacking of boxes on passenger cars for examining journal

bearings, wedges and journals, is advisable and in my
opinion necessary to the successful operation of passenger
trains. Our practice is to inspect every passenger car in

this manner at three months' intervals. The expense

thus incurred is promptly offset by the reduction in cost

of caring for hot boxes.

The Fallv-Bibby Flexible Coupling

Reference was made in the article descriptive of the

Baldwin oil-electric locomotive, published in the November
issue of Railway and Locomotive Engineering, to the

Falk-Bibby flexible coupling that is used to connect the

engine and generator shafts of that machine.

Falk-Bibtay Flexible Coupling

A section of the coupling there used, and a view of a
smaller size with the covering sleeve removed as made by
the Falk Corporation of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, is here

shown.
The coupling is formed of two flanges, A and B, similar

to an ordinary flange coupling that are keyed, in the usual

way to the two shafts, except that, in this case, the outer

edges of the flanges are provided with lips or ledges C and
D, which are cut with grooves of a peculiar shape to re-

ceive the springs by which the two parts are attached to-

gether, and by which the flexibility is attained.

The spring is the flexible member* and its shape and
that of the grooves, form the characteristic features of

the coupling. The grooves in the disc widen inwardly
toward each other, so that the spring fits closely in them
only at their outer ends. This widening of the grooves
is in the form of an arc of definite radius and is produced
by the special machines that are used in manufacturing
the coupling. The radius of the arc is made to bear a

definite relationship to the thickness of the spring bars,

and is so designed that, when each bar is bent around this

radius the stress cannot exceed its limit of elasticity.
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L'nder light and normal loads, there is a long and free

span of spring between the points of support on the two
flanges, which allows for considerable flexibility ; but, un-

der heavy overloads, the springs become supported along

the sides of the grooves, thereby automatically shortening

the span and stiffening the spring without iticreasing the

stress. Under extreme overloads the springs are support-

ed at their inner ends, and are then in shear and capable

of resisting man_\- times the load for which the coupling

is designed.

Details of Falk-Bibby Flexible Coupling

The springs are shown in the section at E and are

protected by a casing formed of the two pieces F
and G which are held together by bolts and are themselves

fastened to one of the flanges by top screws as indicated.

The whole is thus made readily accessible for inspection.

The holding bolts may be released and the two parts of

the casing moved back to the positions indicated by the

dotted lines. This exposes the springs to view for their

whole length and they can be readily removed.

As lubrication is essential to the operation of the

coupling, it is provided by filling the interior of the casing

with a grease (a graphite grease is preferred) so that the

springs are surrounded by it. This may be done by forc-

ing it in at the hole I which is closed by a plug. The
casing, which rests against a packing H in one flange and
is l)olted against a finished surface on the other, is ar-

ranged so as to retain the lubricant indefinitely, while the

centrifugal action insures its even distribution over the

springs.

The two faces of the coupling and, with them, the ends
of the two shafts are set

J/^
in. apart, so that there is an

opportunity for some angular displacement to take place

between them.

In the case of the coupling here illustrated in section,

as used upon the Baldwin nil-electric locomotive, the

coupling is designed to transmit 1,000 horsepower at 1,150
revolutions per minute. This means that the total load

on the springs will he a little less than 7.000 lbs. .^nd
this it is carrying under the variable conditions of switcli-

ing service in which the locomotive is ojxraling.

Motor Vehicle Competition Not Cause of

Abandoned Railway Mileage

In a recent study of the circumstances under which
railroad mileage has been abandoned between 1920 and
Alay 1, 1925, the Bureau of Public Roads of the United
States Department of Agriculture found that less than
5 per cent of the abandoned mileage was due to the com-
petition of motor vehicles. Exhaustion of the natural
resources which contributed the bulk of traffic accounted
for almost 58 per cent and competition.of other railroads

for. almost 30 per cent. The report was made by Henry
R. Trumbower, economist of the Bureau of Public Roads.
The following table summarizes the primary causes of the
lack of traffic which led to the abandonments

:

PRI.MARV CAUSES OF ijAaC OF TRAFFIC
Number Percent- Percent-

of age of Length age of
Cav.se lailroads number Miles length

E.xhaustion of natural resources.. 78 65.0 1,411.20 57.3
Competition of other r.nilrc.ads. . . . 14 11.7 713.34 29.3
Competition of motcr vehicles 10 S.4 104.46 4.3
Rearrangement of lines of railroad 5 4.1 32.64 1.3
Miscellaneous 13 10.8 177.31 7.3

Total 120 100,0 2,438.95 lOO.O

The report said in part

:

"The causes leading to the abandonment of this railroad

mileage are in some instances simple and easily determined

;

in other instances the causes are more or less complicated.
The lack of sufficient traffic to continue making the oper-
ation profitable or even possible is the fundamental reason
for abandonment. The causes for the lack of traffic are
varied. The primary causes cited are : ( 1 ) Exhaustion
of natural resources; (2) competition of other railroads;

(3) competition of motor vehicles operating on highways
;

(4) rearrangement of lines of railroad; and (5) miscel-

laneous causes.

"Although, as has been shown, the Interstate Commerce
Commission has authorized the abandonment of a large
railroad mileage in the last five years, it should be borne
in mind also that during this same period certificates of
public convenience and necessity were issued by the Com-
mission authorizing the new construction of 2,673.36 miles
of railroad. This involved the construction of 17 lines

aggregating 1,159.52 miles and 67 branches aggregat-
ing 1,513.84 miles.

"It is generally believed that highway transportation
will be considered an important element in the future rail-

road development of the country. Highway transporta-
tion may make it necessary to make railroad extensions
into certain territories and it will also make it possible to

relinquish the operation of certain low-traffic lines and
branches, thus saving money for the railroads and provid-
ing the public with reasonalily adequate transportation
service."

Oil-Electric Locomotive in Chicago

The oil-electric locomotive, which has been introduced
for switching service by six of the railroads in New York
City, has now been added to the equipment of one of the

railroads in Chicago. The Chicago and Northwestern
Railway is obtaining one of the 60-ton locomotives for

service in its Chicago yards.

The locomotive, produced jointly by the Ingersoll-Rand,
American Locomotive and General Electric Companies, is

like the units which are being supplied the Central Rail-

road of New Jersey, the Delaware, Lackawanna and
Western, the Baltimore and Ohio, the Lehigh Valley, and
iho Erie for service in New York. The Long Island
kailniail is obtaining a lOO-toii unit for similar service.



Gould Automatic Brake Slack Adjuster for Freight

Equipment Type 'T"

Freight

While the niddern Air T.rake is one of the most highly

developed and efficient devices used on freight cars, every

part from the brake shoes to the brake cylinders must be

in accurate adjustment for smooth and efficient braking of

the long trains in use today. Varying slack on the differ-

ent cars in the train, due to wear of brake shoe and wheels

and wear of pins and holes in the brake rigging, results in

different piston travel on each car and irregular braking

action throughout the train. This irregu-

lar braking action is the principal cause of

break-in-twos and damage to cars and la-

ding due to avoidable rough handling.

Some success has attended efforts to de-

velop an automatic slack adjuster or take-

up for passenger equipment but the prob-

lem of developing a similar device for

freight cars has presented more difficulty

because of the limitation of cost and the

necessity for accessiljility without interfer- '_'~'_

ence with other parts.
j

The Gould Coupler Company, which
manufactures a very successful line of

slack adjusters for city and interurban

cars, has spent a number of years in the

development of a simple and efficient de-

vice for freight equipment and The Sym-
ington Company now presents the result

of this study and development in the Tvpe "F
.Slack Adjuster illustrated and described herein.

The line drawing shows a typical application to the

center sill and photographs show the device in operat-

ing positions and partly disassembled to show the con-
tained parts.

This adjuster automatically takes up wear in shoes,

wheels, pins, and pin holes keeping the piston travel within
approximately jA" of normal from the application of new
shoes until they are worn out. When replacement of one
or more shoes is necessary, the adjuster may be manualh-
set back for this purpose, and upon the next application

of the air, the device is automatically brought into proper
adjustment. It is not necessary for the maintenance gang-

to make any calculations to determine the correct setting

of the device as it is not possible to set it improperly.
This adjuster takes the place of the usual dead lever

stop. It is attached to the bottom flange of one center sill

by two simple forged brackets designed to allow the neces-
sary flexibility so that the adjuster will accommodate it-

self to all normal movement of the dead lever on straight

and curved track.

The adjuster consists of a malleable iron housing which
serves as a guide for a cylindrical holding rod, the latter

being flexibly connected to the dead lever. This holding-

rod is itself held in position by a sliding rack strip which
in turn is held by a pawl or dog. Mounted in the casing
above the holding rod is an adjusting rod having a dog
or pawl also engaging the holding rod rack strip and held
in its normal position by the spring which encircles the ad-
justing rod. Attached to the eye at the rear of the adjust-
ing rod is a connection which passes under the body
bolster and is slidably attached to the top connection or
pull rod of the brake rigging just beyond the live lever.

.•\n adjustable stop clamped to the top connection or pull

rod actuates the adjusting rod as soon as any wear has de-
veloped or as soon as the cylinder push rod moves more
than the predetermined amount. Assuming wear to have

taken place, an application of the brakes moves the adjust-

ing rod so that the moval:>Ie pawl picks up one tooth on the

holding rod rack stri]). On release of the brakes the

spring returns the adjusting rod to its normal position

carrying the holding rod with it and the holding rod is

maintained in its new position bv its engaging pawl. This
operation is repeated as soon as additional wear amounts
to the equivalent of one tooth space on the ratchet. In

Application of the Gould Slack Adjuster to a Centre Sill

effect, the device is a dead lever stop with an infinite

number of adjusting holes which automatically changes
the position of the dead lever pin until the shoes are worn
out.

When it becomes necessary to replace one or more shoes,

the device is set back to normal by giving the drop handle
a quarter turn which releases both pawls and allows the

holding rod to return to the starting point. If through
inadvertence the dperator should fail to move the handle

The Contained Parts of the Gould Automatic Brake Slack Adjuster

also to its original position, the first brake application will

automatically do this.

The adjuster has been in service for a sufficient length

of time to demonstrate its effectiveness and reliability.

The value which the men who are responsible for the

handling of trains place upon a proper adjustment of the

foundation brake rigging- is clearly set forth in the report

of the committee to the Traveling Engineers' Associa-
tion that was published in the October issue of Railway
tK' Locomotive Engineering, in which that committee
called attention to a table showing the variations in piston

travel. Such a table was published in consideral'le detail
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in Railway & Locomotive Engineering for JNIarch,

1932.

After referring to this table the committee went on to

say that

:

"The committee feels safe in saying that the fimdamental

enemies of the modern air brake are uneven piston travel

A Slack Adjuster for Freight Cars Which Takes the Place of the

Usual Dead Lever Stop

and leaks. Uneven piston travel causes a variation in

every operation of the air brake system so far as the de-

velopment of power is concerned.

'"The variation of time required to obtain the braking

power expected to be developed from a given brake pii)e

reduction makes it possible to obtain several times the

braking power on one car as compared with another car

or the percentage of braking power to be developed from
the design for a given brake pipe reduction, and causes

too much braking power on some cars and too little power
on other cars, which will cause shocks and jars that will

damage the equipment and lading."

These expressions are quoted merely to show the im-

portance that is attached to the maintenance of a proper

adjustment of the foundation rigging and with it that of

the piston travel in the cylinders.

A Heat Treatment Disc

The Central Steel Co. of Massillon, Ohio, are distribut-

ing a combination disc that gives, at a glance, the proper
heat treatment for twenty-one grades of steel which it

manufacturers ; and there are fifteen methods of heat treat-

ment that are prescribed. In addition to this there is a

table for the determination of the degree of hardness on
the Brinell scale from the diameter of the impression.

The diameters given start at 2.40 millimeters (.09 in.)

and rise by increments of .0.^ millimeter (.002 in.) to 4.30

millimeters and thence by .10 millimeter to 6 millimeters.

This covers a range of hardness from 6.^2 down to 95 of

the Brinell scale.

The temperatures of heating and drawing colors are

also given.

The steels for which heat treatments are given are the

five grades of U. M. A. steels made by the Central Steel

Co.; the U. M. A. springs, the nickel molybdenum (Ni.

Moly.) and fifteen grades made in accordance with the

specifications of the Society of Automotive Engineers.

There are three discs in the combination, so arranged that

either of the outer discs may be turned to occupy any posi-

tion relatively to the central one. The central disc is the

largest of the three anrl carries on that position which
projects beyond the outer ones, the names of the steels on

one side and a letter indicating the heat treatment to be

used on the other.

There are five grades of U. AI. A. steels and the U. 'SI.

A. springs. U. M. A. is a trade name built up from the

initial letters of the three purifying elements used in the

manufacture, namely : uranium, magnesium and alumi-

num. The steels made according to the specifications of

the Society of Automotive Engineers are indicated by the

initials (S. A. E.) of that society, followed by the number
of the specification.

The method of using the disc is as follows : Set the

open segment of the disc beneath the grade of steel to be

treated. In the case of the illustration it is set beneath the

U. M. A. spring steel. The opening shows the steel to

contain from 1.00 to 1.20 per cent, of chromium : from .47

to .52 per cent, of carbon; from .80 to 1.00 per cent, of

manganese and that it is to be given the S treatment.

Turning the disc over and setting the notch of the other



Shop Kinks

A Tag-Stamping Machine in Use on the Delaware & Hudson Company

It is in tilt- custom in the siuips of the Delaware &
Hudson Co., at W'atervliet, New York, to attach a tin

tag to each part of a dismantled locomotive for the purpose

of later identification. Formerly the preparation of these

tags occupied about all the time of one man, as several

himdred tags were required for each engine going through

the shop for general repairs.

Where an engine number consisted of four figures, the

use of four stencils, and a punch for punching the wire

hole, besides the cutting of the tags to length involved a

good deal of labor.

In order to avoid this as well as the delay that frequent-

ly occurred in the preparation of the tags, Mr. John E.

Foley, the foreman of the tool room, designed the little ma-

chine that is shown in the accompanying drawing. It is

Details of Tag-Stamping Machine Used on the Delaware & Hudson

so arranged that with a single stroke of the operating lever

.1 the tag is stamped with the engine nimiber, the hole is

punched for the fastening wire and the tag is cut ofif from

a strip of tin to the proper length.

The base B is of cast iron, and is' provided with a lip C
at the bottom to which the steel anvil block D is bolted.

The front face is finished to receive the plunger E and the

spring F both of which are held in place by the cap G.

The lip H is attached to the upper end of the plunger.

The operating lever A is pivoted at / and the shaft to

which it is attacked has the segment of a gear K fastened

to it. This meshes with another segment L forming part

of a short lever in the end of which the trigger M is in-

serted. This is held out by the spring shown in the casing

surrounding its stem.

When the operating lever is raised the beveled edge of

the trigger strikes the corresponding edge on the top of the

lip H and it is pushed back by the compression of its hold-

ing spring. When the lever has been raised sufficiently

the two edges of the trigger and the lip slip past each

other and the trigger is thrown forward into the engaging

position shown in the engraving.

Then, if the oi>erating lever is depressed, the trigger

lifts the lip and with it the plunger, compressing the

spring F which has a bearing on a shoulder of the plunger.

At a certain point the trigger slips of? from the lip, re-

leasing it and the plunger, when the spring forces the

latter down striking a blow on the strip of tin nn the

anvil.

At its lower end the plunger is fitted with a shear blade

A' for cutting the tag off from the strip from which it

is made, and its bottom has a socket capable of holding

four J/2-in. steel stencils and a punch. So that, at each
stroke of the plunger a tag is produced bearing the engine
number, a hole for the fastening wire and it is cut ofif t-g

the proper length.

Instead of one man being employed almost constantly

in the preparation of these tags, the attendant at the tool

room window makes all of the tags required, during his

leisure moments, and so rapidly is the work done that even
these are not fully occupied.

Condition of Railway Equipment

Although freight traffic measured by the number of

cars loaded with revenue freight has so far this year been
the heaviest ever handled by the railroads, Class I rail-

roads on November 1 had fewer freight cars in need of

repair than at any time since February, 1924, and fewer
locomotives in need of repair than at any time since the

last half of December, 1923.

The number of freight cars in need of repair on No-
veml^er 1 was 165,481, or 7.1 per cent of the number on
line. This was a decrease of 8,725 under the number on
October 15 and 25,062 cars under the number in need of

repair on November 1 , last year, at which time there were
190,543 or 8.2 per cent.

Freight cars in need of heavy repair on November 1

totaled 127,680 or 5.5 per cent, a decrease of 8,102 com-
pared with October 15. Freight cars in need of light

repair totaled 37,801, or 1.6 per cent, a decrease of 623
compared with October 15.

Locomotives in need of repair on November 1 totaled

10,233 or 16.1 per cent of the number on line. This was
a decrease of 689 locomotives compared with October 15

when there were 10,922 or 17.1 i^er cent and a decrease

of 862 compared with the number in need of repair on

November 1, last year.

Of the total number in need of repair on November
1st, 5,387 or 8.5 per cent were in tieed of classified re-

pairs, a decrease of 366 compared with October 15, while

4,846 or 7.6 per cent were in need of running repairs, a

decrease of 323 locomotives within the same period.

Class I railroads had 4,450 serviceable locomotives in

storage on November 1, a decrease of 371 compared with

the number of such locomotives on October 15.

Equipment Placed in Service

Class 1 railroads during the first ten months this year

placed in sen'ice 119,243 freight cars, according to re-

ports filed by the carriers with the Car Service Division

of the American Railway Association.

This was a decrease of 18,126 under the number in-

stalled during the corresponding period last year and

36,629 less than during the same period in 1923.

Of the total numlier installed during the ten-month

period this year, 5,428 were placed in service during the

month of October, including 2,086 box cars, 1,670 coal

cars and 465 refrigerator cars.

Freight cars on order on November 1 this year totaled

24.606 compared with 40,760 on the same date last vear

and 48,571 in 1923.
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Snap Shots— By the Wanderer

It is not so many years ago that it was quite impossible.

and it is no easy task even now, to convince the holders

of a railroad's purse strings, that there was such a thing"

as an obsolete locomotive or machine tool, especially a

machine tool. Won't the locomotive haul just as much as

ever and the tool take just as big and fast a cut as ever?

Of course it will, but— , "Well then what do you want to

scrap them for ?" comes back as a quick query.

Sometimes, however, the rapidity with which things be-

come obsolete in these days of rapid movement, almost

takes the breath out of a man who is struggling hard to

keep in sight of the procession and who thinks it is not so

ver>- far ahead of him even though it may be out of sight.

For example, it was only a few days ago that I was
talking with a manufacturer who is a builder of a high

grade machine tool, with sales agents all over the world.

Speaking of his own tools, he placed seven years as the

limit of their profitable life, because of inevitable obsoles-

cence, and at the age of ten or eleven years, they become
an economical menace even though they may have been

kept in as good physical condition as when new. This

was stated with all of the matter-of-fact assurance that he

would have commented on the brightness of the sunshine.

I don't suppose that this holds good of all classes of

machine tools, but that it holds for any is startling enough.

.\s, for locomotives, well ! It is breathless work trjing

to keep posted on what is being done. We are forever

thinking that we have about the best that there can be,

only to be brought up with a sharp realization that we are

woefullv behind the times.

Take the developments of the past five or six years in

locomotive designing as an instance. We would hardly

want to go back to the designs of 1919 for the best that

can be produced. And the question is as to whether it

would be more economical to scrap those six-year olds or

keep them at work. Not that there is much chance of

those youngsters being scrapjied, but we can at least sug--

gest it as a problem in economics.

Here are two cases taken from life.

My friend Thompson is something of a hustler and can

frequently give the machine shop a pointer. He repre-

sents and has an interest in a machine shop about a hun-

dred miles from his place of business. A few days ago he

wrote for an estimate on a certain piece of work tipon

which he wished to bid. When it came, it was so high

that he knew he didn't have the ghost of a chance to secure

the contract. So he be,gan to figure and think, with the

result that, in forty-eight hours he put in a bid for just

one-half of the amount that the shop estimate called for.

Oh, yes, he had to put in some new improved machin-

ery, but the profits on the first order paid for that with a

nice little margin over and above. This is quoted to show
that, when the time comes, a man must be able to tell

whether new machinery is worth while and will pay for

itself, and whether a little enlargement will be beneficial

or not. A great many shops lose work because the owner
cannot think quickly enough to take advantage of an of-

fered opportunity, just as many railroad shops are expen-

sive luxuries because the controlh'ng official will not let

the shop superintendent think for him. Which is just the

quality that makes the difference l^etween a success and a

lack of it.

I am not quite sure that I have not told the other story

before. But if I have it is so long ago that I may presume

that you have forgotten it.

It happened at a time when the American type of cight-

wheeler was just beginning to lose its grip as the all

around locomotive for freight and piissenger service, on

the railroads of the country. There was a certain big

trunk line that was dominated by a man in the confidence

of the owner, who believed in letting well enough alone,

and who thought that what had been good enough for

the past was good enough for the future. So while the

mogul and the consolidation had begun to get a foothold

elsewhere, the eight wheeler continued as the sole repre-

sentative of advanced motive power on this great trunk
line. Naturally outsiders held the superintendent of mo-
tive power responsible for this state of affairs, and I was
among the number.

I once said to an officer of the company that I thought
it strange JMr. A— , the superintendent of motive power,
that, being a man of stich sound horse sense, he should

continue to use these light engines when everybody else

was going to the heavier weights, and that his action was
probably costing his road millions of dollars.

"Well,'' said my friend, "if you were in his place and
had gone to the management time and again, with the sug-

gestion that a heavier locomotive be bought and had been

asked how much it wotild cost and had said $12,500.00 and
that the present tyj^e cost only $11,000.00, but that the

heavier one would save its extra cost in the first six

months, and had then been told to go ahead and buy the

$11,000.00 engine, because that would avoid the necessity

of saving that $1,500.00, the time would come when you
woidd cease to make any recommendations.''

So the great trunk line contiiuied to use the light loco-

motives until the dominating figure holding the confidence

of the owner went the way of all flesh and fresh blood be-

gan an era of discard and replacement. This was, of

course, an extreme case and is but an exemplification of
what a blindness to evident obsolescence can achieve.

It is a serious and important matter to decide as to

when expensive machinery shall be declared to be junk,

and it takes a bold man, at times, to act. and, to take you
into my confidence, dear reader, I am rather glad that the

final decision so rarely rests upon my shoulders, for it is

so much easier to preach about the common sense of dis-

carding the obsolete, than it is to take the responsibility

of selling the article for junk.

The i-ailroad societies, clubs and associations, of this

country are probably responsible for more valuable prac-

tical technical literature than the kindred associations of

all of the remainder of the world beside. That is a purely

personal belief, based on some observation, checked by
conversation with others. But there are some cases when
it does seem as though individual items of this literature

had been terribly handicapped by their presentation. It

seems to be a human failing to believe, "I am right," and
"I know how," in total disregard of how others see us.

I do not know whether he ever made a formal sugges-

tion to that effect, but the late M. M. Forney, was wont tO'

urge, in his conversations, the advisability of having a regu-
larly paid presiding officer for the big and little associa-

tions—a man who had a good speaking voice, and a familiar-

ity with parliamentary forms, and could handle an assembly
with correct skill. Then for the honor of the thing, there

shotild be a duly elected president. I do not suppose that

he ever thought the thing would be done, and it probably

will not, but then, like most of his ideas, it does seem good-

As for the pai)ers there are two things to be considered.

First, the preparation for the printed page where every-

thing should be set down for the full information of the

searcher after the ultimate facts. Second, the presenta-
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tiun to an audience that must get the gist of the paper

through the ears, where rci>etition and study is impossi-

hle, and where the attention must be held from second to

second, else it becomes dull and tiresome. It is very diffi-

cult for a man to rememljer that his baby is not as inter-

esting to others as it is to himself, and that the long array

of tables and figures that he has sjx^nt days in preparing

cannot be grasped in as many minutes by a listening audi-

ence.

I sometimes think that it would be well for each club to

have a proctor who would give the presenter of each

paper regular instructions as to what the audience can

absorb.

And above all drive home the necessity for a clear and

moderately rapid enunciation.

All of which was suggested by some recent experiences

where skilled men tried their audience by a long sequence

of figures and an enunciation that was almost impossible

to understand, ^^'e can, as I have said, be justly proud of

the subject matter of the papers presented to our railroad

clubs and societies, but nnist acknowledge that, at times,

there has been much left to be desired in the method and

substance of their jiresentation.

Notes on Domestic Railroads

Locomotives

The Erie Railroad has placed an order for one oil-electric loco-

motive with the American Locomotive Company, The General

Electric Company, and the Ingersoll-Rand Company.

The Missouri Pacific Railroad has ordered 10 Santa I'c type

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The .\tlantic Coast Line Railroad has ordered 30 Pacific type

locomotives, S Santa Fe type locomotives, 10 eight-wheel switching

locomotives and 8 six-wheel switching locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Detroit Terminal Railroad is inquiring for 3 eight-wheel

switching locomotives.

The Norfolk & Western Railway will build 10 Mountain type

passenger type locomotives in its own shops at Roanoke, Va.

The Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad has ordered 10

Jvlountain type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive VN'orks.

The Consolidated Railroad of Cuba has ordered 6 Mikado type

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Chile Exploration Company has ordered 13 electric locomo-

tives from the Westinghousc Electric International Company.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad has ordered 2,

60-ton oil-clcctric locomotives from the .-American Locomotive

Company, the General Electric Co. and the Ingersoll-Rand

Company.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway has placed a contract for the

rebuilding of 10 locomotives with the Newport News Shipbuilding

& Drydock Company.

The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway is inquiring for 15 Mikado
type locomotives and 10 Mountain type locotnotives.

The Wabash Railway is inquiring for 25 eight-wlieel switching

locomotives.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad is inquiring for

one electric freight locomotive to be used in the Brooklyn yards.

The Missouri Pacific Railroad it is reported will build 15 switch-

ing locomotives in its own shops.

The Guayaquil & Quito has ordered 2 Consolidation type locomo-

tives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Norfolk Southern Railroad is inquiring for 5 Consolidation

type locomotives.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railway has ordered

10 hca\'y locomotives from the .American Locomotive Company.

The Hokkaida Railway has ordered 3 Mogul type locomotives

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Central of Georgia Railway has placed orders for 5 Moun-
tain type locomotives with the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Tennessee .Central Railroad has ordered 4 Mountain type

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

Passenger Cars

The New York Central Railroad is inquiring for 25 steel coaches
25 baggage-mail cars, 20 dining cars, 20 milk cars and 9 passenger-
baggage cars.

The \\'abash Railway is inquiring for 20 baggage cars.

The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway has ordered 14 coaches
from the .American Car & Foundry Company.

The Erie Railroad has placed orders for 2 passenger-baggage
gasoline rail motor cars and 3 passenger baggage gasoline electric

rail motor cars with the J. G. Brill Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

The National Railway of Alexico are inquiring for 5 baggage-
mail cars.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad is inquiring for

35 steel express cars, 40 scteel milk cars, 2 dining cars and 2 postal

cars.

The Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railway is inquiring for 5 cafe-

observation cars.

The Texas & New Orleans Railroad is inquiring for 6 coaches
and 3 baggage cars.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad has ordered 2
postal cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway is inquiring for 770
12 passenger car underframes.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway has ordered 3 postal cars from
the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation.

The Norfolk & Western Railway is inquiring for 18 coaches,

6 combination passenger and baggage cars, 4 combination baggage-
mail cars and 15 baggage express cars.

The Atlantic Coast Line Railroad is inquiring for 30 express cars,

25 coaches, 10 combination passenger and baggage cars, 4 combina-
tion baggage-mail cars and 2 postal cars.

The Erie Railroad has ordered 50 suburban coaches and 18 line

coaches from the Standard Steel Car Company.

The Temiskaming & Northern Railway has ordered 3 first

class coaches, 3 second class coaches, and 3 baggage cars from the

National Car Corporation.

Freight Cars

The Great Northern Railway has ordered 1,000 steel underframes
for freight cars from the Siems Stembel Company.

The Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railway has ordered 500
refrigerator cars from the American Car & Foundry Company and
501) from the Pullman Car & Manufacturing Co.

The Southern Railway has ordered 100 caboose cars from the

Lenoir Car Works.

The Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad has ordered 500
gondola cars from the Western Steel Car Company and 250 auto-
mobile cars from the Mt. Vernon Car & Mfg. Co.

The New Y'ork Central Railroad is inquiring for 1,000 hopper
cars of 35 tons capacity.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad is inquiring for

25, 8-wheel caboose cars and 50 ballast cars.

The Palace Poultry Car Company has ordered 50 live poultry
cars from the Illinois Car & Manufacturing Co.

The Reading Company is inquiring for 1,000 gondola cars of

70 tons capacity.

The Lehigh Valley Railroad is inquiring for 500, 70-ton liopper

cars.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has placed an order with the Standard
Tank Car Company for repairs to 500 hopper cars.

Tlie Pacific Fruit E.xpress is inquiring for 5,000 refrigerator cars.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway is inquiring for

coal car bodies.

The Wabash Railway is inquiring for an additional 1,000 single

sheathed automobile cars.

The Atlantic Coast Line Railroad is inquiring for 525 single

sheathed box cars of 40 tons capacity, 300 coal cars and 100 ballast

cars.

The Consolidated Railroads of Cuba have ordered 200 box cars
and 50 stock cars from the .American Car & Foundry Company.
The Missouri Pacific Railroad has placed orders for 3,000 cars as

follows: 1,000 box cars, 250 hopper cars and 250 automobile cars
with the American Car i& Foundry Company, 500 box cars and
250 automobile cars with the Standard Tank Car Company, 500
box cars with the General American Car Company and 250 stock
cars with the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.
The Lehigh Valley Railroad is inquiring for 500 single sheathed

50-ton automobile cars.

The Premier Red Ash Coal Company has ordered 60 mine cars
from the .American Car & Foundry Company.
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The New York Central Railroad has placed orders for 4,500 cars
as follows : 1X00 gondola cars wiUi the l^ullmaii Car & Manufac-
turing Company, 1,500 box cars with the American Car & Foundry
Company. i.OCu gondola cars with the Oeneral American Car
Company, 500 gondola cars with the lennessee Loal & Iron Rail-
road Company and 500 gondola cars with the Illinois Car & Manu-
factumig Company.
The bun Oil Company has ordered 100, 6,500 gallon tank cars

from the Standard Tank Car Company.
The International Railway of Central America are inquiring for

10 tank cars.

The Atchisan Topeka & Santa Fe Railway is inquiring for 3,000
cars as follows: 1.000 refrigerator cars, 850, 50 ton coal cars, 150
70 ton gondola cars, 500 automobile cars and 500 box cars.

The Chicago Burlington & Quincy Railroad has ordered 16 tie

cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.
The Buck Mountain Coal Company has ordered 20 mine cars

from the .American Car & Foundry Company.
The Atlanta & West Point Railroad lias ordered 250 box cars

from the Tennessee Coal. Iron & Railroad Company.
The St. Louis-San Francisco Railway has placed orders for

4,000 cars as follows : 2.000 bo.x cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company, 5C0 box cars from the General American Car
Company, 500 automobile cars from the Pullman Car & Manu-
facturing Company, 500 automobile cars from the Mt. Vernon
Car & Manufacturing Company. 5UJ gondola cars with the Tennes-
see Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.
The New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railway has placed an

order for 100 underframes with the Pennsylvania Car Company.
The Conley Tank Car Company is inquiring for 200, 40 ton tank

cars.

The Birmingham Southern Railway is inquiring for 100 70 ton

gondola cars.

The St. Louis Southwestern Railroad is inquiring for 500 box
car underframes.

Buildings and Structures

The Central Railroad of New Jersey plans the construction
of car and locomotive repair shops at Bethlehem, Pa., to cost
about $2,000,000.
The Kentucky & Indiana Terminal Railroad has placed a

contract covering the construction of a shop building, store-

house and office building at Loui.sville, Ky.
The St. Louis Southwestern Railway plans to spend ap-

proximately S130.000 for enlarging and modernizing its shops
at Pine BlufT, Arkansas.
The Grand Trunk Railway plans the construction of an

engine house and machine shop at Pontiac, Mich., to cost

approximately $1,400,000.

The Pennsylvania Railroad plans the construction of addi-

tions to its shops at Olean, New York, to cost approximately
$218,000.
The Reading Company plans a storage and distributing plant

at Pottstown, Pa., to cost approximately $100,000.

The Wabash Railway has jilaced a contract for a coaling
station at St. Louis. Mo., with the Roberts & Schaefer Com-
pany, Chicago, 111., to cost $35,000.

The Great Northern Railway has awarded a contract for

the construction of a tw'o-story bus garage and machine shop
at Minneapolis, Minn.
The Southern Pacific Company plans the construction of a

new classification and switching yard at Fresno, Calif., at a

cost of approximately $650,000.

The Chicago Junction Railway has awarded a contract cover-

ing the construction of an office building at Chicago, III., to

cost approximately $25,000.

The Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee Railroad plans
have been prepared for the construction of a motor bus ter-

minal at Libertyvillc, III., to cost $40,000.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has awarded a contract for

the construction of a water treating plant at De Forest Junc-
tion. Ohio, to Joseph E. Nelson & Sons, Chicago, 111., to cost

approximately $18,000.

The Lehigh Valley Railroad plans the enlarging of its en-

ginehouse and shops at Easton, Pa.

The New York Central Railroad plans the construction of

shop buildings and a freight terminal at Yonkers, New York,
to cost approximately $500,000.

The Louisville & Nashville Railroad plans the construction
of a pumping station in its yards at Memphis, Tenn., to cost

approximately $20,000.
The .Xtchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway plans the con-

struction of four small buildings and alterations to other
buildings at Bakcrsfield, Calif.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has announced that it plans an
expenditure of $15,000,000 for improvements in the Pittsburgh
district, together with other large expenditures at various
points on the line.

The Savannah & .Atlantic Railway has placed an order cov-
ering the construction of a coaling station at Sardis, Ga.
The Oneida & Western Railroad has placed a contract for

rebuilding its shop and power house at Oneida, Tenn,, which
was recently destroyed by fire.

The Chicago, Rock Isfand & Pacific Railway has awarded
contract covering the construction of an enginehouse at Dal-
hart, Texas, to cost approximately $100,000.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway has placed a contract cov-

ering the erection of a coaling plant at Ohve Hill, Ky., with
the T. W. Snow Construction Company, Chicago, 111.,
The Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad plans an additional

unit in the car shops at Dennison, Texas. It will cost ap-
proximately $130,000, including equipment.
The Chicago & North Western Railway plans the construc-

tion of a car wheel shop at Winona, Minn., to cost approxi-
mately $35,000.

Items of Personal Interest

James T. Gillick, formerly general manager of the Eastern
division of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, with
headquarters at Chicago, 111., has been appointed chief operat-
ing officer, with the same headquarters, succeeding B. B.
Creer, who has been elected president of the New York Air
Brake Company.

F. H. McGiiigan, Jr., who has been appointed engineering
assistant to the executive vice-president of the Gulf Coast
Lines and the International, Great Northern Railroad, with
headquarters at Houston, Texas.
James Paul has been appointed assistant superintendent of

motive power, third division of the Atlantic Coast Line Rail-
road, with headquarters at Uceta, Fla. Mr. Paul entered the
service of this company in car department at Waycross, Ga.,
1885, was transferred to locomotive department at Savannah,
Ga., in 1886, and in 1894 was placed in charge of air brake
department. He was promoted to general foreman at Savan-
nah in 1898, and promoted to master mechanic at High Spring
in 1906.

r, y s.

F. P. Pfahler has been appointed assistant to the chief of
motive power and equipment of the Seaboard Air Line Rail-
way, with headquarters at Savannah, Ga.
M. Meatyard has been appointed road foreman of engines of

the Chicago and Alton Railroad, with headquarters at Bloom-
ington. 111. He will have full supervision of locomotive opera-
tion and the conservation of fuel and lubrication. O. A. Hud-
son has been appointed general roundhouse foreman, with
headquarters at Roodhouse, III.

W. P. Kershner has been appointed master mechanic of the
Kansas division of the Missouri Pacific Railroad, with head-
quarters at Osawatomie, Kansas, succeeding S. L. Landis.

J. S. Ford, formerly road foreman of locomotives of the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, has been appointed
assistant master mechanic of the Galesburg division, with
headquarters at Galesburg, 111.

F. R. Butts, formerly assistant master mechanic of the
Brookficld division of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Rail-
road, with lieadquarters at Hannibal, Mo., has lieen appointed
master mechanic of the division, with headquarters at Brook-
field. Mo., succeeding H. H. Urbach, transferred.

E. H. Weiginan has been appointed master car builder of
the Kansas City Southern Railway, with headquarters at
Pittsburg, Kansas, succeeding J. Gutteridge, who has been
assigned to other duties.

W. R. Witherspoon has been appointed master mechanic of
the .Atlantic Coast I.ino Railroad, witli headquarters at High
Spring, Fla., succeeding James Paul, who has been appointed
assistant superintendent of motive power.

A. C. Bruning has been appointed road foreman of engines
of the Chicago and Alton Railroad, with headquarters at
Bloomington, III. His territory will include Bloomington to
St. Louis and Bloomington Terminal. He will have full super-
vision of locomotive operation and the conservation of fuel and
lubrication.

J. J. Siegfried has been appointed road foreman of engines
of the Chicago and Alton Railroad, with headquarters at
Koodhouse, 111. He will have full supervision of locomotive
operation and the conservation of fuel and lubrication. Glenn
Salmon has been appointed general roundhouse foreman, with
headquartirs at Bloomington, III.

Judson Zimmer has been appointed general superintendent of
(he Fonda Johnstown & (jloversville Railroad, with headquar-
ters at (ilovcrsville, N. Y.
H. C. White has been appointed superintendent of terminals

of the Grand Trunk Railway, with headquarters at Port Huron,
Mich., succeeding S. L. Trusler, retired.

C. L. Gibson has been appointed master mechanic of the
Portland division of the Southern Pacific Company, with head-
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quarters at Brooklyn, Oregon, succeeding D. M. McLauchlan,
retired. H. J. McCracken has been appointed master nitihanic
of the Stockton division, with headquarters at Tracy, Cahf.,

succeeding Mr. Gibson, and A. B. Wilson has been appointed
assistant master mechanic of the western division, with head-
quarters at West Oakland, Calif., succeeding Mr. McCracken.

E. A. Hibbett has been appointed superintendent of the At-
lanta division of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Rail-

way, succeeding J. A. Baldwin, retired.

Edward Hungerford has been appointed centenary director
of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, and will be in charge of all

arrangements, for the centennial of the company, to be cele-

brated in 1927.

C. H. Wright has been appointed assistant to the general
superintendent of transportation of the Kansas City Southern
Railway, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo., and C. E.
McCarty has been appointed inspector of transportation, with
headquarters at Kansas City, Mo., succeeding Mr. Wright.

R. C. Reid has been appointed superintendent of the Ala-
bama Great Southern Railroad, with headquarters at Birming-
ham, Alabama.
A. J. Chester has been appointed superintendent of trans-

portation of the Texas & Pacific Railway, with headquarters
at Dallas, Texas.

Supply Trade Notes

William H. Woodin, president of the American Car &
Foundry Company, has been elected president of the American
Locomotive Company, to succeed Andrew Fletcher, deceased.
Mr. Woodin has been a director and member of the executive
committee of the .American Locomotive Company for many
years.

W. E. Hedgcock, assistant vice-president in charge of sales

of the American Car & Foundry Company, with headquarters
at New York, has liecn elected a vice-president with duties as
formerly. Oscar B. Cintas, vice-president of the American
Car & Foundry Export Company, with headquarters at New
Y'ork, has been elected also a vice-president of the American
Car & Foundry Company.
George P Baldwin, general merchandising manager of the

General Electric Company, has been elected a vice-president.

Mr. Baldwin will have charge of activities connected with the
electrification of the steam railroad. His now headquarters
will be located at 120 Broadway, New York city.

Ray A. Sossong, mana.ger of gas plants. Air Reduction Sales
Company, with lieadquarters at New York, was elected presi-

dent of the International Acetylene Association at the recent
annual convention.
The G. M. Basford Company at a special meeting of its

Board of Directors elected Roger L. Wensley, president and
director to fill the vacancy caused by the death of G. M. Bas-
ford. Other officers and directors of the company remain the
same. Mr, Wensley has been associated with the G. M. Bas-
ford Company for the past eight years, the last three of which
were in the capacity of vice-president. The G. M. Basford
Compay will continue the ideals and policies followed during
Mr. Basford's administration.
The Davis Boring Tool Company, St. Louis, Mo., has es-

tablished a Ijranch office in Detroit and has appointed A. J.
Heaney as mechanical engineer and J. Mull as sales represen-
tative in that territory.

J. H. Whiting has been elected chairman of the board of the
Whiting Corporation. Colonel T. S. Hammond, vice-president
and. secretary, has been elected president and treasurer, suc-
ceeding Mr. Whiting. R. A. Pascoe has been appointed secre-

tary, succeeding Colonel Hammond, R. H. Bourne, vice-presi-

dent and sales manager, has been elected president of the
Grindle Fuel Equipment Company, a subsidiary, succeeding
Colonel Hammond, and N. S. Lawrence, vice-president and
assistant sales manager of the Whiting Corporation has been
appointed president of the Swenson Evaporator Company,
another subsidiary of the Whiting Corporation.

J. E. Finneran, purchasing agent of the Buckeye Steel Cast-
ing Company, has resigned to enter other business and T. B.
Taylor, present assistant superintendent, has been appointed
director of purchases.
M. J. Carney, president of the Prest-O-Lite Company, Inc.,

New York, has been elected chairman of the board; William
F. Barrett, vice-president, has been elected president. Ralph
R. Browning has been elected vice-president in charge of

acetylene sales, and R. J. Hoffman has been elected vice-

president in charge of storage battery and automotive divisions.

The Truscon Steel Company, Youngstown, Ohio, plans the

construction of new buildings in that city in which to house
its fireproofing department, which was recently purchased
from the General Fireproofing Company.

F. M. Cross has been appointed manager of the pneumatic

tool department of IngersoU-Rand Company for the Chicago
territory and will have headquarters in Chicago. Mr. Cross
formerly licld the same position in the New York territory.

Grant W. Lillie has been appointed sales engineer for the
Hubbard Steel Foundry Company, East Chicago, Ind,, with
headquarters at the McCormick Building, Chicago, 111.

G. W. Mead, president of the Linde Air Product Company,
New York, has been elected chairman of the board; William
F. Barrett, vice-president, has been elected president; Ralph
R. Browning has been elected vice-president in charge of sales;

J. A. Rafferty, vice-president in charge of engineering, manu-
facturing and research.

L. Thomas lias been appointed assistant sales manager of
the General Railway Signal Company, with headquarters at

Rochester, New Y^ork.

The American Steel Foundries have arranged to dispose of
their spring plant at Detroit to a company now being formed.
The new company will also take over the Eaton Axle & Spring
Co., and, as payment for the Detroit plant, the American Steel
Foundries will receive the entire issue of preferred stock of
the new company.
The American Railway Appliances Company, New York

City, has been appointed eastern representative of the Premier
Staybolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
W. G. Clyde has been elected president of the Carnegie Steel

Company, succeeding Homer D. Williams, who has resigned
to become president of the Pittsburgh Steel Company.
Henry T. Chandler has been appointed assistant to the presi-

dent, Vanadium Corporation of America. Mr. Chandler has
been associated with the Vanadium Corporation since January
1, 1923, in the capacity of metallurgical engineer, with head-
quarters in Detroit. Mr. Chandler has had an extremely wide
and varied experience in the iron and steel fields, and is one of
the foremost metallurgical engineers in the country.

Mr. Chandler's headquarters will continue to be at Detroit.
He will, in their field, have general supervision of the devel-
opment and research work in iron and steel at the plants of
the Vanadium Corporation of America and its subsidiary, the
United States Ferro Alloys Corporation.
Homer D. Williams has been elected president of the Pitts-

burgh Steel Company, succeeding D. P. Bennett, retired.

W. C. Reitz has been elected treasurer, succeeding Clayton
Snyder, and W. L. Rowe has been elected assistant theasurer,
succeeding C. E. Reichenbach.

B. B. Greer, chief operating officer of the Chicago, Milwau-
kee 8i St. Paul Railway, has resigned to become president and
director of the New York Air Brake Company.

A. C. Holden, Pacific Coast manager of the General Railway
Signal Company, Rochester, N. Y., has been appointed resi-

dent manager of the Chicago office, with jurisdiction over the
Central and Pacific Coast territories.

James M. Buick, vice-president of the American Car &
Foundry Company, at his own request, has been relieved from
the management of the sales department, a responsibility as-

sumed six years ago. Mr. Buick, who has been connected
with the company in an official capacity since its formation in

1899, will continue as vice-president, with headquarters in New
York as heretofore. Herbert W. WolfT, who has been a vice-

president since February, 1916, in charge of the Chicago dis-

trict, has been appointed manager of sales, succeeding Mr.
Buick, and will be located in New Y'ork.

L. F. Wilson, vice-president of the Bird Archer Company,
with headquarters at Chicago, has been promoted to vice-presi-

dent and general manager, with the same headquarters, and
will have jurisdiction over production and operation, including
sales and service.

E. K. Conneely, vice-president of the New York Air Brake
Company at New York, has resigned to become vice-president

of the Pullman Company.
Mark C. Pope, who has been connected with the Electric

Storage Battery Company, with headquarters at Washington,
D. C, for the past five years, has been promoted to manager
of the Atlanta branch. Prior to his service with the Electric

Storage Battery Company. Mr. Pope has served with the
General Electric Company at Schenectady, New York, and
later with the International General Electric Company.
Horatio S. Schroeder, general sales manager of the Inter-

state Iron & Steel Company, Chicago, has been promoted to
vice-president in charge of sales.

Walter F. Mulhall, who for the past four years has been
an account executive with the G. M. Basford Company, has
been elected vice-president of this company. Mr. Mulhall be-

fore coming with the G. M. Basford Company, was assistant

to the general superintendent of the Midvale Steel Company,
then assistant to the vice-president of Tacony Steel Company
and Penn-Seaboard Steel Company.
John E. Ferry, assistant to the president of the Franklin

Railway Oil Company, Franklin, Pa., has been elected vice-

president, with headquarters at Franklin, Pa.
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W. F. James, manager of the industrial division of tlie Phil-

adelphia district of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, has been appointed district manager, with head-
quarters at Philadelphia. Mr. James succeeds H. H. Seabrook,
for the past twenty years district manager, and now assigned
to special duties.

Obituary

Andrew Fletcher, president of the American Locomotive
Company, died at his home in Xew York City of heart disease

on November 29.

Mr. Fletcher has been head of the American Locomotive
Companv since December, 1916. He succeeded the late

Waldo H. Marshall.
He was born in New York on June 8, 1864. He was edu-

cated at the College of the City of New York, later studying
naval architecture and marine engineering. Among the many
important contributions that he made to American marine en-

gine manufacture was his production of the first three turbine-
driven vessels launched in the United States.

Mr. Fletcher was also a director in the American Car &
Foundry Company; American Locomotive Sales Corporation,
of which he was president; Atlantic Gulf Corporation; Bucy-
rus Company; the Canadian Car & Foundry Company; Con-
solidated Iron Works, of which he was president; B. B. & R.
Knight, Inc.; Lloyd's Register of Shipping for the United
States; Montreal Locomotive Works, Ltd., of which he also
was president; the Superheater Company; W. & W. Fletcher
& Co. (North River Iron W'orks); William Cramp & Sons
Ship & Engine Building Company; Richmond Locomotive
Works, of which he was also president, and the North River
Derrick Company. He was a member of the executive com-
mittee of the Atlantic. Gulf & West Indies Company and a

trustee of the .American Surety Company. He was also a

member of the Society of Naval -Architects and Marine Engi-
neers, .American Society of Mechanical Engineers, American
Society of Naval Engineers, and the Institution of Engineers
and Shipbuilders. Scotland.

Joseph G. Am died November 23rd at the Mithoefer Hos-
pital in Cincinnati, Ohio. He was buried at Montezuma. Indiana,

the place of his birth, on November 2Sth. Mr. Arn was born
February 17, 1866. He entered the service of the Louisville &
Nashville Railroad at Louisville, Kentucky, as fireman in 1883;
was promoted to engineman in 1887, and to traveling en-
gineer in 1904. After several years as traveling engineer he
resigned from L. & X. service to enter the railway supply
business, representing successively the Galena Signal Oil Com-
pany, the Nathan Manufacturing Company, and the Home
Oil Company. Since 1920 he had been manager of the .South-

eastern district for the Dearborn Chemical Company, in the
railroad department.

Allen A. Tirrill, an inventor and consulting engineer of the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, died re-

cently at the age of 52. Mr. Tirrill was the inventor of a

voltage regulator bearing his name. For many years he was
associated with the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y., and in 1910 became an engineer at the Westinghouse
Company. He left the company in 1916, but since that time
had been one of its consulting engineers. In 1897 he put in the
first voltage regulators in Lakeport and Concord, N. H. Mr.
Tirrill sold his patents to the General Electric Company in

1902, and in 1910 the company sent him on a tour of Europe
to demonstrate the practicability of the regulator. In 1914 lie

was awarded the John Scott legacy medal for his meritorious
in\'ention, together with a diploma.

Robert P. Queen, superintendent of the foundry of the Mt.
Vernon Car Manufacturing Co., Mt. Vernon, III., died in that
city on October 28. Mr. Queen was well and favorably known
to all cast iron car wheel manufacturers and has been superin-
tendent of the Mt. Vernon foundry since 1902. He was born
in Bardstown, Ky., in 1871. For the past two years Mr.
Queen has been engaged in planning and directing the con-
struction of the new foundry of the Mt. Vernon Car Manu-
facturing Co.. which has been practically completed.

Albert J. Earling, at one time president, and chairman of
the board of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, died
on November 10 in Milwaukee, Wise. He had been in ill

health for some time. Mr. Earling was born at Richfield,
Wise, on January 19, 1848, and entered railway service with
the Milwaukee & St. Paul, nc^w in the Chicago, Milwaukee &

St. Paul Railway, in 1866. He was a telegraph operator, fol-
lowing which he was a train dispatcher and assistant superin-
tendent. From 1882 to 1884 he was a division superintendent
and until 1888 was assistant superintendent. During the next
few years he served as general superintendent and in 1890
was promoted to general manager. He held this position
until 1895, when he was elected second vice-president. In 1899
he assumed the presidency of the company and remained in
the position until 1917, when he retired from that position and
was elected chairman of the board of directors. He retired
from this position in November, 1918.

New Publications

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, etc.

Agathon Alloy Steels by the Central Steel Co. sets
forth the merits of the steels manufactured by that
company. "Agathon" in the original Greek means "good,"
with special reference to "good in its kind," so that
one is led to infer that these steels are good of their
kind, w-hich is evidently true, or at least many people
must think it true, if an absorption of a half million or more
tons of its product annually is to be taken as a criterion of the
popular opinion on the subject. So these good (Agathon) steels
have been developed in response to a demand for greater re-
sistance to abrasion, severe shocks, strains and stresses, which
has necessitated the use of various alloys such as nickel, chro-
mium, vanadium and molybdenum. Hence these highly effi-

cient alloy steels, in which hardness and toughness have been
made to go side by side.

There are a series of diagrams illustrative of the qualities of
their five grades of V. M. A. steel which are interesting and
deserving of careful study. These set forth the physical prop-
erties of reduction, tensile strength, limit of elasticity, elon-
gation and Brinell hardness are developed by different draw-
ing temperatures. The whole treatment as well as the chemical
composition of the steel being fully set forth. U. M. A., by
the way, is a trade name adopted by the Central Steel Co. for
a certain part of its product and is derived from the initial let-

ters of the three cleansing ingredients used in the manufacture,
namely: uranium, magnesium and aluminum.

In order to make the diagrams and what they represent
quite clear one is repeated with a full explanation.

In addition to the diagrams of the U. M. A. steels, there are ten
similar ones of steels made in accordance with the specifica-
tions of the Society of Automotive Engineers and three of
chrome vanadium, nickel, molybdenum and chrome molybdenum
steels respectively.
The catalogue closes with tables of the chemical properties

of the agathon steels; a table of hardness numerals of the
Brinell test; others of the weights of bar steel, of drawing
bath mixtures and the decimal equivalents of the fractions of
an inch in ordinary use.

Manual of Organon. By C. W. Gremple. New York, Or-
ganon Lyceum 32 pages, 4 in. by 7 in.

The title tells one that this little book treats of the philoso-
phy ariy science of organing, or the art of management. Why
this unusual word was used, a word that few people have ever
heard, instead of the simple and intelligible expression, "The
.'Xrt of Management." is difficult to tell. Unless it is intended
to appeal to that class of people who are tremendously im-
pressed by words they do not understand and jump to the
conclusion that the person who uses them must be very learned.

After about a dozen pages of quotations whose connection
with anything in particular is difficult to understand, we arc
treated to the Century Dictionary definition of "Organon,"
and are told that it is "an instrument of thought."
Among the authors quoted, are Herbert Spencer, Ruskin,

Taylor, Sir William Hamilton, Harrington Emerson, whose
sayings may have had some sense when associated with their
own context, but are lost and incomprehensible here. Then, in

the midst there is intercollated such dogmatic statements as:
"The time has come to re-orthodoxi::c mechanical engineering,"
whatever that may mean. But why continue? There are four
chapters and an appendix, all equally obscure, so that one wonders
if even the autlior knows what he is trying to say. Another won-
der is on what ground the publishers should expect anyone to spend
good money for the purchasing of such a publication.

Cars and Car Equipment. The Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued sup-
plement No. 1 to volume II of Cars & Car Equipment. The
new supplement is designated as Special Publication 1739. It
will be recalled that in October, 1920, the Westinghouse Com-
pany published Volume I on this subject as Special Publica-
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tion 1626, and in October, 1924, published Volume II as

Special Publication 1714. The new supplement now available,

illustrates and gives floor plan and complete weights, dimen-
sions, ratings, and service data on the new cars of the Grand
Rapids Railway Company, Detroit United Railway, Gray's
Harbor Railway & Light Company, Tampa Electric Company,
Fresno Traction Company, Coast Cities Railway, Honokilu
Rapid Transit Company, Ltd., Mt. Carmel Transit Company,
Trenton and Mercer County Traction Corp., Los Angeles
Railway Corp., Philadelphia and Western Railway Company
and the B. M. T. Lines—Rapid Transit Division. This publi-

cation may be obtained from the PubHcity Department at

East Pittsburgh or from any Westinghouse district oltice.

If copies of tlie preceding volumes are desired, they also may
be obtained from the same sources.

The Versare Gasoline-Electric Coach. The Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company. East Pittsburgh, Pa., has

issued folder 4667, describing the operation and the electrical

equipment of "The Versare Gasoline-Electric Coach." This
folder, in two colors, illustrates all electrical equipment and in-

cludes a main and control circuit schematic as well as com-
plete weights, dimensions and ratings. The Versar'j coach,

which is 38 ft. long, will turn completely in a street 43 ft. wide.

It scats 44 passengers and weighs 18,000 lb. empty. It is

equipped with one Westinghouse 60 Hp. generator, two West-
inghouse 28;'2 Hp. motors and Westin,ghouse hand-operated
directional control, foot operated braking controller and steer-

ing column field control.

This folder may be obtained from the Publicity Department
at East Pittsburgh or from any Westinghouse district office.

The Advantage of Operating New Equipment. The West-
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Compan)-, East Pittsburgh,

Pa., has issued Leaflet 20,265 on "The Advantages of Operat-
ing New Equipment." This four-page leaflet very attiactively

presented in two colors, emphasizes the many disadvantages of con-

tinuing in operation obsolete equipment and the many advantages

resulting from the operation of new and up-to-date cars.

Obsolete equipment is not inviting to the public, while it is a

proven fact that new cars attract patronage when used to

provide more frequent service. They also effect large savings
in operating expenses. The developments in electric railway
motor and control equipment have kept pace with the develop-
ment of car design so that minimum weight for given electri-

cal capacity has been obtained. The advantages of multiple

unit control are explained and it is urged that all co-operate

to stamp out the idea that "the railways are through." Sev-
eral typical new cars are illustrated with insets illustrating the

type of equipment which has been replaced. In view of the

interest the Association is taking at this time in the subject of

retiring old equipment, this leaflet is of particular value.

Copies may be obtained from the Publicity Department at

East Pittsburgh or from any Westinghouse district office.

The 250 H. P. Gasoline Electric Car for the Reading Com-
pany. The \\ estinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
East Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued Folder 4664, describing the
operation and electrical equipment of "The 250 Hp. Gasoline-
Electric Car for the Reading Company." This folder in two
colors, in addition to information on performance and electri-

cal equipment, describes the advantages of gasoline-electric
equipment, illustrates the engine generator unit, gives floor

plan in elevation of the car and gives complete weights, dimen-
sions and ratings. The folder is of particular value at the
present time, due to the constantly increasing interest shown
in the application of gasoline-electric equipment to steam rail-

road branch lines. This folder may be obtained from the Pub-
licity Department at East Pittsburgh, or from any Westing-
house district office.

Materials Handling. The Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company has just issued circular 7378, on materials
handling, that shows the beneficial results to be obtained in

the various industries through the use of electrically driven
machinery for the handling of materials. This circular con-
tains information and data covering the principal groups of
materials handling machines, giving their uses, typical outputs,
and the electrical equipment best suited for their successful
operation. It describes also the electrical equipment the
Westinghouse company has developed for materials handling
machinerty. Cranes, hoists, winches, conveyors, coal loading
machines, freight elevators, trucks, locomotives and dredges
are some of the types of equipment described and illustrated.

This circular may be had from any of the district offices of the
company or from the department of publicity at East Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

General Electric Steam Turbines. General Electric steam
turbines rated at 500, 600 and 750 kw. are described in Bulle-
tin GEA-23S, just issued by the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y. The general principles and advantages of

steam turbines are discussed, and sections and steam path dia-

grams are shown.

The Articulated Car. The Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued Leaflet

20,266 on "The Articulated Car of the B. M. T. Lines—Rapid
Transit Division." This four-page leaflet, attractively pre-
sented in two colors, illustrates the important electrical equip-
ment, includes the wiring diagram of the articulated car and in

addition to a complete description of the motor, equipment
and accessories, elaborates on the importance of this equip-
ment as representing the latest development for rapid transit

service. These new units comprise three complete subway-
type bodies permanently coupled together and mounted on a
total of four tracks using two Westinghouse motors each on
the end trucks of the unit, together with double end multiple
unit control. This leaflet may be obtained from the Publicity
Department at East Pittsburgh or from any Westinghouse
district office.

For Testing and Washing

Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors. Ejectors.
Boiler Washers and Testers, Boiler Checks.

Check Valves.

DIAMOND STEEL ENERT
For Grinding In Steam and Air Joints

"CUTS BUT NEVER BREAKS"
A Railroad Shop Necessity

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

2139 Fulton Street, Chicago

WANTED
Locomotive builder's or other lith-

ograph of U. S. locomotives, multi-

colored or one tone for historical

collection. Give nam.e of builder,

type of locomotive, condition of

print, etc.

Also wish to purchase collec-

tions of locomotive photographs,

particularly those of early date, or

will gladly arrange for exchange
yvitii other collectors.

Particularly interested in New
Yprk Central phonographs.

Address, HISTORICAL
c/o Railway^ and Locomotive Ejaginamring

114 IJ»-erty Street, New York
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